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Preface 

Caries remains one of the most common diseases throughout the world. It has been 
classified by the WHO as the third world's health calamity. This book describes the
cause, diagnosis, control and prevention of caries, and the progression in daily caries
clinical practice, and an increased emphasis on the dental caries in children and 
secondary caries. The book will appeal to dental students as well as graduate students,
dental health educators, hygienists, and therapists. It will also be useful to scientists 
working in the field of cariology and to qualified dentists who wish to update their 
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to all the contributors who worked overtime to produce their sections. 
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Caries Through Time: 
An Anthropological Overview  

Luis Pezo Lanfranco and Sabine Eggers 
Laboratório de Antropologia Biológica, Depto. de Genética e Biologia Evolutiva, 

Instituto de Biociências, Universidade de São Paulo,  
Brazil 

1. Introduction 
Bioanthropological1 researches carried out in the last few decades have given special 
emphasis to the study of the relation between disease, as well as social and environmental 
phenomena, enhancing the already strong connection between lifestyle and health 
conditions during history of humankind (Cohen & Armelagos, 1984; Katzenberg & 
Saunders, 2008; Larsen, 1997). Because infectious diseases result from the interaction 
between host and agent, modulated by ecological and cultural environments, the 
comparative study of the historic prevalence of diseases in past populations worldwide can 
provide important data about their related factors and etiology.  

The study of dental diseases (such as caries) has been given special attention from 
Paleopathology2. The tooth, for its physical features tends to resist destruction and 
taphonomic conditions better than any other body tissue and therefore, is a valuable 
element for the study on individual’s diet, and social and cultural factors related to it, from a 
population perspective.   

Caries is one of the infectious diseases more easily observable in human remains retrieved 
from archaeological excavations. For their long time of development and non-lethal nature 
the lesions presented at the time of the death remain recognizable indefinitely, allowing to 
infer, along with other archaeological and ecological data, the types of food that a specific 
population consumed, the cooking technology they used, the relative frequency of 
consumption, and the way the food was shared among the group (Hillson, 2001 2008; 
Larsen, 1997; Rodríguez, 2003).  

                                                 
1 Formerly called Physical Anthropology, Bioanthropology is a discipline that provides integrated 
information about the lifestyle of past populations and their associations with the environment through the 
study of human remains. The North American school denominates it Bioarchaeology (Buikstra & Beck, 
2006; Larsen, 1997; Roberts & Manchester, 2005).  
2 In general, diseases, signs and determining factors have been studied by Bioanthropology under the 
label of Paleopathology (the study of diseases in past societies through ancient texts, art and human 
remains). The specific study of the oral diseases during ancient times is named Oral or Dental 
paleopathology (Campillo, 2001; Waldron, 2009). 
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Considering the available data, we know that the highest caries rates3, their distribution and 
severity profiles observed nowadays are the result of a complex process of slow dietary 
changes, directly linked to the development of Western civilization. Consequently, the 
current caries patterns are not observed in past populations, on the opposite, they show a high 
variability along time and space that corresponds to a wide range of subsistence strategies, 
specific cultural regulations, and particular historical processes.  

2. The antiquity of caries: Evidences of caries in hominines and early 
humans 
Caries is a very old disease and it is not exclusive of the human species. Evidences of dental 
lesions compatible with caries have been observed in creatures as old as Paleozoic fishes 
(570-250 million years), Mesozoic herbivores dinosaurs (245-65 million years), pre-
hominines of the Eocene (60-25 million years), and Miocenic (25-5 million years), Pliocenic 
(5-1.6 million years), and Pleistocenic animals (1.6-0.01 million years – Clement, 1958; Kear, 
2001; Kemp, 2003; Sala et al., 2004). Caries has also been detected in bears and other wild 
animals (Pinto & Exteberria, 2001; Palamra et al., 1981), and it is common in domestic 
animals (Gorrel, 2006; Shklair, 1981; Wiggs & Lobprise, 1997).  

In humans, caries is one of the most widely spread diseases and its presence takes place into 
our species origins. Paleodietary reconstructions have provided a high amount of data on 
the presence of caries in ancestral lineages. An approximal groove located in the cementum-
enamel junction (CEJ) of bicuspids and molars has been noticed in several lineages of fossil 
hominines like Paranthropus robustus, Homo habilis, H. erectus, H. heidelbergensis and H. 
neanderthalensis (Bermúdez de Castro et al., 1997; Frayer, 1991; Milner & Larsen, 1991; Ungar 
et al., 2001). Although some scholars have reported that lesion as caries (Clement, 1956; 
Grine et al., 1990; Robinson, 1952), more recent analyses done in an specimen of Homo erectus 
from Olduvai Gorge (1.84 million years BP4) suggest that it could be an erosion produced by 
the habitual (possibly therapeutic) use of tooth-picks (Ungar et al., 2001).  

Also, the paleopathological record of the ATE9-1 jaw (Homo sp. - Sima del Elefante site, 
Sierra de Atapuerca, Spain), considered the oldest hominine fossil of Western Europe (1.3 
million years BP), shows numerous maxillary lesions such as hypercementosis, calculus 
deposits, periodontal disease, cystic lesions and an anomalous wear facet compatible with 
tooth picking but no caries (Martinón et al., 2011).  

Several authors have suggested that the discovery of fire by Homo erectus-like species, around 
800 thousand years ago, was a biologically significant step. Meanwhile cooked food replaced a 
                                                 
3 Some prompts are used for the recording of caries experience. Caries prevalence, defined as the 
number of individuals in a population affected by caries in a specific time span. Caries frequency, 
defined as the number of teeth affected for caries divided by the total number of sockets observed 
(tooth/tooth socket) in a individual or population; and caries index as the Decay Missing Filling Index 
adapted to fragmentary samples (Duyar & Erdal, 2003; Lukacs, 1992; Medronho et al., 2009; Pezo, 2010; 
Saunders et al., 1997).  
4 The chronological dating methods use some conventional parameters. BP (before present) refers to a 
non- calibrated C14 date, calculated since 1950 as year zero. BC and AD (before Christ and Anno Domini 
respectively) refers to a calibrated C14 date (calculated from accurate historical or geological data) in 
calendar years since the year one of our era (Taylor, 1987). 
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diet entirely based on raw meat and vegetables, the patterns of chewing, digestion and 
nutrition changed accordingly. The process of cooking using fire turned the food safer, juicer, 
and easier to digest, promoting a higher intake of energy that, in evolutionary terms, had a 
sequence of favorable physiological effects. The easy digestion of cooked food would have 
favored the reduction of the digestive system, facilitating metabolic energy savings that were 
used to develop the brain (Aiello & Wheeler, 1995; Cartmill, 1993; Wrangham, 2009). 
Nevertheless, it is supposed that H. erectus, a hunter-gatherer, obtained approximately 50% of 
its calories from carbohydrates (Wrangham, 2009) and under the hypothesis of cooking (that 
obviously included meat and vegetables), caries should have been present much earlier in the 
fossil record. However, caries appears clearly much later. So, the data on oral does not support 
the idea of a cariogenic diet based on cooked vegetables from the earliest periods. Maybe, in 
the beginning, fire was employed only for cooking meat.  

The unquestionable oldest evidence of caries comes from a fossil found in 1921 in Broken Hill, 
Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) during the exploration of a zinc mine. The specimen denominated 
Broken Hill 1, a Homo rhodesiensis cranium (African version of the Homo heidelberguensis 
650,000-160,000 BP) shows extensive dental caries and coronal destruction. Except for five teeth, 
all the rest is affected by rampant caries and several crowns are almost completely destroyed. 
Caries seems to have its origin in the interdental spaces. Besides, Broken Hill man experienced 
alveolar recession and dental abscesses in many teeth (Fig. 1). Although lesions have been 
attributed to a diet rich in vegetables and/or poisoning by the existing metals in the region 
(Bartsiokas & Day, 1993), it seems that, given the interdental origin of the caries and the 
absence of tooth picks evidence, the Broken Hill 1 developed his lesions due to his ignorance in 
the use of tooth picks, which was known by other earlier hominines (Puech, 1978).  

 
Fig. 1. The unquestionable oldest evidence of caries in the human paleontological record. 
Pictures of H. rhodesiensis skull cast. Map modified from Google Maps 2010. 
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Fig. 1. The unquestionable oldest evidence of caries in the human paleontological record. 
Pictures of H. rhodesiensis skull cast. Map modified from Google Maps 2010. 
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In this sense, from the presence of caries in non-human primates one must consider that 
natural sources of carbohydrates can produce carious lesions. Caries have been reported in 
prime-age individuals of Pongo pygmaeus (4.1%), Gorilla gorilla (2.7%), Hylobates (0.9%) and 
Pan troglodytes (12.7% in juveniles versus 30.6% in older animals – Crovella & Ardito, 1994; 
Schultz, 1956). Thus, in modern apes, the disease exists despite them being mostly 
herbivorous with a raw diet based on only a few starchy tubers if any (Kilgore, 1995; Miles 
& Grigson, 1990).  

The Neanderthals (230,000-30,000 BP) show a high prevalence of enamel hypoplasias, 
antemortem tooth loss, periodontal disease and abscesses but dental caries is very rare 
among them (Brennan, 1991; Brothwell, 1963; Grine et al., 1990; Ogilvie, 1989). Six cases 
(Table 1) of dental caries (0.48%) have been reported among the approximately 1250 known 
Neanderthal teeth (Lalueza et al., 1993; Lebel & Trinkaus, 2001; Tillier et al., 1995; Trinkaus 
et al., 2000; Walker et al., 2011). The presence of caries in Neanderthals suggests the 
existence of pathogenic dental plaque and dietary conditions compatible with the 
consumption of some cariogenic carbohydrates despite the hunter-gatherer lifestyle and 
cold climate existing during the Middle Paleolithic5 (Trinkaus et al., 2000).  
 

Specimen Tooth Description 
Banyoles 1 

France 
(Lalueza et al., 1993). 

Mandibular M3 Two small pits with irregular shapes in 
occlusal fissures, penetration beyond the 

dento-enamel junctions. 
Kebara 27 

Israel 
(Tillier et al., 1995) 

Maxillary 
I2 

A cavity in the central pit of a strongly 
shoveled tooth, 2.6 mm diameter, extended 

through the dento-enamel junction. 
Bau de l’Aubesier 5 France

(Trinkaus et al., 2000) 
Maxillary dm1 A mid-lingual pit lesion. 

Bau de l’Aubesier 12 France
(Lebel &Trinkaus, 2001) 

Maxillary 
M1 or M2 

A large hole across the disto-lingual corner 
of the cervical half of the roots, 7.2 mm high, 

6.3 mm wide, 3.5 mm depth. 
Sima de Palomas 25 Spain 

(Walker et al., 2011) 
Mandibular 

dm1 
An occlusal cavity, 1.2 mm diameter, 

extended through the exposed dentin. 
Sima de Palomas 59 Spain 

(Walker et al., 2011) 
MandibularM2 A small interproximal notch. 

Table 1. Carious lesions among Neanderthals 

                                                 
5 The Paleolithic or Antique Stone Age was the longest period of human prehistory (99% of it), ranging 
from 2.8 millions of years (in Africa) to 10,000 BP. The Paleolithic is divided in three periods: Lower 
Paleolithic (2.8 million years to 200,000 years: the epoch of the hominines and our first ancestors), 
Middle Paleolithic (the epoch of Neanderthals, from approximately 200,000 to 30,000 BP), and Upper 
Paleolithic (30,000 BP- 10,000 BP – the epoch of the earliest modern humans). The Neolithic or New 
Stone Age was defined considering the new way of life based on the production of food from 
domesticated species. It appears at different times and regions around the world during the Holocene 
(starts 10,000 BP). The phase of transition between the Paleolithic and Neolithic is known as Mesolithic 
(Carbonell, 2005). 
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Dental caries are present but still rare among early modern humans (European and Near 
Eastern Homo sapiens) during the Upper Paleolithic. Caries have been identified in Qafzeh 3 
and Skhul 2 in Israel (Fryer, 1976; Boydstun et al., 1988), and only Cro-Magnon 4, Les Rois 
R50-4 and Les Rois R51-15 have been indentified with caries in Europe (Brennan, 1991; 
Trikanus et al., 2000). Caries are more widely found among more recent Eurasian foraging 
peoples, but caries frequencies remain below 10% (Brothwell, 1963; Caselitz, 1998). 

3. Caries and lifestyle  
3.1 Dietary changes and the raise of caries experience in past human societies 

In fact, the history of dental caries is associated with the rise of civilization, and more 
recently with dietary changes that occurred since the Mercantilism and Industrial 
Revolution. Several archaeological and historical works have confirmed the relationship 
between high caries frequencies and prevalences and the increase of carbohydrates intake in 
human populations from the advent of agriculture6 (Larsen, 1997; Saunders et al., 1997; 
Turner, 1979). Generally hunter-gatherers show low caries frequencies whereas peoples 
based on mixed economies, gardening, and farming, show increasingly higher caries rates 
(Hillson, 2001; Lukacs, 1992; Powell, 1985; Turner, 1979).  

For instance, in the North American Southeast the number of carious teeth in farmers is 
three times the number of carious teeth in foragers of prior epochs (Powell, 1985). In several 
populations from Eastern Woodlands of North America the changes are also observed along 
the time, with frequencies below 7% in Archaic foragers and frequencies over 15% in 
farmer’s phases contemporary to the first contact with Europeans (Larsen, 1997). In 
prehistoric peoples from Colombia, the prevalence of caries is close to zero in hunter-
gatherers that used lithic technology, appears in early farmers and increases in pottery-
makers, reaching frequencies of up to 76% (Rodríguez, 2003). These same tendencies have 
been observed in native modern peoples that had their traditional diets replaced by western 
ones, during the process of global colonization (Holloway et al., 1963; Mayhall, 1970).  

Caselitz (1998) analyzed the historical evolution of caries in 518 human populations of 
Europe, Asia and America in a wide timeline from the Paleolithic to the present, confirming 
that during Paleolithic and Mesolithic periods, the hunter-gatherers had less caries and 
lesions progressed more slowly. Caries indices have increased gradually from Neolithic 
times, until they reach the high rates observed at the present. Considering only the Holocene 
(the last 10,000 BC) in the Old World, he observed that the low indices7 of Mesolithic times 
remain relatively constant during the Early Neolithic (between the 9th and 5th millennium 
                                                 
6 Agriculture is a set of knowledge and techniques aimed to control the natural environment for 
production of crops. The transition from the hunting-gathering economy to self-sufficient food 
production changed radically the human history, promoting a high population growth for food 
availability, sedentary settlements, new labor division, and changes in the rights of land property that 
led to a more complex society, with specialists, social classes and centralized government systems. 
7 For his comparisons, Caselitz used a reduced variant of the DMF Index (Decayed Missing Filling 
Index) applied to archaeological samples, the I-CE (Index of carie-extractio) or DMI (Decay Missing 
Index – Lukacs, 1996; Pezo & Eggers, 2010; Saunders et al., 1997), calculated as the number of carious 
teeth added to the number of antemortem toot loss (AMTL) divided by the sum of teeth and sockets 
observed.   
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BC), but suffered a dramatic increase of 75% in a short time span of few centuries around 
4500 BC. This phenomenon, observed in North Africa, Near East, China and Europe has 
been attributed to the drastic change in the diet that means the introduction and spread of 
cereals in the entire antique world (Caselitz, 1998).  

In the Mediterranean region, Arabia and India the increase of caries began early between the 
7th and 5th millennium BC. In Natufians from the Levant region, the phase of hunter-
gatherers (10,500-8300 BC) shows 6.4% of caries frequency whereas Neolithic populations 
(8300-5500 BC) show 6.7% (Eshed et al., 2006). In the Indo region the caries frequencies 
range between 1.4-1.8% in the earliest populations, but in the site of Harappa (5000 BP, 
Pakistan) from the Early Bronze Age8 the caries frequency is 12% (Lukacs, 1992, 1996) 
whereas an Iron Age skeletal sample from Oman shows 32.4% (Nelson & Lukacs, 1994) 
analyzed under the same methods (Fig. 2a). During the Chinese Neolithic, the initial phase 
Yangshao (7000 – 5000 BP) shows rare evidence of caries (0.04%) and all of them occur in the 
posterior sector of the mouth. The Longshan period (4500 – 4000 BP) presents caries 
frequencies of 0.30% and besides, showing caries located in the anterior teeth. The Chinese 
farming in this epoch was based on domesticated species of millet (Setaria italica), 
broomcorn millet (Panicum miliaceum) and rice (Oryza sativa – Pechenkina et al., 2002). 

The most antique written reference of oral diseases in this region comes from a tablet of clay 
with cuneiform inscriptions from the lower valley of the Euphrates dated at 5000 BC. The 
tablet refers to the existence of a “worm” responsible for tooth pain and a recipe for spelling 
it. More than 3000 years later, in Egypt, the Eber’s papyrus, a kind of medical tractate dated 
around 1550 BC, refers to the existence of gingivitis, pulpitis and dental pain and their 
treatment using dressings, mouth washers and enchantments (Nikiforouk, 1985). In antique 
civilizations caries and antemortem teeth loss seemed to be a permanent scourge that 
obviously must have caused the same physical and psychological suffering it causes 
nowadays. The first attempts of restorative dentistry have been recorded in Egyptians, 
Phoenicians, Etruscans and Romans (Asbell, 1948; Harris et al., 1975; Jackson, 1988; Puech, 
1995; Teschler-Nichola et al., 1998). 

In Europe caries rates are almost stable during the Middle Bronze Age (1600-1200 BC) and 
increase continuously between 1200 BC and 500 AD. It could mean that the spread of 
agriculture occurred at least one millennium later than in other Old World regions. A little 
peak is observed around 750 AD followed by a phase relatively stable during the Middle 
Age and a second increase, much more dramatic, is observed since the 16th century, and it 
has reached the highest records in our times (Caselitz, 1998). Examining the proportion of 
affected individuals per population, Caselitz (1998) observed that during the fifth 
millennium BC, around one third of individuals were affected with caries. In the Middle 
and Late Bronze Age (1500-300 BC) the affected proportion of individuals decreases 
relatively and then rose dramatically to 56% in the 7th century AD. This condition of 
deterioration remains constant until around 1300 AD when it reaches a new peak. In more 
                                                 
8 In 1820, Christian Thomsen classified the prehistory of Europe in three ages (Cooper Age or 
Chalcolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age) based on the analysis of metallic artifacts. Bronze Age was 
divided into Antique, Middle and Final Bronze Age but dates are different according to the region 
analyzed. In the Near East bronze appears at the final of the 4th millennium BC, in Greece around 2500 
BC, in Persia in 2000 BC, and only about 1800 BC in China (Lull et al., 1991). 
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recent periods of Modern Age, almost 60% of individuals were affected, and in 
contemporary times the observations denote global values surpass 95% (Nikiforouk, 1985; 
Rugg-Gunn & Hackett, 1993; Shafer et al., 1983). These trends have been pointed out in 
other studies (Moore & Corbet, 1971, 1973, 1975; Roberts & Cox, 2007 – Fig. 2b). 

In the American continent caries has been recorded since approximately 7000 BC with 
relatively high indices that decrease around 5000 BC (Bernal et al., 2007; Caselitz, 1998). A 
dramatic increase was noticed since 2300 BC. Although we do not have complete dietary 
inventories for each different period, the high caries rates of the oldest Americans could be 
related to the consumption of endemic fruits rich in maltodextrines and sugar, such as carob 
(Prossopis sp.) and acacia (Acacia sp.). This decrease could be explained by a reorientation in 
the subsistence activities that turned to marine foraging during the Middle Holocene 
(around 6000 BP), whereas the highest peak can be clearly related with the summit of 
agricultural production. 

 
Fig. 2. Caries trends in the Old World across time. a) Indus valley civilization sequence, 
caries frequency versus corrected frequency (Lukacs, 1996). b) Britain sequence, caries 
frequency versus prevalence (Roberts & Cox, 2007). 
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In pre-contact America, the consumption of starchy seed-bearing plants like 
chenopodiaceous, cucurbitaceous, fabaceous, asteraceous (sunflower) has been suggested as 
the first stage of farming (between 8000-5000 BP) and is related to the first changes in the 
oral pathological profiles (Bernal et al., 2007; Pezo, 2010; Piperno, 2011). The increase of 
caries frequency has been attributed mainly (but not exclusively) to maize consumption9 
(Zea mays - Larsen et al., 1991; White, 1994) and more specifically to a gradual replacement 
of popcorn (indurata variety), consumed in the earliest periods, for a softer, sweeter and thus 
more cariogenic, amylaceous maize (amylacea or saccharata variety) during the second 
millennium BC (Pezo, 2010; Rodríguez, 2003). However, it is possible that due to the 
enormous dietary variety derivate from a multiplicity of ecological niches, there are other 
potentially cariogenic products such as tubercles (wild and cultivated), as well as sweet and 
sticky fruits (Bernal et al., 2007; Neves & Cornero, 1997; Pezo, 2010). 

3.2 Caries: Frequencies and profiles in the last 2000 years  

Comparative analyses between Late Antique and Early Medieval populations in Europe 
show a clear oral health deterioration pattern with high frequencies of caries, abscesses, 
antemortem tooth loss, alveolar resorption and more severe dental wear in the medieval 
epochs due to an impoverishment in life conditions after the down of the Western Roman 
Empire (Belcastro et al., 2007; Manzi et al., 1999; Slaus et al., 2011).  

During the Roman Imperial Age (1st–4th centuries AD) caries affects 71.6% of the 
individuals and 15% of the teeth from Quadrella necropolis (Isernia, Italy). Lesions are more 
frequent in the posterior teeth and cervical caries are more frequent than occlusal ones. 
Moreover, occlusal caries decrease with age while cervical ones increase (Bonfiglioli et al., 
2003). In general, caries frequencies of Late Antique populations range between 4-15%, 
whereas in the Early Medieval sites they range between 11.7-17.5% (Slaus et al., 2011). These 
noticeable differences suggest a drastic change in the dietary habits with a significant 
increase of carbohydrates in the Early Medieval times.  

Historical records state that the typical diet of the middle and low classes in the Western 
Roman Empire was based on: bread (rich in impurities), porridge of cereals, some pulses, 
vegetables, olives, some fruits and wine, as well as goats and sheeps. Throughout the 
Empire diet was quiet homogeneous (Dosi & Schnell., 1990). In the medieval Europe low-
class subsistence was based essentially on cereals (the bread represents the 70% of their 
intake) whereas the protein consumption (meat from hunting or shepherded animals and 
fresh fish) was low and uncommon (Mazzi, 1981).  

The medieval diet of Mediterranean peasants was composed mainly by cereals, specially 
bread, wheat and barley, pulses (broad beans, peas, lentils, chickpeas), and fruits such as 
figs, olives, plums, peaches, pine kernels, almonds and grapes (Eclassan et al., 2009). In 
Britain the most common products were wheat, barley, oats, rye, beans, milk, cheese, eggs, 
bacon and fowl and the diet of the poor classes was probably restricted to coarse black bread 
                                                 
9 Undoubtedly, corn was one of the most valuable products in the ritual and daily life within Americas. 
Whereas in Mesoamerica it seems that it has been cultivated almost exclusively (monoculture), in the 
Andes was only one of the most important crops, consumed in several ways and used to prepare 
“chicha” (maize beer) (Antúnez de Mayolo, 1981; Bonavia, 2008).  
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(Moore & Corbett, 1973). In Scandinavia, the medieval diet was basically composed of high 
amounts of salted herring and dried fish, but also barley porridge, turnips, cabbages, dried 
sour rye bread, sour milk products, some meat, and beer (Varrela, 1991). Only in Spain there 
was a higher consumption of sugar cane10 and rice, introduced by the Muslims during 
almost eight centuries of Iberia occupation (López et al., 2010). In that epoch food was much 
more abrasive because the flour (milled by millstones) kept some grid that was incorporated 
to the bread. The cooking or storage techniques using ashes, or consumption of preparations 
made with unclean flour or non-dehusked grain of hulled cereals such as broomcorn 
(Panicum miliaceum) or barley (Hordeum vulgare) were common (Eclassan et al., 2009). 

People from medieval French villages of Languedoc from the 13th-14th centuries show caries 
frequencies of 17.5%, with frequent occlusal and approximal caries (Eclassan et al., 2009). For 
medieval populations of England and Scotland from the 13th -15th centuries the caries 
frequency vary between 6.0-7.4% (Kerr et al., 1990; Watt et al., 1997), whereas in medieval sites 
in Croatia from the 11th-12th centuries the prevalence of caries is 45%, with frequencies or 9.5%, 
identical to the reported for later sites from the 14th-15th centuries of the same region (Slaus et 
al., 1997; Vodanovic et al., 2005). In general, Late Medieval populations do not present 
frequencies significantly higher than Early Medieval populations. It suggests that in a time 
span of eight centuries, no significant changes in diet occurred (Vodanovic et al., 2005).   

Several studies have concluded that the most common locations of caries during the 
medieval epoch were occlusal and cervical approximal caries, whereas interproximal ones 
appear rarely (Eclassan et al., 2009; Kerr et al., 1990; Vodanovic et al., 2005; Varrela, 1991; 
Watt et al., 1997). Meanwhile, around the 10th-11th century, some changes in the location 
patterns of caries in populations in Continental and Islander Europe are evident. There is a 
gradual reduction in cervical-approximal caries (CEJ caries11) that was more common 
during the Antique Age, and an increase of occlusal, buccal, and lingual lesions, that have 
occurred since earlier ages. These data suggest that infantile diet became softer until the 
final of Middle Age (Lingström & Borrman, 1999; Moore, 1993; Moore & Corbett, 1975; 
Varrela, 1991; Vodanovic et al., 2005; Watt et al., 1997).  

The transition from Middle to Modern Age in Europe was characterized by a remarked 
increase of flour for bread fabrication and consumption of sugar cane. The possibility of 
purchasing vegetables and grains in open markets seems to have contributed to the raise of 
                                                 
10 The earliest evidence of domestic sugar cane (8000 BC) comes from New Guinea, Southeast Asia 
(Sharpe, 1998). After domestication, it spreaded rapidly to southern China, Indochina and India. Sugar 
cane was taken to Persia during Dario’s epoch, where it was discovered by the Macedonian armies in 
the 4th century BC. Greeks and Romans know it as a “salt from India” and imported it only for 
medicinal purposes due to its high cost. The crystallized sugar was discovered in India during the 
Gupta dynasty, around 350 AD. Muslims discovered the sugar when they invaded Persia in 642 AD 
and spreaded its consumption in Western Europe after they conquered Iberia in the eighth century AD. 
The first reference about sugar in England, where it was considered a “fine spice”, dates from the 
Crusades epoch in 11th century. In the 12th century, Venice built some colonies near Tyre (modern 
Lebanon) and began to exports sugar to Europe. Sugar was taken to America in the second trip of 
Columbus in 1493 (Bernstein, 2009; Parker, 2011).  
11 These lesions have been attributed to physiological compensatory super-eruption of roots subsequent 
to severe occlusal wear produced by abrasive diets (Eclassan et al., 2009). However, the possible origin 
related to sweet beverages must be considered (Pezo, 2010; Pezo & Eggers, 2010). 
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caries and other oral diseases during that time (Bibby, 1990; López et al., 2011). In the first 
half of the 17th century, Scandinavian populations, with a diet based on marine products 
show a caries prevalence of about 60% and frequencies of approximately 13% with increases 
in antemortem tooth loss among the oldest individuals. Carious lesions were most common 
in the occlusal area, CEJ and interproximal surfaces predominantly in lower molars. In these 
populations, lesions are uncommon in children but appear earlier in young adults 
(Lingstrom & Borrman, 1999; Mellquist & Sandberg, 1939; Varrela, 1991).  

Since the 17th century, and especially during 18th century, many kinds of foods were brought 
from America to Europe. Among them are: maize, beans, potatoes, tomatoes, cocoa, coffee 
and sugar (Prats & Rey, 2003). Although sugar and sugar cane came to the West from India 
carried by the army of Alexander the Great in 327 BC, the “white sugar” had not became a 
commercial product until the 7th century. It was largely distributed until the final of 12th 
century(Bernstein, 2009), but it has only been imported in large scales from America to 
Europe since 1550 AD when sugar cane plantations increased in Brazil and in the Caribbean 
islands (Saunders et al., 1997; Parker, 2011). The effect of refined food on caries trends can be 
observed clearly in Europe during the 18th century and coincides with the increase in the 
production of refined sugar and the introduction of flour mills.  

Populations from the 11th century cemeteries, that were excavated in Britain, Canada and 
USA show caries frequencies over 35% and a high number of antemortem tooth loss due to 
caries mostly on inferior molars. For that epoch, changes follow the same trend: cervical 
lesions (CEJ caries) are less common and more lesions appear in the occlusal surfaces and 
interproximal contact areas (Moore, 1993; Moore & Corbett, 1975; Saunders et al., 1997).  

In the North American colonial diet, meat (pork, beef, and mutton), bread, and vegetables 
were the staples, and sweet-baked goods were also popular. Maple sugar, maize (used as 
corn meal flour), pumpkins, and wild fruits were harvested as well. The recipes were all 
almost the same, and people consumed three meals a day. The use of refined flour for the 
production of bread and pastries seems to have been very important and bread is still one of 
the most important items. In addition, the use of corn meal porridge, cooked, sweetened 
flour mixtures and stewed, sweetened fruits probably contributed to the cariogenicity12 of 
the diet (Boyce, 1972; Moore, 1993; Saunders et al., 1997).  

However, those remarkable caries increments, occurred during the second half of the 19th 
century, have been attributed to dramatic increases in the intake of sugar and refined 
carbohydrates between 1830 and 1880 (Corbett & Moore, 1975; Moore, 1993). Since 1860 the 
importation of cane caused impressive improvements in per-capita consumption (Saunders et 
al., 1997). In the 1840 decade England, USA and Canada had an approximate consumption of 
30 lb/person. At the end of the century those amounts raised to around 80 lb in England, 60 lb 
in USA and 50 lbs. in Canada (Boyce, 1972; Saunders et al., 1997). Besides, the introduction of 
ceramic mills in North America in 1875 (Leung, 1981), produced flours of better quality that 
favored its industrialization and massive consumption (Boyce, 1972). 
                                                 
12 A cariogenic diet has been defined by the following features: frequent intake of meals with a high 
content of carbohydrates quickly fermentable (mainly sucrose) with retentive and sticky consistence 
that produces repetitive lowering of pH values and changes in the ecology of dental plaque. The 
cariogenic diet produces increase and quicker development of lesions, and location in non-retentive 
surfaces (Nikiforouk, 1985; Rugg-Gunn & Hackett, 1993).   
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Caries increase tendency seems to have been constant during the second half of the 19th 
century and the first half of the 20th century, worldwide. On the other hand, preventive 
policies against caries did not have considerable effects until the second half of 20th century. 
France and England were major manufacturers of toothbrushes in 19th century, but they 
were considered luxury articles and regular tooth brushing was not a widespread practice 
until after the second half of 19th century (Asbell, 1992). 

Since the 1970s a striking decline in caries experiences has been observed throughout 
industrialized countries (Brunelle & Carlos, 1990; Shafer et al., 1983). This seems to be 
related to dental treatment and the introduction of fluoride13 water and toothpaste. Also, the 
decline in dental caries rates was due to a range of changing social factors that seem to be 
linked to improvements in general health indicators (Haugejorden, 1996; Nikiforouk, 1985; 
Shaw, 1985). But in emerging countries the situation is the opposite and high caries rates are 
associated with malnutrition, absence of health services and poor quality of life (Alvarez, 
1988; Campodónico et al., 2001; Heredia & Alva, 2005). 

3.3 Diet and the “main villain” in the raise of caries throughout human history  

The available data indicates that the modern trends on caries increases start simultaneously 
with permanent growth intake of sucrose during the last two centuries. The  hypotheses of 
an increase in the susceptibility or resistance diminishment by genetic reasons or the 
installation of a particularly cariogenic flora have not been sufficiently corroborated (De Soet 
& Laine, 2008; Hassell & Harris, 1995; Shuler, 2001; van Palenstein et al., 1996) while dietary 
changes seem to be the most reasonable answer. In the modern western world and 
increasingly in other regions of the globe approximately half of consumed calories comes 
from carbohydrates and almost half of it is sucrose. 

Until recently, several populations living in isolated areas of the world kept their ancestral 
ways of life (for instance, many African tribes, Inuits, South American Indians, 
Melanesian, Polynesian) under conditions of perfect adaptation to their environments and 
diets (Donnelly et al., 1977; Mayhall, 1977; Pedersen, 1971; Schamschula et al., 1980; 
Walker & Hewlett, 1990). Bacteriologic analyses of their dental plaques, although not 
extensive, show cariogenic species, but those individuals are still developing few or no 
caries. Otherwise, when those populations were acculturated or simply replaced their 
traditional diet for an “occidental refined diet”, they started to develop progressively 
destructive caries patterns.   

The case of the British colony of Tristan da Cunha, a volcanic island in the South Atlantic, 
described several times since 1817, is famous. Until the Second World War their diet was 
based on fish and potatoes (from their own production) and they were visited by a ship once 
or twice a year. Despite their poor hygiene, the majority of them were free of caries. When 
the war started many factories and military stations were built on the island deeply 
changing the lifestyle of the population and facilitating the importation of other foodstuff. 

                                                 
13 The fluoride contained in water has been recognized as a control factor of caries but high amounts of 
fluoride can produce recognizable enamel defects that usually involve a pattern of opacity named 
fluorosis (Fejerskov et al., 1994). Fluorosis has been reported in archaeological series related to 
consumption of phreatic waters from wells (Pezo, 2010; Valdivia, 1980). 
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The deterioration of their oral conditions was evident in the beginning of the 1950’s. In 
1962, when the volcanic activity obliged inhabitants to evacuate towards England, more 
than 40 % of their teeth were affected by caries or had been destroyed. The most notable 
change in life conditions of those individuals was diet, with a decrease in the consumption 
of potatoes and a compensatory consumption of sugar. It is estimated that the daily 
consumption of sugar rose from 1.8 g. in 1938 to 150 g. in 1966, three years after their return 
from England. On the other hand, under equivalent conditions, older people did not seem to 
be as resistant as their descendents (Holloway et al., 1963). Data that confirms this tendency 
have also been reported for populations from developing countries (Corraini et al., 2009; 
Ismail et al., 1997; Petersen & Kaka, 1999; Petersen & Razanamihaja, 1996). 

Whereas the role of sugar as the main “villain” in the caries etiology seems to be evident, it 
is disputable if starches play a similar role (Tayles et al., 2000, 2009). By their slow 
accumulation in dental plaque and slower oral digestion, starch could have a relative low 
cariogenicity and its importance as a factor of caries depends on the simultaneous intake 
with sucrose as well as the frequency of its consumption (Frostell et al., 1967). Thus, starch 
has been defined as “co-cariogenic”, especially when it is gelatinized by thermal effect 
(Grenby, 1997). The gelatinization of starch14 seems to be the determining factor of its 
cariogenicity, because in general, only gelatinized starches are susceptible to enzymatic 
breakage (through salivary or bacterial pocesses) to produce highly cariogenic molecules 
(Grenby, 1997; Lingström et al., 2000). Nevertheless, the necessary temperature for starch 
gelatinization surpasses 80ºC in most of the cases.  

In this sense, the invention of pottery (the earliest pottery appeared in the Samara region of 
South-Eastern Russia about 7000 BC – Anthony, 2007), its spread and common use for 
storage and cooking could have been a significant trigger for the raise of caries markers 
before the popularization of refined sucrose consumption. Until the introduction of pottery, 
other cooking methods were employed around the world, but those methods would hardly 
result in gelatinization of starche15 (Antúnez de Mayolo, 1981; Pezo, 2010; Wrangham, 2009). 
The refinement and cooking of carbohydrates produce an increase in their retentive and 
sticky capacity the tooth surface leading to slower clearance times. For instance, bread starch 
shows higher clearance times than starches from potatoes or rice (Grenby, 1997; Lingström 
et al., 2000). 

According to some authors, cooking can eliminate some protective agents (against the 
caries) of certain foodstuff. The Bantu of Africa show an increase in caries frequency after 
the adoption of a colonial diet. The amount of cereals and sugar were the same, but they 
                                                 
14 During the process of cooking food, the starch granules are disintegrated by heat and mechanical 
forces. Eventually the liberation of the molecules in a process named gelatinization occurs. The 
temperature and water-starch proportion necessary to gelatinization are very variable in accordance to 
each distinct starches. For instance, the temperature for rice gelatinization ranges between 85-111°C 
with a proportion water-starch of 2.0-0.75 and ranges between 65-90ºC for maize starch (Lingström et 
al., 2000; Donald, 2004). 
15 These traditional methods include: a) the use of heated stones for boiling liquids within pumpkins 
and squashes; they were also used to roast meat and vegetables by direct contact or placed along with 
the food into the underground ovens covered with earth; b) roasting by direct contact with fire (as for 
mollusks or turtles); c) roasting of meat and vegetables wrapped in leaves or packed in bamboo canes 
over wood grills, among others.  
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were refined for cooking. In this case, by in vitro studies, caries increase was attributed to the 
absence of phytate, an organic phosphate contained in cereals that can be extracted easily by 
boyling (Bowen, 1994; Osborn & Noriskin, 1937). Thus, the softer texture and the 
elimination of “protective factors” through cooking increase cariogenicity.  

On the other hand, there are some foods that inhibit the formation of caries. Diets rich in 
meat lead to low caries frequencies due to the fatty acids’ antibacterial power and their 
capacity to reduce the adherence of plaque on dental surfaces.  The intake of dairy products 
and fish (foods rich in calcium and casein that can increase urea concentration) modifies pH 
values and the quantity of salivary production, inhibiting the formation of dental plaque. 
Finally, a food rich in polyphenols (such as cacao, coffee and tea) inhibits the bacterial 
metabolism and stimulates the salivary secretion representing, thus, another mechanism of 
caries prevention (Bowen, 1994; Touger-Decker & Loveren, 2003).  

Caries frequencies of only 0.3% - 0.6%, with prevalence of around 4% have been reported for 
the Inuit from Angmagssalik (East Greenland), isolated until 1884 and with a diet based on 
meat and fish, almost without carbohydrates. These observations are in accordance with 
prevalences of 0.4% - 2.5% and frequencies of 0.08% - 0.35% (mainly little carious lesions in 
molar fissures)  in craniums  of ancient Inuits and are strikingly different from that observed in 
neighboring populations with access to sugar and cereals (Mayhall, 1977; Pedersen 1947, 1952).  

Little changes in the type of carbohydrate, texture, mode of conservation and preparing of 
meals can produce utterly different caries experiences (Molnar, 1972; Rodríguez, 2003; 
Turner, 1979). In Paleolithic and Mesolithic populations it is common to observe the effects 
of an abrasive and non-refined diet. The ancient people show an aggressive dental wear that 
frequently surpasses the speed of development of little aggressive carious lesion, producing 
an exposure of the pulp chamber with abscesses formation and consequent tooth loss (Fig. 
3). In Neolithic populations the change to better processed diets gradually leads to a low 
wear of masticatory surfaces that is another factor why the occlusal caries could have 
developed earlier. This competitive relation between dental wear16 and caries has been also 
observed in fishermen from the South American Pacific coast, Dutch sailors from 18th -19th 
centuries and in other populations with marine subsistence (Milner, 1984; Maat & Van der 
Velde, 1987; Pezo & Eggers, 2010). Finally, dental wear is a factor that can distort the real 
perception of caries experience in several populations with abrasive diet.  

However, there are also some cases that have reported a positive correlation between caries 
and dental wear, as observed in Mesolithic populations from Portugal and Sicily 
(Meiklejhon et al., 1988; Lubell et al., 1994) where the consumption of honey, figs and sweet 
fruits accelerates the installation of caries in attrition surfaces. This phenomenon has also 
been noticed for the Pecos from South West -USA during the Archaic Period (4000-1000 BC) 
with caries prevalence of 14% and pulp chamber exposure as the main cause of tooth loss 
(Larsen, 1997). Thus, the cariogenic capacity of natural sugars contained in honey and sweet 
                                                 
16 Dental wear is related to the physical consistence of food, the storage ways and the technology used 
in their processing. Analyses of coprolites (fossilized faeces) have shown some abrasive material such as 
phytolithes (microscopic silica structures contained in certain plant organs), seeds, little bone fragments 
and oxalate calcium crystals from some species (Larsen, 1997; Pearsall, 2000). Besides, historical and 
ethnographical data from several regions of the world describe the ingestion of abrasives such as ashes 
and clays as part of the meals (Antúnez de Mayolo, 1981; Indriati & Buikstra, 2001; Rodríguez, 2003). 
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The deterioration of their oral conditions was evident in the beginning of the 1950’s. In 
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14 During the process of cooking food, the starch granules are disintegrated by heat and mechanical 
forces. Eventually the liberation of the molecules in a process named gelatinization occurs. The 
temperature and water-starch proportion necessary to gelatinization are very variable in accordance to 
each distinct starches. For instance, the temperature for rice gelatinization ranges between 85-111°C 
with a proportion water-starch of 2.0-0.75 and ranges between 65-90ºC for maize starch (Lingström et 
al., 2000; Donald, 2004). 
15 These traditional methods include: a) the use of heated stones for boiling liquids within pumpkins 
and squashes; they were also used to roast meat and vegetables by direct contact or placed along with 
the food into the underground ovens covered with earth; b) roasting by direct contact with fire (as for 
mollusks or turtles); c) roasting of meat and vegetables wrapped in leaves or packed in bamboo canes 
over wood grills, among others.  
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fruits such as carob, figs, and prickly pear might not be understated because they have been 
noticed as responsible for the high caries prevalence in some populations (Bernal et al., 2007; 
Nelson et al., 1999; Neves & Cornero, 1997; Pezo, 2010).  

 
Fig. 3. Competitive relation between caries and dental wear in an individual with 
abrasive diet. Carious lesions almost eliminated through dental wear in molars, and pulp 
chamber exposure due to severe wear in anterior teeth. 

Finally, drastic climatic changes, complex social processes, and wars can lead to resource 
searching by strategies considered “regressive”, as well as technological innovations 
(Hillson, 2001; Molnar, 1972). Walker & Erlandson (1986) studied caries and dietary changes 
in Santa Rosa Island (Santa Barbara Channel, South California), during a time span from 
4000 to 400 BP, observing that in the first 1500 years predominantly terrestrial products such 
as starchy roots and tubers were exploited, and later they readapted their subsistence 
strategies to marine sources dropped from 13.3 to 6.3% in the caries frequencies, following 
the reduction in carbohydrates intake.  

On the other hand, there are some exceptions about the correspondence between agriculture 
and caries. Several groups of modern farmers with a diet based almost exclusively on starch 
rich foods such as taro, sweet potato, and manioc, show low caries frequencies (Barmes et 
al., 1970; Baume 1969). In populations from Eastern Asia, the consumption of rice, despite 
their frequency, has produced low caries experiences (Tayles et al., 2000). Other especially 
high values of caries in populations with hunter-gatherers technology have been attributed 
to the consumption of cariogenic species traded with neighbor farmers17 (Lukacs, 1990; 
Walker & Hewlett, 1990).  

                                                 
17 African pigmies (Aka, Mbuti, Efe) traded meat and honey with the Bantu, who provided back manioc, 
maize, nuts, rice and plantains. In these hunter-gatherers honey is an important dietary source during 
great part of the year (Walker & Hewlett, 1990).  
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As we can see, the historical evaluation of caries allows us to recognize some trends and 
recurrences in prevalences, frequencies and patterns. Although in general it is possible to 
identify some critical variables such as the excessive consumption of refined sucrose or 
gelatinized starches as etiological agents, there are many other socio-historical factors, 
specific for each population, that must be considered before generalizing about the complex 
relationship between caries and subsistence pattern.  

4. Key factors related to caries prevalence in human populations: 
Physiological or cultural factors?   
Much of the studies carried out in hunter-gatherers and farmers from different latitudes and 
temporal periods have stated a particular trend: women show higher caries prevalences 
than men (Larsen et al., 1991; Lukacs, 1992, 1996, 2008, 2011; Luckacs & Largaespada, 2006; 
Milner, 1984; Rodríguez, 2003; Walker & Hewlett, 1990). This phenomenon suggests two 
possible, not necessarily excluding, explanations: a) there is a major constitutional 
predisposition in females to caries; b) the differences are culturally regulated.  

Clinical researches of the last decades have revealed that physiological differences between 
sexes have an important indirect impact on oral ecology. The saliva’s chemical composition 
and flow are modified in various manners according to hormonal fluctuations associated 
with puberty, menstruation, and pregnancy. These processes lead to a much more 
cariogenic oral environment in females than in males. Estrogen levels are positively 
correlated with caries rates whereas androgens do not affect them (Lukacs & Largaespada, 
2006). Experimental and clinical studies show that pregnancy reduces the buffer capacity of 
saliva and produces xerostomy that promotes bacterial growth, increasing the susceptibility 
to caries (Bergdahl, 2000; Dowd, 1999; Lukacs & Largaespada, 2006; Salvolini et al., 1998; 
Valdéz et al., 1993). 

From an evolutionary perspective, it has been suggested that the increase of fertility that 
accompanied the sedentary lifestyle and the adoption of agriculture had a significant effect 
on the increase in caries rates worldwide (Lukacs, 2008). The classic proverb “a tooth per 
child” expresses the traditional idea that pregnancy results in a deterioration of oral health 
along with a weakening in the tooth structure and subsequent caries development and tooth 
loss (Lukacs, 2011; Lukacs & Largaespada, 2006). However, although there is evidence of 
increased periodontal inflammation in women during pregnancy, tooth loss due to 
pregnancy is more controversial (Larsen et al., 1991; Lukacs, 2011).  

From the same point of view, the fact that much more males than females show high caries 
frequencies have been interpreted as a cultural mechanism of adaptation, in which young 
men are selectively buffered from malnutrition, through the exposition to higher amounts of 
cariogenic foods (Slaus et al. 1997). However, women usually show more severe nutritional 
stress markers, such as frequent enamel hypoplasias, less intervals between defects and 
more frequent tooth growth disruptions (King et al., 2005). 

Among other “constitutional” reasons argued for this repetitive higher prevalence of caries 
in women, the earlier eruption of the female dentition (that exposes the teeth for longer 
time), has been also mentioned. This assertion, however, has not demonstrated strong 
correlation with caries prevalence (Larsen, 1997). On the other hand, if the reasons were 
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strictly physiological, then differences between men and women should be universal, but in 
general there are many clinical and archaeological examples that suggest the existence of 
other factors involved (Powell, 1988; White, 1994). So, despite the plausible possibility that 
women show a higher intrinsic physiologic susceptibility towards caries than man, the 
caries experience is behaviorally mediated. 

It has been observed that in populations where caries are higher in women, there is usually 
a differentiated consumption of foods: men consuming more meat and women consuming 
more carbohydrates. Contemporary foragers populations show that men, responsible for 
getting  the protein, consumes more amounts from the meat that they hunted, whereas 
women, responsible for vegetables gathering, and food preparation, consume more 
carbohydrates during their activities (Walker & Erlandson, 1986; Walker & Hewlett, 1990). 
Furthermore, men eat some few “big” meals along the journey, whereas women eat several 
“little” ones, causing more exposition to caries (Gustafsson et al., 1953; Rugg-Gunn & Edgar, 
1984; Wrangham, 2009). 

Interestingly, the differences between men and women are much more subtle among farmers. 
However, these slight differences also seem to be related more to cultural than constitutional 
factors. The Bantu show high caries prevalence in accordance to their considerable intake of 
carbohydrates and men have higher frequencies than women (9.1% versus 7.1% - Walker & 
Hewlett, 1990). The same happens in some populations from South American Andes where 
the carious lesions (mainly cervical ones) are much more frequent in males that preserve the 
ancestral habit of coca leaf chewing (Pando, 1988). This pattern has also been observed in 
archaeological samples (Indriati & Buikstra, 2001; Langsjöen, 1996; Pezo & Eggers, 2010; 
Valdivia, 1980). In Andean and Amazonian populations, it was observed higher prevalence in 
women who are responsible for chewing maize and manioc as a part of preparing fermentable 
beverages (chicha, masato, kiki - Larsen, 1997; Pezo & Eggers, 2010).  

On the other hand, we must consider the effect of social differences in the patterns of food 
consumption in stratified societies (Cucina & Tiesler, 2003; Gagnon, 2004; Sakashita et al., 
1997). There is growing evidence suggesting that members from different social classes, 
consuming different foods, tend to have different patterns of dental disease. In Copán 
(Honduras) and Lamanai (Belize), during the Classic Maya Period, elites show lower 
prevalence of caries than ordinary people. Among low-status burials, there are significantly 
more caries than in high-status individuals. It was also observed, through an isotopic study, 
that low-status individuals eat mainly carbohydrates (maize). Stable isotopes studies 
confirmed that low-status individuals eat mainly carbohydrates (maize), whereas elite 
individuals consumed much less maize and had easy access to animal protein, and in 
general, a much varied and cariostatic diet (Reed, 1994). Contrarily, among citizens and 
slaves from Yin-Shang period (Anyang, China) oral diseases were significantly higher in 
citizens’ samples (Sakashita et al., 1997). High-status individuals from the Peruvian North 
Coast (Late Formative, 400-1 BC) do not show more caries than their low-status 
contemporary ones (Gagnon, 2004). 

Comparisons between social classes show contradictory results in medieval Europe. 
Individuals from all social classes, buried around the Westerhuss church (Sweden), do not 
show differences in caries prevalence that suggest similar diets independently of social 
status (Swardstedt, 1966). In Zalavár (Hungary), however, high class individuals linked to 
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the castle show significantly lower caries frequencies (6.4%) than ordinary village people 
(12.1% - Fryer, 1984). In post-medieval Europe caries tends to affect more the opulent class 
than the poor class due to the regular consumption of sweet foods. Since that epoch caries 
has been perceived as an occupational disease among bakers and confectioners (Götze et al., 
1986; Kainz & Sonnabend, 1983). Historical records of the meals served for the Spanish 
royalty of the 18th century included meat broths and stews from hunted and breeding 
animals that contained wine, sugar and cinnamon, while bread was the usual side order. 
The last part of each main meal was the sweet dessert that included cakes, creams, sugar 
coated donuts, fruit tartlets, cookies, jelly, fruits with syrup, dates, pomegranates, nuts, 
hazelnuts, and figs. The Spanish royalty usually consumed chocolate that was the unique 
food permitted during the penitence days (Pérez Samper, 2003).  

From these information we can infer that, although it is true that high caries frequencies are 
associated to poverty and a restrict diet (rich in carbohydrates and poor in animal protein), 
it is also true that in some periods better economic conditions facilitated a more frequent 
intake of food, increasing also the amount of cariogenic substratum for certain sub-groups of 
the population. Other socio-economical factors must be carefully considered; among them, 
the unfavorable conditions of dental structure development due to malnutrition and 
hypocalcification that turns tooth much more vulnerable to caries attack (Alvarez, 1988; 
Campodónico et al., 2001; Heredia & Alva, 2005; Hollister & Weintraub, 1993). Finally, 
enamel defects, more common in emerging countries due to nutritional stress, can facilitate 
the development of carious lesions under the presence of cariogenic diets (Nikiforou & 
Fraser, 1981). 

5. The new research agenda on the historical relation between caries and 
food 
The main objective of the study of caries and other dental diseases from the anthropological 
point of view is to recognize long term dietary changes related to historical events, with the 
purpose of understanding the rise of civilization as an integrated process that articulates not 
only new subsistence patterns and technologies but also new forms of relationship among 
human beings.  

Bioanthropological literature offers several comparative studies of caries among groups 
with known subsistence patterns and social organization that indicates that dental 
diseases are less frequent or do not appear in hunter-gatherers, whereas they are more 
frequent and variable in farmers (Table 2). However, there is not simple or universal 
explanation for patterns of changes in caries frequencies during human history (Tayles et al., 
2000, 2009).  

The relationship between caries and agriculture is based on the assumption of an increase of 
carbohydrate in the diet and the supposition that all these carbohydrates are cariogenic. This 
assumption has led many scholars to infer, solely based on the increase of caries rates, the 
adoption of agriculture. However, the lower caries rates observed in Asiatic rice-eating 
farmers contradicts this assertion (Tayles et al., 2009). On the other hand, there are 
ethnographic records of a great variety of groups that took advantage of diverse subsistence 
strategies combining foods from hunting and gathering (terrestrial and/or marine), with 
vegetables from gathering and farming in different proportions (Hillson, 2001). These 
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the castle show significantly lower caries frequencies (6.4%) than ordinary village people 
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vegetables from gathering and farming in different proportions (Hillson, 2001). These 
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groups can not be classified into those two “hermetic” categories (hunter-gatherers and 
farmers). During the human history many societies show different civilizatory trajectories 
and “wide spectrum” diets. 

Despite, the “typical” frequencies for each type of diet have been used in bioanthropology to 
infer subsistence and social organization in groups with unknown dietary record18 (Lukacs, 
1992, 1996; Turner, 1978, 1979; Ubelaker, 2000), the use of “simple” caries indices and 
frequencies have showed limitations. These difficulties arise because of the superposition 
and non-specificity of the “typical” ranges and the consequent problem of classifying 
populations with mixed subsistence strategies or developing stages of agricultural 
subsistence (Godoy,2005; Hillson, 2001; Lukacs, 1992, 1996). In addition, there is a clear 
association between age and caries experience that is difficult to evaluate in archaeological 
populations. In living peoples caries progress with the age, and the proportion of teeth 
affected by coronal or root caries increase with age (Luan et al., 1989; Matthesen et al., 1990). 
In general, caries experience can be very variable among individuals, with many or few 
caries per individual, a situation that can obscure the perception of caries frequencies in 
whole populations. 

Because of the fragmentary nature of the archaeological material the loss of information 
regarding the number of individuals affected in the population and the number of lesions in 
lost teeth (antemortem and postmortem19) is inevitable. Thus, since it is likely that some teeth 
lost antemortem should have been lost due to carious lesions, the resultant rate can be 
produce an under-estimative of the real caries experience of an individual or group. On the 
other hand, we do not know how many teeth were lost due to caries or other conditions 
such as trauma and periodontal disease (Carranza, 1986; Lukacs, 2007). Besides that, it is 
difficult to know how many teeth were present in the lost maxillary segments. For those 
reasons, modern caries indices such as DMFT or DMFS are unsuitable for bioarchaeological 
research. Also, diagenetic changes and variable preservation of skeletal series can obscure 
genuine differences or similarities between sites, making problematic any inter-observer 
comparisons (Hillson, 2001; Wesolowski, 2006).  

The caries rates regularly used  in bioanthropology (Duyar & Erdal, 2003; Hillson, 2001; 
Moore y Corbett, 1971; Lukacs, 1992, 2007; Powell, 1985; Saunders et al., 1997; Watt et al., 
1997;) for being numeric, basically count the number of lesions creating a false perception 
that high frequencies, prevalences or caries indices, correspond to an increase of agricultural 
development. Furthermore, these rates do not discriminate between the type, severity or 
exact location of the lesions, which can be much more informative about a diet’s 
cariogenicity. Individuals with carious lesions of different depth and location can have 
similar caries rates. This fact can obscure the interpretation of caries experience among 
populations. For instance, a young adult from a group A with two occlusal lesions that 
affects only enamel has the same numeric index as another young adult from a group B that 
                                                 
18 Evaluating populations with known diets, Turner (1979) defined ranges of characteristics frequencies 
for each type of subsistence: 0%-5.3% for hunter-gatherers, 0.44% - 10.3% for mixed economies, and 
2.2% - 26.9% for farmers.   
19 Approximately 15% of teeth are lost during the process of human remains recovery. These sockets are 
difficult to be considered for caries indexes because lost teeth could, or could not, have been affected by 
caries (Larsen, 1997; Pezo, 2010; Saunders et al., 1997).  
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suffers from two interproximal lesions that affect dentin and pulp. Although they have the 
same caries frequency and/or index it is possible that their diets are quite different (Fig. 4).  

 Pezo & Eggers (2010) employed several dental paleopathology markers to infer past diets in 
four groups with different stages of agricultural development inhabiting the Peruvian North 
Coast and observed a paradox overlap of the simple caries frequencies and DMI that did not 
correspond to technological and social changes of the different epochs. In a more detailed 
analysis it was observed an increase in the “speed of development” of caries and a gradual 
change in the caries location from occlusal to extra-occlusal caries, in accordance to the 
expected for more cariogenic diets associated with the adoption of new vegetal products 
and new processing technologies that accompanied the agricultural intensification. Sweet 
fruits and two maize types introduced in different epochs produced totally different caries 
patterns. In the later period, near to the European contact, when farming technologies 
reached their maximum apogee, besides carious lesions and other conditions inherent of an 
agricultural diet, typical culturally inflicted lesions appear: those produced by coca leaf 
chewing and maize beer or “chicha” beverage. 

 
Fig. 4. The problem of “simple” caries frequencies and indices in Bioanthropology. In 
archaeological samples similar indices do not necessarily correspond to similar dietary 
conditions and comparable caries patterns. 

These results, lead us to conclude that the use of caries indices like DMI or the record of 
simple caries frequencies are insufficient in reflecting known differences in agricultural 
development because they do not allow one to discriminate between different degrees of 
cariogenicity of a diet (Fig. 5). Caries depth and location are better markers to evaluate 
cariogenicity in past populations. The most accurate indicators are dentine caries and extra-
occlusal lesions. Occlusal caries are informative, but can be eliminated by intense dental 
wear (pulp exposures due to dental wear must then be subtracted from the total number of 
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carious lesions). Other comparisons along the time have confirmed an increase of the depth 
of lesions and more affected dental surfaces, related to the introduction of more cariogenic 
foods (Bonfiglioli et al., 2003; Hillson, 2001, Godoy, 2005; Pechenkina et al., 2002; Sakashita 
et al., 1997).  

Then, the new challenge of oral paleopathology is to determine the impact of farming of 
different kinds of crops in different parts of the world by the observation of caries depth and 
location patterns associated with different diets. Rather than a particular indicator, the 
“ideal method” for paleodietary reconstruction with oral pathology is the characterization of 
specific “paleopathological models” produced by the integration of caries, periodontal 
disease and dental wear patterns obtained through the maximum possible number of 
markers. Caries depth and location as well as other oral conditions need to be considered in 
the context of oral ecology. Only an integrative analysis, relying also on as much 
archaeological data20 (concerning the contextual social conditions) and bioanthropological 
evidence as possible can result in more reliable reconstructions of ancient diet.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Pathological profiles in archaeological samples from the Central Andean Coast. a) 
Fisherman with incipient agriculture (around 2400 BC). b) Fully developed farmer with coca 
leaf chewing habit (around 1300 AD).  
                                                 
20 The methods commonly used for paleodietary reconstruction are: a) the identification of botanical 
and zoological macro-remains from excavations; b) the physico-chemical analyses (stable isotopes and 
traces) in bones; c) the identification of botanical micro-remains (phytoliths and starch granules) from 
dental calculus, coprolites and artifacts (Fry, 2006; Pearsall, 2000). 
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Population Frequency 
(%) 

Subsistence 
pattern 

Hunter-gatherers (Turner, 1979) 0 – 5.3 

Hunter-
gatherers 

Oklahoma-USA, Fourche Maline, Archaic (Powell, 1985) 0.07 
Cis-Baikal-Siberia, Neolithic Kitoy (Lieverse et al., 2007) 0.23 
Patagonia, NW-MZ Final Late Holocene (Bernal et al., 2007) 3.30 
Patagonia, NW-MZ Early Late Holocene (Bernal et al., 2007) 5.19 
Central Brazil,  Paleoindian (Neves & Cornero, 1997) 9.00 
Portugal, Mesolithic (Lubell et al., 1994) 14.30 
Mixed diet (Turner, 1979) 0.4 – 10.3 

Fishermen 

Alaska, Esquimos pre-contact (Keenleyside, 1998) <0.05 
Brazilian Shellmound, Middle Holocene (Okumura & Eggers, 
2005) 0.40 

Northern Chile (3500–2000 BC) (Kelley et al., 1991) 0.60 
Patagonia, NE-RN Middle Late Holocene (Bernal et al., 2007) 0.95 
Alaska, Ipiutak pre-contact (Costa, 1980) 14.40 
Gran Canaria, coastal mounds  (Delgado et al., 2006) 6.20 

Fisher-
gardeners Early Hawaians (Keene, 1986) 9.80 

Peruvian Coast, Early Formative (Pezo & Eggers, 2010)  21.60 
Farmers (Turner, 1979) 2.2 – 26.9 

Farmers 

Portugal, Neolithic (Lubell et al., 1994) 3.10 
China, Ying Shang period (Sakashita et al., 1997)  3.45 
Pakistan, Harappa-Bronze Age (Lukacs, 1992) 6.80 
Turkey, Bizantines 13 th century (Caglar et al., 2007) 6.80 
Florida-USA, Early Mission 1600-1680 (Larsen et al., 2007) 7.40 
Georgia-USA, Early Mission 1600-1680 (Larsen et al., 2007) 7.60 
England, Roman 43-410 AD (Roberts & Cox, 2007) 7.50 
Patagonia, CW-SJFLH Late Holocene (Bernal et al., 2007) 10.17 
Sweden, 17 th century (Lingström & Borrman, 1999) 12.00 
Northern Chile, Maitas (Kelley et al., 1991) 14.40 
Gran Canaria-inland caves (Delgado et al., 2006) 15.70 
Oman, Iron Age (Nelson & Lukacs, 1994) 18.00 
Peruvian Coast, Middle Formative (Pezo & Eggers, 2010) 21.73 
Peruvian Coast, Epiformative (Pezo & Eggers, 2010) 20.67 
Peruvian Coast, Late Intermediate Period (Pezo & Eggers, 2010) 22.07 
Florida-USA, Late Mission 1680-1700 (Larsen et al., 2007) 24.40 
Texas-USA, Confederate Veterans (Denseizer & Baker, 2004) 24.40 
High Canada, 19th century (Saunders et al., 1997) 35.95 
Northern Chile, Quitor-5 (Kelley et al., 1991) 48.10 

 

Table 2. Caries frequencies and subsistence patterns among past populations 
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Comparing peoples living in the same place at different times or groups living in different 
sites at the same time is more useful and informative than studying an isolated site or 
population. Statistical analyses, although necessary for the depuration of more important 
information, must not disregard qualitative analyses. A permanently pending agenda is the 
refinement of methods and the increase of epidemiological studies in traditional non-
Occidentalized groups that can be useful for a better contextualization of future 
bioarchaeological studies. These research avenues would allow a much better 
contextualization of future bioarchaeological work. Last but not least, the better knowledge 
of our past diets will certainly make us better cope with the future of food production and 
its ecological and health consequences. 
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Comparing peoples living in the same place at different times or groups living in different 
sites at the same time is more useful and informative than studying an isolated site or 
population. Statistical analyses, although necessary for the depuration of more important 
information, must not disregard qualitative analyses. A permanently pending agenda is the 
refinement of methods and the increase of epidemiological studies in traditional non-
Occidentalized groups that can be useful for a better contextualization of future 
bioarchaeological studies. These research avenues would allow a much better 
contextualization of future bioarchaeological work. Last but not least, the better knowledge 
of our past diets will certainly make us better cope with the future of food production and 
its ecological and health consequences. 
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1. Introduction 
Dental growth is recognized to be less influenced by environmental factors than by genetics 
(Halcrow & Tayles, 2008; Saunders et al., 2000; Scheuer & Black, 2000a). However, it has 
been demonstrated that dental health is partly conditioned by the differential enamel 
susceptibility of environmental attack (sugars, bacterial flora, etc.) (Hillson, 1979; Johansson 
et al., 1994; König & Navia, 1995; Navia, 1994). In an earlier article published in HOMO, 
2010, vol. 61, p. 421-439, our results showed that there is some influence of lifestyle on dental 
health of juvenile individuals (Garcin et al., 2010). Four populations belonged from rural 
and urban, coastal and inland lifestyles were compared in that paper. We would like, in this 
chapter, to refine these results with the evaluation of the influence of socioeconomic status 
on dental health in juvenile individuals with limited dental care. The point of view is 
focused on tooth development and enamel quality rather than strict caries analyses.  

The influence of socioeconomic status on health is a very common topic on living 
populations (e.g. Alvarez & Navia, 1989; Greksa et al., 2007; Klein and Palmer, 1941; 
O'Sullivan et al., 1992; Van de Poel et al., 2007). One of the main biases to study these 
populations is the difficulty to define the environmental framework of the analysis. It is 
nearly the same in past populations but they have the advantage of the sample size 
(especially on children). However, most studies on past and historic populations evaluating 
both dental enamel hypoplasia and caries, are based on adult remains only (Barthelemy et 
al., 1999; Belcastro et al., 2007; Cucina et al., 2006; Esclassan et al., 2009; Palubeckaité et al., 
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2002; Wright, 1997), while it is well accepted that juveniles, and thus their skeletons, are the 
most sensitive to social and environmental conditions (Bennike et al., 2005; Humphrey & 
King, 2000; Lewis, 2007; Lewis & Gowland, 2007; Pinhasi et al., 2005). That is why this new 
study is focused only on juveniles. Several biases must be taken into account with this type 
of analysis (e.g. Hillson, 2001), but they will be discussed later in the chapter.     

We will assess the dental health of juvenile individuals. To be clear till the beginning of this 
chapter, the main definitions used in this study are given below: 

 Enamel hypoplasia is a macroscopically observable quantitative dental defect where 
enamel thickness has locally decreased on the surfaces of tooth crowns (Clarkson, 1989). 
As enamel is not remodeled during one’s lifetime once it had been formed, hypoplasia 
provides significant information about stress during development of the dentition 
(Ubelaker, 1978).  

 “Dental caries may be defined as the localized destruction of tooth tissue by bacterial action” 
(Gibbons and van Houte, 1975). Carious lesions lead a process which begins by the 
enamel surface, and which can conduct, without any care, to the tooth loss (Hillson, 
1979). Carious lesions in past populations bring information about their adaptation to 
their physical and cultural environment (Erdal and Duyar, 1999). 

 Both dental traits suffer from the scoring techniques used to evaluate them (Hillson, 
2001; Ulijaszek and Lourie, 1997), and comparisons must be careful, when the dental 
evaluation differs from the samples under study. That is why we have attached a great 
importance to our methods of recording and analysis.  

 Both dental caries and enamel hypoplasia are linked to time (Hillson, 1979; Reich et al., 
1999), but in a different way. For dental caries, it is the severity which is the marker of 
time. Longer the individual will survive; more serious will be the lesion. That is why 
the age-at-death estimation is important to compare the health state of the juveniles. For 
dental enamel hypoplasia, the time is important for the moment of appearance of the 
defect. Thus, it is directly linked to the enamel development. Age-at-death estimation 
will be used in this way to define when the individuals have suffered from biological 
stress. This information of time will provide other discussion topics and give different 
analyses of dental development and care.         

The aim of this study is to compare two contrasting populations (upper social class vs. 
middle social class in a settlement in expansion), in order to understand how these 
biological traits are linked to socioeconomic conditions. Bearing in mind the limitations of 
such studies, such as the osteological paradox effect (Wood et al., 1992) and some 
methodological biases (Hillson, 2001), special care has been taken in order to ensure the 
reproducibility of the results and reliable interpretations. We also would like to discuss the 
difficulty to differentiate the environmental part from the genetic part in dental 
mineralization and thus in enamel susceptibility to develop caries and hypoplasias. 

2. Materials under study 
In anthropological studies, skeletal samples are often limited for reliable statistical 
comparisons (little sample size), and thus we interpret result with many biases. It is all the 
more so real when we attempt to compare individuals with different lifestyle and/or 
socioeconomic status.  
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In this way, the archaeological site of Mikulčice-Valy (cf. Fig. 1) offers many advantages and 
the Great Moravian Empire is a specific historical period which allows studying the 
transition between a rural life and a progressive urbanization. 

 
Fig. 1. Situation of the archaeological site under study in relation to current Czech Republic 
and the location of the Great Moravia in medieval Europe (box adapted from Havelkova et 
al., 2011). 

2.1 Historical background 

Till the end of the 8th century, life in Eastern Europe is rather rural with no clear 
organization and subject to the different waves of migration. Great Moravia was the first 
Slavic state formation. It was accompanied with a progressive Christianization. The Great 
Moravian Empire was funded by the Prince Mojmír the 1st (833-846) (Böhm et al., 1963), from 
different Slavic populations of the northern Danube River. They took advantage from the 
conflicts between Frankish and Avars in order to found a structured state, bringing together 
different principalities (Leger, 1868). On the whole, the hierarchic organization is similar to 
those in Western Europe, with a clear dependency of the peasant farmer to the aristocratic 
class (Poláček, 2008). With its small territory, the Great Moravian Empire is a privileged area 
to study the mutation between rural lifestyle to urbanization. Moreover, the principalities 
are founded around centres of power such as Staré Město, Nitra, or Děvín (Conte, 1986). 
Mikulčice-Valy was one of these power centres, bringing together the different 
socioeconomic classes at that time.       
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In this way, the archaeological site of Mikulčice-Valy (cf. Fig. 1) offers many advantages and 
the Great Moravian Empire is a specific historical period which allows studying the 
transition between a rural life and a progressive urbanization. 

 
Fig. 1. Situation of the archaeological site under study in relation to current Czech Republic 
and the location of the Great Moravia in medieval Europe (box adapted from Havelkova et 
al., 2011). 
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different principalities (Leger, 1868). On the whole, the hierarchic organization is similar to 
those in Western Europe, with a clear dependency of the peasant farmer to the aristocratic 
class (Poláček, 2008). With its small territory, the Great Moravian Empire is a privileged area 
to study the mutation between rural lifestyle to urbanization. Moreover, the principalities 
are founded around centres of power such as Staré Město, Nitra, or Děvín (Conte, 1986). 
Mikulčice-Valy was one of these power centres, bringing together the different 
socioeconomic classes at that time.       
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2.2 Mikulčice-Valy, how to gather different socioeconomic status in a same 
archaeological site? 

The archaeological site of Mikulčice-Valy is the vastest site in Czech Republic, which is 
registered as national cultural heritage, and has competed for the World’s heritage centre of 
Unesco since 2001 (http://whc.unesco.org). Situated at 7 km southern from the town 
Hodonín, near the border of Slovakia, the power centre of Mikulčice was established at the 
beginning of the 6th century and knew its height between the 9th and 10th centuries (Poláček, 
2000; Třeštík, 2001).  

2.2.1 The power centre organization 

The power centre of Mikulčice is a large fortified settlement, discovered at the end of the 19th 
century. It is constituted by remains of a palace, at least 12 churches accompanied by several 
cemeteries, representing more than 2500 burials (Poláček, 2000; Poláček & Marek, 2005; 
Třeštík, 2001). The remains of the palace were found at the top of some hill above the ancient 
channel of the Morava River (Fig.2). 

The different churches were built around the palace and the basilica (church n°3 on the 
plan). Archaeological remains suggest that the highest social class (aristocratic part of the 
population and churchmen) was buried in the cemeteries near these areas. Further the other 
churches are, lower are the socioeconomic status of the people buried in the adjacent 
cemeteries. 

This organization shows that we could study different social groups in a same site 
belonging to the same historical period. This is the case and an incredible chance for an 
anthropological study. However, we must be cautious, because in such settlement moving 
from urbanization, the limits of each burial place are often difficult to separate and cultural 
data are missing to exactly differentiate each part of the population. That is why the 
collections under study come from clear different part of the site in order to have different 
socioeconomic classes.          

2.2.2 Mikulčice “Bazilika”, burying the upper social class 

The cemetery directly linked to the basilica (named “Bazilika”) is of the richest burial place 
of the area. Many archaeological remains were found suggesting that the upper class was 
buried here (Poláček et al., 2006). Around the Basilica (IIIrd church) were discovered 564 
burials (Poláček, 2008). There are 314 adults, 221 non-adult individuals and 29 individuals 
with un-estimated age (Stloukal, 1967). The sample under study comprises 217 juvenile 
individuals (the last four are too poor preserved to be included in the data), ranging from 
birth to adolescence. In the figures and table, this sample is named Mikulčice Bazilika and is 
abbreviated “MkB”.    

2.2.3 Mikulčice “Kostelisko”, the suburb of the fortifications 

The second area under study is the burial place named “Kostelisko”. It takes place in the 
suburb of the acropolis and is considered as the servants, craftsmen of the castle 
(Velemínský, 2000; Velemínský et al., 2005). It corresponds to a lower social class than the 
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individuals buried around the basilica. Once again, we must be cautious because of the 
possible mixture between the parts of the population and the part of the cultural way of 
thinking that we have no clues.  

The second sample under study comprises 425 burials holding 235 juvenile individuals. The 
skeletons, correctly preserved, present the same age-at-death range than the “Basilika” 
sample. In the figures and table, this sample is named Mikulčice Kostelisko and is 
abbreviated “MkK”. 

 
Fig. 2. Mikulčice-Valy, general plan of the site and topography (adapted from Poláček, 2008) 
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2.2.4 Comparison with other data 

The two first samples show contrasting socioeconomic status, whether we consider that the 
populations were clear separated in the Mikulčice settlement. In order to compare the 
“urban” samples with a clear different lifestyle, we chose to study a third sample coming 
from a rural cemetery in the hinterland of Mikulčice. 

The archaeological site of Prušánky, is situed at less than 10 km from Mikulčice. This 
geographical closeness does not reflect proximity in the lifestyle. Indeed, the cemetery 
associated at this site represents a rural population (Beeby et al., 1982). The location near the 
power center induces clear exchanges between the two community, but the lifestyle is 
different. This second site seemed to be self-sufficient (Klanica, 2006a). 676 burials 
accompanied by Moravian archaeological remains were excavated (Klanica, 2006b). 

The last sample under study comprises 173 juvenile individuals from newborn to late 
adolescent. In the figures and table, this sample is named Prušánky and is abbreviated “Pk”. 

Thus the three samples show different socioeconomic status: 

 MkB, the “aristocratic” and churchmen sample, representing the highest social class of 
the site; 

 MkK, the “middle social class” (above all “craftsmen), who are poorer than the 
individuals of MkB; 

 And Pk, the rural place, where the lifestyle contrasts with the two others.  

Their teeth should reflect these life conditions and socioeconomic status. All the skeletal 
remains are deposited in the Department of Anthropology of the National Museum in 
Prague. 

3. Methods 
This study is only based on dental health and lifestyle and on the potential influence of the 
socioeconomic status on caries prevalence and enamel composition. However, it has been 
completed by an analysis on the same influence but on bone growth and composition.  

The resulting dental sample consists of 6123 observed teeth. Table 1 gives the details for 
each sample. 

3.1 Recording dental health and defects 

In dental stress and caries assessment it is clearly desirable to record the least subjective 
stages and observations, in order to minimize the intra- and inter-observer errors 
(Danforth et al., 1993), both of which are often significant. The intra- and inter-observer 
error, for the protocol proposed below, has been tested and has been published in a 
previous paper (Garcin et al. 2010). As the protocol is the same in this study, we do not 
remind the results but we expose the features quoted and the statistical procedures 
employed for comparisons. 

Both dental caries and enamel hypoplasia have been recorded because they give different 
information on enamel susceptibility to develop lesions. International dental charts were 
used to identify the teeth (such as n° 18 to 11 for upper right permanent teeth).  
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Sample Deciduous teeth Permanent teeth Total 
MkB 894 651 1545 
MkK 1103 1790 2893 

Pk 823 862 1685 
Total 2820 3303 6123 

Table 1. Tooth samples for each site 

3.1.1 Dental caries 

The presence of caries was scored in all tooth types that is to say on deciduous and 
permanent teeth when detected macroscopically. When there was a doubt on caries 
development because of the tooth preservation, the development of the lesion was tested by 
a dental probe.  

Four features were observed and scored for the lesions: 

 The number of caries per tooth; 
 The area & side where the lesion occurred: occlusal, buccal, lingual or interproximal 

lesions. 
 The location of the lesion on the anatomical tooth: the root, the cement-enamel junction 

(also referred as cervical region or neck), and the crown; 
 And finally, the severity of the lesion was quoted on a three-stages scale (fig. 3):  

 Stage 1: small lesion which affects only the enamel and less than 10% of the tooth 
surface; 

 Stage 2: medium lesion which affects both enamel and dentin and spread from 10% 
to 50% of the tooth surface; 

 Stage 3: large lesions penetrating all the dental tissues, enamel, dentin and pulp. 
They take more than 50% of the tooth surface. 

These simple stages are easy to define, thus the results of scoring would be less prone to 
errors, because in archaeological record there are some cases of complex observations 
(Hillson, 2001), even if we cannot totally avoid subjectivity in such study. This subjectivity is 
all the more right when we attempt to analyze dental enamel hypoplasia.     

3.1.2 Dental enamel hypoplasia 

Hypoplastic defects occur in three forms: linear, pitting and plane. However, their 
expression is different on deciduous and permanent dentition (Lukacs et al., 2001a; Lukacs 
et al., 2001b; Ogden et al., 2007). We chose to take into consideration the enamel hypoplasia 
only on the permanent teeth for the quoted features. Nevertheless, a paragraph in the results 
will be devoted to the different expressions of enamel hypoplasia on deciduous teeth. The 
presence of macroscopically observed enamel hypoplasia was noted in all types of 
permanent teeth. 

Four characteristics have been recorded: 

 The number of hypoplasia per tooth; 
 The type of hypoplasia: linear, pitting or plane; 
 The severity of the defect on a three-stages scale (only for linear defects) (fig. 4): 
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 Stage 1: the defect is macroscopically detectable, but is less than 0.1mm width; 
 Stage 2: the defect is obvious, but the enamel is not distorted around the line; 
 Stage 3: is the most severe with formation of shoving on the enamel surface; 

  The location of the defect is the third of the affected crown: cemento-enamel junction 
third, middle third or occlusal third. 

 
Fig. 3. Illustration of the three-stage severity scale for scoring dental caries (photos: V. 
Gonzalez-Garcin) 

 

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of the three-stage severity scale for scoring dental enamel hypoplasia 
(photos: V. Gonzalez-Garcin) 

The distance between the cement-enamel junction and the defect for the calculation of the 
time of appearance of the defect (Reid & Dean, 2000), was not taken because we only made 
macroscopical analysis. Charts relative to age differ according to different authors and thus 
mineralization is not really taken into account. In such large studies, with this method the 
stages cannot provide accurate chronological sequences (Fitzgerald & Saunders, 2005; 
Hillson & Bond, 1997; Ritzman et al., 2008). However, a global chart has been made in order 
to evaluate which developmental stage is the most concerned by enamel hypoplasia.  
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3.2 Estimating age-at-death 

In archaeological samples, the first step for anthropological studies is the age-at-death 
estimation. This estimation will be useful to compare the different sites, because, dentition is 
also related to age. Currently, the most reliable methods to estimate an age are those based 
on dental mineralization and developmental stages (Boldsen et al., 2002; Ritz-Timme et al., 
2000; Scheuer & Black, 2000b; Schmitt, 2005). We chose to estimate age-at-death in our 
sample with the method of Moorrees et al. (1963a,b), because we are working on teeth and 
we wanted a uniform method and no combination of several methods. Moreover, we just 
needed some different stages to compare our sites, that is why we classified the individuals 
in 5 age classes (usually used in historical demography): 0, 5-9, 10-14, and 15-19 years.  

A last comparison has been made using the dental mineralization sequences. This approach 
use the mineralization stages of Moorrees et al. (1963a,b), as a base for determining a dental 
sequence. These basic sequences (one for each individual) are in a second time grouped 
following the big tooth developmental phases in order to simplify the data (many 
combinations are possible). Six final groups are defined and used for comparison: 

 Group 1: from the beginning of deciduous crown formation to the end of the emergence 
of all deciduous teeth; 

 Group 2: latency period of deciduous teeth. The permanent incisors and the first 
permanent molars complete their crown formation.  

 Group 3: this group corresponds to the mixed dentition. The first deciduous teeth are 
replaced by permanent incisors (most standard sequence). The first molar emerges 
anatomically*. This is the first step of permanent teeth emergence. 

 Group 4: stability period where the roots of permanent teeth (incisors and first molars) 
complete their formation. The roots of the other teeth just initialize their mineralization. 

 Group 5: secondary phase of tooth emergence for permanent canine, premolars and 
second molars.  

 Group 6: completion of the permanent dentition (except third molars which were not 
taken into account.  

The illustration of the six resulting groups is presented in fig. 5. 

3.3 Statistical procedures 

The analyses were performed in three steps. First, in order in order to calculate the 
frequencies of dental enamel hypoplasia, the total number of available teeth, fully erupted 
and/or isolated, has been used for observation. Tooth germs in both the mandible and 
maxilla were not taken into account. With the same objective, frequencies of dental caries 
were calculated using only the teeth in occlusion. The usual calibrations (Erdal & Duyar, 
1999; Hillson, 2001; Lukacs, 1995) adjusting the proportions of tooth type and ante mortem 
tooth loss were applied. 

In a second time, inter-population comparisons were conducted using the non-parametric χ² 
statistical. Finally, we studied the interrelationship between caries and hypoplastic defects 
                                                 
* The emergence is a localized phenomenon, which corresponds to the appearance of the tooth in the 
mouth. We distinguish the clinical emergence where the tooth pierces the gingival tissue from the 
anatomical emergence where the tooth passes over the alveolar bone.  
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in order to evaluate the role of enamel structure on caries development. All statistical 
procedures and calculations were carried out by using Statsoft® Statistica version 7.1 and 
Microsoft® Office Excel 2007. 

 
Fig. 5. Representation of the established groups from the dental mineralization sequences 
(adapted from Ubelaker, 1978)  

4. Results 
As mentioned in our previous paper, intra- and inter-observers errors must be taken into 
account, but although they have an impact on the results, those are always discussed with 
these biases (Garcin et al. 2010).  
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4.1 Prevalence of dental caries 

Frequencies of caries in all observable teeth are presented in figure 6 & 7. The evaluated 
teeth are those observable in the oral cavity and/or in occlusion. This information is 
different for dental enamel hypoplasia, because tooth germs, when isolated, were also 
evaluated for this second dental trait.  

As often mentioned, posterior teeth are more affected than anterior teeth, which confirm the 
differential susceptibility of the molars to be suffering from dental caries (Klein & Palmer, 
1941; Oyamada et al., 2008; Saunders et al., 1997). But it is interesting to point out that some 
individuals are attained by carious lesions on anterior deciduous teeth in both area of 
Mikulčice. These lesions are often related to higher enamel susceptibility to develop dental 
caries, even on permanent teeth (Li & Wang, 2002; O’Sullivan & Tinanoff, 1993).  

 
Fig. 6. Caries frequencies per tooth type in the three collections (deciduous dentition) 

 
Fig. 7. Caries frequencies per tooth type in the three collections (permanent dentition) 
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in order to evaluate the role of enamel structure on caries development. All statistical 
procedures and calculations were carried out by using Statsoft® Statistica version 7.1 and 
Microsoft® Office Excel 2007. 

 
Fig. 5. Representation of the established groups from the dental mineralization sequences 
(adapted from Ubelaker, 1978)  

4. Results 
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In terms of global calibrated prevalence, there is a difference between the Mikulčice areas 
and Prušánky in the caries frequencies on both deciduous and permanent teeth. The 
frequency of dental caries in the deciduous and permanent teeth from Prušánky was 
statistically significantly lower (χ² = 4.49; p = 0.03 for permanent teeth and χ² = 9.08; p < 0.01 
for deciduous teeth) than in those from the two other collections. Table 2 shows the 
prevalence and the comparisons between features in the three collections.  
 

 Mikulčice Bazilika Mikulčice Kostelisko Prušánky 

Prevalence on deciduous teeth 0.03 0.03 0.01 

Prevalence on permanent teeth 0.03 0.04 0.02 

Location of the lesions    

Occlusal – crown 0.36 0.34 0.52 

Interproximal – crown  0.24 0.15 0.11 

Interproximal – crown & neck 0.25 0.19 0.11 

Large caries  
(more than 2/3 of the tooth affected)

0.02 0.09 0.15 

Other locations 0.13 0.23 0.11 

Severity of the lesions    

1 0.51 0.57 0.40 

2 0.45 0.34 0.44 

3 0.04 0.09 0.13 

Table 2. Caries prevalence and differences in caries descriptive features between the three 
collections (statistically significant differences are in bold) 

Concerning the lesions traits, the most common are the occlusal caries in all sites. Once 
again, the site of Prušánky differs from the others. Indeed, there are less interproximal 
lesions in this collection than in the others (χ² = 8.48; p < 0.03 for the crown and χ² = 8.70; p < 
0.03). Furthermore, another significant difference is shown for the severity of the lesion. But 
this time, the trend is reversed. Individuals of Mikulčice Bazilika have less severe lesions 
(stage 3) than in the two other collections (χ² = 8.63; p < 0.03). The large caries are less 
frequent in Mikulčice Bazilika individuals. Prušánky’s individual are the most affected. Is 
there a relationship between the severity of the lesions, the diet, and/or the dental care? This 
notion will be discussed later. Apart this last trait, we can observe that individuals from the 
two areas of Mikulčice have very similar features even if their socioeconomic status differs. 
The rural lifestyle seems to have more impact on dental health than socioeconomic status. 
The tooth development is also very important in the comprehension of the caries 
susceptibility. That is why dental enamel hypoplasia will give another type of information. 

4.2 Expression of the dental enamel hypoplasia 

Contrary to the caries, dental enamel hypoplasia have been observed on all permanent teeth, 
even tooth germs. They will give information on crown development. Before discussing the 
differences between the collections, a paragraph on hypoplasia on deciduous teeth 
summarizes the encountered cases.  
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4.2.1 Dental enamel hypoplasia on deciduous canines 

Dental enamel hypoplasia on deciduous teeth were observed on four individuals from 
Mikulčice Bazilika. Any other individual presents hypoplasia in the other collections. All the 
cases correspond to what is named “localised enamel hypoplasia of human deciduous 
canines” (Clarkson, 1989; Taji et al., 2000). The figure 8 shows some of the observed cases. 

 
Fig. 8. Illustration of two localized enamel hypoplasia on deciduous lower canines 

Some discussions exist on the aetiology of this sort of enamel defect (Skinner & Hung, 1989; 
Sweeney et al., 1971): genotype or environment? This point will be taken back in the next part 
of the chapter. All defects are localized on lower canine and are bilateral on 50% of the cases. 
The two unilateral cases show less marked than the bilateral ones. These four cases give 
argument for the difference of enamel susceptibility following the socioeconomic status.  

4.2.2 Results on dental enamel hypoplasia on permanent teeth 

We took into account only linear enamel hypoplasia (LEH), because pitting defects were 
defeated (less than 2% in each collection, 0% at Mikulčice Bazilika). The comparison of LEH 
global prevalences between collections show a significant difference between Mikulčice’s 
areas, and Prušánky (Table 3). 
 

 Mikulčice Bazilika Mikulčice Kostelisko Prušánky 
Total prevalence 0.12 0.18 0.16 
Frequency of individuals
affected (%) 

10.59 30.63 17.91 

Severity    
1 0.63 0.52 0.29 
2 0.32 0.47 0.61 
3 0.05 0.01 0.10 
Part of the affected crown (beginning from the cervical region) 
Proximal third 0.21 0.29 0.34 
Mesial third 0.59 0.55 0.57 
Distal third 0.15 0.14 0.09 
Whole height of the crown  0.04 0.02 0.00 

Table 3. Linear enamel hypoplasia prevalence and differences in defect descriptive features 
between the three collections (statistically significant differences are in bold) 
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The whole prevalence (taking into account all observed teeth) is significantly lower in 
Mikulčice Bazilika (χ² = 8.61; p < 0.03). If we consider the frequency of individuals affected, 
the greatest frequency is at Mikulčice Kostelisko with more than 30% of individuals (χ² = 
9.81; p < 0.01). If we consider the prevalence per tooth type, the results are given by the 
figure 9.  
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Fig. 9. Frequency of enamel hypoplasia per tooth type in the three collections 

These graphs clearly show that there is a differential susceptibility in tooth type for 
developing LEH (Goodman & Armelagos, 1985; Palubeckaité et al., 2002; Wright, 1997). 
Anterior teeth (incisors & canines) are more affected by the defect than posterior teeth 
(premolars & molars). On the whole, canines are the most affected. Even if differences 
between sites could be shown, they are not statistically significant (number of teeth per 
tooth type differs, thus graphic results are misleading). We can see that posterior teeth are 
also affected, demonstrated that these individuals suffered from non specific stress during 
late infancy period, that is to say during the time of formation of posterior tooth crowns. 
This point is important for the next paragraph concerning the relationship between the 
lesions, the defects, and the age-at-death.   
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Concerning the other features, the severity of the defects are obviously the same in the two 
areas of Mikulčice. The trend is inverted for Prušánky. There are more medium defects 
(stage 2) than slight defects (stage 1) in this collection (χ² = 14.16; p < 0.01 &  χ² = 20.15; p < 
0.01). Once again, the lifestyle seems to be more expressed by dental stress than the 
socioeconomic status. But what is more surprising is that this is the only feature which 
differs from the others. On the whole, the three collections present the same trend in LEH 
expression.  

The last information given by table 3, is that the part of the affected crown does not show 
any statistical difference (p > 0.05 for all statistical tests). This means that there is globally no 
difference on the period when the biological stress arose. The specific study with age 
estimation gives other information. Few individuals present teeth with all the crown height 
affected by multiple LEH. The stress period are thus isolated and occurred seldom more 
than two times during the crown formation. The next part presents when this stress took 
place in the crown formation, and its relationship with age-at-death.  

4.2.3 Age influence and relationship between caries lesions and hypoplastic defects 

Two approaches were lead to evaluate the age influence on dental health and development: 

 The first one is the representation of the mean age when the stress occurred (on lower 
permanent teeth). Figure 10 show these periods of stress for each collection. The data 
were calculated from those of Reid and Dean (2000) and Skinner & Goodman (1992). 
We also used the records on the affected third (table 3). Only the highest frequency is 
mentioned in order to leave the figure readable. This figure takes into account only 
the crown mineralization, thus the stress which is arisen during puberty is not 
mentioned.  

 
Fig. 10. Frequency of enamel hypoplasia per tooth type in the three collections 
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The whole prevalence (taking into account all observed teeth) is significantly lower in 
Mikulčice Bazilika (χ² = 8.61; p < 0.03). If we consider the frequency of individuals affected, 
the greatest frequency is at Mikulčice Kostelisko with more than 30% of individuals (χ² = 
9.81; p < 0.01). If we consider the prevalence per tooth type, the results are given by the 
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also affected, demonstrated that these individuals suffered from non specific stress during 
late infancy period, that is to say during the time of formation of posterior tooth crowns. 
This point is important for the next paragraph concerning the relationship between the 
lesions, the defects, and the age-at-death.   
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 It is noticeable that few stress arose during the occlusal third mineralization (light grey), 
apart for the first incisor in Mikulčice Bazilika. The individuals were subjected to stress 
during infancy, and especially between 2 and 6 years, and the stress concerns mainly 
the mesial third of the crowns for all collections. These results can be transposed to 
upper teeth. There is no statistical difference between collections for these stress periods 
(p>0.05 for all statistical tests). Even if this approach is not very precise, it gives a good 
mean of comparison. Here, Mikulčice Bazilika seems to be different because the stress 
periods arose sooner in the mineralization stages than in the other collections. If we 
compare now the prevalence of dental lesions and defects in age classes, the frequencies 
are represented in figure 11. 
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Fig. 11. Frequency of dental caries, and linear enamel hypoplasia per age class 
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When we compare the three collections by age class, it is noteworthy to remark that the 
individuals of Mikulčice Bazilika differ from the others for the classes 10-14, and 15-19 years 
for the caries lesions and for the class 5-9 for the LEH. Frequencies are significantly different 
between sites (p < 0.05). For the dental caries, it should be an evidence of a better dental care 
in higher socioeconomic status populations. For LEH, less individuals are affected during 
the juvenile period, is the environment less stressing in higher socioeconomic status? These 
points will be discussed in the next part. 

The second approach compares the dental features according to the tooth mineralization 
sequences describe in the methods. It is another mean to precise the last results, without using 
age estimation but biological traits. Table 4 gives the comparison for both dental caries & LEH. 

These more biological data (we avoid age-at-death estimation) confirm precedent results, 
giving significant differences for the individuals of Mikulčice Bazilika in both dental caries and 
LEH. Indeed, the group 5 and 6 of Mikulčice Bazilika are significantly less affected by caries 
lesions than those of Mikulčice Kostelisko and Prušánky. The last graph gave a trend; here we 
have a reliable result. We also notice a difference in group 4 and 5 for the LEH. The arguments 
of dental care and attenuated stress for these stages of development are thus strengthened.  
 

Group Mikulčice Bazilika Mikulčice Kostelisko Prušánky 
Caries LEH Caries LEH Caries LEH 

1 0.00% 5.26% 0.00% 8.82% 0.00% 0.00% 
2 7.14% 23.08% 4.17% 22.73% 10.52% 21.05% 
3 27.27% 41.67% 31.82% 57.14% 27.27% 36.36% 
4 20.00% 20.00% 25.00% 90.90% 20.00% 80.00% 
5 11.11% 55.56% 50.00% 78.13% 23.07% 78.57% 
6 0.00% 62.46% 88.89% 73.68% 61.53% 61.53% 

Table 4. Frequency of dental caries, and linear enamel hypoplasia per dental mineralization 
group (significant differences are in bold) 

To sum up, few differences between the collections are highlighted: one on global 
prevalence of LEH, and two on location and severity of dental caries. However, if we 
compare more biological traits, related to tooth development and enamel susceptibility, 
then, some trends to discuss appear.     

5. Discussion 
Three main topics will be discussed in this last part. The first one deals with the assets and 
the drawbacks of archaeological collections in a study of dental health. The second develops 
the influence of socioeconomic status on dental mineralization. And finally, we will discuss 
the differential enamel susceptibility to be affected from defects and lesions. 

5.1 Archaeological collections: assets and drawbacks in the study of socioeconomic 
influence on dental health 

There are many studies on the influence of lifestyle and/or socioeconomic status on dental 
health (Bodoriková et al., 2005; Duray, 1990; Kim & Durden, 2007; Vodanovic et al., 2005). 
However, they concern both living and past populations. Moreover, the protocol of 
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then, some trends to discuss appear.     

5. Discussion 
Three main topics will be discussed in this last part. The first one deals with the assets and 
the drawbacks of archaeological collections in a study of dental health. The second develops 
the influence of socioeconomic status on dental mineralization. And finally, we will discuss 
the differential enamel susceptibility to be affected from defects and lesions. 

5.1 Archaeological collections: assets and drawbacks in the study of socioeconomic 
influence on dental health 

There are many studies on the influence of lifestyle and/or socioeconomic status on dental 
health (Bodoriková et al., 2005; Duray, 1990; Kim & Durden, 2007; Vodanovic et al., 2005). 
However, they concern both living and past populations. Moreover, the protocol of 
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observation and statistical analyses differ from one to another. Thus, it is very difficult to 
compare the results and to be confident in our interpretations. That is why we chose to work 
only on huge archaeological samples, even if they also have some downsides. The tooth 
sample size in archaeological collections are mostly important (several hundreds of teeth), 
especially for medieval cemeteries. Large burials places are excavated, giving many 
individuals, including juveniles. The sample size is sufficient to provide reliable statistical 
results. Nevertheless, regarding the bone and teeth preservation, data are as often as not 
missing, and we do not have all dentition for each individual (Duyar & Erdal, 2003; Hillson, 
2001). That is why different calibrations are calculated to adjust the frequencies and to take 
into account the missing data.  

The second advantage of archaeological collection is that we can have homogeneous 
collections, that is to say that population of a same cemetery comes from a global same 
lifestyle and the admixture (thus the influence of genetic part) is less pronounced than in 
living population. However, in such collection, we have the problem of age-at-death 
estimation. When studies based on living populations have accurate age of the subjects 
under study, in our case estimations (even with reliable methods) give at best age classes 
(Albert and Greene, 1999; Cole, 2003; Heuzé & Cardoso, 2008; Lewis & Gowland, 2007). This 
study uses a little the age-at-death estimation that is why we try to free from this bias using 
dental mineralization stages. The obtained results and differences highlighted show that this 
is a way to work to enhance the quality and reliability of our study.  

The third point to discuss also deals with reliability, but on the recording methods. It has 
been mentioned in the second part of this chapter that we have evaluated the intra- and 
inter-observer error of our protocol for both caries lesions and enamel hypoplasia. To go 
back on the terms of Ulijaszek & Lourie (1997), we must compare something comparable. 
Yet, recording dental caries and enamel hypoplasia is always a little bit subjective. The data 
must be as quantitative as possible and thus at least qualitative (Landis & Koch, 1977). The 
results of intra- and inter-observer errors in our last study (Garcin et al., 2010), show that 
even if the results are satisfactory, we cannot completely be completely free from this bias 
(Berti & Mahaney, 1995; Danforth et al., 1993; Hillson, 1992).  

Being aware from these main biases, we can discuss the influence of socioeconomic status 
on dental health and development. 

5.2 Have you spoken of a possible socioeconomic influence on dental health and 
development? 

Our results show that except an inferior global prevalence of LEH and less invading caries 
in the higher socioeconomic status collection, there is no difference between the individuals 
of Mikulčice. On the other hand, Prušánky individuals differ from the other more often, 
especially on dental caries. Do these results intend that the lifestyle have more influence on 
dental health than the socioeconomic status? We explained in the materials paragraph that it 
is quite difficult to define a clear socioeconomic status in archaeological populations even if 
they are relative homogeneous. To answer clearly this question in the big site of Mikulčice, it 
should be interesting to compare all parts of the area. However, comparing the prevalence 
of LEH in other mediaeval/modern groups in Europe (Coulon et al., 2008; Herold, 2008; 
Šlaus et al., 2002) it is apparent that our values are relatively low, but overall features are 
similar to the other studies. It is the same for the caries lesions even if the results are hardly 
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comparable (Espeland et al., 1988; Rudney et al., 1983; Watt et al., 1997; Williams & Curzon, 
1985). Nevertheless, our results counteract several other studies (on past and present 
populations), which claim that the socioeconomic status influence the health (Goodman et 
al., 1988; Hauser, 1994; Henneberg et al., 2001; Kim & Durden, 2007). Although a direct 
parallel is difficult, this is a striking result. We must keep in mind the limits of such studies 
and thus accept that we give only trends, especially on the relationship between the dental 
development and the socioeconomic status. To our point of view, in past population, we 
should take into account the global lifestyle rather than searching to define a clear 
socioeconomic status. Besides we found in our last studies clear differences between rural 
and urban lifestyle, what was confirmed by many studies (Betsinger, 2007; Budnik & 
Liczbinska, 2006; Riva et al., 2009; Van de Poel et al., 2007; Williams & Galley, 1995). We also 
must take in mind that in past population, we must deal with the “osteological paradox” 
(Byers, 1994; Wood et al., 1992; Wright & Yoder, 2003). The juvenile individuals we study 
are those who have not survived and who have never reached the adulthood (Saunders & 
Hoppa, 1993). On the contrary, the individuals showing dental defects and lesions survived 
sufficiently a long time to develop the trait we wanted to record. Thus, healthy past 
populations are not necessarily those who the most suffer from biological stress and who 
had the best dental care. That is why it is interesting to focus on biological traits only, 
avoiding abusive interpretations. The relationship between dental development and health 
seem to be a good track to go into in depth. 

5.3 Dental mineralization, enamel susceptibility, and health 

Until now, relatively few studies have considered the possible relationship between enamel 
hypoplasia and dental caries (Khan et al., 1999; Schneider, 1986; Sweeney et al., 1969; Walker 
& Hewlett, 1990). Even if tooth susceptibility is different for the two indicators, we could 
imagine that enamel with defects is more sensible to bacterial attacks. This hypothesis was 
examined by establishing a chart given the frequency by age class having one of the traits or 
both traits under study (Table 5). 

This table clearly shows that there is slight correlation between caries and hypoplasia. 
Indeed, the individuals of Mikulčice Kostelisko and Prušánky can develop both traits in the 
same time but it is not a sweeping statement. Only older age classes (after 5 years old) show 
the possible relationship, but most of the defects and lesions appear separately. What is 
striking is that the individuals having the localized hypoplasia on deciduous teeth also have 
LEH on permanent teeth, and also caries lesions. This caries susceptibility seem to be related 
to hypocalcified teeth (Duray, 1990), and repeated stress periods. This observation was also 
made in several studies, but not only on human but also in Great Apes (Lukacs, 1999a; 
Lukacs, 1999b; Lukacs, 2001; Skinner & Goodman, 1992). Moreover, most of the authors link 
this observation to a low nutritional status (Norén, 1983; Skinner & Hung, 1989; Sweeney et 
al., 1971; Taji et al., 2000). Even if genetics mainly lead dental development, the 
environmental conditions and stress periods also influence the dental mineralization and 
thus the enamel susceptibility to be affected by caries.  Even if it is difficult to demonstrate, 
it seems that after passing a certain threshold, the underlying aetiological factors resulting in 
caries and enamel hypoplasia interact, creating a vicious cycle – physiological balance is 
disturbed through pathogens and inadequate nutrition, compromising metabolism and the 
immune system. This makes the afflicted individual susceptible to further infections and 
ultimately even more unable to cope with additional stresses (Obertova, 2005; Obertova & 
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observation and statistical analyses differ from one to another. Thus, it is very difficult to 
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results. Nevertheless, regarding the bone and teeth preservation, data are as often as not 
missing, and we do not have all dentition for each individual (Duyar & Erdal, 2003; Hillson, 
2001). That is why different calibrations are calculated to adjust the frequencies and to take 
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in the higher socioeconomic status collection, there is no difference between the individuals 
of Mikulčice. On the other hand, Prušánky individuals differ from the other more often, 
especially on dental caries. Do these results intend that the lifestyle have more influence on 
dental health than the socioeconomic status? We explained in the materials paragraph that it 
is quite difficult to define a clear socioeconomic status in archaeological populations even if 
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should be interesting to compare all parts of the area. However, comparing the prevalence 
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comparable (Espeland et al., 1988; Rudney et al., 1983; Watt et al., 1997; Williams & Curzon, 
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(Byers, 1994; Wood et al., 1992; Wright & Yoder, 2003). The juvenile individuals we study 
are those who have not survived and who have never reached the adulthood (Saunders & 
Hoppa, 1993). On the contrary, the individuals showing dental defects and lesions survived 
sufficiently a long time to develop the trait we wanted to record. Thus, healthy past 
populations are not necessarily those who the most suffer from biological stress and who 
had the best dental care. That is why it is interesting to focus on biological traits only, 
avoiding abusive interpretations. The relationship between dental development and health 
seem to be a good track to go into in depth. 

5.3 Dental mineralization, enamel susceptibility, and health 

Until now, relatively few studies have considered the possible relationship between enamel 
hypoplasia and dental caries (Khan et al., 1999; Schneider, 1986; Sweeney et al., 1969; Walker 
& Hewlett, 1990). Even if tooth susceptibility is different for the two indicators, we could 
imagine that enamel with defects is more sensible to bacterial attacks. This hypothesis was 
examined by establishing a chart given the frequency by age class having one of the traits or 
both traits under study (Table 5). 

This table clearly shows that there is slight correlation between caries and hypoplasia. 
Indeed, the individuals of Mikulčice Kostelisko and Prušánky can develop both traits in the 
same time but it is not a sweeping statement. Only older age classes (after 5 years old) show 
the possible relationship, but most of the defects and lesions appear separately. What is 
striking is that the individuals having the localized hypoplasia on deciduous teeth also have 
LEH on permanent teeth, and also caries lesions. This caries susceptibility seem to be related 
to hypocalcified teeth (Duray, 1990), and repeated stress periods. This observation was also 
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immune system. This makes the afflicted individual susceptible to further infections and 
ultimately even more unable to cope with additional stresses (Obertova, 2005; Obertova & 
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Thurzo, 2008). This last remark corroborates our comparisons with the biological groups, 
which show that juveniles are more likely to develop both traits on permanent teeth.  

Even if this study raises only some trends and being aware of its limits, we do not want 
misinterpret, the relation to age and indirect influence of the socioeconomic status on defects 
and lesions are obvious. We must find now the methodological and theoretical framework 
to prove them.  

6. Conclusion 
The goal of the present research was to obtain information about the influence of the 
socioeconomic status on dental health and development by determining the prevalence and 
characteristics of enamel hypoplasia and caries in two Great Moravian populations at 
Mikulčice and Prušánky.           

 
Collection 

/ Age 
group 

CAR0 / LEH0 CAR1 / LEH1 CAR1 / LEH0 CAR0 / LEH1 Total 
n Frequency n Frequency n Frequency n Frequency 

Mikulčice Bazilika 
0 41 0.85 0 0.00 1 0.02 6 0.13 48 

1-4 83 0.83 0 0.00 9 0.09 8 0.08 100 
5-9 24 0.70 1 0.03 8 0.24 1 0.03 34 

10-14 12 0.66 1 0.06 2 0.11 3 0.17 18 
15-19 6 1.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 6 
ND 10 0.91 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 0.09 11 

Total 176 0.81 2 0.01 20 0.09 19 0.09 217 
Mikulčice Kostelisko 

0 36 1.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 36 
1-4 63 0.82 3 0.04 1 0.01 10 0.13 77 
5-9 15 0.28 20 0.37 1 0.02 18 0.33 54 

10-14 8 0.38 8 0.38 2 0.10 3 0.14 21 
15-19 2 0.22 3 0.33 1 0.11 3 0.33 9 
ND 31 0.25 1 0.25 1 0.25 1 0.25 4 

Total 155 0.66 35 0.15 6 0.03 35 0.15 231 
Prušánky 

0 48 1.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 48 
1-4 59 0.91 0 0.00 2 0.03 4 0.06 65 
5-9 11 0.36 6 0.19 1 0.03 14 0.44 32 

10-14 2 0.20 5 0.50 2 0.20 1 0.10 10 
15-19 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 0.50 1 0.50 2 
ND 16 1.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 16 

Total 136 0.79 11 0.06 6 0.03 36 0.12 173 
CAR 0: absence of caries; CAR 1: presence of caries; LEH 0: absence of hypoplasia; LEH 1: presence of 
linear hypoplasia; ND: non defined age-at-death. 

Table 5. Prevalence of caries against LEH per age group in the three collections (the highest 
frequencies are in bold) 
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Dental analysis revealed a slightly influence of socioeconomic status on dental health. In 
addition, considering the observed prevalence of the hypoplastic lesions and caries in the 
analysed skeletal samples, a pattern emerged suggestive of probable influence of lifestyle 
and high importance of studying biological traits rather than using age-at-death estimation. 

Two main prospects are highlighted from this research: the need of analyzing the whole 
sample of Mikulčice-Valy in order to compare other socioeconomic status in big dental 
samples, and integrated new methods in population studies to avoid abusive interpretations 
and more reliable comparisons. The large sample size of juveniles and preservation of the 
skeletal material make the early medieval Great Moravian populations at Mikulčice and 
Prušanky unique in their ability to demonstrate the distribution of two dental indicators, 
dental caries and enamel hypoplasia. We are convinced that the study of non-adult skeletal 
and dental remains is one of the best mean to increase our knowledge of the environmental 
and genetic parts in the human development, and certainly one of the most challenging and 
exciting area of research in Physical Anthropology and Bioarchaeology.  
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1. Introduction 
In oral and maxillofacial surgery removal of impacted teeth, especially third molars is one of 
the most performed surgical procedures. Several studies suggest that a millions of dollars 
are spend annually on the management of the impacted teeth (Edwards et al.,1999; Flick, 
1999).  

By definition, impacted or unerupted tooth is one that lying within the jaws and fails to 
erupt into the dental arch with the expected time (Jojić & Perović, 1990; Hupp et al. 2008). 
Detected clinically and radiographically, there are two types of impactions; completely and 
partially. Completely impaction means that the tooth is prevented from completely erupting 
into a normal functional position, covered by bone and mucosa, while partially impaction 
implies that the tooth is partially visible or in communication with oral cavity, but it has 
failed to erupt fully into a normal position (Jojić & Perović, 1990).  

Any permanent tooth can become impacted (Gisakis et al.,2010). Impaction is an 
abnormality of development which predisposes to pathological changes and complications 
such as pericoronitis and /or orofacial infection, periodontitis, root resorption of adjacent 
teeth, caries, odontogenic cysts and tumors. Also orthodontic and prothetic problems 
including temporomandibular joint (TMJ) symptomes should not be neglected (Knutsson et 
al., 1996; Punwutikorn et al., 1999). Because of the mentioned, many authors to prevent 
these complications suggest so called „early or prophilactic removal of impacted teeth“, 
although in cases of patients who are free of symptoms or associated, this necessity is under 
the question (Gisakis et al.,2010). Patients between 20 and 30 years of age are the most 
frequently affected with symptomatic impactions (Sasano et al.,2003; Knutsson et al. 1996). 
As age increases, the phenomen of impaction is reduced and after the age of 50 it is at range 
from 6-14% (Ahlqwist & Grondahl, 1991; Gisakis et al.,2010). 

From the last 40 years, an incidence of impacted teeth is growing through different 
populations, due to living habits such as feading by a „soft food“ and lower intensity of the 
use of the masticatory aparatus (Alling et al., 1993). Only a few decades earlier, Inuits and 
Latin American Indians through feading habits were described as the populations with no 
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1. Introduction 
In oral and maxillofacial surgery removal of impacted teeth, especially third molars is one of 
the most performed surgical procedures. Several studies suggest that a millions of dollars 
are spend annually on the management of the impacted teeth (Edwards et al.,1999; Flick, 
1999).  

By definition, impacted or unerupted tooth is one that lying within the jaws and fails to 
erupt into the dental arch with the expected time (Jojić & Perović, 1990; Hupp et al. 2008). 
Detected clinically and radiographically, there are two types of impactions; completely and 
partially. Completely impaction means that the tooth is prevented from completely erupting 
into a normal functional position, covered by bone and mucosa, while partially impaction 
implies that the tooth is partially visible or in communication with oral cavity, but it has 
failed to erupt fully into a normal position (Jojić & Perović, 1990).  

Any permanent tooth can become impacted (Gisakis et al.,2010). Impaction is an 
abnormality of development which predisposes to pathological changes and complications 
such as pericoronitis and /or orofacial infection, periodontitis, root resorption of adjacent 
teeth, caries, odontogenic cysts and tumors. Also orthodontic and prothetic problems 
including temporomandibular joint (TMJ) symptomes should not be neglected (Knutsson et 
al., 1996; Punwutikorn et al., 1999). Because of the mentioned, many authors to prevent 
these complications suggest so called „early or prophilactic removal of impacted teeth“, 
although in cases of patients who are free of symptoms or associated, this necessity is under 
the question (Gisakis et al.,2010). Patients between 20 and 30 years of age are the most 
frequently affected with symptomatic impactions (Sasano et al.,2003; Knutsson et al. 1996). 
As age increases, the phenomen of impaction is reduced and after the age of 50 it is at range 
from 6-14% (Ahlqwist & Grondahl, 1991; Gisakis et al.,2010). 

From the last 40 years, an incidence of impacted teeth is growing through different 
populations, due to living habits such as feading by a „soft food“ and lower intensity of the 
use of the masticatory aparatus (Alling et al., 1993). Only a few decades earlier, Inuits and 
Latin American Indians through feading habits were described as the populations with no 
impacted teeth (Jojic & Perović, 1990). Also, some authors suggest that race and gender have 
an influence on occurrence of impactions, thus the impactions are more common in Whites 
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than Blacks (Brown et al., 1982), and females are more predisposed to this phenomenon than 
males (Jojic & Perović, 1990). However, by Haidar and Schalhoub (1986) in Saudi 
population, especially in cases of impacted third molars, male are more prone to have an 
impacted teeth than female patients.  

2. Impacted teeth 
The reasons for tooth impaction might include a several factors such as position and size 
of adjacent teeth, dense overlying bone, excessive soft tissue or a genetic abnormality 
including abnormal eruption path, dental arch length and space in which to erupt (Jojic & 
Perović, 1990; Alling et al., 1993; Hupp et al., 2008). Generally speaking these factors are 
subdivided into a two groups as local and general factors. The most common impacted 
teeth are mandibular and maxillary third molars, followed by the maxillary canines and 
mandibular premolars (Jojic & Perović, 1990; Hupp et al., 2008). Third molars have 
inadequate space for eruption, thus they are the last teeth to erupt. New data suggests 
that 72,7% of the world population has at least one impacted tooth (usually lower third 
molar), and it is more frequently in female than the male patients (Ahlqwist & Grondahl, 
1991; Alling et al., 1993,). 

Although indications for removal of impacted teeth vary from orthodontics, prosthodontics, 
pathologic and prophylactic, one of the reasons that impacted teeth should be removed, is 
their influence on the adjacent teeth with development of the caries lesions.  

Caries is mentioned as one of the common pathological features associated with extracted 
mandibular third molars (Battaineh et al.,2002; Lysell & Rohlin, 1988; Punwutikom et al., 
1999). This is a reason why in this section the emphasis will be on these teeth. 

There is an opinion that the tooth position and inclination play a main roles in caries 
development process (Knutsson et al.,1996). For better understanding this relationship it is 
necessary to know a classification of impacted lower third molars. The most common used 
classification is by Winter in which third molars are classificated by their long axis 
angulation with respect to the long axis of adjacent second molars. Mesioangular position is 
the most seen type of third molar impaction comprising 43% of all third molar impactions, 
characterized by mesial direction of the third molar's long axis toward to the second molar 
with convergency angle of >30 (Kan et al., 2002). In vertical position, the long axis of 
impacted tooth runs parallel to the long axis of the second molar comprising 38%. 
Distoangular position including 6% of the cases is characterized by distally or posteriorly 
angled long axis of the tooth away from the second molar. If the long axis of the impacted 
tooth is perpendicular to the second molar comprising 3% of all cases, this position is known 
as the horizontal (Kan et al., 2002; Hupp et al., 2008). However, atypic positions in which 
impacted teeth are angled in buccal, linqual, palatal or buccolinqual directions are also 
recorded (Jojic & Perović, 1990; Hupp et al,. 2008). .  

The second also in use classification is by Pell and Gregory, in which are described three 
positions of the third molars: depending of the relation of tooth to ramus and second molar 
subtypes (Type A), relative depth of the third molar in bone (Type B) tooth on same level 
with occlusal plane and position of long axis of the impacted tooth in relation to the second 
molar as taken from the Winter classification (Type C). (Kan et al., 2002; Hupp et al., 2008). 
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The practice suggests that horizontal and mesioangular positions are more critical to 
adjacent second molar, because impacted teeth in these positions may impige and resorb a 
distal surface and root of the second molars (Knutsson et al.,1996). 

2.1 Winter classification of impacted lower third molars 

 
Fig. 1. Mesioangular position of the lower third molar. 

      
Fig. 2. Lower third molar in vertical position. 
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with convergency angle of >30 (Kan et al., 2002). In vertical position, the long axis of 
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Distoangular position including 6% of the cases is characterized by distally or posteriorly 
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Fig. 3. Horizontal position of lower third molar. 

 
Fig. 4. Distoangular position of lower third molar. 
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Fig. 5. Atipic position of the impacted tooth. 

3. Caries 
The most common causes of the tooth lost are caries and periodontal disease, following a 
tooth fracture (Jacobsen, 2008). Data suggests that in most industrialized countries 60-90 % 
of school aged children and almost 100% of adult population are affected by tooth decay 
(Petersen et al., 2005), with the prevalence, which is more higher in female than male     
(Lukacs & Largaespada, 2006; Ferraro & Vieira, 2010). 

Tooth decay or dental caries is defined as chronic, multifactoral disease characterised by 
localized destruction of hard tooth tissues. It attacks on the mineralized tissues resulting in 
demineralization and in some cases destruction of the matrix (Jacobsen, 2008) . By some 
authors dental caries starts as small subclinical demineralised subsurface, which following a 
periods of remineralization and demineralization, may progress or arrest (Walmsley et al., 
2002). There is an opinion that approximatelly 50 different factors subdivided into a three 
groups are in correlation with caries etiology: The first group is formed of those factors 
associated with the host such as quality of saliva and bacterial flora (Streptococcus mutans, 
Streptococcus sanquis, Actinomyces and Lactobacillae are the most commonly isolated from 
the caries lesions. These microorganisms produce lactic acid, also known as the milk acid, 
responsible for the caries development). The second group includes outside factors such as 
diet and the substrate on which bacteria act, while the third group content a tooth itself and 
those features which either predispose to or resist carious attack (Jacobsen, 2008).  

Caries can affect enamel, dentin and cement, with usually localization at the cemento-
enamel junction or in the cementum. However, in modern men grooves and fissure areas of 
the posterior teeth are the most common sites of decay (Newbrun,1989; Fejerskov & Kidd, 
2008). There is a relationship between debth of the fissures and caries susceptibility, due to 
fact that food debris and microorganisms impact in the fissures. This leads to conclusion 
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that a tooth morphology is an important determinant for the caries development. Due to 
gingival recesions and loss of periodontal and bone support, the root of the tooth may be 
exposed to the mouth and caries may occur (Jacobsen, 2008).  

3.1 Impacted tooth - Caries  

During tooth eruption into the oral cavity, organic pellicle and cellular covering which 
protect an enamel surface, are disepearing and on this way open the gate to attach of the 
saliva and microorganisms to the enamel (Jacobsen, 2008). In cases of impacted teeth, 
partially exposed impactions are the most prone to develop caries. Partially erupted tooth 
does not participate in mastication and for this reason offer more favorable conditions for 
bacterial accumulation than fully erupted tooth.(Fejerskov & Kidd, 2008) Due to fact that 
lower and upper third molars are the most common enclosed teeth, pericoronitis associated 
with bad oral hygiene and lesser self clening area, leads to food and microorganisam 
accumulation that can not be cleaned through normal brushings and flossing, causing a 
caries development. The crowns of mesio-angulary and horizontaly impacted third molars 
often interfares with registering pocket debth ( Lenug et al., 2005) . Gingival swelling and 
inflammation may lead to the impression that the lesion is hiden in the pocket ( Fejerskov & 
Kidd, 2008; Jacobsen, 2008). It is interesting that even under the gums and situations in 
which no obvious communication between the mouth and impacted tooth exist, tooth decay 
might be developed. In cases of partially impacted teeth occlusal and approximal sides are 
the most commonly affected. In extremly cases, a tooth crown might be completelly 
destroyed by the lesion.  

For mesio-angular and horizontal impacted lower third molars partially exposed in the oral 
cavity, occlusal surfaces form plaque accumulative crevices against the distal surfaces of the 
second molars (Chu et al., 2003). On this way they cause a distal cervical caries on the 
second molars, though estimates of the rate vary from 1% to 4.5%, which is difficult to be 
restored without extractions of the impacted teeth. Also, as the gingival margin recedes 
enamel-cementum junction becomes exposed forming forming a bacterial retention side and 
on this way forming root surface caries (Jacobsen, 2008). McArdle & Rentol.(2006) suggests 
that second molar caries indication is responsible for 5% of mandibular third molar teeth 
removals. However, data from different authors suggests that these numbers are higher. 
Thus, van der Linden et al. (1995) reported caries in 7.1% of impacted third molars and in 
42.7% of adjacent molars (204 and 1227 of 2872 teeth respectively). In study of Adeyemo et 
al.(2008) caries and its sequela (63,2%) was the major reason for the third molars extraction, 
followed by reccurent pericoronitis (26,3%) and periodontitis (9,2%). However in the study 
of Obiechina et al. (2001), pericoronitis and periodontal disease (42,92%) were the major 
reasons for the third molar removals. The incidence of the caries was 13,95%, and it was on 
the third place of the third molar teeth removal indications (Obiechina et al.,2001). Lysell & 
Rohlin (1998) showed that caries was associated with impacted third molars and second 
molars in 13% and 5% of cases respectively, Sasano et al.(2003) noted that 14.5% of 
symptomatic impactions were associated with dental caries. The results of Bataineh et al. 
(2002) showed an overall caries rate of 23% in impacted molars and 0.5% in the second 
molars associated with impacted molars. Knutsson et al. (1996) reported a high caries 
frequency of 31% with impactions, which was more common in patients between 20 and 29 
years, followed by the 30 to 39 year group. Gisakis et al. (2011) reported an incidence of 
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caries of the impacted and / or adjacent teeth of 9,9%. Allen et al. (2009) reported an 
incidence of 42% of the distal second molar caries associated with partially or completelly 
impacted third molars. By the same study distal angulation and the other types of 
inclinations were not associated with detectable caries (Allen et al.,2009) Chu et al. (2003) 
reported a caries rates in 2-3% of lower wisdom teeth , followed by 7,3% of the adjacent 
second molars. Because of the mentioned, some authors suggested that the early or 
prophylactic removal of a partially erupted mesioangular wisdom teeth could prevent distal 
cervical caries forming in the mandibular second molars (McArdle & Renton, 2006). 

Caries lesions of partially impacted or adjacent teeth may or may not be cavitated, which is 
very important due to the fact that in cavitated lesions biofilms are more difficult to be 
controled by oral hygiene procedures. Cavitated lesions are the result of „undisturbed“ 
dental plaque. In some cases tooth decay in the form of so called „hiden caries“ might be 
present. This caries is characterized by lesion in demineralized dentin which is missed on a 
visual examination, but is detected radiographically ( Newbrun, 1989). Radiographically, the 
caries lesion is in form of radiolucent zone, due to the fact that demineralized hard teeth 
tissues such as enamel and dentin do not absorbe a X-rays (Newbrun, 1989). Some dental 
practitioners in the cases of the asymptomatic partially impacted lower third molars in the 
vertical positions with caries lesion development, performe conservative therapy as repair 
of the cavity with placeing a filling. However, for this approach, to avoid a risk for 
development of the recurrent caries, an appropriate indication is necessary. This means that 
the patient's good oral hygiene without presence of dental plaque must be present. 

In extreme cases, the tooth decay might be developed with great extension on the partially 
impacted third molars and adjacent second molars, that could not repeared with final result 
of the both teeth extractions (Walmsley et al., 2002).  

Comparing with lower third molars, upper wisdom teeth are not often seen as the causer of 
the adjacent teeth distal caries.  

Excluding a third molars, other impacted teeth may be also associated with caries risk. 
However, these findings are not so often seen. 

Impacted upper canine is mostly in correlation with a rooth resorptions of the neighboring 
teeth, caries lesions of second incisor and the first premolar are not often seen in cases of the 
partially impacted canines. A position and inclination of supernumerary teeth, a product of 
hiperactivity of the dental lamina, also have an influence on the caries lesion developments. 
Meziodens as the clinically the most common supernumerary tooth, responsible for 
diastema of the central incisors, depending of localization, may cause a palatinal cervical 
and mesial caries lesions of the central incisors. Distomolar a supernumerary tooth located 
distal of the third molar, although it is rarely seen, might cause a distal caries of the 
neighbouring tooth.  

4. Conclusion 
Partially impaction of third molars play an important role in caries development of adjacent 
teeth. Mesio angular and horizontal positions are responsible for development of the distal 
cervical caries on the second molars, which is difficult to be restore without an extraction of 
impacted teeth. Early or prophilactic removal of a partially erupted mesio-angular and 
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incidence of 42% of the distal second molar caries associated with partially or completelly 
impacted third molars. By the same study distal angulation and the other types of 
inclinations were not associated with detectable caries (Allen et al.,2009) Chu et al. (2003) 
reported a caries rates in 2-3% of lower wisdom teeth , followed by 7,3% of the adjacent 
second molars. Because of the mentioned, some authors suggested that the early or 
prophylactic removal of a partially erupted mesioangular wisdom teeth could prevent distal 
cervical caries forming in the mandibular second molars (McArdle & Renton, 2006). 

Caries lesions of partially impacted or adjacent teeth may or may not be cavitated, which is 
very important due to the fact that in cavitated lesions biofilms are more difficult to be 
controled by oral hygiene procedures. Cavitated lesions are the result of „undisturbed“ 
dental plaque. In some cases tooth decay in the form of so called „hiden caries“ might be 
present. This caries is characterized by lesion in demineralized dentin which is missed on a 
visual examination, but is detected radiographically ( Newbrun, 1989). Radiographically, the 
caries lesion is in form of radiolucent zone, due to the fact that demineralized hard teeth 
tissues such as enamel and dentin do not absorbe a X-rays (Newbrun, 1989). Some dental 
practitioners in the cases of the asymptomatic partially impacted lower third molars in the 
vertical positions with caries lesion development, performe conservative therapy as repair 
of the cavity with placeing a filling. However, for this approach, to avoid a risk for 
development of the recurrent caries, an appropriate indication is necessary. This means that 
the patient's good oral hygiene without presence of dental plaque must be present. 

In extreme cases, the tooth decay might be developed with great extension on the partially 
impacted third molars and adjacent second molars, that could not repeared with final result 
of the both teeth extractions (Walmsley et al., 2002).  

Comparing with lower third molars, upper wisdom teeth are not often seen as the causer of 
the adjacent teeth distal caries.  

Excluding a third molars, other impacted teeth may be also associated with caries risk. 
However, these findings are not so often seen. 

Impacted upper canine is mostly in correlation with a rooth resorptions of the neighboring 
teeth, caries lesions of second incisor and the first premolar are not often seen in cases of the 
partially impacted canines. A position and inclination of supernumerary teeth, a product of 
hiperactivity of the dental lamina, also have an influence on the caries lesion developments. 
Meziodens as the clinically the most common supernumerary tooth, responsible for 
diastema of the central incisors, depending of localization, may cause a palatinal cervical 
and mesial caries lesions of the central incisors. Distomolar a supernumerary tooth located 
distal of the third molar, although it is rarely seen, might cause a distal caries of the 
neighbouring tooth.  

4. Conclusion 
Partially impaction of third molars play an important role in caries development of adjacent 
teeth. Mesio angular and horizontal positions are responsible for development of the distal 
cervical caries on the second molars, which is difficult to be restore without an extraction of 
impacted teeth. Early or prophilactic removal of a partially erupted mesio-angular and 
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horizontal third molars could prevent distal cervical caries forming in the mandibular 
second molar. However, if the second molar has caries or large restoration, or has been 
endodonticaly treated, removal of partially or completelly impacted wisdom teeth, must to 
be safely performed without injuring the second molar. As one of the complications, it is 
expectable to be fracture restoration or a portion of the carious crown.  

 
 

 
Fig. 6A. Partially impacted lower left wisdom tooth in horizontal position associated with 
the caries lesion on distal surface of the second molar. 

 

 
Fig. 6B. Partially impacted lower left wisdom tooth in horizontal position associated with 
the caries lesion on distal surface of the second molar. 
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Fig. 7. The arrows show caries development on the distal surfaces of lower partially 
impacted third and second molar. 

 
 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 8. Completelly destroyed by tooth decay, a crown of impacted lower right third molar 
tooth 
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Fig. 9. Completelly destroyed by tooth decay, a crown of upper right third molar tooth. 

 
Fig. 10. Inadequate restoration of lower left second molar.  

 
Fig. 11. Inadequate restoration of the oclusal surface of the lower left third molar. Arrows show 
a caries lesion beyond the filling and hiden caries of the distal surface of the second molar.  
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1. Introduction  
As patients and consumers demand not only a healthy mouth but also a perfect appearance, 
vital bleaching of teeth has gained interest. It has been accepted as one the most effective 
methods of treating discolored teeth and considered to be a conservative approach towards 
obtaining esthetic or cosmetic results rather than other methods such as veneering or 
crowning. Procedures that utilize different concentrations of carbamide peroxide (CP) or 
hydrogen peroxide (HP) have been commonly used by dentists as “in office” or by patients 
as “home bleaching” applications. Other than these, over the counter products have been 
widely used by patients; however they cannot be considered as one of the “bleaching 
treatments”. 

The efficacy of bleaching is influenced by many factors like the type, concentration of the 
bleaching agent, time it is applied, application method used (heat, light, laser, etc.) cause of 
the stain and the condition of teeth. Procedures apparently rely on an extended period of 
contact between the bleaching agent and the teeth to accomplish the bleaching. The 
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide results in oxygen and per-hydroxyl free radicals that 
oxidize the stained macromolecules and break them down into smaller lighter colored 
fragments. Then the fragments diffuse across the tooth surface resulting in the bleaching 
effect (Haywood, 1992; Chen et al., 1993). The oxidation reaction should not exceed the 
saturation point in which the organic and inorganic elements of enamel and dentin are 
damaged. Otherwise, the crystals of mine matrix proteins lead to adverse changes in the 
morphology of the tooth surface and weakened structure (Haywood & Heymann, 1989; 
Goldstein&Garber, 1995). Studies (Seghi RR&Denry, 1992; Justino et al., 2004; Flaitz & Hicks, 
1996; Spalding et al., 2003; Türkun et al., 2002; Bitter, 1992; Lopes et al., 2002; Hegedüs et 
al.,1999; Rotstein et al.,1996; Potocnick et al., 2000; Tezel et al., 2007.) have shown that 
bleaching agents can cause structural alterations on enamel surface and that the 
biomechanical properties of the enamel can change. In addition Basting and others (Basting 
et al., 2001) reported the possibility of formatting of active caries lesions after bleaching 
process since they diffuse through the enamel by demineralization. 
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2. Effects of bleaching agents on enamel surface  
Calcium and phosphorus are present in the hydroxyapatite crystals, the main building block 
of dental hard tissue. Changes in Ca/P ratio indicate alterations in the inorganic 
components of hydroxyapatite. In the previous studies it has been shown that the bleaching 
agents cause calcium loss in hard dental tissues, change Ca/P ratio and surface alterations 
depending on their concentration. The linear relationship between decrease in enamel 
hardness and Ca2+ and PO43- loss shows that hardness measurements can be used as an 
indication of the degree of enamel mineralization which relates to enamel caries. Ingram 
and Ferjerskov (Ingram & Ferjerskov, 1986) observed that macroscopically the degree of 
chemical attack roughly correlated with the appearance of discrete white spot lesions where 
approximately 7 µg or more calcium had been removed from the experimental area (1.77 
mm2). This means that when approximately 3.95 µg of calcium loss is observed in a surface 
of mm2, the surface cannot be remineralized.  

Additionally, in vitro studies have shown a close correlation between the bleaching agent 
effects and the enamel surface changes (Zalkind et al., 1996; Titley et al., 1988). There are 
also some reports that bleaching agents promote chemical and microstructural changes in 
enamel similar to initial caries lesions but it has been noted that these alterations have no 
clinical significance. Demineralization process begins with the loss of calcium ions from the 
surface apatite crystals that form the bulk of three calcified dental tissues. Under normal 
circumstances, this loss of calcium (demineralization) is compensated by the uptake of 
calcium (remineralization) from tooth’s microenvironment. This dynamic process of 
demineralization and remineralization take place more or less continually and equally in a 
favorable oral environment. In an unfavorable environment, the remineralization rate does 
not sufficiently neutralize the rate of demineralization, and thus caries occurs (Davidson et 
al., 1973). It has been reported that most of the bleaching agents caused changes in the levels 
of calcium phosphorus, sulfur and potassium in dental tissues and that bleaching agents 
may have a possible influence on active caries lesions in enamel and dentin (Rotstein et 
al.,1996; Basting et al., 2001). It is still a question whether the enamel would be more 
susceptible to cariogenic challenge after the bleaching process. Little is known about this 
issue. The controversial results of existing reports and the continuous appearance of new 
bleaching products that are on the market demand more research in this field.  

This is particularly evident in a study demonstrated by Tezel et al (Tezel et al., 2007) who 
showed different amounts of Ca2+ loss from enamel surface after bleaching with three 
different concentrations of bleaching agents. Premolar teeth were divided into four pieces 
and each piece was bleached with one of the bleaching agents (38% HP, 35% HP with light 
and 10% CP) leaving one as a control. Then the specimens were covered with wax as to 
expose a round window area on 6.83 mm2 and immersed in an artificial caries solution of 
acetic acid buffered with 0.34 M sodium acetate (pH=4). The buffer solution was refreshed 
every four days till the 16th day. The previous solutions were kept to be tested afterwards for 
their Ca2+ loss with atomic absorption spectrometer (AAS). The loss of Ca2+ in the groups 
38% HP, 35% HP with light activation, 10% CP and the control were evaluated cumulatively 
every four days and at the end of the 16th day, 27.52±5.22 µg/ml, 25.15±4.99 µg/ml, 
19.53±4.03 µg/ml and 18.35±4.00 µg/ml were obtained in total, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 1).  
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 N  Days 1-4 Days 5-8 Days 9-12 Days 13-16 Total 

  Mean 5.22 4.91 6.46 10.93 27.52 
38% HP 10 Std Dev 1.78 1.02 2.43 2.96 5.22 
  Min. 1.37 3.23 2.81 5.54 20.88 
  Max. 6.97 6.34 11.02 14.67 38.09 

  Mean 5.72 4.42 6.27 8.74 25.15 
35% HP 10 Std Dev 1.41 0.90 2.01 4.98 4.99 
  Min. 3.86 3.23 2.81 3.72 19.13 
  Max. 8.21 6.34 10.11 19.23 34.98 

  Mean 4.10 3.61 4.17 7.64 19.53 
10% CP 10 Std Dev 1.69 1.90 1.51 3.55 4.03 
  Min. 1.99 1.37 1.89 4.63 14.20 
  Max. 3.73 6.84 4.56 10.04 12.57 

  Mean 3.48 3.42 3.89 7.55 18.35 
Control 10 Std Dev 1.32 1.38 1.34 1.96 4.00 
Group  Min. 1.37 1.37 1.89 4.63 12.76 
  Max. 5.72 6.34 6.46 11.02 25.56 

Table 1. Release of calcium (Ca2+) from the specimens after treatment with bleaching agents 
in mm2 (μg/ml). 

 

Fig. 1. Release of Ca2+ from the specimens to the buffer solution after treatment with 
bleaching agents on the 4th, 8th, 12th and 16th days cumulatively (µg/ml). 
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2. Effects of bleaching agents on enamel surface  
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19.53±4.03 µg/ml and 18.35±4.00 µg/ml were obtained in total, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 1).  
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According to the statistical analysis, all the bleaching agents increased the Ca2+ in the 
solutions and all the agents other than CP were statistically different from the control group. 
And starting from the fourth day, the amount of Ca2+ release varied for the control and test 
groups. These differences are considered to be due to the variety of concentrations of the 
bleaching agents which were applied to the enamel. When 38% and light activated 35% HP 
groups were compared to the control group, it was observed that the difference Ca2+ loss 
was statistically significant and the high concentration of HP agents changed the surface 
morphology of the enamel. Thus, the resistance of enamel surfaces decreased in these 
groups when there was an acid attack. The use of HP or CP as bleaching agents reportedly 
decreased the Ca/P ratio on the enamel surface. It should also be mentioned that, HP was 
the only material that significantly reduced the Ca/P ratio in all these tissues. Most of the 
bleaching agents examined, caused changes of calcium, phosphorous, sulfur and potassium 
in the tissues. It was important to examine the effects of the oxidation agents on all the 
dental hard tissues because contact could occur during internal and/or external bleaching 
procedures, or they could inadvertently come into contact with dentin in carious lesions, 
enamel defects or abrasions. 

In the group to which 10% CP was applied, a difference of Ca2+ loss was observed when it 
was compared to the control group after the 16th day, but this difference was not statistically 
significant (Table 2).  
 

Materials Days 1-4 Days 5-8 Days 9-12 Days 13-16 Total 
38% HP X 35% HP - - - - - 
38% HP X 10% CP - * * * * 
38% HP X Control * * * * * 
35% HP X 10%CP * - * - * 
35% HP X Control * - * - * 
10% CP X Control - - - - - 

* Statistically significant differences between the groups (p<.05) 
 - No statistically significant differences (p>.05) 

     

Table 2. Statistical differences of the test groups in the end of the 4th, 8th, 12th and 16th days. 

The reason why there occurred a close demineralization to the control group was due to low 
HP concentration of 10% CP. In accordance with this study, Haywood et al (Haywood et al., 
1990) reported no change in the surface morphology of the enamel with 10% CP, whereas, 
McGuckin et al (McGucking et al., 1992), Bitter & Sanders (Bitter & Sanders, 1993) observed 
slight surface modifications of teeth treated with 10% CP. 

Tezel et al (Tezel et al., 2007) also examined that there was a sudden rise of Ca2+ discharge on 
the 16th day (Table 1). When they compared the results, they have observed that Ca2+ 
releases on the 4th, 8th and 12th days were similar (Fig 1). The data had been measured twice 
with atomic absorption spectrophotometer, and the same results were obtained each time. 
So the sudden rise could not be related to the inaccuracy of the measurements. Thus, they 
have assumed that the organo-inorganic structure of enamel got weaker by the 12th day, 
reaching a critical point on the 16th day when sudden Ca2+ discharge had been observed.  
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In addition, it has been shown that the control and CP are similar in demineralization and 
HP is so different. The 10% CP disassociates into 3% HP and approximately 7% urea. The 
HP further degrades into oxygen and water, while the urea degrades into ammonia and 
carbon dioxide. The ammonia and carbon dioxide elevate the pH. Hence, a CP solution will 
supply urea and may raise the pH of solution when used clinically. In addition it was 
pointed out that after 15 minutes of treatment with CP the pH of saliva increases to greater 
than baseline because of chemical reactions to neutralization of acidic CP by saliva 

Tezel et al (Tezel et al., 2007) claimed that the Ca2+ loss as a result of bleaching process can be 
named as “erosion” since the erosion is defined as “the physical result of a pathologic, chronic 
and localized loss of dental hard tissue which is chemically etched away from tooth surface by 
acid and/or chelation without bacterial involvement” (Imfeld, 1996). However it should also 
be mentioned that with in the presence of dental plaque, the outcomes could be very different. 

There are published studies showing that the bleaching treatments can cause loss of mineral 
content which may widen the space between the enamel prisms. This can influence caries 
activity in cooperation with the increased surface roughness and gingival plaque formation 
(Flaitz et al.,1996; Quirynen&Bollen, 1995; Perdigao et al., 1998). As a result, Streptococcus 
mutans adhesion is included in the action which might be related to caries formation if 
undesirable conditions continue to develop (Hosaya et al, 2003).  

Many researchers have reported the effects of different bleaching agents to dental hard 
tissues. Lewinstein et al (Lewinstein et al, 1994) pointed out that the microhardness of 
bleached enamel is decreased after bleaching with hydrogen peroxide and some have 
reported that there are no changes in the microhardness values of enamel when treated with 
10% CP (Potocnick et al., 2000; Murchinson et al., 1992; Seghi&Denhy, 1992). There are also 
some studies which reported a decrease in microhardess values after application of these 
bleaching agents (Attin et al,1997; Smidt et al.,1998; Rodrigues et al., 2001). It can be 
concluded that most of the bleaching agents cause alterations on the enamel surface and 
decrease in microhardness some causing groves on the surface and even effect the inner 
surface (Hegedüs et al.,1999; Rodrigues et al., 2001). 

The decomposition of HP results in oxygen and per-hydroxyl free radicals, which then 
oxidize the stained macromolecules and break them down into smaller fragments. Then the 
fragments diffuse across the tooth surface, resulting in the bleaching effect. To accelerate this 
reaction light sources such as blue halogen light, light-emitting diode (LED)-laser system, blue 
plasma arc lamp, argon laser, GAAlAs diode laser, ultraviolet light, ER:YAG laser and CO2 
laser are used (Sydney et al.,2002; Wetter et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2007) But today, lights and 
lasers are the preferred activation methods. The use of activation methods has shortened the 
extensive period of time, which involves the direct contact of the high concentrated bleaching 
agents with the tooth surface that may cause a certain amount of enamel matrix degradation. 
A shortened treatment period may eradicate the side effects of high concentrated HP. 

Tezel et al conducted an in vitro study (Tezel et al., 2011) aiming to compare the Ca2+ loss 
after activating the bleaching agents with halogen light and diode laser. The specimens were 
prepared with the same method of their earlier study. The bleaching agents (38% HP with 
halogen light activation, 38% HP with diode laser activation, and 10% CP) were applied 
according to manufacturers’ instructions. Then the same artificial caries formation method 
was used. However this time in the study, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 
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(ICP-MS) was used to measure the calcium ions released, which is a very precise method 
that can determine the very low concentrations of ions. When the results were examined, the 
Ca2+ ions released from CP group (12.88 µg/ml) was very close to the control group 
(11.97µg/ml) and there was no statistical difference between them (p>0.05). The highest 
value was obtained from the 38% HP group with light activation (16.20 µg/ml) and this 
result was statistically higher than the other groups (p<0.05). Laser activated group (14.10 
µg/ml) did not show any statistically different result than the CP group (p>0.05). However; 
it was statistically different than the control group (p<0.05) (Table 3, 4 and Fig. 2).  
 

  Days 1-4 Days 5-8 Days 9-12 Days 13-16 Total 

 Mean 3.03 3.28 3.30 3.26 12.88 
10% CP Std Dev 0.42 0.58 0.48 0.30 1.48 
 Min. 2.55 2.60 2.83 2.80 11.04 
 Max. 4.06 4.47 4.16 3.84 14.59 

 Mean 3.66 4.19 4.24 4.10 16.20 
38% HP with light Std Dev 0.70 0.44 0.49 0.37 1.67 
 Min. 2.54 3.58 3.66 3.69 13.79 
 Max. 5.24 5.03 5.10 5.00 19.28 

 Mean 3.23 3.66 3.65 3.56 14.10 
38% HP with diode laser Std Dev 0.59 0.55 0.66 0.55 2.16 
 Min. 2.60 2.68 2.90 2.53 10.71 
 Max. 4.52 4.57 4.67 4.47 17.72 

 Mean 2.87 3.06 3.00 3.03 11.97 
Control Group Std Dev 0.30 0.43 0.32 0.20 0.87 
 Min. 2.52 2.67 2.65 2.81 10.92 
 Max. 3.54 3.82 3.69 3.38 13.56 

Table 3. Release of Ca2+ from the specimens after treatment with bleaching agents (in µg/ml)  
(n=10 each group). 

As mentioned during the study, the bleaching agents were used in accordance with 
manufacturers’ protocols and these were also followed for the activation methods used. The 
aim was to follow the clinical protocol. According to the manufacturers’ instructions, the 
chemical bleaching without activation is 15 minutes for three times. In total, the contact time 
for the bleaching gel throughout the study would have been 135 minutes. Activating the 
bleaching gel with halogen light reduced the contact time to 45 minutes and for the laser 
activated group to 36 minutes. It can be assumed that the higher concentration of HP could 
have caused more Ca2+ loss than the CP group, but due to laser activation which shortened 
contact time of the high concentrated bleaching gel, the calcium loss in the laser group was 
close to the CP group. The results of the study was in correlation with the other in vitro 
bleaching studies that Ca2+ loss was lower when lasers were used for the activation of the 
bleaching agents compared to halogen light. 
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Materials Days 1-4 Days 6-8 Days 9-12 Days 13-16 Total 
38% HP with light vs. 
10% CP 

 
- 

 
* 

 
** 

 
* 
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38% HP with light  vs.  
38% HP with laser diode  - - -  

* 
 
* 

38% HP with light vs. 
Control 

 
* 

 
* 

 
** 

 
* 

 
* 

38% HP with laser diode vs.
10% CP - - - - - 

38% HP with laser diode vs. 
Control - - -  

* 
 
* 

10% CP vs. 
Control - - - - - 

*  Statistically significant differences between the groups for Bonferroni test (p<.05).  
** Statistically significant differences between the groups for Dunnet C test (p<.05). 

Table 4. Statistical differences of the test groups at end of days 4, 8, 12, and 16. 

 
Fig. 2. Release of Ca2+ after treatment with bleaching agents (per mm2, measured 
cumulatively). 

These mentioned effects of bleaching agents with different concentrations and activation 
techniques on human enamel surface morphology were observed by Kemaloğlu and Tezel 
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Fei, Quanta Feg 250). The purpose was to 
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compare the changes caused by the bleaching agents visually. Human impacted third molar 
teeth were rinsed in tap water and were cleaned off plaque and debris with a dental 
handpiece and brush. The buccal, lingual and occlusal surfaces were checked under a 
stereomicroscope, and teeth with enamel defects or cracks were rejected. The selected teeth 
(n=5) were stored in 0.9% saline solution for one week and then rinsed in distilled water. 
Each tooth was sectioned into five parts, so that five specimens were obtained from each 
tooth. These specimens were randomly assigned to one of the groups, ensuring that each 
part of every specimen would be in a different group. Teeth were then covered with wax 
except for the enamel surface. The groups were as follows: 

Group 1 (positive control): No agent was used and they were kept in artificial saliva during 
the test period.  
Group 2 : Treated with 37% orthophosphoric acid (ScotchBond Phosphoric Etchant Kit, 3M 
ESPE, USA) for 30 seconds.  
Group 3: Bleached with 10% carbamide peroxide (CP) (Opalescence PF 10% CP, Ultradent 
Products Inc, South Jordan, USA) for 8 hours a day, throughout 14 days.  
Group 4: Bleached with 38% hydrogen peroxide (HP) (Opalescence Boost 38% HP, 
Ultradent Products Inc, South Jordan, USA) with light activation for 15 minutes. This 
procedure was repeated every other day for 3 days. 
Group 5: Bleached with 38% HP (Opalescence Boost 38% HP, Ultradent Products Inc, South 
Jordan, USA) with diode laser activation (LaserSmile, Biolase, USA) in 10 Watt-continuous 
mode for 12 minutes. This procedure was repeated every other day for 3 days. 

Following every session, the bleached teeth were rinsed, dried and topical fluoride agent 
(Flor-Opal 1.1% NaF, Ultradent Products Inc, South Jordan, USA) was applied for 10 
minutes. After the application of the bleaching agents for the prescribed time, the specimens 
were anticipated in artificial saliva for 12 days to mimic the in vivo remineralization 
condition. Then the specimens were rinsed ultrasonically with water for ten minutes and 
prepared for scanning electron microscope. After dehydration, enamel surfaces were sputter 
coated with gold (~ 30-35 nm) and photomicrographs of representative areas were taken at 
5000x magnifications. The enamel changes were classified as no alterations, mild or slight 
alterations and altered surfaces (loss of superficial structure). 

A representative SEM image of sound enamel surface stored in artificial saliva (positive 
control group) is shown in Figure 3. There were no remarkable morphologic alterations on 
unbleached enamel surfaces. The surface was not completely smooth, however the 
aprismatic surface layer was uniform. Perikymata was evident all over the surface. In 
addition, pores could easily be seen and there were some areas that had cracks.  

In the second group, the acid-etched samples had a rough and uneven surface, which 
indicates alterations of the prismatic structure of the enamel due to selective dissolution of 
the apatite crystals (Figure 4). Formation of an irregular meshwork and dissolution in 
central (intraprismatic) or peripheral (interprismatic) part of the prism take place as a result 
of demineralization.  

Bleached groups showed alterations on surface smoothness and presented different levels of 
surface changes. Minor changes of the enamel surface occurred in samples treated with 10% 
CP for 8 hours daily for 14 days (Figure 5). This aspect suggests a slight increase in the 
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enamel porosity, as compared to the control samples. Mildly changed areas and the noted 
interprismatic limits are show the surface change.  

Mild intraprismatic structure dissolution occured on the surface treated with 38% HP with 
light activation (Figure 6). The surface alterations were much more significant than the other 
bleaching groups. Porosity and concavity of the enamel structure increased due to 
intraprismatic dissolution. 

Minor alterations on surface smoothness and mildly increased porosity occurred in the teeth 
bleached with 38% HP with laser activation (Figure 7). Interprismatic dissolution could 
clearly be observed. These changes were similar to the image of 10% CP group (Figure 5), 
but additionally the deposits on the surface were also noted (Figure 7).  

      
Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of the sound enamel surface 

   
Fig. 4. SEM micrograph of enamel surface treated with 37% orthophosphoric acid 
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Fig. 5.  SEM micrograph of enamel surface  treated with 10% CP    

  
Fig. 6. SEM micrograph of enamel surface  treated with 38% HP with light activation 

 
Fig. 7. SEM micrograph of enamel surface treated with 38% HP with diode laser activation       
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It can be concluded that the Ca2+ loss results and surface alterations observed in SEM images 
were in compliance. 

3. Effect of pH values of the bleaching agents on mineral loss of enamel  
The physical and chemically soundness of the enamel depends on the pH and the saliva 
consisting of calcium phosphate and fluoride. Caries lesions develop with the fermentation 
of carbohydrates by bacteria’s, the formation of organic acids and the pH decrease. The 
critical pH value for the enamel is pH= 5.5 and when the oral pH decreases below this 
value, the bands between the fibrils and apatite of the enamel dissolve and the inorganic 
structure is affected (Axellson, 2000). In a study (Mcgucking et al., 1992) the enamel surface 
of bleached teeth were examined with a scanning electron microscope and a profilometer. 
The results showed that the enamel surface was affected by different concentrated bleaching 
agents, but these differences were not related with the pH values of the agents. When Tezel 
et al (Tezel et al., 2011; Tezel et al., 2007) measured the pH values of the bleaching agents 
used in their study with a pH meter it had been found that the pH was approximately 8 for 
each group. The pH values of bleaching materials were almost similar in the study, but the 
Ca2+ losses of the groups were found to be different. For this reason, they postulated that the 
pH values of the bleaching agents might not be effective on the Ca2+ loss of the groups and 
that the results were compatible with the study mentioned above.  

4. Effects of topical fluoride agents on enamel surface in cooperation with 
bleaching agents  
Considering enamel abrasion, the calcium/phosphate precipitation from saliva results in 
hardening of porous enamel which gradually may return to its initial situation if the process 
continues. The amount of the fluoride in the tooth’s surface is also an important factor for 
the changes that could occur after the bleaching process. It has been shown that fluoride has 
the potential to inhibit demineralization which means that less surface changes would occur. 
To avoid these unfavorable effects of bleaching treatments, it is recommended to use 
fluoride containing remineralization agent incorporation with bleaching agents in order to 
decrease surface solubility (Akal N et al., 2001; Chen et al.,2008)  

Taking this suggestion into consideration Tezel et al (Tezel et al., 2011) used artificial saliva 
to reflect the oral conditions and “after bleaching mousse” containing fluoride to maintain 
clinical schedule in their study mentioned above. This procedure gave them the potential 
effects of the topical fluoride agent for remineralization. As mentioned before, fluoride has 
been admitted to remineralize softened enamel by increasing resistance to acid attacks by 
forming a calcium fluoride layer to inhibit demineralization (Attin et al., 1997; Ten 
Cate&Arends,1977; Featherstone et al.,1982). It accumulates in the plaque fluid and as 
calcium fluoride on the enamel surface. During the acid challenge, calcium fluoride is 
dissolved (Axellson, 2000). It may be a question if the calcium loss could be from the 
dissolved calcium fluoride or not. Fundamentally, the source of calcium for calcium fluoride 
is from the enamel. Depending on this fact, the measured calcium loss after the acidic 
challenge should be from the enamel either directly or indirectly from the dissolved calcium 
flouride. Nevertheless, further studies are required to estimate this fact.  
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In another study (Tezel et al., edited to be published) which is still being edited to be 
published, the effects of different fluoride agents on the caries-like lesion formation and Ca2+ 
loss from the enamel surfaces after bleaching with 38% hydrogen peroxide have been 
examined. Teeth were divided into four pieces and randomly divided into four groups; 
three of them being the test groups and the last one being the control. The test groups were 
then bleached with 38% hydrogen peroxide leaving the control group untreated. Then two 
out of three test groups were treated with fluoride agents with different concentrations; 1% 
titanium tetrafluoride (TiF4) and 1.1% sodium flouride (NaF). Immediately after the 
application of the bleaching and fluoride agents for prescribed time, the specimens of each 
group were subjected to erosive demineralization with acetic acid buffered with 0.34M 
sodium acetate (pH=4). The specimens were demineralized four times for four days. The 
amount of Ca2+ released from the specimens was detected with atomic absorption 
spectrometer. When the results were examined it was clearly observed that there was a 
decrease in the Ca2+ release in the fluoride-treated groups after bleaching. When these two 
groups (TiF4 and NaF) were compared, it was determined that at the end of the test period 
(16 days) the amount of Ca2+ in the buffer solution of TiF4-treated samples was less than that 
of NaF-treated samples and the difference was statistically significant (Table 5, 6). Regarding 
this result, it can be assumed that TiF4 may be effective in preventing the bleached enamel 
surface against the acid attacks. Furthermore, there was no Ca2+ release from three 
specimens during the first four days, and during the second 4-day interval. This result can 
be a result of the glaze layer formed just after the application of TiF4. 
 

        N  4th Day 8th Day 12th Day 16th Day Total 

  Mean 3.59 3.20 3.72 4.55 15.07 
Control 10 Std Dev 0.54 0.59 1.23 0.89 1.81 
Group  Min. 3.01 2.46 2.46 2.74 12.60 
  Max. 4.93 4.38 6.58 5.75 18.36 

  Mean 5.75 5.18 5.56 5.95 22.44 
38% HP 10 Std Dev 1.60 1.52 0.71 0.37 2.52 
  Min. 3.83 3.01 4.66 5.48 18.36 
  Max. 7.95 8.50 6.85 6.58 27.68 

  Mean 2.05 3.15 3.94 4.52 13.67 
38% HP+  10 Std Dev 0.83 0.58 1.01 0.83 1.86 
NaF  Min. 0.82 2.19 2.46 3.29 10.68 
  Max. 3.01 4.11 5.75 6.03 15.61 

  Mean 1.15 1.94 2.66 3.37 9.12 
38% HP+ 10 Std Dev 0.92 1.54 0.63 0.48 2.40 
TiF4  Min. 0 0 1.64 2.46 4.93 
  Max. 2.46 4.11 3.56 3.83 11.50 

Table 5. Ca2+ release from the bleached specimens treated with 1% TiF4 and 1.1% NaF in 
mm2 (μg/ml). 
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In a previous study, Tezel et al (Tezel et al., 2002) reported that TiF4 was found to be more 
effective than Duraphat (NaF, 2.26% F) or Elmex (amine fluoride, 1.25% F) in preventing 
artificial enamel lesion formation. Attin et al (Attin et al., 1999) reported that, fluoridation 
was effective in increasing resistance of enamel against demineralization by erosive 
substances. Similarly, the findings of this present study demonstrated that the resistance of 
enamel against the erosive demineralization caused by 38% HP application was increased 
after 1% TiF4 treatment. 

When the Ca2+ losses from the test groups which were bleached with 38% HP were 
compared, there was also a decrease in Ca2+ losses of 1.1% NaF treated group indicating that 
NaF could also prevent enamel surfaces against acid attacks during the first four days 
(p<0.05). Addition of sodium fluoride to hydrogen peroxide solutions leads to formation of 
fluoridated hydroxyapatite and calcium fluoride when applied on hydroxyapatite samples 
(Tanizawa, 2005). In the present study, although NaF was effective against acid attacks on 
enamel surfaces, its influence was not as strong as TiF4 (Table 6; Figure 8).  
 

Materials 4th Day 8thDay 12th Day 16th Day Total 
Control X 38% HP * * * * * 
Control X 38% HP + NaF * NS NS NS NS 
Control X 38% HP + TiF4 * NS NS * * 
38% HP X 38% HP + NaF * * * * * 
38% HP 38 X 38 % HP + TiF4 * * * * * 
38% HP + NaF X 38% HP + TiF4 NS NS * * * 

* Statistically significant differences between the groups (p<.05) 
NS No statistically significant differences (p>.05)      

Table 6. Statistical differences between test groups. 

Different topical fluoride agents (sodium fluoride, acidulated phosphate fluoride, stannous 
fluoride, amine fluoride or titanium tetrafluoride) to human tooth enamel are widely used 
in caries prevention. Topically applied fluoride may reduce the solubility of the surface 
enamel, render the tooth surface harder, more resistant to demineralization, and more prone 
to remineralization (Skartveit et al., 1990). The inhibiting effect of sodium fluoride on caries 
is well documented and a protective effect against dental erosion has been shown in vitro 
(Sorvari et al., 1994; Ganss et al., 2001). Fluoride varnishes provide long contact periods 
between the dental tissues and the fluoride agent resulting in high fluoride uptake and the 
formation of calcium fluoride deposits that act as fluoride reservoirs (Arends J & Schuthof, 
1975; Grobler et al.,1983; de Bruyn,1987; Petersson,1993). It has been reported that during 
the application of titanium tetrafluoride, a glaze layer was formed on the tooth surface 
(Mundorff et al., 1972). TiF4, has been shown to reduce articifial caries lesion formation and 
enamel solubility enabling high fluoride uptake (Tezel et al.,2002; Büyükylmaz et al., 1997).  

Generally, fluoride uptake in demineralised enamel is higher when compared to sound 
enamel (Attin et al., 2006) It is assumed that the porous structure of the demineralised 
enamel allows better diffusion and penetration of the applied fluoride and that the porosity 
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offers a higher number of possible retention sites for the fluoride. The application of highly 
concentrated fluoride favors the formation of the calcium-fluoride like layer (Attin et al., 
1977). This deposit is later dissolved, allowing fluoride diffuse into the underlying enamel, 
the saliva, or a plaque layer covering the tooth. It is assumed that some of the fluoride is 
supporting the remineralization of the enamel. The results of a previous study confirmed 
that the calcium fluoride layer on the enamel was coated by phosphates and proteins from 
saliva as a pH-controlling reservoir that acts to decrease demineralization and promote 
remineralization (Rolla&Saxegaard, 1990). 

 
Fig. 8. Cumulative calcium (Ca2+) release from the bleached specimens in the buffer solution 
after treatment with 1% TiF4 and 1.1% NaF on the 4th, 8 th, 12 th and 16 th days (µg/ml). 

VanRijkom et al (VanRijkom et al., 2003) compared the erosion-inhibiting effect of the topical 
fluoride treatment based on the deposition of CaF2-like material using 1% NaF and 4% TiF4. 
It was concluded that the reduction of Ca2+ loss was more stable for TiF4 than the NaF group 
and the reduction appeared to be smaller for the longer acid exposure times. Recently, 
Magalhães et al (Magalhães et al., 2008) have stated that a TiF4 varnish showed better results 
than 2 commercial NaF varnishes in reducing enamel erosion. Based on the results of Tezel 
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et al’s (Tezel et al., edited to be published) study, it was shown that topical fluoride 
applications decreased Ca2+ loss from the 38% HP treated enamel surfaces. It may be 
concluded that the application of fluoride agents may reduce the risk of erosion-like lesions 
caused by bleaching and remineralize the bleached enamel surfaces. The findings of this in 
vitro study demonstrated that TiF4 may act better than NaF solution in preventing acid 
attacks.  

5. Conclusion  
As a conclusion, considering the conditions tested, the changes in enamel were directly 
proportional to the treatment time and peroxide concentration. According to the 
methodologies used in these studies, higher concentrations of HP caused more Ca2+ loss 
than lower concentrations. The contact time of high concentrated bleaching agents may also 
be an important factor for Ca2+ loss. A recommendation to use activation methods which 
shorten the contact time of the highly concentrated bleaching agents can be used in the 
dental office. But it must still be mentioned that 10% CP would be the safest method. In 
addition, to avoid the unfavorable effects of bleaching treatments, it is recommended to use 
topical fluoride agents incorporation with bleaching agents to take advantage of 
remineralization process. 

The findings of these in vitro studies may not be representative of the in vivo condition; in 
which the oral cavity is continually bathed with saliva that contains various minerals (i.e. 
fluoride, calcium phosphate), lipids, carbohydrates and proteins. They also do not represent 
unfavorable conditions where the deficiency of saliva or poor oral hygiene that might 
increase the caries risks. Further studies are needed to clarify the effects of these materials 
on Ca2+ loss of enamel and caries susceptibility. 
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offers a higher number of possible retention sites for the fluoride. The application of highly 
concentrated fluoride favors the formation of the calcium-fluoride like layer (Attin et al., 
1977). This deposit is later dissolved, allowing fluoride diffuse into the underlying enamel, 
the saliva, or a plaque layer covering the tooth. It is assumed that some of the fluoride is 
supporting the remineralization of the enamel. The results of a previous study confirmed 
that the calcium fluoride layer on the enamel was coated by phosphates and proteins from 
saliva as a pH-controlling reservoir that acts to decrease demineralization and promote 
remineralization (Rolla&Saxegaard, 1990). 

 
Fig. 8. Cumulative calcium (Ca2+) release from the bleached specimens in the buffer solution 
after treatment with 1% TiF4 and 1.1% NaF on the 4th, 8 th, 12 th and 16 th days (µg/ml). 

VanRijkom et al (VanRijkom et al., 2003) compared the erosion-inhibiting effect of the topical 
fluoride treatment based on the deposition of CaF2-like material using 1% NaF and 4% TiF4. 
It was concluded that the reduction of Ca2+ loss was more stable for TiF4 than the NaF group 
and the reduction appeared to be smaller for the longer acid exposure times. Recently, 
Magalhães et al (Magalhães et al., 2008) have stated that a TiF4 varnish showed better results 
than 2 commercial NaF varnishes in reducing enamel erosion. Based on the results of Tezel 
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et al’s (Tezel et al., edited to be published) study, it was shown that topical fluoride 
applications decreased Ca2+ loss from the 38% HP treated enamel surfaces. It may be 
concluded that the application of fluoride agents may reduce the risk of erosion-like lesions 
caused by bleaching and remineralize the bleached enamel surfaces. The findings of this in 
vitro study demonstrated that TiF4 may act better than NaF solution in preventing acid 
attacks.  

5. Conclusion  
As a conclusion, considering the conditions tested, the changes in enamel were directly 
proportional to the treatment time and peroxide concentration. According to the 
methodologies used in these studies, higher concentrations of HP caused more Ca2+ loss 
than lower concentrations. The contact time of high concentrated bleaching agents may also 
be an important factor for Ca2+ loss. A recommendation to use activation methods which 
shorten the contact time of the highly concentrated bleaching agents can be used in the 
dental office. But it must still be mentioned that 10% CP would be the safest method. In 
addition, to avoid the unfavorable effects of bleaching treatments, it is recommended to use 
topical fluoride agents incorporation with bleaching agents to take advantage of 
remineralization process. 

The findings of these in vitro studies may not be representative of the in vivo condition; in 
which the oral cavity is continually bathed with saliva that contains various minerals (i.e. 
fluoride, calcium phosphate), lipids, carbohydrates and proteins. They also do not represent 
unfavorable conditions where the deficiency of saliva or poor oral hygiene that might 
increase the caries risks. Further studies are needed to clarify the effects of these materials 
on Ca2+ loss of enamel and caries susceptibility. 
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1. Introduction  
Tooth decay is ubiquitous among humans and is one of the most prevalent oral diseases. 
Although this condition is largely preventable, more than half of all adults over the age of 
eighteen present early signs of the disease, and at some point in life about three out of four 
adults will develop the disease. Tooth decay is also common among children as young as 
five and remains the most common chronic disease of children aged five to seventeen years. 
It is estimated that tooth decay is four times more prevalent than asthma in childhood 
(Todem, 2008). Tooth decay and its correlates such as poor oral health place an enormous 
burden on the society. Poor oral health and a propensity to dental caries have been related 
to decreased school performance, poor social relationships and less success later in life. It is 
estimated that about 51 million school hours per year are lost in the U.S. alone because of 
dental-related illness. In older adults, tooth decay is one of the leading causes of tooth loss 
which has a dramatic impact on chewing ability leading to detrimental changes in food 
selection. This, in turn, may increase the risk of systemic diseases such as cardiovascular 
diseases and cancer. 

The etiology of dental caries is well established. It is a localized, progressive demineraliza-
tion of the hard tissues of the crown and root surfaces of teeth. The demineralization is 
caused by acids produced by bacteria, particularly mutans Streptococci and possibly 
Lactobacilli, that ferment dietary carbohydrates. This occurs within a bacteria-laden 
gelatinous material called dental plaque that adheres to tooth surfaces and becomes 
colonized by bacteria. Thus, dental caries results from the interplay of three main factors 
over time: dietary carbohydrates, cariogenic bacteria within dental plaque, and susceptible 
hard tooth surfaces. Dental caries is also a dynamic process since periods of 
demineralization alternate with periods of remineralization through the action of fluoride, 
calcium and phosphorous contained in oral fluids.  

The evaluation of the severity of tooth decay is often performed at the tooth surface level. 
According to the World Health Organization, both the shape and the depth of a carious 
lesion at the tooth surface level can be scored on a four-point scale, D1 to D4. Level D1 refers 
to clinically detectable enamel lesions with non-cavitated surfaces; D2 for clinically 
detectable cavities limited to the enamel; D3 for clinically detectable lesions in dentin; and 
finally D4 for lesions into the pulp. Despite these detailed tooth-level data, most 
epidemiological studies often rely on the decayed, missing and filled (DMF) index, 
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1. Introduction  
Tooth decay is ubiquitous among humans and is one of the most prevalent oral diseases. 
Although this condition is largely preventable, more than half of all adults over the age of 
eighteen present early signs of the disease, and at some point in life about three out of four 
adults will develop the disease. Tooth decay is also common among children as young as 
five and remains the most common chronic disease of children aged five to seventeen years. 
It is estimated that tooth decay is four times more prevalent than asthma in childhood 
(Todem, 2008). Tooth decay and its correlates such as poor oral health place an enormous 
burden on the society. Poor oral health and a propensity to dental caries have been related 
to decreased school performance, poor social relationships and less success later in life. It is 
estimated that about 51 million school hours per year are lost in the U.S. alone because of 
dental-related illness. In older adults, tooth decay is one of the leading causes of tooth loss 
which has a dramatic impact on chewing ability leading to detrimental changes in food 
selection. This, in turn, may increase the risk of systemic diseases such as cardiovascular 
diseases and cancer. 

The etiology of dental caries is well established. It is a localized, progressive demineraliza-
tion of the hard tissues of the crown and root surfaces of teeth. The demineralization is 
caused by acids produced by bacteria, particularly mutans Streptococci and possibly 
Lactobacilli, that ferment dietary carbohydrates. This occurs within a bacteria-laden 
gelatinous material called dental plaque that adheres to tooth surfaces and becomes 
colonized by bacteria. Thus, dental caries results from the interplay of three main factors 
over time: dietary carbohydrates, cariogenic bacteria within dental plaque, and susceptible 
hard tooth surfaces. Dental caries is also a dynamic process since periods of 
demineralization alternate with periods of remineralization through the action of fluoride, 
calcium and phosphorous contained in oral fluids.  

The evaluation of the severity of tooth decay is often performed at the tooth surface level. 
According to the World Health Organization, both the shape and the depth of a carious 
lesion at the tooth surface level can be scored on a four-point scale, D1 to D4. Level D1 refers 
to clinically detectable enamel lesions with non-cavitated surfaces; D2 for clinically 
detectable cavities limited to the enamel; D3 for clinically detectable lesions in dentin; and 
finally D4 for lesions into the pulp. Despite these detailed tooth-level data, most 
epidemiological studies often rely on the decayed, missing and filled (DMF) index, 
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developed in the 1930s by Klein et al. (see for example Klein and Palmer, 1938). This index is 
applied to all the teeth (DMFT) or to all surfaces (DMFS), and represents the cumulative 
severity of dental caries experience for each individual. These scores have well documented 
shortcomings regarding their ability to describe the intra-oral distribution of dental caries 
(Lewsey and Thomson, 2004). But they continue to be instrumental in evaluating and 
comparing the risks of dental caries across population groups. Most importantly, they 
remain popular in dental caries research for their ability to conduct historical comparisons 
in population-based studies. 

Statistical analysis of dental caries data relies heavily on the research question under study. 
These questions can be classified into two groups. The first group represents questions that 
can be answered using mouth-level outcomes generated using aggregated scores such as the 
DMF index. The second group refers to questions that necessitate the use of tooth or tooth-
surface level outcomes. A very important issue to address for the data analyst is the 
modeling strategy to adopt for the response variable under investigation. Broadly, two fairly 
different views are advocated. The first view, supported by large-sample properties, states 
that normal theory should be applied as much as possible, even to non-normal data such as 
counts (Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000). This view is strengthened by the notion that, 
normal models, despite being a member of the generalized linear models (GLIM), are much 
further developed than any other GLIM (e.g. model checks and diagnostic tools), and that 
they enjoy unique properties (e.g., the existence of closed form solutions, exact distributions 
for test statistics, unbiased estimators, etc...). Although this is correct in principle, it fails to 
acknowledge that normal models may not be adequate for some types of data. As an 
example, the abundance of zeros in DMF scores rules out any attempt to use normal models, 
such as linear models, even after a suitable transformation. While a transformation may 
normalize the distribution of nonzero response values, no transformation could spread the 
zeros (Hall, 2000). A different modeling view is that each type of outcome should be 
analyzed using tools that exploit the nature of the data. For dental data, features to be 
accommodated include the discrete nature of the data (count responses for mouth-level data 
and binary response for intra-oral data), the abundance of zeros for example in the DMF/S 
scoring, and the clustering in intra-oral responses. The clustering of participants as a result 
of the study design is another important feature.  

This chapter reviews common statistical parametric models to answer questions that arise in 
dental caries research, with an eye to discerning their relative strengths and limitations. 
Missing data problems arising in caries dental reasrch will also be discussed but touched on 
briefly. 

2. Statistical models for mouth-level caries data 
Mouth-level data, resulting from the DMF index, are typically analyzed as unbounded or 
bounded counts. For unbounded counts, a Poisson regression model or its extension the 
negative binomial regression model that accounts for overdispersion in the data, are often 
used. A binomial regression model for bounded counts is often advocated.  

For unbounded counts, these models assume that the basic underlying distribution for the 
data is either a Poisson or a negative binomial distribution. The Poisson model is the 
simplest distribution for nonnegative discrete data, and is entirely specified by a positive 
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parameter the mean. This mean is often related to potential explanatory variables using a 
log link function. Specifically, let Y define the outcome variable and X the set of explanatory 
variables. A Poisson regression model  for the mean is defined as E�Y|X� = e����, where α 
and β are the intercept and the regression parameter vector associated with X. The 
probability mass function of Y is given by: P�Y = y|X� = �������

Г����� , y=0,1,…, where μx = E(Y|X) 
is the conditional mean which depends on covariates.  

One major restriction of the Poisson regression model is that its mean is equal to its 
variance. For dental caries data, however, it is not uncommon for the variance to be much 
greater than the mean. For such data, a negative binomial regression model has been 
advocated as an alternative to Poisson regression models. It is typically used when the 
variability in the data cannot be properly captured by Poisson regression models. The 
negative binomial model is a conjugate mixture distribution for count data (Agresti, 2002). It 
is entirely specified by two parameters, its mean and the overdispersion parameter. 
Similarly to the Poisson regression model, the mean is related to potential explanatory 
variables using a log link function. However, the probability mass function of Y is given by:  

P�Y = y|X� = 	 Г�y + κ���
Г�κ���Г�y + 1�		�

κ��
μ� + κ���

���

		�1 − κ��
μ� + κ���

�
, y = 0,1,… 

where μx = E�Y|X� = e���� is the conditional mean which depends on covariates, and κ is the 
overdispersion parameter. This distribution has variance	μ� + κμ��. Parameter κ is typically 
unknown and estimated from data to evaluate the extent of overdispersion in the data. 
When κ tends to zero, the negative binomial model converges to a Poisson process (Agresti, 
2002).   

The presence of an upper bound for possible values taken by DMF scores suggests a model 
based on the binomial rather than the Poisson distribution (Hall, 2000). Data are then 
viewed as being generated from a binomial process with m trials and success probability	π�. 
Here m represents the maximum number of teeth or tooth surfaces in the mouth susceptible 
to decay, and π� the probability for a tooth or tooth surface to present a sign of decay. The 
binomial model is given by:  

P�Y = y|X� = 	 Г�m + 1�
Г�m − y + 1�Г�y + 1�			�π��

�	�1 − π�����, y = 0,1,…m, 

where the success probability is related to covariates as �� = �����
�������, with α and β being the 

intercept and the regression parameter vector associated with X. One should note however 
that Poisson and negative binomial distributions provide a reasonable approximation to the 
binomial distribution in dental caries research.  

Dental caries data with excess zeros are common in statistical practice. For example, in 
young children, DMF scores generally generate an excessive number of zeros in that many 
children do not experience dental caries. This is typically due to a short exposure time to 
caries development. The limitations of Poisson and negative binomial regression models to 
analyze such data are well established (see, for example, Lambert, 1992; and Hall, 2000). One 
approach to analyze count data with many zeros is to use zero-inflated models. This class of 
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parameter the mean. This mean is often related to potential explanatory variables using a 
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models views the data as being generated from P�Y = y|X�	a mixture of a zero point mass 
and a non-degenerate homogenous discrete distribution P��Y = y|X� as follows:  

P�Y = y|X� = �ω + �1 − ω�P��Y = y|X�,																		y = 0	
�1 − ω�P��Y = y|X�,																										� � 0, 

where 0 � � � 1 represents the mixing probability that captures the heterogeneity of zeros 
in the population. The choice of the homogenous distribution P��Y = y|X� for the most part 
depends on the nature of counts under consideration. For bounded counts, a binomial 
distribution is typically used (Hall, 2000). Poisson and negative binomial distributions are 
the standard for unbounded counts (Bohning et al., 1999). Ridout, Demetrio and Hinde 
(1998) provide an extensive review of this literature. In real applications of these models in 
dental caries research, the mixing probability is often related to covariates using for example 
a logistic model. 

We illustrate below how some of these simple models can be applied to dental caries scores 
data generated from a survey designed to collect oral health information on low-income 
African American children (0-5 years), living in the city of Detroit (see Tellez et al., 2006). 
This study aimed at promoting oral health and reducing its disparities within this 
community through the understanding of determinants of dental caries. Dental caries were 
measured using DMF scores which represent the cumulative severity of the disease for each 
surveyed participants. Possible covariates include the study participant’s age (AGE) and 
his/her sugar intake (SI). In Table 1, we present the fitted regression models applied to 
children’s data. For these data, the mean structure of the homogeneous model is specified as 
E�Y|X� = e�+��, where X = ���E, ��, ��� � ���, with ��� � �� being a multiplicative 
interaction, and β = �	β�, β�, β���. Parameter � of the Negative Binomial model captures 
overdispersion in data. 
 

Parameter Homogeneous Poisson Homogeneous Negative 
Binomial 

Zero-inflated Negative 
Binomial (mixing weight 
depends on covariates) 

� 1.3994(0.0209)* 1.3484(0.0725)* 2.0158(0.0676)* 
�� 0.6981(0.0193)* 0.9188(0.0861)* 0.2350(0.0679)* 
�� 0.2696(0.0203)* 0.2378(0.0853)* 0.0573(0.0695) 
�� -0.2790(0.0219)* -0.3314(0.0877)* -0.0728(0.0739) 
�� - - -0.6131(0.1595)* 
�� - - -1.7191(0.2276)* 
�� - - -0.2226(0.1509) 
�� - - 0.3163(0.2022) 
� - 2.6178(0.1753)* 0.9295(0.1058)* 

-2logLik 8455.7 4059.1 3815.4 
AIC 8463.7 4069.1 3833.4 

*: p-value<0.05 

Table 1. Parameter estimates and (Standard errors) from a homogeneous Poisson model, a 
homogeneous Negative Binomial model, and a zero-inflated Negative Binomial model with 
covariate dependent mixing weights applied to DMF scores 
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As a basic starting model, a homogeneous Poisson regression model is fit and compared to a 
homogeneous Negative Binomial model. In view of the AIC, the homogeneous Negative 
Binomial model provides a reasonably good fit compared to the Poisson model. This result is 
consistent with overdispersion parameter � in the homogeneous Negative Binomial model 
being statistically significant at 5%, suggesting that overdispersion cannot be ignored in these 
data. As a result, the standard errors of parameter estimates in the mean model under the 
homogeneous Negative Binomial model are larger compared to those of the homogeneous 
Poisson model. The homogeneous Negative Binomial model is further compared to a zero-
inflated Negative Binomial model which potentially accommodates extra zeros in the data. In 
the latter model, the mixing weight �	is related to covariates as, ω = �1 + e������, where 
� = ����, ��, ��� � ��� and � = ���, ��, ��, ���′. In view of the AIC, this model provides a 
better representation of the data compared to the homogeneous Negative Binomial model. 
This is consistent with findings from the literature dental caries in young children typically 
exhibit overdispersion in addition to zero-inflation (Bohning et al, 1999).  

The zero-inflated regression models provide an interesting parametric framework to 
accommodate heterogeneity in a population. A prevailing concern, however, is that these 
models only accommodate an inflation of zeros in the population. Inflation and deflation at 
zero often arise in various practical applications. Homogeneous models (Poisson and 
negative binomial regression models) when applied to data from the Detroit study typically 
reveal an inflation of zeros (few children with no dental caries predicted than observed) for 
younger children and deflation of zeros (more children with no dental caries predicted than 
observed) for older children. For such data, a model that captures only inflation of zeros 
may fail to properly represent heterogeneity in the population. This then necessitates the use 
of models that can accommodate both inflation and deflation in the population. A good 
example of such models is the two-stage model also known as the Hurdle model (Mullahy, 
1986). An alternative approach is to use the marginal distribution derived from the mixture 
distribution: 

P�Y = y|X� = �ω + �1 − ω�P��Y = y|X�,																		y = 0	
�1 − ω�P��Y = y|X�,																										� � 0, 

where �������|����������|�� ≤ � ≤ 1. Note here that the constraints on the mixing weights are obtained 
only by imposing that, 0 ≤ P�Y = y|X� ≤ 1 for all y. The mixing weight is potential negative 
to accommodate deflation in the data. For this class of models, the marginal mixture model 
maintains his hierarchical representation only if the mixing weight are bounded between 0 
and 1. When the mixing weight is negative, the marginal mixture model then loses its 
hierarchical representation.  

Finally, the models described above are basic starting models and should be extended to 
accommodate unique features of the data under consideration. For example, it is often the 
case that the sampling design used to recruit study participants leads to clustered data. In 
survey research, sampled subjects living in the same neighborhood are more likely to share 
common, typically unmeasured, predispositions or characteristics that lead to dependent 
data. This therefore necessitates the use of models for clustered or correlated data. An 
example of such models is described by Todem et al. (2010) for the analysis of dental caries 
for low-income African American children under the age of six living in the city of Detroit. 
These authors extended the family of Poisson and negative binomial models to derive the 
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common, typically unmeasured, predispositions or characteristics that lead to dependent 
data. This therefore necessitates the use of models for clustered or correlated data. An 
example of such models is described by Todem et al. (2010) for the analysis of dental caries 
for low-income African American children under the age of six living in the city of Detroit. 
These authors extended the family of Poisson and negative binomial models to derive the 
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joint distribution of clustered counted outcomes with extra zeros. Two random effects 
models were formulated. The first model assumed a shared random effects term between 
the logistic model of the conditional probability of perfect zeros and the conditional mean of 
the imperfect state. The second formulation relaxed the shared random effects assumption 
by relating the conditional probability of perfect zeros and the conditional mean of the 
imperfect state to two correlated random effects variables. Under the conditional 
independence assumption and the missing data at random assumption, a direct 
optimization of the marginal likelihood and an EM algorithm were proposed to fit the 
proposed models.  

3. Statistical models for intra-oral caries data 
Although many dental studies provide detailed tooth-level data on caries activity, most 
analyses still rely on aggregated scores such as the DMF index. These scores summarize at 
mouth level caries information for each individual typically recorded at the tooth level or 
tooth-surface level. They have therefore been instrumental in evaluating and comparing the 
risks for dental caries among population groups. Despite these advances in the etiology of 
dental caries, there are still some fundamental questions regarding the spatial distribution of 
dental caries in the mouth that remain unanswered. The intra-oral spatial distribution of 
dental caries can help answer questions on whether the disease develops symmetrically in 
the mouth, and whether different types of teeth (Incisors, Canines and Molars) and tooth 
surfaces (Facial, Lingual, occlusal, Mesial, Distal, and incisal surfaces) are equally 
susceptible to dental caries. It is well recognized that the different morphology of the pit-
and-fissure surfaces of teeth makes them more susceptible to decay than the smooth 
surfaces. Thus, it is no surprise that the posterior molar and premolar teeth that have pit-
and-fissure surfaces are more susceptible to decay than the anterior teeth.  

The analysis of intra-oral data poses a number of difficulties due to inherent spatial 
association of teeth and tooth-surfaces in the mouth. It is well known, for example, that the 
multiplicity of outcomes recorded on the same unit necessitates the use of methods for 
correlated data. This section reviews some of the commonly used statistical techniques to 
analyze such data. A focus will be on parametric models, namely the class of generalized 
linear mixed effects models and the class of generalized estimating equation models. These 
regression models take into account the unique spatial structure of teeth and tooth-surfaces 
in the mouth.  

i. Generalized linear mixed effects models 

Generalized linear mixed-effects models constitute the broader class of mixed-effects models 
for correlated continuous, binary, multinomial and count data (Breslow and Clayton, 1993). 
They are likelihood-based and often are formulated as hierarchical models. At the first stage, 
a conditional distribution of the response given random effects is specified, usually assumed 
to be a member of the exponential family. At the second stage, a prior distribution (typically 
normal) is imposed on the random effects. The conditional expectations (given random 
effects) are made of two components, a fixed effects term and a random effects term. The 
fixed effects term represents covariate effects that do not change with the subject. Random 
effects represent subject-specific coefficients viewed as deviations from the fixed effects 
(average) coefficients. Most importantly, they account for the within-mouth correlation 
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under the conditional independence assumption. In dental caries research, data collected at 
the tooth level or tooth-surface level are typically binary outcomes representing the presence 
or absence of decay. For such data, a logistic regression model with random effects is 
typically used. In this class of models, fixed-effects regression parameters have a subject-
specific interpretation, conditional on random effects (Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000). 
That is, they have a direct and meaningful interpretation only for covariates that change 
within the cluster level (subject’s mouth) such as the location of a tooth or a tooth-surface in 
the mouth. The probabilities of tooth and tooth-surface decay are conditional given random 
effects and can be used to capture changes occurring within a particular subject’s mouth. To 
assess changes across all subjects’ mouths, the modeler is then required to integrate out the 
random effects from the quantities of interest. Generalized linear mixed effects models are 
likelihood-based and therefore can be highly sensitive to any distribution misspecification. 
But they are known to be robust against less restrictive missing data mechanisms (Little and 
Rubin, 1987).  

ii. Generalized estimating equations models 

Although there are a variety of standard likelihood-based models available to analyze data 
when the outcome is approximately normal, models for discrete outcomes (such as binary 
outcomes) generally require a different methodology. Kung-Yee Liang and Scott Zeger 
(1986) have proposed the so-called Generalized Estimating Equations-GEE model, which is 
an extension of generalized linear models to correlated data. The basic idea of this family of 
models is to specify a function that links the linear predictor to the mean response, and use a 
set of estimating functions with any working correlation model for parameter estimation. A 
sandwich estimator that corrects for any misspecification of the working correlation model 
is then used to compute the parameters’ standard errors. GEE-based models are very 
popular as an all-round technique to analyze correlated data when the exact likelihood is 
difficult to specify. One of the strong points of this methodology is that the full joint 
distribution of the data does not need to be fully specified to guarantee asymptotically 
consistent and normal parameter estimates. Instead, a working correlation model between 
the clustered observations is required for estimation. GEE regression parameter estimates 
have a population-averaged interpretation, analogous to those obtained from a cross-
sectional data analysis. This property makes GEE-based models desirable in population-
based studies, where the focus is on average affects accounting for the within-subject 
association viewed as a nuisance term.  

The GEE approach has several advantages over a likelihood-based model. It is 
computationally tractable in applications where the parametric approaches are 
computationally very demanding, if not impossible. It is also less sensitive to distribution 
misspecification as compared to full likelihood-based models. A major limitation of GEE-
based models at least in their 1986 original formulation is that they require a more stringent 
missing data mechanism to produce valid inferences. 

4. Conclusion 
As the search for effective measures for the prevention and treatment of dental caries 
continues, it is essential that we have effective, robust and rigorous statistical methods to 
help our understanding of the condition. This chapter has reviewed common statistical 
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models to answer questions involving intra-oral and mouth-level outcomes, with an eye to 
discerning their relative strengths and limitations. Models for mouth-level data such as the 
DMF scores are basically count regression techniques. These models are often extended to 
two-component distributions when there are excess zeros. This class of models views the 
data as being generated from a mixture of a zero point mass and a non degenerate discrete 
distribution. Models for intra-oral outcomes are primarily correlated models for binary data, 
such as generalized linear mixed effects models and generalized estimating equations 
models. These models can account for the multilevel data structure (e.g., teeth within a 
quadrant and quadrants within the mouth) which generate a very complex and unique 
correlation structure (Zhang et al., 2010). Despite the relative merits of these models to 
account for the correlation structure, they need to be adapted to accommodate other unique 
features of intra-oral caries data. Intra-oral data present a unique set of challenges to 
statistical analysis which includes, but are not limited to, large cluster sizes and informative 
cluster sizes (Leroux et al., 2006). More generally, models for intra-oral and mouth-level 
outcomes need to be adapted to the study design. For example, when the study design 
involves a longitudinal component, the model needs to be adapted accordingly.  

Another important issue that needs to be accounted for is that of missing data. This problem 
is commonly encountered throughout statistical work and is almost ever present in the 
analysis of dental caries data. Incomplete data can have a dramatic impact on inferences if 
they are not properly investigated. Using terminology from Little and Rubin (1987), missing 
data mechanisms are classified as missing completely at random (MCAR), missing at 
random (MAR) and missing not at random (MNAR), if missingness is allowed to depend (1) 
none of the outcomes, (2) the observed outcomes only, or (3) unobserved outcomes as well, 
respectively. GEE-based models at least in their 1986 original formulation require the more 
stringent MCAR mechanism to produce valid inferences. Weighted GEE-based models have 
been proposed to accommodate a less stringent missing data mechanism, the missing data 
at random process (Robins et al., 1995). Likelihood-based models such as generalized linear 
mixed effects models are known to be robust against the less restrictive MAR mechanism. 
When the missingness mechanism depends on the unobserved outcomes, these two classes 
of regression models are likely to produce biased inferences. For example, missing dental 
caries data generated from missing teeth are likely to be informative in that a missing tooth 
may be an indication of the severity of the decay for that particular tooth prior to the loss. 
For such data, ignoring missing data may lead to biased inferences. When a MNAR 
mechanism is suspected, a model that incorporates both the information from the outcome 
process and the missing data process into a unified estimating function was advocated 
(Diggle and Kenward, 1994 and Molenberghs et al. 1997). Such an approach has provoked a 
large debate about the role for such models in understanding the true data generating 
mechanism. The original enthusiasm was followed by skepticism about the strong and 
untestable assumptions on which this type of models rests (Verbeke et al., 2001). 
Specifically, joint models for the outcomes and missing data are typically not identifiable 
from observed data at hand. One then has to impose quantitative restrictions to recover 
identifiability. Conventional restrictions result from considering a minimal set of 
parameters, called sensitivity parameters, conditional upon which the remaining parameters 
are assumed identifiable. This method therefore produces a range of models which forms 
the basis of sensitivity analysis (Vach And Blettner, 1995). 
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Well established parametric models for dental caries data can be fit with most common 
statistical software including but not limited to SAS, Splus, R and SPSS. Options are 
however limited for newly developed models that have emerged in the literature. For recent 
statistical models in dental caries research to be accepted and used widely, there should be 
reliable and user-friendly software, readily available to perform regression analysis 
routinely. The software should be time-efficient, well-documented and most importantly 
should have a friendly interface, features that are of course closely related to the 
requirement of being user-friendly. Once these regression models are implemented, this will 
help answer both mouth-level and questions in population-based research.  

Keywords: Generalized estimating equation models, Generalized linear mixed effects 
models, Negative Binomial models, Poisson models, Zero-inflated models for count data 
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1. Introduction  
Dental caries is a bacteria-associated progressive process of the hard tissues of the coronal 
and root surfaces of teeth. The net demineralization may begin soon after tooth eruption in 
caries susceptible children without being recognized by dental professionals. This process 
may progress further resulting in a caries lesion that is the sign and/or the symptom of the 
carious process. Caries is in other words a continuum which may by assessed falsely when 
only a certain time point is considered. Figure 1 shows different stages of the carious 
process. 

 
Fig. 1. (A) Sound occlusal surface. (B-D) Caries process in different stages. 

Caries diagnosis implies more than just detecting lesions. Consequently,  caries diagnosis - 
as an intellectual process - is the determination of the presence and extent of a caries lesion. 
Furthermore the judgement of its activity is an integral part of diagnosis. 

Since diagnosis is a mental resting place on the way to treatment decision, it is intimately 
linked with the treatment plan to be followed. Thus diagnosis must include an assessment 
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and root surfaces of teeth. The net demineralization may begin soon after tooth eruption in 
caries susceptible children without being recognized by dental professionals. This process 
may progress further resulting in a caries lesion that is the sign and/or the symptom of the 
carious process. Caries is in other words a continuum which may by assessed falsely when 
only a certain time point is considered. Figure 1 shows different stages of the carious 
process. 

 
Fig. 1. (A) Sound occlusal surface. (B-D) Caries process in different stages. 

Caries diagnosis implies more than just detecting lesions. Consequently,  caries diagnosis - 
as an intellectual process - is the determination of the presence and extent of a caries lesion. 
Furthermore the judgement of its activity is an integral part of diagnosis. 

Since diagnosis is a mental resting place on the way to treatment decision, it is intimately 
linked with the treatment plan to be followed. Thus diagnosis must include an assessment 
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of activity because active lesions require active management (non-operative and operative 
treatment) whereas arrested lesions do not. The problem, however, is the assessment of the 
activity. The detection process may miss lesions (false negatives) or may overlook lesions 
that are present (false positives). The assessment of activity may be similarly wrong. For 
treatment decisions made in the clinic, the diagnosis should also express the individual 
patient’s caries activity, which may be defined as the sum of new caries lesions and the 
enlargement of existing lesions during a given time (Wyne, 1993). It is a compound 
diagnosis comprising the immediate past caries experience, lesion progression and the 
clinical appearance of the lesions. The most important parameters for estimation of caries 
activity are the clinical appearance of a lesion and patient factors such as salivary flow, 
sugar intake and oral hygiene (Lagerlöf & Oliveby, 1996). Thus, caries activity can be 
evaluated by the assessment of factors associated with the pathogenesis of the disease and 
on the basis of data obtained from clinical examination. There are some clinical signs to get 
some idea of lesion’s activity. An active initial lesion is dull and has a rough surface, it 
shows bleeding on probing in a patient with otherwise healthy periodontal conditions, it 
may be covered with plaque and on vestibular surfaces it is more adjacent to the gingival 
margin. An inactive lesion is shiny and has a smooth surface, and it is less adjacent to the 
gingival margin (Figure 2).  

 
Fig. 2. Inactive carious lesion on the buccal surface. Note the shiny appearance and the 
position at some distance from the gingival margin. 

Clinical-visual diagnosis may be amenable to longitudinal monitoring even though the 
assessment is qualitative. It would be easier to have a device that would not only detect 
demineralization but quantify it as well. Then monitoring progression or arrestment would 
be simple; use the device again and see in what direction the numbers change. The concept 
is hugely appealing so no wonder researchers have made such efforts to develop, test and 
perfect such devices. All these methods for caries detection are based on the interpretation 
of one or more physical signals. These are causally related to one or more features of a caries 
lesion. First, the signals must be received using a receptor device and classified. The 
classification of a signal is part of the diagnostic decision-making process. However, none of 
the methods is capable of processing all these signals to a status that could be called 
diagnosis. “The art of identifying a disease from its signs and symptoms” is a process that 
cannot be replaced by a machine or a device. 

Caries measurement should be seen in the context of the objectives of modern clinical caries 
management and the continuum of disease states, ranging from sub-surface carious changes 
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through to more advanced lesions (Figure 3). Measurement concepts can be applied to at least 
three levels: the tooth surface, the individual, or the group/population. According to Pitts 
(2004) modern clinical caries management can be seen as comprised by seven discrete but 
linked steps: (1) Caries detection represents a yes/no decision as to whether caries is present; 
(2) lesion measurement assesses defined stages of the caries process, taking into account the 
histopathological morphology and appearance of different sizes and types of lesion and the 
diagnostic threshold(s) being used; (3) lesion monitoring by repeated measures at a series of 
examinations is used when lesions are less advanced than the stage judged to require 
operative intervention of preventive care aiming either to arrest or to reverse the lesion to be 
assessed; (4) caries activity measures would be very valuable, but are relatively poorly 
developed and tested at present; (5) diagnosis, prognosis, and clinical decision-making are the 
important human processes in which all the information obtained from steps 1 to 4 is 
synthesized; (6) interventions/treatments, both preventive and operative, are now routinely 
used for caries management; and (7) outcome of caries control/management assesses caries 
management by examining evidence on the long-term outcomes.  

 
Fig. 3. (A) Initial carious lesion on occlusal surface. (B) Histological section through the 
lesion. The acid resistant and fluoride rich superficial layer is clearly visible. (C) Dentinal 
occlusal caries with cavitation and shadow. (D) Histological section through the lesion. 

Early diagnosis of the caries lesion is important because the carious process can be modified 
by preventive treatment so that the lesion does not progress. If the caries disease can be 
diagnosed at an initial stage (e.g. white spot lesion) the balance can be tipped in favour of 
arrestment of the process by modifying diet, improving plaque control, and appropriate use 
of fluoride. Using non-invasive quantitative diagnostic methods it should be possible to 
detect lesions at an initial stage and subsequently monitor lesion changes over time during 
which preventive measures could be introduced. 

2. Evaluation of the performance of caries detection methods 
The performance of caries detection methods should be assessed considering two important 
parameters: reproducibility and validity. A reproducible method is the one that presents 
similar results and shows an agreement between two exams performed in different 
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moments or by different examiners using the same sample. Reproducibility can be assessed 
by Cohen’s Kappa test or Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC). 

Validity is the ability of a method of assessing what it is suppose to assess. It is calculated by the 
proportion of correct results taking into account the gold standard, which is the true and 
definitive diagnosis reference. Using these results, the validity of a method can be obtained by 
calculating values of specificity and sensitivity. Specificity is the proportion of cases classified by 
a method as negative (disease absent) considering the total of cases that did not developed the 
disease. Sensitivity, however, is the proportion of cases classified as positive (disease present) 
considering the total of cases that really developed the disease. The total percentage of correctly 
assessed cases considering the presence and the absence of disease is represented by the 
accuracy. Table 1 summarizes how sensitivity (Sn) and specificity (Sp) values can be calculated: 
 

 Disease present (+) Disease absent (-)  

Positive Test (+) A B Total positive 
tests (A + B) 

Negative Test (-) C D Total negative 
tests (C + D) 

 Sn%: A/(A + C) Sp%: D/(B + D) Total number (A 
+ B + C + D) 

Table 1. The generic 2 x 2 table used to calculate sensitivity (Sn) and specificity (Sp) values. 

Concerning methods’ validity and calculation of sensitivity and specificity values it is 
necessary to establish limits to define what “disease” and “healthy” mean considering the 
gold standard. These limits can also be called “cut-off points”, which are combined 
according to the criteria used for the gold standard classification. For example, caries lesions 
can be classified in: (0) caries free, (1) caries extending up to halfway through the enamel, (2) 
caries extending into the inner half of enamel, (3) caries in dentin and (4) deep dentin caries. 
Therefore, cut-off points can be defined as follow: 

D1: all caries lesions are considered disease (1, 2, 3 and 4); 
D2: only caries lesions from the inner half of enamel are considered disease (2, 3 and 4); 
D3,D4: only dentin caries lesions are considered disease (3 and 4). 

3. Clinical and histological aspects of caries lesions on occlusal, approximal 
and smooth surfaces 
The occlusal surface is characterized by the pit and fissure systems, a favorable biofilm 
stagnation area where the bacterial accumulations receive the best protection against 
functional/mechanical wear (mastication, attrition, abrasion from brushing, flossing or 
toothpicks). Those aspects contribute to the high prevalence of caries on occlusal surfaces 
both in the primary and permanent dentition (Kidd & Fejerskov, 2004). 

The complex anatomy of the occlusal surfaces requires professional special attention and 
deep understanding of how lesions develop on this surface. It is known that the deepest part 
of the fissure usually harbors non-vital bacteria or calculus (Ekstrand & Bjørndal, 1997). An 
enamel caries lesion begins along the pits and fissures through acids diffusion from bacterial 
metabolism in the biofilm. This diffusion occurs through the side walls of the pits and 
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fissures, guided by prisms direction and striae of Retzius. Histologically, the lesion forms in 
three dimensions and assumes the shape of a cone, with its base toward the enamel-dentin 
junction. Acids lead to the demineralization underneath the enamel surface and there is an 
enlargement in intercrystalline spaces, increasing its permeability. Over time, the surface 
porosity has increased and leads to a considerable increase of the lesion body (a subsurface 
lesion starts to form). Occlusal enamel breakdown is the result of further demineralization, 
thus leading to cavity formation (Nyvad et al., 2008).  

The lesions on smooth surfaces result from an accumulation of biofilm along the gingival 
margins. Characteristically, those lesions follow the form of the gingival contour and can 
progress to form a cavity in enamel, and subsequently, that can extend through the dentin 
(Nyvad et al., 1999). In section, the smooth-surface lesion is conical as a result of systematic 
variations in dissolution along the enamel prisms. The conically shaped lesion represents a 
range of increasing stages of lesion progression, beginning with dissolution at the 
ultrastructural level at the edge of the lesion (Bjørndal & Thylstrup, 1995).  

On the approximal surfaces, the biofilm accumulation occurs in the region below the contact 
point between the contact face and the gingival margin. The lesion may extend to the buccal 
and lingual directions, following the gengival contour (Nyvad et al., 1999). Histologically, 
the initial lesion in the approximal surface has a triangular shape with its base toward the 
outer surface and the apex facing the enamel-dentin junction. As mentioned earlier, this is 
because the acid diffusion from the bacterial metabolism is determined by the distribution of 
the biofilm and follows the direction of the enamel prisms (Nyvad et al., 2008). 

Caries lesion on approximal surfaces in primary teeth presents a rapid rate of progression due 
to the morphologic characteristics of these teeth, making its detection difficult. Primary teeth 
have thinner enamel and dentin, lower mineralization rate, large dentinal tubules and larger 
contact proximal areas, which allow greater biofilm accumulation, and consequently, leading 
to initiation and progression of dental caries (Mortimer, 1970; Pitts & Rimmer, 1992).  

4. Caries detection methods 
The detection of carious lesions has been primarily a visual process, based principally on 
clinical-tactile inspection and radiographic examination. Caries detection methods should be 
capable of detecting lesions at an early stage, when progression can be arrested or reserved, 
avoiding premature tooth treatment by restorations. However, none of the conventional 
methods fulfill this requirement and are highly subjective. The development of some 
alternative non-invasive detection methods, such as laser fluorescence devices 
(DIAGNOdent and DIAGNOdent pen), quantitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF), 
fluorescence camera (VistaProof), LED technology (Midwest Caries I.D.), fiber-optic 
transillumination (FOTI), digital imaging fiber-optic transillumination (DIFOTI) and 
electrical caries monitor (ECM), can offer objectives assessments, where traditional methods 
could be supplemented by quantitative measurements. 

4.1 Visual-tactile examination 

Visual changes of the dental structure resulting from the demineralization process can be 
visually observed during caries development, such as an increase in opacity and roughness 
of the enamel.  
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moments or by different examiners using the same sample. Reproducibility can be assessed 
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fissures, guided by prisms direction and striae of Retzius. Histologically, the lesion forms in 
three dimensions and assumes the shape of a cone, with its base toward the enamel-dentin 
junction. Acids lead to the demineralization underneath the enamel surface and there is an 
enlargement in intercrystalline spaces, increasing its permeability. Over time, the surface 
porosity has increased and leads to a considerable increase of the lesion body (a subsurface 
lesion starts to form). Occlusal enamel breakdown is the result of further demineralization, 
thus leading to cavity formation (Nyvad et al., 2008).  

The lesions on smooth surfaces result from an accumulation of biofilm along the gingival 
margins. Characteristically, those lesions follow the form of the gingival contour and can 
progress to form a cavity in enamel, and subsequently, that can extend through the dentin 
(Nyvad et al., 1999). In section, the smooth-surface lesion is conical as a result of systematic 
variations in dissolution along the enamel prisms. The conically shaped lesion represents a 
range of increasing stages of lesion progression, beginning with dissolution at the 
ultrastructural level at the edge of the lesion (Bjørndal & Thylstrup, 1995).  

On the approximal surfaces, the biofilm accumulation occurs in the region below the contact 
point between the contact face and the gingival margin. The lesion may extend to the buccal 
and lingual directions, following the gengival contour (Nyvad et al., 1999). Histologically, 
the initial lesion in the approximal surface has a triangular shape with its base toward the 
outer surface and the apex facing the enamel-dentin junction. As mentioned earlier, this is 
because the acid diffusion from the bacterial metabolism is determined by the distribution of 
the biofilm and follows the direction of the enamel prisms (Nyvad et al., 2008). 

Caries lesion on approximal surfaces in primary teeth presents a rapid rate of progression due 
to the morphologic characteristics of these teeth, making its detection difficult. Primary teeth 
have thinner enamel and dentin, lower mineralization rate, large dentinal tubules and larger 
contact proximal areas, which allow greater biofilm accumulation, and consequently, leading 
to initiation and progression of dental caries (Mortimer, 1970; Pitts & Rimmer, 1992).  

4. Caries detection methods 
The detection of carious lesions has been primarily a visual process, based principally on 
clinical-tactile inspection and radiographic examination. Caries detection methods should be 
capable of detecting lesions at an early stage, when progression can be arrested or reserved, 
avoiding premature tooth treatment by restorations. However, none of the conventional 
methods fulfill this requirement and are highly subjective. The development of some 
alternative non-invasive detection methods, such as laser fluorescence devices 
(DIAGNOdent and DIAGNOdent pen), quantitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF), 
fluorescence camera (VistaProof), LED technology (Midwest Caries I.D.), fiber-optic 
transillumination (FOTI), digital imaging fiber-optic transillumination (DIFOTI) and 
electrical caries monitor (ECM), can offer objectives assessments, where traditional methods 
could be supplemented by quantitative measurements. 

4.1 Visual-tactile examination 

Visual changes of the dental structure resulting from the demineralization process can be 
visually observed during caries development, such as an increase in opacity and roughness 
of the enamel.  
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Visual examination has been widely used in dental clinics for detecting carious lesions on all 
surfaces. This method is based on the use of a dental mirror, a sharp probe and a 3-in-1 
syringe and requires good lighting and a clean/dry tooth surface (Hamilton, 2005). The 
examination is based primarily on subjective interpretation of surface characteristics, such as 
integrity, texture, translucency/opacity, location and color (Ekstrand et al., 1997; Nyvad et 
al., 1999). However, tactile examination of dental caries has been criticized because of the 
possibility of transferring cariogenic microorganisms from one site to another, leading to the 
fear of further spread of the disease in the same oral cavity. Moreover, use of an explorer can 
cause irreversible damages to the iatrogenic and demineralized tooth structure (Ekstrand et 
al., 1987; Stookey, 2005; Loesche et al., 1979). 

Tooth separation can be used as a method for examination of a suspicious area on the 
approximal surface. With this technique an orthodontic elastic separator can be applied for 
2-3 days around the contact areas of approximal surfaces, facilitating the clinical and 
probing assessments. However, this method might create some discomfort and requires an 
extra visit (Araújo et al., 1996). Studies have shown that tooth separation have detected more 
non-cavitated enamel lesions than visual-tactile examination without separation or bitewing 
examination (Hintze et al., 1998; Pitts & Rimmer, 1992). 

Nyvad’s system (Nyvad et al., 1999) is a reliable method for activity assessment of non-
cavitated and cavitated caries lesions. According to this system, the examination is based 
only on clinical features of the surface (color, opacity and presence of discontinuities or 
cavitations), classifying the lesion as inactive or active.  The original system used biofilm 
accumulation as an indicator for caries activity and used a sharp dental explorer to assess 
surface roughness. However, the Nyvad system was modified; adopting the use of a ball-
ended probe should be gently drawn across the surface in order to assess its texture (rough 
or smooth) and also to remove the biofilm (Braga et al., 2009).  If the lesion is active and 
cavitated, operative treatment is recommended. If active and non-cavitated, non-operative, 
preventive treatment is recommended (Nyvad, 2004). For detecting carious lesions, the 
examination should be mainly based on careful visual assessment on a clean/dry surface, 
without probing. An important aspect of caries detection is that the surface must be dry 
because saliva can mask differences in the reflection of light between carious and healthy 
tooth structure, hindering the observation of changes in color and brightness on the enamel 
surface. The criteria scores identify sound and active/inactive primary or secondary caries 
lesions. The Nyvad system has been shown to have good reproducibility and also construct 
and predictive validity for assessment of caries activity (Nyvad et al., 1999, 2003).  

Visual examination has been show to have a high specificity but low sensitivity and 
reproducibility (Bader et al., 2001). Therefore, different criteria have been proposed to 
provide defined descriptors of different severity stages of caries lesions (Ekstrand et al., 
1997; Ismail et al., 2007; Nyvad et al., 1999). 

After the analysis of a systematic review presented in a conference in the USA and in the 
International Consensus Workshop on Caries Clinical Trials held in Scotland, it was 
concluded that the reliability and reproducibility of currently available caries detection  
diagnostic systems, including visual and visual-tactile criteria, were not strong (Bader et al., 
2001; Pitts & Stamm, 2002). Based on these findings, a new visual criterion has been 
introduced for caries detection. 
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The International Caries Detection & Assessment System (ICDAS) was developed and 
introduced by an international group of researchers (cariologists and epidemiologists) to 
provide clinicians, epidemiologists, and researchers with an evidence-based system for 
caries detection (Pitts, 2004). This method was devised based on the principle that the visual 
examination should be carried out on clean, plaque-free teeth, with carefully drying of the 
lesion  surface to identify early lesions. According to this system, the replacement of the 
traditional explorers and sharp probes with a ball-ended periodontal probe would avoid 
traumatic and iatrogenic defects on incipient lesions (Ekstrand et al., 2007; Ismail et al., 2007; 
Jablonski-Momeni et al., 2007). 

ICDAS is a two-digit identification system. Initially, the status of the surface is described as 
unrestored, sealed, restored or crowned. After that, a second code is attributed to identify 
six stages of caries extension, varying from initial changes visible in enamel to frank 
cavitation in dentine (Ekstrand et al., 2007; Ismail et al., 2007; Zandoná & Zero, 2006). Some 
studies have shown good reproducibility and accuracy of ICDAS for occlusal caries 
detection at different stages of the disease in permanent (Diniz et al., 2009, 2011; Ekstrand et 
al., 2007; Jablonski-Momeni et al., 2007; Rodrigues et al., 2008) and in primary teeth (Braga et 
al., 2009; Neuhaus et al., 2010; Shoiab et al., 2009). The literature has suggested that the 
ICDAS criteria have potential to aid treatment planning (Diniz et al., 2011; Longbottom et 
al., 2009; Pitts & Richards, 2009).  

ICDAS was developed with the mission to devise a set of international visual criteria for 
caries detection that would also allow assessment of caries activity (Ekstrand et al., 2007). 
The Lesion Activity Assessment (LAA) criteria have been developed for use in association 
with the ICDAS scoring system based on using weighted numerical values for lesion 
appearance (ICDAS score of the lesion), lesion location in relation to a cariogenic plaque 
stagnation area and surface integrity by tactile sensation when a ball-ended probe is gently 
drawn across the surface (Ekstrand et al., 2007; Varma et al., 2008). This evaluation involves 
the characterization of the caries lesion activity during a single clinical examination, in real 
time, in order to determine whether intervention is necessary (Ekstrand et al., 2009). The 
association of the LAA and the ICDAS codes involves lesion detection and coding, thereby 
estimating its depth or severity, and assessing its activity (Braga et al., 2009). An in vitro 
study found that there is no major difference between the Nyvad system and the ICDAS-
LAA in assessing caries activity in primary teeth (Braga et al., 2009). However, in a clinical 
study ICDAS-LAA seems to overestimate the caries activity assessment of cavitated occlusal 
lesions in primary teeth compared to the Nyvad system (Braga et al., 2010). 

Despite being the most widely used method in clinical practice, many studies have shown 
that visual-tactile examination should be associated with other caries detection methods, 
such as bitewing radiographs, especially for early caries lesions detection in approximal 
surfaces and for lesion depth evaluation on occlusal surfaces (Lussi, 1993; Lussi et al., 2006; 
Sanden et al., 2003; Wenzel, 2004). 

4.2 X-ray based methods 

The discovery of X-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen in 1895 provided a major advance in 
diagnostic imaging. In dental field, the North American dentist Edmund Kells began 
experimenting with radiography in 1986, becoming the pioneer of dental radiology. 
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The International Caries Detection & Assessment System (ICDAS) was developed and 
introduced by an international group of researchers (cariologists and epidemiologists) to 
provide clinicians, epidemiologists, and researchers with an evidence-based system for 
caries detection (Pitts, 2004). This method was devised based on the principle that the visual 
examination should be carried out on clean, plaque-free teeth, with carefully drying of the 
lesion  surface to identify early lesions. According to this system, the replacement of the 
traditional explorers and sharp probes with a ball-ended periodontal probe would avoid 
traumatic and iatrogenic defects on incipient lesions (Ekstrand et al., 2007; Ismail et al., 2007; 
Jablonski-Momeni et al., 2007). 
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cavitation in dentine (Ekstrand et al., 2007; Ismail et al., 2007; Zandoná & Zero, 2006). Some 
studies have shown good reproducibility and accuracy of ICDAS for occlusal caries 
detection at different stages of the disease in permanent (Diniz et al., 2009, 2011; Ekstrand et 
al., 2007; Jablonski-Momeni et al., 2007; Rodrigues et al., 2008) and in primary teeth (Braga et 
al., 2009; Neuhaus et al., 2010; Shoiab et al., 2009). The literature has suggested that the 
ICDAS criteria have potential to aid treatment planning (Diniz et al., 2011; Longbottom et 
al., 2009; Pitts & Richards, 2009).  

ICDAS was developed with the mission to devise a set of international visual criteria for 
caries detection that would also allow assessment of caries activity (Ekstrand et al., 2007). 
The Lesion Activity Assessment (LAA) criteria have been developed for use in association 
with the ICDAS scoring system based on using weighted numerical values for lesion 
appearance (ICDAS score of the lesion), lesion location in relation to a cariogenic plaque 
stagnation area and surface integrity by tactile sensation when a ball-ended probe is gently 
drawn across the surface (Ekstrand et al., 2007; Varma et al., 2008). This evaluation involves 
the characterization of the caries lesion activity during a single clinical examination, in real 
time, in order to determine whether intervention is necessary (Ekstrand et al., 2009). The 
association of the LAA and the ICDAS codes involves lesion detection and coding, thereby 
estimating its depth or severity, and assessing its activity (Braga et al., 2009). An in vitro 
study found that there is no major difference between the Nyvad system and the ICDAS-
LAA in assessing caries activity in primary teeth (Braga et al., 2009). However, in a clinical 
study ICDAS-LAA seems to overestimate the caries activity assessment of cavitated occlusal 
lesions in primary teeth compared to the Nyvad system (Braga et al., 2010). 

Despite being the most widely used method in clinical practice, many studies have shown 
that visual-tactile examination should be associated with other caries detection methods, 
such as bitewing radiographs, especially for early caries lesions detection in approximal 
surfaces and for lesion depth evaluation on occlusal surfaces (Lussi, 1993; Lussi et al., 2006; 
Sanden et al., 2003; Wenzel, 2004). 

4.2 X-ray based methods 

The discovery of X-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen in 1895 provided a major advance in 
diagnostic imaging. In dental field, the North American dentist Edmund Kells began 
experimenting with radiography in 1986, becoming the pioneer of dental radiology. 
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Since then, the use of X-rays and radiographic films promoted a significant jump in the 
direction of dental therapy, since it provided substantial contribution in obtaining the 
diagnosis. In addition, radiographic techniques have been modified to acquire optimum X-
ray quality and to increase diagnostic possibilities, as for detecting caries lesions. 

4.2.1 Conventional radiography 

Radiography is the most common caries lesion detection aid. It is fundamentally based on 
the fact that as the caries progress proceeds, the mineral content of enamel and dentin 
decreases, resulting in a decrease in the attenuation of the X-ray beam as it passes through 
the teeth. This feature is recorded on the image receptor as an increase in radiographic 
density. Clinically, the detection of carious lesions is based on a combination of visual-tactile 
and radiographic examination. 

Bitewing radiography has been used for the detection and evaluation of caries lesions depth, 
which are invisible or poorly visible for inspection. Thus, radiography is mainly used for the 
detection of carious lesions in approximal surfaces, but is also recommended as a 
supplement for occlusal caries detection. However, experiments have shown that, once an 
occlusal carious lesion is clearly visible on radiographs, histological examination shows that 
demineralization has extended to or beyond the middle third of the dentin (Ricketts et al., 
1995). Therefore, radiographic examination may underestimate the extent of caries lesions 
(Dove, 2001).  

Bitewing radiography presents a tendency to make false-positive scores, and this could be 
due to the Mach-band effect, a perceptual phenomenon in which there is an enhancement of 
the contrast between a dark and a relatively lighter area, resulting in a dark band sharply 
demarcated (Berry, 1983). This effect causes an inclination to see radiolucency in the dentin-
enamel junction where no dentin lesion is actually present (Espelid et al., 1994).  Another 
effect, called cervical burnout, can be erroneously interpreted as cervical caries, once a collar 
or wedge-shaped radiolucency occurs between the bone height and the cemento-enamel 
junction (CEJ). This effect is an optical illusion phenomenon, due to the tissue density and 
the variable penetration of X-ray at the cervical region of the tooth and the regions above 
and below it, which produces a dark shadow on the radiograph due to lower absorption of 
photons in the neck of the tooth (Berry, 1983). For these reasons, radiographs should be 
interpreted with caution and requires constant retraining, updating, experience and 
information of the human observer (Diniz et al., 2010). 

Several criteria are used to classify the extent of carious lesions on radiographs, such as (0) 
absence of radiolucency, (1) radiolucency in the outer half of the enamel, (2) radiolucency on 
the inner half of the enamel, which can extend up to the dentin-enamel junction (DEJ), (3) 
radiolucency in the outer half of the dentin and (4) radiolucency in the inner half of the 
dentin toward the pulp chamber (Mejàre & Kidd, 2008).  

Regarding the performance of bitewing radiography, studies have found that the X-rays 
show a high sensitivity (50-70%) to detect caries lesions in dentin of both approximal and 
occlusal surfaces, compared to clinical visual detection. However, the validity of detecting 
enamel lesions is limited on the approximal surfaces and low for the occlusal surfaces 
(Wenzel, 1995, 2004). This difference can be explained by the fact that radiography is a 2-
dimensional image of a 3-dimensional anatomy of the tooth structure. So, the superimposed 
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cuspal tissues obscure initial changes in occlusal surfaces (Espelid et al., 1994; Neuhaus et 
al., 2009). In a systematic review of the literature, the evidence suggests that radiographs 
have high specificity and low sensitivity for caries detection. In other words, this means that 
there are great chances to occur false-negative diagnosis in the presence of caries than false-
positive diagnosis in the absence of disease (Dove, 2001). 

It is important to stress that many different factors can affect the ability of bitewing 
radiography to accurately detect lesions, such as technique, image processing, type of image 
receptor, exposure parameters, vertical and horizontal angulations of the X-ray beam, 
positioning of the film, display system, viewing conditions, possible distortions caused by 
the structures attached to the dental tissues and failures of interpretation, which can lead to 
an incorrect diagnosis (Dove, 2001). 

Radiographic examination is useful in monitoring caries lesion development, in view of the 
fact that non-cavitated lesions can be reversed by non-invasive intervention, providing 
changes in mineral content of dental tissues. However, there are limits to the radiographic 
examination which should be considered, particularly since lesion behavior has changed, 
with cavitation occurring much later than previously (Pitts & Rimmer, 1992), Thus, it is 
worth remembering that radiography is not able to differentiate between an active and an 
arrested caries lesion, and to distinguish a cavitated and a non-cavitated lesion. According 
to Ratledge et al. (2001), 50-90% of dentin caries lesions radiographically observed on the 
approximal surface might present cavitation. There are cases where clinically "sound” and 
apparently intact occlusal surfaces, however, may develop lesions which penetrate into the 
dentin, sometimes named "hidden" caries (Ricketts et al., 1997), which can be observed only 
through radiographic examination (Figure 4). 

 
Fig. 4. Detection of occlusal caries. (A) Clinical aspect of a lesion in an intact surface. (B) 
Radiographic aspect of the lesion penetrating into the dentin – a typical “hidden caries”. 

Currently, there are some questions regarding specific indication of radiographs and 
intervals between subsequent radiographic examinations for caries detection. There is no 
evidence that routine radiographs will benefit a low caries risk population. In fact, this 
procedure can be harmful because it can induce a great risk of overdiagnosis, and 
consequently, an overtreatment. The frequency of taking radiographs depends on the 
individual caries risk, lesion activity and on the individual benefit to a patient (Neuhaus et 
al., 2009). 
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Fig. 4. Detection of occlusal caries. (A) Clinical aspect of a lesion in an intact surface. (B) 
Radiographic aspect of the lesion penetrating into the dentin – a typical “hidden caries”. 

Currently, there are some questions regarding specific indication of radiographs and 
intervals between subsequent radiographic examinations for caries detection. There is no 
evidence that routine radiographs will benefit a low caries risk population. In fact, this 
procedure can be harmful because it can induce a great risk of overdiagnosis, and 
consequently, an overtreatment. The frequency of taking radiographs depends on the 
individual caries risk, lesion activity and on the individual benefit to a patient (Neuhaus et 
al., 2009). 
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4.2.2 Digital radiography 

Digital radiography is a complementary method that has been available in dentistry for 
more than 25 years, but digital imaging has not replaced conventional film-based 
radiography completely. Studies have shown that the number of dental professionals using 
digital radiography in clinical practice range from 11% to 30%. This fact can be attributed to 
the financial investment required to replace conventional radiography with digital imaging 
and also for the hesitancy to use a new technology, since it requires additional training on 
basic computer skills. On the other hand, a professional who is starting his/her career will 
not find huge differences in costs to acquire a conventional or a digital radiography system. 
Practitioners should remember that conventional radiography also involves costs for items, 
such as radiographic films, film mounts, processing solutions and time needed for cleaning 
the film processor (van der Stelt, 2008).   

Studies have shown many advantages of digital radiography compared with conventional 
radiography. These include image acquisition process in real time, since the image is 
displayed immediately after exposure and no processing had to be performed. Other 
benefits include reductions in radiation dose (between 5% to 50% of the dose needed for 
conventional radiography) to obtain quality diagnostic images, time savings and digital 
manipulation of the image to enhance viewing, avoiding unnecessary or repeated 
radiographs. Digital images facilitate communication and case discussion among dental 
professionals, being a visual aid to be shown to the patient on the computer screen, 
increasing the confidence and credibility in the treatment-decision making process. 
However, the primary disadvantages of digital systems include the rigidity and thickness of 
the sensors, the high initial system cost and unknown sensor lifespan (Bin-Shuwaish et al., 
2008; van der Stelt, 2008; Wenzel, 1998). 

It is imperative to understand the digital radiography system to understand the principle of 
image manipulation. A digital image consists of a set of cells that are ordered in rows and 
columns, forming a table. Each cell is characterized by three numbers: the x-coordinate, the 
y-coordinate and the gray value. The gray value is a number that corresponds with the X-
ray intensity at that location during the exposure of the digital sensor. Individual cells are 
called “picture elements”, which had been shortened to “pixels”. The numbers describing 
each pixel are stored in an image file in the computer. This feature is an essential difference 
between conventional and digital radiographs, once digital images can be modified after 
they have been produced. Thus, the user can apply mathematical operations (special 
algorithms or filters) to modify the pixel values, improving the image quality and modifying 
other characteristics, such as zoom, contrast, density and brightness of an image. The image 
numbers are converted into gray values and these are displayed on the computer screen as 
analog data. Then, the professional can assess and interpret the radiographic image 
produced (van der Stelt, 2008; Wenzel, 1998). 

An example of useful image manipulation is the optimization of contrast and brightness of 
an image. This technique can be used to correct overexposure or underexposure of an 
image, although it is not an excuse to not pay attention to the correct exposure parameters. 
The manipulation can help to recover an image in which the exposure conditions were not 
optimal. This procedure may prevent the need for a radiograph remake, protecting the 
patient from an extra dose of radiation (van der Stelt, 2008). 
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Digital image presents lower spatial resolution when compared to the image obtained by 
conventional radiography. The extension or palette for digital images is normally limited to 
256 shades of gray, while more than a million shades of gray may appear for conventional 
X-ray film. Therefore, it can be speculated that the performance of digital radiography for 
caries detection would not be superior to that of conventional radiography. However, the 
performance of digital radiography for caries detection can be improved with image 
manipulation possibility, such as contrast modification. Thus, digital radiography systems 
seem to be as accurate as the conventional radiography system. According to a literature 
review, digital radiography showed high sensitivity for detecting occlusal caries lesions into 
dentin (60-80%), with false-positives results of 5-10% (Wenzel, 1998). 

Undoubtedly, as technology evolves, it is supposed that the performance of digital 
radiography will be improved in a near future. The development of different sensors and 
software will support the reliability and viability of digital radiography applications by 
dental professionals, bringing this method to daily practice. 

4.2.3 Digital subtraction radiography 

Digital subtraction radiography (DSR) is a more advanced image analysis tools. This 
method allows professionals to distinguish small differences between subsequent 
radiographs that otherwise would have remained unobserved because of overprojection of 
anatomical structures or differences in density that are too small to be recognized by the 
human eye. The procedure is based on the principle that two digital radiographic images 
obtained under different time intervals, with the same projection geometry, are spatially and 
densitometrically aligned using specific software. When the two images are registered and 
intensities of corresponding pixels are subtracted of the gray scale values, a uniform 
difference image is produced, resulting in a new image representing the differences between 
the two, called the subtraction image. In this new image, if there is a change in the 
radiographic attenuation between the baseline and follow-up examination, all the 
anatomical structures that do no change between radiographs are shown as neutral gray 
background, while regions that had mineral loss or gain are shown as a darker or brighter 
area, respectively (van der Stelt, 2008; Wenzel, 2004).  

For a successful DSR, reproducible exposure geometry, and also identical contrast and 
density of the serial radiographs, are essential prerequisites. Long experience shows that this 
technique is very sensitive to any physical noise occurring between the radiographs and 
even minor changes leads to large errors in the results (Hekmatian et al., 2005). 

Digital subtraction radiography has been used in the assessment of the progression, arrest, 
or regression of caries lesions. Subtraction consists of subtracting the pixel values of the 
baseline image from the pixel values of the second image. If the two digital images are 
identical, this method will produce an image without details (the result is zero). However, if 
caries has regressed or progressed in the mean time, the result will be different from zero.  
When there is caries regression, the outcome will be a value above zero (increase in pixel 
values). In case of caries regression, the result is opposite and the outcome will be a value 
below zero (decrease in pixel values) (Hekmatian et al., 2005).  

Few studies are found in the literature investigating the DRS for caries detection. The 
system works well for approximal and occlusal lesions in dentin, indicating that this method 
presents high potential for dental caries research (Neuhaus et al., 2009). 
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Recently, a digital subtraction radiographic system was evaluated on occlusal surfaces 
(Ricketts et al., 2007). In this in vitro study, accuracy and reproducibility of DSR was 
compared to visual assessment of paired digital images in detecting changes in mineral 
content within occlusal cavities. Intra-examiner and inter-examiner reproducibility for 
detection of demineralization from the subtraction images was significantly better than 
viewing the paired images side by side. The subtraction radiography system used was 
found to be more accurate and reproducible than visual assessment of paired digital images, 
showing promising results for monitoring occlusal lesion progression in clinical studies. 

It is important to clarify that DSR will not necessarily improve the detection of a caries 
lesion, but will only provide important information on any changes occurring over time, 
and is therefore, suitable for monitoring lesion behavior. As a new method, other studies 
should be carried out in order to validate its use in monitoring caries lesions. 

4.3 Light-emitting devices 

Other method used for caries detection is based on optical properties from sound and 
carious dental tissues. 

Fluorescence is a phenomenon where the light is absorbed in a specific wavelength and then 
emitted in a higher wavelength. This characteristic has been observed in the dental tissues, 
since the pattern of light absorption and reemission (spectrum of fluorescence) of the dental 
tissues varies according to the excitation light wavelength (Benedict, 1928). Thus, light 
absorption and reemission is different in the enamel, dentin and cementum, as well as in 
sound and carious tissues. For this reason, fluorescence can be used for the detection and 
subsequent diagnosis of dental caries. 

The natural fluorescence of hard dental tissues has been studied since long time ago. It is 
well known that as the enamel as the dentin shows an auto-fluorescence. In this way, caries 
lesions, dental plaque and microorganisms also show fluorescent components. It has been 
observed that the difference between natural fluorescence of sound and carious dental 
tissues can be quantified using light-emitting devices, such as laser, xenon or LED. 

4.3.1 Laser fluorescence devices (DIAGNOdent and DIAGNOdent pen) 

Laser fluorescence device is a non-invasive and quantitative method based on the laser-
induced fluorescence. The first laser fluorescence device, DIAGNOdent 2095 (KaVo, 
Biberach, Germany), was developed in 1998 (Figure 5). It is based on the quantification of 
emitted fluorescence from organic components of dental tissues when excited by a 655nm 
laser diode (aluminum, gallium, indium and phosphorus - AlGaInP) located on the red 
range from the visible spectrum. 

The emitted light reaches the dental tissues through a flexible tip. As the mature enamel is 
more transparent, this light passes through this tissue without being deflected. In contact 
with affected enamel, this light will be diffracted and dispersed. The later is able to excite 
either the hard dental tissue, resulting in the tissue autofluorescence, or fluorophores 
present in the caries lesions. These fluorophores derived from the products of the bacterial 
metabolism and has been identified as porphyrins (Hibst et al., 2001). The emitted 
fluorescence by the porphyrins is collected by nine concentric fibers and translated into 
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numeric values, which can vary from 0 to 99. Two optical tips are available: tip A for 
occlusal surfaces, and tip B for smooth surfaces. This device has shown good results in the 
detection of occlusal caries, however, it might not be used as the only method for treatment 
decision-making process (Bader & Shugars, 2006; Rodrigues et al., 2008). 

 
Fig. 5. DIAGNOdent 2095 – a laser fluorescence device for caries detection. 

Recently, a new and compact device - DIAGNOdent 2190 or DIAGNOdent pen – (KaVo, 
Biberach, Germany) (Figure 6) has been introduced in the market. This device functions on 
the same principle as the earliest. For this reason, the device was condensed and the tips 
were modified. The tips used in this device are made from sapphire fiber and the same solid 
single sapphire fiber tip is used for propagation of the excitation and for collection of the 
fluorescence light, but in opposite directions and different wavelengths (Lussi & Hellwig, 
2006). There are two tips which can be coupled on this device: an occlusal and an 
approximal tip. However, its performance in approximal surfaces is still limited. The device 
weights 140g and only one battery (1,5V) is needed. 

 
Fig. 6. (A) DIAGNOdent 2190 or DIAGNOdent pen calibration against the standard ceramic. 
(B) Occlusal tip. (C) Approximal tip. 
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Recently, a digital subtraction radiographic system was evaluated on occlusal surfaces 
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As mentioned before, when a caries lesion or a dental surface is assessed by DIAGNOdent, a 
value between 0 and 99 is observed. This value is, theoretically, related to the lesion depth. 
For the values interpretation, several cut-off points have been proposed in the literature, as 
for DIAGNOdent as for DIAGNOdent pen. These cut-off points differ from each other in 
some units in the enamel and dentin. For this reason, is recommended that the clinician 
considers the values as an interval for the interpretation and also associates clinical and 
radiographic characteristics for the correct assessment of the lesions. 

Other factor that might be addressed is the presence of stains due to inactive lesions or 
calculus on the occlusal surfaces due to biological sealing. Both can result in high values of 
fluorescence and, in consequence, false-positive results. Therefore, as also recommended 
before visual examination, cleansing of dental surfaces should be performed before laser 
fluorescence measurements. Besides, after professional prophylaxis using bicarbonate 
powder or prophylactic paste, it is important that the dental surface is rinsed off, so powder 
or paste does not remain in the fissure or inside microcavities. This could influence the laser 
fluorescence measurements (Diniz et al., 2011; Lussi & Reich, 2005). 

In conclusion, the clinician who intends to use this method as a auxiliary in the caries 
detection process should be aware of the correct device functioning and remember that 
several factors might interfere the results, such as staining, calculus or powder/paste 
remnants; calibration procedures; and cut-off points variation for enamel and dentin caries. 

For this reason, DIAGNOdent or DIAGNOdent pen should not be used as major method for 
caries detection, but as a supplementary tool for both visual and radiographic examination. 
Some situations, in which the professional is in doubt concerning the presence of a caries 
lesion on a surface free of staining, those devices can be suggested as substitutes for the 
radiographic examination. Besides, in the pediatric dentistry field, their use can also be 
suggested when X-ray examination is not possible due to the child behavior or during 
examination of patients with special needs or disabilities. 

4.3.2 Quantitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) 

Quantitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) (QLF-clin, Inspektor Research Systems BV, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands) (Figure 7) was developed for use in caries detection and it is 
available commercially for clinical use. This device consists of a handheld intraoral color 
microvideo CCD camera, interfaced with a personal computer and custom software 
(QLFpatient, Inspektor Research Systems BV, Amsterdam, Netherlands). The software 
enables to capture and to analyze in vivo images of the tooth during clinical examination.  

QLF uses a 50-watt xenon arc-lamp and an optical filter in order to produce a blue light with 
a 290- to 450-nm wavelength, which is carried to the tooth through a light guide fitted with a 
dental mirror. The fluorescence images are filtered by a yellow high-pass filter (λ ≥ 540 nm) 
and then captured by a color CCD camera (Al-Khateeb et al., 1997). When the tooth surface 
is illuminated by this high-intensity blue light, autofluorescence of the enamel is obtained by 
the intraoral camera, since all excitation light reflected or diffused is filtered. When a lesion 
is present on the surface, an increase in light scattering is observed relative to the 
surrounding enamel. The result of this is that the contrast between sound enamel and a 
carious lesion is improved with the lesion seen as being dark on a light green background 
(Neuhaus et al., 2009).  
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Fig. 7. (A) QLF system. (B) Fluorescence image of an enamel caries lesion on the buccal 
surface. (C) Fluorescence image of an occlusal caries lesion. (D) Fluorescence image of a 
secondary caries lesion around a composite restoration 

To enable calculation of fluorescence loss in the caries lesion, the fluorescence of healthy 
tissue that was originally present at the lesion site is rebuilt by extrapolation of the 
fluorescence of healthy tissue that is found around the caries lesion. The difference between 
the lesion values and the reconstructed values allows the calculation of fluorescence loss. 
The fluorescence emitted is directly related to the mineral content of the enamel. Thus, the 
image can be used later to quantify the size, depth and volume of carious lesion produced 
by the parameters produced by the software: lesion area (in square millimeters), lesion 
depth - ΔF (percentage of fluorescence loss) and volume of carious lesion - ΔQ (the product 
of the lesion area in mm2 and the lesion depth in percentage of fluorescence loss) (Zandoná 
& Zero, 2006).  

Through these parameters, it is possible to detect and differentiate caries lesions at an early 
stage of development, making this system a sensitive method for quantification of enamel 
caries. Another advantage is that the image can be stored and used to motivate patients to 
seek healthcare and to prevent dental disease through education during routine preventive 
care. However, this method is more complicated, since the use of QLF consists of three main 
steps. The first is lesion detection by the examiner and subsequent capturing of an image of 
the lesion. Second, quantitative analysis is done of the image. Finally, the third step involves 
the long-term monitoring of the caries lesions, which enjoys the benefit of an innovative 
video repositioning part of the software, setting the initial image and the live image based 
on the geometry of similar fluorescence intensities. For that, it is necessary that the images of 
the tooth surfaces should be captured in the same position and angulation. Thus, same 
magnification images obtained at different observation times could be compared (Buchalla 
et al., 2001). 

This fluorescence method has demonstrated that it can be reliably used by different 
examiners (Eggertsson et al., 1999). The literature demonstrates the diverse QLF 
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applicability, such as detecting incipient primary lesions, secondary and root caries on 
smooth and occlusal surfaces in both primary and permanent teeth; detecting 
demineralization around orthodontic components; monitoring demineralization and 
remineralization caries lesion processes; quantifying dental plaque, erosion and fluorosis; 
monitoring caries removal; and detecting removal of extrinsic stains after tooth whitening 
(Al-Khateeb et al., 1997 ; Eggertsson et al., 1999; Neuhaus et al., 2009 ; Zandoná & Zero, 
2006). However, it is important to emphasize that QLF can be influenced by some factors, 
such as stains, dental plaque, dental fluorosis or hypomineralization. Thus, as the presence 
of these confounding factors can produce images with similar appearance to that of dental 
demineralization, it is important that dental professionals should recognize those factors 
and differentiate them to perform a correct diagnosis. 

QLF device has demonstrated potential to detect and longitudinally monitor caries lesions. 
In addition, it can provide dental professionals with significant information related to caries 
lesions severity. However, it should be emphasized that the information provided by QLF, 
as in all supplemental methods, can never be used by itself for clinical decision support. This 
information should be carefully evaluated and integrated to other individual patient factors 
and professional experience before making a definitive diagnosis and treatment plan. 

4.3.3 Fluorescence camera (VistaProof) 

Another device based on the light-induced fluorescence phenomenon is the intraoral camera 
VistaProof (Dürr Dental, Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany) (Figure 8) that is based on six blue 
GaN-LEDs emitting a 405-nm light. With this camera it is possible to digitize the video 
signal from the dental surface during fluorescence emission using a CCD sensor (charge-
coupled device). On these images, it is possible to see different areas of the dental surface 
that fluoresce in green (sound dental tissue) and in red (carious dental tissue) (Thoms, 2006). 
DBSWIN software is used to analyze the images and translate into values the intensity ratio 
of the red and green fluorescence. According to the manufacturer, those values are related to 
the lesion extension. The higher is the bacterial colonization, the higher is the red fluorescent 
signal. The software highlights the lesions and classifies them in a scale from 0 to 5, giving a 
treatment orientation in the first evaluation: monitoring, remineralization or invasive 
treatment. However, these values still need to be adjusted (Rodrigues et al., 2008, 2011). 
Recently, this device showed a good performance in detecting and quantifying dental 
plaque formed over smooth surfaces under high exposition to sucrose (Raggio et al., 2010).  

 
Fig. 8. (A) VistaProof fluorescence camera and DBSWIN software analysis. (B) Six blue LEDs 
emitting a 405-nm light. 
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An advantage of this method is that the patient can see in the computer screen the whole 
process of caries detection and visualize tooth areas where the disease shows more severe 
signals. This method makes easier the explanation to the patient concerning his/her clinical 
situation and possible available treatments. Besides, it is possible to monitor the caries lesion 
progression or arrestment overtime, as the images of the dental surfaces can be stored in the 
computer. 

4.3.4 LED technology (Midwest Caries I.D.) 

Recently, another device for caries detection was developed on LED technology - Midwest 
Caries I.D. – (DENTSPLY Professional, York, PA, USA) (Figure 9). The handheld device 
emits a soft light emitting diode (LED) between 635 nm and 880 nm and analyzes the 
reflectance and refraction of the emitted light from the tooth surface, which is captured by 
fiber optics and is converted to electrical signals for analysis. The microprocessor of the 
device contains a computer-based algorithm that identifies the different optical signature 
(changes in optical translucency and opacity) between healthy and demineralized tooth 
(Strassler and Sensi, 2008).  

 
Fig. 9. Midwest Caries I.D. device and the standard for calibration procedure. 

The demineralization leads to a change in the LED from green to red with a simultaneous 
audible signal, which is directly related to the severity of caries lesions. According to the 
manufacturer, when there is a change in the optical translucency and opacity of the dental 
tissues, the emitted green light changes to red and an audible signal could be heard. The 
faster the signal, the deeper the lesion. In the literature, there is only one published study 
which evaluated the Midwest Caries I.D. in vitro performance for occlusal caries detection 
(Rodrigues et al., 2011). In this study, the device presented the same cut-off limits for caries-
free sites and enamel caries. This means that the Midwest Caries I.D. was not able to 
differentiate enamel lesions from sound surfaces. 

4.3.5 Fiber-optic transillumination (FOTI) and digital imaging fiber-optic 
transillumination (DIFOTI) 

Fiber-optic transillumination (FOTI) and digital imaging fiber-optic transillumination 
(DIFOTI) have been introduced to improve early detection of carious surfaces and have 
been accepted by clinicians as a supplementary tool during clinical examinations.  
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FOTI (Figure 10) device is a practical, easy, fast and inexpensive method of imaging teeth in 
the presence of multiple scattering. It is based on the changes in the scattering and 
absorption phenomenon of light photons that increases the contrast between sound and 
enamel caries. In other words, results from a local decrease of transillumination owing to the 
characteristics of the carious lesion. The illumination is delivered via fiber-optics from a 
light source to a tooth surface. The light propagates from the fiber illuminator across tooth 
tissue to non-illuminated surfaces. The resulting images of light distribution are then used 
for diagnosis. Its transmission can be observed either in the opposite side or in the occlusal 
surfaces, when molars and premolars are analyzed. As light scattering is higher in the 
demineralized enamel, it is possible to see the lesion as a dark area or a shadow. Besides, 
carious dentin appears orange, brown or grey underneath the enamel. This can help on the 
differentiation between enamel and dentin lesions. However, it has been show that FOTI 
diagnosis by naked eye can be subject to great inter- and intra-examiner variation (Neuhaus 
et al., 2009). 

 
Fig. 10. Fiber-optic transillumination (FOTI). 

To overcome the variability dilemma in FOTI, a new method has been tested. DIFOTI 
(Figure 11) is a method which employs digital image processing for quantitative diagnosis 
and prognosis in dentistry. It is based on light propagation just below the tooth surface and 
can be used to determine lesion depth. It uses fiber-optic transillumination of safe visible 
light to image the tooth. In this system, light delivered by a fiber-optic is collected on the 
other side of the tooth by a mirror system and recorded with a CCD imaging camera, 
instantaneously. Thus, DIFOTI images can be acquired in repeatable fashion by maintaining 
adjustment of a number of imaging control parameters. Then the acquired information is 
sent to a computer for analysis with dedicated algorithms, which produce digital images 
that can be viewed by the dentist and patient in real time or stored for later assessment. In 
addition, this system can use digital image processing methods to enhance contrast between 
sound and carious tissues and to quantify features of incipient, frank and secondary caries 
lesions on occlusal, approximal and smooth surfaces. It can also be used to detect other 
changes in coronal tooth anatomy, such as tooth fractures and fluorosis. DIFOTI presents 
higher sensitivity in detection early lesions when compared to the radiographic examination 
and has potential for quantitative monitoring of selected lesions over a period of time (Bin-
Shuwaish et al., 2008; Young & Featherstone, 2005). 
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4.3.6 Electrical caries monitor (ECM) 

Over the last decades, the relationship between the extent of caries in teeth and electrical 
resistance has been investigated. It is possible to assess caries lesions considering the various 
parameters affecting the electrical measurements of teeth, such as porosity, surface area of 
the contact “electrode”, the thickness of the enamel and dentin tissues, hydration of the 
enamel, temperature, ionic content of the dental tissue fluids, and the maturation time of the 
tooth in the oral environment (Neuhaus et al., 2009). 

The studies on electrical caries monitor device (ECM) (Figure 12) have assessed these 
parameters in a “site-specific” or “surface specific” mode. This method has shown different 
results of reproducibility and validity (Huysmans et al., 2005; Kühnisch et al., 2006). Some in 
vitro studies indicated that the presence of stain is a confounder for ECM measurements. 
Besides, the different cut-off limits for enamel and dentin caries lesions may be needed for 
stained teeth (Côrtes et al., 2003; Ellwood & Côrtes, 2004). Therefore, its indication in the 
clinical practice is still uncertain. Further in vivo studies are necessary in order to make this 
technology useful in the practice. 
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FOTI (Figure 10) device is a practical, easy, fast and inexpensive method of imaging teeth in 
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differentiation between enamel and dentin lesions. However, it has been show that FOTI 
diagnosis by naked eye can be subject to great inter- and intra-examiner variation (Neuhaus 
et al., 2009). 

 
Fig. 10. Fiber-optic transillumination (FOTI). 
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5. Conclusion  
Visual examination, by observing clinical characteristics and appearance of the lesions, 
associated to radiographs is able to provide most of necessary information to the clinician 
for the detection of caries lesions. However, only severe and deep lesions are detected by 
radiographic examination. Therefore, auxiliary methods can contribute positively in the 
process of detection and their utilization should be encouraged. However, the clinician 
should be aware of their correct use and follow the manufacturer instructions. Besides, it 
should be kept in mind their disadvantages and affecting factors. This could provide more 
information for treatment decision-making process. 

Moreover, it is important to state that the detection of caries lesions is only a part of the 
process of diagnosis. Other factors might be assessed, such as risk and caries activity, oral 
hygiene habits and fluoride exposition. 
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should be aware of their correct use and follow the manufacturer instructions. Besides, it 
should be kept in mind their disadvantages and affecting factors. This could provide more 
information for treatment decision-making process. 
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1. Introduction 
The diagnosis of pits, grooves and fissures is one of the main challenges facing dentists in 
their professional activity, since the existence of an intact enamel surface may hide deep 
caries in dentin. Lesions of this kind were described by Weerheijm et al. (1992) as “hidden 
caries”. Over 70 years ago a high incidence of caries was confirmed in grooves and fissures 
(Hyat, 1923), in coincidence with more recent observations (Bragamian & Garcia-Godoy, 
2009). In order to understand and explain this high incidence and the morphological 
peculiarities involved, it is essential to know the physiopathology of the tooth and of the 
carious lesion. 

Caries is a “multifactorial disease causing dissolution of the organic component and 
demineralization of the inorganic component of the hard dental tissues” (Bonilla, 1998). In the 
chronology of this process is must be noted that the enamel is a filtering membrane allowing 
the transit of substances from the exterior to the interior, and vice versa (Llamas et al., 2000). 
This is because the enamel contains areas with increased water and organic material 
contents, such as the lamellae or cracks, striae of Retzius, adamantine rod sheath, inter-rod 
space, and inter-crystalline areas, among others. These zones allow the flow of acids from 
bacterial plaque, giving rise to disintegration of the organic material and posteriorly 
conditioning demineralization of the inorganic component – thus supporting the proteolysis 
– chelation theory of dental caries. These enamel areas with disintegration of the organic 
material, and the large structural defects such as cracks, which are rich in organic material, 
can facilitate the penetration of bacteria into deep areas of the enamel, without the existence 
of superficial cavitation (Brännstrom  et al., 1980). 

The unpredictable, irregular and varied morphology of the grooves and fissures is well 
known and makes it impossible to pre-determine the structure; however, it is known that 
over 50% of all studied teeth have cracks in the depths of the fissures that facilitate the rapid 
transit of substances and/or bacteria from the depth of the sulcus to the dentin (Pastor et al., 
1998). On furthermore considering that enamel thickness from the depth of the sulcus to the 
dentin is variable and in some cases inexistent, it can be understood why a carious lesion 
beginning within a fissure can develop in enamel and even in dentin without any external 
clinical or morphological signs of caries. This in turn explains how in some cases we can 
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observe grooves and fissures that are apparently normal or with a discrete brown or 
blackish color, but with no cavitations reflecting an incipient or consolidated lesion affecting 
even the dentin (Fig.1). In view of the above, how can we know if we are dealing with a true 
initial dentinal carious lesion if the tooth appears to be healthy? Or how can we diagnose 
something in depth based on the surface appearance? On the other hand, how and when do 
we decide to open the fissure or not? If we fail to open the fissure dentin caries may exist 
and progress rapidly; alternatively, a decision to open the fissure may cause us to needlessly 
damage an intact tooth. We thus face a diagnostic dilemma. 

 
Fig. 1. Non-cavitated occlusal caries with deep dentin involvement. 

This problem could be a minor concern if the disorder in question were of low prevalence. 
However, despite the decrease in the frequency of caries in the industrialized world over the 
last 20 years (Mejàre et al., 2004), not all clinical forms of caries have evolved equally; 
indeed, caries of grooves and fissures are those showing the greatest prevalence at the 
present time, since the most notorious decrease has corresponded to caries of smooth 
surface (Bagramian & Garcia-Godoy, 2009). The form of presentation has also changed; in 
effect, enamel presently takes longer in becoming affected, thanks mainly to continuous 
exposure to fluor. As a result, caries develops more slowly, with preservation of enamel 
integrity for longer periods of time. At present, caries of grooves and fissures affect between 
10-50% of the permanent molars of adolescents (Weerheijm et al., 1992), these being the 
locations where most carious lesions are found, and non-cavitation persists for a longer 
period of time. Based on the above, it can be concluded that we are not only facing a 
diagnostic problem, with a high prevalence in adolescents and young adults, but are also 
facing a buccodental health problem. 

The objective of modern Odontology should be to ensure the prevention of caries, avoiding 
invasive treatments as far as possible. However, this is only possible if full restitution of the 
affected tissue is achieved (Hibst et al., 2001). In this context, diagnostic tools should evolve 
in order to allow us to detect the first signs of enamel demineralization. In other words, the 
tendency should be to facilitate the early detection of caries, with a view to adopting 
noninvasive treatments and the corresponding preventive measures. On the other hand, we 
fundamentally should center on common diagnostic techniques that are accessible to 
dentists, in order for such strategies to be applicable to routine clinical practice. 
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2. Diagnostic tests 
The existing means for the diagnosis of non-cavitary occlusal caries of grooves and fissures 
are diverse in terms of the underlying principles and diagnostic capacity. The techniques 
can be classified according to the frequency with which they are used: the most common are 
visual inspection (VI) and VI with magnification (VIM), the caries probe (CP), conventional 
X-rays (Rx) and digital X-rays (RxD); less common techniques (though still accessible to 
clinicians) are fiber-optic transillumination (FOTI and DiFOTI) and laser fluorescence (LF); 
and finally unusual or experimental techniques are those which presently are not generally 
used in clinical practice or which are still in the experimental phase – their use being 
confined to certain research settings. These latter techniques include the measurement of 
tissue electrical conductance, based on the reduction of electrical resistance or impedance 
that characterizes caried tissue (Pretty, 2006), using the electronic caries monitorization 
(ECM), while other methods are based on qualitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) – 
which uses two types of fluorescence and generates images that can be filed for posterior 
comparison, with the capacity to determine whether the lesions are active or not. In turn, 
among the purely experimental techniques, mention should be made of optical coherence 
tomography (OCT), which generates images in the near-infrared region, and is able to detect 
incipient enamel caries in vitro (Ngaotheppitak et al., 2005).  

2.1 Visual inspection (VI) 

Visual inspection is the most widely used diagnostic method. VI has a long history, but is 
subjective and depends on the experience of the examiner (Pretty, 2006; Zandona & Zero, 
2006). The diagnosis of a cavitated lesion poses no diagnostic difficulty of any kind; it is in 
the case of the so-called “hidden caries” where doubts arise, together with the impossibility 
of determining whether a dark fissure presents underlying caries or merely corresponds to 
surface staining. In their first stages, caries of grooves, pits and fissures appear as a milky or 
darkish stain indicating demineralization of the walls of the fissure and implying enamel 
opacity. In addition, there may be decoloration of the dentin through the enamel, as well as 
defects in the bottom or depth of the pit, which would confirm the diagnosis of dentin 
caries. Accordingly, clinical inspection is based on evaluation of the transparency changes of 
the enamel, loss of brightness, an opaque appearance, and integrity of the fissure (Thylstrup 
et al., 1994; Ekstrand et al., 1997). In order to appreciate these changes, the occlusal surfaces 
must be clean and dry during inspection of the grooves and fissures. Drying the enamel 
reduces the refraction index of the inter-rod spaces (from 1.33 in the case of humid or moist 
demineralized surfaces to 1.0 in the case of dry demineralized surfaces) – this making it 
possible to easily visualize the opaque appearance of enamel demineralization caused by the 
bacterial plaque acids (Kidd et al., 1993). We can also evaluate pigmentations, the presence 
or absence of soft tissues, or changes in enamel texture according to the degree of 
demineralization. According to some authors (Thylstrup et al., 1994), we are also able to 
establish whether the caries are active or inactive. The evaluation of these findings must be 
made following some classifying method or criterion capable of correlating the observed 
signs to the stage of the lesion. The system developed from the studies of Thylstrup in 1994 
(Thylstrup et al., 1994) and posteriorly structured by Ekstrand in 1997 (Ekstrand et al., 1997) 
and modified in 1998 (Ekstrand et al., 1998) is one of the most widely used options. The 
criteria established by Ekstrand et al. (1997) are the following: 0 = no or slight change in 
enamel translucency after prolonged air drying; 1 = opacity or discoloration hardly visible 
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observe grooves and fissures that are apparently normal or with a discrete brown or 
blackish color, but with no cavitations reflecting an incipient or consolidated lesion affecting 
even the dentin (Fig.1). In view of the above, how can we know if we are dealing with a true 
initial dentinal carious lesion if the tooth appears to be healthy? Or how can we diagnose 
something in depth based on the surface appearance? On the other hand, how and when do 
we decide to open the fissure or not? If we fail to open the fissure dentin caries may exist 
and progress rapidly; alternatively, a decision to open the fissure may cause us to needlessly 
damage an intact tooth. We thus face a diagnostic dilemma. 

 
Fig. 1. Non-cavitated occlusal caries with deep dentin involvement. 

This problem could be a minor concern if the disorder in question were of low prevalence. 
However, despite the decrease in the frequency of caries in the industrialized world over the 
last 20 years (Mejàre et al., 2004), not all clinical forms of caries have evolved equally; 
indeed, caries of grooves and fissures are those showing the greatest prevalence at the 
present time, since the most notorious decrease has corresponded to caries of smooth 
surface (Bagramian & Garcia-Godoy, 2009). The form of presentation has also changed; in 
effect, enamel presently takes longer in becoming affected, thanks mainly to continuous 
exposure to fluor. As a result, caries develops more slowly, with preservation of enamel 
integrity for longer periods of time. At present, caries of grooves and fissures affect between 
10-50% of the permanent molars of adolescents (Weerheijm et al., 1992), these being the 
locations where most carious lesions are found, and non-cavitation persists for a longer 
period of time. Based on the above, it can be concluded that we are not only facing a 
diagnostic problem, with a high prevalence in adolescents and young adults, but are also 
facing a buccodental health problem. 

The objective of modern Odontology should be to ensure the prevention of caries, avoiding 
invasive treatments as far as possible. However, this is only possible if full restitution of the 
affected tissue is achieved (Hibst et al., 2001). In this context, diagnostic tools should evolve 
in order to allow us to detect the first signs of enamel demineralization. In other words, the 
tendency should be to facilitate the early detection of caries, with a view to adopting 
noninvasive treatments and the corresponding preventive measures. On the other hand, we 
fundamentally should center on common diagnostic techniques that are accessible to 
dentists, in order for such strategies to be applicable to routine clinical practice. 
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on the wet surface, but distinctly visible after air drying; 2 = opacity or discoloration 
distinctly visible without air drying; 3 = localized enamel breakdown in opaque or 
discolored enamel and/or grayish discoloration from underlying dentin; and 4 = cavitation 
in opaque or discolored enamel exposing the dentin (Fig. 2). Other criteria have also been 
developed, however, such as those of Nyvad (Nyvad et al., 1999), the ICDAS (International 
Caries Detection and Assessment System (Pitts, 2004), the UniViSS (Universal Visual Scoring 
System for Caries Detection and Diagnosis) (Kuhnisch et al., 2009), or even the International 
Consensus Workshop on Caries Clinical Trials (ICW-CCT), where caries activity and 
inactivity are taken into consideration (Pitts & Stamm, 2004). 

 
Fig. 2. Representative signs of caries in cracks and fissures, according to the Ekstrand 
criteria. 

The sensitivity of visual inspection varies greatly depending on the literature source. Our 
review of the existing publications yielded values between 0.12 and 0.97. A sensitivity of 
0.62 to 0.90 is common when there are visible cavities in the fissures. However, in hidden 
dentin caries, different studies (Lussi, 1993; Wenzel et al., 1991) have reported sensitivity 
values as low as 0.12. This low sensitivity is due to the fact that we cannot inspect beneath 
an apparently healthy enamel layer. Some authors (Ekstrand et al., 1997; Pereira et al., 2001) 
have obtained high sensitivity values that may be justified in part by elimination of a 
portion of the study sample due to validation problems or because of the presence of stained 
fissures. Application of the Ekstrand criteria tends to increase the sensitivity of the test both 
in vitro (Ekstrand et al., 1997; Tranæus et al., 2005) and in vivo (Angnes et al., 2005; Reis et al., 
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2006). Some studies do not draw these conclusions, however (Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2002). 
In effect, Lussi (Lussi et al., 2001) reported that visual inspection alone does not offer good 
sensitivity in detecting occlusal dentin caries. The width of the fissure also influences 
sensitivity; in this sense, a diagnosis is more difficult to establish in the presence of narrow 
fissures than in the case of wide fissures (Lussi, 1991). In vivo studies pose the inconvenience 
of incomplete sample validation, or the use of samples comprising third molars or 
premolars, with anatomical features different from those of the permanent first and second 
molars. Most studies indicate that visual inspection offers low-medium sensitivity and high 
specificity in the diagnosis of occlusal non-cavitated caries (Kidd et al., 1993; Wenzel et al., 
1991; Reis et al., 2006; Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2002) (Table 1). 
 

AUTHOR LEVEL STUDY SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY 
Lussi 1993 dentin in vitro 0.12 0.93 

Ektrand 1997 dentin in vitro 0.92 - 0.97 0.85 -0.93 
Reis 2006 dentin in vitro 0.69 0.88 

Ashley 1998 enamel in vivo 0.60 0.73 
Angnes 2005 dentin in vivo 0.75 / 0.68 0.84 / 0.81 

Table 1. Sensitivity and specificity values for visual inspection. 

In our studies (Abalos et al., 2009, 2011; Guerrero, 2011) of laser fluorescence, we obtained a 
sensitivity for visual inspection of over 0.70, in application to both enamel caries and dentin 
caries. In contrast to other authors, we achieved total validation of the sample of first and 
second molars in vivo, since we used teeth that were to be prepared for fixed prostheses. 
This afforded more realistic sensitivity and specificity values for the studied tests. However, 
in the case of VI, we consider that our results exceed those obtainable in the real life 
scenario, since as has been explained in our studies (Abalos et al., 2009, 2011; Guerrero, 
2011), in our selection of the sample we aimed to secure a sufficient proportion of teeth that 
were clearly healthy or with enamel caries – a fact that may have influenced the recorded 
high sensitivity for VI. However, when using the criteria of Ekstrand (Ekstrand et al., 1997), 
with drying of the tooth (Tranæus et al., 2005; Ekstrand et al., 1997; Angnes et al., 2005; Reis 
et al., 2006), the sensitivity of the test increases. Many studies of VI have been published, 
and the results differ greatly according to the type of methodology used (Bader & Shugars, 
2004). Despite this fact, VI is a technique that will continue to be used in routine clinical 
practice. However, rather than focusing on the true diagnostic performance of VI, which is 
clearly influenced by the examiner and the inaccessible depth of the fissures, future research 
should attempt to establish which tests are really useful, and to what extent, as coadjutants 
to visual inspection.  

The mentioned moderate sensitivity is accompanied by high specificity (Table 1). In other 
words, while we must accept the probability of false-negative findings (Costa et al., 2008), 
the high specificity of the test and its important positive predictive value (PPV) (Guerrero, 
2011) point to the advisability of opening all fissures with scores of 3 or 4 on the Ekstrand 
scale (Fig.2D,E). This is where the true usefulness of the test is found: when signs of caries 
are identified, caries may very well be present. 

Regarding the reproducibility of the test, the studies that determine inter-examiner 
agreement or concordance (Lussi, 1991; Anttonen et al., 2003; Costa et al., 2008) report kappa 
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2006). Some studies do not draw these conclusions, however (Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2002). 
In effect, Lussi (Lussi et al., 2001) reported that visual inspection alone does not offer good 
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fissures than in the case of wide fissures (Lussi, 1991). In vivo studies pose the inconvenience 
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caries. In contrast to other authors, we achieved total validation of the sample of first and 
second molars in vivo, since we used teeth that were to be prepared for fixed prostheses. 
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practice. However, rather than focusing on the true diagnostic performance of VI, which is 
clearly influenced by the examiner and the inaccessible depth of the fissures, future research 
should attempt to establish which tests are really useful, and to what extent, as coadjutants 
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The mentioned moderate sensitivity is accompanied by high specificity (Table 1). In other 
words, while we must accept the probability of false-negative findings (Costa et al., 2008), 
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(k) values of >0.61 to >0.81. The reported intra-examiner reproducibility (Lussi, 1991; 
Anttonen et al., 2003; Costa et al., 2008) in turn yields k values of >0.41 to >0.81. This scale 
was developed by Landis and Koch (Landis & Koch, 1977), who scored the concordance 
values for the k index from <0 (no concordance) to 0–0.20 (insignificant or slight 
concordance), 0.21–0.40 (discrete concordance), 0.41–0.60 (moderate concordance), 0.61–0.80 
(substantial concordance) and 0.81–1 (near-perfect concordance). 

In sum, it is important for dentists to become familiarized with this exploration modality, 
without being too conditioned by superficially stained fissures that do not meet the 
specified criteria and which can lead to over-treatment. The prevalence of caries and the 
potential patient risk are important aspects that must be taken into account. A low caries 
prevalence with good molar hygiene and no bacterial plaque improve the reliability of the 
test, since there is a lesser probability of establishing an incorrect diagnosis. Visual 
inspection is the first method to be used in application to hidden dentin caries. In the case of 
a positive diagnosis, we should open the fissure and use a probe to explore the hardness of 
the dentin (Kidd et al., 1996). However, a negative diagnosis does not rule out the existence 
of caries, and other tests must be used together with VI in such situations – particularly in 
the presence of stained fissures. 

2.2 Visual inspection with magnification (VIM) 

Visual inspection with magnification (VIM) involves all the criteria and arguments defined 
for visual inspection (VI) without magnification. In the same way as with VI, the reported 
sensitivity data differ greatly, and can be as low as 0.20 (Lussi, 1993) – though accompanied 
by high specificity in most studies (Lussi, 1991). Magnification can improve the diagnostic 
performance of the test (Ekstrand et al., 1998; Lussi & Francescut, 2003). In this context, 
different studies have compared both methods (Lussi, 1993; Lussi, 1991; Lussi & Francescut, 
2003), with the observation of superior sensitivity and specificity for VIM, though without 
reaching statistically significant differences versus VI. We obtained similar results, with a 
sensitivity rating for VIM (x2.6 magnification) of 0.76, versus 0.71 for VI (Guerrero, 2011). 
Our observed specificity (Guerrero, 2011) in turn is high, with a value of 0.84. In line with 
these results, Lussi (Lussi & Francescut, 2003) reported moderate sensitivity (0.65) and high 
specificity (0.96). Figure 3 simulates the view we would have of the occlusal surface of a 
lower second premolar without magnification (i.e., real size) and under x3.5 magnification. 
We can see that visual examination is easier with VIM; thus, although the literature reports 
no significant differences in performance between the two techniques, VIM is the preferred 
option, since it allows better appreciation of the possible signs of caries. 

The importance of VI and VIM is attributable to their positive predictive value (PPV), which 
exceeds 90%(Guerrero 2011). In other words, when a positive diagnosis is established, caries 
is almost sure to be present. The same cannot be said of a negative diagnosis, however, since 
the negative predictive value (NPV) of the test is not so high. Therefore, we are unable to 
rule out the possibility of a false-negative diagnosis, since with this test it is often impossible 
to examine the depths of the fissures. In this sense, according to Lundberg (Lundberg et al., 
2007), in the permanent first molars we observe a relationship between pit depth and 
bacterial colonization. Specifically, central pits are deeper and more varied in their 
morphology than less deeper mesial pits. There is an interesting correlation between central 
pits and colonization by Streptococcus mutans, and trapped organic material moreover may 
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contribute to a faster evolution of hidden caries (Lundberg et al., 2007). In this sense, despite 
the use of magnification, visual inspection is far from being able to detect these 
etiopathogenic factors. In this sense, the visual diagnostic techniques require improvement 
or combination with other diagnostic methods in order to detect these early or incipient 
stages of caries. In conclusion, and in agreement with the studies of Forgie (Forgie et al., 
2002) regarding the use of magnification in relation to other diagnostic techniques, VIM is 
the method of choice for the detection of occlusal non-cavitated caries, despite the 
limitations commented above. 

 
Fig. 3. Visual inspection of the occlusal surface of a second premolar (A: real size, and 
B:under x3.5 magnification). 

2.3 Caries probing (CP) or tactile examination 

Until recently, probe exploration formed part of the diagnostic routine in occlusal caries. 
Probe entrapment in the grooves and fissures helped in establishing the diagnosis. Although 
this technique is now contraindicated, some professionals continue to use caries probing 
(CP). The exploration probe has been evaluated as a diagnostic tool in many studies (Lussi, 
1991; Lussi & Francescut, 2003). The sensitivity of CP in the detection of occlusal caries is 
0.5-0.6 (Hamilton, 2005), though with high specificity values (Bader et al., 2002). The tip of 
the probe is unable to reach the bottom of the fissures, because of its thickness and the 
anatomy of the fissures. The probe tip size varies depending on the manufacturer. This lack 
of standardization of the tip size can make exploration difficult (Lussi, 1993). In addition, a 
number of studies (Lussi, 1991; Hibst et al., 2001; Hamilton, 2005) have demonstrated that a 
sharp-tipped probe can cause damage to recently erupted teeth and produce a cavity in a 
demineralized zone. As a result, the use of such instruments has been the subject of debate 
for years. Likewise, CP can transmit Streptococcus mutans from a contaminated fissure to a 
healthy fissure (Loesche et al., 1979). On the other hand, CP in combination with visual 
inspection (VI) does not improve the overall diagnostic performance of the exploration in 
application to caries of pits and fissures (Lussi, 1991; Lussi, 1993; McComb & Tam, 2001). 
Based on the above, the use of a round-tipped probe or periodontal probe alone would be 
justified for eliminating remnant material within the fissure before VI, and for evaluating 
the texture of the surface without penetrating the latter (Zandona & Zero, 2006; Ekstrand et 
al., 2005; Hamilton, 2005). Other applications would be contraindicated, however.  
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option, since it allows better appreciation of the possible signs of caries. 

The importance of VI and VIM is attributable to their positive predictive value (PPV), which 
exceeds 90%(Guerrero 2011). In other words, when a positive diagnosis is established, caries 
is almost sure to be present. The same cannot be said of a negative diagnosis, however, since 
the negative predictive value (NPV) of the test is not so high. Therefore, we are unable to 
rule out the possibility of a false-negative diagnosis, since with this test it is often impossible 
to examine the depths of the fissures. In this sense, according to Lundberg (Lundberg et al., 
2007), in the permanent first molars we observe a relationship between pit depth and 
bacterial colonization. Specifically, central pits are deeper and more varied in their 
morphology than less deeper mesial pits. There is an interesting correlation between central 
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contribute to a faster evolution of hidden caries (Lundberg et al., 2007). In this sense, despite 
the use of magnification, visual inspection is far from being able to detect these 
etiopathogenic factors. In this sense, the visual diagnostic techniques require improvement 
or combination with other diagnostic methods in order to detect these early or incipient 
stages of caries. In conclusion, and in agreement with the studies of Forgie (Forgie et al., 
2002) regarding the use of magnification in relation to other diagnostic techniques, VIM is 
the method of choice for the detection of occlusal non-cavitated caries, despite the 
limitations commented above. 

 
Fig. 3. Visual inspection of the occlusal surface of a second premolar (A: real size, and 
B:under x3.5 magnification). 

2.3 Caries probing (CP) or tactile examination 

Until recently, probe exploration formed part of the diagnostic routine in occlusal caries. 
Probe entrapment in the grooves and fissures helped in establishing the diagnosis. Although 
this technique is now contraindicated, some professionals continue to use caries probing 
(CP). The exploration probe has been evaluated as a diagnostic tool in many studies (Lussi, 
1991; Lussi & Francescut, 2003). The sensitivity of CP in the detection of occlusal caries is 
0.5-0.6 (Hamilton, 2005), though with high specificity values (Bader et al., 2002). The tip of 
the probe is unable to reach the bottom of the fissures, because of its thickness and the 
anatomy of the fissures. The probe tip size varies depending on the manufacturer. This lack 
of standardization of the tip size can make exploration difficult (Lussi, 1993). In addition, a 
number of studies (Lussi, 1991; Hibst et al., 2001; Hamilton, 2005) have demonstrated that a 
sharp-tipped probe can cause damage to recently erupted teeth and produce a cavity in a 
demineralized zone. As a result, the use of such instruments has been the subject of debate 
for years. Likewise, CP can transmit Streptococcus mutans from a contaminated fissure to a 
healthy fissure (Loesche et al., 1979). On the other hand, CP in combination with visual 
inspection (VI) does not improve the overall diagnostic performance of the exploration in 
application to caries of pits and fissures (Lussi, 1991; Lussi, 1993; McComb & Tam, 2001). 
Based on the above, the use of a round-tipped probe or periodontal probe alone would be 
justified for eliminating remnant material within the fissure before VI, and for evaluating 
the texture of the surface without penetrating the latter (Zandona & Zero, 2006; Ekstrand et 
al., 2005; Hamilton, 2005). Other applications would be contraindicated, however.  
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2.4 Conventional X-rays (Rx) 

Clinical inspection is completed by radiological evaluation. Bitewing X-rays represent the 
technique of choice for diagnosing proximal surface caries, though they may also be useful 
for diagnosing occlusal dentin caries (Tranæus et al., 2005; Wenzel et al., 1992). At occlusal 
level, the X-rays register a tooth thickness beyond the proximal zone, and the lesions are 
masked by the healthy tissues for a longer period of time (Wenzel et al., 1992). For this 
reason, from the histological perspective, the lesion is more advanced than suggested by its 
radiological appearance – a fact that justifies the low sensitivity of the technique. In our 
studies, the observed sensitivity was 0.57 (Guerrero, 2011), i.e., many existing lesions are not 
detected. Nevertheless, once again, the specificity is very high. These results imply that 
negative X-ray findings cannot be taken to rule out dentin caries, though a positive X-ray 
diagnosis should be taken as an indication for opening the fissure and providing caries 
treatment. The reviewed in vivo and in vitro studies (Wenzel et al., 1992, Lussi, 1993; Angnes 
et al., 2005; Lussi et al., 2001; Ashley et al., 1998; Costa et al., 2008) point to low sensitivity 
and high specificity, in coincidence with our own results (Table 2). Only studies involving 
third molars report lesser specificity, possibly due to the difficulty of correctly obtaining X-
ray projections in this zone. 
 

AUTHOR LEVEL STUDY SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY 
Ashley 1998 enamel in vitro 0.19 0.80 
Wenzel 1990 enamel in vitro 0.44 0.70 
Ricketts 1997 dentin in vitro 0.14 0.95 
Ashley 1998 dentin in vitro 0.24 0.89 
Wenzel 1992 dentin in vitro 0.48 0.81 
Lussi 2001 dentin in vivo 0.63 0.99 

Heinrich 2002 dentin in vivo 0.70 0.96 
Angnes 2005 dentin in vivo 0.0 - 0.06 0.98 - 0.96 
Costa 2008 dentin in vivo 0.26 0.94 

Table 2. Sensitivity and specificity values for the X-ray diagnostic evaluation of occlusal 
caries. 

The main difficulty of conventional X-ray exploration is the distinction between deep 
enamel and superficial dentin, due to superpositioning of the healthy vestibular and lingual 
enamel, which masks the radiotransparency, particularly in early-stage lesions. Carious 
lesions normally cannot be detected on X-rays until they have extended about 0.5 mm 
beyond the amelodentinal junction (Kidd et al., 1993). Even with this difficulty, however, in 
vitro studies point to acceptable correlation with the existing histological condition. In this 
context, Wenzel (Wenzel, 1998) suggested that the in vitro diagnostic performance may be 
better than in the actual clinical setting, i.e., the results obtained in the laboratory may be 
overestimated. However, other in vitro studies indicate that by the time occlusal caries have 
been identified on the X-rays, demineralization has already extended to the middle third of 
the dentinal layer, i.e., the deep dentin (Ricketts et al., 1997). Weerheijm (Weerheijm et al., 
1992) reported that X-rays are not very effective for diagnosing incipient enamel caries, 
though the technique is very useful for diagnosing deeper lesions. In this context, 
conventional X-rays improve the diagnostic capacity of VI by 11%, and moreover help 
assess the extent of the lesion (Ekstrand et al., 1995). 
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Regarding the predictive value of the technique, our group (Guerrero, 2011) has recorded a 
PPV of 100%, suggesting that a positive diagnosis implies the existence of caries, since false-
positive interpretations are very unlikely. In turn, we recorded a NPV of 59%, i.e., normal X-
ray findings do not discard the possibility that an occlusal lesion may have invaded dentin. 
In relation to the inter-examiner reproducibility of the technique, the results are varied and 
range from kappa index (k) values of 0.39 (weak concordance) to 0.95 (near-perfect 
concordance) (Angnes et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2008; Cortes et al., 2000) – though most 
studies report substantial concordance values (0.61-0.80). 

In sum, bitewing X-rays are an obligate diagnostic tool for proximal surface caries and 
represent a good adjunct in the diagnosis of occlusal caries. Considering that VI results in an 
important percentage of undetected clinical lesions (Wolwacz et al., 2004), particularly in 
adolescents (Wenzel et al., 1992), the bitewing X-rays must be carefully evaluated for 
possible lesions beneath the occlusal enamel. Figure 4 shows caries in dentin with a non-
cavitated occlusal surface. However, a normal X-ray study does not rule out the presence of 
hidden dentin caries, in view of the low sensitivity and NPV of the technique.  

 
Fig. 4. Hidden dentin caries diagnosed from bitewing X-rays (A: dentin caries, B: early 
dentin caries) 

2.5 Digital X-rays (RxD) 

The application of digital X-rays (RxD) has gradually increased in dental practice, and the 
number of professionals who incorporate this technology to their personal practices is on 
the rise. RxD offer a number of advantages: the image is obtained immediately, with no 
need for development; the patient is exposed to a lesser radiation dose; and the images are 
examined using software that moreover allows them to be filed in electronic format, offering 
different forms of presentation and image measurements (Fig. 5). 

In the same way as conventional X-rays, RxD offers low sensitivity and high specificity. We 
have recorded a sensitivity of 0.61 and a specificity of 0.96, i.e., practically without differences 
with respect to the conventional X-ray technique. The comparisons of these results with those 
found in the literature confirm the high specificity and limited sensitivity, though the reported 
sensitivity range is 0.30-0.70, versus 0.70-0.95 in the case of specificity (Table 3).  

Regarding the comparison of both radiological techniques, some authors (Wenzel et al., 
1992) consider that there are no differences between conventional X-rays and digital X-rays, 
in concordance with our own results. In contrast, other studies (Pretty, 2006; Lussi, 1993) 
have reported slightly greater sensitivity with RxD, and some investigators (McComb & 
Tam, 2001) consider that this technique improves diagnostic performance in early-stage 
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The main difficulty of conventional X-ray exploration is the distinction between deep 
enamel and superficial dentin, due to superpositioning of the healthy vestibular and lingual 
enamel, which masks the radiotransparency, particularly in early-stage lesions. Carious 
lesions normally cannot be detected on X-rays until they have extended about 0.5 mm 
beyond the amelodentinal junction (Kidd et al., 1993). Even with this difficulty, however, in 
vitro studies point to acceptable correlation with the existing histological condition. In this 
context, Wenzel (Wenzel, 1998) suggested that the in vitro diagnostic performance may be 
better than in the actual clinical setting, i.e., the results obtained in the laboratory may be 
overestimated. However, other in vitro studies indicate that by the time occlusal caries have 
been identified on the X-rays, demineralization has already extended to the middle third of 
the dentinal layer, i.e., the deep dentin (Ricketts et al., 1997). Weerheijm (Weerheijm et al., 
1992) reported that X-rays are not very effective for diagnosing incipient enamel caries, 
though the technique is very useful for diagnosing deeper lesions. In this context, 
conventional X-rays improve the diagnostic capacity of VI by 11%, and moreover help 
assess the extent of the lesion (Ekstrand et al., 1995). 
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Regarding the predictive value of the technique, our group (Guerrero, 2011) has recorded a 
PPV of 100%, suggesting that a positive diagnosis implies the existence of caries, since false-
positive interpretations are very unlikely. In turn, we recorded a NPV of 59%, i.e., normal X-
ray findings do not discard the possibility that an occlusal lesion may have invaded dentin. 
In relation to the inter-examiner reproducibility of the technique, the results are varied and 
range from kappa index (k) values of 0.39 (weak concordance) to 0.95 (near-perfect 
concordance) (Angnes et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2008; Cortes et al., 2000) – though most 
studies report substantial concordance values (0.61-0.80). 

In sum, bitewing X-rays are an obligate diagnostic tool for proximal surface caries and 
represent a good adjunct in the diagnosis of occlusal caries. Considering that VI results in an 
important percentage of undetected clinical lesions (Wolwacz et al., 2004), particularly in 
adolescents (Wenzel et al., 1992), the bitewing X-rays must be carefully evaluated for 
possible lesions beneath the occlusal enamel. Figure 4 shows caries in dentin with a non-
cavitated occlusal surface. However, a normal X-ray study does not rule out the presence of 
hidden dentin caries, in view of the low sensitivity and NPV of the technique.  

 
Fig. 4. Hidden dentin caries diagnosed from bitewing X-rays (A: dentin caries, B: early 
dentin caries) 

2.5 Digital X-rays (RxD) 

The application of digital X-rays (RxD) has gradually increased in dental practice, and the 
number of professionals who incorporate this technology to their personal practices is on 
the rise. RxD offer a number of advantages: the image is obtained immediately, with no 
need for development; the patient is exposed to a lesser radiation dose; and the images are 
examined using software that moreover allows them to be filed in electronic format, offering 
different forms of presentation and image measurements (Fig. 5). 

In the same way as conventional X-rays, RxD offers low sensitivity and high specificity. We 
have recorded a sensitivity of 0.61 and a specificity of 0.96, i.e., practically without differences 
with respect to the conventional X-ray technique. The comparisons of these results with those 
found in the literature confirm the high specificity and limited sensitivity, though the reported 
sensitivity range is 0.30-0.70, versus 0.70-0.95 in the case of specificity (Table 3).  

Regarding the comparison of both radiological techniques, some authors (Wenzel et al., 
1992) consider that there are no differences between conventional X-rays and digital X-rays, 
in concordance with our own results. In contrast, other studies (Pretty, 2006; Lussi, 1993) 
have reported slightly greater sensitivity with RxD, and some investigators (McComb & 
Tam, 2001) consider that this technique improves diagnostic performance in early-stage 
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caries. Further studies involving larger sample sizes are needed to confirm whether RxD 
improves diagnostic performance with respect to conventional X-rays. Similar 
considerations apply to VIM versus VI: it makes our work easier, diagnostic performance 
seems to be better, but analysis of the results fails to reveal statistically significant 
differences – the latter being taken to represent a difference of over 0.1 in 
sensitivity/specificity or a difference of over 10% in PPV/NPV. 

   
Fig. 5. Digital X-rays system (Digora Trophy Elitys) 
 

AUTHOR LEVEL STUDY SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY 
Wenzel 1990 enamel in vitro 0.31 0.72 
Wenzel 1992 dentin in vitro 0.71 0.85 

Huysmans 1998 dentin in vitro 0.52 - 0.60 0.91 – 0.95 
Ashley 1998 dentin in vitro 0.19 0.89 
Wenzel 2008 dentin in vitro 0.31 0.93 

Table 3. Sensitivity and specificity values for the digital X-rays diagnostic evaluation of 
occlusal caries. 

Regarding the predictive usefulness of the technique, in our study (Guerrero, 2011) the PPV of 
RxD was found to be 97%, i.e., a positive diagnostic reading implies the almost sure presence 
of caries. However, the same cannot be said when the diagnosis proves negative (i.e., 
indicative of a healthy tooth), since the proportion of false-negative results is high (NPV 60%). 

2.6 Laser fluorescence (LF) 

Laser fluorescence (LF) (Fig. 6) is less widely known and used by dental professionals, 
though it constitutes a necessary complement to the traditional methods. LF therefore 
deserves a more detailed description in this Chapter. Fluorescence occurs as a result of the 
interaction between electromagnetic radiation and tissue molecules. When light falls upon 
the surface of the tooth it penetrates a few millimeters into the tissue, and is reflected 
towards the tip of a device that measures the fluorescence by means of an electronic system. 
Two incremental ranges are observed in the fluorescence spectrum: one at 430-450 nm, 
related to demineralization of the tooth, and another at 590-650 nm, related to the presence 
of bacteria and their metabolites (Lundberg et al., 2007). Furthermore, there are other 
elements of organic and inorganic origin that can emit additional fluorescence and thus lead 
to error in the detection of caries: fluorosis, hypomineralization, bacterial plaque, calculus, 
proximal surface caries and other stains. 
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Fig. 6. Laser fluorescence device (DIAGNOdent, KaVo, Biberach, Germany) 

The origin of the fluorescence is not fully clear (Pretty & Maupome, 2004; Tranæus et al., 
2005), though it seems unlikely that apatite is responsible for the basal values associated 
with normal (healthy) enamel (Hibst et al., 2001). The explanation may be the result of the 
combination of the inorganic matrix with the absorption of organic molecules (Hibst & 
Paulus, 1999). During the formation of caries an increase in fluorescence is observed related 
to two processes: demineralization of the tooth, and bacteria with their metabolic products 
(porphyrin) (Pretty & Maupome, 2004; Tranæus et al., 2005). Most of the fluorescence is 
induced by the organic components (Tranæus et al., 2005; Hibst et al., 2001), rather than by 
crystal disintegration and transmission through scantly homogeneous enamel (Farah et al., 
2008). This hypothesis is based on the fact that LF does not detect lesions caused in the 
laboratory with acids not produced as a result of bacterial activity (Pretty & Maupome, 
2004). However, LF is able to detect early enamel lesions with a fluorescent stain (porphyrin 
TMPyP) (Mendes et al., 2006). 

The results of the first in vitro studies with LF were promising, with high sensitivity and 
good reproducibility (Lussi et al., 1999). For dentin caries, many investigations have 
recorded sensitivity values in a very narrow range close to the highest values on the scale 
(0.79 – 1.0) (Bader & Shugars, 2004; Lussi et al., 1999). Few studies (Bader & Shugars, 2004) 
have described very low sensitivity (0.19 and 0.26) – such findings being attributable to 
subjectiveness and errors in the measurement technique during rotation of the instrument 
tip (Bader & Shugars, 2004; Reis et al., 2006). Although most studies report high sensitivity, 
the associated specificity is varied. The specificity values of LF in reference to dentin caries 
in permanent teeth ranges from 0.50 to 1.0 (Lussi et al., 2001; Pretty & Maupome, 2004; 
Başeren & Gokalp, 2003). Several studies (Bamzahim et al., 2002, 2000; Pereira et al., 2001) 
have reported near-perfect specificity for LF, thanks to the selection of those teeth with the 
highest LF readings (Bamzahim et al., 2002), while other authors explain the situation in 
terms of low sensitivity of the technique (Pereira et al., 2001). In the case of enamel caries the 
results are contradictory, with either moderate sensitivity ratings associated to high 
specificity values, or high sensitivity with moderate specificity (Table 4). High sensitivity is 
in agreement with the observations of previous in vivo studies, though without validation 
based on fissurotomy (Anttonen et al., 2003; Lussi & Francescut, 2003). The above 
considerations are also consistent with other studies involving histological validation and 
measurement of third molars (Reis et al., 2006), and with in vitro investigations involving 
third molars stored at -20ºC (Lussi & Hellwig, 2006). In our study (Abalos et al., 2011), high 
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sensitivity was accompanied by limited specificity (0.63) which, although coinciding with 
the findings of other authors (Bader & Shugars, 2004; Reis et al., 2006) is lower than in others 
studies (Lussi et al., 2000; Bas ̧eren & Gokalp, 2003; Anttonen et al., 2003; Lussi & Hellwig, 
2006). Low specificity could be partially due to the fact that we did not eliminate teeth with 
the presence of brown or dark spots on fissures from the study sample. This low specificity 
at D1 level (healthy/enamel caries) is less important than at D3 level (enamel caries/dentin 
caries), where the proportion of false-positive readings can have negative consequences, 
since it can lead to over-treatment. Table 4 summarizes the results of some representative 
studies in relation to sensitivity and specificity, though for reasons that will be addressed 
below, the findings of our investigations (Abalos et al., 2009; 2011) may actually be closest to 
the true situation. 
 

AUTHOR LEVEL STUDY SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY 
Lussi 2001 enamel in vitro 0.38 - 0.95 0.24 - 0.95 

Stookey 2001 enamel in vitro 0.42 - 0.87 0.72 – 0.95 
Abalos 2011 enamel in vivo 0.97 0.63 
Lussi 1999 dentin in vitro 0.76 – 0.84 0.79 – 0.87 

Hibst 2001 dentin in vitro 0.92 0.86 
Stookey 2001 dentin in vitro 0.76 – 0.84 0.79 – 1.00 
Heinrich 2003 dentin in vitro 0.93 – 0.99 0.13 – 0.63 

Reis 2006 dentin in vitro 0.71 - 0.78 0.57 - 0.63 
Lussi 2001 dentin in vivo 0.92 0.86 
Agnes 2005 dentin in vivo 0.68 - 0.81 0.56 - 0.54 

Reis 2006 dentin in vivo 0.80 - 0.75 0.43 - 0.52 
Abalos 2009 dentin in vivo 0.89 0.75 

Table 4. Sensitivity and specificity of laser fluorescence in the diagnosis of occlusal non-
cavitated caries. 

Most studies evaluating LF have been carried out in vitro (Tranæus et al., 2005; Stookey & 
Gonzalez-Cabezas, 2001; Hibst et al., 2001; Bader & Shugars, 2004; Lussi et al., 1999), though 
there are also a number of in vivo studies (Anttonen et al., 2003; Angnes et al., 2005; 
Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2003; Lussi et al., 2001; Reis et al., 2006; Abalos et al., 2009; Abalos 
et al., 2011). The results of in vitro studies cannot be extrapolated to in vivo conditions, and 
the limitations of these studies are know. The way in which the teeth are preserved, or the 
changes in their organic content after extraction, are the main factors inducing alterations in 
dental tissue fluorescence. The mentioned organic matrix begins to degrade in the second 
week of preservation of the tooth. When teeth are preserved in formalin, thymol or chlorine 
(Francescut et al., 2006), the fluorescence value in the occlusal surface decreases rapidly in 
the first 5 months (Lussi & Francescut, 2003). This in turn implies a drop in the LF values 
(Lussi et al., 1999) and favors the obtainment of high specificity results. On the other hand, 
in vitro studies make no mention of the age and origin of the samples. In vivo studies also 
pose limitations; in effect, in order to ensure total sample validation, these studies are made 
in third molars or premolars selected for extraction due to surgical or orthodontic 
indications. The occlusal anatomy in this case differs from that of the permanent first and 
second premolars, as a result of which the results must be viewed with caution (Heinrich-
Weltzien et al., 2003). In the case of in vivo studies conducted in permanent first and second 
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molars, the teeth presumed to be healthy or with enamel caries cannot be validated due to 
ethical reasons. The authors must assume the standard, without being able to confirm or 
discard the presence of caries via fissurotomy. As a result, it is not possible to detect the 
existence of false-negative readings, which are frequent in the visual inspection-based 
diagnostic procedure used for sample selection. Two options are available in this situation: 
elimination of the non-validated teeth, whereby the prevalence will be almost 100%, or 
assumption of the possible existence of false-negative readings in the gold standard. In both 
cases, the calculations are not precise, and the results must be examined with caution – as 
pointed out in the literature (Lussi et al., 2001; Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2003). Only our in 
vivo studies (Abalos et al., 2009; 2011; Guerrero, 2011) involve permanent first and second 
molars with total sample validation, since the category of healthy teeth or teeth with enamel 
caries could be validated. The molars were to serve as abutments for fixed prostheses, and 
could be validated via fissurotomy before being worked upon. An alternative for the use of 
an imperfect reference standard method is mathematical correction of the values of sensitivity 
and specificity (Brenner, 1996). This adjustment could approximate the performance obtained 
in the studies to the actual performance of the methods, increasing the external validity of the 
study. This procedure has been employed by Matos (2011) for the first time in studies of caries 
detection. Another alternative to in vivo evaluations is the conduction of in vitro studies, but 
with frozen teeth (Lussi & Hellwig, 2006), which allows clinical extrapolation of the results. 
Other limitations in LF studies are represented by plaque or organic material remains, stains, 
the degree of tooth dehydration, composite fillings or traces of polishing paste – all of which 
can affect the LF readings, since they are sources of fluorescence and can therefore give rise to 
false-positive results. In addition, other factors (Abalos & Jiménez-Planas, 2011) inherent to the 
tooth such as age, the degree of maturation, and the depth of the pits can influence the 
measurements obtained (Lundberg et al., 2007). 

The variation in LF readings found by our group is considerable (Abalos et al., 2009; 2011), 
in the same way as in other clinical studies (Anttonen et al., 2003; Lussi et al., 2001). 
However, the mean values show a gradient through the different categories of lesion extent 
(D0: healthy; D1+2: enamel caries; D3+4: dentin caries) that increases as caries progresses 
(Lussi et al., 2001). This gradient is observed in both in vitro (Başeren & Gokalp, 2003) and in 
in vivo studies (Astvaldsdottir et al., 2004; Anttonen et al., 2003; Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 
2003; Lussi et al., 2001; Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2002), and in both permanent teeth 
(Astvaldsdottir et al., 2004; Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2003; Lussi et al., 2001; Heinrich-
Weltzien et al., 2002) and temporary teeth (Anttonen et al., 2003; Lussi & Francescut, 2003) – 
though the values are lower in the case of the primary dentition. In our investigations 
(Abalos et al., 2009; 2011) LF was seen to be able to distinguish between enamel caries and 
dentin caries (Abalos et al., 2009), though without being able to discriminate between 
healthy teeth and teeth with enamel caries (Abalos et al., 2011). The explanation for this 
latter observation is that the initial enamel lesion does not induce a significant increase in 
fluorescence when compared with healthy enamel. Likewise, Lussi  in 1999 (Lussi et al., 
1999) reported that LF does not seem very adequate for detecting minor changes in the 
enamel. Some studies (Astvaldsdottir et al., 2004) have reported a weak correlation between 
the LF readings and the depth of the lesion, though this does not suffice to view LF as a 
method for determining depth. In other words, while LF appears to be able to establish 
when lesions invade one tissue or other, it is not useful for discriminating depth within one 
same tissue, whether enamel or dentin (Lussi et al., 2001; Başeren & Gokalp, 2003). 
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sensitivity was accompanied by limited specificity (0.63) which, although coinciding with 
the findings of other authors (Bader & Shugars, 2004; Reis et al., 2006) is lower than in others 
studies (Lussi et al., 2000; Bas ̧eren & Gokalp, 2003; Anttonen et al., 2003; Lussi & Hellwig, 
2006). Low specificity could be partially due to the fact that we did not eliminate teeth with 
the presence of brown or dark spots on fissures from the study sample. This low specificity 
at D1 level (healthy/enamel caries) is less important than at D3 level (enamel caries/dentin 
caries), where the proportion of false-positive readings can have negative consequences, 
since it can lead to over-treatment. Table 4 summarizes the results of some representative 
studies in relation to sensitivity and specificity, though for reasons that will be addressed 
below, the findings of our investigations (Abalos et al., 2009; 2011) may actually be closest to 
the true situation. 
 

AUTHOR LEVEL STUDY SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY 
Lussi 2001 enamel in vitro 0.38 - 0.95 0.24 - 0.95 

Stookey 2001 enamel in vitro 0.42 - 0.87 0.72 – 0.95 
Abalos 2011 enamel in vivo 0.97 0.63 
Lussi 1999 dentin in vitro 0.76 – 0.84 0.79 – 0.87 

Hibst 2001 dentin in vitro 0.92 0.86 
Stookey 2001 dentin in vitro 0.76 – 0.84 0.79 – 1.00 
Heinrich 2003 dentin in vitro 0.93 – 0.99 0.13 – 0.63 

Reis 2006 dentin in vitro 0.71 - 0.78 0.57 - 0.63 
Lussi 2001 dentin in vivo 0.92 0.86 
Agnes 2005 dentin in vivo 0.68 - 0.81 0.56 - 0.54 

Reis 2006 dentin in vivo 0.80 - 0.75 0.43 - 0.52 
Abalos 2009 dentin in vivo 0.89 0.75 

Table 4. Sensitivity and specificity of laser fluorescence in the diagnosis of occlusal non-
cavitated caries. 
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molars, the teeth presumed to be healthy or with enamel caries cannot be validated due to 
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can affect the LF readings, since they are sources of fluorescence and can therefore give rise to 
false-positive results. In addition, other factors (Abalos & Jiménez-Planas, 2011) inherent to the 
tooth such as age, the degree of maturation, and the depth of the pits can influence the 
measurements obtained (Lundberg et al., 2007). 
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However, the mean values show a gradient through the different categories of lesion extent 
(D0: healthy; D1+2: enamel caries; D3+4: dentin caries) that increases as caries progresses 
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though the values are lower in the case of the primary dentition. In our investigations 
(Abalos et al., 2009; 2011) LF was seen to be able to distinguish between enamel caries and 
dentin caries (Abalos et al., 2009), though without being able to discriminate between 
healthy teeth and teeth with enamel caries (Abalos et al., 2011). The explanation for this 
latter observation is that the initial enamel lesion does not induce a significant increase in 
fluorescence when compared with healthy enamel. Likewise, Lussi  in 1999 (Lussi et al., 
1999) reported that LF does not seem very adequate for detecting minor changes in the 
enamel. Some studies (Astvaldsdottir et al., 2004) have reported a weak correlation between 
the LF readings and the depth of the lesion, though this does not suffice to view LF as a 
method for determining depth. In other words, while LF appears to be able to establish 
when lesions invade one tissue or other, it is not useful for discriminating depth within one 
same tissue, whether enamel or dentin (Lussi et al., 2001; Başeren & Gokalp, 2003). 
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At present, the cutoff values are based on those established by Lussi in 2001 in the context of 
a clinical study (Lussi et al., 2001), with standardization as follows: 0-13 for healthy teeth, 14-
20 for enamel caries, and >20 for dentin caries. The results of our group are in concordance 
with these cutoff values (Abalos et al., 2009; 2011), in the same way as in other clinical 
studies . Our values (Abalos et al., 2011) for healthy first and second molars assessed in vivo 
range between 0 and 14. Values below 10 in all cases corresponded to healthy fissures. The 
only previous studies (Başeren & Gokalp, 2003; Sheehy et al., 2001) made to determine the 
limits in healthy enamel have been conducted in vitro (Başeren & Gokalp, 2003) or in vivo in 
third molars (Sheehy et al., 2001), with histological validation. Laser fluorescence readings 
of >14 in turn can be indicative of enamel caries, while readings of ≥ 20 can mean dentin 
caries, though without necessarily implying operative intervention. As advised by Lussi 
(Lussi et al., 2001), in patients with low caries risk, fissure aperture should be indicated at LF 
readings of ≥ 30. 

In contrast to the previously examined techniques, LF is more sensitive than specific, and so 
implies a greater number of false-positive readings. These readings are normally explained 
by fluorescence sources unrelated to caries – stained fissures being the main problem facing 
diagnosis with LF (Angnes et al., 2005; Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2003) (Fig. 7). The stains 
contribute an added fluorescence signal that increases the measurement values obtained 
(Côrtes et al., 2003) by between 5-7 units (Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2003; Sheehy et al., 2001), 
and represent a frequent cause of overestimation (Sheehy et al., 2001) and of lessened 
performance of the test. This must be taken into account in order to adjust or modify the 
cutoff value. When conducting their studies, investigators must specify the percentage of 
stained fissures in order to allow improved comparison of the results. In our studies (Abalos 
et al., 2009; 2011; Guerrero 2011) the percentage was approximately 25%. Cases of under-
estimation are rare, and any such situations are attributable to a poor measurement 
technique and failure to have rotated the instrument tip in all directions. 

 
Fig. 7. Stained fissure complicating laser fluorescence (LF) diagnosis. 

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves take sensitivity and specificity into account 
for all the cutoff points, thereby reflecting the global diagnostic capacity of the technique. 
This analysis also offers the average validity of the method used. Taking Az to represent the 
area under the ROC curve, Az = 1 would represent perfect diagnostic accuracy. In general, a 
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value of Az ≥ 0.80 is regarded as acceptable, and would mean that the probability of 
effectively identifying caries is 80%. ROC analysis shows LF to be a good diagnostic 
technique in application to enamel caries, with Az = 0.803 (Abalos et al., 2011). These results 
are somewhat inferior to those reported by other investigators (Stookey & Gonzalez-
Cabezas, 2001). For dentin caries Az = 0.85, reflecting good diagnostic reliability. These 
findings coincide with those of some in vivo investigations (Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2003), 
but exceed the values of 0.64–0.69 described by other in vivo / in vitro studies (Angnes et al., 
2005), with histological validation in reference to third molars. 

Comparison of the different diagnostic tests can be based on their respective sensitivity and 
specificity performances, which reflect the comparative reliability of each technique. The 
NPV value for occlusal dentin caries was 87%, with a PPV value of 79%. The concepts of 
sensitivity and specificity therefore allow us to assess the validity of a given diagnostic test. 
Both sensitivity and specificity offer information on the probability of obtaining a concrete 
result or reading (positive or negative), according to the true condition of the patient in 
relation to the disease. However, when a patient is subjected to a test, the dentist lacks prior 
information on the true diagnosis, and the question is actually posed from a reverse 
perspective: in the event of a positive or negative test result, what is the probability that the 
patient is actually ill or healthy? Thus, the predictive values complement the information 
provided by sensitivity and specificity. The results obtained reflect a high NPV and an 
acceptable PPV. Therefore, LF is a complement to those tests offering high specificity and a 
high PPV. LF is a coadjuvant to VI, and the use of both techniques combined increases the 
number of correctly diagnosed lesions. 

2.7 Qualitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) 

Qualitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) is used for the detection and quantification of 
early-stage caries (Pretty, 2006; McComb & Tam, 2001) and for monitoring demineralization 
or remineralization of smooth surface lesions (Verdonschot & van der Veen, 2002; Heinrich-
Weltzien et al., 2005). The tooth is illuminated by the diffuse blue-green light beam of an 
argon laser at a wavelength of 488 nm (Tranæus et al., 2005; McComb & Tam, 2001). It can 
also be illuminated by a xenon microdischarge arc lamp and optic fiber system generating 
blue light at a wavelength of 370 nm (Pretty, 2006), with conduction by a liquid guide. The 
images are obtained in a dimmed environment using a portable intraoral video camera, with 
software processing. These images can be used to calculate lesion size, depth and volume 
(Tranæus et al., 2005; Zandona & Zero, 2006). The demineralized areas appear as dark zones, 
since radiation of the carious lesion is lower than that of the healthy enamel (Tranæus et al., 
2005). The intensity of the emitted light is correlated to mineral loss and can be quantified 
(Verdonschot & van der Veen, 2002). 

QLF is sensitive and reproducible in quantifying smooth surface caries, though it does not 
discriminate between lesions confined to the enamel layer and dentin caries (McComb & 
Tam, 2001). The applicability of this technique appears to be limited by lesion depth 
(McComb & Tam, 2001) – QLF being effective up to 400 μm in depth, but not beyond. The 
possibility of adapting the technique to the diagnosis of occlusal caries is under 
investigation, though few clinical studies have been made to date (Weerheijm et al., 1992; 
McComb & Tam, 2001). Table 5 shows the sensitivity and specificity data of in vitro studies 
on QLF in application to occlusal dentin caries. This diagnostic technique can be affected by 
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At present, the cutoff values are based on those established by Lussi in 2001 in the context of 
a clinical study (Lussi et al., 2001), with standardization as follows: 0-13 for healthy teeth, 14-
20 for enamel caries, and >20 for dentin caries. The results of our group are in concordance 
with these cutoff values (Abalos et al., 2009; 2011), in the same way as in other clinical 
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limits in healthy enamel have been conducted in vitro (Başeren & Gokalp, 2003) or in vivo in 
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of >14 in turn can be indicative of enamel caries, while readings of ≥ 20 can mean dentin 
caries, though without necessarily implying operative intervention. As advised by Lussi 
(Lussi et al., 2001), in patients with low caries risk, fissure aperture should be indicated at LF 
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value of Az ≥ 0.80 is regarded as acceptable, and would mean that the probability of 
effectively identifying caries is 80%. ROC analysis shows LF to be a good diagnostic 
technique in application to enamel caries, with Az = 0.803 (Abalos et al., 2011). These results 
are somewhat inferior to those reported by other investigators (Stookey & Gonzalez-
Cabezas, 2001). For dentin caries Az = 0.85, reflecting good diagnostic reliability. These 
findings coincide with those of some in vivo investigations (Heinrich-Weltzien et al., 2003), 
but exceed the values of 0.64–0.69 described by other in vivo / in vitro studies (Angnes et al., 
2005), with histological validation in reference to third molars. 

Comparison of the different diagnostic tests can be based on their respective sensitivity and 
specificity performances, which reflect the comparative reliability of each technique. The 
NPV value for occlusal dentin caries was 87%, with a PPV value of 79%. The concepts of 
sensitivity and specificity therefore allow us to assess the validity of a given diagnostic test. 
Both sensitivity and specificity offer information on the probability of obtaining a concrete 
result or reading (positive or negative), according to the true condition of the patient in 
relation to the disease. However, when a patient is subjected to a test, the dentist lacks prior 
information on the true diagnosis, and the question is actually posed from a reverse 
perspective: in the event of a positive or negative test result, what is the probability that the 
patient is actually ill or healthy? Thus, the predictive values complement the information 
provided by sensitivity and specificity. The results obtained reflect a high NPV and an 
acceptable PPV. Therefore, LF is a complement to those tests offering high specificity and a 
high PPV. LF is a coadjuvant to VI, and the use of both techniques combined increases the 
number of correctly diagnosed lesions. 

2.7 Qualitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) 

Qualitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) is used for the detection and quantification of 
early-stage caries (Pretty, 2006; McComb & Tam, 2001) and for monitoring demineralization 
or remineralization of smooth surface lesions (Verdonschot & van der Veen, 2002; Heinrich-
Weltzien et al., 2005). The tooth is illuminated by the diffuse blue-green light beam of an 
argon laser at a wavelength of 488 nm (Tranæus et al., 2005; McComb & Tam, 2001). It can 
also be illuminated by a xenon microdischarge arc lamp and optic fiber system generating 
blue light at a wavelength of 370 nm (Pretty, 2006), with conduction by a liquid guide. The 
images are obtained in a dimmed environment using a portable intraoral video camera, with 
software processing. These images can be used to calculate lesion size, depth and volume 
(Tranæus et al., 2005; Zandona & Zero, 2006). The demineralized areas appear as dark zones, 
since radiation of the carious lesion is lower than that of the healthy enamel (Tranæus et al., 
2005). The intensity of the emitted light is correlated to mineral loss and can be quantified 
(Verdonschot & van der Veen, 2002). 

QLF is sensitive and reproducible in quantifying smooth surface caries, though it does not 
discriminate between lesions confined to the enamel layer and dentin caries (McComb & 
Tam, 2001). The applicability of this technique appears to be limited by lesion depth 
(McComb & Tam, 2001) – QLF being effective up to 400 μm in depth, but not beyond. The 
possibility of adapting the technique to the diagnosis of occlusal caries is under 
investigation, though few clinical studies have been made to date (Weerheijm et al., 1992; 
McComb & Tam, 2001). Table 5 shows the sensitivity and specificity data of in vitro studies 
on QLF in application to occlusal dentin caries. This diagnostic technique can be affected by 
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the degree of humidity or dryness of the fissures, their stains and morphology  and does not 
appear to distinguish between caries and hypoplasia.  
 

AUTHOR LEVEL STUDY SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY 
Stookey 2001 Dentin in vitro 0.49 0.67 

Zandona 2006 Dentin in vitro 0.61 0.59 
Pretty 2004 Dentin in vitro 0.77 0.67 

McComb 2001 Dentin in vitro 0.72-0.76 0.79-0.81 

Table 5. Sensitivity and specificity of QLF in the diagnosis of hidden dentin caries. 

2.8 Fiber-optic transillumination (FOTI) 

Fiber-optic transillumination (FOTI) (Fig. 8) is a qualitative technique introduced in the 
1970s. It is based on light transmission through an optic fiber; as the light falls upon the 
tooth surface, it spreads through the healthy dental tissue. In this context, caried tissue is 
characterized by an increased organic component, with alteration of the homogeneity of the 
inorganic component – thereby resulting in a loss of light transmission capacity. 

 
Fig. 8. Fiber-optic transillumination device (DioPower Lamp) 

FOTI has been used fundamentally for identifying proximal surface caries (Cortes et al., 
2000;), with high specificity and a broader range of sensitivity values (Tranæus et al., 2005). 
The technique is of great help in diagnosing cracked tooth syndrome (Fig. 9). However, it is 
little used for diagnosing hidden dentin caries, where moreover few studies have assessed 
its diagnostic performance, precision and reproducibility. 

 
Fig. 9. Cracked tooth syndrome diagnosed by fiber-optic transillumination (FOTI). 
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FOTI is more specific than sensitive. Table 6 reports the validity of the test in different in 
vitro studies referred to occlusal caries. In an in vivo study with full sample validation, our 
group (Guerrero, 2011) has recorded a sensitivity of 0.47 and a specificity of 1.0. These data 
are in line with those reported by other in vitro studies (Ashley et al., 1998; Cortes et al., 
2000). 
 

AUTHOR LEVEL STUDY SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY 
Cortes 2000 enamel in vitro 0.74 - 1 0.23 – 0.85 
Ashley 1998 enamel in vitro 0.21 0.95 
Cortes 2000 dentin in vitro 0.74 0.85 
Ashley 1998 dentin in vitro 0.14 0.95 

Table 6. Sensitivity and specificity of FOTI in the diagnosis of occlusal non-cavitated caries. 

As a coadjutant to visual inspection, FOTI can offer an alternative to X-rays in situations 
where patient irradiation is not possible. It is therefore interesting to compare both methods. 
In reference to occlusal caries, some authors (Wenzel et al., 1992) consider transillumination 
to offer better performance than conventional X-rays in detecting early-stage dentin caries. 
Cortés (Cortes et al., 2000), in an in vitro study, reported greater sensitivity than specificity 
for FOTI, and superior performance with respect to X-rays, though in application to the 
diagnosis of enamel caries. Once caries has progressed to the dentin, FOTI proved to be 
significantly inferior to conventional X-rays (Guerrero, 2011). Regarding the predictive 
usefulness of the technique, we recorded a NPV of 54% and a PPV of 100%, without false-
positive readings (Guerrero, 2011). 

However, the fact that FOTI is not routinely used by dental professionals, is not 
recommended as a technique of choice, and is moreover supported by limited research 
indicates that the inconveniences which we have observed (Guerrero, 2011) – involving a 
large proportion of false-negative results – are probably coincident with those of other 
authors who have studied this technique. The main advantage of FOTI is its optimum PPV 
performance, which means that any positive reading is almost certainly indicative of an 
existing lesion. 

Digitalization may represent a step forward in transillumination diagnosis. Digital FOTI 
(DIFOTI) makes use of the digitalized image of a tooth during transillumination, which is 
analyzed using specific software (Tranæus et al., 2005). The images can be filed, reproduced 
and studied by different examiners, and may serve to monitor the lesion. Interpretation of 
the image is where problems are found, however, since the results are not directly 
quantified by the technique. According to some authors (Pretty & Maupome, 2004; Pretty, 
2006), the caried areas can be detected in their early stages with DIFOTI, appearing as dark 
areas. The results may be superior to those afforded by radiography (Pretty & Maupome, 
2004; Pretty, 2006), though further studies are needed in order to confirm this possibility. 

To summarize, FOTI in combination with visual inspection may be useful for determining 
occlusal caries depth, though further in vivo studies are needed. While in wait of such 
studies, we consider that transillumination should not be used for diagnosing hidden dentin 
caries, due to the low sensitivity of the technique and its poorer results compared with X-
rays. However, FOTI in combination with VI should be taken into consideration in those 
cases where X-rays cannot be obtained. 
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FOTI is more specific than sensitive. Table 6 reports the validity of the test in different in 
vitro studies referred to occlusal caries. In an in vivo study with full sample validation, our 
group (Guerrero, 2011) has recorded a sensitivity of 0.47 and a specificity of 1.0. These data 
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AUTHOR LEVEL STUDY SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY 
Cortes 2000 enamel in vitro 0.74 - 1 0.23 – 0.85 
Ashley 1998 enamel in vitro 0.21 0.95 
Cortes 2000 dentin in vitro 0.74 0.85 
Ashley 1998 dentin in vitro 0.14 0.95 

Table 6. Sensitivity and specificity of FOTI in the diagnosis of occlusal non-cavitated caries. 
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To summarize, FOTI in combination with visual inspection may be useful for determining 
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rays. However, FOTI in combination with VI should be taken into consideration in those 
cases where X-rays cannot be obtained. 
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2.9 Electronic caries monitorization (ECM) 

Electronic caries monitorization (ECM) is based on the high electrical conduction resistance 
of the hard dental tissues. Enamel is a poor electrical conductor though caried enamel shows 
increased conductance versus intact enamel (Loesche et al., 1979). Demineralized enamel 
becomes more porous, fills with ion-containing fluid and minerals from saliva, and therefore 
exhibits increased electrical conductance (McComb & Tam, 2001). 

Two devices have been developed, with tips designed for application to the occlusal surface 
and for measuring electrical conductance in pits or fissures (Zandona & Zero, 2006). The 
Electronic Caries Monitor (LODE, Groningen, the Netherlands), in the same way as its 
predecessor (Vanguard, Electronic Caries Detector, Massachusetts Manufacturing 
Cooperation Cambridge, MA, USA), was developed for diagnosing occlusal surface caries, 
and allows the identification of early-stage demineralization lesions. The sensitivity 
performance in application to permanent premolars and molars varies from 0.67 to 0.96, 
with specificity values of between 0.71 and 0.98 (Tranæus et al., 2005; Pereira et al., 2001; 
Lussi et al., 1999). The different reviews of ECM describe similar results, with sensitivity 
values referred to dentin lesions of 0.58 to 0.97 and specificity values between 0.56 and 0.94. 
One of the reasons for this range of results may be due to the differences in the way in 
which the technique is used. The degree of dental tissue hydration may also exert an 
influence, in the same way as enamel maturation and temperature variations (Tranæus et 
al., 2005; Pretty, 2006). Table 7 shows the sensitivity and specificity performances recorded 
from in vitro and in vivo studies with ECM applied to occlusal caries. 
 

AUTHOR LEVEL STUDY SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY 
Ashley 1998 enamel in vitro 0.65 0.73 

Ekstrand 1997 enamel in vivo 0.63 0.73 
Lussi 1999 dentin in vitro 0.58 - 0.92 0.76 - 0.94 

Table 7. Sensitivity and specificity of ECM in the diagnosis of occlusal non-cavitated caries. 

2.10 Conclusions of the diagnostic tests 

Modern dental practice needs diagnostic methods to diagnose caries in the early stages of 
the disease, and research efforts must focus on satisfying this need. The traditional 
diagnostic techniques offer high specificity, but with the possibility of false-negative 
results due to dentin caries. Laser fluorescence (LF) shows high sensitivity, and is able to 
identify hidden dentin caries in situations where visual inspection (VI) and X-rays are 
unable to detect the lesions. However, because of its lesser specificity and the low current 
prevalence of caries in the industrialized world, LF should be used as a coadjutant to VI in 
diagnosing hidden dentin caries. It has been estimated that an additional 30-50% of non-
cavitated occlusal caries can be detected in the early stages with LF. Bitewing X-rays 
represent a complement to VI, but is only able to detect the lesion once it has advanced in 
the dentinal tissue. As a result, different studies (Anttonen et al., 2003; Ricketts et al., 
1997) consider LF to be more effective than bitewing X-rays as an adjunct to VI in 
diagnosing occlusal caries. 

Based on the results obtained, the combination of LF and VI appears as an interesting 
option. In effect, the two techniques complement each other, securing superior overall 
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performance, since one (LF) is more sensitive than specific, while the other (VI) is more 
specific than sensitive. When interpreting the results of diagnostic tests, a negative 
diagnostic result is sometimes more valuable than a positive diagnostic reading. This can be 
explained as follows: although clinicians seek values from which caries can be diagnosed, 
the opposite sometimes apply. In effect, we have observed that LF readings of under 10 will 
never indicate an actual caried tooth, and LF readings of under 20 in stained fissures or 
cracks will never indicate or correspond to dentin caries. Thus, a first conclusion could be 
that in the case of a doubtful VI result with LF values of under 10 involving adequate 
instrument tip rotation, we must assume that the tissue is healthy, in the same way that LF 
readings of under 20 in stained fissures do not correspond to dentin caries. LF readings of 
10-20 with normal VI findings are indicative of healthy tissue, particularly in the presence of 
some fissure staining. However, in the differential diagnosis between healthy tissue and 
enamel caries (D0-D1), over-estimation of the lesion is not particularly important, since the 
treatment involved is of a preventive nature. LF is a help in VI, particularly when the 
findings of the latter are not clear and a diagnosis cannot be established. LF moreover 
acquires an added diagnostic value when its readings are low in stained fissures or high in 
unstained fissures. All teeth with readings above 14 must be subjected to preventive 
measures and monitorization or control. In turn, LF readings of over 20 can imply that the 
lesion has reached the dentin, though the experience of the operator and the patient risk 
factors must always be taken into account. The most important conclusions of this Chapter, 
based on our investigations (Abalos et al., 2009; 2011; Guerrero, 2011), can be listed as 
follows: 

1. Visual inspection, with or without magnification, is the method of choice for 
diagnosing non-cavitated caries. For adequate diagnostic performance, use must be 
made of the Ekstrand criteria, combining VI with other techniques such as LF. Visual 
inspection is more specific than sensitive, and so a positive diagnosis requires fissure 
aperture, while a negative diagnostic interpretation is inconclusive and required 
periodic revisions. 

2. Conventional or digital X-rays constitute a necessary complementary technique. Its 
high specificity means that in the case of a positive diagnosis, fissure aperture should be 
carried out, and it can be used to assess the extent of the lesion. X-rays are not useful for 
the diagnosis of very early stage lesions. 

3. Laser fluorescence is a useful technique that serves as an adjunct or complement to 
visual inspection, offering high sensitivity and acceptable specificity. LF readings of 
under 10 are indicative of a healthy tooth, while readings of over 20 may indicate dentin 
invasion – though the definitive interpretation must be made in combination with 
visual inspection. In turn, readings of 10-20 indicate that lesion monitorization is 
required. LF is unable to establish the depth of the lesion within the tissue (either 
enamel or dentin). Low readings in stained fissures rule out dentin caries.  

4. Probe exploration is not recommended for diagnosing non-cavitated caries. Fiber-optic 
transillumination (FOTI) is not a method of choice, since it is scantly sensitive – though 
it may serve as a complementary technique when X-rays cannot be obtained. 

5. The combination of exploratory techniques, together with technical and scientific 
knowledge, are essential for establishing a correct diagnosis of non-cavitated caries. The 
individual patient factors must be taken into account in order to indicate fissure 
aperture or periodic revisions or controls. 
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3. Intervention protocol 
Based on the results obtained, and in the context of the diagnostic techniques that are 
accessible to dental surgeons, we recommend the following protocol: 

 Positive X-ray or FOTI findings…………………………   Dentin caries 
 

 Visual inspection (better under magnification): 
        - Ekstrand score 0:     - If LF < 14 ……………………….No Caries 
                                              - If LF 15-20 ……………………. Monitorization enamel 
         *Stained fissure……………   No caries 
   - If LF > 20 …………………….....Monitorization dentin 
 

 Visual inspection (better under magnification): 
         - Ekstrand score 1-2:  - If LF < 10……………………....No Caries 
                                              - If LF 10-20 …………………....  Enamel caries 
   - If LF > 20 ……………………....Monitorization dentin 
                   *Stained fissure ………….Monitorization enamel 
 

 Visual inspection (better under magnification): 
         - Ekstrand score 3-4: - If LF < 20……………………….2nd measure rotating tip   
            *2nd LF < 20……………….Enamel caries 
   - If LF > 20 ………………………Dentin caries 
                   *Stained fissure …………..Fissure aperture 

4. Treatment 
The present Chapter focuses on techniques applicable to the diagnosis of hidden dentin 
caries. However, as a complement to the measures recommended in the above intervention 
protocol, we will outline the therapeutic approach applicable to each diagnosis. 

4.1 Fissure aperture 

Fissure aperture applies when we believe but cannot fully confirm that dentin caries exists. 
A fissurotomy drill is used to open the fissure, crack or pit until reaching the dentin. A fine-
tipped probe is then used to check dentin hardness, and if there are no carious lesions, crack 
sealant is applied. In contrast, if caries is identified, the lesion is eliminated, followed by 
filling with composite resin or silver amalgam. 

4.2 Enamel monitorization 

In this case the doubt is whether enamel caries exists or not. Bacterial plaque control is 
indicated in these situations, based on oral and dental hygiene measures and topical fluor 
application. If the suspicion of caries results from high LF readings with normal VI findings, 
monitorization fundamentally should be carried out with LF. The detection of positive VI 
signs or increased LF readings during follow-up, potentially indicative of lesion 
progression, requires fissure aperture. 

If caries is suspected on the basis of the VI findings, with normal LF results, the subsequent 
controls should be centered on VI. The detection of an increase in positive VI signs or 
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increased LF readings during follow-up, potentially indicative of dentin involvement, 
requires fissure aperture. 

4.3 Enamel caries 

Treatment should distinguish between active and inactive lesions, since such a distinction is 
important in management terms. The development of techniques for differentiating between 
active and inactive lesions is thus seen as a necessity, since very few studies in this field 
have been published to date (Bader & Shugars, 2004). The general clinician experiences great 
difficulty in distinguishing between these lesions (Ekstrand et al., 2005). When the band and 
plaque are removed, the clinical features of the active lesion have been recorded as a 
dull/opaque white area, which is said to be rough when a probe is moved across the 
surface. Accordingly, the signs for establishing a differentiation are: a) Whether the lesion 
was dull/matt or shiny/glossy; and b) The tactile sensation of the lesion to a ball-ended 
probe run gently across the surface was recorded as smooth or rough to the probe. 

According to some studies (Pretty, 2006), laser fluorescence is able to establish differences 
between the readings corresponding to active and inactive enamel caries in permanent 
molars. In this sense, LF would be able to serve in monitoring the lesion. However, other 
studies (Toraman et al., 2008) consider that the technique does not register the changes that 
occur during remineralization and caries development arrest, and cannot serve for 
monitorization purposes. 

Following improved oral hygiene, the lesion is no longer active, and there may be 
remineralization within the lesion and abrasion of the eroded surface enamel during oral 
hygiene procedures and normal function. This leads to a surface which feels smooth when a 
probe is gently run across it, and which appears shinier (Thylstrup et al., 1994). Once 
inactive, monitoring of the lesion should continue. Persistent activity is indicative of the 
need for fissure aperture and the placement of crack sealant. 

4.4 Dentin monitorization 

Laser fluorescence readings of under 20 in the presence of positive visual inspection 
findings are suggestive of dentin caries. Fissure aperture would be indicated with LF 
readings of over 20. 

4.5 Dentin caries 

Enamel aperture with a diamond drill, followed by elimination of the caried dentin with 
adequate instruments, is indicated in the case of dentin caries. Filling with resin composites 
or silver amalgam should follow. Ceramic incrustations may be considered in the case of 
important tooth involvement. 

Both the described intervention protocol and the specified treatments cannot encompass all 
the possible clinical situations. Likewise, they cannot replace clinician experience and the 
global vision afforded by all the diagnostic techniques, the tooth and oral conditions, and 
even the individual conditions of each patient. However, the information provided may 
serve to establish bases and guidelines for intervention and recommendations fundamented 
on experience and research. 
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1. Introduction 
Malocclusions are defined by different clinical signs, dental, aesthetic, functional and 
skeletal parameters. Numerous local factors can interfere with the adequate maxillary and 
mandible growth, which it can induce to the development of dentoskeletal alterations 
(Migale et al., 2009). 

The Orthodontic or Orthopedic treatment is the indicated option to solve these problems; 
placement of fixed appliances in mouth increases risk of enamel demineralization; the 
braces, archwires, ligatures and other orthodontic appliances complicate the use of 
conventional oral-hygiene measures. 

It is important to identify the changes in the oral environment in patients undergoing 
orthodontic treatment with fixed appliances, because in some cases involving long treatment 
duration and the clinicians are committed to preserving the oral health of the patient. 

2. Particularities of the orthodontic treatment 
Malocclusion is the third place in the oral diseases, the occurrence of occlusal anomalies varies 
between 11 al 93%; the complications that it brings could be: psychological derived from the 
alteration of the dentofacial aesthetics; oral function problems, including difficulties in the 
mobility of the jaw, pain or disorders in the temporomandibular joint and problems to chew, 
to swallow or to speak; and finally, problems of major susceptibility to traumatism, 
periodontal diseases or dental decay (Proffit, 2008; Sidlauskas & Lopatiené, 2009). 

The orthodontic treatment can correct orofacial alterations, which can influence the patient’s 
psique and social integration of the same one. Importantly, the face, the smiles and the teeth 
are part of the first impression of another person (Trulsson et al., 2002). 

The purpose of the orthodontic treatment is to move the tooth as efficiently as be possible 
with the minimum of adverse effects to the tooth and the support tissues. 

The requirements before initiating an orthodontic treatment are:  

 Enough bone support (generally two thirds of the length of the root).  
 To be sure that the occlusion will be stabilized at the ending of the treatment.  
 The patient must have good health.  
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 The patient must be motivated and cooperator.  

When placed fixed appliances, besides the brackets, the orthodontic technique use other 
attachments as: bands (actually preformed), wires, springs or buttons. 

The length of orthodontic treatment with fixed appliances has approximately 13-15 months; 
nevertheless, factors so far linked to increased treatment duration include anatomy, 
malocclusion, direction growth, molar class, extractions, use of fixed appliances in both 
arches, and others (Turbill et al., 2001). 

Patients who undergo orthodontic therapy have oral ecologic changes because increased 
retentive sites for retention of food particles, which allows the bacterial growth.  

Lesions developed during orthodontic treatment could be radicular resorption, gingival 
recession and increase of caries risk and periodontal diseases. The enamel decalcification is 
one of the most common and undesirable complications of the orthodontic therapy. Some 
authors (Chang et al., 1999; Heintze, 1999; Zárate et al., 2004) show increase of 
decalcifications or white spot lesions in patient on treatment. 

Demineralization of the enamel around brackets can be an extremely rapid process, which 
appears most frequently on the cervical and middle thirds of the buccal surfaces of the 
maxillary lateral incisors, mandible canines and the first premolars. The prevalence of new 
enamel lesions in orthodontic patients treated with fixed appliances and using fluoride 
toothpaste is reported to be 13 to 75 % (Derks et al., 2007). 

We can find periodontal alterations after orthodontic treatment such as: generalized 
gingivitis after bonding and light lost of alveolar bone level and of epithelial insertion 
(Bollen et al., 2008). 

It seems, that the bone lost could be more serious when more complex and extensive will be 
the orthodontic movement. 

That is the reason because the maintenance of an effective oral hygiene is critical during the 
treatment.  

We can considerate the next preventive measures in orthodontic patients: 

 To evaluate the toothbrushing technique. 
 To avoid the cariogenic diet. 
 To evaluate the periodontal conditions during the treatment. 
 To establish a continuos motivation for the oral care. 

When we do a good orthodontic treatment and with a correct regime of oral hygiene, we do 
not have important periodontal complications. 

It has been demonstrated that children who receive orthodontic therapy, at the end of this 
treatment, presents lower dental plaque levels and gingival bleeding that children who did 
not receive treatment; it could be because they have better dental alignment, but also to that 
the subjects modify his oral personal hygiene and attitude (Gwinnett & Ceen, 1979). 

3. Caries risk markers on the orthodontic treatment 
Diagnostic tests may serve multiple clinical objectives that benefit the individual patient. 
The clinician may use tests to: a) identify predisposing risk factors to modify risk and 
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prevent disease; b) identify early disease-associated biochemical or physical changes prior to 
clinical signs of disease to halt the changes and reverse damage prior to loss of function; and 
c) determine which specific type of disease is involved to guide selection of the most 
effective therapy (Kornman, 2005; Sánchez & Sáenz, 2003). 

Risk markers are biologic markers that either indicate disease or disease progression but are 
not causal or represent historical evidence of the disease, risk factors are characteristics of 
the person or environment that, when present, directly result in an increased likelihood that 
a person will get a disease and, when absent, directly result in a decreased likelihood of 
disease.  

Risk factors for prediction of caries activity have been described by Featherstone (2000) and 
involve a balance between well-described pathological and protective factors. The 
pathological factors are primarily the levels of acidogenic bacteria, the frequency of 
fermentable carbohydrate ingestion, and the level of saliva flow. The protective factors 
include salivary proteins and antibacterial components, salivary composition of key 
minerals—for example, calcium and fluoride—and protective dietary components 
(Kornman, 2005; Featherstone, 2000). 

About caries risk factors that it must be valued we can mention the following ones: 

3.1 Clinical markers  

To be able to evaluate the caries risk exist different markers, principally DMFT or DMFS 
index and bacterial counts (Streptococci mutans and Lactobacillus). The historical 
experience to caries that the patient presents by the DMFT or DMFS index is one of the most 
powerful predictor to caries risk. Nevertheless, it is well know that the caries is 
multifactorial and can change from a population to other one, from an individual to other 
one even from a group of teeth to other one. 

3.1.1 DMFS index 

The DMFT index was developed by Klein, Palmer and Knutson during a study of the dental 
condition and the need of children's treatment in elementary schools in Hagerstown, 
Maryland, USA, in 1935. It has been the most important index in the dental researches to 
quantify the prevalence of tooth decay (Katz et.al., 1997).  

The caries experience (past and present) indicates the teeth damages and treatments 
received before by the count of teeth decays or natural history of the dental caries, which it 
expresses as decayed, missing and filled teeth (DMFT index) or decayed, missing and filled 
surfaces (DMFS index), both indexes express numerically the caries prevalence. The sum of 
these three points is the index (Sánchez & Sáenz, 1998; World Health Organization [WHO], 
1997; WHO, 2011b). 

For better analysis and interpretation it will be separate in each component and express it by 
percentage or mean. This is important to compare populations. 

To obtain DMFT index in population, WHO recommended the next age groups: 5-6, 12, 15, 
18, 35-44, 60-74 years. The index at 12 age is used to compare the oral health between 
countries. 
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The scientific evidences suggest that this is the most sensitive indicator to predict future 
risk, since if a subject does not establish the biochemical balance between demineralization-
remineralization it will develop more caries lesions.  

World Health Organization clearly established the methodology to obtain the index in the 
Oral Health Surveys. As increase the lesions number, increases the risk to develop caries, 
even in filled teeth (WHO, 1997). 

The subjects are examined in the clinic area with the aid of a dental mouth mirror and 
periodontal probe, type E. The presence of caries was recorded using WHO’s DMFS criteria.  

For permanent dentition use the next codes: 
 

Codes Condicion 

0 Health 
1 Decayed 
2 Filled with caries 
3 Filled without caries 
4 Missing by caries 
5 Missing by other reason 
6 Sealant, coat 
7 Bridge or crown 
8 Non eruption 
9 Exclude 

0: showing no evidence of either treated or untreated caries. A crown may have defects and 
still be recorded as 0. Defects that can be disregarded include white spots; discolored or 
rough spots that are not soft; stained enamel pits or fissures; dark, shiny, hard, pitted areas 
of moderate to severe fluorosis; or abraded areas. 

1: indicates a tooth with caries. A tooth or root with a definite cavity, undermined enamel, 
or detectably softened or leathery area of enamel or cementum can be designated a 1. A 
tooth with a temporary filling, and teeth that are sealed but decayed, are also termed 1. 

2: Filled teeth, with additional decay. No distinction is made between primary caries which is 
not associated with a previous filling, and secondary caries, adjacent to an existing restoration. 

3: indicates a filled tooth with no decay. If a tooth has been crowned because of previous 
decay, that tooth is judged a 3. When a tooth has been crowned for another reason such as 
aesthetics or for use as a bridge abutment, a 7 is used. 

4: indicates a tooth that is missing as a result of caries. When primary teeth are missing, the 
score should be used only if the tooth is missing prematurely. Primary teeth missing 
because of normal exfoliation need no recording. 

5: a permanent tooth missing for any other reason than decay is given a 5. Examples are 
teeth extracted for orthodontics or periodontal disease, teeth that are congenitally missing, 
or teeth missing by trauma. 
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6: is assigned to teeth on which sealants have been placed. Teeth on which the occlusal 
fissure has been enlarged and a composite material placed should also be termed 6. 

7: is used to indicate that the tooth is part of a fixed bridge. When a tooth has been crowned 
for a reason other than decay, this code is also used. Teeth that have veneers or laminates 
covering the facial surface are also termed 7 when there is no evidence of caries or 
restoration. A 7 is also used to indicate a root replaced by an implant. Teeth that have been 
replaced by bridge pontics are scored 4 or 5; their roots are scored 9. 

8: this code is used for a space with an unerupted permanent tooth where no primary tooth 
is present. The category does not include missing teeth. 

9: Erupted teeth that cannot be examined—because of orthodontic bands, for example—are 
scored a 9.  

The "D" of DMFT refers to all teeth with codes 1 and 2. The "M" applies to teeth scored 4 in 
subjects under age 30, and teeth scored 4 or 5 in subjects over age 30. The "F" refers to teeth 
with code 3. Those teeth coded 6, 7, 8, 9, or T are not included in DMFT calculations. 

The parameters to reference are: 

Low   1 to 3 caries lesions 
Moderate   4 to 6 caries lesions 
High    7 to 9 caries lesions 
Higher  10 or mores caries lesions (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Obtained DMFS index. 

3.1.2 Supragingival plaque 

The dental plaque represents a bacterial structure formed in the surfaces of the teeth that 
cannot be eliminated by water, which contains great number of microorganisms grouped 
and surrounded with extracellular materials from bacterial and salivary origin.  

It has two phases related between them: inner one, with the enamel, where they find 
salivary free components of cells forming a cuticle or cap named biofilm and another in 
contact with the oral cavity, named interface plaque - saliva. If a tooth is cleaned deeply, 
exposing the enamel to the oral environment, in less than one hour this one would remain 
covered by the biofilm, whereas the initial formation of the dental plaque can need up to 
two hours. (Harris & García-Godoy, 2001; Menaker et al., 1986) 
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or teeth missing by trauma. 
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6: is assigned to teeth on which sealants have been placed. Teeth on which the occlusal 
fissure has been enlarged and a composite material placed should also be termed 6. 
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subjects under age 30, and teeth scored 4 or 5 in subjects over age 30. The "F" refers to teeth 
with code 3. Those teeth coded 6, 7, 8, 9, or T are not included in DMFT calculations. 

The parameters to reference are: 

Low   1 to 3 caries lesions 
Moderate   4 to 6 caries lesions 
High    7 to 9 caries lesions 
Higher  10 or mores caries lesions (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Obtained DMFS index. 

3.1.2 Supragingival plaque 

The dental plaque represents a bacterial structure formed in the surfaces of the teeth that 
cannot be eliminated by water, which contains great number of microorganisms grouped 
and surrounded with extracellular materials from bacterial and salivary origin.  

It has two phases related between them: inner one, with the enamel, where they find 
salivary free components of cells forming a cuticle or cap named biofilm and another in 
contact with the oral cavity, named interface plaque - saliva. If a tooth is cleaned deeply, 
exposing the enamel to the oral environment, in less than one hour this one would remain 
covered by the biofilm, whereas the initial formation of the dental plaque can need up to 
two hours. (Harris & García-Godoy, 2001; Menaker et al., 1986) 
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The principal diseases originated by dental plaque are caries and periodontal diseases, they 
originate in sites where the dental plaque is more abundant and is stagnant.  

A number of plaque indices have been developed for assessing individual levels of plaque 
control and are also have been used in several epidemiological studies. Some of the most 
well - known indices, which have been used in numerous studies, are listed below: 

 Oral Hygiene Index (Greene and Vermillion, 1960) 
 Simplified Oral Hygiene Index (OHI-S, Greene and Vermillion, 1964) 
 Silness-Löe Index (Silness and Löe, 1964) 
 Quigley Hein Index (Modified by Turesky et al, 1970) 
 The Plaque Control Record (O' Leary T, Drake R, Naylor, 1972). 

The plaque control record evaluating the presence of soft debris on the tooth surfaces and 
dentogingival junction, as well as toothbrushing efficacy. (Butler et al., 1996; O’Leary et al., 
1972).  

According to O’Leary index, plaque is disclosed with a chewable tablet and its amount 
estimated. To determine an individual's score, the clinician multiplies the number of 
surfaces with plaque by 100, and divides that by the number of tooth surfaces examined. 
(WHO, 2011a) (Fig. 2). 

   
Fig. 2. Plaque control record. 

3.2 Salivary markers 

Saliva is a fluid present in mouth that comes from major and minor glands. Saliva is 
essential for the protection of the tooth against dental caries and protects the integrity of the 
soft oral tissues, facilitates the mastication, the swallowing and the speech, as well as the 
sensibility and the digestive functions in the oral cavity. Near 99 % of saliva is water, 1% 
remaining consists of a complex mixture of constituent to different concentrations (Harris & 
García Godoy, 2001; Featherstone, 2000; Fenoll-Palomares et al., 2004; Larmas, 1992; Leone, 
2001). 

The principal functions of the saliva are: 

1. Protection functions (lubrication, preserve the integrity of the oral mucous, cleanliness, 
buffer capacity, dental remineralization and antimicrobial). 
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2. Functions related to the mastication and the speech (food preparation by the digestion, 
flavor and phonation) (Kaufman & Lamster, 2000). 

To evaluate the quantity of production as well as his functions helps us to determine factors 
of the guest in the development of dental decay.  

3.2.1 Unstimulated saliva 

The average of total saliva flow is 0.3 to 0.4 ml/min in adults, exist approximately a saliva 
secretion of 1500 ml/24 hrs. This rate of unstimulated saliva flow is based to a circadian 
rhythm, with a major flow in the middle of the evening and minor about 4 a.m. The flow 
changes considerably in persons who are resting. During sleep, the flow is very low or non-
existent and increases during the day, especially with the food ingestion.  

An unstimulated salivary <0.30 mL/min it is considered like risk factor (Ansai et al., 1994; 
Harris & García-Godoy, 2001; Fenoll-Palomares et al., 2004; Larmas, 1992; Leone, 2001; 
Zárate et al., 2004). 

All salivary components neutralize the acids produced by cariogenic bacterias. For this 
reason the saliva production is important to support the oral health. Any agent or condition 
that reduces the quantity of saliva increases the risk of dental decay.   

One way to measure this is by the formation time (in seconds) of small saliva drops in the 
inner mucous of the lower lip and compared with a chart. (Saliva Check®1) (Varma et al., 
2008) (Fig. 3) 

Low    greater than 60 seconds 
Normal   30 a 60 seconds 
High   less than30 seconds 

    
Fig. 3. Unstimulated saliva flow measured by Kit Saliva Check. 

3.2.2 Stimulated saliva 

Physiologically the stimulus can be mechanic as mastication. It can be gustatory as result of 
the stimulation of the gustatory or psychological papilla on having imagined the favorite 
food. Inversely, it can diminish with fear, radiation causing destruction of the salivary 
                                                                 
1 Saliva Check®, GC America Inc., Alsip, IL, USA. 
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glands, thyroid insufficiency, Sjögren's syndrome or medicaments (neuroleptics, 
antidepressants and antihypertensives) (Harris & García-Godoy, 2001)  (Fig. 4) 

   
Fig. 4. Stimulated salivary flow. 

Stimulated saliva could be obtained during 5 minutes by chewing an unflavored piece of 
wax or chewing gum; the result was expressed in mL/min. With a moderate stimulation, it 
can collect 1 to 2 mL/min. When the stimulated salivary flow is lower than 0.7 ml/min, it 
could be xerostomia with a caries risk (Harris & García-Godoy, 2001; Heintze et al., 1999). 

3.2.3 Salivary pH 

Salivary pH is the acidity or alcalinity of the saliva, normally presents a pH of 6.3, but could 
be modified by the oral health (Prieto & Yuste, 2010). 

If salivary pH diminished can increase the enamel demineralization. There is no exist an 
exact pH at which demineralization begins, it may be in the range of 5.5 to 5.0 (critical pH). 
This is a very large range due to the mineralization is given according to pH and duration  
of exposure of the enamel surface to the acid environment (Anderson et al., 2001; Dawes, 
2003). 

The concept of critical pH is applicable only to solutions that are in contact with a particular 
mineral, such as enamel. Saliva and plaque fluid, for instance, are normally supersaturated 
with respect to tooth enamel because the pH is higher tan the critical pH, so our teeth do not 
dissolve in our saliva or under plaque (Featherstone, 2000; Dawes, 2003) (Fig. 5).  

     
Fig. 5. The reactive strip comparate with the manufactured chart. 
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To determine salivary pH, you can use a ph-meter or by the reactive strip. 

The Saliva Check®1 reactive strip is submerged in stimulated saliva for 10 to 20 seconds and 
the color obtained is compared with categorical levels in the chart: 

Highly acidic    red section (pH de 5.0 to 5.8)  
Moderately acidic  yellow section (pH de 6.0 to 6.6) 
Healthy saliva    green section (pH de 6.8 to 7.8). 

3.2.4 Buffer capacity 

Buffer capacity is the saliva ability to neutralize acids, salivary pH back to normal 
parameters after bacterial acidogenesis. After exposure to fermentable carbohydrate occur a 
series of reactions with decreasing pH, as it decreases, some salivary minerals and proteins 
are liberate to avoid the salivary pH drop. Increased salivary buffering minimizes the final 
products of the acidogenic bacteria. Magnesium and carbonate ions are adsorbed to the 
enamel crystals, and then they are dissolved and added to the oral environment. Even 
calcium and phosphate ions are available for remineralization when the pH begins to return 
to normal parameters.  

If acid production continues after 30 to 45 minutes, the pH rises and minerals in ionic form 
incorporate into the tooth structure. At this time reverse the demineralization process 
(Monterde et al., 2001). 

This salivary function is one of the best indicators of caries susceptibility because it reveals 
the host response. Patients with high buffering capacity are resistant to the caries process. 
The low capacity may indicate: decreased salivary flow, reduced host response to cariogenic 
agents, possible malnutrition or pregnancy (Larmas, 1992). 

Buffer capacity might be determined quickly placing stimulated saliva using a pipette in the 
reactive strip of the Saliva Check®1 test and will be compared with the chart after 2 minutes; 
the final result was obtained by adding the scores of 3 reactive zones:  

Green    4 points 
Green/blue       3 points 
Blue                   2 points 
Red/blue          1 point 
Red                  0 points (Fig. 6).  

     
Fig. 6. Buffering capacity (Saliva Check®). 
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Interpreting the result: 

Very low  0 to 5 points 
Low    6 to 9 points 
Normal/High  10 to 12 points 

3.3 Bacterial markers 

The acids produced by bacterial fermentation in plaque dissolve the mineral matrix of the 
tooth. A reversible chalk-white spot is the first manifestation of the carious lesion, which can 
lead to cavitation if the mineral continues to be exposed to acid. Early detection of carious 
lesions provides a great opportunity to limit enamel demineralization associated with this 
process. 

3.3.1 Streptococus mutans 

Streptococcus mutans are bacterias that grow in chains or in pairs, no movement, non-spore 
forming and usually react positively to Gram test. The name given by the tendency to 
change shape, can be found as spheres or more elongated, like bacillus.  

There are numerous reports of a positive correlation between the presence of mutans 
streptococci and caries increase (Ansai et al., 1994; Heintze et al., 1999; Larmas, 1992; Niwa 
& Fukuda, 1989; Tanzer et al., 2001). 

Streptococcus mutans are the most important bacterias at the beginning of the caries, 
colonize the host only after the first tooth erupts, are acquired primarily by direct 
transmission from mothers, have a preference for the occlusal surfaces of molars and 
interproximal areas of teeth and lack of ability to adhere to the oral soft tissues (National 
Institutes of Health Consensus, 2001). 

The action of Streptococcus mutans, occurs in three phases: 1) initial interaction with the 
tooth surface via adhesins, 2) the colonization and growth of cariogenic bacteria in the film 
and 3) the production of glucose and glucans by the bacterial enzyme glucosyltransferase, 
which is involved into formation of lactic acid and initiates the process of demineralization 
of the tooth (Anusavice, 2005). 

Microorganisms are more involved in the formation of cavities by their own virulence 
factors: acidogenicity, aciduric (acid produced in a medium with low pH) and acidophilus 
(resists the acidity of the medium). 

Diverse tests based predominantly on quantitative estimation of Streptococcus mutans per 
milliliter of saliva (colony-forming unit [CFU]/mL): MSBB method (Matsukubo et al.), 
Caries Screen SM (Jordan et al.) and Dentocult® SM (Orion Diagnostica, Espoo, Finland) 
according to Jensen and Bratthall (1989).  

These three are based on the fact that bacitracin inhibits the growth of other oral streptococci 
except mutans on mitis salivarius medium (Fig. 7). 

A recently developed Streptococcus mutans detection system, Saliva-Check SM® (GC 
America, USA), eliminates the need for an incubation period. It can detect salivary S. 
mutans levels in 30 minutes. 
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Fig. 7. Dentocult SM® strip mutans.  

The average value for any possibility of decay should be more than 250,000 colony-forming 
unit (CFU) per milliliter of saliva, the higher values of 1'000, 000 CFU / mL indicate a high 
risk of caries (Heintze et al., 1999). 

The bacitracin disc may be placed in the selective culture Dentocult® SM2; 15 minutes before 
sampling. Let the patient chew a paraffin pellet for 1 minute. This stimulates the secretion of 
saliva and transfers mutans streptococci from toothsurfaces into the saliva. Press the rough 
surface of the strip against the saliva remaining on the patient´s tongue (Fig. 8). 

                  

          
Fig. 8. Specimen collection, and model chart. 

                                                                 
2 Dentocult® SM Strip Mutans (Orion Diagnostica, Helsinki, Finland) 
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Incubate the vial at 37° C for 48 hours with the cap one quarter of a turn open. Interpretation 
of results according following score:  

0  negative or < 100 000 CFU/mL,  
1  100 000 to 1 000 000 CFU/mL,  
2  105 to 106 CFU/mL,   
3  >1 000 000  CFU/mL   

3.3.2 Lactobacillus 

Lactobacillus is considered secondary invaders, can contribute to tooth demineralization once 
they are established carious lesions. Lactobacilli can be found in the mouth before the teeth 
erupt, even when the diet is rich in fermentable carbohydrates and no active carious lesions. 

They are present in small numbers on the plaque and tend to be found in saliva and in deep 
carious lesions. Weakly bind to the enamel surfaces, are lazy in their nutritional 
requirements, are acidogenic and aciduric. They are located in the undercut areas of the 
tooth, such as defects or margins of fillings or orthodontic bands (Ansai et al., 1994; Heintze 
et al., 1999; Menaker et al., 1986; Tanzer et al., 2001). 

The development of caries should be considered in two-stage process: in Streptococcus 
mutans involved in lesion initiation and lactobacilli in progression it.  

The standard method for determining the presence of lactobacilli is through the selective 
medium Rogosa SL agar. An alternative was established by Larmas in 1975 with the 
introduction of the test Dentocult LB®. The advantage is that it can be used in the dental 
office and the results can be shown to make the patient aware of the presence of lactobacilli 
in the mouth (Fig. 9). 

   
Fig. 9. Dentocult LB® test. 

Values greater than 100,000 CFU / mL indicate a high risk of caries (Heintze et al., 1999; 
Larmas, 1992). 

Dentocult® LB3 procedure (Fig. 10) consists in pour the collected saliva over both agar 
surfaces, ensuring that they are well moistened. If the saliva is very viscous, the sample can 
also be applied using a sterile swab, then screw the slide tightly back into the tube and place 
                                                                 
3 Dentocult® LB (Orion Diagnostica, Helsinki, Finland) 
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the tube in an incubator for 72 hours at 37° C. To obtain a colony count remove the slide 
from the tube and compare the colony density with the model chart provided in the kit: 

NC  Non count or few colonies 
0  1 000 UFC/ml  (low) 
1  10 000 UFC/ml  (medium) 
2  100 000 UFC/ml  (high) 
3  1 000 000 UFC/ml  (higher)  

Actually exists the CRT bacteria test (Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein) which 
allows clearly identify and semi-quantitatively determine both cariogenic bacterias.  

Prognosis of caries becomes more effective when the lactobacilli and streptococci tests are 
combined. 

     

 
Fig. 10. Collect the lactobacillus sample, manufactured chart. 

3.4 Plaque pH 

Acidogenic bacteria in dental plaque metabolize carbohydrates rapidly getting acid as final 
product. The result is a change in pH of the plaque, as it relates to the time called the 
Stephan curve as a scheme to bring it takes a curve. The pH decreases rapidly in the first few 
minutes to gradually increase; it suggests that in 30 minutes should return to normal levels.  

The caries activity test Cariostat®4, developed by Shimono, is used to measure the decrease 
of pH caused by bacterial action in the plaque. It has been reported positive correlations 
between caries activity test score and the counts of SM and LB.  

Not only can determine whether establishing new carious lesions, but also diagnose active 
or chronic lesions present (Nishimura et al., 1988; Lara-Carrillo et al., 2010b).  
                                                                 
4 Cariostat® (Dentsply-Sankin KK, Tokyo, Japan) 
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in the mouth (Fig. 9). 

   
Fig. 9. Dentocult LB® test. 

Values greater than 100,000 CFU / mL indicate a high risk of caries (Heintze et al., 1999; 
Larmas, 1992). 

Dentocult® LB3 procedure (Fig. 10) consists in pour the collected saliva over both agar 
surfaces, ensuring that they are well moistened. If the saliva is very viscous, the sample can 
also be applied using a sterile swab, then screw the slide tightly back into the tube and place 
                                                                 
3 Dentocult® LB (Orion Diagnostica, Helsinki, Finland) 
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the tube in an incubator for 72 hours at 37° C. To obtain a colony count remove the slide 
from the tube and compare the colony density with the model chart provided in the kit: 

NC  Non count or few colonies 
0  1 000 UFC/ml  (low) 
1  10 000 UFC/ml  (medium) 
2  100 000 UFC/ml  (high) 
3  1 000 000 UFC/ml  (higher)  

Actually exists the CRT bacteria test (Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein) which 
allows clearly identify and semi-quantitatively determine both cariogenic bacterias.  

Prognosis of caries becomes more effective when the lactobacilli and streptococci tests are 
combined. 

     

 
Fig. 10. Collect the lactobacillus sample, manufactured chart. 

3.4 Plaque pH 
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product. The result is a change in pH of the plaque, as it relates to the time called the 
Stephan curve as a scheme to bring it takes a curve. The pH decreases rapidly in the first few 
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of pH caused by bacterial action in the plaque. It has been reported positive correlations 
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4 Cariostat® (Dentsply-Sankin KK, Tokyo, Japan) 
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Munshi et al. (1999) reported a Cariostat® sensitivity of 96.7% and a specificity of 93.3%. 

The procedure of Cariostat® is by changing color as a result of increased production of acids 
produced by fermentation of bacteria, is very sensitive and its relevance lies in its ability to 
predict the presence of caries in the future (Munshi et al., 1999). 

It contains a high concentration of sucrose tryptose growth inhibitor of Gram-negative 
bacteria, with two types of indicators (green bromocresol and purple) to reveal visually the 
pH decrease in dental plaque (Ansai et al., 1994; Kornman, 2005; Nishimura et al., 1988a, 
2008b). 

A pH range of 4.0 ± 3 is considered high risk or marked caries activity. 

Plaque is collected from buccal surfaces of first upper molars, using a sterilized cotton swab 
supplied in the kit, which was put into a test medium and incubated 48 hours at 37° C. The 
test color change is compared with the pattern provided by the manufacturer as follows: 
Blue  negative value = pH 5.8-7.2 
Green  one positive value = pH 5.4 + 0.3 
Yellow greenish two positives value = pH 4.8 + 0.3  
Yellow  three positives value = pH < 4.4 (Fig. 11). 

    

               
Fig. 11. Caries activity test Cariostat®. 

3.5 Occult blood in saliva 

The use of saliva for periodontal diagnosis has been subject to several investigations, which 
have been proposed for disease markers including proteins, cells, hormones, volatile 
components, ions, bacteria and bacterial products, among others. 
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It has become the leukocytes counts, in these salivary markers as an indicator of periodontal 
disease, since most of the salivary leukocytes entering to the oral cavity through the 
crevicular fluid when exist gingival inflammation, but these cells vary from person to 
person and even in one person can change during the day (Kaufman & Lamster, 2000). 

Actually exists another colorimetric salivary test used as indicator at inflammation which 
involves determining occult blood derived from the gingival tissue for evaluates periodontal 
disease in initial stages, called Salivaster®5 (Hashimoto et al., 2006; Niwa, & Fukuda, 1989). 

 The Salivaster® is a colorimetric test based on a catalytic reaction of hemoglobin in saliva 
inducing the formation of different colors ranging from yellow to dark green. The principle 
of the color reaction is similar to the test for blood in urine, but was developed for the 
particular viscosity of saliva (Fig. 12). 

                            

 
Fig. 12. Initial indicator of periodontal disease through occult blood in saliva (Salivaster®) 

It is reported that this method has a sensitivity of 75.9% and a specificity of 90.5% for the 
detection of gingival inflammation (Kaufman & Lamster, 2000). 

The procedure involves dipping the test paper in stimulated saliva for 2-3 seconds and then 
judging by comparing to the standard color change chart, divided into 3 levels:  

Yellow  0.0 mg of blood per dL of saliva (no periodontal disease)  
Llight blue  1.0 mg/dL (incipient periodontal disease) 
Dark blue  2.5 mg/dL (periodontal disease present). 
                                                                 
5 Salivaster ® (Showa Yakuhin Kako Co. LTD, Tokyo, Japan)  
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3.6 Hygienic-dietary habits 

This section covers those data on the frequency and quality of oral hygiene and consistency 
of diet, time and frequency of food intake. 

There is little doubt that the change in lifestyle of civilization was resulting in an increase in 
the prevalence of dental caries, referring mainly to the increase of the diet of soft foods that 
contain carbohydrates. 

Certain features of sugary foods and the conditions under which they are ingested, are more 
important in determining the cariogenic potential than amount of sugar (Moynihan, 2005).  

The factors that establish the potential cariogenicity of sugary foods are: 

 The physical consistency of the diet: food adhesives are more retentive than non-
cariogenic. 

 Time of ingestion: sugary foods are more dangerous when consumed between meals, as 
the natural defense mechanisms operate at maximum during meals. The worst time to 
cariogenic food is just before bedtime, because the mouth is dry by the circadian 
rhythm of saliva during sleep. 

 The frequency: sugar intake reduces the pH of dental plaque that facilitates 
demineralization and promotes tooth decay, so that the more frequent the intake, more 
cariogenic foods become. 

The severity of the above is that the sugars are rapidly degraded by bacteria in acidic 
metabolic end products, which will result in a greater demineralization process than 
remineralization with subsequent carious lesions. 

But also, there are certain foods that can protect against the formation of dental caries by the 
substances that they contain in their structure, either because they are fibrous, fatty or 
protein, etc. which reduces their cariogenic potential, and when mixed with sugary foods, 
reduce the potential of the latter, these are called protective foods, among which we mention 
the cheese. It has been shown to finish a meal with cheese for dessert, reduces the acidity of 
the plaque and therefore tooth decay (cariostatic). 

The cheese prevents enamel demineralization by two different mechanisms: by stimulating 
the flow of saliva, which buffers the plaque and by increasing concentrations of calcium and 
phosphorus in dental plaque, which promotes remineralization (Saroglu, 2007). 

In recent years, has also increased the use of sweeteners and sugar substitutes; investigations 
have focused mainly on sugar alcohols (sorbitol, mannitol, maltitol and xylitol), starch 
hydrolysates (Lycasin), protein (Monellina) and synthetic chemicals (saccharin, cyclamate and 
aspartic). Unlike sugar, these are poorly metabolized by oral bacteria or metabolized by 
pathways that lead to acid formation. Even some of them reduce the bacterial metabolism and 
consequently the development of plaque on the oral tissues. Nutrition education is very 
important, also correct oral hygiene with effective brushing after every meal is basically in oral 
health, while considering preventive periodic revisions to the dentist. 

The useful life of a toothbrush is determined more by the brushing method that the length of 
use. Its half-life is approximately three months; however, this estimate may vary due to 
differences in the brushing habits. 
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They have developed several methods of toothbrushing and most are identified by a single 
name like Bass, Stillman, Charters, or by a term indicating the main action to be taken: as 
spinning or massage. 

The objectives of brushing are: 

 Remove the plaque and stop the growth of it. 
 Clean the teeth of food, debris and stains. 
 Stimulate the gingival tissues. 

Although the brush is the main mechanical means of plaque removal, often required of 
dental auxiliaries to remove residual plaque present in the proximal surfaces, among which 
include: dental floss, interdental cleaners, oral irrigators, mouth rinses buccal interdental 
sticks, and others (Klaus et al., 1991). 

However, the majority of the population is disabled, unmotivated or are unaware of the 
need to devote time to remove the plaque from all tooth surfaces, or using products not 
suitable for removing plaque on the site crucial, or both. 

To know the habits of the patient is recommended to apply a questionnaire which included 
a series of questions regarding daily brushing and eating habits, focusing on behavioral risk 
factors for dental disease. (Fig. 13). 

 
Fig. 13. Filling the questionnaire dietary and hygiene habits 

4. Collection of samples 
We recommended that patients brush their teeth three times a day using the Bass modified 
technique with toothpaste containing fluoride after placement of the appliances. 
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We recommended that patients brush their teeth three times a day using the Bass modified 
technique with toothpaste containing fluoride after placement of the appliances. 
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Recommendations to avoid retentive, cariogenic, or hard foods during orthodontic 
treatment were provided verbally. 

For take the tests is necessary that the patients avoided eating or drinking and no 
toothbrushing at least 2 hours before taking the samples in both time points. 

In our experience, with thirty-four subjects, where 14 males (mean age, 16.2 ± 3.4 years) and 
20 females (mean age, 17.2 ± 6.3 years), we selected patients didn’t have any systemic 
diseases, use of antibiotics at least 15 days before initiating the study, active caries, and on 
mixed dentition phase were excluded. 

Two samples were taken from each patient, one before beginning the orthodontic treatment 
and the other 1 month after placement of the appliances, because this is the time for the 
appointment to change the first arch wire. The orthodontics attachments were placed in 
both arches.  

Dental and skeletal diagnoses were obtained from each patient, defined by Angle's molar 
class and the subspinale-nasion-supramentale cephalometric angle (ANB). Fifteen patients 
had molar relation class I, fourteen had class II, four had class III, and in one patient it was 
not possible to determine the relationship due to absent first molars.  

As for the skeletal diagnosis, fourteen were class I, nineteen were class II, and one were class 
III. The dental and skeletal diagnoses were not associated or determined the behavior of any 
of the studied variables (p>0.05) (data not shown).  

4.1 Clinical markers 

The mean DMFS index of the subjects was 6.47, although it was greater in females (8.70) that 
in males (3.28), these differences were not statistically significant (P = 0.1352. The mean 
O´Leary’s plaque index was 44.6 %, males presented a slightly plaque percentage (50.84%) 
than females (40.15%; P = 0.1809) (data not shown). 

4.2 Salivary markers  

We did not find a statistically significant difference in the unstimulated salivary production 
before and 1-month after the placement of orthodontic appliances, nevertheless according to 
time point, in both samples, there were differences between the saliva production of males 
and females (P = 0.0026); specifically, the unstimulated salivary production was lower in 
women (Table 1).  

The placement of orthodontic appliances promoted a major stimulated salivary flow in the 
subjects, with significant differences in the salivary production before and after treatment (P 
= 0.0001). The salivary stimulated flow rate was greater in males at the beginning (P = 
0.0019; Table 1). The salivary buffer capacity showed differences after placement of the 
appliances (P = 0.0359) and between genders before the treatment (P = 0.0381) females 
showed lower capacity (Table 1).  

Significant differences were observed in the salivary pH before and after treatment (P = 
0.0246) with an increase of the pH value (Table 1). 
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Marker 

 
Gender 

Stages  

Pa Before After 

Salivary markers     

Unstimulated saliva (seconds) Male 39.85 + 19.17 38.64 + 14.90  

 Female 45.65 + 19.03 57.35 + 17.43 0.4073 

 pb  0.3903 0.0026*  

Stimulated saliva (mL/min) Male 1.72 + 0.65 1.76 + 0.80  

 Female 1.06 + 0.48 1.36 + 0.50 0.0001* 

 pb 0.0019* 0.0835  

Buffer capacity Male 8.78 + 2.19 8.71 + 2.16  

 Female 6.90 + 2.69 7.70 + 1.59 0.0359* 

 pb 0.0381* 0.1247  

Salivary pH Male 7.68 + 0.17 7.74 + 0.09  

 Female 7.53 + 0.38 7.73 + 0.09 0.0246* 

 pb 0.1672 0.7039  

Data shown as mean ± SD 
pa value between before vs. after placement of appliances, based on paired t-test 
pb value between genders,  based on paired t-test 
*P < 0.05  

Table 1. Distribution of salivary markers by gender in the study (n = 34) 

4.3 Bacterial markers  

We observed changes in the CFU of SM after the placement of appliances. Before treatment 
14/34 subjects had high values (>105); after one month of banding, 16/34 had high values.  

In the first sample 7/34 subjects had high levels (>105) of LB, for the second sample we 
found 20/34 subjects in these same level, although statistically significant differences were 
not observed in the bacterial counts distribution (Table 2). 

4.4 Plaque pH  

The acidity of the initial plaque no registered significant modifications after the placement 
of appliances (P = 0.5467); however, we found differences between genders in the initial 
sample (P = 0.0430); the pH between 5.8-7.2 predominating in females, and lowest values 
(pH 5.4 ± 0.3) in males. The second sample showed more subjects with lowest values (pH 5.4 
± 0.3) in both genders (Table 2).  

4.5 Occult blood in saliva  

Differences were observed in the gingival bleeding before and after orthodontic treatment (P 
= 0.0305), with an increased the bleeding in saliva in the second sample. It has to be 
considered that in the beginning of the study most of the subjects were in the intermediate 
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level with 1 mg/dL of occult blood in saliva (incipient periodontal disease) and one month 
later the periodontal disease present increase (Table 2).   

 
 

Marker 
Stages  

Pa Before After 

Male Female Male Female  

Bacterial markers      
SM counts      
NC or <103 6 4 4 4  
<105 3 3 4 6  
>105 to  106 5 8 6 8  
>106 0 1 0 2 0.3741 
pb 0.8137 0.6416  
Lactobacillus counts      
NC 4 8 0 1  
103 3 5 4 4  
104 3 4 5 5  
105 2 3 8 8  
106 2 0 2 2 0.6905 
pb 0.4431 0.6832  
Plaque pH      
5.8 – 7.2 4 14 3 7  
5.4 + 0.3 9 6 11 12  
4.8 + 0.3 1 0 0 1  
< 4.4 0 0 0 0 0.5467 
pb 0.0430* 0.4414  
Occult blood in saliva      
No periodontal disease 1 1 0 0  
Incipient periodontal disease 8 15 8 15  
Periodontal disease present 5 4 6 5 0.0305* 

0.5432  0.2733  

NC = negative at culture 
Pa value between before vs. after placement of appliances, based on X2 test 
Pb value between genders, based on X2 test 
* P < 0.05 

Table 2. Distribution of bacterial markers, plaque pH and occult blood in saliva by gender in 
the study (n = 34) 
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It is established that orthodontic treatment induces changes in the oral environment, with 
increasing concentrations of mutans streptococci and lactobacilli, as well as increased blood 
concentration in saliva and decreased plaque pH.  

This is exacerbated in stages which increase the use of attachments and the consequent 
difficulty of proper hygiene. 

5. Conclusions 
The clinical markers showed that males had lower DMFS index than females, nevertheless, 
the plaque index by O´Leary showed more plaque in males of this study. 

The stimulated salivary flow increased after the placement of orthodontic appliances. In the 
present study it was greater in males, which is similar to international reports (Chang et al., 
1999; Bretz et al., 2001; De Vigna et al., 2008).  

The mean salivary flow rate for both genders was found in normal parameters: 1-3 mL/min 
in stimulated saliva and from 0.25-0.35 mL/min in unstimulated saliva. The variability of 
salivary flow rate has been established by other researchers (Torres et al, 2006).  

The results support a direct and prolonged stimulatory effect after one month of treatment 
with fixed orthodontic appliances on salivary flow. 

The saliva buffer capacity presented a significant increase in females after the orthodontic 
therapy. Males showed higher buffer capacity than females, this difference between genders 
have been demonstrated previously.  

The salivary buffer capacity prevents the settling of pathogenic microorganisms in mouth, 
being an important risk indicator, because it reveals the response of the host.  

Salivary pH demonstrated a significant increase in the 1st month of treatment, as opposed to 
other studies in which it has been demonstrated that the pH suffers alterations after 3 
months of orthodontic treatment (Chang et al., 1999). 

Males showed a more acid plaque pH at the beginning of the treatment, nevertheless an 
increase in acidity was demonstrated 1 month with orthodontic appliances in females. The 
plaque pH had significant differences between genders when the patients already were in 
orthodontic treatment.  

The orthodontic appliances protected the plaque from the tooth brushing action, the 
mastication, and the salivary fluid. Accumulating more on the cervical region of the brackets 
or below the arches wire, which is the zone where a major demineralization can be found 
(Migale et al., 2009). 

The present study showed an increase of CFU after placement of the orthodontic appliances, 
which has been demonstrated also by Chang (1999). Nevertheless, these changes in the 1st 
month of study were not statistically significant, as opposed to report by this same author.   

Before initiating treatment, the majority of patients showed incipient periodontal disease 
detected trough the Salivaster® test, possibly caused by crowding, which in the majority of 
patients is the principal motivation for the orthodontic treatment. Likewise, a significant 
increase of periodontal disease was observed 1 month after initiating orthodontic therapy 
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level with 1 mg/dL of occult blood in saliva (incipient periodontal disease) and one month 
later the periodontal disease present increase (Table 2).   

 
 

Marker 
Stages  

Pa Before After 

Male Female Male Female  

Bacterial markers      
SM counts      
NC or <103 6 4 4 4  
<105 3 3 4 6  
>105 to  106 5 8 6 8  
>106 0 1 0 2 0.3741 
pb 0.8137 0.6416  
Lactobacillus counts      
NC 4 8 0 1  
103 3 5 4 4  
104 3 4 5 5  
105 2 3 8 8  
106 2 0 2 2 0.6905 
pb 0.4431 0.6832  
Plaque pH      
5.8 – 7.2 4 14 3 7  
5.4 + 0.3 9 6 11 12  
4.8 + 0.3 1 0 0 1  
< 4.4 0 0 0 0 0.5467 
pb 0.0430* 0.4414  
Occult blood in saliva      
No periodontal disease 1 1 0 0  
Incipient periodontal disease 8 15 8 15  
Periodontal disease present 5 4 6 5 0.0305* 

0.5432  0.2733  

NC = negative at culture 
Pa value between before vs. after placement of appliances, based on X2 test 
Pb value between genders, based on X2 test 
* P < 0.05 

Table 2. Distribution of bacterial markers, plaque pH and occult blood in saliva by gender in 
the study (n = 34) 
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It is established that orthodontic treatment induces changes in the oral environment, with 
increasing concentrations of mutans streptococci and lactobacilli, as well as increased blood 
concentration in saliva and decreased plaque pH.  

This is exacerbated in stages which increase the use of attachments and the consequent 
difficulty of proper hygiene. 

5. Conclusions 
The clinical markers showed that males had lower DMFS index than females, nevertheless, 
the plaque index by O´Leary showed more plaque in males of this study. 

The stimulated salivary flow increased after the placement of orthodontic appliances. In the 
present study it was greater in males, which is similar to international reports (Chang et al., 
1999; Bretz et al., 2001; De Vigna et al., 2008).  

The mean salivary flow rate for both genders was found in normal parameters: 1-3 mL/min 
in stimulated saliva and from 0.25-0.35 mL/min in unstimulated saliva. The variability of 
salivary flow rate has been established by other researchers (Torres et al, 2006).  

The results support a direct and prolonged stimulatory effect after one month of treatment 
with fixed orthodontic appliances on salivary flow. 

The saliva buffer capacity presented a significant increase in females after the orthodontic 
therapy. Males showed higher buffer capacity than females, this difference between genders 
have been demonstrated previously.  

The salivary buffer capacity prevents the settling of pathogenic microorganisms in mouth, 
being an important risk indicator, because it reveals the response of the host.  

Salivary pH demonstrated a significant increase in the 1st month of treatment, as opposed to 
other studies in which it has been demonstrated that the pH suffers alterations after 3 
months of orthodontic treatment (Chang et al., 1999). 

Males showed a more acid plaque pH at the beginning of the treatment, nevertheless an 
increase in acidity was demonstrated 1 month with orthodontic appliances in females. The 
plaque pH had significant differences between genders when the patients already were in 
orthodontic treatment.  

The orthodontic appliances protected the plaque from the tooth brushing action, the 
mastication, and the salivary fluid. Accumulating more on the cervical region of the brackets 
or below the arches wire, which is the zone where a major demineralization can be found 
(Migale et al., 2009). 

The present study showed an increase of CFU after placement of the orthodontic appliances, 
which has been demonstrated also by Chang (1999). Nevertheless, these changes in the 1st 
month of study were not statistically significant, as opposed to report by this same author.   

Before initiating treatment, the majority of patients showed incipient periodontal disease 
detected trough the Salivaster® test, possibly caused by crowding, which in the majority of 
patients is the principal motivation for the orthodontic treatment. Likewise, a significant 
increase of periodontal disease was observed 1 month after initiating orthodontic therapy 
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(2.5 mg/dL of saliva). Inflammation of the adjacent connective tissue has been considered a 
consequence of the use of orthodontic bands, determining that the condition of the gum 
deteriorates during the treatment with fixed appliances, even in patients with good oral 
hygiene. (Lara-Carrillo et al., 2010a) 

Checking the quality, pH and buffer capacity of saliva can be valuable as part of an overall 
clinical assessment, thus also monitoring bacterial counts, plaque and periodontal 
inflammation. 

In conclusion, orthodontic treatment changes the oral environmental factors: promotes a 
major salivary stimulated flow and increases its buffer capacity and salivary pH, which 
increase the anticaries activity of saliva. Plaque pH did not demonstrate significant changes 
before and 1-month into orthodontic treatment. The bacterial levels did not increase 
significantly in the first month of the orthodontic treatment but, the increased of retentive 
surfaces rinsed the bleeding in saliva by periodontal injury.  

Patients with orthodontic appliances require special care in terms of prevention caries and 
periodontal disease. For optimal patient care, it is necessary to analyzed if the changes 
during orthodontic treatment persist or change upon discontinuation of treatment. 

The following markers emerged as protective factors: patients without active caries injuries 
increased significantly stimulated salivary flow, buffer capacity, and salivary pH, after 
placement orthodontic appliances.  

In contrast, the following markers were negative risk factors to the oral environment: 
slightly increase in the infection levels of SM and Lactobacillus, and of occult blood in saliva. 

Oral environment has the capacity of adjustment to the presence of a foreign body, 
increasing the salivary flow which contributes to the autoclisis and modifying the salivary 
composition to raise the pH and buffer capacity, it prevents colonization by potentially 
pathogenic microorganisms by denying them optimization of environmental conditions. 

It is necessary to establish the parameters that the patient presents at the beginning and 
during the treatment, and determine which stages may show major changes, if these 
changes are kept or reversed during the course of the therapy, with the purpose of 
preventing in an opportune and effective way.  

So it is advisable to develop a prevention protocol for the development of dental caries or 
enamel demineralization in patients at risk, as is the case of those who undergo orthodontic 
treatment with fixed appliances. 

It is recognized that this type of treatment has the potential to cause damage to hard and 
soft tissues of the oral cavity. In patients undergoing orthodontic treatment with fixed 
appliances increases bacterial counts due to the favorable environment for the accumulation 
of plaque and food debris that increase the risk of tooth decay, coupled with the difficulty of 
plaque removal by conventional means of oral hygiene. 

However, the best way to combat tooth decay and periodontal disease is the strict control of 
plaque, for which it has recommended the use of electric toothbrushes, mouthwashes, oral 
irrigators, and others. But one of the most important parts to maintain oral health is the 
motivation of the patient. 
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In this study it was observed that most patients showed interest in the results of their 
samples, from the very beginning knew the purpose of continually assessing their clinical 
characteristics, salivary and bacterial, asked if he had improved his health and brushing 
frequently controlled by plaque control record. 

Because orthodontic appliances patients with an increased risk of tooth decay and/or 
periodontal disease problems, it is necessary to reduce the time in which these patients are 
at risk, the clinician will have the commitment of the good course of treatment, but the 
patient also plays an important role. 

Another recommendation is to give greater publicity to the importance of oral health 
markers studied here can not only be applied in orthodontic patients, but in any patient is 
desirable to determine the risk of cavities that may have to take action convenient and 
proper preventive their clinical characteristics, salivary or bacterial infections, and especially 
those in which systemic disease is added. 
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(2.5 mg/dL of saliva). Inflammation of the adjacent connective tissue has been considered a 
consequence of the use of orthodontic bands, determining that the condition of the gum 
deteriorates during the treatment with fixed appliances, even in patients with good oral 
hygiene. (Lara-Carrillo et al., 2010a) 

Checking the quality, pH and buffer capacity of saliva can be valuable as part of an overall 
clinical assessment, thus also monitoring bacterial counts, plaque and periodontal 
inflammation. 

In conclusion, orthodontic treatment changes the oral environmental factors: promotes a 
major salivary stimulated flow and increases its buffer capacity and salivary pH, which 
increase the anticaries activity of saliva. Plaque pH did not demonstrate significant changes 
before and 1-month into orthodontic treatment. The bacterial levels did not increase 
significantly in the first month of the orthodontic treatment but, the increased of retentive 
surfaces rinsed the bleeding in saliva by periodontal injury.  

Patients with orthodontic appliances require special care in terms of prevention caries and 
periodontal disease. For optimal patient care, it is necessary to analyzed if the changes 
during orthodontic treatment persist or change upon discontinuation of treatment. 

The following markers emerged as protective factors: patients without active caries injuries 
increased significantly stimulated salivary flow, buffer capacity, and salivary pH, after 
placement orthodontic appliances.  

In contrast, the following markers were negative risk factors to the oral environment: 
slightly increase in the infection levels of SM and Lactobacillus, and of occult blood in saliva. 

Oral environment has the capacity of adjustment to the presence of a foreign body, 
increasing the salivary flow which contributes to the autoclisis and modifying the salivary 
composition to raise the pH and buffer capacity, it prevents colonization by potentially 
pathogenic microorganisms by denying them optimization of environmental conditions. 

It is necessary to establish the parameters that the patient presents at the beginning and 
during the treatment, and determine which stages may show major changes, if these 
changes are kept or reversed during the course of the therapy, with the purpose of 
preventing in an opportune and effective way.  

So it is advisable to develop a prevention protocol for the development of dental caries or 
enamel demineralization in patients at risk, as is the case of those who undergo orthodontic 
treatment with fixed appliances. 

It is recognized that this type of treatment has the potential to cause damage to hard and 
soft tissues of the oral cavity. In patients undergoing orthodontic treatment with fixed 
appliances increases bacterial counts due to the favorable environment for the accumulation 
of plaque and food debris that increase the risk of tooth decay, coupled with the difficulty of 
plaque removal by conventional means of oral hygiene. 

However, the best way to combat tooth decay and periodontal disease is the strict control of 
plaque, for which it has recommended the use of electric toothbrushes, mouthwashes, oral 
irrigators, and others. But one of the most important parts to maintain oral health is the 
motivation of the patient. 
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In this study it was observed that most patients showed interest in the results of their 
samples, from the very beginning knew the purpose of continually assessing their clinical 
characteristics, salivary and bacterial, asked if he had improved his health and brushing 
frequently controlled by plaque control record. 

Because orthodontic appliances patients with an increased risk of tooth decay and/or 
periodontal disease problems, it is necessary to reduce the time in which these patients are 
at risk, the clinician will have the commitment of the good course of treatment, but the 
patient also plays an important role. 

Another recommendation is to give greater publicity to the importance of oral health 
markers studied here can not only be applied in orthodontic patients, but in any patient is 
desirable to determine the risk of cavities that may have to take action convenient and 
proper preventive their clinical characteristics, salivary or bacterial infections, and especially 
those in which systemic disease is added. 
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1. Introduction 
Detection of carious lesions is prerequisite to an optimal preventive and minimal surgical 
intervention strategy. Radiographs are the most accurate diagnostic aid available for the 
detection of alveolar osseous abnormalities and dental disease progression (Russel & Pitts, 
1993; Rothman, 1998). The development of digital radiography (radiovisiographs-RVG) has 
created new options in dentistry (Hedrick et al., 1994; Svanæs et al., 2000; Van der Stelt, 
2005). However, imaging systems used in dentistry are largely limited to 2 dimensional (2-
D) systems in including conventional-based radiography and digital radiography. The 
problem inherent to 2-D system is that 3 dimensional anatomy is collapsed into 2-D space, 
resulting in the superimposition of structures that potentially obscure features of interest 
and decrease diagnostic sensitivity. There are a number of 3-D systems available, like 
computed tomography (CT), tuned aperture computed tomography (TACT), and cone beam 
computed tomography (CBCT) (Hedrick et al., 1998; Mozzo et al., 1998; Sukovic, 2003; 
Aranyarachkul et al., 2005; Walker et al., 2005).  

The CBCT technique presents an innovation of tomographic imaging systems and 
subsequent volumetric image reconstruction for dentistry. When compared with other 
methods of tomographic imaging, CBCT is characterized by rapid volumetric image 
acquisition from a single low radiation dose scan of the patient. CBCT, also known as true 
volumetric computed tomography (TVCT) designed for use in dental imaging of osseous 
structures has been introduced (Rothman, 1998; Mozzo et al., 1998; Schulze et al., 2005). The 
first available and now well-established CBCT system, the NewTom is an example of such a 
CBCT machine dedicated to dental and maxillofacial imaging, particularly for surgical 
and/or prosthetics implant planning in the field of dentistry. The NewTom differs from a 
traditional dental CT scan in the way it captures an image; it does so by cone beam 
volumetric tomography. The W-ray tube revolves around the patient’s head in a single 
spiral, capturing a volume with each of the 360 degrees it rotates. Added together, the 
volumetric cone images are reformatted without any discernible error. In fact, the NewTom 
is accurate to 0.1 mm. While a dental CT scan takes ten minutes of working time and 
exposes the patient to two minutes of radiation, the NewTom scan takes 70 seconds and 
exposes the patient to 17 seconds of low-dose radiation. The radiation from a NewTom scan 
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is comparable to the radiation from a single Panorex, while a dental CT scan is roughly 
equivalent to 6-8 times that amount, depending on bone density.  

It is also possible to detect the relationship of the caries lesions with pulp chamber as 3-D. 
Therefore, the superpositions were eliminated with this system. The aim of this study was to 
compare the new dental volumetric tomography, RVG and conventional radiography in 
determination of the depth of approximal carious lesions.  

2. Materials & methods 
Randomly chosen 44 extracted and unrestored premolars and molars teeth with appoximal 
carious lesions were embedded in silicone (Optosil- Bayer Dental, Leverkusen, FRG) blocks 
in sets of 4 (2 premolars and 2 molars in contact), simulating as far as possible their 
presumed anatomical relationships. Extra 3 posterior teeth (One of them with a 1 cm metal 
wire fixed on occlusal, the others drilled in depth of 3 mm round hole in proximal contacts) 
were mounted for the calibration and control.  

D (Agfa Dentus M 2D, Germany) and E (Cea Dent, Ced D, Sweden) – speed radiographic 
films were used to take x-ray. Exposures were standardized at 18 impulses (0.3 s) from a 
model Kodak C6 320 FFD (70 kVp, 8 mA) radiation source (Kodak-Trophy ETX, France) that 
is also then integrated with the imaging system (Kodak RVG 5000) with distance of 20 cm 
holder device (short cone) (Dentsply Gendex Rinn, Milano, Italy). Films were processed 
immediately after exposure in fresh Kodak Readymatic processing solutions by means of a 
Velopex automatic temperature controlled processor (Extra-x, London, England). Processed 
radiographs were scanned to the computer for the measurement of carious lesions depths 
linearly in software. For the digital imaging, the sensor was fixed with the holder and 
Trophy dental unit was exposured for the 0.18 s.  

The NewTom (NewTom 9000; Quantitative Radiology, Verona, Italy) CBCT machine was used 
for the volumetric CT imaging. The teeth blocks were inserted to the centre of a water filled 
glass model have a volume to simulate a human head. Exposure was; 110 kVp, 5,2 mA for 36 s. 

The depth of carious lesions was measured linearly in software (NewTom 3G, generation 2). 

For the validation criteria, the roots of teeth were discarded and the crowns were sectioned as 
mesiodistally by a low speed diamond saw (Isomet 100 precission saw, Buchler, Germany) for 
histological measurements under the stereomicropcopy (Leica MZ 75, Heerbrugg, Germany).  

Bland-Altman plot test was used to describe agreement between software and histologic 
measurements of approximal carious lesion depths.  

3. Results 
Table 1 lists the measured the average carious lesion depths of  44 teeth on digital images 
(radiograps, RVG, and tomographic) and histologic observation.  

The Bland-Altman plot test revealed that the percentage agreement between radiographic 
and histologic measurements was 93.2% while 6.8% of the points were beyond the ±2 (Std. 
Dev.) of the mean difference. On the other hand, 90.9% agreement were observed between 
both RVG and histologic measurement and volumetric CT and histologic measurement. 
9.1% of the points were beyond the ±2 (SD) of the mean difference for both comparisons.  
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Tooth     
No 

Radiographic RVG Volumetric CT Histologic 

1 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.4 
2 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.2 
3 4.8 4.9 5.0 4.7 
4 4.4 4.5 4.7 4.3 
5 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.3 
6 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.0 
7 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.2 
8 4.8 4.9 5.1 4.7 
9 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.3 
10 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.0 
11 4.1 4.0 4.2 3.8 
12 4.3 4.4 4.6 4.2 
13 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.0 
14 3.0 3.1 3.2 2.8 
15 4.0 4.1 4.1 3.8 
16 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.5 
17 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.6 
18 4.3 4.2 4.4 4.1 
19 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.2 
20 4.6 4.8 4.9 4.6 
21 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.3 
22 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.4 
23 2.7 2.9 2.9 2.8 
24 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.5 
25 4.4 4.6 4.8 4.1 
26 3.6 3.7 3.9 3.8 
27 2.1 2.3 2.3 2.0 
28 4.3 4.0 4.4 4.1 
29 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.2 
30 2.7 2.9 3.0 2.5 
31 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.0 
32 4.0 4.1 4.3 3.8 
33 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.3 
34 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.7 
35 2.8 2.6 2.9 2.5 
36 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.0 
37 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.2 
38 3.5 3.7 3.9 3.4 
39 4.0 4.2 4.4 3.9 
40 3.8 3.3 3.5 4.0 
41 2.7 2.6 2.7 4.1 
42 1.8 2.0 2.1 4.2 
43 1.4 1.7 1.5 4.3 
44 2.3 2.3 2.5 4.4 

*(Bland-Altman analysis: Radiographic-histologic: 93.2%, RVG-histologic and Volumetric-histologic: 90.9%) 

Table 1. Carious lesion depths (mm) measured linearly in software and histologically. 
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The stereomicroscopy measurements revealed that the real caries depth was determined 
with the new volumetric tomography (fig.1) while RVG (fig.2) and similarly conventional 
radiography (fig.3) imaged less depth than it.  

Histologic examination of the teeth confirmed that the dental volumetric CT also appears to 
be very promising in caries lesion imaging.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Digital image of Volumetric CT. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Digital image of RVG. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. Photographs of conventional radiographs, D (a) and E (b) speed films. 

4. Discussion 
The present study has demonstrated that the volumetric tomography images have the 
potential to be the practical extraoral imaging modality for proximal caries detection.  

In the most of studies (Velders et al., 1996; Svanæs et al., 2000; Wenzel, 2001; Khan et al., 
2004; Young & Featherstone, 2005), the proximal carious lesion was evaluated by using the 
visual criterion. Although the visual criterion used was somewhat subjective, it represented 
the best clinical representation of a proximal carious lesion. In previous similar in vitro 
studies (Jesse, 1999; Kooistra et al., 2005), the gold standard for comparisons was histological 
section of the extracted teeth. Caries depth was evaluated in these sections based solely on 
the microscopic evaluation of a color change between involved and uninvolved dentin.  

The singular purpose of the radiographic capture device (DDR sensor or conventional film) 
is to capture the X-ray photon density pattern as it emerges from the subject tissues. The 
photon dispersion pattern that emerges from the tissues is a function of the tissues and the 
radiation source. An image would be sharper if the beam originated from a point source 
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with the new volumetric tomography (fig.1) while RVG (fig.2) and similarly conventional 
radiography (fig.3) imaged less depth than it.  
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be very promising in caries lesion imaging.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Digital image of Volumetric CT. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Digital image of RVG. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. Photographs of conventional radiographs, D (a) and E (b) speed films. 
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the microscopic evaluation of a color change between involved and uninvolved dentin.  

The singular purpose of the radiographic capture device (DDR sensor or conventional film) 
is to capture the X-ray photon density pattern as it emerges from the subject tissues. The 
photon dispersion pattern that emerges from the tissues is a function of the tissues and the 
radiation source. An image would be sharper if the beam originated from a point source 
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rather than a source area. Clinical radiation generators emit X-rays from a source area and 
not from a singular point. This means that radiographic images are subject to loss of image 
detail and geometric unsharpness. The loss of image detail and sharpness is a function of the 
dimensions of the focal spot. The greater the focal spot size, the greater the loss of detail. 
Since X-ray photons cannot be focused into a sharp image as light can be focused through a 
camera lens, the image captured by conventional film or DDR sensors will never have a 
crisp, in focus appearance like a photograph focused through a lens. Radiographic images 
will always be subject to a certain degree of geometric unsharpness that will limit the 
resolution of the image that can be captured. The photon dispersion pattern cannot be 
improved by the sensor and will continue to limit image quality and sharpness for both 
conventional and DDR systems (Langland & Sippy, 1973; Hedrick et al., 1994). 

The CBCT scanners utilize a two-dimensional, or panel, detector, which allows for a single 
rotation of the gantry to generate a scan of the entire head, as compared with conventional 
CT scanners whose multiple “slices” must be stacked to obtain a complete image. Cone 
beam technology utilizes X-rays much more efficiently, requires far less electrical energy, 
and allows for the use of smaller and less expensive X-ray components than fan-beam 
technology. In addition, the fan-beam technology used in conventional CT scanners does not 
lend itself to miniaturization because it requires significant space to spiral around the entire 
body (Sukovic, 2003; Marmulla et al., 2005). 

Jaffray & Siewerdsen (2000) noted that the CBCT approach offers two important features 
that dramatically reduce its cost in comparison to a conventional scanner. First, the cone 
beam nature of the acquisition does not require an additional mechanism to move the 
patient during the acquisition. Second, the use of a cone beam, as opposed to a fan beam, 
significantly increases the X-ray utilization, lowering the X-ray tube heat capacity required 
for volumetric scanning. For the same source and detector geometry, the efficiency roughly 
scales with slice thickness. For example, the X-ray utilization increases by a factor of 30 in 
going from a 3 mm slice in a conventional scanner to a cone angle corresponding to a 100 
mm slice with a cone beam system. This would reduce heat load capacity dramatically.  

In summary, cone beam CT is a versatile emerging technology whose high and isotropic 
spatial resolution, undistorted images, compact size and relatively low cost, make it a 
perfect candidate for a dedicated dentomaxillofacial imaging modality. When combined 
with dedicated software packages, it can provide practitioners with a complete solution for 
demanding tasks (Mozzo et al., 1998; Sukovic, 2003; Schulze et al., 2005). 

For approximal caries detection, the sensitivity of the volumetric dental tomography images 
was found to be slightly less than conventional radiographs and digital images in this study. 
Overall, the three methods were not statistically significantly different for the determination 
depth of the approximal carious lesions in vitro. 

5. Conclusion 
The results from the initial study suggest that although the sensitivities determined for all 
techniques were low, the volumetric dental tomography images showed that this device had 
a potential for detection approximal caries depths, root canal filling lengths, and left 
emptiness in the root in 3-D views. 
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1. Introduction 
During the last three decades a significant worldwide reduction – of dental caries has been 
observed. Experts agree that fluoride in its multiple presentations has played an important 
role, together with changes in oral hygiene habits among different populations. Fluoride 
toothpastes has gained interest as a relevant strategy in prevention because of its important 
role in dental caries reduction, that can reach up to 40% (7,8,14). However, at the same time, 
they have contributed to an increase in the prevalence of dental fluorosis in children. There 
is concern about dental fluorosis related to the chronic intake of excessive quantities of 
fluoride in children under 6 years of age. Some authors have reported that the early use of 
fluoridated toothpastes in young children is a very important risk factor (13,17,22,33,34). 
Beside fluoride concentration, the duration and age of exposure are important factors in 
fluorosis prevalence (2). 

In order to reduce the risk of dental fluorosis, the use of toothpaste with 440 to 550 ppm F in 
children less than six years old has been recommended (5). The efficacy of these toothpastes 
in reducing dental caries is still unknown and controversialy among the scientific 
community (1,3). In Colombia, the fluoride concentration of toothpastes for preschool 
children below the age of 6 years was limited several years ago to 500 ppm in order to 
control dental fluorosis.  

According to the Oral Health National Study (NSOH III)(13), the prevalence of dental 
fluorosis in Colombian children between 6 and 7 years old is 25.7%. The highest prevalence 
of moderate and severe dental fluorosis was found in Bogotá with 4.5% of the children being 
affected. Another study carried out in 2002 in four Colombian cities, to evaluate fluoride 
intake in 2 to 4 year olds from meals, beverages and toothpastes reported that in all cities 
except one, the total fluoride intake was above optimal limits (0.07 mgF/Kg of body weight) 
and even some were above the risk limit (0.1 mgF/Kg of body weight). From the three 
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studied sources, the lowest fluoride intake was from beverages at 4.3%, followed by meals at 
26%. The highest fluoride intake came from toothpastes which comprised 69% of the total 
ingested fluoride (15). 

The use of 500 ppm fluoride pastes raised the question of how effective this toothpaste is 
compared with the 1000 or more ppm F toothpastes, in the prevention of dental caries. 

Therefore, the aim of this study was to carry out a quantitative systematic review assessing 
the efficacy of toothpastes with low fluoride concentrations between 440 and 550 ppm in the 
reduction of dental caries in children under 14 years old compared to toothpastes that 
contain 1000 or more ppm F. 

2. Methods 
Search strategy: A literature search on Medline MeSH, Cochrane Library, Ovid, 
Sciencedirect and Embase databases between January 1970 to November 2003 was 
conducted, with the key words dental caries, toothpaste, fluoride, caries prevention or 
control, dentifrices, caries control, cariostatic agents, dental caries susceptibility. 

The inclusion criteria were randomized controlled clinical trials, quasi-experimental and 
cohort studies in all languages, where all participants were less than fourteen years old and 
the main variable evaluated was dental caries reduction using the DMF or dmf index, 
comparing fluoride toothpaste concentrations between 440-550 ppm and toothpaste with 
1000 ppm or more regardless of the initial dental caries level, treatment and nationality (see 
Table 1). 
 

Author Year Systemic Fluoride Type Participants Intervention* 
Reed 
1973(27) 
 

Non fluoridated 
comunity 

RCT double 
blind 

1525 children 
between 5 and 14 
years 

500 ppm 
1000 ppm 

Winter 
1989(37) 
 

Low (0.08 to 0.5 
ppm ) fluoridated 
community 

RCT double 
blind 

2177 children 
between 2 and 5 
years 

1055 ppm 
550 ppm 

Davies 
2002(10) 

Non fluoridated 
community RCT blind 

5028 children 
between 1 and 6 
years 

440 ppm 
1450 ppm 

Biesbrock 
2003(6) 
 

Non fluoridated 
community 

RCT double 
blind  

657 children 
between 9 and 12 
years 

500 ppm 
1450 ppm 

Only groups related with the meta-analysis objectives were included. 

Table 1. Description of studies 

Missing or unreported data were directly requested to the authors by e-mail. In the Reed 
(27) trial, the standard deviation was not reported, standard error was used to recalculate it 
assuming equal variances following the mean difference formula by Student´s t-test.  

Winter et al. (37) did not report the standard error or standard deviation; although one of 
the authors was contacted, the information could not be compiled. This standard deviation 
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was calculated using the standard error which was obtained from confidence interval 
reported. 

Ammari et al. (1) did not include both the Winter et al. (37) and Reed(27) trials. They argued 
high drop out percentages (29% and 28% respectively) and lack of explanation for these 
drop-outs. However, they included a drop-out percentage in their sample size estimation.  

For the characteristic description of the studies found initially, the reviewers used an 
information extraction format, based on the format developed by Sally Hollis y Tina 
Leonard, Piel Cochrane Group(18). 

The Chalmers criteria were used to evaluate the quality of these studies accepting those that 
had a score of 70% from 100 possible points (24). 

The methodological procedure used to evaluate the studies consisted of an individual 
review by each examiner to verify the quality criteria of each study that complied with the 
inclusion criteria and graded them in a scorecard design for each of the different content 
indicators of the instrument. Afterwards, the research group evaluated as a team and 
assigned individual points to each study, trying to reach a consensus around those in which 
noticeable differences existed (assigned extreme values). A design format was used to total 
the final scores of each study. Studies that scored at least 70% were included in the final 
meta analysis. One trial could not be included in the meta-analysis (see Table2). 
 

Study Reason for exclusion 
Holt, 1994(19) Although groups to compare acomplished inclusion criteria, this 

study used the sample and data of a previous study (Winter, 1989). 
It was considered a secondary analysis of the mentioned study  

Table 2. Excluded studies 

This study was free of any conflict of interest, given that no company or pharmaceutical 
laboratory sponsored its execution, and its final result was not related to any commercial 
brand that distributes toothpastes in Colombia.  

According to the Antioquia Health Secretary’s resolution 008430 of 1993, this project was 
considered a “non risk investigation”. It includes literature review techniques and no 
intervention or intended biological, physiological, psychological or social variable 
modifications were done on individuals.  

3. Data analysis 
In addition to the complete reading of each of the included articles and its quality 
evaluation, the following procedures were followed: 

Mantel-Haenzel test of homogeneity was used to evaluate the null hypothesis that the 
included studies were homogeneous. Statistical calculations were carried out following the 
Mantel-Haenzel Q heterogeneity statistical formula. This test was compared with Chi square 
distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom and a confidence level of 95%, where n was the 
number of studies included in the meta analysis, which in this case was n=4. If under these 
circumstances the calculated QMH value was above the tabulated value of X2, the 
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homogeneity hypothesis was not rejected and no heterogeneity between the included 
studies was considered.  

The estimated effect was measured in terms of average dental caries in each of the studied 
groups according to the dmf and DMF index. The final analysis evaluated the mean 
difference between the groups by applying the DerSimonian-Laird method for random 
effects.  

A metaview graphics illustrated the estimated values of the individual studies and the 
combined estimated effect.  

Once the first meta-analytic approach was completed after combining the results from the 
independent studies, a sensibility analysis was done to establish the solidity of the 
combined estimated effect after one or more studies with extreme high or low values were 
withdrawn from the meta analysis.  

4. Results 
The data presented in the dental literature to answer the question of the efficacy of 
toothpastes with fluoride concentrations between 440 and 550 ppm in dental caries 
prevention in children are very limited. Four randomized controlled clinical trial were 
selected from five references yielded by electronic and hand searches. The studies included 
in the meta-analysis are listed in chronological order in Table 1. The included trials 
comprised a total of 5657 participants under similar conditions regarding variables, such as 
no systemic fluoridation and positive participation in oral health programs. Baseline caries 
levels were reported in all studies. Winter et al.(37) did not report specific baseline caries 
data. they explained that they decided to conduct the trial on 2-year-old children based on 
the expectation that most would be caries free given that according to epidemiological 
evidence very few children aged 2 years or less have caries which would be limited to the 
main lesions affecting the upper incisors. Of the 2177 children examined only 32 (1.5 per 
cent) had caries of this type with a difference of only 2 children between the groups. As a 
further analysis on the validity of the approach, they repeated the analysis of data related to 
dental caries, omitting the 32 children, with no effect on the outcome.  

5. Meta-analysis 
The results of different estimations of the combined effect following the meta-analytic 
procedures with heterogeneous criteria, using the Dersimonian-Laird random effect model 
are shown in the metaview (7,8,14,17). 

All procedures done to estimate the summary measure of effect, both as standardized mean 
difference and odds ratio, suggest that 440 to 550 ppm F toothpastes are not as effective in 
preventing dental caries in the primary and permanent dentition as pastes with 1000 ppm F 
or more.  

Although the differences are statistically significant, the confidence intervals of all summary 
measures of effect are close to zero, both as standardized mean difference and odds ratio 
with the same results for the primary and permanent dentition. 
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Fig. 1. DMF-S and dmf-s in children under 14 years old: Metaview 

 
Fig. 2. DMF-T and dmf-t in children under 14 years old: Metaview 
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Fig. 1. DMF-S and dmf-s in children under 14 years old: Metaview 

 
Fig. 2. DMF-T and dmf-t in children under 14 years old: Metaview 
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Fig. 3. dmf-t index in children under 6 years old: Metaview. 

 
Fig. 4. Odds ratios to dental caries prevalence in children under 14 years old: Metaview. 
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Sensitivity Analysis: The study by Biesbrock et al.(6) was different in participation number 
with less weight than the other studies. Considering that this could influence the results, a 
sensitivity analysis was carried out by repeating the meta-analysis excluding this study. The 
odds ratio was not affected and the difference between the two groups was still significant 
(OR: 1.28 - CI95%: 1.13 to 1.44) in favor of toothpastes with 1000 ppm F or more. 

 Given that the results are in favor of toothpastes with 1000 ppm F or more, in dental caries 
prevalence reduction in children under 14 years old, the combined odds ratio was estimated 
again in order to determine the absolute risk reduction, assuming that these are more 
effective than those with 440 and 550 ppm F in dental caries prevention (see Table 3). 
 

Groups Dental caries Total OR - 95% CI 
 

0.76 (0.66 – 0.88) 
Yes No 

Fluoride > 1000 ppm 1144 1305 2449 
Fluoride 440 to 550 ppm 1290 1159 2449 p value: 

 
0.0002 Total 2434 2464 4898 

Table 3. Summary estimate of odds ratio. random-effects model. 

According to these results there is a lower proportion of caries in children treated with 
dental toothpastes with 1000 ppm F or more, with an attributable risk factor of 0.0596 (6%) 
(p<0.00001). This demostrates how children under 14 years old using toothpastes with 1000 
ppm F or more have approximately 6 percent more protection against caries than when they 
use toothpastes between 440 and 550 ppm F. To learn more about the impact and efficacy of 
this therapy the number needed to be treated to prevent one event was calculated (NNT= 
14.6 IC95% 11 a 32).  

6. Discussion 
Fluoride concentrations used in toothpastes are an important factor concerning toothpaste 
efficacy in reducing dental caries. Literature reviews such as the one done by Richards et 
al.(28) conclude that the optimal fluoride concentration in toothpaste is 1000 ppm F. This 
concentration has shown to provide best benefits in reducing dental caries and fluorosis. 
Meanwhile with fluoride concentrations less than 1000 ppm the efficacy in the reduction of 
dental caries is diminished (29). 

Recently, some meta-analysis has been published to describe the efficacy of different 
fluoride concentrations used in toothpastes to prevent dental caries in children and 
teenagers (1,20,21,33). However, none of them obtained conclusions regarding toothpastes 
with 440 and 550 ppm F. 

There were a limited number of studies comparing low F (440 to 550 ppm) to high F (1000 or 
more ppm) toothpastes. For this meta-analysis only five studies were found, out of which 
four were selected. 

The total sample size of children under 14 years old included in the 4 selected studies was 
5657, the fluoride compounds in the toothpastes used were sodium fluoride in 440, 500, 550 
and 1450 ppm; and sodium monofluorophosphate in 1000, 1055 and 1450 ppm, as they are 
the most used in general population. 
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Fig. 3. dmf-t index in children under 6 years old: Metaview. 

 
Fig. 4. Odds ratios to dental caries prevalence in children under 14 years old: Metaview. 
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Winter et al. (37) reported the first clinical controlled trial in children under 2 years old 
followed during three years. All included trials in comparison experienced relative high 
percentage of subjects at baseline who dropped out during the course of studies. However 
in all of these studies they considered this at the moment of the sample size estimation. 
Davies et al (10) were the only ones to report the reason for these drop outs. 

In some cases it was necessary to contact the author to obtain additional data ( DMF-T) such 
as the Biesbrock et al.(6) study in order to compare it with the other three studies.  

The diagnostic system used in all the studies was the DMF and dmf indices at the level of 
cavity (D3) (16,25); The Biesbrock study was the only one that included opacity lesion with 
microcavity data in their analysis (D2) (16,25). Regardless of some authors considering that 
there may be some differences between primary and permanent enamel in reactivity to 
caries challenges (1,32), this is not clear. Thus we combined primary and permanent 
dentition. 

Some clinical studies have shown that with 1000 to 2500 ppm F toothpaste an increase of 6% 
is obtained in dental caries protection for each 500 ppm (23,35).  

Combined evidence from the included assay suggest that toothpastes with concentrations of 
1000 ppm and more are more effective in caries reduction, showing a higher prevalence of 
dental caries in children under 6 years who used lower fluoride concentrations (440 to 550 
ppm) toothpastes. It is important to note that precisely the group of children younger than 6 
years is the main consumer of this toothpaste because this is the group in which traditional 
1000 ppm F toothpaste is being replaced. 

The results of this meta-analysis show that 440 to 550 ppm F toothpaste is less effective in 
preventing dental caries than 1000 ppm F toothpaste, and it is interesting to note that it is 
necessary to double the fluoride concentration to have a risk difference of only 6%. Similar 
results were reported by Amari et al.(1), as they found a caries Indexes Weighted Mean 
Difference of 0.6 between dental toothpastes with 250 ppm F and 1000 ppm F, and they 
emphasized that a fourfold increase in F concentration is necessary to obtain such a difference. 

Twetman et al.(30) reported for daily use of fluoride toothpaste compared to placebo in the 
young permanent dentition (Prevented Fraction: 24.9%) and for toothpastes with 1500ppm F 
compared with standard toothpaste with 1000 ppm F in young permanent dentition( PF 
9,7%), These were greater than the results of this meta-analysis where PF, expressed as 
percentage, was 6% in favor of 1000 ppm F as was expected. 

Despite the fact that there were few studies included, it is important to note the 
homogeneity found between them as well as the quality even considering studies like 
Winter et al.(37) and Reed(27) which date back to 13 and 30 years respectively.  

Similar conditions of the included studies related to variables as the non-public water or salt 
fluoridation and their participation in health supervised programs are in favor of the 
obtained results.  

As there were a limited numbers of studies, asymmetry was difficult to asses, by funnel plot. 
However, comparing their sample size, the Biesbrock et al. (6) study, which had lowest 
sample size (n=349) did not alter the combined estimation of the effect when it was 
withdrawn from the sensibility analysis. 
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These results are an approach to answer the question of the efficacy of low fluoride 
toothpastes (considered for reducing fluorosis risk in children) in reducing dental caries 
incidence in a population in which dental caries is still a public health problem.  

The fact that low fluoride concentration toothpaste is currently being recommended for 
children younger than 6 years old without enough scientific evidence must concern the 
scientific community, as the impact is greater in the population which does not have 
knowledge of these circumstances.  

This study did not attempt to report possible adverse effects of fluoride toothpaste like 
dental fluorosis. Although some authors state that concentrations of 440 a 550 ppm F reduce 
the risk of developing dental fluorosis (19), there is a lack of clinical assays and cohort 
studies to confirm said hypothesis, leading to a lack of major clinical evidence in relation to 
the efficacy of low fluoride toothpaste in reducing dental caries in children younger than 6 
years old and its impact on this population. This systematic review, increases the available 
evidence in this topic. 

Recommendations for specific fluoride doses in toothpastes requires combined studies 
about dental caries incidence and dental fluorosis. 

In order to learn the epidemiological significance of the clinical difference between these 
fluoride concentrations, it would be beneficial to promote community studies with different 
systemic fluoridation levels and high caries risk groups that would allow for the evaluation 
of fluorosis risk and caries risk, in order to more firmly establish if the use of low fluoride 
toothpastes is justified, in high caries risk children. 

The concentration of fluoride in toothpaste is a protective factor for dental caries but is clear 
that in children less than 5 years is a risk factor for dental fluorosis. Dental caries is the most 
common chronic disease of childhood and continues been a public health concern 
(4,11,12,26,31). For dental caries management and disease control in children under 5 years 
the emphasis must be focus in other than fluoride concentration, is important to propos 
combined preventive approaches providing early access to dental services, medical 
approaches, no operative intervention and specific educational and informational actions for 
mothers and the newborn.  

Recent Meta-analysis and clinical trials confirm the great effect of high concentration 
fluoride dental toothpaste (36). Although 6% sounds little its effect must not be 
underestimated, mainly in this age group when the relation between dental toothpaste 
quantity and fluoride concentration combination could be important and pertinent. 
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1. Introduction  
The advancement of technology through the application of molecular techniques for 
identification and analysis of complex bacterial communities have demonstrated the 
diversity of the oral microbiota and the presence of numerous strains not previously 
described. Dental plaque is formed by the initial adhesion of pioneer bacterial species to film 
acquired from enamel, followed by secondary co-aggregation of these bacteria to other 
microorganisms of different genera and species. This mature dental plaque has some 
characteristics of multicellular organisms, such as cooperation mechanisms to obtain 
nutrients, resistance to environmental and communication stresses in order to regulate their 
growth (Marsh and Martin, 2009). 

The understanding of the dental plaque structure as a microbial biofilm sheds light on the 
clinical relevance of antimicrobials usage (Zanatta et al, 2007). Biofilms have a more tolerant 
phenotype to antimicrobial agents, stress and host defenses than planctonic cultures, 
making them difficult to control (Socransky and Haffajee, 2002). This means that the 
effectiveness of agents used to prevent dental caries, specifically those compounds targeted 
to combat cariogenic pathogens, should be evaluated in biofilms rather than in traditional 
liquid cultures (Tenover, 2006). According to Wade (2010), high concentrations of 
Chlorhexidine (CHX) nearly eliminate all cells, and this is not interesting for microbiota 
balance in the oral biofilm. Successful antimicrobial agents are able to maintain the oral 
biofilm at levels compatible with oral health but without disrupting the natural and 
beneficial properties of the resident oral microflora (Marsh, 2010). 

In this chapter, the etiology of dental caries will be briefly introduced focusing on the role of 
biofilms for initiation and progression of this disease. It will be followed by a thorough 
review of literature taking into account recent and novel antimicrobial strategies for biofilm 
control. Recent advances in anti-plaque agents, including those chemoprophylactic, 
antimicrobial peptides (anti-quorum sensing approach) and probiotics/replacement therapy 
will be analyzed. Both the discovery of new and effective drugs to control pathogenic 
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biofilms as well as new delivery systems for oral environment will be the future focus of this 
research field. 

2. Dental biofilm: Dynamics of biofilm formation 
General microbial biofilms are defined as communities of microbes associated with any 
surface (Costerton et al., 1994). In dentistry the surface can be any tooth tissue (enamel, 
dentin), dental material or any other surface located in the oral cavity. This microbial 
complex system, also known as ‘dental plaque” is organized as bacterial biofilm community 
that consists of more than 700 different bacterial species (Aas et al., 2005). It is also important 
to point out that the diverse community of microorganisms found on the tooth surface as a 
biofilm is embedded in extracellular matrix of polymers (Marsh, 2004).  

Bacterial species are thought to play important role in the maintenance of oral health and in 
the etiology of oral diseases in humans (Socransky et al., 2002). Oral biofilms develop 
naturally and the resident plaque microflora contributes to the host defenses by preventing 
colonization by exogenous species (Marsh, 2003). Mechanisms contributing to colonization 
resistance include more effective competition for nutrients and attachment sites, production 
of inhibitory factors and creation of unfavorable growth conditions by the resident 
microflora (Marsh, 2004).  

The composition of oral biofilms varies on distinct anatomical surfaces due to the prevailing 
physical and biological properties of each site (Bowden et al., 1975; Theilade et al., 1982). An 
important factor involved in oral biofilm formation is the need for specific intermolecular 
interactions between bacteria and receptors to occur selectively on the enamel surface. In 
addition to intermolecular interactions, initial attachment of bacteria on a surface is also 
mediated by nutrient availability, hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity between cell surface 
and substratum, proteins specificity (Marsh and Bradshaw, 1995). 

Between routine oral hygiene procedures, communities re-form on enamel by sequentially 
adding bacterial constituents in a predictable manner. All bacteria exhibit the ability to 
adhere to at least one other species of oral bacteria and usually to multiple species. An 
inherent characteristic of many species of oral bacteria is their ability to recognize and attach 
to genetically distinct bacterial cells. This phenomenon is termed co-aggregation and has 
been linked to biofilm formation and maturation of dental plaque (Kolenbrander & Palmer, 
2004). Microbial co-aggregation is also thought to be a universal trait of all biofilm bacteria 
(Rickard et al., 2003) enabling rapid colonization of surfaces and protection from external 
conditions contributing to survivability, particularly from antimicrobials (Filoche et al., 
2004). 

The spatial distribution of bacteria is affect by microbial metabolism which produces 
gradients in biologically significant factors. Gradients develop in key parameters that affect 
microbial growth (nutrients, pH, O2, etc.). This will lead to vertical and horizontal 
stratification of the biofilm plaque and produce a mosaic of micro-environments (Marsh, 
2000). These gradients are not linear and such heterogeneity may explain how organisms 
with apparently contradictory requirements (e.g. in terms of atmosphere, nutrition) are able 
o co-exist in plaque, and how they are able to influence the activity of antimicrobial agents 
at different locations within the biofilm (Marsh, 2003). 
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Biofilm communities are complex and dynamic structures that accumulate through 
sequential and ordered colonization of multiple oral bacteria (Kolenbrander et al., 2002). The 
development of a biofilm like dental plaque can be divided arbitrarily into several distinct 
phases: 

Adsorption of host and bacterial molecules to the tooth surface to form of a conditioning film 
(acquired pellicle). Pellicle forms immediately following eruption or cleaning (Al-Hashimi 
and Levine, 1989) and directly influences the pattern of initial microbial colonization 
(Marsh, 2004). 

Passive transport of oral bacteria to the pellicle-coated tooth surface. A non-specific reversible 
phase involving physic-chemical interactions among salivary bacteria and acquire enamel 
pellicle creates a weak area of net attraction facilitating reversible adhesion. Subsequently, 
strong, short-range interactions between specific molecules on the bacterial cell surface 
(adhesins) and complementary receptors in the pellicle can result in irreversible attachment 
(Lamont & Jenkinson, 2000) and can explain microbial tropisms towards surfaces. Many oral 
bacteria possess more than one type of adhesion on their cell surface. 

Co-aggregation (co-adhesion) of later colonizers to already attached early colonizers. This co-
aggregation that also involves specific interbacterial adhesion-receptor interactions (often 
involving lectins) leads to increased biofilm diversity (Kolenbrander et al., 2000). Co-adhesion 
may also facilitate the functional organization of dental plaque (Bradshaw et al., 1998). 

Multiplication of attached microorganisms to produce confluent growth: Cell division leads to 
confluent growth and eventually, a three-dimensional spatially and functionally organized 
mixed-culture biofilm. Dental plaque functions as a true microbial community in which 
properties are greater than the sum of the component species (Marsh, 2004). 

Active bacteria detachment from surfaces: Bacteria can respond to environmental cues and 
detach from surfaces, enabling cells to colonize elsewhere. 

It has been suggested that oral biofilm formation consisted of two process involving separate 
mechanisms (Gibbons and van Houte, 1973). The first process was associated with adsorption 
of cells to the pellicle and required specific adhesions on the cell surface. The second step 
involved a build-up of cells biding to each other in a process termed co-adhesion. 

Bacterial accretion through co-adhesion drives the temporal development of plaque biofilms 
that is characterized by bacterial successions and occurs over a time frame of weeks. The 
early biofilm consisted of pioneer organisms deposition followed by multiplication in 
morphologically distinct palisading columns of cocci (Rosan and Lamont, 2000). Pioneer 
species are predominantly streptococci (S. sanguis, S. oralis and S. mitis) (Marsh and 
Bradshaw, 1995). Although the oral streptococci initially predominate in plaque and can 
constitute up to 80% of early plaque, another significant colonizing species is Actinomyces 
naeslundii, and some haemophili (Rosan and Lamont, 2000).  

Single cells of mainly Gram-positive coccoid cells can be seen by microscopy on pellicle-
coated surfaces, together with a few rod-shaped organisms, after few hours (2-4h) of plaque 
formation (Marsh and Bradshaw, 1995). The attached cells then divide rapidly to form 
microcolonies in the first instance, which coalesce to form a confluent film of varying 
thickness (Nyvad and Fejerskov, 1989). 
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After 1-2 days, Gram-positive rods and filaments can be observed extending outwards from 
microcolonies of mainly coccoid cells. After several days of development, morphological 
and cultural microflora diversity increases. The biofilm depth increases and its structure 
becomes more varied. If plaque is left to develop undisturbed on exposed enamel surfaces 
for 2-3 weeks, a climax community will establish and bacterial composition will become 
relatively constant overtime (Marsh and Bradshaw, 1995). 

A very important key point on biofilm formation is the synthesis of extracellular 
polyssacharides from sucrose by adherent bacteria (Figure 1). These insoluble molecules are 
considered very important contributors in the structural integrity and pathogenic properties 
of biofilms.  

 
Fig. 1. Production of extracellular polymers of S. mutans UA159 under planktonic form of 
growth with sucrose enriched medium. Note arrows that indicate the presence of polymers. 
(40x) 

Confocal laser scanning microscopy techniques has demonstrated that “dental plaque” has a 
similar architecture to biofilms from others sites. Dental plaque has open architecture, with 
channels traversing from the biofilm surface through to the enamel (Wood et al., 2000; 
Zaura-Arite et al., 2001). This structure will have important implications for penetration and 
distribution of molecules within plaque. 

One of the most notable features of clinical relevance with respect to phenotype of micro-
organisms growing on a surface is the increased resistance of biofilms to antimicrobial 
agents (Mah and O'Toole, 2001). Bacteria growing as a biofilm frequently express 
phenotypes that are different from those of planctonic bacteria and one possible 
consequence can be a reduced sensitivity to inhibitors. Most pre-clinical trials for testing oral 
antibacterial products used planctonic techniques where cells grow freely without any effect 
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of biofilm structure. Therefore, most products that showed good in vitro results did not 
show similar effects under clinical evaluations (Guggenheim et al., 2004; Leibovitz et al., 
2003; Marsh, 2004). The observation that genetic expressions of S. mutans are not the same 
for planctonic and biofilm forms of organization supports that most antimicrobials need 
biofilm techniques for reproducing more closely to the oral environment in vivo (Marsh, 
2004).  

A greater understanding of the significance of oral biofilms as a complex bacterial structure 
will have the potential to impact significantly on clinical practice (Marsh, 2004). Biofilms in 
nature are often difficult to investigate and experimental conditions are not completely 
defined. Therefore, a number of different laboratory-based experimental biofilm model 
systems have been developed (Palmer, 1999). These systems allow studies on biofilms under 
defined conditions. Such systems are necessary in order to perform well-controlled 
reproducible experiments (Tolker-Nielsen et al., 2000). Various multispecies models of 
biofilm testing procedures have been described and applied to problems of clinical 
relevance, most notably biofilm permeability and chemical control. These systems usually 
consist either of flow cells (Christersson et al., 1987; Larsen and Fiehn, 1995) or chemostats 
modified to allow for insertion and removal of colonizable surfaces (Bowden, 1999; 
Bradshaw et al., 1996; Herles et al., 1994), and these devices have contributed to our 
understanding of microbial adhesion and biofilm formation. In spite of the great 
development on oral biofilms studies, there is still a room for improvement. Thus, new 
insights will be presented in the near future on this topic. 

3. Communication microbial biofilms: Quorum sensing mechanisms 
In the dental biofilm bacteria do not exist as independent entities, but as a coordinated and 
metabolically integrated microbial community (Marsh & Bowden, 2000). This interaction 
provides enormous benefits to the participating organizations compared to the same 
bacteria grown in planctonic form, including: a wider range of habitat for growth, increased 
diversity, increased metabolic efficiency and greater resistance to environment, 
antimicrobial agents and host defenses (Shapiro, 1998; Marsh & Bowden, 2000). 

The heterogeneity and high bacteria density within biofilms promote genotypic and 
phenotypic changes through releasing of self-inducers in the environment, leading to 
modification of gene expression (virulence genes of exoenzymes, exopolysaccharides) and at 
the same time, the acquisition of a important competitive advantage for survival and 
perpetuation in natural environments, highly competitive (eg, oral cavity, intestine), where 
hundreds of species coexist (Shei & Petersen, 2004). These virulence factors mediated by 
self-inductors were called "quorum sensing" (Fuqua et al., 1994). 

The quorum sensing (QS) is a communication process among microorganisms mediated by 
population density. The main QS’ regulation mechanism is given by production of auto-
inducers released into the external environment, where they accumulate, and the interaction 
with its receptor, which may be intracellular or present in cell surface (Nealson et al, 1970; 
Hens et al., 2007). When its concentration reaches a certain threshold, it promotes the 
activation or repression of several genes causing cells to exhibit new phenotypes (Redfield, 
2002). 
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After 1-2 days, Gram-positive rods and filaments can be observed extending outwards from 
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Fig. 1. Production of extracellular polymers of S. mutans UA159 under planktonic form of 
growth with sucrose enriched medium. Note arrows that indicate the presence of polymers. 
(40x) 
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The first indication that bacteria communicate through chemical signals came from studies 
of Nealson et al. (1970). They studied the bioluminescence regulation in the marine 
bacterium Vibrio fischeri, which has a symbiotic relationship with marine animals such as 
squid. In this regard, the host uses the light produced by the bacterium, to attract preys and 
partners or ward off predators, while the V. fischeri obtains necessary nutrients from its host 
(Nealson et al., 1970). 

The luminescence is observed only when bacteria colonize the host’s organs and by 
increasing the number of bacteria in the medium they are able to perceive cell density by 
detecting the auto-inducer concentration. Upon reaching a threshold concentration of self-
induction, it is enough to trigger the process of gene transcription (Swem et al., 2009). 

The self-inducers involved in this process may be of different chemical nature, in gram-
negative organisms the signaling molecules are derived from N-acyl homoserine lactone 
(AHL) and its regulation occurs through homologous proteins LuxR and LuxI. The first 
protein acts as an enzyme (AHLsintetase) and second, when connecting to the AHL, forms 
the AHL-LuxR the complex, which is responsible for the activation and expression of 
numerous genes. In gram-positive, self-inducers usually correspond to small peptides 
(hepta and octapeptides). These peptides are usually secreted by carriers bound to ATP 
(ABC). Some interact with membrane-bound kinases sensors carrying a flag through the 
membrane; others are transported into the cell by oligopeptide permeases, which then 
interact with intracellular receptors (Swem et al., 2009; Rock Road, et al., 2010). 

In QS systems via AHLs, the variation in the acyl chain (chain length, degree of oxidation 
and saturation) may confer some specificity to these communication systems. Thus, there 
seems to be some cross-talk among bacteria belonging to different genera. Part of this cross-
talk may represent a way by which bacteria acquire information about the total population, 
allowing a response to competitors or prospective members (Williams, 2007). E. coli does not 
synthesize AHLs but express a homologous biosensor LUXR (SDIA). It is speculated that 
this system allows E. coli detecting communication signals of other gram-negative and 
exploiting such information for its own benefit (Ahmer, 2004). 

The gram-negative bacterium, Streptococcus mutans, a major pathogen of dental caries, 
performs the quorum-sensing by releasing mediator peptides of gene expression. The 
signaling system involves at least six gene products encoded comCDE, comAB and comX 
(Cvitkovitch et al., 2003). The OMCC gene encodes a precursor peptide, which when cleaved 
and exported release a signal peptide, 21 amino acid or stimulating competence peptide 
(CSP). Through the quorum-sensing, it was found that the competence-stimulating peptide 
(CSP) was necessary for proper formation of S. mutans biofilm in addition to its virulence 
characteristics (Li et al., 2001). 

The quorum sensing systems control a variety of microbial processes such as sporulation, 
virulence, biofilm formation, conjugation and production of extracellular enzymes (Miller & 
Bassler, 2001). Bacteria use QS to coordinate gene expression within species. Moreover, the 
same detection signals are used to inhibit or activate transcription programs between 
competing bacteria strains and other existing species in the same microenvironment 
(Bassler, 2002). Communication can still cross the borders of the kingdom, as QS effector 
molecules that can alter the eukaryotic transcription programs, found in epithelial cells and 
immune effector cells (Williams, 2007; Shin et al., 2005). 
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The discovery that S. mutans performs quorum-sensing of the system ideal in growing 
biofilms led us to investigate other features of this system in biofilm formation and biofilm 
physiology. The strategy for control of microorganisms by interfering in QS systems 
presents an important alternative for control of oral biofilms. 

4. Antimicrobials: Mechanisms of action 
Antimicrobials can be bactericidal (kill the microorganism directly) or bacteriostatic (prevent 
the microbe growth). In the case of bacteriostatic drugs, host defenses such as phagocytosis 
and antibody production usually destroy the microorganism. With the suspension of the 
second type of drug, bacteria can grow back. For bacteriostatic and bactericidal actions are 
apparent it is necessary to determine the MIC (Minimum Inhibitory Concentration) and 
MBC (minimum bactericidal concentration). As the therapeutic activity of antibiotics 
depends, among other factors, on their concentrations in body fluids, MICs and CBMs are 
essential determinations, since the establishment of the antibiotic regimen depends on them. 
The MIC and MBC are estimated in vitro, but used to determine bacteriostatic and 
bactericidal concentrations of antibiotics in body fluids (Maillard, 2002). 

In Biofilms, MIC and MBC of antimicrobial agents usually must be greater than those 
required for plancttonic cells, due to its greater resistance to these drugs. In addition, 
optimal antimicrobials indicated for diseases that have bacteria organized in biofilms as 
etiological agent, must have good distribution in these structures. The main mechanisms of 
action of antimicrobials include: inhibition of cell wall synthesis, inhibition of protein 
synthesis, plasma membrane damage, inhibition of the synthesis of nucleic acids and 
inhibition of the synthesis of essential metabolites (Maillard, 2002). 

Cell Wall Inhibition. The bacterium's cell wall consists of a network of macromolecules called 
peptidoglycan, which is found exclusively in bacteria’s cell wall. Penicillin and other 
antibiotics prevent complete synthesis of peptidoglycan, consequently, the cell wall becomes 
fragile and cell undergoes lysis. As penicillin targets the synthesis process, only cells in 
active growth will be affected by this antibiotic. And as human cells do not have 
peptidoglycan, penicillin has low cytotoxicity to the host cell (Broadley et al. 1995). 

Inhibition of Protein Synthesis. Protein synthesis is a characteristic common to all cells, both 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes, not presenting therefore a suitable target for selective toxicity. 
Eukaryotic cells have 80S ribosomes and prokaryotic cells have 70S ribosomes. The 
difference in the ribosome structure is responsible for selective toxicity to antibiotics that 
affect protein synthesis. However, the mitochondria (important cytoplasmic organelles) also 
has the 70S ribosomal unit similar to bacteria units. Antibiotics that act on the 70S ribosome 
may therefore have adverse effects on host cells. Among the antibiotics that interfere are the 
clorofenicol, erythromycin, streptomycin, and tetracycline (Nakamura & Tamaoki, 1968). 

Damage to the plasma membrane. Certain antibiotics, especially polypeptide antibiotics, 
promote changes in the permeability of plasma membrane. These changes result in the loss 
of major metabolites of the microbial cell. For example, polymyxin B disrupts the plasma 
membrane by binding to membrane phospholipids (Lambert & Hammond, 1973). Likewise, 
planktonic cells, when exposed to higher concentrations of the chlorhexidine (CHX), suffer 
membrane rupture (Figure 2). This observation can be explained by the fact that CHX, 
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which is positively charged, binds tightly to negatively charged bacteria membrane, causing 
its disruption (Gilbert & Moore, 2005). 

 
Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of planktonic S. mutans UA159 cells exposed to 
chlorhexidine at 4.5 µg/ml. After 6h of CHX incubation, several wilted cells with spilled 
intracellular material could be observed (15 kV and 13.000x of magnification). 

Inhibition of nucleic acids synthesis. Some antibiotics interfere with the processes of DNA 
transcription and replication of microorganisms. Some drugs with this mode of action have 
limited use due to interference with DNA and RNA of mammals. Others, such as rifampin 
and quinolones, are more widely used in chemotherapy by having a higher degree of 
selective toxicity (Silver, 1967). 

Inhibition of Synthesis of Essential Metabolites. The enzymatic activity of a specific 
microorganism can be competitively inhibited by a substance (antimetabolites) that closely 
resembles enzyme’s normal substrate (Russell and Hugo, 1994). 

5. Recent advances in anti-plaque agents: Chemoprophylactic agents, 
antimicrobial peptides, anti-quorum sensing approach and 
probiotics/replacement therapy 
Control of oral biofilms is essential for maintaining oral health and preventing dental caries, 
gingivitis and periodontitis. However, oral biofilms are not easily controlled by mechanical 
means and represent difficult targets for chemical control (Socransky, 2002). With the 
exception of chlorhexidine and fluoride, few of the existing oral prophylactic agents have 
significant effects (Petersen & Scheie, 1998; Wu & Savitt, 2002; Scheie, 2003). A likely 
explanation for this low efficiency is due to the fact that microorganisms organized in 
biofilms possess characteristics that differentiate them from planktonic cells, such as higher 
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resistance to several antimicrobial agents; most studies so far use study models with 
planktonic cells, not reproducing the reality of the oral cavity. In addition, antimicrobials for 
oral use must have adequate diffusion in biofilms to be effective (Marsh, 2005). 

Thus, many of these studies need to be revalidated, taking into account the oral 
environment. Recent approaches to the study of microbial gene expression and regulation in 
non-oral microorganisms have elucidated systems for transduction of stimuli in biofilms, 
such as two-component systems and quorum sensing (two-component and quorumsensing 
systems) that allow the coordinated gene expression in these structures. These studies based 
on understanding the regulation and expression in microbial biofilms can potentially benefit 
the development of new strategies for prevention and treatment of diseases caused by oral 
biofilms. Thus, the intervention should be directed at targets such as surface adhesion, 
colonization, co-adhesion, metabolism, growth, adaptation, maturation, climax community 
and detachment, and strategies must be based on surface modification, immunization, 
replacement therapy , interference with two-component systems and quorum sensing 
(Scheie, 2004). 

These new drugs must be highly specific, have little ability to induce resistance in 
microorganisms and produce minimal effects on vital functions of human cells. In 
therapeutic approaches, the main target should be the mature and established biofilm. In 
this case, genes and proteins essential for viability of microorganisms represent the 
traditional targets for designing these antimicrobial drugs. Among these potential agents are 
included bacteriophages, inhibitors of the biosynthesis of fatty acids and antimicrobial 
peptides (Hancock, 1999, Payne et al. 2001; Sulakvelidze & Morris, 2001). In prophylactic 
approaches, the main targets are the pathogenic microorganisms directly involved in the 
formation of mono or multi-species biofilms. Promising targets for this purpose would be 
the two-component systems and quorum sensing, whose inference could be used to ensure 
the ecological balance in the biofilm, allowing the maintenance of health-related microbiota 
(Marsh, 2010). This approach would have a selective toxicity, since these systems are present 
in most microorganisms, but not in mammalian cells, which use other mechanisms of signal 
transduction. 

Another important strategy is the modification of tooth surface or, more precisely, the film 
acquired from the enamel to prevent bacterial colonization and thus biofilm formation. The 
film acquired from enamel has binding sites for oral bacteria through specific and 
nonspecific binding mechanisms. An in vitro study showed that the combination of 
alkylphosphate and a nonionic surfactant changes the characteristics of tooth surface, 
making it less attractive for microorganisms. However, the clinical efficacy of these agents 
has been low, probably due to difficulties in obtaining the active components of these agents 
(Olsson, 1998). 

Some properties of topical antimicrobial agents for oral use are essential to their success as 
high substantivity in the oral sites of biological action, low acute and chronic toxicity, and 
low permeability, being overall associated with their mechanism of action. Clinical activity 
of the antimicrobial agent depends on the drug formulation that must have a quick and 
efficient release vehicle. The supragingival plaque, film acquired from enamel and saliva 
may be primary sites of action for these agents, but the detailed understanding of these 
interactions is limited. These antimicrobials are retained by electrostatic bonds to carboxylic 
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acids and phosphate and sulfate residues of proteins and glycoproteins in the oral mucosa, 
film acquired from enamel and plaque. The non-ionic antibacterials are retained by 
adsorption to lipophilic regions in these receptor sites. The ability of these antiplaque agents 
have to keep an optimal concentration in saliva over a long period, in addition to remaining 
in the bioactive form at the action sites, such as the teeth surfaces is extremely important and 
influence in the clinical effectiveness of these agents (Cummins & Creeth , 1992). 

The analysis of retention characteristics and antimicrobial properties of clinically proven 
antiplaque agents suggest that they act multifunctionally and at multiple sites. Thus, they 
reduce growth and metabolism of bacteria in plaque, saliva and tooth surface, but also 
reduce the adhesion of potential settlers. Two generic routes to increase the antiplaque 
activity of these agents have received attention. Firstly the use of a combination of 
antimicrobial agents with similar but complementary activities uses only one route and 
mode of action. A second potential route is the use of a polymer that serves as auxiliary 
retention of only one antimicrobial used (Cummins, 1991b).  

The total oral retention, salivary profile and agent concentrations on the plaque, film 
acquired from enamel and oral mucosa are not only indicators of biological activity in vivo, 
but they serve as potential indicators for this activity. This means that the increased release 
of a specific agent in vivo is not predictive of its increased clinical efficacy (Cummins, 
1991b). The increased activity on the site or sites of biological action combined with agent’s 
residence time in the oral cavity are the best predictors of agent’s clinical activity (Creeth & 
Cummins, 1992). 

Replacement therapy has been suggested as a strategy for replacement of pathogenic 
microorganisms modified to become less virulent. Some requirements for this type of 
approach are important, such as: the replaced organism must not cause disease by itself; it 
must persistently colonize and must possess a high degree of genetic stability. DNA 
technology has enabled to produce potential candidates for replacement therapy in the 
prevention of dental caries. Among these, there is the super-colonizing strain of S. mutans. 
This strain produces mutacin, which allows it to replace the wild-type strain efficiently. It 
lacks the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase and therefore is unable to produce lactate (Hillman 
et al., 2000). Other ureolitic recombinant strains have been constructed and are capable of 
hydrolyzing urea to ammonia, thereby offsetting the environment acidification (Clancy et 
al., 2000). 

A possible future approach would be to use genetically modified microorganisms for 
releasing molecules that could interfere with pathways such as signal transduction of two-
component and quorum sensing. However, it is important to emphasize that there is the 
possibility of a genetically modified strain subsequently undergoes transformation in oral 
biofilms and then becomes a pathogenic opportunistic strain (Scheie, 2004). 

Immunization against oral diseases as dental caries and periodontal disease has been 
extensively studied in recent decades (Koga et al. 2002; Smith, 2002). The goal would be 
inhibiting or reducing the virulence of some microbial etiological agents. Several molecules 
involved in various stages of the pathogenesis of caries and periodontal disease could be 
susceptible to immune intervention and serve as targets for production of vaccines. Thus, it 
would be possible to eliminate microorganisms of the oral cavity with antibodies able to 
block adhesins or receptors involved in adhesion, or metabolically modify important 
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functions or virulence. Efforts are being made for manufacturing active and passive 
vaccines, especially for tooth decay. In active immunization, an attenuated antigen induces a 
protective immune response when administered. In passive immunization, the ready 
antibody is administered (Sheie, 2004). 

Studies on animals and humans using approaches with active and passive immunization 
have been successful, especially in passive immunization where there is impediment to 
recolonization of microorganisms related to dental caries (Koga et al. 2002; Smith, 2002) and 
also in periodontal disease (Booth et al., 1996). The vehicles for passive immunization, such 
as milk from immunized cows (Shimazaki et al., 2001) and transgenic plants (Ma et al., 
1998), have been tested with promising results. Similarly, it was shown that recombinant 
chimeric microbial vectors that are non-virulent, but express antigens of S. mutans (Huang et 
al., 2001, Taubman et al., 2001) or P. gingivalis (Sharma et al., 2001) promoted protection 
against tooth decay and loss of alveolar bone in experimental animals.  

One of the issues that still need to be solved is about which immune system should be 
stimulated, if the systemic immune system or that associated with mucosal. In the case of an 
anti-caries vaccine, it would be more interesting the oral administration and based on 
induction of the immune system associated with mucosa. A vaccine against periodontal 
disease should probably involve the systemic immune system and that associated with 
mucosa. A major problem is that approaches to immunization are usually directed against 
epitopes of isolate bacteria; however, both tooth decay and periodontal disease are diseases 
whose etiologic agent consists of a multispecies microbiota (Marsh, 1994). Moreover, since 
microorganisms have the ability to form biofilms and adapt to this environment, this can 
lead to changes in antigenicity which could affect the durability of protection induced by 
immunization. 

An alternative approach are a new class of antibiotics called of antimicrobial peptides (AMP) 
that can be used against these microorganisms (White et al., 1995, Yount & Yeaman, 2004; 
Hancock & Sahl, 2006; Gardy et al., 2009); however, a poor understanding of the fundamental 
principles of the action mechanisms and structure-activity relationship of these drugs (Shai, 
2002; Bechinger, 2009) has reduced the development of MPAs that can be used clinically. 

The potential advantages of using antimicrobial peptides as antimicrobial drugs are 
significant (Hamill et al., 2008, Easton et al., 2009). They have a broad spectrum of activity 
against many strains of Gram positive and negative bacteria, including strains resistant to 
other drugs, and are also active against some fungi. Moreover, their interactions with 
bacterial components do not involve binding sites to specific proteins and thus do not 
induce resistance. The AMP bioavailability is reduced because they cannot be taken orally; 
however, topical applications and injections are available. Recently, AMP has been tested in 
clinical trials for various applications in oral candidiasis (Demegen Pharmaceuticals, 2010), 
infections associated with catheters (Melo et al., 2006) and infections in implant surfaces 
(Kazemzadeh-Narbat et al., 2010). These clinically tested AMPs are derived from natural 
peptides, this fact being responsible for its biggest drawback, which is the high production 
cost compared to other chemical antibiotics. For this reason, there is a critical need for 
development of new AMPs, powerful, small and with simple composition. The potential for 
the rational design of these drugs is often limited due to little knowledge about the details of 
its mechanism of action. 
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Since tooth decay is an infection, it would be logical to treat the disease with antibiotics or 
antimicrobials, such as antimicrobial peptides. However, most of these agents are not 
selective, have broad spectrum of action on the microorganisms such as chlorhexidine, 
iodopovidine, fluoride, penicillin or other antimicrobial/antibiotics. Importantly, the agents 
described above does not sterilize the oral cavity, since it is exposed to the external 
environment where there are many microbes, it is not a sterile space. Thus, the use of broad-
spectrum agents for treating dental caries can suppress the infection, but will never 
eliminate it entirely (Luoma et al., 1978). In this context, due to the limitations of traditional 
strategies in the management of dental caries, a "probiotic" approach of the disease is 
necessary. The term "probiotic" used here means that mechanisms are used to selectively 
remove only the pathogen responsible for disease in an attempt to keep the oral ecosystem 
intact. Most efforts in this sense are derived from studies that have attempted to genetically 
modify strains of Streptococcus mutans, turning them into strains that in addition to not 
producing acids, still competing for the same ecological niche that wild strain of S. mutans 
(Hillman, 2002). 

In theory and experimentally in laboratory animals, when this substitute organism is 
introduced, it completely shifts the wild S. mutans causing the disease. This action stops the 
decay process and also prevents the re-emergence of disease-causing organisms, eliminating 
the possibility of re-infection, since the "normal microbiota is complete." Another way to 
remove pathogens is developing specific antimicrobials for certain targets (Eckert et al., 
2006). The basic principle is developing a cheap molecule that targets only the organism of 
interest, in this case S. mutans, S sobrinus, or other pathogens. 

In the case of the oral cavity and tooth decay, this system is attractive from the perspective 
of eliminating all pathogens, thus preventing the re-growth of the original infection. There 
are also laboratory and clinical evidence demonstrating that when the biofilm’s bacterial 
ecosystem is free of S. mutans, this bacterium finds it difficult to be reintroduced due to 
competitive inhibition with other microorganisms (Keene & Shklair, 1974; Shi, 2005). A 
criticism to probiotic approaches is that they target only one of the pathogens involved with 
the disease, being not directed at other pathogens that may be involved with the beginning 
of the process, as the case of dental caries. 

6. The role of antimicrobials in the future 
A better understanding of bacterial communities found in biofilms, such as its diversity and 
interactions among cells, provides opportunities for new methods to control biofilm 
formation (Wade, 2010). It has been shown that blocking communication mechanisms 
between cells in biofilms (quorum-sensing) can partially restore their susceptibility to 
antimicrobial agents (Bjarnsholt et al., 2005). Other benefits may include reduction of 
pathogenic microorganisms due to reduction in the virulence mechanism in the 
microorganism of interest. In the particular case of dental caries, blocking or reducing the 
activity of glycosyltransferase in S. mutans would be interesting, since these enzymes are 
implicated in the ability of this cariogenic bacterium. 

In addition, probiotic approaches for oral use are being developed: such as the development 
of s Lactobacillus paracasei trains which maintain its co-aggregation activity with S. mutans 
even when dead (Lang et al., 2010), or Lactobacillus reuteri strains that are able to reduce the 
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number of S. mutans in the mouth (Caglar et al., 2008) in order to decrease the incidence of 
tooth decay. Other bacterium normally found in the mouth, and important in this sense, is 
Streptococcus salivarius, which produces a bacteriocin that inhibits anaerobic Gram-negative 
bacteria and that in vivo was shown also to reduce the level of halitosis (Burton et al., 2006). 

In conclusion, microbiota analysis methods independent of culture have allowed to 
understanding the diversity of the oral microbiota. So far, most studies have focused on the 
microbiota composition in the disease, but a better understanding of this microflora in 
health is required and also as probiotic organisms are capable of restoring and maintaining 
health in such environment. Thus, future studies are still needed, especially for analyzing 
the interactions between species and how to use this knowledge to develop new products 
for prevention and treatment of oral diseases. 
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1. Introduction 
Many studies on natural materials with anticariogenic effects have been carried out. 
Anticariogenic materials, such as polyphenols from oolong tea (Nakahara et al, 1993) and 
polyphenols from cacao (Ito et al, 2003), are known to be inhibitors of glucosyltransferases 
(GTases). These compounds have been used in foods to prevent or reduce dental caries. 
Sugar alcohols and oligosaccharides, which are not utilized as the substrate of GTase, are 
known as alternative sweeteners to sucrose (Kawanabe et al, 1992; Makinen et al, 1995; 
Ooshima et al, 1992; Van Loveren, 2004).  

We investigated the potentiality of inhibitory effects of some phytochemicals on dental 
caries, because it is very interesting that phytochemical components inhibit the activity of 
not only GTase but also α-glucosidase. We have clarified that some phytochemicals such as 
partially decomposed alginate (Alg53), extractives from the leaves of Morus alba (ELM) and 
extractives from Salacia chinensis (ES) have inhibitory effects on disaccharidases such as 
maltase, sucrase and trehalase.  

Alginate is a polyuronic saccharide that is isolated from the cell walls of a number of brown 
seaweed species around the world, and produced as an extracellular matrix by certain 
bacteria (Draget et al, 2003). It has a gelling ability, stabilizing properties and high viscosity. 
Alginate and its decomposed derivatives are widely used in foods, cosmetics and 
pharmaceutical industries (Ci et al, 1999; Johnson et al, 1997). Alginate hydrolysates exhibit 
many bioactivities, such as stimulating human keratinocytes, accelerating plant root growth 
and enhancing penicillin production from cultures of Penicillium chrysogenum (Ariyo et al, 
1998; Kawada et al, 1997; Natsume et al, 1994). We have clarified that alginic acid with 
lowered molecule (mean molecular weight about 55,000) has suppressive effects on the 
elevation of blood glucose and insulin secretion (Oku et al, 1997) and improves defecation 
ant the fecal conditions (Oku et al, 1998). 

Morus alba has traditionally been cultivated in China, Korea and Japan to use its leaves to 
feed silkworms. Recently, health benefits of Morus alba have been clarified and naturally 
occurring 1-deoxynojirimycin (DNJ) was isolated from its roots (Yagi et al, 1976). DNJ is 
glucose analogue with a secondary amine group instead of an oxygen atom in the pyranose 
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ring of glucose. Then, DNJ has also been found in the leaves and fruits of Morus alba (Asano 
et al, 1994, 2001). Ever since, preventive effect of Morus alba on diabetes by α-glucosidase 
inhibitor has been extensively studied. Furthermore, Morus alba has been clarified multiple 
biological and physiological effects, as well as hypoglycemic, anti-oxidant and decrease in 
serum triacylglycerol (TG) level (Kojima et al, 2010). In a long term treatment study, intake 
of Morus alba does not cause harmful effects (Kimura et al, 2007).  

The roots and stems of Salacia species plants have been used in the Ayurvedic system of 
Indian medicine to treat diabetes mellitus (DM) (Li et al, 2008). Salacia is a woody climbing 
plant belonging to the Celastrceae family that is found in limited regions of India and Sri 
Lanka. Currently, extracts of Salacia are consumed in commercial foods and food 
supplements in Japan for the treatment of diabetes and obesity. The water soluble portion of 
the methanolic extract inhibits α-glucosidase. Moreover, Beppu et al have reported that 
Salacia reticulata has improvement effect of fasting blood glucose and HbA1c levels in 
human including mild type 2 diabetics and has no toxicity (Beppu et al, 2006). The potential 
genotoxicity of Salacia oblonga extract was evaluated and it was determined not to be 
genotoxic (Flammang et al, 2006).  

These phytochemicals, Alg53, ELM and ES competitively inhibit sucrase, maltase and 
trehalase of vesicles of the brush border membrane of rat intestine. The activity of GTase is 
inhibited by some polyphenols. We hypothesized that phytochemicals that inhibit α-
glucosidases such as sucrase may also inhibit the synthesis of glucan from sucrose by GTase, 
because the latter is also a type of enzyme related to carbohydrate metabolism. Conversely, 
acarbose and DNJ are known to competitively inhibit sucrase and GTase, and suppress the 
postprandial elevation of blood levels of glucose and insulin (Newbrun et al, 1983). These 
chemicals are used as medicine for the treatment of DM.  

We have investigated the anticariogenic effect of some phytochemicals using simple in vitro 
methods. The inhibitory effect of phytochemicals on the production of glucan from sucrose 
by GTase can be used for screening of the anticariogenic effects of natural materials. Surveys 
of natural materials with anticariogenic effects are important for reduction of the 
development of dental caries. Discovering new materials to prevent dental caries could 
expand the repertoire of the development of functional foods for oral health. These 
functional foods for oral health should be used in combination with different types of 
materials because the development of dental caries is related to multiple factors.  

In this chapter, we introduce the procedures employed to evaluate the anticariogenic effects 
of phytochemicals. We also discuss the properties of three phytochemicals, Alg53, ELM and 
ES. Although many natural materials have been studied for anti-cariogenic effect, in our 
knowledge, this is the first and unique report that α-glucosidase inhibitor also inhibit GTase 
activity in natural materials. That is to say, Alg53, ELM and ES are expected as multiple 
functional food materials which have the effects of prevention to dental caries, diabetes and 
obesity. Moreover, if we search for natural materials that inhibit GTase, it might be a key 
point that certain materials have inhibition of α-glucosidase activity. 

2. Evaluation of the anticariogenic effects of phytochemicals 
Evaluation of the anticariogenic effects of phytochemicals is often tested on animals and 
eventually in humans. The in vitro experiments should be first done using a simple method. 
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Because the inducing factor of dental caries is complicate, some types of in vitro experiments 
have to be carried out and judged carefully to recognize characteristics of phytochemicals. 
Several typical methods are described below. 

2.1 In-vitro experiments to evaluate anticariogenic effects 

In vitro experiments to evaluate the anticariogenic effects of phytochemicals include 
observations of pH decline by acid production, inhibitory effects on glucan production by 
GTase from mutans streptococci and sucrose-dependent cell adhesion on smooth surfaces 
by mutans streptococci. In addition, antibacterial effect and the evaluation of plaque 
accumulation or enamel demineralization by using artificial mouth also have been 
investigated (Hinoide et al, 1984; Pigman et al, 1952). We have evaluated the anticariogenic 
effects of phytochemicals based on pH decline, glucan production by GTase and sucrose-
dependent cell adhesion. 

2.1.1 Evaluation of inhibitory effects on pH decline by acid production  

Oral bacteria produce organic acids from sugars. If oral pH declines to approximately 5.5 
due to organic acids produced, enamel demineralization of teeth begins. If organic acids 
produced from sugars by mutans streptococci are omitted or decreased and oral pH does 
not decline to 5.5, enamel demineralization is prevented by buffering action of saliva. 
Therefore, the degree of pH decline of the culture medium is measured during the 
incubation with oral bacteria (especially mutans streptococci) in the presence and absence of 
test substance with anticariogenic effects. Our procedure to measure pH decline is rapid and 
reliable. Cell suspension and phytochemical solution are added to 20 mM glucose solution 
in Stephan’s buffer (pH 7.0) in a test tube (total volume, 1.0–2.0 mL), and incubated for 10–
60 min at 37°C under anaerobic conditions after mixing. During incubation, the pH of the 
reaction medium is periodically measured with a portable pH meter (Hashiguchi-Ishiguro 
et al, 2009). Another method uses an incubation period of 24-48 h. But oral pH declines to 
about 4 immediately after the ingestion of sugars as glucose and sucrose (Lingström et al, 
2000). Actually, the pH of reaction medium resulted in an immediate decline within 30 min 
in our study. In practical eating, if we intake sugars from meals or snacks, the food is 
masticated and swallowed within a few minutes and the pH in oral cavity declines. 
Therefore, the rapid and reliable method is suitable for in vitro assay. 

2.1.2 Evaluation of inhibitory effects on glucan production by GTase 

Water-insoluble and water-soluble α-linked glucans produced from sucrose due to the action 
of GTases adhere to the surfaces of teeth and promote the development of dental caries. GTase 
inhibitors disturb the production of these glucans and prevent the development of dental 
caries. The inhibitory effect of test substances on GTase has been evaluated by partially 
purified GTase from mutans streptococci, particularly Streptococcus mutans and Streptococcus 
sobrinus, which are considered to be the primary causative agents of dental caries in humans. 
Partially purified GTase can be conveniently used to evaluate the inhibitory effects of test 
substances on glucan production because it is stable and readily administered after 
preparation. If S. mutans and S. sobrinus are directly used to evaluate the inhibitory effects of 
test substances on glucan production, the assay is complicated and additional effort is required 
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for the storage and administration of mutans streptococci. Hence, we are using a partially 
purified GTase from S. mutans and S. sobrinus to evaluate the inhibitory effects on glucan 
production. S. sobrinus GTase which synthesizes the water-insoluble glucan is released into the 
reaction medium during culture and that of S. mutans is localized mainly on the cell surface 
(Furuta et al, 1985). The properties and preparation method of GTase have been described 
(Baba et al, 1986; Furuta et al, 1985; Hamada et al, 1989).  

An outline of our procedure to evaluate the inhibitory effect of phytochemicals on glucan 
production by GTase is given here. To measure the inhibition by phytochemicals for the 
synthesis of glucan from sucrose, 1 mL of 3% sucrose solution, 0.3 mL of GTase solution, 0.3 
mL of test solution, and 1.4 mL of 0.1 M phosphate buffer are mixed and incubated at an angle 
of 20° for 24 h at 37°C. After the reaction is stopped in boiling water, the reaction mixture is 
centrifuged to separate water-insoluble and water-soluble glucans. The amount of total 
carbohydrate is measured using the phenol-sulfuric acid method (Dubois et al, 1956). 

The phenol-sulfuric acid method is a popular and simple method for the determination of 
glucan produced by GTase (Koo et al, 2002). However, this method randomly determines 
the amount of whole carbohydrate in the sample without a clear difference between glucan 
production and the structure of phytochemicals in the reaction medium. Therefore, if the 
structure of test phytochemicals is similar to glucose polymer, alternative method is 
recommended to evaluate the inhibitory effect on glucan production. One method is the 
determination of radioactive carbon (14C) transferred to glucan from 14C-sucrose by GTase. 
Briefly, 14C-sucrose is added to the reaction mixture mentioned above and incubated under 
identical conditions. After incubation, the amount of 14C incorporated into glucan is 
measured by a liquid scintillation counter. This method requires specific facilities, but can 
specifically determine glucose incorporated to glucan fraction by GTase. 

The preparation of GTase to evaluate inhibitory effects upon glucan production was carried 
out in our experiments. Briefly, to prepare partially purified GTase, after S. sobrinus 6715 
was grown for 24 h at 37°C in 2 L of Brain Heart Infusion (Difco, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), 
the supernatant containing GTase was precipitated with 60% saturated (NH4)2SO4 for 24 h at 
4°C. Low-molecular weight (<30,000) proteins contained in the precipitate were removed 
using an ultrafiltration system (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The crude GTase obtained 
was further purified by chromatography using a Bio-gel hydroxyapatite (BioRad, Hercules, 
CA, USA) column. GTase fractions eluted to 0.5 M with a linear gradient from 0.1 M to 0.6 
M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) were used for the assay of inhibitory effects of phytochemicals 
(Venkitaraman et al, 1995; Yanagida et al, 2000).  

After S. mutans MT8148 was grown for 24 h at 37°C in 2 L of Brain Heart Infusion (Difco), 
the collected cells were suspended with 8 M urea to obtain the cell-extract solution. Low-
molecular weight (<30,000) proteins contained in the solution were removed using an 
ultrafiltration system (Millipore). The resulting solution was used to evaluate the inhibitory 
effects on glucan production (Yanagida et al, 2000). 

2.1.3 Evaluation of inhibitory effects on sucrose-dependent cell adhesion on smooth 
surfaces by mutans streptococci 

When mutans streptococci are cultured in a medium containing sucrose, they strongly 
adhere on smooth surfaces. Dental biofilms are formed on teeth surface by interaction 
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between glucan and oral bacteria. Therefore, the measurement of sucrose-dependent cell 
adhesion is used to evaluate the formation of biofilms on teeth surface. If sucrose-dependent 
cell adhesion on the smooth surface is inhibited by phytochemicals, the test substance 
indicates the possibility to reveal anticariogenic effects. 

This procedure has been described by Hamada and Torii (Hamada and Torii, 1978). After 
mutans streptococci (S. sobrinus or S. mutans) are grown in the medium, the collected cells 
are resuspended in the medium. The cell suspension (0.5 mL), sucrose solution (final 
concentration, 1%) and 0.3 mL of phytochemical solution are mixed in a new glass test tube, 
and incubated at angle 20° for 24 h at 37°C. After incubation, the reaction mixture containing 
nonadherent cell is gently removed by a Pasteur pipette. The glass test tube upon which 
mutans streptococci adhere to the surface is gently washed with distilled water at angle 20°. 
In the control, cell and glucan are not peeled by washing because of those are tightly adhere 
on test tube. Then, the cell and glucan are suspended in 1 N NaOH to measure absorbance 
at 550 nm.  

We have tried to evaluate the inhibitory effect of phytochemicals using this method, 
described below (Hashiguchi-Ishiguro et al, 2011). The degree of inhibitory effects on cell 
adhesion correlated roughly with inhibition of glucan production by phytochemicals. 
Anticariogenic effects of extractives from red wine, apple polyphenols and propolis are 
evaluated using this method (Furiga et al, 2008; Hayacibara et al, 2005; Yanagida et al, 2000). 
In this method, the surface of glass test tube is used for smooth surface model of teeth. The 
glass test tube used in this method must be new one that has very smooth surface with no 
flaw. Human saliva-coated hydroxyapatite beads are used as teeth surface model in other 
method (Venkitaraman et al, 1995), because teeth consists mainly of hydroxyapatite. The 
model of latter method reflects the situation of oral environment. Koo et al have reported 
the details of the procedure (Koo et al, 2002, 2010). 

2.2 In-vivo experiments to evaluate anticariogenic effects 

If anticariogenic effects of phytochemicals are demonstrated by some in vitro experiments as 
described above, an in vivo experiment using experimental animals (e.g., rats) is carried out 
to confirm that the test material has anticariogenic effects in the systemic body. The animal 
experiment to evaluate anticariogenic effects consumes much expense and time. In other 
method, human plaque is also used the in vivo experiment. “Touch electrode method“ and 
“plaque sampling method“ are used for the purpose of measuring human plaque pH 
(Frostell, 1970; Stephan, 1940). Mühlemann et al develop “ indwelling plaque pH telemetry 
method“ (Graf H, et al 1966). In this section, we show an outline on animal experiment. 

2.2.1 Animals and diets to evaluate anticariogenic effects 

Fifteen-day-old specific pathogen-free Sprague–Dawley (SD) rats are suitable for caries 
studies. The first and second molars are coming through at this age. Mutans streptococci are 
inoculated to animals during this period. If inoculation lags behind, the prevalence of dental 
caries is reduced (Ooshima et al, 1994). The number of mutans streptococci that must be 
inoculated to definitely cause dental caries is very important. The breeding period after 
inoculation with mutans streptococci is about 55 days. Diet #2000 is a popular diet in animal 
experiments on caries (Keyes and Jordan, 1964) and contains 56% sucrose. If the percentage 
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between glucan and oral bacteria. Therefore, the measurement of sucrose-dependent cell 
adhesion is used to evaluate the formation of biofilms on teeth surface. If sucrose-dependent 
cell adhesion on the smooth surface is inhibited by phytochemicals, the test substance 
indicates the possibility to reveal anticariogenic effects. 
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In the control, cell and glucan are not peeled by washing because of those are tightly adhere 
on test tube. Then, the cell and glucan are suspended in 1 N NaOH to measure absorbance 
at 550 nm.  
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to confirm that the test material has anticariogenic effects in the systemic body. The animal 
experiment to evaluate anticariogenic effects consumes much expense and time. In other 
method, human plaque is also used the in vivo experiment. “Touch electrode method“ and 
“plaque sampling method“ are used for the purpose of measuring human plaque pH 
(Frostell, 1970; Stephan, 1940). Mühlemann et al develop “ indwelling plaque pH telemetry 
method“ (Graf H, et al 1966). In this section, we show an outline on animal experiment. 

2.2.1 Animals and diets to evaluate anticariogenic effects 

Fifteen-day-old specific pathogen-free Sprague–Dawley (SD) rats are suitable for caries 
studies. The first and second molars are coming through at this age. Mutans streptococci are 
inoculated to animals during this period. If inoculation lags behind, the prevalence of dental 
caries is reduced (Ooshima et al, 1994). The number of mutans streptococci that must be 
inoculated to definitely cause dental caries is very important. The breeding period after 
inoculation with mutans streptococci is about 55 days. Diet #2000 is a popular diet in animal 
experiments on caries (Keyes and Jordan, 1964) and contains 56% sucrose. If the percentage 
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of sucrose is reduced, the prevalence of dental caries is also reduced. Phytochemicals are 
commonly added to the diet to evaluate anticariogenic effects. After breeding, the molar is 
removed and the degree of dental caries is scored. The details of the experimental protocol 
have been described (Ooshima et al, 1981; Tsunehiro et al, 1997). The typical procedure of 
caries scoring is the Keyes Caries Score (Keyes, 1958).  

According to the established method, we have carried out animal experiments using 
phytochemicals that revealed anticariogenic effects in vitro. Young rats were fed with diet 
#2000 containing phytochemicals with anticariogenic effects for 60 days. However, our 
results were inconclusive. Therefore, we would like to describe some key points for the 
planning of animal experiments based on our experience. 

2.2.2 Amount of mutans streptococci 

If oral infection by mutans streptococci is not sufficient, dental caries is not induced in the 
experimental animal despite feeding with a caries-inducing diet. The amount of mutans 
streptococci adhered on teeth also influences the development of caries. Accordingly, the 
amount of mutans streptococci in the oral cavity should be measured periodically until the 
end of the experimental schedule. According to several studies, dental caries is definitely 
induced if the amount of mutans streptococci is >105 colony-forming units (CFU)/mL 
(Ooshima et al, 1993; Tsunehiro et al, 1997).  

2.2.3 Amount of sucrose intake and texture of diets 

Dental caries is positively correlated with the amount of sucrose intake (Sreebny, 1982).  
Therefore, the amount of diet that the animals ingest needs to be equal among feeding 
groups. Furthermore, the Vipeholm Dental Caries Study clarified that the texture of food 
containing sucrose influences the occurrence of dental caries (Gustafsson et al, 1954). In that 
study, subjects ate several foods (e.g., bread, chocolate, caramel) containing sucrose. The 
incidence of caries was higher in the group consuming “gooey" foods between meals than in 
the control group. Namely, the ingestion of sucrose that causes the adhesion to the teeth 
surface becomes a high risk of dental caries induction. Therefore, the texture and 
configuration of test materials containing phytochemicals added to the animal experimental 
diet are important to get significance. If the texture and taste of test substances are unique 
and likely to influence intake and adhesion, the method to reduce these factors should be 
implemented.  

2.2.4 The indirect effect of anticariogenic substances on body except for tooth 

The test substance might have multiple functions apart from anticariogenic effects. Test 
substances such as ELM, ES and Alg53, which have been used in our experiments, have 
inhibitory effect on α-glucosidase. Therefore, if experimental animals are given an α-
glucosidase inhibitor and sucrose, the latter is not digested by intestinal disaccharidases and 
reaches the large intestine, where it is fermented by microbiota. These intestinal microbiota 
produce short-chain fatty acids, CO2, NH4 and H2 (Oku, 2005). This action is similar to that 
of prebiotics such as non-digestible oligosaccharides and sugar alcohols ingested orally. 
These short-chain fatty acids are energy sources for the host and improve intestinal 
microflora. In this way, sucrose (the digestion of which in the small intestine is inhibited by 
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α-glucosidase) provides many beneficial effects. However, if a large amount of sucrose and 
α-glucosidase are ingested simultaneously, transient diarrhea is caused because of an 
increase in osmotic pressure in the large intestine. This mechanism is thought to identical to 
that of lactose intolerance.  

When a diet containing ELM or ES is added to Diet #2000 and given to rats, most of the rats 
suffer osmotic diarrhea during the experimental period and growth is slightly suppressed. 
ELM and ES strongly inhibit sucrase activity. Hence, a lot of sucrose of Diet #2000 is 
transferred to the lower intestine and may cause osmotic diarrhea. Osmotic diarrhea may 
reduce the immune response, and disturb anticariogenic effect of phytochemicals in 
experimental animals. If experimental animals catch illness except for dental caries during 
the experiment, the risk of dental caries infection may increase. Therefore, the properties 
and functional effects of test substance apart from anticariogenic effects need to be 
examined, and the concentration and form of test substance added to diets should be 
investigated carefully before carrying out animal experiments.  

3. Preparation and property of phytochemicals with anticariogenic effect 
We have investigated the anticariogenic effects of phytochemicals such as ELM, ES and 
Alg53. Each of phytochemicals has unique properties and structure. 

3.1 Extractive from the leaves of Morus alba (ELM) 

Morus alba has been used for centuries in Japan as a tea infusion. Morus alba contains DNJ 
and some of its derivatives, which are well known as α-glucosidase inhibitors, as shown in 
Fig. 1 (Asano et al, 1994). D-glucose analogs such as voglibose, miglitol and acarbose, with 
nitrogen-in-rings, have been used for the treatment of DM (Drent et al, 2002; Raimbaud et al, 
1992; Yasuda et al, 2003).  
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of components of the extractive from the leaves of Morus alba, 1-
deoxynojirimycin and its derivatives 

We have clarified that ELM competitively inhibits the activity of sucrase, maltase, and 
isomaltase using human and rat intestinal homogenates, and significantly suppresses the 
increment in blood glucose levels, when ELM is administered with sucrose to rats (Oku et 
al, 2006). In addition, we found that confections with ELM effectively suppress the post-
prandial blood levels of glucose and insulin in healthy humans (Nakamura M et al, 2009). 
We suppose that confections with ELM can contribute to the prevention and the quality-of-
life for pre-diabetic and diabetic patients. 
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When a diet containing ELM or ES is added to Diet #2000 and given to rats, most of the rats 
suffer osmotic diarrhea during the experimental period and growth is slightly suppressed. 
ELM and ES strongly inhibit sucrase activity. Hence, a lot of sucrose of Diet #2000 is 
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examined, and the concentration and form of test substance added to diets should be 
investigated carefully before carrying out animal experiments.  

3. Preparation and property of phytochemicals with anticariogenic effect 
We have investigated the anticariogenic effects of phytochemicals such as ELM, ES and 
Alg53. Each of phytochemicals has unique properties and structure. 

3.1 Extractive from the leaves of Morus alba (ELM) 

Morus alba has been used for centuries in Japan as a tea infusion. Morus alba contains DNJ 
and some of its derivatives, which are well known as α-glucosidase inhibitors, as shown in 
Fig. 1 (Asano et al, 1994). D-glucose analogs such as voglibose, miglitol and acarbose, with 
nitrogen-in-rings, have been used for the treatment of DM (Drent et al, 2002; Raimbaud et al, 
1992; Yasuda et al, 2003).  
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of components of the extractive from the leaves of Morus alba, 1-
deoxynojirimycin and its derivatives 

We have clarified that ELM competitively inhibits the activity of sucrase, maltase, and 
isomaltase using human and rat intestinal homogenates, and significantly suppresses the 
increment in blood glucose levels, when ELM is administered with sucrose to rats (Oku et 
al, 2006). In addition, we found that confections with ELM effectively suppress the post-
prandial blood levels of glucose and insulin in healthy humans (Nakamura M et al, 2009). 
We suppose that confections with ELM can contribute to the prevention and the quality-of-
life for pre-diabetic and diabetic patients. 
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To prepare the ELM solution, the leaves are extracted with 50% ethanol, and ethanol is 
removed with a rotary evaporator. ELM used in this study is kindly provided by Toyotama 
Healthy Food Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). The original extract solution contains 0.24% DNJ. A 
small amount of several types of DNJ derivative is measured using liquid chromatography-
mass spectrometry (LC-MS). It has been clarified that this extraction is not associated with 
toxicity or hematologic, blood biochemical, or pathologic abnormalities in rats (Miyazawa et 
al, 2003).  

3.2 Extractive from Salacia chinensis (ES) 

The stems of Salacia species plants are pulverized and extracted with methanol for 3 h at 
80°C. After filtration, the extract is evaporated to obtain a powder. The powder of the 
methanol extract is dissolved and purified using Sephadex LH-20 column chromatography. 
ES used in this study is kindly provided by Kobayashi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (Osaka, 
Japan). Two compounds isolated from Salacia extracts, salacinol and kotalanol, strongly 
inhibit sucrase. Their structures are quite unique, bearing thiosugar sulfonium sulfate inner 
salt comprising a 1-deoxy-4-thio-D-arabinofranosyl cation and 1-deoxyaldosyl-3-sulfate 
anion (Fig. 2) (Shimoda et al, 1998; Yosikawa et al, 2001). It has been clarified that this 
extraction is not associated with toxicity or with blood biochemical or pathologic 
abnormalities in rats and other animals. 

Salacinol KotalanolSalacinol Kotalanol  
Fig. 2. Chemical structure of components of the extractive from Salacia chinencis (ES) 

3.3 Partially decomposed alginate by Vibrio alginolyticus SUN53 (Alg53) 

Alginate, which is a copolymer of α-L-guluronate and β-D-mannuronate, is a gelling 
polysaccharide found in great abundance as part of the cell wall and intracellular material in 
brown seaweeds (Fig. 3) (Wong et al, 2000). We demonstrated that partially decomposed 
alginate by Vibrio alginolyticus SUN53 (Alg53) had a competitive inhibitory effect for sucrase 
of the vesicles of the intestinal brush border membrane of rats. The procedure for the 
preparation of Alg53 has been described (Nakamura S et al, 2008). 

Alginate (0.5%) (mean M.W., 55,000) partially hydrolyzed by HCl is incubated with Vibrio 
alginolyticus SUN53 (106 CFU/mL) in culture medium (pH 7.0) containing 0.025% yeast 
extract, 0.05% peptone, 1% NaCl and 0.01% FePO4 for 5 days at 25°C. After incubation, the 
supernatant is treated with 3 times-volume (75%) of ethanol to obtain low-M.W. hydrolyzed 
alginate. It is dried by freezing after ethanol is evaporated with a rotary evaporator. The 
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mean M.W. of partially decomposed alginate is approximately 1,000 by column 
chromatography using a Sephadex G-15 column. Tseng et al reported that alginate lyase 
isolated from Vibrio alginolyticus (ATCC17749) has specificity for polymannuronic blocks, 
and Haug et al reported that depolymerizing alginate by lyase yields a product containing 
deoxyuronic acid (Tseng et al, 1992; Haug et al, 1967). Therefore, it is considered that Alg53 
also comprises penta- or hexa-mannuronic acid with deoxymannuronic acid as the non-
reducing terminal moiety. The conversion ratio of Alg53 by Vibrio alginolyticus SUN53 is 
very low, so we could not obtain a sufficient amount of Alg53 for in vivo experiments using 
animals. We have to develop a culture condition in which Alg53 is produced effectively.  

D-mannuronic acid block 

L-guluronic acid block

D-mannuronic acid and L-guluronic acid block 

D-mannuronic acid block 

L-guluronic acid block

D-mannuronic acid and L-guluronic acid block 
 

Fig. 3. Chemical structure of components of alginate   

4. In vitro evaluation of the anticariogenic effects of phytochemicals 
In this section, we introduce the anticariogenic effects evaluated using the three in vitro 
methods described above. The phytochemicals used in our experiments were Alg53, ELM, 
ES, and oolong as the positive control.  

4.1 Effects of Alg53 on acid production by S. sobrinus 6715  

The production of organic acids by S. sobrinus 6715 is illustrated in Fig. 4. The positive 
control maintained the initial pH. The results indicated that Alg53 disturbed the 
conversion of the substrate to organic acids. In contrast, the absence of Alg53 resulted in 
an immediate decline in pH after addition of the substrate, with the pH finally reaching 
4.1. The addition of Alg53 suppressed pH decline and maintained a pH of 5.0. This 
suppressive effect for the production of organic acids was dependent upon the 
concentrations of Alg53 in the reaction mixture (Fig. 5). The inhibitory effect on pH 
decline was also investigated using ELM, ES and oolong, but these phytochemicals did 
not inhibit the pH reduction by S. sobrinus 6715. 
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4.1. The addition of Alg53 suppressed pH decline and maintained a pH of 5.0. This 
suppressive effect for the production of organic acids was dependent upon the 
concentrations of Alg53 in the reaction mixture (Fig. 5). The inhibitory effect on pH 
decline was also investigated using ELM, ES and oolong, but these phytochemicals did 
not inhibit the pH reduction by S. sobrinus 6715. 
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4.2 Effects of ELM, ES, Alg53 and oolong on glucan production by GTase from S. 
sobrinus 6715 and S. mutans MT8148 

Oolong has been used as a functional food to prevent dental caries. Oolong was therefore 
used to compare the inhibitory effects of other phytochemicals on glucan production by 
GTase. The inhibitory effect of phytochemicals on water-insoluble glucan synthesis by 
GTase from S.sobrinus 6715 is illustrated in Fig. 6A. The original ELM solution reduced the 
production of water-insoluble glucan to 66% of that of the control (ELM-free). ES also 
significantly reduced the synthesis of water-insoluble glucan. The inhibitory effect of ES was 
remarkable compared with that of ELM. The inhibitory effect of oolong on the production of 
water-insoluble glucan by GTase was stronger than that of ELM and of a similar level to that 
of ES. Fig. 6B shows water-insoluble glucan synthesis by GTase from S. mutans MT8148. 
ELM significantly inhibited the glucan production by GTase from S. mutans MT8148, and 
the ratio of inhibition of production of water-insoluble glucan was 64% that of the control 
(ELM-free). The inhibitory effect of ES and oolong on glucan production by GTase from S. 
sobrinus 6715 was stronger than that by GTase from S. mutans MT8148. The inhibitory effect 
of ELM was of a similar level on glucan production by GTase from S. sobrinus 6715 and S. 
mutans MT8148. 
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Open circle, positive control (no production of acid); open square, negative control (no inhibition); 
closed triangle, with Alg53 
In the positive control (no production of acid), Stephan’s buffer (pH 7.0) was added instead of glucose. 
In the negative control (no inhibition), distilled water was added instead of Alg53. Data are mean values 
of duplicate assays (Hashiguchi-Ishiguro et al, 2009). 

Fig. 4. Time-course of pH decrease with acid production by S. sobrinus 6715 from glucose      
with and without partially decomposed alginate by V. alginolyticus SUN53 

The inhibitory effect of Alg53 on water-insoluble and water-soluble glucan synthesis by 
GTase from S.sobrinus 6715 is illustrated in Fig. 7. The original Alg53 solution and a ten-fold 
dilution of Alg53 solution reduced the production of water-insoluble glucan to 21% and 
23%, respectively. However, Alg53 barely affected the production of water-soluble glucan 
by GTase. These results demonstrated that Alg53 clearly inhibits the synthesis of water-
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insoluble (but not water-soluble) glucan by GTase from S. sobrinus 6715. Water-insoluble 
glucan is closely associated with the formation of biofilms on teeth surface. In addition, 
Alg53 has inhibitory effects on acid production and synthesis of glucan by mutans 
streptococci. That is, Alg53 has two types of anticariogenic effects. Accordingly, Alg53 may 
demonstrate considerable anticariogenic effects.  
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pH was measured after incubation for 1 h. 
Control: water was added instead of Alg53 
(Hashiguchi-Ishiguro et al, 2009) 

Fig. 5. Inhibitory effect by different concentrations of partially decomposed alginate by  
V. alginolyticus SUN53 on acid production from glucose by S. sobrinus 6715 
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ELM, extractive from the leaves of Morus alba; ES, extractive from Salacia chinensis  
Reaction mixture [GTase, 0.2 mL; sucrose solution, 0.31 mL (includes 14C-sucrose, 20 μCi); test 
substance, 0.1 mL] incubated at 20° for 24 h at 37°C. The final concentration of sucrose in the reaction 
mixture was 1%. Glucan was expressed as the relative amount (%) of glucan produced as compared 
with the amount produced with the negative control (distilled water) (Hashiguchi et al, 2011). 

Fig. 6. Inhibitory effects of the extractive from the leaves of Morus alba, Salacia chinensis and 
oolong on insoluble glucan produced by GTase 
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In the positive control (no production of acid), Stephan’s buffer (pH 7.0) was added instead of glucose. 
In the negative control (no inhibition), distilled water was added instead of Alg53. Data are mean values 
of duplicate assays (Hashiguchi-Ishiguro et al, 2009). 

Fig. 4. Time-course of pH decrease with acid production by S. sobrinus 6715 from glucose      
with and without partially decomposed alginate by V. alginolyticus SUN53 
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insoluble (but not water-soluble) glucan by GTase from S. sobrinus 6715. Water-insoluble 
glucan is closely associated with the formation of biofilms on teeth surface. In addition, 
Alg53 has inhibitory effects on acid production and synthesis of glucan by mutans 
streptococci. That is, Alg53 has two types of anticariogenic effects. Accordingly, Alg53 may 
demonstrate considerable anticariogenic effects.  
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pH was measured after incubation for 1 h. 
Control: water was added instead of Alg53 
(Hashiguchi-Ishiguro et al, 2009) 

Fig. 5. Inhibitory effect by different concentrations of partially decomposed alginate by  
V. alginolyticus SUN53 on acid production from glucose by S. sobrinus 6715 
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ELM, extractive from the leaves of Morus alba; ES, extractive from Salacia chinensis  
Reaction mixture [GTase, 0.2 mL; sucrose solution, 0.31 mL (includes 14C-sucrose, 20 μCi); test 
substance, 0.1 mL] incubated at 20° for 24 h at 37°C. The final concentration of sucrose in the reaction 
mixture was 1%. Glucan was expressed as the relative amount (%) of glucan produced as compared 
with the amount produced with the negative control (distilled water) (Hashiguchi et al, 2011). 

Fig. 6. Inhibitory effects of the extractive from the leaves of Morus alba, Salacia chinensis and 
oolong on insoluble glucan produced by GTase 
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Reaction mixture [3% sucrose (final concentration, 1%) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), 1 mL; GTase 
from S. sobrinus, 0.3 mL; 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), 1.4 mL; Alg53, 0.3 mL] incubated at 20° for 24 
h at 37°C. Glucan was expressed as the relative amount (%) of glucan produced as compared with the 
amount produced in the absence of Alg53. The amount of total carbohydrate was measured at 490 nm 
by the phenol-sulfuric acid method. Dates are expressed as mean values of duplicate assays 
(Hashiguchi-Ishiguro et al, 2009). 

Fig. 7. Inhibitory effect of partially decomposed alginate by V. alginolyticus SUN53 on water-
insoluble and water-soluble glucan produced by GTase from S. sobrinus  

4.3 Effects of ELM and ES on sucrose-dependent cell adhesion on smooth surfaces 

The inhibitory effect of ELM on sucrose-dependent adherence of cells onto the surface of glass 
test tubes was examined using growing cells of S. sobrinus 6715. Fig. 8A shows that cells 
adhered to the surface of glass test tubes after incubation. The cells grew well and adhered to 
the glass surface of the control (no phytochemical), ELM, ES and oolong. However, cells and 
glucan did not adhere to the glass surface of blank test tubes (sucrose-free). Fig. 8B shows the 
conditions of test tubes in which the reaction mixture was removed by pipetting, and then 
washed gently with distilled water. As shown clearly in Fig. 8B, cell adhesion was very strong 
in control test tubes, but was feeble in ELM, ES and oolong tubes; cells were removed by 
washing. The results demonstrate that ELM and ES inhibit the adhesion of cells to the glass 
surface. Adhered cells that remained on the surface of glass test tubes after washing were 
suspended with 1 N NaOH and absorbance measured at 550 nm (Fig. 9). The cell number was 
60% for ELM and 21% for ES compared with that of the control. 

5. Potential of phytochemicals as anticariogenic materials 
The main finding of this study is that three phytochemicals, partially decomposed alginate 
by SUN53 (Alg53), the extractive from the leaves of Morus alba (ELM) and the extractive 
from Salacia chinencis (ES), have inhibitory effects on glucan synthesis by GTase. It may 
become a key point that certain phytochemicals have inhibitory effects on α-glucosidase 
when we screen natural materials which inhibit Gtase activity. However, the degree of 
inhibitory effect is not always similar for sucrase and GTase. The inhibitory effect of ELM 
and ES on sucrase was very strong. The inhibitory constant (Ki) of ELM and ES for sucrase 
was 2.1×10–4 mM and 6.7×10–4 mM, respectively (Oku et al, 2006). 
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ELM, extractive from the leaves of Morus alba; ES, extractive from Salacia chinensis 
Reaction mixture [cell solution, 0.5 mL; 2% sucrose (final concentration, 1%) in BHI, 0.8 mL; test 
substance 0.3 mL] incubated at 20° for 24 h at 37°C. In the blank, distilled water was added instead of 
sucrose. In the negative control, distilled water was added instead of test substance (Hashiguchi et al, 
2011). 

Fig. 8. Adhesion of S. sobrinus 6715 and glucan on smooth surfaces of glass after incubation 
with sucrose 
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Fig. 9. Inhibitory effects of the extractive from the leaves of Morus alba and Salacia chinensis 
on the adhesion of S. sobrinus 6715 and glucan (Hashiguchi et al, 2011) 

In addition, Alg53 suppressed pH decline by the production of organic acids from glucose, 
whereas ELM and ES could not suppress pH decline as well as oolong. For the prevention of 
dental caries, Alg53 may be useful as a functional food that has two types of inhibitory 
effects on the synthesis of glucan by GTase and acid production. Alternative sweeteners for 
sucrose, such as sugar alcohols and oligosaccharides, are not used as substrates for acid 
production by mutans streptococci, so pH decline does not occur. However, alternative 
sweeteners cannot inhibit the production of organic acids from sugars. Therefore, we 
recommend that ELM and ES are used in a combination of sugar alcohols or 
oligosaccharides to prevent dental caries.  
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Reaction mixture [3% sucrose (final concentration, 1%) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), 1 mL; GTase 
from S. sobrinus, 0.3 mL; 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), 1.4 mL; Alg53, 0.3 mL] incubated at 20° for 24 
h at 37°C. Glucan was expressed as the relative amount (%) of glucan produced as compared with the 
amount produced in the absence of Alg53. The amount of total carbohydrate was measured at 490 nm 
by the phenol-sulfuric acid method. Dates are expressed as mean values of duplicate assays 
(Hashiguchi-Ishiguro et al, 2009). 

Fig. 7. Inhibitory effect of partially decomposed alginate by V. alginolyticus SUN53 on water-
insoluble and water-soluble glucan produced by GTase from S. sobrinus  
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glucan did not adhere to the glass surface of blank test tubes (sucrose-free). Fig. 8B shows the 
conditions of test tubes in which the reaction mixture was removed by pipetting, and then 
washed gently with distilled water. As shown clearly in Fig. 8B, cell adhesion was very strong 
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washing. The results demonstrate that ELM and ES inhibit the adhesion of cells to the glass 
surface. Adhered cells that remained on the surface of glass test tubes after washing were 
suspended with 1 N NaOH and absorbance measured at 550 nm (Fig. 9). The cell number was 
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from Salacia chinencis (ES), have inhibitory effects on glucan synthesis by GTase. It may 
become a key point that certain phytochemicals have inhibitory effects on α-glucosidase 
when we screen natural materials which inhibit Gtase activity. However, the degree of 
inhibitory effect is not always similar for sucrase and GTase. The inhibitory effect of ELM 
and ES on sucrase was very strong. The inhibitory constant (Ki) of ELM and ES for sucrase 
was 2.1×10–4 mM and 6.7×10–4 mM, respectively (Oku et al, 2006). 
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Reaction mixture [cell solution, 0.5 mL; 2% sucrose (final concentration, 1%) in BHI, 0.8 mL; test 
substance 0.3 mL] incubated at 20° for 24 h at 37°C. In the blank, distilled water was added instead of 
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Fig. 9. Inhibitory effects of the extractive from the leaves of Morus alba and Salacia chinensis 
on the adhesion of S. sobrinus 6715 and glucan (Hashiguchi et al, 2011) 

In addition, Alg53 suppressed pH decline by the production of organic acids from glucose, 
whereas ELM and ES could not suppress pH decline as well as oolong. For the prevention of 
dental caries, Alg53 may be useful as a functional food that has two types of inhibitory 
effects on the synthesis of glucan by GTase and acid production. Alternative sweeteners for 
sucrose, such as sugar alcohols and oligosaccharides, are not used as substrates for acid 
production by mutans streptococci, so pH decline does not occur. However, alternative 
sweeteners cannot inhibit the production of organic acids from sugars. Therefore, we 
recommend that ELM and ES are used in a combination of sugar alcohols or 
oligosaccharides to prevent dental caries.  
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6. Future prospects of functional foods for the prevention of dental caries 
In Japan, various types of functional foods have been developed and widely consumed for 
health promortion. Some of them have been advanced for prevention of dental caries. GTase 
inhibitors and sugar substitutes that are not the direct cause of dental caries are actively 
developed and utilized as preventive foods for dental caries. Recently, functional materials 
which enhance the defence system of host on dental caries are further added to those foods. 
For example, there are functional materials that promote re-mineralization of tooth and 
stimulate saliva excretion to block oral pH decline. The probiotics which improves oral 
bacterial flora may also be expected to be one of these functions. If functional materials that 
have different types of preventive effect for dental caries are combined in a functional food, 
the potential of functional foods may expand the food market for health promotion. 

It is important that intraoral pH does not decline for prevention of dental caries among 
children, aduts and elderlies. So, sweeten confections between meals must have a resistance 
for utilization by mutans streptococci. However, dental caries cannot be completely 
prevented by the utilization of functional foods, although the risk of dental caries is 
decreased. Therefore, the combination of teeth brushing after meal and functional foods is 
very important for prevention of dental caries among all people. Furthermore, consumers 
need to pay attention, when they utilize some functional foods containing nondigestible 
oligosaccharide which improves the intestinal microbiota, because it produces acids to 
decrease oral pH. 

7. Conclusion 
We found that three phytochemicals that had inhibitory effects upon α-glucosidase also had 
inhibitory effects on glucan synthesis by GTase. This time we introduced partially 
decomposed alginate by SUN53, the extractive from the leaves of Morus alba and the 
extractive from Salacia chinensis. And Alg53 suppressed pH decline by the production of 
organic acids from glucose. Therefore, these phytochemicals are expected to be used as 
multiple functional food materials that can prevent the development of dental caries. 
Furthermore, these results may suggest that we propose the screening steps, another 
phytochemicals that have anticariogenic effects but haven’t clarified yet.   
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6. Future prospects of functional foods for the prevention of dental caries 
In Japan, various types of functional foods have been developed and widely consumed for 
health promortion. Some of them have been advanced for prevention of dental caries. GTase 
inhibitors and sugar substitutes that are not the direct cause of dental caries are actively 
developed and utilized as preventive foods for dental caries. Recently, functional materials 
which enhance the defence system of host on dental caries are further added to those foods. 
For example, there are functional materials that promote re-mineralization of tooth and 
stimulate saliva excretion to block oral pH decline. The probiotics which improves oral 
bacterial flora may also be expected to be one of these functions. If functional materials that 
have different types of preventive effect for dental caries are combined in a functional food, 
the potential of functional foods may expand the food market for health promotion. 

It is important that intraoral pH does not decline for prevention of dental caries among 
children, aduts and elderlies. So, sweeten confections between meals must have a resistance 
for utilization by mutans streptococci. However, dental caries cannot be completely 
prevented by the utilization of functional foods, although the risk of dental caries is 
decreased. Therefore, the combination of teeth brushing after meal and functional foods is 
very important for prevention of dental caries among all people. Furthermore, consumers 
need to pay attention, when they utilize some functional foods containing nondigestible 
oligosaccharide which improves the intestinal microbiota, because it produces acids to 
decrease oral pH. 

7. Conclusion 
We found that three phytochemicals that had inhibitory effects upon α-glucosidase also had 
inhibitory effects on glucan synthesis by GTase. This time we introduced partially 
decomposed alginate by SUN53, the extractive from the leaves of Morus alba and the 
extractive from Salacia chinensis. And Alg53 suppressed pH decline by the production of 
organic acids from glucose. Therefore, these phytochemicals are expected to be used as 
multiple functional food materials that can prevent the development of dental caries. 
Furthermore, these results may suggest that we propose the screening steps, another 
phytochemicals that have anticariogenic effects but haven’t clarified yet.   
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1. Introduction 
Tooth caries, which is regarded as a social disease in many countries, affects 100% of 
population. For many years both high prevalence and increasing intensity of caries have 
inspired researchers to find effective methods of fighting the disease. The quest for caries 
prevention methods has led to more and more widespread sealing of fissures of lateral teeth 
(premolars and molars), where sealants - thanks to mechanical protection from influence of 
oral cavity environment, thanks to reduction of retention sites and of bacterial flora in 
fissures - have effectively limited the development of carious disease. 

Currently known methods of caries prevention can be deemed effective to the degree 
justifying their widespread application. Despite this fact, dentists across the world devote 
most of their working time to elimination of caries’s results.  

In permanent dentition, tooth decay most frequently affects masticatory surfaces of molars 
and, as numerous studies report, very soon after their eruption 2/3 of cavities are observed 
just there. This is confirmed by epidemiological studies, which have been conducted in 
Poland since 1987 under WHO supervision (29). The studies reveal that at the end of 1970s, 
over 50% of permanent molars were affected by caries in children aged 6-7 years, whereas 
children aged 9 years had almost all first permanent molars with carious cavities or filled. In 
the age group 13-15 years, the percentage of teeth affected by caries reached 80%, though 
occlusal surfaces of teeth constitute only 12.5% of all surfaces of teeth in the oral cavity. The 
aforementioned epidemiological studies indicate the importance of activities towards caries 
prevention on masticatory surfaces. 

2. Morphology and microflora of intercusp fissures in teeth  
Fissures on masticatory surfaces of lateral teeth are created during development of cusps in 
odontogenesis, which begins in the first weeks of fetal life with formation of deciduous 
tooth buds, and terminates about the age of 12 years, or 15-18 years with wisdom teeth. If 
some disturbances occur in the process of odontogenesis, they cause anomalies within 
forming dentine or enamel. During early dentinogenesis, insufficient supply of whole 
protein, amino acids and vitamins or introduction of chemical compounds such as multi-
function phosphonic acids, diuretics, cytostatics results in impairment of odontoblast 
function, thus inadequate base substance for developing collagen matrix is produced. 
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During later dentinogenesis and biosynthesis of collagen, the above mentioned factors can 
cause a decrease of hydrolyzing enzyme’s activity, thus lowering the amount of 
hydroxyproline in procollagen, which in turn results in production of defective organic 
dentine matrix. The created dentine has reduced number of dentinal tubules, which are 
sinuous along their length. If the harmful factors are active during mineralization of 
collagen matrix, predentine is formed. Odontoblast cells produce centers of intermediate 
tissue between dentine and bone; so-called osteodentin is formed. 

Experimental studies proved that dentine mineralization emits an inductive signal for 
creation of soft protein enamel matrix. If dentine mineralization is disturbed, formation of 
primary protein enamel matrix is delayed. Stimulation by ameloblasts results in genetically 
conditioned activity of odontoblasts. If ameloblasts do not develop normally, development 
of odontoblast cells is inhibited and their function is impaired. Due to odontoblasts’ 
impairment, enamel is subjected to underdevelopment, such as: hypoplasias and 
hypomineralization. During transition from amorphous to crystal phase, inadequate supply 
of elements such as calcium, phosphorus, fluorine and other microelements, or introduction 
of substances regarded as cytotoxic, disturb enamel mineralization. Disturbance of enamel 
mineralization proved to be a very complex process.  

In properly structured and mineralized enamel, geometrical shapes of fissures are 
significantly diversified. Sizes and geometrical shapes of fissures also vary considerably in 
each individual. Shallow and deep irregularly shaped fissures are observed, narrow at the 
entrance and spreading near the base. The depth of fissures varies from a few to between 10 
and 20 micrometers, depending on tooth’s anatomical group. It happens that the central 
fissure reaches enamel-dentine junction, and sometimes even ends in dentine. However its 
bottom is usually covered by a thin layer of enamel (27). A fissure in an erupted tooth is 
filled with dental plaque with microflora changing with age, and residual food particles. 

Longitudinal stripping of molars allowed assessment of mean sizes of fissures in those teeth. 
It was observed that the central fissure in molars has an average depth of 1.1mm, and its 
width at fissure entrance ranges from 0.2 to 0.5mm, and the width at fissure base has a mean 
value of 0.1 mm. Premolars indicate a larger diversity. According to Taylor and Gwinett (81) 
most commonly they are funnel-shaped with a narrowing at the middle of fissure’s depth; 
inferior premolars have more varied shapes than superior ones. Generally in inferior 
premolars predominant fissures are narrow at the entrance and expanding at 1/3 of length 
towards the base. This creates conducive conditions for development of bacterial plaque and 
deposition of food remains, which leads to beginning and development of carious lesions. It 
was also observed that enamel covering fissures, especially on first permanent molars, 
demonstrates a smaller fluorine content than enamel on smooth surfaces of those teeth 
(16,72). 

A lot of interesting information has been collected on the structure and composition of 
dental plaque residing in hollows of masticatory surfaces of teeth. The information comes 
from experimental studies carried out on gnotobiotic animals and from studies on people 
with the use of fissure models made of Mylar foil, placed in large amalgam fillings on 
molars’ masticatory surfaces with the use of dentures as carriers for fragments of natural 
teeth (third molars). Dental plaque accumulating on smooth surfaces is different from 
plaque deposits in fissures. Plaque in fissures on masticatory surfaces is made of Gram 
positive cocci bacteria, which constitute 77-89% of total bacterial flora, short rods, a small 
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amount of filiform microorganisms and blastomyces that are an almost regular ingredient of 
most plaque in intercusp fissures. Cocci form microcolonies, and bacterial plaque’s matrix 
varies depending on the amount of culturable bacterial flora, plaque’s thickness and its 
position in the fissure. Streptococcus mutans does not play any important role in early 
bacterial colonization of intercusp fissures. In one-day-old plaque this species can hardly be 
found. With time the number of these bacteria increases, but they constitute less than 10% of 
total streptococcus flora. Cocci are first to settle in fissures. As plaque ages, their content 
decreases from 62% on the first day to 46% after three days and down to 28% after eight 
days. After initial homing in fissures, probability of further addition of new microorganisms 
seems low. The structure of bacterial plaque in fissures differs from that of plaque 
accumulating on smooth surfaces. At fissure entrance, cocci are positioned in palisade 
arrangement, perpendicular to fissure’s bottom, and they occur together with fusobacteria, 
which are considerably less numerous than in plaque on smooth surfaces. During 
colonization of smooth surfaces, a selection of homing microorganisms takes place. Only 
those microorganisms can settle which are capable of producing polysaccharides of 
increased viscosity. In case of fissure plaque, practically any microorganism can become its 
part. During early stage, the development of plaque on smooth surfaces results from 
bacterial cell divisions and by addition of microorganisms from saliva. Streptococci 
constitute almost 90% of bacteria in early plaque. 

With development of methods for intercusp fissure sealing, there has been an increased 
interest in microflora status in carious cavities covered with sealant (75). Because of 
anatomical characteristics of masticatory surfaces of teeth, sealing material is introduced on 
bacterial plaque accumulated on the fissure’s bottom. Therefore it is critical to obtain 
information about sealant’s impact on microflora in the fissure. The sealant’s impact on 
microflora of fissures not affected by caries has been the subject of numerous studies. Those 
studies were performed on implanted fragments of masticatory surfaces of teeth. Data 
indicate that after sealing, microflora in carious lesions becomes suppressed. However, 
under the sealant a presence of microorganisms capable of growing was observed, which 
are believed to be etiologically connected with carious processes. It was also demonstrated 
that sealing materials do not constitute a fully tight barrier separating fissures from oral 
environment, which occurs very soon after treatment. 

Microbiological studies conducted by Jodkowska (32) showed that sealing of intercusp 
fissures not affected by caries led to a considerable reduction in the number of bacteria. The 
impact of this treatment on intercusp microflora varied depending on time elapsed after 
sealing and on the type of applied sealant. In a short time, which means 30 minutes after 
sealing with Nuva-Seal material, no bacteria growth was observed in 89% of examined 
samples. In further observation periods, after application of this material, a slow decrease of 
percentage of aseptic samples was observed, which reached the value of 17% after 18 
months. After sealing with Concise BWSS (Brand White Sealant System) a reverse tendency 
was observed. Nuva-Seal material was more effective in fissure sealing than Concise (BWSS) 
in a short period immediately after treatment. The efficacy of sealing with this material 
decreased with time. On the other hand Concise (BWSS), which initially inhibited bacteria 
growth to a lesser degree than Nuva-Seal, proved more effective in later period of 
observation. After 18 months the activity inhibiting bacteria growth of both evaluated 
materials was similar. The most frequently isolated bacterial stains were Streptococcus 
mutans (25%), however more rarely strains classified as Staphylococcus aureus were obtained 
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seems low. The structure of bacterial plaque in fissures differs from that of plaque 
accumulating on smooth surfaces. At fissure entrance, cocci are positioned in palisade 
arrangement, perpendicular to fissure’s bottom, and they occur together with fusobacteria, 
which are considerably less numerous than in plaque on smooth surfaces. During 
colonization of smooth surfaces, a selection of homing microorganisms takes place. Only 
those microorganisms can settle which are capable of producing polysaccharides of 
increased viscosity. In case of fissure plaque, practically any microorganism can become its 
part. During early stage, the development of plaque on smooth surfaces results from 
bacterial cell divisions and by addition of microorganisms from saliva. Streptococci 
constitute almost 90% of bacteria in early plaque. 

With development of methods for intercusp fissure sealing, there has been an increased 
interest in microflora status in carious cavities covered with sealant (75). Because of 
anatomical characteristics of masticatory surfaces of teeth, sealing material is introduced on 
bacterial plaque accumulated on the fissure’s bottom. Therefore it is critical to obtain 
information about sealant’s impact on microflora in the fissure. The sealant’s impact on 
microflora of fissures not affected by caries has been the subject of numerous studies. Those 
studies were performed on implanted fragments of masticatory surfaces of teeth. Data 
indicate that after sealing, microflora in carious lesions becomes suppressed. However, 
under the sealant a presence of microorganisms capable of growing was observed, which 
are believed to be etiologically connected with carious processes. It was also demonstrated 
that sealing materials do not constitute a fully tight barrier separating fissures from oral 
environment, which occurs very soon after treatment. 

Microbiological studies conducted by Jodkowska (32) showed that sealing of intercusp 
fissures not affected by caries led to a considerable reduction in the number of bacteria. The 
impact of this treatment on intercusp microflora varied depending on time elapsed after 
sealing and on the type of applied sealant. In a short time, which means 30 minutes after 
sealing with Nuva-Seal material, no bacteria growth was observed in 89% of examined 
samples. In further observation periods, after application of this material, a slow decrease of 
percentage of aseptic samples was observed, which reached the value of 17% after 18 
months. After sealing with Concise BWSS (Brand White Sealant System) a reverse tendency 
was observed. Nuva-Seal material was more effective in fissure sealing than Concise (BWSS) 
in a short period immediately after treatment. The efficacy of sealing with this material 
decreased with time. On the other hand Concise (BWSS), which initially inhibited bacteria 
growth to a lesser degree than Nuva-Seal, proved more effective in later period of 
observation. After 18 months the activity inhibiting bacteria growth of both evaluated 
materials was similar. The most frequently isolated bacterial stains were Streptococcus 
mutans (25%), however more rarely strains classified as Staphylococcus aureus were obtained 
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(3,4%). In 71% of cases growth of only one strain was obtained, whereas in remaining cases 
various bacterial strains were isolated. Mixed bacterial flora was observed more frequently 
in material coming from teeth sealed with Nuva-Seal than from teeth sealed with Concise 
(BWSS). 

The author also conducted microbiological studies on 30 first and second permanent molars 
in children whose condition of hard tissues in initial examination (visual - mirror and probe) 
in 16 cases suggested a suspicion of an early stage of initial caries and in 14 cases evident 
initial caries was diagnosed. Samples of material collected for bacteriological examination 
were collected after 30 minutes, two weeks, and also after two, eight, twelve and eighteen 
months from sealing. Samples were collected from occlusal surfaces of carious teeth covered 
with light-cured Nuva-Seal material and with chemically-cured Concise (BWSS). The 
research demonstrated that the highest reduction of culturable microorganisms in samples 
collected from fissures sealed with Nuva-Seal occurred 30 minutes after treatment. Then the 
reduction increased within the period from 2 weeks to 8 months and reached the level 
which was 300-fold lower compared to samples collected from control teeth. After 12 
months of observation 70-fold less bacteria were cultured from sealed teeth, and after 18 
months only 6.5-fold less than in samples collected from control teeth. On the other hand 
Concise (BWSS) material which initially inhibited bacteria growth to a lesser degree than 
Nuva-Seal, within the period from 2 to 8 months, indicated a 500-fold reduction of 
microflora compared to samples collected from control teeth. After 12 months of observation 
the number of culturable bacteria indicated a 100-fold reduction, and after 18 months the 
activity inhibiting bacteria growth of both assessed sealing materials was similar. 

An analysis of isolation of individual bacteria strains and the number of isolated 
microorganisms in various periods of observation after sealing with both assessed materials 
indicated that Concise (BWSS) material had a more favorable effect on microflora of carious 
lesions than Nuva-Seal material. After application of Concise (BWSS) a less frequent 
development of bacteria etiologically associated with caries, belonging to Streptococcus 
mutans (S. mutans) species was observed. Microorganisms belonging to this species occurred 
solely in material collected from fissures sealed only during certain periods of observation. 
Numbers of S. mutans in material collected after sealing with Concise (BWSS) material were 
- in various periods of observation - generally much lower than numbers observed after 
application of Nuva-Seal material. After use of Nuva-Seal material, a less frequent 
development of mixed bacterial flora was observed. Clinical observations of carious teeth 
sealed with both assessed materials, which were performed during 18-month period, 
indicated that only in three cases, where sealant was damaged, slightly deepened carious 
cavities were observed under sealant. Studies by other researchers confirm the results 
obtained by the author and conform with the above results, while deepening of carious 
cavities, if it occurs, seems small (39). This is due mainly to the presence of a mechanical 
barrier which blocks an inflow of new microorganisms and of substrate for bacterial 
transformations. Moreover, acid etching of sealed teeth and regenerative capability of 
dentine may to some degree inhibit further progression of existing carious lesions in fissures 
(1). Study by Heller et al., who assessed occurrence of caries in previously healthy teeth and 
in teeth with initial caries, where fissures were sealed in some patients of each group, 
observed after five years that among previously healthy teeth caries developed in 13% of not 
sealed teeth, whereas in case of sealed teeth the percentage was smaller and equaled 8% 
(28). After five years, in the group with previously diagnosed caries the condition of 52% of 
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not sealed teeth and of 11% of sealed teeth deteriorated. According to the authors, sealing of 
teeth previously affected by caries was fully justified because through application of 
sealants - instead of conventional preparation and filling of cavities - one of the prophylactic 
methods against development of carious centers can be applied. Further research may bring 
more data on this issue. 

Healthy enamel, especially its surface layer, however well mineralized during tooth 
eruption, undergoes continual chemical and physical changes throughout organism’s life. 
Those changes may be favorable, yielding better mineralized, more mature enamel, or they 
may be unfavorable, especially when enamel is covered by bacterial plaque. Fermentable 
carbohydrates diffuse into dental plaque where they are metabolized and transformed into 
organic acids with low pH (lactic, formic, pyruvic acids) and with high pH (butyric, 
propionic, acetic acids). These acids may be buffered by various systems or they can diffuse 
into dental plaque or into oral fluid. However, they can also penetrate through the plaque-
enamel surface and partly demineralize crystals on and immediately under the surface of 
enamel. The external surface of enamel is in the state of dynamic balance between 
demineralization and remineralization, which periodically follow each other. 

Fissures in lateral teeth are particularly predisposed for caries development. Most typically 
caries starts in enamel of fissures. We know that it develops due to disturbances between 
demineralization and remineralization phases of enamel covered with bacterial plaque. 
Organic acids produced by bacteria penetrate through the plaque-enamel contact surface in 
a dissociated or non-dissociated form and diffuse in the liquid phase among enamel crystals 
or inside crystals. Continual elution of calcium and phosphorus ions, decrease of pH value, 
ion concentration and other factors have impact on diffusion, on amount of acids 
penetrating into enamel and on loss of majority of minerals from hydroxyapatites. 
Progression of carious processes in enamel of fissures depends on consecutive attacks of 
acids and further destruction of enamel’s crystal structure. Early carious lesions are 
characterized by varied advancement of demineralization in the surface layer and inside the 
tissue, where the highest loss of non-organic compounds and degradation of prismatic 
structure is observed in the so-called subsurface layer. With a growing loss of non-organic 
components of enamel, its porosity increases. Demineralization of enamel in fissures starts 
at fissure entrance. The main demineralization center spreads sideways from isthmus of 
fissure along central fissure. Outside layer of enamel with early carious lesions observed on 
microphotographs indicated a considerably higher degree of mineralization compared to 
underlying areas of enamel and dentine. Conducted research confirms that in the beginning 
stage of carious lesion’s development the degree of demineralization of fissures’ enamel 
depends on topography and depth of fissures. The deeper and more diversified in shape the 
fissure, the higher the observable degree of demineralization. The degree of 
demineralization decreases towards fissure base. In wide fissures the degree of 
demineralization was smaller. The period of the first three years after tooth eruption is 
regarded to be of the highest susceptibility for caries development on masticatory surfaces. 
In dentine, demineralization period depends on the depth and width of fissures. At the 
entrance of all fissures, both narrow and wide, demineralization area was the largest. At 
fissure base the area of dentine was preserved  and did not indicate symptoms of 
demineralization, whereas in deep fissures demineralization at fissure base was less 
pronounced. Narrow fissures indicated a smaller loss of non-organic compounds. In the 
narrowest fissures demineralization was deepest but in majority of fissures it was limited to 
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(3,4%). In 71% of cases growth of only one strain was obtained, whereas in remaining cases 
various bacterial strains were isolated. Mixed bacterial flora was observed more frequently 
in material coming from teeth sealed with Nuva-Seal than from teeth sealed with Concise 
(BWSS). 

The author also conducted microbiological studies on 30 first and second permanent molars 
in children whose condition of hard tissues in initial examination (visual - mirror and probe) 
in 16 cases suggested a suspicion of an early stage of initial caries and in 14 cases evident 
initial caries was diagnosed. Samples of material collected for bacteriological examination 
were collected after 30 minutes, two weeks, and also after two, eight, twelve and eighteen 
months from sealing. Samples were collected from occlusal surfaces of carious teeth covered 
with light-cured Nuva-Seal material and with chemically-cured Concise (BWSS). The 
research demonstrated that the highest reduction of culturable microorganisms in samples 
collected from fissures sealed with Nuva-Seal occurred 30 minutes after treatment. Then the 
reduction increased within the period from 2 weeks to 8 months and reached the level 
which was 300-fold lower compared to samples collected from control teeth. After 12 
months of observation 70-fold less bacteria were cultured from sealed teeth, and after 18 
months only 6.5-fold less than in samples collected from control teeth. On the other hand 
Concise (BWSS) material which initially inhibited bacteria growth to a lesser degree than 
Nuva-Seal, within the period from 2 to 8 months, indicated a 500-fold reduction of 
microflora compared to samples collected from control teeth. After 12 months of observation 
the number of culturable bacteria indicated a 100-fold reduction, and after 18 months the 
activity inhibiting bacteria growth of both assessed sealing materials was similar. 

An analysis of isolation of individual bacteria strains and the number of isolated 
microorganisms in various periods of observation after sealing with both assessed materials 
indicated that Concise (BWSS) material had a more favorable effect on microflora of carious 
lesions than Nuva-Seal material. After application of Concise (BWSS) a less frequent 
development of bacteria etiologically associated with caries, belonging to Streptococcus 
mutans (S. mutans) species was observed. Microorganisms belonging to this species occurred 
solely in material collected from fissures sealed only during certain periods of observation. 
Numbers of S. mutans in material collected after sealing with Concise (BWSS) material were 
- in various periods of observation - generally much lower than numbers observed after 
application of Nuva-Seal material. After use of Nuva-Seal material, a less frequent 
development of mixed bacterial flora was observed. Clinical observations of carious teeth 
sealed with both assessed materials, which were performed during 18-month period, 
indicated that only in three cases, where sealant was damaged, slightly deepened carious 
cavities were observed under sealant. Studies by other researchers confirm the results 
obtained by the author and conform with the above results, while deepening of carious 
cavities, if it occurs, seems small (39). This is due mainly to the presence of a mechanical 
barrier which blocks an inflow of new microorganisms and of substrate for bacterial 
transformations. Moreover, acid etching of sealed teeth and regenerative capability of 
dentine may to some degree inhibit further progression of existing carious lesions in fissures 
(1). Study by Heller et al., who assessed occurrence of caries in previously healthy teeth and 
in teeth with initial caries, where fissures were sealed in some patients of each group, 
observed after five years that among previously healthy teeth caries developed in 13% of not 
sealed teeth, whereas in case of sealed teeth the percentage was smaller and equaled 8% 
(28). After five years, in the group with previously diagnosed caries the condition of 52% of 
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not sealed teeth and of 11% of sealed teeth deteriorated. According to the authors, sealing of 
teeth previously affected by caries was fully justified because through application of 
sealants - instead of conventional preparation and filling of cavities - one of the prophylactic 
methods against development of carious centers can be applied. Further research may bring 
more data on this issue. 

Healthy enamel, especially its surface layer, however well mineralized during tooth 
eruption, undergoes continual chemical and physical changes throughout organism’s life. 
Those changes may be favorable, yielding better mineralized, more mature enamel, or they 
may be unfavorable, especially when enamel is covered by bacterial plaque. Fermentable 
carbohydrates diffuse into dental plaque where they are metabolized and transformed into 
organic acids with low pH (lactic, formic, pyruvic acids) and with high pH (butyric, 
propionic, acetic acids). These acids may be buffered by various systems or they can diffuse 
into dental plaque or into oral fluid. However, they can also penetrate through the plaque-
enamel surface and partly demineralize crystals on and immediately under the surface of 
enamel. The external surface of enamel is in the state of dynamic balance between 
demineralization and remineralization, which periodically follow each other. 

Fissures in lateral teeth are particularly predisposed for caries development. Most typically 
caries starts in enamel of fissures. We know that it develops due to disturbances between 
demineralization and remineralization phases of enamel covered with bacterial plaque. 
Organic acids produced by bacteria penetrate through the plaque-enamel contact surface in 
a dissociated or non-dissociated form and diffuse in the liquid phase among enamel crystals 
or inside crystals. Continual elution of calcium and phosphorus ions, decrease of pH value, 
ion concentration and other factors have impact on diffusion, on amount of acids 
penetrating into enamel and on loss of majority of minerals from hydroxyapatites. 
Progression of carious processes in enamel of fissures depends on consecutive attacks of 
acids and further destruction of enamel’s crystal structure. Early carious lesions are 
characterized by varied advancement of demineralization in the surface layer and inside the 
tissue, where the highest loss of non-organic compounds and degradation of prismatic 
structure is observed in the so-called subsurface layer. With a growing loss of non-organic 
components of enamel, its porosity increases. Demineralization of enamel in fissures starts 
at fissure entrance. The main demineralization center spreads sideways from isthmus of 
fissure along central fissure. Outside layer of enamel with early carious lesions observed on 
microphotographs indicated a considerably higher degree of mineralization compared to 
underlying areas of enamel and dentine. Conducted research confirms that in the beginning 
stage of carious lesion’s development the degree of demineralization of fissures’ enamel 
depends on topography and depth of fissures. The deeper and more diversified in shape the 
fissure, the higher the observable degree of demineralization. The degree of 
demineralization decreases towards fissure base. In wide fissures the degree of 
demineralization was smaller. The period of the first three years after tooth eruption is 
regarded to be of the highest susceptibility for caries development on masticatory surfaces. 
In dentine, demineralization period depends on the depth and width of fissures. At the 
entrance of all fissures, both narrow and wide, demineralization area was the largest. At 
fissure base the area of dentine was preserved  and did not indicate symptoms of 
demineralization, whereas in deep fissures demineralization at fissure base was less 
pronounced. Narrow fissures indicated a smaller loss of non-organic compounds. In the 
narrowest fissures demineralization was deepest but in majority of fissures it was limited to 
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the upper part, not reaching the fissure base. The described associations between dentine 
fissure morphology and range of tissue demineralization in conditions of experimental 
exposure to caries-inducing factor continued for eight weeks. However, the loss of minerals 
and dentine tissues was higher on the seventh day of the experiment compared to the loss 
observed eight weeks after the experiment (45). 

3. Development of sealing methods and applied materials 
Available methods for caries prophylaxis by means of fluorine compounds, limited 
consumption of carbohydrates and systematic removal of dental plaque - which effectively 
inhibit caries on smooth surfaces of teeth (from 35% to over 90%) - do not significantly 
impact the occurrence of caries on masticatory surfaces of teeth. Since 1965 the search for 
effective methods of prophylaxis against caries on occlusal surfaces of teeth has been 
considering individual anatomical characteristics of this surface and has been leading 
towards isolating of fissures in premolars and molars from the impact of oral environment 
(quot. after 37). The method which evoked special interest among clinicians consists in 
fissure and pit sealing on masticatory surfaces, i.e. in mechanical isolation of clinically 
healthy tissues from oral environment. 

Attempts to control caries of masticatory surfaces of lateral teeth have a history of over one 
hundred years. The oldest concept was a removal of not lesioned fissures during 
preparation of carious cavities on masticatory surfaces. It was a so-called prophylactic 
dilatation, invented by Webb and strongly propagated by Black (quot. after 72). 
Nevertheless, as early as 116 years ago it was observed that prophylactic activities at the 
time of occurrence of carious events are frequently belated or insufficient. In 1895 Wilson 
performed prophylactic procedure of filling fissures of permanent molars with cement. Thus 
he realized Hunter’s idea from 1778, who observed that fissure blocking may inhibit 
development of caries. In 1917 Hove introduced silver impregnation applying ammonia 
solution of silver nitrate, and in 1950 Ast applied zinc chloride (quot. after 78). Removal of 
healthy enamel (odontotomy, eradication, prophylactic dilatation) was especially 
controversial because most applied methods yield unsatisfactory caries reduction and 
masticatory surfaces turned brown-black. 

Willingness to use less invasive methods led to search for new materials. The development 
of organic chemistry, especially polymers, greatly contributed to progress in prophylaxis of 
occlusal surfaces of teeth. In the course of performed studies, several chemical compounds 
were singled out which proved useful for fissure sealing. Generally they belonged to four 
groups (cyanoacrylates, polyurethanes, epoxy resins and bis-GMA resins). 

Cyanoacrylates, which were first adhesive materials used for this procedure, did not gain 
clinical approval, because they clung to tooth surfaces for a very short time and frequently 
caused dentine complications. Polyurethanes, which demonstrated poor adhesion to 
enamel, were applied in caries prophylaxis mainly thanks to content of fluorine compounds. 
However the two groups of chemical compounds did not act up to expectations.  

Only the introduction of epoxy resins by Schröder in 1953 and later of bis-GMA resins by 
Bowen in 1963 raised new hopes for clinicians. The new materials allow fissure isolation 
without disturbing healthy enamel. Apart from many advantages, such as: mechanical 
endurance, chemical resistance, relatively good adhesion, low contractility during 
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polymerization, had one major disadvantage - lack of solid bonding to tooth’s hard tissue, 
resulting in short-term retention of material on sealed teeth. 

Only Buonocore in 1965, followed by Gwinett, Sharp and Silverstone demonstrated that 
permanent bonding of materials with enamel can be obtained after its etching. When etched 
enamel became a permanent element of clinical procedures with adhesive materials, 
adhesion and stability of bonding of compound materials with hard tissues of teeth 
increased on the principle of micromechanical retention. Sealing based on application of bis-
GMA resins was introduced less than 50 years ago. Due to matrix type, content of filler 
particles, presence (or absence) of fluorine ions and efficacy of prophylactic sealant, they 
were divided into four generations.  

Studies on first-generation sealants (sealants polymerized with UV light, started in late 60s) 
demonstrated diversified prophylactic efficacy of lateral tooth sealing. Their effectiveness 
depended on the number and type of sealed teeth (first molars, second molars and 
premolars), applied methodology of procedure, methodology of assessment and the fact 
that procedures were generally performed by doctors. Representatives of this generation 
were: Nuva-Seal, Alpha-Seal, Espe 717, Saga-Sealant, Lee-System. After 10-year-long 
observation, retention of material was 68.0% - 180 sealed teeth in children aged 7-8 years 
(31). Other authors after five years of observation obtained retention from 19.3% to 63.0% 
(70,72) and corresponding caries reduction from 57.9% to 43.0% (64). 

Second-generation sealants (chemically polymerized, late 60s and early 70s) indicated a 
higher prophylactic efficacy compared to first-generation sealants (22). Their better 
effectiveness was due to introduced modifications, which resulted in improved physical-
chemical properties (added filler particles) and improved retention to hard tissues of teeth, 
for example: Concise BWSS from 3M Kerr (PFS) Delton, Concise EBS (Enamel Bond System). 
Light-cured sealants, which also belong to the second generation, demonstrated lower 
microleakage (19-20%) compared to chemically cured sealants (50-67%). After 10 years 50% 
total retention of second-generation sealants was obtained, also a higher percentage of 
partial retention and of caries reduction (from 40 to 63%) compared to first-generation 
sealants (70,72). They were represented by light-polymerized Concise (BWSS), Prismashield 
resins. 

Studies on third-generation sealants (polymerized with visible light - the first half of the 80s) 
demonstrated efficacy which was comparable with second-generation sealants as far as 
material retention and caries reduction are concerned. After five year of observation it was 
about 77% (65,66,67). This generation is represented by Concise LVC, Helioseal. 

The fourth generation includes sealants with fluorine (late 80s). They are based on bis-GMA 
resin, urethane dimethacrylate, aliphatic methacrylates. Fluorine is released from fluosilicate 
glass (Helioseal F) or added in the form of sodium fluoride (Fluoroshield, Fissurit F, 
Ultraseal XT). The presence of fluorine in sealing material decreases caries risk on sealed 
surface, even when microcracks occur on sealant’s surface. Lasting low concentration of this 
element in the oral cavity is especially significant. Fluorine level in dental plaque is from 6 
ppm to 300 ppm, whereas in saliva it is from 0.001 ppm to 9.4 ppm. Sealants with fluorine 
such as: Helioseal F and Ultraseal XT were characterized by low viscosity, which enabled 
easy penetration of material into deep, narrow fissures. Moreover, they do not feature phase 
separation (i.e. sedimentation of ingredients), which makes them different from other 
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the upper part, not reaching the fissure base. The described associations between dentine 
fissure morphology and range of tissue demineralization in conditions of experimental 
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solution of silver nitrate, and in 1950 Ast applied zinc chloride (quot. after 78). Removal of 
healthy enamel (odontotomy, eradication, prophylactic dilatation) was especially 
controversial because most applied methods yield unsatisfactory caries reduction and 
masticatory surfaces turned brown-black. 

Willingness to use less invasive methods led to search for new materials. The development 
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clinical approval, because they clung to tooth surfaces for a very short time and frequently 
caused dentine complications. Polyurethanes, which demonstrated poor adhesion to 
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polymerization, had one major disadvantage - lack of solid bonding to tooth’s hard tissue, 
resulting in short-term retention of material on sealed teeth. 

Only Buonocore in 1965, followed by Gwinett, Sharp and Silverstone demonstrated that 
permanent bonding of materials with enamel can be obtained after its etching. When etched 
enamel became a permanent element of clinical procedures with adhesive materials, 
adhesion and stability of bonding of compound materials with hard tissues of teeth 
increased on the principle of micromechanical retention. Sealing based on application of bis-
GMA resins was introduced less than 50 years ago. Due to matrix type, content of filler 
particles, presence (or absence) of fluorine ions and efficacy of prophylactic sealant, they 
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(31). Other authors after five years of observation obtained retention from 19.3% to 63.0% 
(70,72) and corresponding caries reduction from 57.9% to 43.0% (64). 
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effectiveness was due to introduced modifications, which resulted in improved physical-
chemical properties (added filler particles) and improved retention to hard tissues of teeth, 
for example: Concise BWSS from 3M Kerr (PFS) Delton, Concise EBS (Enamel Bond System). 
Light-cured sealants, which also belong to the second generation, demonstrated lower 
microleakage (19-20%) compared to chemically cured sealants (50-67%). After 10 years 50% 
total retention of second-generation sealants was obtained, also a higher percentage of 
partial retention and of caries reduction (from 40 to 63%) compared to first-generation 
sealants (70,72). They were represented by light-polymerized Concise (BWSS), Prismashield 
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demonstrated efficacy which was comparable with second-generation sealants as far as 
material retention and caries reduction are concerned. After five year of observation it was 
about 77% (65,66,67). This generation is represented by Concise LVC, Helioseal. 
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resin, urethane dimethacrylate, aliphatic methacrylates. Fluorine is released from fluosilicate 
glass (Helioseal F) or added in the form of sodium fluoride (Fluoroshield, Fissurit F, 
Ultraseal XT). The presence of fluorine in sealing material decreases caries risk on sealed 
surface, even when microcracks occur on sealant’s surface. Lasting low concentration of this 
element in the oral cavity is especially significant. Fluorine level in dental plaque is from 6 
ppm to 300 ppm, whereas in saliva it is from 0.001 ppm to 9.4 ppm. Sealants with fluorine 
such as: Helioseal F and Ultraseal XT were characterized by low viscosity, which enabled 
easy penetration of material into deep, narrow fissures. Moreover, they do not feature phase 
separation (i.e. sedimentation of ingredients), which makes them different from other 
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fluorine sealants. Another advantage of Helioseal F and Ultraseal XT sealants is lack of air 
bubbles in material, which constitutes a common problem with sealing materials. 
Laboratory tests demonstrated that sealants with fluorine release twice as much fluorine 
ions within nine days compared to the number of fluorine ions released from glass-ionomer 
cements (68). In own experimental studies, the number of fluoride anions released from five 
sealants was determined by direct potentiometry method with the use of fluoride ion 
selective electrode. In order to obtain constant pH of contact solution and standard 
solutions, TISAB buffer was used, which eliminated any influence of alien ions. The 
potentiometer showed the potential of a given solution, while the amount of fluorine was 
calculated on the basis of calibration curve obtained for standard solutions. The study 
demonstrated that the value of fluorine ion emission level varied depending on the type of 
sealing material, type of fluorine compound in sealant, time of testing (short-term from 0.5 
to 7 days and longitudinal during 15 study periods from 7 to 371 days). During the whole 
study period, the highest level of released fluorine ions was observed in Ultraseal XT (22.83 
mgF/mm2 after 12 months and 28.10mgF/mm2 after 13 months of observation), and a  much 
lower level in Fissurit F (from 13.04mgF/mm2 after 12 months of observation and 9.30 
mgF/mm2 after 13 months of observation). The lowest level of released fluorine ions was 
observed for the three remaining sealants: Pentraseal, Ionoseal, Helioseal (4.40, 3.90, 
3.40mgF/mm2 respectively) and after13 months of observation for Helioseal, Pentraseal i 
Ionoseal (5.8, 4.0, 3.5mgF/mm2 respectively). It was also observed that release of fluoride 
ions from sealants containing various fluorine compounds is a long-term process, though 
amounts of released fluoride ions are small (33). 

Clinical studies comparing retention of sealants with fluorine to retention of sealants 
without fluorine, after one-year observation indicated a higher retention of sealants with 
fluorine. After three years of observation retention of materials with fluorine was similar. 
The obtained effect of reduced caries by application of sealants with fluorine was 83.9%, 
whereas with sealants without fluorine the result was 70% (30). The net gain index (which 
indicates the actual number of teeth saved from caries thanks to sealing) for 100 teeth sealed 
by application of sealants with fluorine was 30 teeth saved from caries, while only 15 teeth 
were saved by application of sealants without fluorine. 

Another group of sealants which became a permanent part of caries prophylaxis are glass-
ionomer cements (GICs). Thanks to their hydrolytic properties they are capable of forming 
solid and long-lasting bonds with hard tissues of teeth, non-etched enamel and dentine, and 
are characterized by similar release of active fluoride ions to surrounding fissures. However, 
it should not be forgotten that glass-ionomer cements used for sealing of lateral teeth are 
susceptible to impact of big masticatory forces, thus their application should be limited 
because of their low resistance to wear. Clinical studies showed low retention index for 
GICs used as sealants in observation periods from six months to seven years (73). Although 
a high percentage of sealant loss was observed , it was not directly related to development 
of caries (25,57,74,76). Examples of such sealants were: ASPA, Fuji III, Ketac Cem, Ketac 
Bond, Chemfil Superior. 

At the beginning of the 90s the quality of glass-ionomer cements was improved by addition 
of bis-GMA and HEMA (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) resins. HEMA monomer was 
combined with a copolymer based on chains of itaconic acid, having - through amide 
groups - metacrylan groups polymerizing when exposed to light, which led to development 
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of resin-modified glass-ionomer cements (RMGICs) and polyacid-modified resins which 
were tested as sealants. In in vitro studies, resin-modified glass-ionomer cements 
demonstrated the same or better adhesive properties and release of fluorine ions. Moreover, 
the addition of resins made glass-ionomer cements stronger and less brittle. As far as 
protection against secondary caries is concerned, no significant differences were observed 
between materials. A low retention index was obtained for Ketac GIC and Vitremer RMGIC 
after five years (57). The total retention index was less than 2% (1.6%) for both materials. The 
authors explained low retention with long-term use and insufficient resistance to abrasion of 
both materials. In another research Forss and Halme noticed 10% total retention after seven-
year-long observation of conventional glass-ionomer cement (26). There have been 
numerous published reports comparing the efficacy of GIC sealants with efficacy of 
materials based on bis-GMA resins. They covered observation periods from one month to 
four years. However, due to various research methods, diversification of age groups, 
anatomical characteristics of observed teeth and number of repeated sealant applications, 
the results can not be compared, therefore their value is limited. Nevertheless the studies 
demonstrated decidedly worse retention among glass-ionomer cements compared to 
retention of sealants based on bis-GMA resins (25,62). Low retention of GICs was due to the 
fact that before application of sealant, tooth enamel was not subjected to any preparatory 
procedures aimed at improving retention, but only - according to instruction - teeth were 
cleaned of dental plaque, rinsed and dried. Probably the main cause of GIC loss may be its 
inadequate adhesion to enamel. Such explanation seems to confirm results of in vivo and in 
vitro studies on the impact of various preparatory procedures on GIC’s adhesion to tissues 
of teeth. They indicate that adhesion can be improved by proper conditioning of enamel 
before application of cement. 30-second etching with 50% citric acid before application of 
cement or 10-second etching with 10% polyacrylic acid resulted in 26% retention after two 
years and 10% after seven years. The reasons for such unsatisfactory results are poor 
adhesion of cement to enamel, lack of procedures improving adhesion and brittleness of 
GICs. An improvement of cement’s physical properties suggested by the authors, e.g. 
liquidity of cement which was created as a result of perfecting Fuji III, was not confirmed in 
two- and four-year studies reporting 4% retention, whereas with application of a 
comparable sealant based on bis-GMA resins - Delton - the values obtained after two and 
four years were respectively 79% and 61%. The discussed issue is GIS’s ability to release 
fluorine, which enables anticarietic activity on neighboring tissues and facilitates 
remineralization of existing early carious centers in enamel. Observation of carious process 
after six and twelve months of observation in several cases in both study groups prevents 
formulation of an opinion on anticarietic activity of glass-ionomer cements. Mejer and Mjör 
after six and twelve months of study observed considerable loss of cement on 66% of 
masticatory surfaces sealed with Fuji III, however they did not observe carious lesions, 
whereas in case of sealing with bis-GMA resins (Delton and Concise), whose total retention 
after five years was as high as 90%, caries was present on 5% of masticatory surfaces (48). 
This suggests that even a small amount of cement which remains in fissures is enough for 
long-lasting caries prevention. In vitro studies demonstrated that fissures sealed with GIC 
are more resistant to demineralization than unsealed fissures, even if presence of sealant is 
not confirmed clinically, authors associate the anticarietic effect it with possible residue of 
cement remains at the fissures’ bottom and continual release of fluorine by glass-ionomer 
cements. Some attention should also be paid to antibacterial activity of glass-ionomer 
cements against S. mutans and S. sorbinus. Suppression of colony growth is related to the 
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fluorine sealants. Another advantage of Helioseal F and Ultraseal XT sealants is lack of air 
bubbles in material, which constitutes a common problem with sealing materials. 
Laboratory tests demonstrated that sealants with fluorine release twice as much fluorine 
ions within nine days compared to the number of fluorine ions released from glass-ionomer 
cements (68). In own experimental studies, the number of fluoride anions released from five 
sealants was determined by direct potentiometry method with the use of fluoride ion 
selective electrode. In order to obtain constant pH of contact solution and standard 
solutions, TISAB buffer was used, which eliminated any influence of alien ions. The 
potentiometer showed the potential of a given solution, while the amount of fluorine was 
calculated on the basis of calibration curve obtained for standard solutions. The study 
demonstrated that the value of fluorine ion emission level varied depending on the type of 
sealing material, type of fluorine compound in sealant, time of testing (short-term from 0.5 
to 7 days and longitudinal during 15 study periods from 7 to 371 days). During the whole 
study period, the highest level of released fluorine ions was observed in Ultraseal XT (22.83 
mgF/mm2 after 12 months and 28.10mgF/mm2 after 13 months of observation), and a  much 
lower level in Fissurit F (from 13.04mgF/mm2 after 12 months of observation and 9.30 
mgF/mm2 after 13 months of observation). The lowest level of released fluorine ions was 
observed for the three remaining sealants: Pentraseal, Ionoseal, Helioseal (4.40, 3.90, 
3.40mgF/mm2 respectively) and after13 months of observation for Helioseal, Pentraseal i 
Ionoseal (5.8, 4.0, 3.5mgF/mm2 respectively). It was also observed that release of fluoride 
ions from sealants containing various fluorine compounds is a long-term process, though 
amounts of released fluoride ions are small (33). 

Clinical studies comparing retention of sealants with fluorine to retention of sealants 
without fluorine, after one-year observation indicated a higher retention of sealants with 
fluorine. After three years of observation retention of materials with fluorine was similar. 
The obtained effect of reduced caries by application of sealants with fluorine was 83.9%, 
whereas with sealants without fluorine the result was 70% (30). The net gain index (which 
indicates the actual number of teeth saved from caries thanks to sealing) for 100 teeth sealed 
by application of sealants with fluorine was 30 teeth saved from caries, while only 15 teeth 
were saved by application of sealants without fluorine. 

Another group of sealants which became a permanent part of caries prophylaxis are glass-
ionomer cements (GICs). Thanks to their hydrolytic properties they are capable of forming 
solid and long-lasting bonds with hard tissues of teeth, non-etched enamel and dentine, and 
are characterized by similar release of active fluoride ions to surrounding fissures. However, 
it should not be forgotten that glass-ionomer cements used for sealing of lateral teeth are 
susceptible to impact of big masticatory forces, thus their application should be limited 
because of their low resistance to wear. Clinical studies showed low retention index for 
GICs used as sealants in observation periods from six months to seven years (73). Although 
a high percentage of sealant loss was observed , it was not directly related to development 
of caries (25,57,74,76). Examples of such sealants were: ASPA, Fuji III, Ketac Cem, Ketac 
Bond, Chemfil Superior. 

At the beginning of the 90s the quality of glass-ionomer cements was improved by addition 
of bis-GMA and HEMA (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) resins. HEMA monomer was 
combined with a copolymer based on chains of itaconic acid, having - through amide 
groups - metacrylan groups polymerizing when exposed to light, which led to development 
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of resin-modified glass-ionomer cements (RMGICs) and polyacid-modified resins which 
were tested as sealants. In in vitro studies, resin-modified glass-ionomer cements 
demonstrated the same or better adhesive properties and release of fluorine ions. Moreover, 
the addition of resins made glass-ionomer cements stronger and less brittle. As far as 
protection against secondary caries is concerned, no significant differences were observed 
between materials. A low retention index was obtained for Ketac GIC and Vitremer RMGIC 
after five years (57). The total retention index was less than 2% (1.6%) for both materials. The 
authors explained low retention with long-term use and insufficient resistance to abrasion of 
both materials. In another research Forss and Halme noticed 10% total retention after seven-
year-long observation of conventional glass-ionomer cement (26). There have been 
numerous published reports comparing the efficacy of GIC sealants with efficacy of 
materials based on bis-GMA resins. They covered observation periods from one month to 
four years. However, due to various research methods, diversification of age groups, 
anatomical characteristics of observed teeth and number of repeated sealant applications, 
the results can not be compared, therefore their value is limited. Nevertheless the studies 
demonstrated decidedly worse retention among glass-ionomer cements compared to 
retention of sealants based on bis-GMA resins (25,62). Low retention of GICs was due to the 
fact that before application of sealant, tooth enamel was not subjected to any preparatory 
procedures aimed at improving retention, but only - according to instruction - teeth were 
cleaned of dental plaque, rinsed and dried. Probably the main cause of GIC loss may be its 
inadequate adhesion to enamel. Such explanation seems to confirm results of in vivo and in 
vitro studies on the impact of various preparatory procedures on GIC’s adhesion to tissues 
of teeth. They indicate that adhesion can be improved by proper conditioning of enamel 
before application of cement. 30-second etching with 50% citric acid before application of 
cement or 10-second etching with 10% polyacrylic acid resulted in 26% retention after two 
years and 10% after seven years. The reasons for such unsatisfactory results are poor 
adhesion of cement to enamel, lack of procedures improving adhesion and brittleness of 
GICs. An improvement of cement’s physical properties suggested by the authors, e.g. 
liquidity of cement which was created as a result of perfecting Fuji III, was not confirmed in 
two- and four-year studies reporting 4% retention, whereas with application of a 
comparable sealant based on bis-GMA resins - Delton - the values obtained after two and 
four years were respectively 79% and 61%. The discussed issue is GIS’s ability to release 
fluorine, which enables anticarietic activity on neighboring tissues and facilitates 
remineralization of existing early carious centers in enamel. Observation of carious process 
after six and twelve months of observation in several cases in both study groups prevents 
formulation of an opinion on anticarietic activity of glass-ionomer cements. Mejer and Mjör 
after six and twelve months of study observed considerable loss of cement on 66% of 
masticatory surfaces sealed with Fuji III, however they did not observe carious lesions, 
whereas in case of sealing with bis-GMA resins (Delton and Concise), whose total retention 
after five years was as high as 90%, caries was present on 5% of masticatory surfaces (48). 
This suggests that even a small amount of cement which remains in fissures is enough for 
long-lasting caries prevention. In vitro studies demonstrated that fissures sealed with GIC 
are more resistant to demineralization than unsealed fissures, even if presence of sealant is 
not confirmed clinically, authors associate the anticarietic effect it with possible residue of 
cement remains at the fissures’ bottom and continual release of fluorine by glass-ionomer 
cements. Some attention should also be paid to antibacterial activity of glass-ionomer 
cements against S. mutans and S. sorbinus. Suppression of colony growth is related to the 
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ability to release fluorine ions. Therefore the choice of GIC as fissure sealant must result 
from other reasons than good retention or cariostatic property. Certainly it can be an 
alternative e.g. in the absence of proper humidity control, with partial tooth eruption or 
with mentally or physically handicapped patients. Apart from that, glass-ionomer cements 
have another advantage of simple application technique. Increased efficacy of sealing can be 
obtained by reapplication of sealant during routine visits, however this will increase cost of 
treatment. That is why only certain clinical situations can constitute an indication for such 
treatment, for example difficult children or those with a high caries risk (23). 

It was observed that resin-modified cements demonstrate much stronger bonding forces 
with dentine (almost threefold) compared to conventional glass-ionomer cements, but 
considerably weaker than sealants based on bis-GMA resins. Retention of glass-ionomer 
cements after 6 months equaled 93%, after 24 months from 82.5% to 86%, and after four-year 
observation only 35% (50,51,86). Baseggio et al. assessed the efficacy of Vitremer modified 
glass-ionomer cement compared to Fluoishield conventional sealant based on bis-GMA 
resins containing fluorine. During three-year studies on sealants in second molars in 320 
patients aged 2-16 years, retention of sealant modified with glass-ionomer cement was 
5.10%, whereas retention of sealant based on bis-GMA resin equaled 91.08%, and total loss 
of retention was observed in 6.37% and 7.65% of sealed teeth respectively. Caries on 
masticatory surfaces was observed in 20.06% of teeth sealed with materials modified with 
glass-ionomer cement and in 8.91% of teeth sealed with materials based on bis-GMA resin 
(7). 

Compomers, also called composite materials modified with polyfunctional acids, contain 
bis-GMA monomers, deionized glass which constitutes mechanical filler with 42-67% of 
volume and particle size 0.7-5μm, and monomers containing COOH acidic functional 
groups. Thanks to glass content they are capable of releasing fluorine contained in glass, but 
in a much lesser quantity than GICs or resin-modified GICs (63). A two-year assessment of 
sealants based on bis-GMA resins (Fissurit F, Fissurit FX, compomer Dyract Seal and 
ormocer Admira Seal) demonstrated that retention of the compomer (Dyract Seal) was much 
lower compared to the other sealants. However, no significant differences were observed in 
marginal tightness of assessed sealants and in caries presence on surfaces of sealed teeth 
(88). In research comparing two materials - one compomer and one based on bis-GMA resin 
- special emphasis was placed on advantages of compomers, which are easy to use, 
chemically and physically durable, and they release fluorine. No difference was observed 
between applied sealant and its retention and between the degree of caries reduction and 
material retention (quot. after 24). In another study in which GIC-based material with zinc 
and fluorine was used (Jonosit Seal DMG), after six years of observation in 77.5% of cases 
retention on occlusal surfaces of teeth was confirmed. Presence of caries was closely related 
to retention of material. In case of total retention of sealant, caries reduction was 99.6%, 
whereas with total loss of material after five years caries reduction was 69% (34). Other 
authors, such as Aranda et al. and deLuca-Froga et al., who assessed activity and preventive 
performance of resin-modified glass-ionomer cements (RMGICs) and composite materials 
modified with polyfunctional acids, observed that retention index changed after one-year 
observation, rising from 20% to 95.9% (4,18). An important factor which must be considered 
in case of glass-ionomer cements used as sealants is the fact that even after clinical loss of 
material, a small amount of sealant remains at the fissure’s bottom with fluorine still being 
released, thus protecting masticatory surface. Higher grow of caries was observed in the 
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control group compared to the group with applied sealant. Anticarietic protective effect of 
glass-ionomer cements remained even after their loss. Masticatory surface was protected in 
the period most susceptible to caries, i.e. during the first year after tooth eruption (82). In 
this period there is no contact of opposing teeth and children have difficulties with 
appropriate hygienic procedures. According to Forss and Halme, after this period the risk of 
caries is lower and consequences of sealant loss would be less significant (26). Therefore it 
was assumed that children from the study group would have a higher caries development 
than children from the control group, because the latter were older. However the research 
yielded opposite results. It should be stressed that glass-ionomer cements are recommended 
for sealing erupting teeth due to difficulties with proper isolation of teeth during 
application, while glass-ionomer cements are less sensitive to humidity, and because these 
teeth are susceptible to caries (62). 

In a research where retention and efficacy of fissure sealing with glass-ionomer cements was 
assessed after reapplication of material, caries reduction on masticatory surfaces three years 
after sealing was 66.5% compared to untreated control group (42). This suggests that lost 
material should be supplemented in order to ensure the best protection of occlusal surface. 
The obtained results were better compared to sealing without supplementation of lost 
material (82). Repetitive application requires time an results in higher cost of treatment. 
Therefore such prophylactic program may be directed rather at patients from high risk 
groups, though it may also be applied for the whole population (55). With tooth eruption, all 
permanent molars should be sealed, which will prevent caries development and 
consequently will lead to a decrease in the value of the DMF score. However, costs of 
promoting such a program will be higher, because surfaces which probably would never be 
carious, would also be sealed (41). In case of sealing only teeth with high caries risk, 
occurrence of caries would decrease, as well as cost of treatment, which constitutes an 
important factor in public health protection (9). Thus it is necessary to establish which teeth 
indicate a higher caries risk and to choose appropriate material. 

4. Aim and requirements for sealing materials 
The aim of sealant application is: 

- mechanical closure of anatomical fissures, crevices and pits on masticatory surfaces of 
lateral teeth, upper distal-lingual fissures, buccal surfaces of inferior teeth and blind pits 
in incisors, 

- sealing of intercusp fissures from penetration of oral fluids, microorganisms and their 
substrates which start carious process,  

- obtaining mechanical microretention of sealing materials, 
- obtaining clinical efficacy in caries reduction on occlusal surfaces. 

Requirements for sealing materials: 

- appropriate period of activity, fast and easy application, 
- fast bonding of material, 
- fast curing, 
- proper viscosity of material allowing deeper penetration into narrow fissures, 
- good and long-lasting adhesion to enamel walls, 
- thermal and mechanical properties similar to characteristics of hard tissues of teeth, 
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ability to release fluorine ions. Therefore the choice of GIC as fissure sealant must result 
from other reasons than good retention or cariostatic property. Certainly it can be an 
alternative e.g. in the absence of proper humidity control, with partial tooth eruption or 
with mentally or physically handicapped patients. Apart from that, glass-ionomer cements 
have another advantage of simple application technique. Increased efficacy of sealing can be 
obtained by reapplication of sealant during routine visits, however this will increase cost of 
treatment. That is why only certain clinical situations can constitute an indication for such 
treatment, for example difficult children or those with a high caries risk (23). 

It was observed that resin-modified cements demonstrate much stronger bonding forces 
with dentine (almost threefold) compared to conventional glass-ionomer cements, but 
considerably weaker than sealants based on bis-GMA resins. Retention of glass-ionomer 
cements after 6 months equaled 93%, after 24 months from 82.5% to 86%, and after four-year 
observation only 35% (50,51,86). Baseggio et al. assessed the efficacy of Vitremer modified 
glass-ionomer cement compared to Fluoishield conventional sealant based on bis-GMA 
resins containing fluorine. During three-year studies on sealants in second molars in 320 
patients aged 2-16 years, retention of sealant modified with glass-ionomer cement was 
5.10%, whereas retention of sealant based on bis-GMA resin equaled 91.08%, and total loss 
of retention was observed in 6.37% and 7.65% of sealed teeth respectively. Caries on 
masticatory surfaces was observed in 20.06% of teeth sealed with materials modified with 
glass-ionomer cement and in 8.91% of teeth sealed with materials based on bis-GMA resin 
(7). 

Compomers, also called composite materials modified with polyfunctional acids, contain 
bis-GMA monomers, deionized glass which constitutes mechanical filler with 42-67% of 
volume and particle size 0.7-5μm, and monomers containing COOH acidic functional 
groups. Thanks to glass content they are capable of releasing fluorine contained in glass, but 
in a much lesser quantity than GICs or resin-modified GICs (63). A two-year assessment of 
sealants based on bis-GMA resins (Fissurit F, Fissurit FX, compomer Dyract Seal and 
ormocer Admira Seal) demonstrated that retention of the compomer (Dyract Seal) was much 
lower compared to the other sealants. However, no significant differences were observed in 
marginal tightness of assessed sealants and in caries presence on surfaces of sealed teeth 
(88). In research comparing two materials - one compomer and one based on bis-GMA resin 
- special emphasis was placed on advantages of compomers, which are easy to use, 
chemically and physically durable, and they release fluorine. No difference was observed 
between applied sealant and its retention and between the degree of caries reduction and 
material retention (quot. after 24). In another study in which GIC-based material with zinc 
and fluorine was used (Jonosit Seal DMG), after six years of observation in 77.5% of cases 
retention on occlusal surfaces of teeth was confirmed. Presence of caries was closely related 
to retention of material. In case of total retention of sealant, caries reduction was 99.6%, 
whereas with total loss of material after five years caries reduction was 69% (34). Other 
authors, such as Aranda et al. and deLuca-Froga et al., who assessed activity and preventive 
performance of resin-modified glass-ionomer cements (RMGICs) and composite materials 
modified with polyfunctional acids, observed that retention index changed after one-year 
observation, rising from 20% to 95.9% (4,18). An important factor which must be considered 
in case of glass-ionomer cements used as sealants is the fact that even after clinical loss of 
material, a small amount of sealant remains at the fissure’s bottom with fluorine still being 
released, thus protecting masticatory surface. Higher grow of caries was observed in the 
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control group compared to the group with applied sealant. Anticarietic protective effect of 
glass-ionomer cements remained even after their loss. Masticatory surface was protected in 
the period most susceptible to caries, i.e. during the first year after tooth eruption (82). In 
this period there is no contact of opposing teeth and children have difficulties with 
appropriate hygienic procedures. According to Forss and Halme, after this period the risk of 
caries is lower and consequences of sealant loss would be less significant (26). Therefore it 
was assumed that children from the study group would have a higher caries development 
than children from the control group, because the latter were older. However the research 
yielded opposite results. It should be stressed that glass-ionomer cements are recommended 
for sealing erupting teeth due to difficulties with proper isolation of teeth during 
application, while glass-ionomer cements are less sensitive to humidity, and because these 
teeth are susceptible to caries (62). 

In a research where retention and efficacy of fissure sealing with glass-ionomer cements was 
assessed after reapplication of material, caries reduction on masticatory surfaces three years 
after sealing was 66.5% compared to untreated control group (42). This suggests that lost 
material should be supplemented in order to ensure the best protection of occlusal surface. 
The obtained results were better compared to sealing without supplementation of lost 
material (82). Repetitive application requires time an results in higher cost of treatment. 
Therefore such prophylactic program may be directed rather at patients from high risk 
groups, though it may also be applied for the whole population (55). With tooth eruption, all 
permanent molars should be sealed, which will prevent caries development and 
consequently will lead to a decrease in the value of the DMF score. However, costs of 
promoting such a program will be higher, because surfaces which probably would never be 
carious, would also be sealed (41). In case of sealing only teeth with high caries risk, 
occurrence of caries would decrease, as well as cost of treatment, which constitutes an 
important factor in public health protection (9). Thus it is necessary to establish which teeth 
indicate a higher caries risk and to choose appropriate material. 

4. Aim and requirements for sealing materials 
The aim of sealant application is: 

- mechanical closure of anatomical fissures, crevices and pits on masticatory surfaces of 
lateral teeth, upper distal-lingual fissures, buccal surfaces of inferior teeth and blind pits 
in incisors, 

- sealing of intercusp fissures from penetration of oral fluids, microorganisms and their 
substrates which start carious process,  

- obtaining mechanical microretention of sealing materials, 
- obtaining clinical efficacy in caries reduction on occlusal surfaces. 

Requirements for sealing materials: 

- appropriate period of activity, fast and easy application, 
- fast bonding of material, 
- fast curing, 
- proper viscosity of material allowing deeper penetration into narrow fissures, 
- good and long-lasting adhesion to enamel walls, 
- thermal and mechanical properties similar to characteristics of hard tissues of teeth, 
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- low sorption and solubility in oral environment, 
- resistance to abrasion, 
- good tolerance by patient (must not disturb occlusion), 
- topical and general non-toxicity of material, 
- flexible equivalence with tooth tissues 
- long-term anticarietic activity. 

Appropriate period of activity, fast and easy application of sealants, fast bonding and curing 
should be within time limits accepted by the patient. Long curing may cause anxiety in a 
child, leading to moisturizing of treatment area, to outflow of material beyond the sealed 
site and thus to disturbance of proper polymerization (10). It occurs especially with little 
children, where sealed teeth are not yet fully erupted and covered with a fold of mucous 
membrane. Therefore chemically cured resins, which are cured from 45 to 90 seconds after 
initial mixing of material until completion of curing are not recommended. Materials 
polymerized with halogen light should be used, as they have a more favorable, unlimited 
activity time and are characterized by fast curing up to 20-40 seconds, depending on 
intensity of lamp-emitted light.  

Constitution of materials for sealing fissures is generally similar to constitution of composite 
materials used to fill cavities in hard tissues of teeth. The difference is that fissure sealants 
have more liquid consistence than fillers, which allows penetration into etched fissures. 
Sealants based on bis-GMA formula contain amine accelerators and an initiator - benzoyl 
peroxide. Light-cured sealing materials require a lamp emitting wavelengths of 340-400 
nanometers to initiate polymerization. Contemporary sealants are made of one ingredient 
which does not need mixing. It consists of three parts of viscous bis-GMA monomer, which 
is diluted with one part of MMA monomer (methyl methacrylate) in order to obtain material 
of relatively low viscosity. The activator is 2% methylbenzyl ether, which in the presence of 
1-2% benzoyl peroxide and light initiates polymerization. Research on appropriate selection 
of monomer and diluent is very important and provides information about obtained 
physical properties of sealants. Replacement of methacrylate monomer with other 
monomers leads to changes of viscosity, impacts extension or shortening of curing time, and 
alters its hydrophilic character. Efficacy of sealing depends on resin's ability to penetrate 
fissures before its curing, i.e. on the ability to create a mechanical barrier for carious process. 
In order to produce an adequately strong bonding and secure proper retention, sealant has 
to flow over the surface of etched enamel and penetrate microfissures on etched surface. 
However, it is believed that resin's penetrative ability depends on etching pattern and 
enamel’s moisture, surface tension of material, its viscosity and penetration index. 
Modifications in application of various monomers resulted in change of cuing time. 

Studies on sealants’ tightness confirmed the occurrence of microleakages for all assessed 
sealing materials (e.g. Epoxylite 9075, Nuva Seal, ESPE 717, Concise Enamel Bond, Kerr 
Fissure, Sealant Delton). Microleakage was observed on the sealant-enamel interface, and in 
case of glass-ionomer cements, dye penetrated through the whole surface of material. Nuva-
Seal seemed the most resistant to dye penetration, though after two weeks some number of 
cases where dye penetration on the sealant-enamel interface occurred could be observed. In 
most studied cases ESPE 717 and Epoxylite 9075 materials demonstrated microleakage on 
the sealant-enamel interface and through the material. The occurrence of microleakage was 
related to hydrophobic structure of materials and their porosity, which constitutes a better 
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barrier for dye penetration. The barrier resulting from material’s hydrophobic properties is 
not stable and with time it deteriorates, which results in microleakage.  

ASPA and Poly F glass-ionomer cements contain polyacrylic matrix, which is hydrophilic 
thanks to carboxyl groups. These materials are permeable to water and dye solutions. 24 
hours after their application it was observed that aqueous dye solutions penetrated through 
the sealant-enamel interface and through the material. Another study on Concise, Delton, 
Kerr, Nuva-Seal sealants with the use of aqueous dye solutions with Ca45 and S35 
radioactive isotopes did not show dye penetration when enamel was etched and sealant 
permanently and tightly adhered to enamel. Also extension of enamel curing time up to 30 
seconds resulted in 32% decrease of microleakage occurrence compared to teeth etched for a 
shorter time. 

Studies determining microhardness of sealants demonstrated varied degree of this 
parameter from initial 7.51±0.62 for Concise EB and 4.78±0.52 for ASPA cement, up to values 
increasing in time after three months: 16.49±0.29 for Concise EB and 55.28±1.31 for ASPA 
cement. Compared to sealants based on bis-GMA formula, ASPA cements after three 
months demonstrated higher stability and a higher flexibility factor. With increased amount 
of sealant, rigidity of material also increases along with susceptibility to deformation, that is 
Young’s modulus. The best materials are those with Young’s modulus below 10 GPa. 

Solubility and disintegration of bis-GMA type sealing materials in oral environment is low 
and has no clinical significance. Compared to bis-GMA resins, glass-ionomer cements 
undergo dissolution and disintegration to a much higher degree. Water absorption of 
sealing materials is low, which is beneficial as it contributes to closure of marginal fissure 
created by polymerization contraction. 

Sealants’ resistance to abrasion depends on type of material, content, size and arrangement 
of filler’s particles, as well as on anatomical conditions of sealed teeth. It is assumed that 
abrasion of sealants based on bis-GMA formula occurs due to impairment of silane bonding 
agent. Abrasion is a two-phase process: the first phase is characterized by abrasion of 
polymer and exposure of filler particles, whereas in the second phase they are torn out of 
the material. Abrasion of sealant on masticatory surface begins on fissure periphery in sites 
with the thinnest layer of material. Defects on fissure periphery are retention sites, where 
dental plaque accumulates. The rate of material abrasion also depends on the method of 
bonding basic ingredients and on the way of material application. Air bubbles trapped in 
material are sites with decreased resistance to abrasion. The degree of abrasion also depends 
on activity of separate tooth groups during mastication and on anatomy of tooth and its 
position in the arch. Sealant abrasion is observed in distal part of superior molars’ 
masticatory surface twice as frequently as in medial parts of those teeth. Moreover, it has 
been proved that the highest abrasion occurs soon after sealant placement and it decreases 
with time. The lowest sealant loss was observed in inferior first premolars compared to the 
other premolar teeth. After 30 months mean value of material volume loss for premolars 
was 0.43±0.24mm2, whereas mean depth of material loss was 221.8±115.1µm. In in vitro 
studies, abrasion, penetration and deformation four most commonly used bis-GMA resins 
sealants was assessed. It was proved, that materials were abraded to a different degree. The 
observed level of material wear increased as follows: Delton-21.5; Kerr-22.3; Nuva Seal-23.9; 
Carbimet -3.,0 (*10-4 mm2/mm). The assessed sealants differed considerably in degree of 
penetration and formability, where the lowest values were observed for Kerr, and the 
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- low sorption and solubility in oral environment, 
- resistance to abrasion, 
- good tolerance by patient (must not disturb occlusion), 
- topical and general non-toxicity of material, 
- flexible equivalence with tooth tissues 
- long-term anticarietic activity. 
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monomers leads to changes of viscosity, impacts extension or shortening of curing time, and 
alters its hydrophilic character. Efficacy of sealing depends on resin's ability to penetrate 
fissures before its curing, i.e. on the ability to create a mechanical barrier for carious process. 
In order to produce an adequately strong bonding and secure proper retention, sealant has 
to flow over the surface of etched enamel and penetrate microfissures on etched surface. 
However, it is believed that resin's penetrative ability depends on etching pattern and 
enamel’s moisture, surface tension of material, its viscosity and penetration index. 
Modifications in application of various monomers resulted in change of cuing time. 

Studies on sealants’ tightness confirmed the occurrence of microleakages for all assessed 
sealing materials (e.g. Epoxylite 9075, Nuva Seal, ESPE 717, Concise Enamel Bond, Kerr 
Fissure, Sealant Delton). Microleakage was observed on the sealant-enamel interface, and in 
case of glass-ionomer cements, dye penetrated through the whole surface of material. Nuva-
Seal seemed the most resistant to dye penetration, though after two weeks some number of 
cases where dye penetration on the sealant-enamel interface occurred could be observed. In 
most studied cases ESPE 717 and Epoxylite 9075 materials demonstrated microleakage on 
the sealant-enamel interface and through the material. The occurrence of microleakage was 
related to hydrophobic structure of materials and their porosity, which constitutes a better 
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barrier for dye penetration. The barrier resulting from material’s hydrophobic properties is 
not stable and with time it deteriorates, which results in microleakage.  

ASPA and Poly F glass-ionomer cements contain polyacrylic matrix, which is hydrophilic 
thanks to carboxyl groups. These materials are permeable to water and dye solutions. 24 
hours after their application it was observed that aqueous dye solutions penetrated through 
the sealant-enamel interface and through the material. Another study on Concise, Delton, 
Kerr, Nuva-Seal sealants with the use of aqueous dye solutions with Ca45 and S35 
radioactive isotopes did not show dye penetration when enamel was etched and sealant 
permanently and tightly adhered to enamel. Also extension of enamel curing time up to 30 
seconds resulted in 32% decrease of microleakage occurrence compared to teeth etched for a 
shorter time. 

Studies determining microhardness of sealants demonstrated varied degree of this 
parameter from initial 7.51±0.62 for Concise EB and 4.78±0.52 for ASPA cement, up to values 
increasing in time after three months: 16.49±0.29 for Concise EB and 55.28±1.31 for ASPA 
cement. Compared to sealants based on bis-GMA formula, ASPA cements after three 
months demonstrated higher stability and a higher flexibility factor. With increased amount 
of sealant, rigidity of material also increases along with susceptibility to deformation, that is 
Young’s modulus. The best materials are those with Young’s modulus below 10 GPa. 

Solubility and disintegration of bis-GMA type sealing materials in oral environment is low 
and has no clinical significance. Compared to bis-GMA resins, glass-ionomer cements 
undergo dissolution and disintegration to a much higher degree. Water absorption of 
sealing materials is low, which is beneficial as it contributes to closure of marginal fissure 
created by polymerization contraction. 

Sealants’ resistance to abrasion depends on type of material, content, size and arrangement 
of filler’s particles, as well as on anatomical conditions of sealed teeth. It is assumed that 
abrasion of sealants based on bis-GMA formula occurs due to impairment of silane bonding 
agent. Abrasion is a two-phase process: the first phase is characterized by abrasion of 
polymer and exposure of filler particles, whereas in the second phase they are torn out of 
the material. Abrasion of sealant on masticatory surface begins on fissure periphery in sites 
with the thinnest layer of material. Defects on fissure periphery are retention sites, where 
dental plaque accumulates. The rate of material abrasion also depends on the method of 
bonding basic ingredients and on the way of material application. Air bubbles trapped in 
material are sites with decreased resistance to abrasion. The degree of abrasion also depends 
on activity of separate tooth groups during mastication and on anatomy of tooth and its 
position in the arch. Sealant abrasion is observed in distal part of superior molars’ 
masticatory surface twice as frequently as in medial parts of those teeth. Moreover, it has 
been proved that the highest abrasion occurs soon after sealant placement and it decreases 
with time. The lowest sealant loss was observed in inferior first premolars compared to the 
other premolar teeth. After 30 months mean value of material volume loss for premolars 
was 0.43±0.24mm2, whereas mean depth of material loss was 221.8±115.1µm. In in vitro 
studies, abrasion, penetration and deformation four most commonly used bis-GMA resins 
sealants was assessed. It was proved, that materials were abraded to a different degree. The 
observed level of material wear increased as follows: Delton-21.5; Kerr-22.3; Nuva Seal-23.9; 
Carbimet -3.,0 (*10-4 mm2/mm). The assessed sealants differed considerably in degree of 
penetration and formability, where the lowest values were observed for Kerr, and the 
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highest values were observed for Nuva Seal, which was conditioned by material 
composition. For example, Kerr had 40% of quartz filler particles by volume, which 
increased its resistance to abrasion and decreased the risk of damaging the surface layer of 
resin susceptible to abrasion. Due to the necessity of avoiding mastication impairment, 
sealing material should be present only in anatomical fissures and crevices. Therefore its 
excess should be removed from occlusal surface.  

Every substance of foreign origin which is introduced into oral environment may have an 
adverse impact and induce certain biological or health effects. Almost all organic 
ingredients can be washed out from polymerized sealing material by organic solvents, e.g. 
methanol, ethanol or water. Released formaldehyde and metacrylic acid are particularly 
dangerous, the latter creating an inhibitory oxygen layer in the surface layer of sealant after 
polymerization and it can release into oral environment for a long time (up to 115 days after 
polymerization). Admittedly it does not cause toxic effect, but it may contribute to a local 
allergic reaction. During monomer particle disintegration, alcohol may be formed (e.g. from 
bis-GMA resin - bivalent alcohol). Further metabolism of alcohol occurs in digestive tract, 
leads to release of bisphenol A (BPA), which is a constituent of many compounds, such as 
bis-GMA, bis-EMA (bisphenol ethoxylate dimethacrylate), TEGDMA (triethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate), applied in sealing materials. Bisphenol A was detected in saliva of patients 
subjected to prophylactic fissure sealing. The substance belongs to the group of chemical 
compounds called xenoestrogens, which - joining with estrogen receptors - imitate the 
activity of natural hormones, thus they may impact human health. In a study by Olea et al. 
(56) on the presence of bisphenol A, it was detected at the level of 90-931µg/ml in saliva 
samples collected from patients one hour after sealing. The study also demonstrated that 
sealing material exposed to 100oC temperature for 30 minutes in buffers with pH 1 and pH 
13, released bisphenol A in concentrations causing increased proliferation of MCF-7 cells up 
to one hour after application, which indicates induction of para estrogenic activity. In other 
studies authors assessing seven different sealants in vitro did not confirm the presence of 
bisphenol A in any of the assessed materials. However, determinable amounts of TEGDMA 
were detected in all studied sealants. It can also be supposed that with proper proceeding, 
bisphenol A will not be released if substances reacting with each other have a sufficient 
degree of purity. Only in products containing bis-GMA, small amounts of bisphenol A are 
released, and it occurs only directly after material curing. In most studies bisphenol A was 
detected in saliva only directly after application of sealant, and this was the case especially 
with “older” generation of Delton sealant, which still contained bis-DMA (bisphenol A 
dimethacrylate) in concentrations not affecting the organism. Approximate calculations of 
bisphenol A released from sealants showed that its level is lower than 1.5%, and such 
concentrations are too small to cause carcinogenic effect. A study assessing the presence and 
concentration of BPA (bisphenol A) in blood serum and saliva in 30 individuals aged 18-40 
years before sealing and one, three and twenty-four hours after sealing (Delton Pit&Fssure 
Sealant Dentsplay) indicated the presence of bisphenol A in all examined patients before 
sealing at the level from 0.07 to 6.00 ng/ml. The level of bisphenol A three hours after 
sealing had the highest value and after twenty-for hours it returned to the same value as 
before sealing. The highest recorded concentrations of bisphenol A after a single application 
and after four subsequent applications were 3.98mg/ml and 9.08mg/ml respectively. 
Bisphenol A was not observed in blood serum at any stage of the study (89). Exposures to 
BPA from other sources than resins contributed to a change of BPA level in saliva. What is 
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more, the amount of sealant’s dose used in the study did not impact BPA concentration in 
blood serum. Further research is necessary to establish the impact of BPA from sealants on 
estrogen balance. 

Chemical compounds contained in sealing materials may have a destructive influence on 
genetic material in DNA and RNA; it was proved that as many as 14 components of 
composite materials indicate genotoxicity. On the other hand it was not demonstrated if 
materials based on bis-GMA and UDMA (urethane dimethacrylate) indicate mutagenicity. It 
is known that TEGDMA (triethylene glycol dimethacrylate) used as componomer in 
nontoxic concentrations has mutagenic properties, it impairs proper cell structure, e.g. 
through interactivity with cell membrane, and its functionality, e.g. decreasing cell’s 
glutathione level, which is responsible for cell structure protection and detoxication. Apart 
from that it changes expression level of many genes which are important for proliferation 
processes, control of cell cycle and cell death as well as for DNA replication and repair.  

Dentine bonding systems, used to increase adhesion of sealant to hard tissues of teeth, 
including glutaraldehyde, proved mutagenic and genotoxic in some in vivo studies (89). 

Data from available studies indicate that concentrations necessary to evoke mutagenic 
reaction in in vivo conditions are much higher than those which evoke a reaction in a patient. 
Data on mutagenic impact of materials show that their components act mainly in in vitro 
conditions. Such situation occurs especially in case of dentine bonding systems and light-
activated glass-ionomer cements. It was proved that resin-modified glass-ionomer cements 
(Vitrebond) evoked genotypic reactions. The cause was 2-phenylindole chloride which had 
cytotoxic effect on cell cultures.  

Therefore all materials introduced into oral cavity in certain conditions may harmfully 
impact the organism through releasing specific doses of chemical compounds. 

4.1 Technique of sealing procedure 

4.1.1 Tooth selection 

Sealing procedure should be performed not later than four months after eruption of first 
permanent molars, at the age of 5-6 years, but practically even after 10 years of age - 
premolars at the age of 8-12 years, especially if caries is observed in deciduous teeth and 
first permanent molars, second permanent molars at the age of 11-13 years, and the 
procedure can be performed up to the 15th year of age. In a population with a high caries 
risk, also deciduous molars and permanent premolars should be sealed. 

Sealant should be applied in teeth with narrow and deep fissures and in teeth with 
developmental abnormalities on masticatory surfaces. Sealing depends mainly on 
meticulousness during clinical procedure, i.e. isolation of teeth from moist oral 
environment, thorough cleaning of occlusal surfaces, etching, rinsing, drying and 
application of sealant. 

4.1.2 Isolation of teeth to be sealed 

This is a very important stage of the procedure. Maintaining the area dry is critical for 
successful sealing procedure. Usage of dental dam, saliva ejector and alternatively lignin 
rolls is recommended. 
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including glutaraldehyde, proved mutagenic and genotoxic in some in vivo studies (89). 
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reaction in in vivo conditions are much higher than those which evoke a reaction in a patient. 
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Difficulties with proper procedure occur during sealing of molars in maxilla (neighboring 
parotid gland) and in fissures of freshly erupted molars in maxilla and mandible, when a 
fold of mucous membrane covers tooth crown which is not fully erupted. 

4.1.3 Cleaning of masticatory surface 

Masticatory surfaces should be carefully cleaned of bacterial plaque with the use of a hard 
rotating brush with paste containing a small amount of pumice but no fluorine compounds. 
Many published reports assess various of cleaning masticatory surfaces before procedure 
and techniques of applying sealant. One of suggestions is to use a brush dampened with 
hydrogen peroxide, without pumice. Research demonstrated that after cleaning with 
pumice, its particles are forced into fissures, which may impair resin’s penetration into 
fissures. Botti et al. assessed cleaning of occlusal surfaces from dental plaque with the use of 
a synthetic fiber brush and PROPHYflex 3 device (11). The results suggest that the assessed 
device was the most effective in removing dental plaque compared to cleaning by synthetic 
fibers. Preparation of masticatory surface by air abrasion was conducted with Air Flow 
sandblaster at 4.5-7 bars of pressure and at 90° angle from a distance of 1 mm. The abrasive 
material is aluminum trioxide. The high value of kinetic energy of particles ejected as a 
stream enables effective preparation of hard tissues. It is recommended to use grains below 
50 microns and to abrade intermittently (35,54). Sound systems are based on pneumatic 
scaler working within the range 6000-6500Hz, vibration amplitude 60-1000 microns. The 
correct pressure should not exceed 1.5N. Diamond drill bits with 25 and 40 micron coating. 

Laser etching with Er Cr:YSGG, 2W and 40Hz laser (8) and erbium laser Er:YAG 7W, 
Er:YAG (5.5W) (49,70,71). Er:YAG laser demonstrates a 15-fold higher water absorption than 
CO2 laser and 20,000-fold higher than Nd:YAG laser. Activity time is thousandths of a 
second with a minimal energy dose. The energetic level for enamel ablation is 3.3J/cm3 and 
for dentine ablation it is 2.8J/cm3. Carisolv system and sodium hypochlorite demonstrated 
not only effective cleaning of fissures but also antibacterial properties (49,87). Fissure surface 
preparation with compressed air was assessed by Kramer N et al. (43), whereas Mosemi et al. 
studied the impact of masticatory surface preparation with Er Cr YSGG laser and air 
abrasion, as well as with 37% phosphoric acid on bonding strength on the wall with 
INSTRON servohydraulic machine. Samples were divided into three groups. In group A, 
masticatory surface was etched with acid only, in group B air abrasion and acid were 
applied, and in group C initial etching with laser and phosphoric acid was performed (53). 
The results indicate that bond strength was highest in the group where air abrasion and acid 
etching were applied, compared to the group with acid only etching or initial preparation by 
means of a laser and phosphoric acid etching (43). 

4.1.4 Etching 

After protecting a site from access of saliva, after cleaning and drying, etching procedure 
can be started. In order to obtain enamel etch, acid solution has to be spread on intercusp 
fissure surface for 15 seconds. The recommended concentration of phosphoric acid is 37%. 
The introduction of gel etches allowed to limit the impact of acid used to prepare enamel 
surface before application of sealant and to decrease the risk of uncontrollable contact of 
etch with dentine. Gels are applied only once, whereas liquid solutions of acids require 
multiple application. Etches in the gel form penetrate fissure enamel to the same degree as 
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liquid etches. Acid penetration is hampered by impurities left over after mechanical 
cleaning of fissures. 

It is advisable to repetitively moisten enamel with acid solution during etching, in order to 
unblock dentine microtubules by removal of calcium salts precipitated during chemical 
reaction, which limit the effect of etching. After introduction of one-stage etching (of enamel 
and dentine), dentists have been using self-etching systems based on non-washable acid 
monomers (low-concentration acids, 10% phosphoric or maleinic acid, 2.5% nitric acid or 
their mixtures including extra ingredients such as metal ions, glycerin) (2), which eliminate 
the rinsing phase thus shortening application time and greatly limit the risk of infection of 
the operative site by saliva and the risk of a mistake during application, which makes the 
procedure insusceptible to operator’s manual “skills”. 

A soft brush is recommended for etch application, whereas cotton wool balls are not 
advisable as they contain bubbles of trapped air hampering even spreading of etching 
solution. Acid solution leads to creation of microfissures in enamel, whose presence enables 
sealant’s penetration deep into tissues. Microscopically, enamel surface becomes rough and 
appears matt, in electron microscope view - pits of various shapes are visible which were 
created by a loss of some enamel prisms. The pits are 50-52µm deep.  

4.1.5 Rinsing 

After etching, the etched surfaces of teeth are rinsed with high pressure water for 10-20 
seconds in order to remove acid and residue after the chemical reaction of etching. If etching 
was performed with an acid in gel form, rinsing time should be doubled. 

4.1.6 Drying of etched surface of teeth 

After rinsing the tooth’s surface should be dried with compressed air for about 15 seconds 
and isolated from saliva by dental dam which constitutes a simple and effective method of 
protecting operative field against infection by microorganisms from saliva. This is necessary 
because any water remaining after rinsing as well as organic impurities from saliva left on 
the etched surface, impair sealant’s penetration into microfissures, thus decreasing the 
strength of bonding between sealant and enamel. In case of contact with saliva, etching 
should be repeated for 15 seconds with subsequent rinsing and drying of the tooth. It should 
be checked with special attention that the compressed air is not polluted by water or oil. 

4.2 Application of sealant 

Sealant is applied on tooth’s surface with delicate brushes made of camelhair, by means of 
special applicators with a plastic ball or with a cannula resembling a syringe needle. The 
time required for sealant application and its quantity depend on material type. Chemically 
cured sealants have a limited curing time and have to be mixed and placed before hardening 
commences. Otherwise they become too dense and do not reach the required depth in 
microfissures created by etching. Light-cured sealants have unlimited bonding time, which 
allows placing of resin when its viscosity is lowest. Too little sealant may cause early 
material loss, because it cannot cover the whole etched surface, which results in low 
retention. Too much sealant may impair occlusion or cause unsatisfactory retention due to 
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Difficulties with proper procedure occur during sealing of molars in maxilla (neighboring 
parotid gland) and in fissures of freshly erupted molars in maxilla and mandible, when a 
fold of mucous membrane covers tooth crown which is not fully erupted. 

4.1.3 Cleaning of masticatory surface 

Masticatory surfaces should be carefully cleaned of bacterial plaque with the use of a hard 
rotating brush with paste containing a small amount of pumice but no fluorine compounds. 
Many published reports assess various of cleaning masticatory surfaces before procedure 
and techniques of applying sealant. One of suggestions is to use a brush dampened with 
hydrogen peroxide, without pumice. Research demonstrated that after cleaning with 
pumice, its particles are forced into fissures, which may impair resin’s penetration into 
fissures. Botti et al. assessed cleaning of occlusal surfaces from dental plaque with the use of 
a synthetic fiber brush and PROPHYflex 3 device (11). The results suggest that the assessed 
device was the most effective in removing dental plaque compared to cleaning by synthetic 
fibers. Preparation of masticatory surface by air abrasion was conducted with Air Flow 
sandblaster at 4.5-7 bars of pressure and at 90° angle from a distance of 1 mm. The abrasive 
material is aluminum trioxide. The high value of kinetic energy of particles ejected as a 
stream enables effective preparation of hard tissues. It is recommended to use grains below 
50 microns and to abrade intermittently (35,54). Sound systems are based on pneumatic 
scaler working within the range 6000-6500Hz, vibration amplitude 60-1000 microns. The 
correct pressure should not exceed 1.5N. Diamond drill bits with 25 and 40 micron coating. 

Laser etching with Er Cr:YSGG, 2W and 40Hz laser (8) and erbium laser Er:YAG 7W, 
Er:YAG (5.5W) (49,70,71). Er:YAG laser demonstrates a 15-fold higher water absorption than 
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studied the impact of masticatory surface preparation with Er Cr YSGG laser and air 
abrasion, as well as with 37% phosphoric acid on bonding strength on the wall with 
INSTRON servohydraulic machine. Samples were divided into three groups. In group A, 
masticatory surface was etched with acid only, in group B air abrasion and acid were 
applied, and in group C initial etching with laser and phosphoric acid was performed (53). 
The results indicate that bond strength was highest in the group where air abrasion and acid 
etching were applied, compared to the group with acid only etching or initial preparation by 
means of a laser and phosphoric acid etching (43). 

4.1.4 Etching 

After protecting a site from access of saliva, after cleaning and drying, etching procedure 
can be started. In order to obtain enamel etch, acid solution has to be spread on intercusp 
fissure surface for 15 seconds. The recommended concentration of phosphoric acid is 37%. 
The introduction of gel etches allowed to limit the impact of acid used to prepare enamel 
surface before application of sealant and to decrease the risk of uncontrollable contact of 
etch with dentine. Gels are applied only once, whereas liquid solutions of acids require 
multiple application. Etches in the gel form penetrate fissure enamel to the same degree as 
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liquid etches. Acid penetration is hampered by impurities left over after mechanical 
cleaning of fissures. 

It is advisable to repetitively moisten enamel with acid solution during etching, in order to 
unblock dentine microtubules by removal of calcium salts precipitated during chemical 
reaction, which limit the effect of etching. After introduction of one-stage etching (of enamel 
and dentine), dentists have been using self-etching systems based on non-washable acid 
monomers (low-concentration acids, 10% phosphoric or maleinic acid, 2.5% nitric acid or 
their mixtures including extra ingredients such as metal ions, glycerin) (2), which eliminate 
the rinsing phase thus shortening application time and greatly limit the risk of infection of 
the operative site by saliva and the risk of a mistake during application, which makes the 
procedure insusceptible to operator’s manual “skills”. 

A soft brush is recommended for etch application, whereas cotton wool balls are not 
advisable as they contain bubbles of trapped air hampering even spreading of etching 
solution. Acid solution leads to creation of microfissures in enamel, whose presence enables 
sealant’s penetration deep into tissues. Microscopically, enamel surface becomes rough and 
appears matt, in electron microscope view - pits of various shapes are visible which were 
created by a loss of some enamel prisms. The pits are 50-52µm deep.  

4.1.5 Rinsing 

After etching, the etched surfaces of teeth are rinsed with high pressure water for 10-20 
seconds in order to remove acid and residue after the chemical reaction of etching. If etching 
was performed with an acid in gel form, rinsing time should be doubled. 

4.1.6 Drying of etched surface of teeth 

After rinsing the tooth’s surface should be dried with compressed air for about 15 seconds 
and isolated from saliva by dental dam which constitutes a simple and effective method of 
protecting operative field against infection by microorganisms from saliva. This is necessary 
because any water remaining after rinsing as well as organic impurities from saliva left on 
the etched surface, impair sealant’s penetration into microfissures, thus decreasing the 
strength of bonding between sealant and enamel. In case of contact with saliva, etching 
should be repeated for 15 seconds with subsequent rinsing and drying of the tooth. It should 
be checked with special attention that the compressed air is not polluted by water or oil. 

4.2 Application of sealant 

Sealant is applied on tooth’s surface with delicate brushes made of camelhair, by means of 
special applicators with a plastic ball or with a cannula resembling a syringe needle. The 
time required for sealant application and its quantity depend on material type. Chemically 
cured sealants have a limited curing time and have to be mixed and placed before hardening 
commences. Otherwise they become too dense and do not reach the required depth in 
microfissures created by etching. Light-cured sealants have unlimited bonding time, which 
allows placing of resin when its viscosity is lowest. Too little sealant may cause early 
material loss, because it cannot cover the whole etched surface, which results in low 
retention. Too much sealant may impair occlusion or cause unsatisfactory retention due to 
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break-off or abrasion of material. If a loss or inaccuracy in covering of surface is observed, 
excess material should be removed with a coarse and fine coated diamond drill with 
subsequent polishing until smooth (58,60). Surveys among children and their parents on 
acceptance of colored sealants (red, pink, yellow, white, opalescent) indicated that a great 
majority of individuals prefer - for aesthetic reasons - white and opalescent sealants. 

4.3 Factors impacting effective sealing  

Efficacy of sealing procedure is determined by: retention of sealant and obtained caries 
reduction. Factors impacting retention of sealing materials are: 

- condition of tooth surface before sealing, 
- morphology of fissures, 
- degree of tooth eruption (and probably the time of tooth exposure to oral environment 

before sealing), 
- anatomical features characteristic for an anatomical group, 
- individual susceptibility to caries, 
- type of sealing material, 
- precision of sealing procedure. 

Varied morphology of fissures in lateral teeth makes diagnostics of caries in fissures by 
means of dental mirror and probe ineffective (about 25% probability of caries detection). 
Fissure penetration with a sharp dental probe causes iatrogenic damage of enamel surface, 
often affected by demineralization processes. As literature reports, a less invasive method is 
diagnosing with the use of (5,59) electrical conductivity measurement (ECM), quantitative 
light-induced fluorescence (QLF) (5) and DIAGNOdent (58,68) in order to assess sensitivity 
and specificity of caries detection on occlusal surfaces (5,59). ECM demonstrates high 
sensitivity of between 93% and 96%. However specificity of this method is relatively low - 
less than 80% (71-77%). Specificity at the average level of about 75% means that 25% of 
healthy tooth surfaces is recognized and diagnosed as diseased and qualified for treatment, 
including invasive therapy. The ECM method enables long-term observations of carious 
lesions. 

The FOTI method (fiber-optic-transillumination) serves to diagnose carious lesions, 
primarily on masticatory surfaces. The sensitivity of the test does not exceed 57%. In laser 
diagnostics the phenomenon of QLF and DIAGNOdent device are used. The sensitivity of 
the laser method enables detection of tiniest fluorescence changes related to 
demineralization of hard tissues. Research indicates the advantage of laser measurement 
compared to bitewing radiogram in examining occlusal surface lesions. The probability of 
caries detection in fissures by means of electric conductivity measurement is 93%, whereas 
the accuracy of X-ray diagnostics (bitewing radiogram) is 75% (46). Sensitivity of 
microbiological tests (determination of Streptococus mutans count) is 67% (40,84). 
Comparison of clinical test results with radiological results indicated that during clinical 
study 15% of teeth did not demonstrate any carious centers in fissures which were 
detectable by means of radiological examination. During repeated clinical tests performed 
by the same team on individuals aged 14, 17 and 20 years, no carious centers were observed, 
whereas during radiological examinations carious centers in enamel and dentine were 
observed respectively in 26.0%, 37.5% and 50.0% of examined teeth. Application of the 
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radioluminescence method showed carious centers in 32.4% of sealed teeth which during 
previous clinical tests were deemed healthy (85). In 58% of teeth caries was observed in 
fissures, which included enamel and dentine (19).  

The impact of fissure morphology on sealant’s retention is associated with conditions of 
mechanical retention of material. Sealant is retained better in deep fissures than in shallow 
ones, and also better in fissures with initial caries, where fissure surface is uneven, than in 
fissures free from caries. 

The degree of tooth eruption and tissues’ exposure time to oral environment under sealant 
have a significant impact on the prophylactic effect of sealing (6). Healthy enamel during 
tooth eruption is relatively well mineralized, however the process of forming the non-
organic composition of the tissue is not yet finished and is subjected to constant physical 
and chemical changes. Physical changes are various types of abrasion, microcracks and 
fractures of enamel which occur when crystals of enamel surface layer become fully etched 
by acids from consumed food. Chemical changes include enamel maturing, which results 
from continuous dynamic exchange of ions between plaque and fluid in oral cavity on one 
hand and enamel surface on the other one. Study results indicate that anatomical group of 
teeth, their position in the dental arch (superior, inferior) may also impact prophylactic 
efficacy of tooth sealing. It has been proved that sealing of inferior teeth yields better results 
than sealing of superior ones. Higher efficacy of sealing of inferior teeth is caused by better 
access of the operator to masticatory surfaces being sealed, better penetration of viscous 
sealant into fissures due to pressure gradient. An analysis of available literature and own 
studies indicates that the lowest results are obtained in case of sealing superior second 
premolars. It is connected - among other things - with small occlusal surface, short fissures 
and proximity of the parotid gland. A comparison of sealant retention on premolars and 
molars shows that sealing materials demonstrate better retention on molars. Caries 
reduction in premolars is also lower compared to reduction on molars after sealing 
procedure. Lower caries reduction in premolars may be associated with later eruption of 
those teeth and their generally lower susceptibility to caries compared to molars (36). 

Type of sealing material has been deemed a particularly important factor which may impact 
the effect of sealing procedure to a greater degree than other factors. In caries prophylaxis of 
lateral teeth various methods and materials are used, e.g. fluoride varnish, resins based on 
bis-GMA formula (reinforced or not by microfiller particles) enriched or not by fluoride ions 
(44) and conventional glass-ionomer cements (chemically cured) (77,38), reinforced by silver 
filings (cements) and HEMA resin-modified cements (7), resins modified with polyacid (7), 
semi-fluid materials (13,14), ormocers (12,15). Sealing materials are characterized by liquid 
consistence which allows their inflow into fissures, however it is believed that sealant bonds 
with etched enamel on cuspal slopes and not at fissure bases (3). 

Results of studies on fluoride varnishes showed that despite their efficacy in suppression of 
caries on flat surfaces of teeth, they are less effective in suppression of caries on masticatory 
surfaces. This is due to the fact that compared to bis-GMA resins and glass-ionomer 
cements, fluoride varnishes are retained at the most for a few days only, therefore their 
prophylactic effect depends on the number of fluoride ions released while the varnish 
remains on the tooth. Fluoride varnishes reduce caries from 50 to 70% depending on 
frequency of application. In case of three applications during one year, caries reduction on 
masticatory surfaces is from 50 to 56%, whereas with three yearly applications during three 
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break-off or abrasion of material. If a loss or inaccuracy in covering of surface is observed, 
excess material should be removed with a coarse and fine coated diamond drill with 
subsequent polishing until smooth (58,60). Surveys among children and their parents on 
acceptance of colored sealants (red, pink, yellow, white, opalescent) indicated that a great 
majority of individuals prefer - for aesthetic reasons - white and opalescent sealants. 

4.3 Factors impacting effective sealing  

Efficacy of sealing procedure is determined by: retention of sealant and obtained caries 
reduction. Factors impacting retention of sealing materials are: 

- condition of tooth surface before sealing, 
- morphology of fissures, 
- degree of tooth eruption (and probably the time of tooth exposure to oral environment 

before sealing), 
- anatomical features characteristic for an anatomical group, 
- individual susceptibility to caries, 
- type of sealing material, 
- precision of sealing procedure. 

Varied morphology of fissures in lateral teeth makes diagnostics of caries in fissures by 
means of dental mirror and probe ineffective (about 25% probability of caries detection). 
Fissure penetration with a sharp dental probe causes iatrogenic damage of enamel surface, 
often affected by demineralization processes. As literature reports, a less invasive method is 
diagnosing with the use of (5,59) electrical conductivity measurement (ECM), quantitative 
light-induced fluorescence (QLF) (5) and DIAGNOdent (58,68) in order to assess sensitivity 
and specificity of caries detection on occlusal surfaces (5,59). ECM demonstrates high 
sensitivity of between 93% and 96%. However specificity of this method is relatively low - 
less than 80% (71-77%). Specificity at the average level of about 75% means that 25% of 
healthy tooth surfaces is recognized and diagnosed as diseased and qualified for treatment, 
including invasive therapy. The ECM method enables long-term observations of carious 
lesions. 

The FOTI method (fiber-optic-transillumination) serves to diagnose carious lesions, 
primarily on masticatory surfaces. The sensitivity of the test does not exceed 57%. In laser 
diagnostics the phenomenon of QLF and DIAGNOdent device are used. The sensitivity of 
the laser method enables detection of tiniest fluorescence changes related to 
demineralization of hard tissues. Research indicates the advantage of laser measurement 
compared to bitewing radiogram in examining occlusal surface lesions. The probability of 
caries detection in fissures by means of electric conductivity measurement is 93%, whereas 
the accuracy of X-ray diagnostics (bitewing radiogram) is 75% (46). Sensitivity of 
microbiological tests (determination of Streptococus mutans count) is 67% (40,84). 
Comparison of clinical test results with radiological results indicated that during clinical 
study 15% of teeth did not demonstrate any carious centers in fissures which were 
detectable by means of radiological examination. During repeated clinical tests performed 
by the same team on individuals aged 14, 17 and 20 years, no carious centers were observed, 
whereas during radiological examinations carious centers in enamel and dentine were 
observed respectively in 26.0%, 37.5% and 50.0% of examined teeth. Application of the 
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radioluminescence method showed carious centers in 32.4% of sealed teeth which during 
previous clinical tests were deemed healthy (85). In 58% of teeth caries was observed in 
fissures, which included enamel and dentine (19).  

The impact of fissure morphology on sealant’s retention is associated with conditions of 
mechanical retention of material. Sealant is retained better in deep fissures than in shallow 
ones, and also better in fissures with initial caries, where fissure surface is uneven, than in 
fissures free from caries. 

The degree of tooth eruption and tissues’ exposure time to oral environment under sealant 
have a significant impact on the prophylactic effect of sealing (6). Healthy enamel during 
tooth eruption is relatively well mineralized, however the process of forming the non-
organic composition of the tissue is not yet finished and is subjected to constant physical 
and chemical changes. Physical changes are various types of abrasion, microcracks and 
fractures of enamel which occur when crystals of enamel surface layer become fully etched 
by acids from consumed food. Chemical changes include enamel maturing, which results 
from continuous dynamic exchange of ions between plaque and fluid in oral cavity on one 
hand and enamel surface on the other one. Study results indicate that anatomical group of 
teeth, their position in the dental arch (superior, inferior) may also impact prophylactic 
efficacy of tooth sealing. It has been proved that sealing of inferior teeth yields better results 
than sealing of superior ones. Higher efficacy of sealing of inferior teeth is caused by better 
access of the operator to masticatory surfaces being sealed, better penetration of viscous 
sealant into fissures due to pressure gradient. An analysis of available literature and own 
studies indicates that the lowest results are obtained in case of sealing superior second 
premolars. It is connected - among other things - with small occlusal surface, short fissures 
and proximity of the parotid gland. A comparison of sealant retention on premolars and 
molars shows that sealing materials demonstrate better retention on molars. Caries 
reduction in premolars is also lower compared to reduction on molars after sealing 
procedure. Lower caries reduction in premolars may be associated with later eruption of 
those teeth and their generally lower susceptibility to caries compared to molars (36). 

Type of sealing material has been deemed a particularly important factor which may impact 
the effect of sealing procedure to a greater degree than other factors. In caries prophylaxis of 
lateral teeth various methods and materials are used, e.g. fluoride varnish, resins based on 
bis-GMA formula (reinforced or not by microfiller particles) enriched or not by fluoride ions 
(44) and conventional glass-ionomer cements (chemically cured) (77,38), reinforced by silver 
filings (cements) and HEMA resin-modified cements (7), resins modified with polyacid (7), 
semi-fluid materials (13,14), ormocers (12,15). Sealing materials are characterized by liquid 
consistence which allows their inflow into fissures, however it is believed that sealant bonds 
with etched enamel on cuspal slopes and not at fissure bases (3). 

Results of studies on fluoride varnishes showed that despite their efficacy in suppression of 
caries on flat surfaces of teeth, they are less effective in suppression of caries on masticatory 
surfaces. This is due to the fact that compared to bis-GMA resins and glass-ionomer 
cements, fluoride varnishes are retained at the most for a few days only, therefore their 
prophylactic effect depends on the number of fluoride ions released while the varnish 
remains on the tooth. Fluoride varnishes reduce caries from 50 to 70% depending on 
frequency of application. In case of three applications during one year, caries reduction on 
masticatory surfaces is from 50 to 56%, whereas with three yearly applications during three 
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years the value increases to 70% (61). It seems that the long-term prophylactic effect of 
sealing procedure depends not only on the above mentioned factors - with reference to 
sealed masticatory surface and whole dentition - but also other factors, such as: type of 
fluoride compounds and frequency of its application, level of oral infection in a given 
individual, number of microorganisms from Streptococcus mutans group in saliva and 
person’s dietary and hygienic habits. All mentioned factors may also be subjected to change 
in a certain period of time as a result of carious process activity modifications in a given 
individual. Matalon et al. (47) assessed antibacterial properties of sealing materials which 
contained fluorine. Four sealants were used: Helioseal F, Ultraseal XT, Dyract Seal and GC 
Fuji Triage. Samples of materials were “aged” for 30 days and rinsed daily with 0.05% 
solution of NaF for 14 days. After the last rinsing, a culture of Streptococcus mutans was 
added (about 1 x 106), which was placed on the surface of each sample and cultured for one 
hour at 37°C. Results indicated that GC Fuji Triage and Dyract Seal had antibacterial 
properties for 24 hours after the last exposure to fluorine. GC Fuji Triage maintained strong 
bactericidal activity up to 48 hours after fluorine rinse. After 72 hours none of the materials 
demonstrated antibacterial properties. The 30-day aging process resulted in total elimination 
of their antibacterial properties, but two-week daily rinsing with 0.05% solution of NaF 
restored antibacterial capability for glass-ionomer cement and compomer (47). 

Increased efficacy of sealing of masticatory surfaces can be obtained by improving sealant’s 
retention, elimination of marginal leakage, which prevent caries development under sealant 
(14,15,33,52,83). Original laboratory research on improving efficacy of sealing by 
modification of etching time (23, 30, 60 seconds) and application of intermediate system of 
dentine bonding indicated, that bonding systems applied on enamel etched with acid fill 
spaces created by partly dissolved enamel and penetrate deeper. After polymerization a 
hybrid layer is created. Application of bonding systems (Concise LCWS and Helioseal) 
showed that depending on etching time and type of sealing material with or without 
bonding system (Schotbond MP i Dyract) it was observed that with extended etching time 
the bonding strength of Concise LCWS on enamel wall without bonding system decreased, 
whereas the bonding strength of Heliosal increased. After application of bonding systems 
appropriate for a given sealing material, with extended etching time, strength of bonding on 
enamel wall decreased for Concise LCWS sealant with Schotbond MP intermediate bonding 
system and increased for Helioseal with Syntac intermediate system. In case of etched 
dentine covered directly with sealant, bonding strength on enamel’s wall was insignificantly 
different, whereas with the use of intermediate systems (appropriate for a given sealing 
material) an increased bonding strength on the wall was observed. In case of Concise LCWS 
with Schotbond MP - 2.7-fold, in case of Heliomolar with Syntac > threefold (33). 

Studies on morphology of Concise LCWS and Helioseal jonts with hard tissues of teeth 
indicated occurrence of two types of joints: gapless (adhesion on all surface), and with 
microfissure between tooth tissues and sealing material. The width of microfissures varied 
depending on sealing material - in case of Helioseal, microfissures were 30-90μm wide with 
dominating width of 30μm, whereas in case of Concise LCWS from 10-50μm with 
dominating width of 25μm. Moreover, micropores with diameter of up to 8μm were 
observed in Helioseal material, whereas in Concise LCWS material - vertical and horizontal 
microcracks of sealant extending to dentine were observed. After application of 
intermediate bonding systems and sealants, gapless joints were observed, however few had 
microfissures, which were from 1-50μm wide. 
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Fig. 1. The SEM microphotograph of the section of etched dentin coated directly with H 
sealer (horizontal level section). Visible (from the top) microstructure of the dentin and the 
fissure between the dentin and the sealer  ~ 20 µm broad. 

 
Fig. 2. The SEM microphotograph of the section of etched dentin coated directly with H 
sealer (horizontal level section). Visible (from the top) microstructure of the dentin and the 
fissure between the dentin and the sealer (30 - 90 µm broad). Clearly seen micro-pores in the 
sealer reaching the breadth of 8 µm. 
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years the value increases to 70% (61). It seems that the long-term prophylactic effect of 
sealing procedure depends not only on the above mentioned factors - with reference to 
sealed masticatory surface and whole dentition - but also other factors, such as: type of 
fluoride compounds and frequency of its application, level of oral infection in a given 
individual, number of microorganisms from Streptococcus mutans group in saliva and 
person’s dietary and hygienic habits. All mentioned factors may also be subjected to change 
in a certain period of time as a result of carious process activity modifications in a given 
individual. Matalon et al. (47) assessed antibacterial properties of sealing materials which 
contained fluorine. Four sealants were used: Helioseal F, Ultraseal XT, Dyract Seal and GC 
Fuji Triage. Samples of materials were “aged” for 30 days and rinsed daily with 0.05% 
solution of NaF for 14 days. After the last rinsing, a culture of Streptococcus mutans was 
added (about 1 x 106), which was placed on the surface of each sample and cultured for one 
hour at 37°C. Results indicated that GC Fuji Triage and Dyract Seal had antibacterial 
properties for 24 hours after the last exposure to fluorine. GC Fuji Triage maintained strong 
bactericidal activity up to 48 hours after fluorine rinse. After 72 hours none of the materials 
demonstrated antibacterial properties. The 30-day aging process resulted in total elimination 
of their antibacterial properties, but two-week daily rinsing with 0.05% solution of NaF 
restored antibacterial capability for glass-ionomer cement and compomer (47). 

Increased efficacy of sealing of masticatory surfaces can be obtained by improving sealant’s 
retention, elimination of marginal leakage, which prevent caries development under sealant 
(14,15,33,52,83). Original laboratory research on improving efficacy of sealing by 
modification of etching time (23, 30, 60 seconds) and application of intermediate system of 
dentine bonding indicated, that bonding systems applied on enamel etched with acid fill 
spaces created by partly dissolved enamel and penetrate deeper. After polymerization a 
hybrid layer is created. Application of bonding systems (Concise LCWS and Helioseal) 
showed that depending on etching time and type of sealing material with or without 
bonding system (Schotbond MP i Dyract) it was observed that with extended etching time 
the bonding strength of Concise LCWS on enamel wall without bonding system decreased, 
whereas the bonding strength of Heliosal increased. After application of bonding systems 
appropriate for a given sealing material, with extended etching time, strength of bonding on 
enamel wall decreased for Concise LCWS sealant with Schotbond MP intermediate bonding 
system and increased for Helioseal with Syntac intermediate system. In case of etched 
dentine covered directly with sealant, bonding strength on enamel’s wall was insignificantly 
different, whereas with the use of intermediate systems (appropriate for a given sealing 
material) an increased bonding strength on the wall was observed. In case of Concise LCWS 
with Schotbond MP - 2.7-fold, in case of Heliomolar with Syntac > threefold (33). 

Studies on morphology of Concise LCWS and Helioseal jonts with hard tissues of teeth 
indicated occurrence of two types of joints: gapless (adhesion on all surface), and with 
microfissure between tooth tissues and sealing material. The width of microfissures varied 
depending on sealing material - in case of Helioseal, microfissures were 30-90μm wide with 
dominating width of 30μm, whereas in case of Concise LCWS from 10-50μm with 
dominating width of 25μm. Moreover, micropores with diameter of up to 8μm were 
observed in Helioseal material, whereas in Concise LCWS material - vertical and horizontal 
microcracks of sealant extending to dentine were observed. After application of 
intermediate bonding systems and sealants, gapless joints were observed, however few had 
microfissures, which were from 1-50μm wide. 
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Fig. 1. The SEM microphotograph of the section of etched dentin coated directly with H 
sealer (horizontal level section). Visible (from the top) microstructure of the dentin and the 
fissure between the dentin and the sealer  ~ 20 µm broad. 

 
Fig. 2. The SEM microphotograph of the section of etched dentin coated directly with H 
sealer (horizontal level section). Visible (from the top) microstructure of the dentin and the 
fissure between the dentin and the sealer (30 - 90 µm broad). Clearly seen micro-pores in the 
sealer reaching the breadth of 8 µm. 
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Fig. 3. The SEM microphotograph of the section of etched dentin coated directly with Sy and 
H sealer (horizontal level section). Visible (from the top) microstructure of the dentin and 
the fitting hybrid layer and sealer. 

 
Fig. 4. The SEM microphotograph of the section of etched dentin coated  by indirect bonding 
system Sy and H sealer. Visible magnified fragment of middle part of photography fig. 3. 
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In vitro and in vivo studies on application of X-ray microanalysis for assessment of 
penetration of selected elements included in sealing materials penetrating into dentine 
indicated that independent of type of conditions - in vitro or in vivo - an increased value of 
elements included in sealants and intermediate materials bonding to dentine was observed. 
Depth of penetration and concentration of elements in dentine depended on the method 
used for preparation of tissues. The highest concentration of elements on much wider and 
deeper surface was observed in in vivo samples, i.e. when tissue was etched, covered with 
intermediate material and then sealed, which shows that sealant infiltrated into sealed 
tissues, improving adhesion and tightness of the joint (33).  

One of the most decisive directions of research is improvement of adhesion of sealing 
materials to tooth’s hard surface, because in that way a microleakage of microorganisms or 
their substrates can be eliminated. The main disadvantage of contemporary adhesive 
materials is their limited stability in vitro. The most frequently quoted reason for clinical 
failure is loss of retention and marginal tightness, thus in order to extend clinical period of 
sealant use, one should focus on improvement of bonding stability of those biomaterials 
with tooth's tissues. The effectiveness of direct bonding of modern sealants is quite good, 
independent of their type, however during clinical trials bonding efficacy of some materials 
decreases dramatically, whereas others demonstrate higher stability (20). Results of clinical 
studies depend not only on patients and used materials but also on external factors, such as 
operator’s skills, type of light source, isolation method, type of instruments used for 
finishing of sealing material. Factors connected with the patient, such as age, oral hygiene, 
have a higher impact than any properties of sealing material. Also occlusal tension, eccentric 
stress is one of the main reasons for sealant loss. Additionally, apart from occlusal load, 
temperature changes in oral cavity may have a negative impact on tooth/material interface, 
which is associated with repeated contractions/expansions of filling material resulting from 
higher expansion factors of thermal contraction than those for tooth’s tissues. 

Tooth/sealing material interface may also be destroyed by its exposure to water and 
human bacterial enzymes present in saliva. Penetration of water into hybrid layer and 
subsequent release of resin components leads to ineffective polymerization in situ and to 
their degradation. Hydrolysis of remaining hydroxyapatites and collagen fibers 
insufficiently covered with resin additionally impairs long-term efficacy of bonding. 
Interfacial junction sealing material/tooth is subjected to both chemical and mechanical 
degradation. Chemical degradation is hydrolysis and plasticization of resin components, 
also associated with water penetration. Hydrolysis may disrupt a conventional bond, join 
different units of collagen fibers as well as resin polymers. The process can be aided by 
bacterial enzymes and by dentine itself. Then in turn catabolites are released together 
with residual monomers which may weaken the bonding mechanics and promote more 
water penetration. Water may also decrease fiction forces between polymer chains, which 
is called resin plasticization. Repetitive mechanical loads can also damage bonding 
cohesion. During each mastication cycle, the interfacial junction is strained. At some sites, 
concentration of tension may exceed the bond’s resistance to disruption, which results in 
formation of cracks that spread and lead to damage of material cohesion. A bond is more 
resistant to cracking in adhesive systems with microfiller particles compared to systems 
without microfiller particles (21,80). 
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All resin-based adhesive materials while shrinking induce tensions on interfacial junction, 
which may lead to crack formation and consequently to microleakage. It was proved that a 
microleakage may appear between the hybrid layer and dentine even when no crack is 
observed (2,79).  

5. Summary 
Taking into consideration a high prevalence and intensification of caries of lateral teeth in 
children, apart from other methods of caries prophylaxis, such as contact fluorization, which 
protects flat and contact surfaces of teeth - it is advisable to apply fissure sealants of lateral 
teeth, i.e. molars and premolars, starting with freshly erupted permanent first molars 
through subsequently erupting posterior teeth. In order to decrease caries prevalence in our 
population, it is necessary to conduct awareness-forming oral hygiene training, to create 
motivation for proper tooth brushing, to advise a diet aimed at reduction of carbohydrate 
consumption and elimination of additional meals. 

Results of numerous laboratory tests indicated that extension of enamel etching time 
significantly increased the stability of bonds with sealing material. Application of 
intermediate adhesive systems on enamel increased the strength of enamel bonding with 
sealing materials only slightly, whereas their application on dentine significantly improved 
bonding stability (about threefold) compared to dentine coated with sealant alone. An 
assessment of morphology of dentine joints where dentine was coated with bonding agents 
and sealant demonstrated occurrence of gapless joints, whereas when sealant was applied 
directly on dentine, joints with microcracks were formed. Elements included in sealing 
materials and adhesive systems penetrate into dentine deep and wide, improving retention 
and tightness of bonding with hard tissues of teeth.  

Sealants with fluorine release it into hard tissues of teeth. The level of emission depends on 
type of fluorine compound and its concentration in sealant. On the basis of literature 
analysis and own longitudinal clinical studies as well as laboratory tests I confirm the 
advisability of sealing procedure, expanding it not only on permanent first molars, but 
including also second molars and - in children requiring special care and having a high 
caries risk - premolars. Laboratory tests confirmed that that adhesion and tightness of joints 
between sealants and tooth’s hard tissues can be increased, and microleakage can be 
minimized. 
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1. Introduction 
Dental caries and periodontal disease are major public health problems that bother all 
countries in the world. Dental carie is an infectious, communicable disease that acid-forming 
bacteria of dental plaque can destroy tooth structure in the presence of fermentable 
carbohydrates such as sucrose, fructose, and glucose. The mineral content of teeth is 
sensitive to increases in acidity from the production of lactic acid. So, the infection results in 
loss of tooth minerals from the outer surface of the tooth and can progress through the 
dentin to the pulp, finally compromising the tooth vitality. Industrialized nations have 
controlled the problem with fluoride enriched water and personal hygiene products since 
early in the 1960s, but cariogenicity remains a crisis that economically burdens the health 
care system. Dental disease remains a “silent epidemic” in the world that threatens children 
and adults. The oral streptococci especially mutans Streptococci are related with the 
development of caries in humans and animals (Caglar et al., 2001; Natcher, 2001; Kargul, 
2003). For the past 150 years, the predominant mode of caries management has been the 
surgical approach, predating our current understanding and reliable with the original 
concept that dental caries was a gangrenous process resulting in extraction of carious teeth. 
Later, just the demineralized portions of the tooth were removed and replaced with an inert 
restorative material. This mechanical solution for a biological problem prevailed.  

Today, dental practitioners still teach the removal of diseased tooth structure which 
suggests we should expect a “cure”. The insight however, is that it has repeatedly been 
shown not to remove the causative infection. There is a paradigm shift in the management 
of dental caries. Research in cariology is sky-rocketing, bringing out hidden facts of this age-
old disease, but education and clinical practice are adopting them at a snail’s pace. In clinical 
practice dental caries is still being treated symptomatically, just like the common cold. 
Clinicians have adopted a comfort level from many years of practicing 'restorative' 
dentistry, but unlike the common cold that does not have a cure, dental caries has abundant 
options to be cured and eradicated (Anderson and Shi, 2006; Carounanidy, 2010). 

Throughout the past few decades, changes have been observed not only in the incidence of 
dental caries, but also in the distribution and pattern of the disease in the population. These 
changes have main hints for diagnosis and management of early lesions, predicting caries 
risk, and conducting effective disease prevention and management programs for 
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populations. In order to make continued progress in eliminating this, new strategies will be 
required (Natcher, 2001).The broad management of dental caries should involve the 
management of disease as well as the lesion. There is now an intense focus on preventive 
strategies. Essentially, all preventive treatment strategies either alter or modify the causative 
factors in dental caries etiology, such as diet, host, salivary, and microbial factors. 

Numerous anti-plaque agents available in the market have been tested for their ability to 
interfere dental biofilm formation or metabolism. However, due to several undesirable side 
effects associated with these agents, going along with the increasing global problem with 
antimicrobial drug resistance, the search for alternate agents is necessary (Tahmourespour, 
2011). Targeted agents are so expected to be highly specific, to pose an insignificant 
resistance development problem, and to have minimal effects on vital human cell functions. 
A suggested approach to overcome the limitations of the traditional disease management 
strategies is using inexpensive, effective, stable, novel and natural products as anti 
biofouling agent. Whole bacteria replacement therapy or using natural products of some 
bacteria such as the secondary metabolites of them for decreasing of oral cavity pathogens 
must be investigate. 

2. Biofilm formation, a pioneer step of dental caries 

Dental plaque has been discussed as a biofilm (figure 1). Donlan and Costerton (2002) 
presented the most relevant description of a biofilm.  

 
Fig. 1. Colored scanning electron micrograph of dental plaque (Streptococcus mutans bacteria 
are pink). 

They declared that a biofilm is “a microbially derived sessile community characterized by 
cells that are attached to a substrate or to each other, are embedded in a matrix of 
extracellular polymeric substances that they have produced, and exhibit an altered 
phenotype with respect to growth rate and gene transcription.”  

A biofilm is structured to maximize energy. Degree of organization and multispecies 
organization characterize the four stages of biofilm growth (Figure 2). There are four stages 
in the lifecycle whether the organism is planktonic or as member of a biofilm. Stage I is the 
inactive or least metabolically active state. Transformation from Stage I to Stage II needs 
significant genetic up-regulation. Stage III involves maturity of the biomass, and total 
organism concentration can come near 1011 or 1012 colony-forming units per milliliter. At this 
phase, new antigens may be expressed, genetic exchange enhanced and membrane transport 
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maximized. Stage IV (apoptosis or death) signals detachment or sloughing from the biofilm 
(Donlan & Costerton, 2002; Thomas et al., 2006). 

 
Fig. 2. Four stages of dental plaque biofilm growth: Stage I attachment (lag [not inert, but 
metabolically reduced]), Stage II growth (log [exponential growth]), Stage III maturity 
(stationary) and Stage IV dispersal (death) ( Thomas et al 2006). 

3. Dental plaque biofilm management 
For therapeutic purposes, it is necessary to attack the formed biofilm. For prophylactic 
purposes, it seems reasonable to target processes involved in the actual biofilm formation of 
single- or mixed-bacterial communities that have the potential to cause or support disease, 
without disturbing the balance of the normal flora. It is known that the mature oral biofilm 
is the result of a well regulated series of processes, which begins by adhesion of planktonic 
cells to the surfaces and could represent potential targets for biofilm control. 

The shift in the treatment paradigm incorporates the ecological plaque hypothesis, which 
states that prevention of disease should not only focus on the putative pathogens inhibition, 
but also on interference with environmental factors that drive selection and enrichment for 
these bacteria as reported by Marsh(2005). One of the key characteristics of biofilm that 
could be targets for dental plaque management includes its behavior as an adhesive mass. 

The environmental key factors in concerned with biofilm formation are the fermentable 
dietary carbohydrates and Streptococci, as pioneer strains, depend on them as an energy 
source (Tahmourespour et al., 2010). The cariogenicity of sugar-containing foods can be 
modified by many factors including the amount and type of carbohydrates, protective 
components (proteins, fats, calcium, phosphate, fluoride) and physical and chemical 
properties (liquid vs. solid retentiveness, solubility, pH, buffering capacity). The fact that 
sugars are readily metabolized by oral bacteria, leading to the production of organic acids 
and extra cellular polysaccharides such as glucan and fructan was shown repeatedly in 
clinical studies (Zero, 2004; Touger et al., 2003). Numerous studies have established the role 
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populations. In order to make continued progress in eliminating this, new strategies will be 
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Fig. 1. Colored scanning electron micrograph of dental plaque (Streptococcus mutans bacteria 
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of sugars in caries etiology and the importance of sugars as the principal dietary substrate 
that drives the caries process (Caglar et al., 2005; Touger et al., 2003; Loo et al., 2003).  

In a study, the ability of Mutans Streptococci to form biofilm measured in the presence of some 
sugars. The biofilm formation (percentage of strongely adherent strains in Fig. 3) in the 
presence of sucrose was higher than other carbohydrates significantly (p < 0.05). It is also 
revealed that the number of attached bacteria increased with the increase of sucrose 
concentration. The results corresponded to a non linear increase of attached bacteria 
(Tahmourespour et al., 2010). Therefore, among the various tested carbohydrates in this study 
and other different researches, sucrose is considered the most cariogenic dietary carbohydrate, 
because it is fermentable, and also serves as a best substrate for the synthesis of extracellular 
and intracellular polysaccharides and dental plaque formation (Brown et al., 2005; Bowen, 
2002; Cury et al., 2000; Pecharki et al., 2005; Ribeiro et al., 2005; Leme et al., 2006).  

Evidences show that expression of required genes for glucan and fructan synthesis, such as 
gtfB, gtfC and ftf, is well-regulated after initial adhesion and results in forming dental 
plaque, caries and other periodontal disease (Zero, 2004) 

 
Fig. 3. The effect of different substrates in the adherence potential of streptococcal isolates. 
All isolates were classified into four groups. Data are expressed as means and standard 
deviations of triplicate experiments (Tahmourespour et al., 2010) 

The ability of mutans Streptococci to adhere to teeth surfaces is vital for the progression of 
the disease. The bacterial adhesion mechanism is mediated by synthesis of both extracellular 
enzymes, glucosyltransferase (GTF) and fructosyltransferase (FTF). These extracellular 
enzymes identified in Streptococcus mutans are responsible for the synthesis of extracellular 
polysacharides such as glucans and fructans. These polymers are fundamental factors in 
dental biofilm formation. α-(1-3) - and α-(1-6)-linked glucan polymers through the concerted 
action of three secreted GTFs are encoded by the genes gtfB, gtfC and gtfD. In vitro studies 
have indicated that gtfB and gtfC are essential for the sucrose-dependent attachment of S. 
mutans cells to hard surfaces but gtfD is dispensable. The glucan polymers are involved in 
the colonization of cariogenic Streptococci and therefore have become a potential target for 
protection against dental caries. 

The comparison between the mRNA level of gtfB in planktonic, biofilm and unattached cells 
of S. mutans by real time RT PCR also showed that, the level of gtfB gene expression in the 
biofilm condition was significantly higher than the planktonic condition (Fig4). 
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Fig. 4. The comparison of gtfB gene expression level in different condition (planktonic cells 
in the absence of sucrose, attached cells in the present of 1% sucrose and unattached or 
detached cells from biofilm in the presence of 1% sucrose) (Tahmourespour et al., 2010).  

So, despite the fact that, the relationship between sugar consumption and caries is so strong; 
sugar consumption restriction still has an important role in prevention of caries going along 
with other new strategies. 

4. Probiotics 
In general, a probiotic, is a live microorganism which beneficially affects the host animal by 
improving its intestinal microbial balance. The concept of probiotic evolved from Elie 
Metchnikoff’s ideas that the bacteria in fermented products could compete with microbes 
that are harmful to host and are hence injurious to health. The term probiotic, meaning “for 
life,” is derived from the Greek language. It is the antonym of the term antibiotics, was 
introduced in 1965 by Lilly and Stillwell as substances produced by microorganisms which 
promote the growth of other microorganisms. Since then several definitions for probiotics 
have been proposed (Table 1). 
 

Year with reference Definition 
1965  
Lilly & Stillwell  

Substances produced by microorganisms that promote the 
growth of other microorganisms 

2001 
Schrezemeir & de Vrese  

A preparation of, or a product containing, viable, defined 
microorganisms in sufficient numbers, which alter the 
microflora (by implantation or colonization) 
in a compartment of the host and as such exert beneficial 
health effects in this host 

2001 
WHO/FAO report 

Live microorganisms that, when administered in adequate 
amounts, confer a health benefit on the host 

International Life Science 
Institute (ILSI) Europe 

a live microbial food ingredient that, when ingested in 
sufficient quantities, exerts health benefits on the consumer 

Table 1. Some definitions of probiotic bacteria. 

The idea in the beneficial effects of probiotics is based on the knowledge that the intestinal 
flora can protect humans against infection and interruption of this flora can enhance 
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susceptibility to infection. The most important sources of probiotics for humans are the 
bacteria in yogurt and fermented milk products. 

The valuable effects of probiotics may be mediated by direct antagonistic effect against 
specific groups of organisms, resulting in a decrease in numbers or by an effect on their 
metabolism or by stimulation of immunity (Ouwehand et al.,2001; Teugheles et al., 2008; 
Millette et al., 2008; Tahmourespour & Kermanshahi, 2011). 

Probiotics have been suggested to have the following properties and functions:  

• adherence to host epithelial tissue,  
• acid resistance and bile tolerance,  
• elimination of pathogens or reduction in pathogenic adherence,  
• production of acids, hydrogen peroxide and bacteriocins antagonistic to pathogen 

growth, 
• safety, non-pathogenic and non-carcinogenic, and  
• Improvement of intestinal microflora (Kaur et al. 2002; Ouwehand et al. 2002).  

Lactic Acid Bacteria or LAB, as the main probiotic species, are thought to be safe that have 
been ingested from foods without any problems for many years and are known as GRAS 
(Generally Recognized As Safe) bacteria that are important for animal health(Saito, 2004). 
The proposed mechanisms of the actions of probiotics are summarized in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Mechanisms of the actions of probiotics (Saito, 2004). 

Promising probiotic strains include members of the genera Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium 
and Enterococcus. The most commonly used probiotics mainly come from two genera 
Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium (table2). 
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others Bifidobacterium species lactobacillus species 

Bacillus cereus
Clostridium butyricum 
Escherichia coli 
Proprionibacterium freundendsreichii 
Saccheromyces boulardii 
Enterococcus faecalis 
Streptococcus thermophilus 

B bifidum lanimalisl
B. longum 
B. breve 
B. infantis 
B. lactis 
B. adolescentis 

L. acidophilus 
L. rhamnosus 
L. gasseri 
L. casei 
L. reuteri 
L. bulgaricus 
L. plantarum 
L. johnsonii 
L. lactis 

Table 2. The most commonly used probiotics. 

4.1 Oral microbiota as a source of probiotics 

The oral cavity is a complex habitat of a great diversity of microbial species.  

Recently, it has been estimated that over 1000 bacterial species are present in it. The most 
commonly used probiotic bacterial strains belong to the genera Lactobacillus and 
Bifidobacteria. So, there is of special interest to realize whether such microbes naturally 
inhabit the oral cavity. In the oral cavity, lactobacilli usually comprise 1% of the total 
cultivable bacteria; commonly isolated species include L .paracaseie, L.plantarum, L.rhamnosus, 
L.salivarius. Bifidobacterial species isolated from oral samples include B.bifidum, B.dentium 
and B.longum.  

A promising finding was that lactobacilli population differed in healthy and individuals 
with periodontal disease. In another study it is observed that healthy persons are populated 
by L. gasseriand L. fermentum, whereas the predominant species in periodontitis patients was 
L. plantarum while the first two were undetectable (Koll Kalis et al., 2005). Observations also 
showed that microorganisms with probiotic properties may really exist and inhabit in the 
oral cavity. Though, the complexity of biofilm development and interspecies interactions 
require more detailed investigations in order to state true probiotic candidates with activity 
in the oral cavity (Stamatova & Meurman, 2009). 

4.2 Probiotics and resistance to oral defense mechanisms 

At first, ingested probiotics are exposed to saliva. During this first step of contact, survival 
and resistance to oral environmental factors are very important. Salivary proteins such as 
lysozyme, lactoferrine, salivary peroxidase, and secretory IgA can collectively affect viability 
or cell surface morphology of probiotic species. The adhesion and metabolic activity of them 
is then affected. Saliva role on microbial establishment can be contradictory. In one hand, 
saliva can inhibit colonization of probiotics (by growth inhibition, killing, or prevention of 
adherence to host tissues), and on the other hand, it can promote microbial colonization. It 
has been observed that, Lysozyme pretreatment could significantly reduce the adhesion of 
L. rhamnosus GG, L. rhamnosus Lc705 and L. casei Shirota. However, the adhesive properties 
of L. johnsonii La1 and B. lactis Bb12 remained unaffected. These results highlight the strain-
specific response to proteolytic enzymes and this feature needs to be considered when 
selecting probiotics for the oral cavity.  
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Other studies have also shown that lysozyme pretreatment of lactobacilli can slightly 
increase their adhesiveness to saliva coated surfaces. Lysozyme pretreatment could not 
significantly reduce the viability of lactobacilli but cell surface alterations might have 
contributed to the increased adhesion. Further studies on the mechanism whereby lysozyme 
affects adhesion are necessitated (Stamatova & Meurman, 2009). 

Another aspect in oral establishment of probiotics is saliva-mediated aggregation.This 
ability is related to cell adherence properties. The adhesion mechanisms of lactobacilli 
involve hydrophobicity and surface charge, as well as specific carbohydrate and/or 
proteinaceous components. Organisms able to co-aggregate with other bacteria may have 
superior advantages over non-coaggregating organisms which are easily removed from the 
oral cavity. Recently, results have shown that L. salivarius was not able to form a biofilm in 
monoculture (in a microplate model), whereas when the species was added simultaneously 
with the inoculum of other commensal oral microorganisms, it established itself irrespective 
of pH. Similar findings were observed with L. plantarum SA-1 and L. rhamnosus that failed to 
form substantial biofilms in mono-culture but biofilm mass increased when cocultured with 
A. naeslundii (Filoche et al., 2004).  

4.3 Probiotics and oral health 

Several authors have suggested that probiotic bacteria could also be beneficial to oral health. 
Species of Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria may exert beneficial effects in the oral cavity by 
inhibiting cariogenic Streptococci and Candida spp (Bhardwaj, 2010). 

The mechanisms of probiotic action in the oral cavity could be similar to those described for 
the intestine. The mechanisms by which probiotics exert their effects are largely unknown, 
but may involve modifying pH, antagonizing pathogens through production of 
antimicrobial compounds, competing for pathogen binding and receptor sites, stimulating 
immune modulatory cells and producing lactase. It is also showed that they have influence 
to the immune system through several molecular mechanisms (Bhushan & Chachra, 2010). 

To have a beneficial effect in oral cavity, a probiotic should have a tendency to form a 
biofilm that acts as a protective lining for oral tissues against oral diseases. Probiotics strains 
have been shown to vary broadly in their adhesiveness to saliva-coated HA and so in 
biofilm formation ability. Among probiotics strains L. rhamnosus GG exhibited the 
maximum values of adhesion, comparable to those of the early tooth colonizer S. sanguinis. 
Dairy starter L. bulgaricus strains adhered poorly to sHA. 

Probiotic bacteria adhesion to oral soft tissues is another aspect that promotes their health 
effect to the host. Cell adhesion is a complex process involving contact between the bacterial 
cell and interaction with surfaces. The epithelial lining of the oral cavity despite its function 
as a physical barrier, actively participates in immune response. It has been shown that 
probiotic bacteria can stimulate local immunity and modulate the inflammatory response. 
Lactobacilli as well as other gram positive bacteria express ligands for toll-like receptors 
(TLRs) which initiate immune responses enabling detection of both pathogens and 
indigenous microbiota by epithelial cells. Recognition of commensal bacteria by these 
receptors (TLRs) is necessary for homeostasis, epithelial cells protection from injury and 
repair stimulation (Stamatova & Meurman, 2009). 
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Production of antimicrobial substances 
• Organic acids 
• Hydrogen peroxide 
• carbon peroxide, 
• diacetyl 
• Biosurfactants 
• Bacteriocins 

Binding in Oral Cavity 
• Compete with pathogens for adhesion sites 
• Involvement in metabolism of substrates 
       (competing with oral micro organisms for substrates available) 

Immuno modulatory 
• Stimulate non specific immunity 
• Modulate humoral and cellular immune response 

Modify oral conditions 
• Modification of oxidation reduction potential 
• Modulating pH 

Table 3. Possible mechanisms of a probiotic in oral health 

4.4 Probiotics and dental caries 

From a view point, probiotics (lactobacilli) could hydrolyse proteins, stimulate growth of 
streptococci: the streptococci are acidogenic bacteria and produce low pH conditions in the 
oral environment (Robinson and Tamine, 1981). Also untreated caries cavities should also be 
questioned at this point. On the other hand, in recent studies, it was stated that probiotic 
might decrease the risk of the highest level of Streptococcus mutans (Ahola et al, 2002) or 
might increases salivary counts of lactobacilli while S. mutans levels were not modified 
(Montalto et al, 2004). 

To have a beneficial effect in limiting or preventing dental caries, a probiotic must be able to 
adhere to dental surfaces and integrate into the bacterial communities making up the dental 
biofilm. Such a biofilm holds pathogens off oral tissues by filling a space which in future, 
could have served as a niche for pathogens, and it should also compete with and antagonize 
the cariogenic bacteria and thus prevent their proliferation (Caglar et al., 2005; Sheikh et al., 
2011). According to our researches, it is cleared that the presence of Lactobacillus Sp. Such as 
L. acidophilus DSM 20079, L. fermentum ATCC 9338 and L.rhamnosus ATCC 7469 can cause 
reduction in the adherence of Streptococcal strains that it is probably related to interaction 
between bacteria. The mutans streptococci adherence reduction was significantly stronger in 
the case of L. acidophilus and L. rhamnosus while in the other study showed that L. fermentum 
reduced the adherence of non mutans Streptococci more than mutans Streptococci (figure 6).  

In general, Inoculation of probiotic strain before Streptoccocal isolates to in vitro system 
showed more effect on adherence reduction (about 25% reduction in adherence) with 
significant difference (Pvalue< 0.05) especially in the case of L. rhamnosus. It is thought that 
adhesion reduction is likely due to bacterial interactions and colonization of adhesion sites 
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affects adhesion are necessitated (Stamatova & Meurman, 2009). 

Another aspect in oral establishment of probiotics is saliva-mediated aggregation.This 
ability is related to cell adherence properties. The adhesion mechanisms of lactobacilli 
involve hydrophobicity and surface charge, as well as specific carbohydrate and/or 
proteinaceous components. Organisms able to co-aggregate with other bacteria may have 
superior advantages over non-coaggregating organisms which are easily removed from the 
oral cavity. Recently, results have shown that L. salivarius was not able to form a biofilm in 
monoculture (in a microplate model), whereas when the species was added simultaneously 
with the inoculum of other commensal oral microorganisms, it established itself irrespective 
of pH. Similar findings were observed with L. plantarum SA-1 and L. rhamnosus that failed to 
form substantial biofilms in mono-culture but biofilm mass increased when cocultured with 
A. naeslundii (Filoche et al., 2004).  

4.3 Probiotics and oral health 

Several authors have suggested that probiotic bacteria could also be beneficial to oral health. 
Species of Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria may exert beneficial effects in the oral cavity by 
inhibiting cariogenic Streptococci and Candida spp (Bhardwaj, 2010). 

The mechanisms of probiotic action in the oral cavity could be similar to those described for 
the intestine. The mechanisms by which probiotics exert their effects are largely unknown, 
but may involve modifying pH, antagonizing pathogens through production of 
antimicrobial compounds, competing for pathogen binding and receptor sites, stimulating 
immune modulatory cells and producing lactase. It is also showed that they have influence 
to the immune system through several molecular mechanisms (Bhushan & Chachra, 2010). 

To have a beneficial effect in oral cavity, a probiotic should have a tendency to form a 
biofilm that acts as a protective lining for oral tissues against oral diseases. Probiotics strains 
have been shown to vary broadly in their adhesiveness to saliva-coated HA and so in 
biofilm formation ability. Among probiotics strains L. rhamnosus GG exhibited the 
maximum values of adhesion, comparable to those of the early tooth colonizer S. sanguinis. 
Dairy starter L. bulgaricus strains adhered poorly to sHA. 

Probiotic bacteria adhesion to oral soft tissues is another aspect that promotes their health 
effect to the host. Cell adhesion is a complex process involving contact between the bacterial 
cell and interaction with surfaces. The epithelial lining of the oral cavity despite its function 
as a physical barrier, actively participates in immune response. It has been shown that 
probiotic bacteria can stimulate local immunity and modulate the inflammatory response. 
Lactobacilli as well as other gram positive bacteria express ligands for toll-like receptors 
(TLRs) which initiate immune responses enabling detection of both pathogens and 
indigenous microbiota by epithelial cells. Recognition of commensal bacteria by these 
receptors (TLRs) is necessary for homeostasis, epithelial cells protection from injury and 
repair stimulation (Stamatova & Meurman, 2009). 
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Production of antimicrobial substances 
• Organic acids 
• Hydrogen peroxide 
• carbon peroxide, 
• diacetyl 
• Biosurfactants 
• Bacteriocins 

Binding in Oral Cavity 
• Compete with pathogens for adhesion sites 
• Involvement in metabolism of substrates 
       (competing with oral micro organisms for substrates available) 

Immuno modulatory 
• Stimulate non specific immunity 
• Modulate humoral and cellular immune response 

Modify oral conditions 
• Modification of oxidation reduction potential 
• Modulating pH 

Table 3. Possible mechanisms of a probiotic in oral health 

4.4 Probiotics and dental caries 

From a view point, probiotics (lactobacilli) could hydrolyse proteins, stimulate growth of 
streptococci: the streptococci are acidogenic bacteria and produce low pH conditions in the 
oral environment (Robinson and Tamine, 1981). Also untreated caries cavities should also be 
questioned at this point. On the other hand, in recent studies, it was stated that probiotic 
might decrease the risk of the highest level of Streptococcus mutans (Ahola et al, 2002) or 
might increases salivary counts of lactobacilli while S. mutans levels were not modified 
(Montalto et al, 2004). 

To have a beneficial effect in limiting or preventing dental caries, a probiotic must be able to 
adhere to dental surfaces and integrate into the bacterial communities making up the dental 
biofilm. Such a biofilm holds pathogens off oral tissues by filling a space which in future, 
could have served as a niche for pathogens, and it should also compete with and antagonize 
the cariogenic bacteria and thus prevent their proliferation (Caglar et al., 2005; Sheikh et al., 
2011). According to our researches, it is cleared that the presence of Lactobacillus Sp. Such as 
L. acidophilus DSM 20079, L. fermentum ATCC 9338 and L.rhamnosus ATCC 7469 can cause 
reduction in the adherence of Streptococcal strains that it is probably related to interaction 
between bacteria. The mutans streptococci adherence reduction was significantly stronger in 
the case of L. acidophilus and L. rhamnosus while in the other study showed that L. fermentum 
reduced the adherence of non mutans Streptococci more than mutans Streptococci (figure 6).  

In general, Inoculation of probiotic strain before Streptoccocal isolates to in vitro system 
showed more effect on adherence reduction (about 25% reduction in adherence) with 
significant difference (Pvalue< 0.05) especially in the case of L. rhamnosus. It is thought that 
adhesion reduction is likely due to bacterial interactions and colonization of adhesion sites 
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with probiotic strain before the presence of streptococci. Also, the probiotic strains were able 
to modify the proportion of the oral species within the biofilm (Tahmourespour & 
Kermanshahi, 2011).  

 
Fig. 6. The percentage of streptococcal adherence reduction in the presence of probiotic 
strains  

Nikawa et al. (2004) also reported that consumption of yoghurt containing lactobacillus 
reuteri (L. reuteri) over a period of 2 weeks reduced the concentration of S. mutans in the 
saliva by up to 80%. Comparable results were obtained by incorporating probiotics into 
chewing gum or lozenges. Comelli et al (2002) reported that inoculation of dairy strains 
before adding the oral bacteria did not increase their colonization. They also found that 
dairy strains and particularly L. lactis NCC2211 were able to modify the extent of oral species 
within the biofilm and also able to reduce cariogenic bacteria levels. They suggest that the 
reduction of these strains can be explained either by competition for adhesion sites or 
growth factors. Miller et al., in their study about the effect of microbial interaction on In 
Vitro plaque formation by Streptococcus mutans found that microbial interaction may have 
the potential to affect the amount and type of plaque formed, depending upon the kinds of 
organisms involved. They also reported that the addition of the lactobacilli to cultures of S. 
sanguis resulted in more inhibition of plaque formation when compared with pure cultures 
of S. sanguis. A 34% inhibition of plaque formation was observed when L. casei interacted 
with S. mutans NCTC 10449. Furthermore Simark-Mattsson et al. (2007) have shown the 
interference capacities of lactobacilli against strains of Streptococcus mutans and Streptococcus 
sobrinus. Meurman (2005) showed the inhibitory activity of Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG 
against Streptococcus mutans in low pH and it can be useful for preventing the cariogenic 
effects of oral streptococci. In vivo studies have also confirmed the effects of probiotic 
bacteria consumption on decreasing the risk of dental caries and mutans Streptococcus 
counts. Nase et al., (2001) reported long term consumption of milk containing the probiotic 
Lactobacillus rhamnosus CG strain reduced caries in kindergarten children. In one of the 
earlier studies, Marquis et al, demonstrated a potential probiotic approach for reducing 
dental caries by using oral Streptococci that are able to metabolize arginine or urea to 
ammonia. Cagler et al have showed a reduced S. mutans level in patients receiving fluid or 
tablet probiotic forms. In another study by Cagler et al a significantly reduced level was 
observed for S.mutans not for Lactobacillus in an ice-cream containing Bifidobacterium lactis 
(Caglar et al., 2005; Kargul et al., 2003). Lactobacilli have been used to deliver vaccine 
components for active immunization in vivo. In this way, the vectors, with the ability of the 
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streptococcal antigen I/II (S. mutans adhesion molecules) recognition were constructed and 
expressed in a strain of Lactobacilli. After the administration of such Lactobacilli to a rat 
model of dental caries development, S. mutans counts and caries scores were reduced 
obviously (Kruger et al., 2002). The above studies also suggest that consumption of products 
containing probiotic Lactobacilli or Bifidobacteria could reduce the number of mutans 
Streptococci in saliva. Oral probiotics may help fight tooth decay, since acid production 
from sugar is detrimental to teeth, care must be taken not to select strains with high 
fermentation capacity.  

However, according to the researches, it is cleared that, there are some attractive vehicles for 
probiotic intake such as using fermented dairy products containing probiotic bacteria (milk, 
cheese, yogurt and ice cream) and also chewing gum, candies, tablets and water containing 
probiotics. 

4.5 Probiotics-derived biosurfactant  

Lactobacilli, as a probiotic (because of it`s known probiotic potential and it`s acid resistance 
and bile salt`s tolerance), are believed to interfere with pathogens by different mechanisms 
(table 3) and one of their mechanisms is biosurfactant production. 

As it is mentioned before, lactobacilli have been recognized for their antimicrobial activity 
and ability to interfere with the adhesion of pathogens on epithelial cells and for their anti-
biofilm production on catheter devices and voice prostheses. The mechanisms of this 
interfering have been demonstrated to include, among others, the release of biosurfactants. 
Biosurfactants, a structurally diverse group of surface active molecules synthesized by 
microorganisms, have recently attracted attentions in biotechnology for industrial and 
medical applications. Because the reason, they had several advantages on synthetic 
surfactants, such as low toxicity, inherent good biodegradability and ecological 
acceptability. Biosurfactants include unique amphipathic properties derived from their 
complex structures, which include a hydrophilic moiety and a hydrophobic portion (Vater 
et al. 2002). The use of biosurfactants from probiotic bacteria as antimicrobial and/or anti-
adhesive agents has been studied before and their ability to inhibit adhesion of various 
micro organisms isolated from explanted voice prostheses has been demonstrated 
(Rodrigues et al. 2004). Biosurfactants adsorption to a surface modifies its hydrophobicity, 
interfering in the microbial adhesion and desorption processes; so, the release of 
biosurfactants by probiotic bacteria in vivo can be considered as a defence weapon against 
other colonizing strains (van Hoogmoed et al., 2004; Rodrigues et al., 2006). Consequently, 
previous adsorption of biosurfactants can be used as a preventive strategy to delay the onset 
of pathogenic biofilm growth, reducing the use of synthetic drugs and chemicals. 

In a study, we showed that the biosurfactant derived from probiotic bacteria (L.acidophilus, 
L. fermentum and L. rhamnosus) could reduce the adhesion of S. mutans to the surfaces (fig 7) 
(Glass slide or Polystyrene micro titer plates). They also could make streptococcal chains 
shorter. 

Other researchers demonstrated that, the biosurfactants from L. acidophilus RC14 and L. 
fermentum B54 could interfere in the adhesion and biofilm formation of the S. mutans. Also, it 
is reported that, the release of biosurfactant from S. mitis BMS could interfere in the 
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with probiotic strain before the presence of streptococci. Also, the probiotic strains were able 
to modify the proportion of the oral species within the biofilm (Tahmourespour & 
Kermanshahi, 2011).  
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streptococcal antigen I/II (S. mutans adhesion molecules) recognition were constructed and 
expressed in a strain of Lactobacilli. After the administration of such Lactobacilli to a rat 
model of dental caries development, S. mutans counts and caries scores were reduced 
obviously (Kruger et al., 2002). The above studies also suggest that consumption of products 
containing probiotic Lactobacilli or Bifidobacteria could reduce the number of mutans 
Streptococci in saliva. Oral probiotics may help fight tooth decay, since acid production 
from sugar is detrimental to teeth, care must be taken not to select strains with high 
fermentation capacity.  

However, according to the researches, it is cleared that, there are some attractive vehicles for 
probiotic intake such as using fermented dairy products containing probiotic bacteria (milk, 
cheese, yogurt and ice cream) and also chewing gum, candies, tablets and water containing 
probiotics. 

4.5 Probiotics-derived biosurfactant  

Lactobacilli, as a probiotic (because of it`s known probiotic potential and it`s acid resistance 
and bile salt`s tolerance), are believed to interfere with pathogens by different mechanisms 
(table 3) and one of their mechanisms is biosurfactant production. 

As it is mentioned before, lactobacilli have been recognized for their antimicrobial activity 
and ability to interfere with the adhesion of pathogens on epithelial cells and for their anti-
biofilm production on catheter devices and voice prostheses. The mechanisms of this 
interfering have been demonstrated to include, among others, the release of biosurfactants. 
Biosurfactants, a structurally diverse group of surface active molecules synthesized by 
microorganisms, have recently attracted attentions in biotechnology for industrial and 
medical applications. Because the reason, they had several advantages on synthetic 
surfactants, such as low toxicity, inherent good biodegradability and ecological 
acceptability. Biosurfactants include unique amphipathic properties derived from their 
complex structures, which include a hydrophilic moiety and a hydrophobic portion (Vater 
et al. 2002). The use of biosurfactants from probiotic bacteria as antimicrobial and/or anti-
adhesive agents has been studied before and their ability to inhibit adhesion of various 
micro organisms isolated from explanted voice prostheses has been demonstrated 
(Rodrigues et al. 2004). Biosurfactants adsorption to a surface modifies its hydrophobicity, 
interfering in the microbial adhesion and desorption processes; so, the release of 
biosurfactants by probiotic bacteria in vivo can be considered as a defence weapon against 
other colonizing strains (van Hoogmoed et al., 2004; Rodrigues et al., 2006). Consequently, 
previous adsorption of biosurfactants can be used as a preventive strategy to delay the onset 
of pathogenic biofilm growth, reducing the use of synthetic drugs and chemicals. 

In a study, we showed that the biosurfactant derived from probiotic bacteria (L.acidophilus, 
L. fermentum and L. rhamnosus) could reduce the adhesion of S. mutans to the surfaces (fig 7) 
(Glass slide or Polystyrene micro titer plates). They also could make streptococcal chains 
shorter. 

Other researchers demonstrated that, the biosurfactants from L. acidophilus RC14 and L. 
fermentum B54 could interfere in the adhesion and biofilm formation of the S. mutans. Also, it 
is reported that, the release of biosurfactant from S. mitis BMS could interfere in the 
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adhesion of the cariogenic S. mutans to glass in the presence and absence of a salivary 
conditioning film. Others also confirmed that biosurfactants had inhibitory effect on 
bacterial adhesion and also biofilm formation. However; the precise mechanisms of such 
effects have not yet been explained. It seems to be highly dependent on biosurfactant type 
and the properties of the target bacteria. The simplest way to explain biosurfactant 
antiadhesion and antibiofilm activities would be their direct antimicrobial action. However, 
the antimicrobial activity of biosurfactants has not been observed in all cases 
(Tahmourespour et al., 2011 & vater et al., 2002). Thus, it is reported that the way in which 
surfactants influenced bacterial surface interactions appeared to be more closely related to 
the changes in surface tension and bacterial cell-wall charge. These factors are very 
important in overcoming the initial electrostatic repulsion barrier between the 
microorganism cell surface and its substrate. Surfactants may affect both cell-to-cell and cell-
to-surface interactions. Their results support the idea that lactobacilli-derived agents 
remarkably have an effect on these interactions. 

 
Fig. 7. The mean of adherence reduction percentage of mutans streptococci in presence of 
biosurfactants derived from L. acidophilus, L. rhamnosus and L.fermentum (Unpublished data).  

As it is clear, colonization of the teeth by mutans streptococci has been associated with the 
etiology and pathogenesis of dental caries in humans. The ability of these organisms, 
particularly Streptococcus mutans, to synthesize extracellular glucans from sucrose using 
glucosyltransferases (Gtfs) is a major virulence factor of this bacterium.  

The Gtfs secreted by S. mutans (particularly GtfB and GtfC) provide specific binding sites for 
either bacterial colonization of the tooth surface or attachment of bacteria to each other, 
modulating the formation of tightly adherent biofilms, the precursor of dental caries (Koo et 
al. 2010; Murata et al. 2010). However, the ability of S. mutans to adhere to the tooth surface 
is vital for the initiation and progression of dental caries. α-(1-3)- and α-(1-6)-linked glucan 
polymers are encoded by the genes gtfB, gtfC, and gtfD. In vitro studies have indicated that 
gtfB and gtfC are essential for the sucrose-dependent attachment of S. mutans cells to hard 
surfaces, but gtfD is dispensable (Yoshida et al. 2005). Therefore, these genes have become a 
potential target for protection against dental caries. 

The effect of L. fermentum and L. acidophilus biosurfactant on gtfB and gtfC gene expression 
levels was also investigated in our other studies. The expression of these genes and the 
production of insoluble extracellular glucans mediate the attachment of S. mutans not only 
to surfaces but also to other active types of bacteria that are favorable to the organisms for 
the persistent colonization of tooth surfaces. Additionally, gtf genes are known virulence 
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factors associated with the pathogenesis of dental caries and a high content of insoluble 
glucans in dental plaque, which is related to an elevated risk of biofilm cariogenicity in 
humans. Several environmental factors can influence the expression and activity of the gtf 
enzymes. The existence of various enzymes in the process of carbohydrate metabolism and 
transport, glucan synthesis and secretion and degradation in the oral streptococci, in 
addition to factors that involve Post-translational modifications of the gtf enzymes, have 
traditionally complicated the understanding of regulatory studies (Wen et al. 2010).  

Our results (figure 8 & 9) suggest that either the L .fermentum or L. acidophilus derived 
biosurfactants themselves or a putative signaling molecule in the extract down-regulated the 
expression level of genes that play an important role in the process of S. mutans attachment 
and biofilm formation. In addition to down regulating gtfB and gtfC (genes involved in 
insoluble glucan production), it may also have an effect on converting gtf activity from 
producing insoluble glucans to water-soluble glucans, hence accounting for reduced S. 
mutans biofilm adherence, and this should be studied in the future. 

 
Fig. 8. The effect of L.fermentum.-derived biosurfactant on gtfB/C in immobilized biofilm of 
S. mutans ATCC 35668; The mRNA expression levels were calibrated relative to the control 
group (in the absence of biosurfactant)( Tahmourespour et al.,2011, Biofouling) .  

 
Fig. 9. The effect of L.acidophilus-derived biosurfactant on gtfB/C in immobilized biofilm of 
S. mutans ATCC 35668; The mRNA expression levels were calibrated relative to the control 
group (in the absence of biosurfactant) (Tahmourespour et al.,2011, Brazillian J of 
Microbiology). 
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adhesion of the cariogenic S. mutans to glass in the presence and absence of a salivary 
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Other studies have focused on the production and gene regulation of virulence factors, such 
as gtfs, which play an important role in biofilm formation by S. mutans, for controlling 
dental caries (Tamwsada and Kawabata 2004; Huang et al. 2008). The ability of S. mutans to 
produce extracellular polysaccharides from dietary carbohydrates has been demonstrated to 
significantly enhance its cariogenicity. Thus, the less extracellular polysaccharide produced, 
the lower the cariogenicity of S. mutans. Also it is demonstrated that chemical surfactants 
exerted different effects on the synthesis of glucosyltransferases in S. mutans; Tween 80 sig 
nificantly increased the level of gtfs, while Triton X-100 decreased gtf levels. So, It is 
proposed that the secondary metabolite of the probiotic bacteria (L.fermentum and 
L.acidophilus) decreases the expression level of gtf genes and therefore may be useful for the 
control of S. mutans and possibly other species. 

4.6 Safty aspects of probiotics  

Although probiotics can affect most important caries pathogens, lactobacilli may correlate 
with caries development. Some strains of Lactobacillus spp., together with S. mutans, play a 
key role in development of dental caries. The production of organic acids from dietary 
carbohydrates is also a main factor in dental caries progression. If lactobacilli taken orally 
are able to adhere or temporarily establish themselves in the oral environment, their 
metabolism and acid production should not support caries induction. Studies addressing 
sugar fermentation has shown a strain dependent 

pH drop and the decrease was the fastest with glucose for all tested strains, thus 
highlighting the acidogenic potential of probiotics. The diversity of in vitro results does not 
allow clear conclusions about which probiotics may add benefit to the oral cavity. More 
large scale, multicenter clinical investigations are required to support the true effectiveness 
of probiotics in the prevention of oral and dental diseases.  

It has been also observed that caries free subjects are colonized by lactobacilli that possess a 
significantly increased potential to suppress the growth of mutans streptococci compared 
with caries active or arrested subjects (Stamatova & Meurman, 2009). Finally, it can be 
concluded that the lactobacilli effect on caries prevention seems favorable when probiotic 
strains are well selected. 

Furthure more, it should be mentioned that, orally lactobacillus species are well tolerated by 
about every one. Flatulence or gas is the most common side effect of Lactobacilli 
supplementation. It is usually very mild and goes away after 2 or 4 days. 
Immunocompromised people should be careful with the probiotics use as there have been 
reports of entering the blood stream (sepsis) in these individuals. 

Bifidobacteria, is not associated with any side effects. It can occasionally cause mild diarrhea 
in children. 

5. Future directions 
According to the researches, probiotic bacteria have been characterized for different oral 
health purposes, including caries, periodontal diseases, and halitosis.  

Genetically modified microbes including probiotics can take a new dimension to the concept 
of probiotics. Their main aim is the reduction of harmful effects of pathogenic strains 
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naturally colonizing the oral cavity. The modified strain could then be used to replace the 
original pathogen. They also could be used to increase the properties of a potentially 
beneficial strain. In field of oral immunology, probiotics are being used as passive local 
immunization vehicles against dental caries. Bacteriophages, have also been detected in oral 
pathogens, such as Actinobacillus Actinomycetemcomitans (Sheikh et al., 2011). 

 The selection of the best probiotic for oral health and investigation the effect of other 
probiotic’s metabolites on virulence genes and other traits of S. mutans are also issues that 
calls for further studies. It is possible that the administration way of probiotics might 
positively affect the effects observed as related to mutans streptococci reduction. So, further 
studies regarding the selection of best way for probiotic administration are necessitated. 

Furthermore, the dosage of probiotic administration in each indication should be defined. 
Probiotics should be administered carefully and cautiously, and only on the basis of strong 
scientific evidence. Such evidence should direct the cautious, deliberate addition of clinically 
proven probiotics to commonly consumed food products to allow consumers to 
conveniently benefit from these organisms. Finally, safety issues are very important with 
any kind of bacteriotherapy. 

Consequently, future studies should be conducted to investigate if phage therapy might be 
applied for oral and dental diseases in the same way as has been attempted for systemic 
infections.  

6. Conclusion  
Adhesion reduction can be an effective way on decreasing cariogenic potential of oral 
streptococci and all of the evidence has shown that probiotic bacteria such as Lactobacillus 
spp. can affect the oral ecology. In general, the above promising results suggest a potentially 
beneficial application of probiotics for the prevention of dental caries. These data also 
suggest that biosurfactant treatment can provide an option for controlling biofilm 
development and also influence the adhesive ability of bacterial pathogens  
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1. Introduction 
Laser technology has been in the scope of dentistry community since Stern & Sognnaes 
(1964) studied laser application on dental hard tissues. Lasers have become an attractive 
instrument for many dental procedures including soft tissues surgery (Sperandio et al., 
2011), decontamination (Benedicenti et al., 2008; Koba et al., 1998) and for assuring anti-
inflammatory effects (Lang-Bicuto et al., 2008). In restorative dentistry, laser has been used 
successfully for cavity preparation (De Moor et al., 2010; Obeidi et al., 2009), caries 
prevention (Namoour et al., 2011; Rechmann et al., 2011; Zezell et al., 2009), caries 
decontamination (Namour et al., 2011) and caries removal (Neves et al., 2011; White et al., 
1993). For that, high intensity lasers are indicated, which are able to promote controlled 
temperature rise in a small and specific area of dental hard tissue (Ana et al., 2007). 
Depending on the temperature rise and the interaction of laser irradiation with dental 
tissues, it is possible to produce specific micro structural and/or mechanical changes related 
to a correct clinical application. 

The use of lasers for cavity preparation and caries removal is based on the ablation 
mechanism, in which dental hard tissue can be removed by thermal and/or mechanical 
effect during laser irradiation (Seka et al., 1996). This mechanism relies on the type of tissue 
to be irradiated, as well as the characteristics of laser equipments. The knowledge of laser 
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running mode, with pulse durations of microseconds (µs). Considering that laser 
wavelength must be absorbed by enamel and dentin to assure the efficient caries removal 
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are erbium and CO2 (λ = 9.6 µm) lasers. However, the CO2 (λ = 9.6 µm) systems are not 
commercially available for applications in dentistry.  

Considering the advances in technology for the development of ultra short pulse lasers 
(USPLs) (Niemz, 1995; Strickland & Mourou, 1985), efforts have been implemented to 
understand their interaction with dental hard tissues and to determine safe and proper 
parameters to provide a future clinical application in dentistry (Altshuler et al., 1994; Freitas 
et al., 2010; Kruger et al., 1999; Lizarelli et al., 2008; Strassl et al., 2008). Due to the extremely 
short pulse length, these systems promote precise cutting and have a strong potential for 
obtaining well-defined cavities and controlled caries removal (Niemz, 2004; Serbin et al., 
2002). Also, due to the use of low energies per pulse, it is possible to adjust parameters 
bellow the ablation threshold for sound tissue which, at the same time, can ablate and 
remove the carious tissue (Niemz, 2004; Strassl et al., 2008). In this way, the selective 
removal of carious tissue could be seen as a minimal intervention that does not depend on 
the professional experience, but essentially relies on the tissue chemistry (Serbin et al., 2002).  

The operation of laser systems and interactions with dental hard tissues, the clinical 
diagnosis and the knowledge of the characteristics of the tissue to be irradiated are 
extremely important to assure a well-succeeded therapy. Professionals must evaluate the 
mineralization degree and chemical composition of the tissue to be removed, the extension 
and localization of caries, the activity degree of lesions and the interference of the irradiation 
on the restorative procedure.    

In this chapter, focus will be given on the last developments concerning the use of high-
intensity lasers in restorative dentistry, describing the different laser wavelengths, the 
mechanisms of interaction with dental hard tissue and the influence of pulse width on 
removing these tissues. Also, the effects of laser irradiation on carious tissues will be 
described, and the possibility of removing dental caries with laser irradiation will be 
discussed to help dentists to choose a suitable equipment and technique for improving their 
clinical practice.  

2. Laser interaction with dental hard tissues 
Depending on laser wavelength and tissue characteristics, laser irradiation can be absorbed, 
scattered, reflected or transmitted into dental tissues (Ana et al., 2006; Featherstone, 2000; 
Niemz, 2004; Seka et al., 1996). These effects must be well known by professionals to help 
them choose the best equipment for a specific clinical application and to avoid thermal and 
mechanical damages to the target and surrounding tissues. Depending on the clinical 
situation, dentists need different laser wavelengths and irradiation parameters to obtain 
distinct effects on the same tissue. 

Considering the applications in restorative dentistry, the conventional high-intensity 
infrared lasers can be well-suited for caries removal (Neves et al., 2010; Tachibana et al., 
2008; White et al., 1993), cavity preparation (De Moor & Delme, 2010; Moldes et al., 2009; 
Obeidi et al., 2009;) and tissue conditioning (Botta et al., 2009; Dundar & Gunzel, 2011). For 
that, continuous emission lasers or pulsed laser longer than 1 picosecond should be well 
absorbed by the main components of teeth, i.e., water and hydroxyapatite; to promote the 
desired thermal and mechanical effects on these tissues, in a process called thermal ablation 
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due to a thermomechanical effect (Fried, 2000; Niemz, 1995; Seka et al., 1996). For shorter 
pulses, such as femtosecond laser pulses, the ablation occurs due to non-linear interactions 
with the tissue resulting in a plasma-mediated ablation. 

The thermal ablation process that occurs in dental hard tissues is also known as explosive 
(water-mediated) tissue removal (Fried, 2000; Niemz, 1995; Seka et al., 1996). In a few words, 
this process can be explained as a result of the fast heating of the subsurface water confined 
by the hard tissue matrix, due to the higher interaction with infrared laser irradiation. The 
heating of these water molecules leads to an increase on molecular vibration and, 
consequently, an increase on subsurface pressures that can exceed the strength of the above 
tissue. Finally, it can be noted an “explosion” of tissue due to the material failure, resulting 
in the material removal. This process happens in temperatures below the melting point of 
dental hard tissues (around 1200oC) and varies according to the laser wavelength (e.g., 
Er:YAG reaches 300o C at the ablation threshold, while Er,Cr:YSGG reaches 800o C and CO2 
9.6 µm reaches 1000o C) ((Seka et al., 1996; Fried et al., 1996). This process has been studied 
for the past 30 years, with the intention of choosing the best laser wavelength and parameter 
to effectively promote tissue removal or selective caries removal with minimal thermal 
consequences (Stern & Sognnaes, 1964; White et al., 1993; Neves et al., 2010; Ana et al., 2007; 
Seka et al., 1996; Tachibana et al., 2008; Moldes et al., 2009; Botta et al., 2009; Dundar & 
Gunzel, 2011).  

For understanding how laser irradiation can provide a more conservative treatment of caries 
lesions, the chemical composition of target tissue must be known by the professional. 
Human enamel is composed by 95% hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH2)), 4% water and 1% 
collagen fibers (Gwinnett, 1992); as well as human dentine contains 70% hydroxyapatite, 
20% collagen fibers and 10% water (Ziip & Bosch, 1993). Considering the differences in 
composition and the higher resonance of Er:YAG (λ = 2.94 µm) by water (λ = 3 µm), we can 
infer that Er:YAG laser can ablate dentin faster than enamel. The same rule is valid when 
comparing carious tissue with sound ones, taking into account that decayed tissues have a 
significant higher amount of water. In this way, in a clinical application, professionals can 
observe easier caries removal when compared to the removal of sound surrounding tissues, 
and this fact can influence the laser irradiation parameters that should be used for different 
application.  

Dental enamel and dentin have a weak absorption in the visible (400–700 nm) and near-
infrared (1064 nm) wavelength ranges; however, absorption bands of water and carbonated 
hydroxyapatite is found from 2.7 to 11 µm (Figure 1) (Ana et al., 2006; Fried 2000). The 
optical penetration of Nd:YAG on enamel is significantly high, indicating that the dentin 
irradiation with Nd:YAG laser can affect the pulp tissue in case of high energy densities, 
long exposure or in the absence of a photoabsorber (Boari et al., 2009). However, Nd:YAG 
laser can be indicated for removal of stained caries tissue, promoting a selective removal of 
caries lesion without pulpal damages due to the higher interaction of Nd:YAG by pigments 
(Seka et al., 1996), as it was demonstrated by a clinical trial performed by White et al. (1993).  

Considering the use of Er,Cr:YSGG laser, literature evidences (Stock et al., 1997) that the 2.78 
µm is strongly absorbed by the dental hard tissue since the optical absorption coefficient of 
enamel is about 7000 cm−1. In this way, the optical penetration is a few micrometers smaller 
than the obtained by Er:YAG laser.  
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Fig. 1. Absorption coefficients for the main chromophores of biological tissues (Ana et al., 
2006). 

Since the approval of erbium lasers for dental hard tissues use by FDA in 90’s, Er:YAG and 
Er,Cr:YSGG have been extensively studied for caries therapy. The literature present a 
number of advantages over the high-speed drills for the removal of caries, such as reduction 
of pain, noise, vibration (Fried, 2000; Niemz, 2004; Seka et al., 1996; White et al., 1993), the 
possibility of selective removal (Eberhard et al., 2005; Neves et al., 2010) and the changes in 
chemical composition of remaining tissue (Ana et al., 2006; Bachmann et al., 2009; Botta et 
al., 2011), leading to a tissue that is resistant to demineralization. That is why erbium lasers 
can be considered a clinical reality in dental offices.  

3. The use of erbium lasers for caries therapy 
The erbium lasers are solid-state lasers produced with different types of matrix crystals. 
Some of them, such as Er:YAG (λ = 2.94 µm), Er,Cr:YSGG (λ = 2.78 µm), Er:YLF (λ = 2.81 
µm), Er:YAG (λ = 2.73 µm) and CTE:YAG (λ = 2.69 µm), were already studied for ablation of 
dental hard tissues (Altshuler et al., 1994). From all of them, the most popular and with 
commercially available equipments for dentistry are Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG.  

Comparing the absorption of Er:YAG with Er,Cr:YSGG lasers by dental hard tissues, it is 
possible to observe that Er:YAG have a strong interaction with OH- from water molecules 
contained in the teeth, while Er,Cr:YSGG is better absorbed by water and OH- contents of 
hydroxyapatite (Figure 2)(Ana et al., 2006). Due to this fact, Er:YAG promotes surface 
temperatures up to 300o C at the ablation threshold, and Er,Cr:YSGG reaches 800o C during 
ablation of enamel (Fried et al., 1996).  

Although it have been tested some erbium lasers operating in the Q-switched mode (with 
pulse duration in the range of ns) (Fried, 2000), the commercially available erbium lasers 
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operate in free running mode, with pulse duration of 150-400 µs. This pulse duration is 
shorter than the thermal relaxation time of dental hard tissues (< 1ms) (Niemz, 2004), which 
provide heat dissipation during ablation and avoid excessive heat transmission to the pulp, 
for instance. However, at higher energy per pulses, erbium lasers can induce thermal 
injuries to dental hard tissue, such as the presence of microcracks, melting or even 
carbonization. In this way, during the clinical application, it is essential to use the correct set 
up of laser parameters and the use of an adequate air-water spray to provide proper 
refrigeration and avoid these side effects. However, although the presence of a thin layer of 
water can increase the ablation process (Fried at al., 2002), an excessive water layer can 
decrease erbium interaction with dental hard tissues (Niemz, 2004); in this way, the use of 
saliva suction is recommended.  

 
Fig. 2. Absorbance of water and hydroxyapatite and their relation with Er:YAG and 
Er,Cr:YSGG lasers (Ana et al., 2006). 

Er:YAG lasers became popular for using in dental hard tissues at the end of 1980s, when 
researchers tested the Er:YAG for ablation of enamel, dentin and caries lesions on extracted 
teeth (Hibst & Keller, 1989). Since then, several studies have been performed to determine 
parameters and conditions for a safe and efficient application in daily practice for soft and 
hard tissue applications (Altshuler et al., 1994; De Moor & Delme, 2010; Eberhard et al., 
2005; Fried et al., 1996, 2002; Hibst & Keller, 1989; Moldes et al., 2009; Neves et al., 2010; 
Stock et al., 1997; White et al., 1994). On the other hand, the popularity of Er,Cr:YSGG laser 
started later, since the first studies tested the possibility of ablation of dental hard tissues on 
early 90’s. In vitro (Altshuler et al., 1994; Ana et al., 2007; Bachmann et al., 2009; Botta et al., 
2011; Dundar & Guzel, 2011; Fried et al., 1996; Moldes et al., 2009; Obeidi et al., 2009; Stock 
et al., 1997; Tachibana et al., 2008) and in vivo (Yazici et al., 2010; Yilmaz et al., 2011) studies 
confirmed the feasibility of this wavelength for several applications on dental hard tissues, 
such as cavity preparation and caries removal.   
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During cavity preparation, the ablation of sound enamel by Er:YAG laser promotes cavities 
with rough enamel margins, with irregular and rugged walls, with depth that depends on 
the energy density and pulse width (Navarro et al., 2010). As well, it is reported the absence 
of smear layer, cracks, carbonization or melting if the adequate parameters and refrigeration 
were used (Botta et al., 2009). As Er:YAG, the enamel cavities produced by Er,Cr:YSGG laser 
irradiation present their floor with fissures and conical craters with sharp enamel 
projections and, in some areas, with the exposition of the enamel rods. The roughness of 
cavities is also dependent on the energy densities used (Ana et al., 2007; Olivi et al., 2010; 
Tachibana et al., 2008).  

In sound dentin, due to the differences in composition and morphology, erbium lasers 
promote a higher removal of peritubular than the intertubular dentin. In this way, both 
Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG promote the formation of rough surfaces with opened dentinal 
tubules, absence of smear layer, cracks or melting, with protrusion of peritubular dentin due 
to its less amount of water when compared to the intertubular dentin (Botta et al., 2009, 
2011). The irregularities promoted by laser irradiation vary according to the energy density 
applied. Considering these facts, the differences in temperature rises at the ablation 
threshold promoted by Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG seem to be unable to induce significant 
distinct morphological effects during cavity preparation. 

In contrast, the use of high-speed drills for cavity preparation promotes enamel and dentin 
cavities flattened, with smooth internal walls and geometrically well-defined shapes, with 
closed dentinal tubules and presence of smear layer (Botta et al., 2009; Navarro et al., 2010). 
These characteristics, as well as the changes in chemical and crystalline structure in 
remaining tissue promoted by laser irradiation, must be taken into consideration in order to 
choose an appropriate adhesive system for composite restoration, since the adhesive 
systems interact in a different way with laser or bur treated tissues (Moretto et al., 2011).  

Erbium lasers are also effective on removal of dental caries. In vitro studies revealed that 
Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG can selectively remove dental caries due to the higher amount of 
water and organic content when compared to sound tissues (Eberhard et al., 2008; 
Tachibana et al., 2008); in this way, it is possible to obtain a conservative therapy, with no 
removal of sound tissue and lack of thermal damages. However, the adjustment of laser 
energy density in commercial equipments is sometimes difficult to promote the selective 
ablation of infected dentin and in order to preserve the affected dentin, and the clinical 
results still depend on the experience and knowledge of the professional, added to the use of 
manual instruments for correct diagnosis of remaining tissue. In fact, clinical trials report the 
well acceptance of patients (Dommisch et al., 2008; Krause et al., 2008), the maintenance of 
pulp vitality and marginal seal, the good quality of restorations and the absence of 
secondary caries even after two years (Yazici et al., 2010). Also, it is reported that these 
lasers can fulfill the requirements of Minimal Invasive Dentistry, due to the possibility of 
conservation of the sound tissue structure during caries removal and to the possibility of 
surface decontamination of affected dentin (Kornblit et al., 2008).  

To determine an end point for caries removal, there are some equipments that associate 
Er:YAG laser irradiation to the diagnosis by laser fluorescence (Dommisch et al., 2008; 
Eberhard et al., 2008; Jepsen et al., 2008; Krause et al., 2008;). The essential principle of this 
application is that the fluorescence of sound tissue differs from the fluorescence of carious 
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tissue due to the variation in chemical composition, such as the presence of proteins, 
bacteria and other contents. In this equipment, the fluorescence is induced by red laser that 
emits at the wavelength of 655 nm, and the Er:YAG laser is turned off when significant 
changes on fluorescence are detected during caries removal, established by a cut-off value 
that indicates that all decayed tissue was removed. Some in vitro (Eberhard et al., 2008; 
Jepsen et al., 2008) and in vivo (Dommisch et al., 2008; Krause et al., 2008) studies showed the 
feasibility of this equipment; however, there is no consensus about the correct values of cut-
off in different clinical conditions. Also, it must be emphasized that there are limitations of 
this technique mainly in dentin (Eberhard et al., 2008; Krause et al., 2008), when false-
positive can be reported due to the presence of pigments in affected or tertiary dentin, for 
instance, which should not be removed. In this way, the association of manual instruments 
and is still necessary to assure a safe and correct clinical removal of dental caries.   

Clinical trials have demonstrated that Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG lasers can be considered a 
safe and efficient treatment for caries removal, since it is reported pulpal response and 
histological effects similar to those obtained by the use of conventional bur. Also, due to the 
lack of noise, pressure, discomfort and sometimes the necessity of local anesthesia, it is 
reported a good compliance of patients, mainly the pediatric ones. However, it must be 
emphasized that the time necessary to remove caries by laser irradiation is almost two or 
three times longer than the bur treatment, depending on the repetition rate and energy 
density (Navarro et al., 2010; Yamada et al., 2001). The increase of energy density and 
repetition rate can lead to discomfort and pain to patients, besides increasing the surface 
temperatures. For this reason the strategies used for improving the laser ablation speed are 
limited (Navarro et al., 2010). 

4. Influence of pulse width on tissue removal 
Although the pulse duration of most commercial lasers (range of µs) is shorter than the 
thermal relaxation time of dental hard tissues, laser ablation promotes irregular cavities 
(depending on composition of target tissue), desiccation of the surface (due to the removal 
of underlying water) and the presence of few microcracks (related to the energy density), 
the amount of water coolant and the repetition rate must be adjusted during the clinical 
procedure. 

The adjustment of repetition rate is important to assure that the inter-pulse period is longer 
than the thermal relaxation time of tissues; in this way, it is possible that the temperature of 
the irradiated tissues decrease between laser pulses (McDonald et al., 2001). Another 
strategy for cooling the tissue during laser irradiation is reducing the pulse duration (Seka et 
al., 1995). Depending on the pulse duration (<1 ps), the process of ablation is changed and 
the non-linear processes (or non-thermal ones) take place (Ana et al., 2006; Freitas et al., 
2010; Kruger et al., 2008; McDonald et al., 2001; Niemz, 2004; Strassl et al., 2008). 

According to Niemz (1995), lasers with pulse durations in the range of ms (10-3 s), µs (10-6 s) 
or ns (10-9 s) generate considerable heat during ablation of dental hard tissues, in a 
mechanism mediated by thermal interaction. On the other hand, lasers with pulse durations 
of ps (10-12 s) and fs (10-15 s) ablate the tissues by forming an ionizing plasma. These lasers, 
commonly called as USPL (ultra short pulse lasers), operates at very high repetition rate 
(larger than 15 kHz) and energy per pulse typically of hundreds of µJ (Wieger et al., 2006). 
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During cavity preparation, the ablation of sound enamel by Er:YAG laser promotes cavities 
with rough enamel margins, with irregular and rugged walls, with depth that depends on 
the energy density and pulse width (Navarro et al., 2010). As well, it is reported the absence 
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water and organic content when compared to sound tissues (Eberhard et al., 2008; 
Tachibana et al., 2008); in this way, it is possible to obtain a conservative therapy, with no 
removal of sound tissue and lack of thermal damages. However, the adjustment of laser 
energy density in commercial equipments is sometimes difficult to promote the selective 
ablation of infected dentin and in order to preserve the affected dentin, and the clinical 
results still depend on the experience and knowledge of the professional, added to the use of 
manual instruments for correct diagnosis of remaining tissue. In fact, clinical trials report the 
well acceptance of patients (Dommisch et al., 2008; Krause et al., 2008), the maintenance of 
pulp vitality and marginal seal, the good quality of restorations and the absence of 
secondary caries even after two years (Yazici et al., 2010). Also, it is reported that these 
lasers can fulfill the requirements of Minimal Invasive Dentistry, due to the possibility of 
conservation of the sound tissue structure during caries removal and to the possibility of 
surface decontamination of affected dentin (Kornblit et al., 2008).  

To determine an end point for caries removal, there are some equipments that associate 
Er:YAG laser irradiation to the diagnosis by laser fluorescence (Dommisch et al., 2008; 
Eberhard et al., 2008; Jepsen et al., 2008; Krause et al., 2008;). The essential principle of this 
application is that the fluorescence of sound tissue differs from the fluorescence of carious 
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tissue due to the variation in chemical composition, such as the presence of proteins, 
bacteria and other contents. In this equipment, the fluorescence is induced by red laser that 
emits at the wavelength of 655 nm, and the Er:YAG laser is turned off when significant 
changes on fluorescence are detected during caries removal, established by a cut-off value 
that indicates that all decayed tissue was removed. Some in vitro (Eberhard et al., 2008; 
Jepsen et al., 2008) and in vivo (Dommisch et al., 2008; Krause et al., 2008) studies showed the 
feasibility of this equipment; however, there is no consensus about the correct values of cut-
off in different clinical conditions. Also, it must be emphasized that there are limitations of 
this technique mainly in dentin (Eberhard et al., 2008; Krause et al., 2008), when false-
positive can be reported due to the presence of pigments in affected or tertiary dentin, for 
instance, which should not be removed. In this way, the association of manual instruments 
and is still necessary to assure a safe and correct clinical removal of dental caries.   

Clinical trials have demonstrated that Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG lasers can be considered a 
safe and efficient treatment for caries removal, since it is reported pulpal response and 
histological effects similar to those obtained by the use of conventional bur. Also, due to the 
lack of noise, pressure, discomfort and sometimes the necessity of local anesthesia, it is 
reported a good compliance of patients, mainly the pediatric ones. However, it must be 
emphasized that the time necessary to remove caries by laser irradiation is almost two or 
three times longer than the bur treatment, depending on the repetition rate and energy 
density (Navarro et al., 2010; Yamada et al., 2001). The increase of energy density and 
repetition rate can lead to discomfort and pain to patients, besides increasing the surface 
temperatures. For this reason the strategies used for improving the laser ablation speed are 
limited (Navarro et al., 2010). 

4. Influence of pulse width on tissue removal 
Although the pulse duration of most commercial lasers (range of µs) is shorter than the 
thermal relaxation time of dental hard tissues, laser ablation promotes irregular cavities 
(depending on composition of target tissue), desiccation of the surface (due to the removal 
of underlying water) and the presence of few microcracks (related to the energy density), 
the amount of water coolant and the repetition rate must be adjusted during the clinical 
procedure. 

The adjustment of repetition rate is important to assure that the inter-pulse period is longer 
than the thermal relaxation time of tissues; in this way, it is possible that the temperature of 
the irradiated tissues decrease between laser pulses (McDonald et al., 2001). Another 
strategy for cooling the tissue during laser irradiation is reducing the pulse duration (Seka et 
al., 1995). Depending on the pulse duration (<1 ps), the process of ablation is changed and 
the non-linear processes (or non-thermal ones) take place (Ana et al., 2006; Freitas et al., 
2010; Kruger et al., 2008; McDonald et al., 2001; Niemz, 2004; Strassl et al., 2008). 

According to Niemz (1995), lasers with pulse durations in the range of ms (10-3 s), µs (10-6 s) 
or ns (10-9 s) generate considerable heat during ablation of dental hard tissues, in a 
mechanism mediated by thermal interaction. On the other hand, lasers with pulse durations 
of ps (10-12 s) and fs (10-15 s) ablate the tissues by forming an ionizing plasma. These lasers, 
commonly called as USPL (ultra short pulse lasers), operates at very high repetition rate 
(larger than 15 kHz) and energy per pulse typically of hundreds of µJ (Wieger et al., 2006). 
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Although USPLs have extremely higher repetition rate (> KHz) and peak power (up to TW), 
previous studies relate that a single ultra short laser pulse removes significantly less volume 
of dental tissue when compared to conventional Er:YAG laser removal (Strassl et al., 2008). 
This fact occurs due to the differences in focal size and penetration depth of USPLs (which 
are severely lower when compared to Er:YAG lasers that operate at pulse width of µs); in 
this way, the pulse repetition rate had to be increased in USPLs to obtain a similar ablation 
volume than those obtained by Er:YAG (Wieger et al., 2006). 

Some literature studies compared the morphological aspects, as well the depth of craters 
during ablation of dental hard tissues with lasers operating with distinct pulse widths. 
Niemz (1995) relates that the Nd:YLF laser (λ = 1053 nm) operating with pulse duration of 
30 ps provide cavity preparation on sound and decayed enamel without severe thermal or 
mechanical damages, with negligible shock-wave effects. Also, in the same paper, they 
showed that the ablation of carious enamel was 10 times more efficient than the ablation of 
sound enamel. A study performed by McDonald et al. (2001) showed that the total deposited 
energy on tissue as well the laser pulse duration change the crater depth generated on 
dentin, and the Nd:YAG with pulse width of 35 ps is unable to promote carbonization of 
dentin in comparison with a Nd:YAG laser with pulse width of ms.  

The heating of dental hard tissues can induce composition and crystallographic changes 
on these tissues which are dependent on temperature rises. In this way, both 
morphological aspects and chemical analysis are indicative of thermal effects of lasers on 
enamel and dentin. A study performed by Kamata et al. (2004) showed that the chemical 
properties of hydroxyapatite (HAp) are unchanged after ablation with lasers operating 
with pulse widths of 50 fs, 500 fs and 2 ps. These results suggest that USPLs do not 
significantly increase the temperature of HAp. On the other hand, the use of Nd:YAG 
operating with pulse duration of 6 ns and 200 ns on enamel promote melting and 
recrystallization of this tissue (Antunes et al., 2005), indicating temperature rises up to 
1200o C. Also, with the pulse duration of 6 ns, Nd:YAG promoted changes on organic 
content of enamel and dentin (Antunes et al., 2006).  

Thermal measurements were performed using a laser with pulse width of fs on enamel 
using thermocouples, and it was detected temperature rises about 2o C on enamel surfaces 
after a 8 ms train of 70 fs pulses (Pike et al., 2007). This fact indicates that the USPLs do not 
induce significant thermal rises on surfaces and on surrounding tissues and can be used 
with safety even without refrigeration.    

5. The use of Ultra Short Pulse Lasers (USPLs) in dentistry 
Even with the higher repetition rates and the application of air-water coolant during the 
cutting process, commercially high intensity infrared lasers still cannot cut dental hard 
tissues with the same speed or the same precision than those promoted by drills (White et 
al., 1994). In this way, studies were performed to verify the possibility of using ultra short 
pulse lasers (USPLs) for cutting dental hard tissues, considering the success of using the 
USPL for precise cutting in industry and in medicine (ophthalmology) (Niemz, 2004).    

The USPLs were first developed to allow spectroscopic and electrical conductivity 
measurements (Strickland & Mourou, 1985) and, according to Strassl et al. (2008), studies 
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concerning the use of USPLs for medical applications started more than 15 years ago. In fact, 
one of the first studies that report the use of lasers with pulse widths of ps and fs was 
performed by Stern et al. (1989), relating applications for corneal ablation. Since then, efforts 
were made to understand the effects of these lasers on biological tissues and to develop of 
practically applicable systems. Although the majority of the studies report the use of 
laboratorial equipments for biological purposes, nowadays it is possible to find 
commercially available equipments for ophthalmology and for laboratorial use; this fact 
indicates that, in a near future, commercial equipments can be available for dentistry 
applications too.  

The USPLs are lasers with pulse duration ranging from 100 fs to 500 ps, with power 
densities above 1011 W/cm2 in solids (Niemz, 2004). The main characteristics of these 
complex systems (Freitas et al., 2010) are the very low pulse duration and the high precision 
that can be acquired due to the extremely small focalization area, in which a peak power up 
to 1.5 TW (Freitas et al., 2010) can be obtained. Also, these lasers can operate at repetition 
rates higher than 15 kHz and energy per pulse of hundreds of µJ (Wieger et al., 2006). In this 
way, these lasers offer the advantage of promoting precise smooth ablation without a heat-
affected zone, effects that cannot be controlled when using lasers with pulse duration of µs 
or ns. Some researchers report that the main advantage of using the USPLs in dentistry is to 
achieve a controlled material removal and, as a consequence, reducing the pain caused by 
the vibration and friction heat (Kruger et al., 1999). According to Neev et al. (1996), the main 
advantages of USPLs are: the decreased energy density to ablate the material; minimal 
mechanical and thermal damages due to the extremely short laser pulses; minimal 
dependence of the tissue composition for ablation; precision in the ablation depth; low noise 
level in comparison with high-speed bur; ability to texture surface and precise spatial 
control. 

The USPLs are solid-state lasers, such as Nd:YLF, Ti:Al2O3 , Cr:LiSAF (Alexandrite), 
Cr:BeAl204, Cr:LiSGaF, Cn:LiCAF, Cr:YAG, Ti:Al2O3/Nd:glass, Er:glass. These lasers interact 
with the tissues by a mechanism called plasma-induced ablation or plasma mediated ablation, in 
which the phenomenon of optical breakdown occurs. In a few words, the ablation is caused by 
plasma ionization, in which laser irradiation produces an extremely high electric field that 
forces the ionization of the molecules and atoms, promoting a breakdown and, then, the 
ablation or ejection of target tissue (Niemz, 2004). During the cutting, it is possible to 
observe the formation of a bright plasma spark, and a typical low noise, characteristic of 
plasma formation.  

Considering the strictly short pulse durations and the low energy per pulse in USPLs 
systems, it is possible to infer that the ablation process is practically not dependent on the 
wavelength or the composition and absorption characteristics of the tissue (Perry et al., 
1999). Also, the removal of ablated material is faster than the heat propagation on the tissue, 
i.e., the pulse length is lower than the heat conduction time of target tissue (Perry et al., 
1999); in this way, there is no transmission of heat to pulp or surrounding tissues, for 
example, as well, no thermal damages to the irradiated tissues. Other advantage of using 
USPLs in dentistry is that these systems can remove any kind of restorative material, 
including amalgam (Freitas et al., 2010), which is not possible using other systems due to the 
reflection of light or overheating of the material. 
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Although USPLs have extremely higher repetition rate (> KHz) and peak power (up to TW), 
previous studies relate that a single ultra short laser pulse removes significantly less volume 
of dental tissue when compared to conventional Er:YAG laser removal (Strassl et al., 2008). 
This fact occurs due to the differences in focal size and penetration depth of USPLs (which 
are severely lower when compared to Er:YAG lasers that operate at pulse width of µs); in 
this way, the pulse repetition rate had to be increased in USPLs to obtain a similar ablation 
volume than those obtained by Er:YAG (Wieger et al., 2006). 

Some literature studies compared the morphological aspects, as well the depth of craters 
during ablation of dental hard tissues with lasers operating with distinct pulse widths. 
Niemz (1995) relates that the Nd:YLF laser (λ = 1053 nm) operating with pulse duration of 
30 ps provide cavity preparation on sound and decayed enamel without severe thermal or 
mechanical damages, with negligible shock-wave effects. Also, in the same paper, they 
showed that the ablation of carious enamel was 10 times more efficient than the ablation of 
sound enamel. A study performed by McDonald et al. (2001) showed that the total deposited 
energy on tissue as well the laser pulse duration change the crater depth generated on 
dentin, and the Nd:YAG with pulse width of 35 ps is unable to promote carbonization of 
dentin in comparison with a Nd:YAG laser with pulse width of ms.  

The heating of dental hard tissues can induce composition and crystallographic changes 
on these tissues which are dependent on temperature rises. In this way, both 
morphological aspects and chemical analysis are indicative of thermal effects of lasers on 
enamel and dentin. A study performed by Kamata et al. (2004) showed that the chemical 
properties of hydroxyapatite (HAp) are unchanged after ablation with lasers operating 
with pulse widths of 50 fs, 500 fs and 2 ps. These results suggest that USPLs do not 
significantly increase the temperature of HAp. On the other hand, the use of Nd:YAG 
operating with pulse duration of 6 ns and 200 ns on enamel promote melting and 
recrystallization of this tissue (Antunes et al., 2005), indicating temperature rises up to 
1200o C. Also, with the pulse duration of 6 ns, Nd:YAG promoted changes on organic 
content of enamel and dentin (Antunes et al., 2006).  

Thermal measurements were performed using a laser with pulse width of fs on enamel 
using thermocouples, and it was detected temperature rises about 2o C on enamel surfaces 
after a 8 ms train of 70 fs pulses (Pike et al., 2007). This fact indicates that the USPLs do not 
induce significant thermal rises on surfaces and on surrounding tissues and can be used 
with safety even without refrigeration.    

5. The use of Ultra Short Pulse Lasers (USPLs) in dentistry 
Even with the higher repetition rates and the application of air-water coolant during the 
cutting process, commercially high intensity infrared lasers still cannot cut dental hard 
tissues with the same speed or the same precision than those promoted by drills (White et 
al., 1994). In this way, studies were performed to verify the possibility of using ultra short 
pulse lasers (USPLs) for cutting dental hard tissues, considering the success of using the 
USPL for precise cutting in industry and in medicine (ophthalmology) (Niemz, 2004).    

The USPLs were first developed to allow spectroscopic and electrical conductivity 
measurements (Strickland & Mourou, 1985) and, according to Strassl et al. (2008), studies 
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concerning the use of USPLs for medical applications started more than 15 years ago. In fact, 
one of the first studies that report the use of lasers with pulse widths of ps and fs was 
performed by Stern et al. (1989), relating applications for corneal ablation. Since then, efforts 
were made to understand the effects of these lasers on biological tissues and to develop of 
practically applicable systems. Although the majority of the studies report the use of 
laboratorial equipments for biological purposes, nowadays it is possible to find 
commercially available equipments for ophthalmology and for laboratorial use; this fact 
indicates that, in a near future, commercial equipments can be available for dentistry 
applications too.  

The USPLs are lasers with pulse duration ranging from 100 fs to 500 ps, with power 
densities above 1011 W/cm2 in solids (Niemz, 2004). The main characteristics of these 
complex systems (Freitas et al., 2010) are the very low pulse duration and the high precision 
that can be acquired due to the extremely small focalization area, in which a peak power up 
to 1.5 TW (Freitas et al., 2010) can be obtained. Also, these lasers can operate at repetition 
rates higher than 15 kHz and energy per pulse of hundreds of µJ (Wieger et al., 2006). In this 
way, these lasers offer the advantage of promoting precise smooth ablation without a heat-
affected zone, effects that cannot be controlled when using lasers with pulse duration of µs 
or ns. Some researchers report that the main advantage of using the USPLs in dentistry is to 
achieve a controlled material removal and, as a consequence, reducing the pain caused by 
the vibration and friction heat (Kruger et al., 1999). According to Neev et al. (1996), the main 
advantages of USPLs are: the decreased energy density to ablate the material; minimal 
mechanical and thermal damages due to the extremely short laser pulses; minimal 
dependence of the tissue composition for ablation; precision in the ablation depth; low noise 
level in comparison with high-speed bur; ability to texture surface and precise spatial 
control. 

The USPLs are solid-state lasers, such as Nd:YLF, Ti:Al2O3 , Cr:LiSAF (Alexandrite), 
Cr:BeAl204, Cr:LiSGaF, Cn:LiCAF, Cr:YAG, Ti:Al2O3/Nd:glass, Er:glass. These lasers interact 
with the tissues by a mechanism called plasma-induced ablation or plasma mediated ablation, in 
which the phenomenon of optical breakdown occurs. In a few words, the ablation is caused by 
plasma ionization, in which laser irradiation produces an extremely high electric field that 
forces the ionization of the molecules and atoms, promoting a breakdown and, then, the 
ablation or ejection of target tissue (Niemz, 2004). During the cutting, it is possible to 
observe the formation of a bright plasma spark, and a typical low noise, characteristic of 
plasma formation.  

Considering the strictly short pulse durations and the low energy per pulse in USPLs 
systems, it is possible to infer that the ablation process is practically not dependent on the 
wavelength or the composition and absorption characteristics of the tissue (Perry et al., 
1999). Also, the removal of ablated material is faster than the heat propagation on the tissue, 
i.e., the pulse length is lower than the heat conduction time of target tissue (Perry et al., 
1999); in this way, there is no transmission of heat to pulp or surrounding tissues, for 
example, as well, no thermal damages to the irradiated tissues. Other advantage of using 
USPLs in dentistry is that these systems can remove any kind of restorative material, 
including amalgam (Freitas et al., 2010), which is not possible using other systems due to the 
reflection of light or overheating of the material. 
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Although they are characterized by extremely high peak powers, the USPLs uses lower 
energy densities when compared to laser with pulse width of µs. The reduction of the 
energy density is because the femtosecond laser energy densities necessary for 
micromachining are an order of magnitude lower than those in the nanosecond-laser case 
for equal wavelength and repetition rate (Kruger et al., 1999). 

The ablation of dental hard tissues with USPLs were investigated by Niemz et al. (1995), 
using a system with pulse length of 30 ps. These authors reported enamel cavities with good 
precision and absence of thermal damages when compared with cavities performed by 
lasers operating with pulse length of µs and ns. Further researches confirmed that the 
application of USPLs with pulse length of few femtoseconds almost completely avoids 
thermal damages and the formation of microcracks on irradiated tissues and on 
surrounding ones (Kruger et al., 1999; Freitas et al., 2010). It must be pointed out that lasers 
that operate with pulse length of µs can generate the formation of microcracks on irradiated 
tissue depending on the energy density, and these thermal damages can be responsible for 
the development of secondary caries (Apel et al., 2005).  

Other studies were performed to verify the feasibility of removing restorative materials with 
USPLs, since these lasers can ablate any kind of material. Also, the literature reports the 
selectivity on removing different materials due to the different nature of interaction of 
USPLs with dielectric or metal materials, for instance (Freitas et al., 2010). In this way, it is 
easier to adjust a laser fluence that can be bellow or above the ablation threshold of a 
specific material. Literature studies determined that the threshold fluence for ablating 
enamel with USPL is higher than the fluence for ablating dentin and, in the same way that 
using erbium lasers, it is easier and faster to ablate dentin than enamel, which suggests 
selectivity to the tissue removal (Lizarelli et al., 2008; Niemz et al., 2004; Strassl et al., 2008; 
Wieger et al., 2006;).  In 2006, Wieger et al. used a picosecond Nd:YVO4 laser for ablation of 
sound dentin, and it was observed the production of a microretentive pattern with opened 
tubules and the absence of microcracks or melting. These authors also compared the 
ablation rate (i.e. the ablation volume per laser pulse) of seven types of composite resins, 
and showed that the ablation rates of restorative materials are much higher than that 
measured on dentin, demonstrating that the removal of restorative materials is faster than 
dental hard tissue. Another study performed by Freitas et al. (2010) determined the ablation 
threshold fluence for removal of amalgam and composite resin restorations by a 
femtosecond chirped Ti:sapphire laser. In this work it was also demonstrated the selectivity 
of USPLs in the material removal process suggesting a selective preparation, preserving 
health tooth structure.  

Concerning the removal of dental caries, literature studies reported that the threshold 
fluence for carious dentin is lower than that for sound dentin, also suggesting a selective 
removal of caries (Niemz, 2004). A recent study (Schelle et al., 2011) that used a Nd:YAG 
laser with 8 ps pulse duration confirm that the ablation threshold for carious dentin is lower 
than that for sound dentin and it was obtained good precision even when removing caries. 
These findings suggest that the USPLs are promising tools for selective removal of dental 
caries; however, the literature is scarce considering the applications of USPLs for selective 
removal of dental caries in order to establish suitable equipments and parameters. Also, 
there are no studies that relate the possibility of selective removal of infected dentin and 
preserving the affected dentin, for instance. 
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Although it is reported the possibility of precise removal of tissue with USPLs, it should be 
pointed out that the time required for a cavity preparation with USPLs is higher than the 
time required when using a laser with pulse duration of µs or a drill, even with the higher 
repetition rate of the available systems (Kruger et al., 1999). Although there is some 
commercially available equipment for ophthalmology, the application of USPLs in dentistry 
for cavity preparation and caries removal is not yet a routine technique, and the cost and 
complexity of systems still represent a problem to be solved.  

6. Adhesion to caries affected dentine 
Carious lesions have different characteristics depending on diverse factors such as host, diet, 
period of time and injury severity. Controversial results can be observed in the literature of 
adhesion to caries-affected dentine. While some studies claim that the bond strength 
obtained in caries affected dentine is similar to the attained in sound tissue (Mobarak et al., 
2010; Zanchi et al., 2011; Zawaideh et al., 2011), other researchers detected lower bond 
strength when adhesives were applied on caries affected dentine (Kunawarote et al., 2011; 
Marquesan et al., 2009; Perdigão, 2010).  Basically, these diverse results can be due to the use 
of natural carious human molars to compose the sample. Although some studies use 
artificial caries affected dentine (Zanchi et al., 2011) results are still controversial. Also, using 
natural carious substrate in experimental studies can induce results with high variability; 
consequently, they do not allow direct comparison between studies.  

Bonding to standard artificially obtained caries affected laser irradiated dentine could not be 
detected in literature. The following figures present the differences observed in caries 
affected dentin irradiated by distinct types of lasers. Also, a comparison between these 
surfaces and the sound ones is essential, because adhesive systems were developed to 
interact with smear layer covered dentine.  
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Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrographs of sound (A ) and carious (B) human dentine. A- 
Typical smear layer image, with clear indication of tubules apertures position by the 
presence of microcracks, suggesting a thin smear layer; B - Presence of biofilm on dentine 
surface, areas with exposed open tubules, while other regions are considered free of debris. 
Original magnification: A = 1000 X; B = 500 X.  
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Although they are characterized by extremely high peak powers, the USPLs uses lower 
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there are no studies that relate the possibility of selective removal of infected dentin and 
preserving the affected dentin, for instance. 
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Although it is reported the possibility of precise removal of tissue with USPLs, it should be 
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artificial caries affected dentine (Zanchi et al., 2011) results are still controversial. Also, using 
natural carious substrate in experimental studies can induce results with high variability; 
consequently, they do not allow direct comparison between studies.  

Bonding to standard artificially obtained caries affected laser irradiated dentine could not be 
detected in literature. The following figures present the differences observed in caries 
affected dentin irradiated by distinct types of lasers. Also, a comparison between these 
surfaces and the sound ones is essential, because adhesive systems were developed to 
interact with smear layer covered dentine.  
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Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrographs of sound (A ) and carious (B) human dentine. A- 
Typical smear layer image, with clear indication of tubules apertures position by the 
presence of microcracks, suggesting a thin smear layer; B - Presence of biofilm on dentine 
surface, areas with exposed open tubules, while other regions are considered free of debris. 
Original magnification: A = 1000 X; B = 500 X.  
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Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrographs of sound (A) and carious (B) human dentin after 
irradiation with Er:YAG laser (λ = 2940 nm, pulse width of 400 μs, beam diameter of 1 mm, 
repetition rate of 10 Hz). A - sound dentin. Typical Er:YAG laser ablation where we can see 
open dentinal tubules in a irregular dentinal surface ; B - when carious dentin is irradiated 
the surface is absolutely irregular, completely covered by debris and biofilm, indicating that 
carious tissue remains on the surface. Original magnification: 500 X.  
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Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrographs of sound (A) and carious (B) human dentin after 
irradiation with a Er,Cr:YSGG laser (λ = 2078 nm, pulsed width of 140 μs, repetition rate of 
20 Hz, beam diameter of 750 µm). A - As sound dentin is irradiated by Er,Cr:YSGG laser an 
irregular dentinal surface is created by the ablation process. Dentinal tubules are open and 
peritubular dentine can be easily detected around all dentinal tubules; B - Carious irradiated 
dentin still presents open dentinal tubules, but are larger in diameter and filled with debris 
from the carious tissue. Note that these features are completely distinct from the irradiation 
by Er:YAG laser. Original magnification: 1000 X.  
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Fig. 6. Scanning electron micrographs of sound (A) and carious (B) human dentin after 
irradiation with a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm, pulse width of 100 µs, repetition rate of 20 
Hz, beam diameter of 300 µs). A - When sound dentin is irradiated by Nd:YAG laser melting 
and carbonization can be detected covering all the irradiated area, no dentinal tubules can 
be observed; B - Carious Nd:YAG irradiated dentin also presents melting and carbonization 
areas, very similar to the sound irradiated dentine. Original magnification: 250 X.   

 
Fig. 7. Scanning electron micrographs of sound and carious human dentin after irradiation 
with a Nd:YAG (λ = 1064 nm), operating at pulse width of 5 ns, beam diameter of 900 µm, 
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repetition rate of 20 Hz, scanning speed of 2 mm/s, energy per pulse of 280 mJ and energy 
density of 0.44 J/cm2. During irradiations, the samples were positioned and moved with a 
linear translation stage with 10 μm resolution, and it was performed 10 scans. In A, after 
irradiation on sound dentin, it is possible to evidence fully occlusion of dentinal tubules. In 
B, a higher magnification of image A, the presence of fine globules and glazed areas 
(arrows), typical of melting and recrystallization of tissue can be detected. It is not observed 
the presence of smear layer or any signal of carbonization and cracks. In C a representative 
image of carious dentin after irradiation is showed, and the presence of an irregular tissue, 
with some projections of dentinal tubules and absence of biofilm and smear layer is evidenced. 
It is not observed thermal damages such as cracks or carbonization of tissue. Some areas 
present dentinal tubules completely opened, while other areas present closed dentinal tubules. 
In D, a higher magnification of image C, dentinal tubules are completely opened and the 
presence of small globules on intertubular tissue (arrows), typical of melting and 
recrystalization are observed. Original magnification: A and C = 500 X; B and D = 1500 X.   

 
Fig. 8. Scanning electron micrographs of sound (A and B) and carious (C and D) human 
dentin after irradiation with a Ti:sapphire laser (Ti:Al2O3, λ = 830 nm), operating at pulse 
width of 40 fs (FWHM), beam diameter of 20 µm, repetition rate of 100 Hz, scanning speed 
of 5 mm/s and energy per pulse of 104 mJ. During irradiations, the samples were positioned 
and moved with a linear translation stage with 10 μm resolution, and it was performed 10 
scans. In A, it is possible to evidence the ablation of sound dentin (upper), with a regular 
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edge with non irradiated dentin (bottom). It is observed a clear and uniform ablation, with 
absence of cracks, melting or carbonization. As well, it is not observed the presence of 
projections or conical craters, indicating that the laser interaction with sound dentin is not 
influenced by the composition or the presence of dentinal tubules. In B, it is showed a higher 
magnification of the same image, evidencing the ablation of sound dentin (upper), in 
contrast with non irradiated dentin (bottom). It is also noted the presence of opened dentinal 
tubules (arrows), and absence of smear layer. In C, it is observed a clear and uniform 
ablation of carious dentin, with the creation of a regular ablated surface and absence of 
cracks, melting or carbonization. In D, it is showed a higher magnification of image C, 
showing that the biofilm was removed and it was exposed the openings of dentinal tubules 
(arrows). It is also observed the higher depth and the precise edge of ablated area, indicating 
that it was removed a higher amount of carious tissue when compared to sound dentin 
irradiation.  Original magnification: A and C = 500 X; B and D = 1500 X.   

Based on the figures presented above, we can conclude that it is fundamental to investigate 
bond strength to irradiated caries-affected dentine, which is a clinically relevant tissue, as 
lasers are a contemporaneous tool in daily clinical practice. In this way, it is obvious that the 
performance of the adhesive systems is different when applied in irradiated dentin. To 
obtain a long lasting clinical result, specific adhesive systems should be developed to be 
used in irradiated dental surfaces, especially in caries-affected dentine.  

Methods of inducing artificial caries lesions have been used to standardize the decayed 
substrate for laboratory testing. Cariology studies using artificial caries lesions have been 
performed to assess preventive effect of fluoride agents, test methods of caries removal and 
adhesion on caries affected dentine.  

Some in vitro caries models have been reported. In the chemical method, the acidified gel 
technique and pH-cycling method are included; in contrast, microorganism strains with 
known cariogenicity are used in the microbiological method in a way whereby the acid from 
bacterial metabolism demineralizes the dental structure (Steiner-Oliveira et al., 2011). More 
elaborate systems involving chemostats, flowcells, artificial mouths, and constant-depth film 
fermenter have been developed in an attempt to better mimic the environment of the oral 
cavity.  However, their high cost and complex apparatus requirements are often limiting 
factors (Gilmour et al., 1990).  

Some authors believe that the bacterial model is the closest to the conditions found in vivo 
(Gilmour et al., 1990). The steps of an example of a microbiological method are described, as 
follows. Initially, the dental specimens need to be sterilized with gamma ray irradiation (25 
KGy) since the teeth should be free of microorganisms. A microorganism strain with known 
cariogenicity, for example, Streptococcus mutans ATCC 25175 or UA159 must be incubated 
in Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB) media supplemented with 5% sucrose to obtain bacterial growth. 
After growth, the colonies will be transferred into tubes containing TSB (with 5% sucrose) to 
initiate microorganism preconditioning. The dental specimen should be immersed in a 
solution (TSB with 5% sucrose and a quantity of the inoculums broth) and will be 
maintained therein for at least 7 days, being transferred to a fresh solution every 24 h. 
During the incubation periods, tests should be performed to check for the presence of 
bacterial contaminants with the use of a solid culture medium (Tryptic Soy Agar – 
TSA)(Azevedo et al., 2011). 
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Caries-affected substrate obtained in vitro by the microbiological method significantly 
contributes to the field of adhesion, because it will allow laboratory tests to be performed on 
standard caries-affected dentine, which is a clinically relevant substrate. The microbiological 
method allows the production of artificial caries-affected dentine effectively induced for 7 
days and demineralization depth is standardized and it is confirmed by optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) (Azevedo et al., 2011). Efforts have been made to produce artificial 
caries-affected dentine and bond strength studies must be conducted, especially in laser 
irradiated tissues, to associate the use of laser to remove caries and long lasting clinical 
treatments. 

7. Conclusion 
This chapter presented laser technology as an alternative to caries removal, attending the 
conservative principals of dentistry, assuring that minimally invasive procedures can be 
used to treat caries lesions. 
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1. Introduction 
The most common negative effect of orthodontic treatment with fixed appliances is the 
development of incipient carious lesions around brackets. The objectives of this chapter are 
to present some of the results of two studies aiming: 1) to evaluate patients treated with 
comprehensive orthodontics to determine the incidence of new carious lesions during 
treatment; and 2) to investigate the potential of ACP-containing resin cement and other 
treatments (fluoride varnish, resin sealer, MI Paste) to prevent incipient carious lesions on 
bracketed teeth. In the first study, 350 orthodontic patients were selected randomly. The pre- 
and post-treatment photographs of the patients were examined to determine lesion 
development. The labial surface of each tooth was scored with a standardized system based 
on the International Caries Determination and Assessment System II. The independent variables 
were collected by chart abstraction. In the second study, 100 extracted human premolars 
were allocated randomly to five groups (N = 20). Brackets were bonded with ACP-cement 
(Aegis-Ortho), Transbond 

XT (Control), Transbond XT followed by application of fluoride varnish (Vanish), resin 
sealer (Pro-seal) and CPP-ACP paste (MI Paste). All teeth were pH cycled for 15 days in 
demineralization solution and artificial saliva. The extent of demineralization in each group 
was assessed using Quantified Light-induced Fluorescence (QLF) and Confocal Laser 
Scanning Microscopy (CLSM). The incidence of patients who developed at least one new 
white-spot lesion during treatment was 73%. Treatment length was associated significantly 
with new white-spot lesion development. The independent variables of gender, age and 
extraction/non-extraction were not associated with lesion development. Fluorescence loss 
and lesion depth measurements demonstrated that the Pro-seal and Vanish groups had the 
least amount of demineralization. The control group showed the most demineralization. 
Although the MI Paste and Aegis-Ortho groups experienced less demineralization than 
controls, neither was significant statistically. Only the Pro-seal and Vanish groups had 
significantly smaller lesions than the control group for both QLF and CLSM. Thus, the 
development of new lesions appeared to be related to treatment duration and, to a lesser 
degree, to initial oral hygiene score. Light-cured filled sealer (Pro-seal) and the fluoride 
varnish (Vanish) have the potential to prevent enamel demineralization adjacent to 
orthodontic brackets exposed to cariogenic conditions. 
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2. White-spot lesions 
One of the most common negative side effects of orthodontic treatment with fixed 
appliances is the development of incipient caries lesions around brackets and bands, 
particularly in cases with poor oral hygiene (Fig. 1). Caries lesions typically form around the 
bracket interface, usually near the gingival margin (Gorelick et al., 1982). Certain bacterial 
groups such as mutans streoptococci and lactobacilli ferment sugars to create an acidic 
environment that over time might lead to the development of dental caries. Since 
orthodontic appliances make plaque removal more difficult, patients are more susceptible to 
carious lesions. The irregular surfaces of brackets, bands, wires, and other attachments also 
limit naturally occurring self-cleaning mechanisms, such as movement of the oral 
musculature and saliva (Rosenbloom and Tinanoff, 1991). 

 

Fig. 1. Incipient caries lesions (white spots) develop around brackets and bands due to poor 
oral hygiene 

Incipient lesions are characterized by their opacity, mineral loss, and decrease of 
fluorescence radiance when compared to healthy enamel surfaces. Many incipient enamel 
lesions have a white appearance due to an optical phenomenon caused by mineral loss in 
the surface and sub-surface that alters the refractive index and increases the scattering of 
light in the affected area, all resulting in greater visual enamel opacity.   

Studies have shown that white spot lesions can take only one month to develop (Øgaard et 
al., 1988; O’Reilly and Featherstone, 1987; Gorton and Featherstone, 2003). A clinical study 
reported the prevalence at 50% (Gorelick et al., 1982), while recent investigations put the 
incidence of white spot lesions in the orthodontic populations studied at 73-95% (Richter et 
al., 2009; Lovrov et al, 2007). Orthodontists and patients will notice these lesions after 
removal of the fixed appliances, especially since the white spots tend to form in the 
maxillary esthetic zone (Gorelick et al., 1982; Banks and Richmond, 1994). While some 
studies have reported a decrease in the display of white spot lesions over time post- 
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orthodontic treatment, these unesthetic spots tend to remain unless they are resolved with 
more aggressive treatment, such as minimally invasive or even full restorative dentistry 
(Øgaard, 1989; Årtun and Thylstrup, 1989). 

3. Measures to counteract this problem 
3.1 Oral hygiene 

The first line of defense against the development of incipient caries lesions has traditionally 
been patient education, with a special emphasis on optimal oral hygiene. The advocacy 
organization for orthodontists in the United States known as the American Association of 
Orthodontists (AAO) has developed patient manuals and a website to provide 
recommendations for patients undergoing orthodontic treatment (AAO, 2009). Specifically, 
the website suggests extra time for toothbrushing, specialized tips to get in between the 
braces, floss threaders, oral irrigators, and over-the-counter mouthrinses. Additionally, the 
AAO sponsored informed consent form emphasizes the need for excellent oral hygiene and 
routine visits to the general dentist (AAO, 2005). It also warns that inadequate oral hygiene 
could result in caries, discolored teeth, and periodontal disease. Finally, the form explains 
that the aforementioned problems may be aggravated if the patient has not had the benefit 
of fluoridated water. In many cases, patient education will also include an emphasis on 
proper diet with reduced intake of sugars. Despite these efforts by the orthodontist and staff 
members, many patients will still be non-compliant with oral hygiene instructions. 
Unfortunately, most orthodontists have a limited background in the behavioral basis of 
compliance (Mehra et al., 1998). Thus, patient non-compliance presents a unique challenge to 
orthodontic practices.  

3.2 Fluoride during orthodontic treatment (rinses, etc) 

In addition to reinforced oral hygiene instructions, orthodontists have turned to various 
products and preventive measures to reduce this problem. Dental professionals have 
employed fluoride for years to prevent caries and remineralize enamel in patients. A 
systematic review found a reduced level of caries and adolescents who have regular 
supervised rinsing with a fluoride mouthwash (Marinho, 2004). Daily fluoride rinses have 
shown promising results, and a significant reduction in enamel lesions can be achieved 
during orthodontic therapy through the daily use of a 10 mL neutral 0.05% sodium fluoride 
rinse. However, typical patient compliance rates with this protocol have been relatively low 
(Geiger et al., 1992). 

3.3 Fluoride varnish 

Preventive measures that do not require patient compliance would seem to make more 
sense for the typical orthodontic patient population of adolescents. For some patients, 
professional fluoride varnish application by orthodontic auxiliaries at routine appointments 
can in part address this compliance issue (Vivaldi-Rodrigues et al., 2006). On the other hand, 
each application requires over five minutes of chair-time, and whether or not today’s high 
efficiency/high volume orthodontic practice will devote the time and resources to apply this 
protocol is debatable. Generally however, fluoride varnishes have a proven track record in 
caries reduction when applied properly. Vanish (3M/Omni) is a very popular 5% NaF white 
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varnish used for prevention of dental caries. The manufacturer advertises the ease of use, 
lack of an unesthetic yellow color found in other varnishes, enhanced flow characteristics, 
and its fluoride delivery of 22,600 ppm. Its name comes from an alleged ability to disappear 
after application. Data gathered by the manufacturer declare greater fluoride release over a 
48-hour period in comparison to other fluoride products. To date, Vanish in particular has 
not been tested in any of the in-vitro or in-vivo trials in the literature. 

3.4 Resin sealer 

Just as sealants have been shown to prevent caries in molars with deep fissures, resin-based 
sealers have been applied on facial surfaces of bracketed teeth to prevent enamel caries. In 
addition to the increased chair-time for this procedure, earlier generations of resin sealers 
have been found to have very low wear resistance. Previous studies have proven that most 
of the chemically cured sealants (Zachrisson et al., 1979) do not effectively seal smooth 
enamel surfaces, because of oxygen inhibition of polymerization when the sealant is in 
contact with the air in a thin layer. Instead, only “islands” of cured sealant remain where 
resin pooling occurs. Even light-cured sealants (Banks and Richmond, 1994) that were 
unfilled or lightly filled could not provide any more protection than the chemically cured 
sealants. A more recent developed product Pro-seal (Reliance, Itasca, IL) has been marketed 
as a sealer that is more resistant to toothbrush abrasion than earlier generations, since it is a 
highly filled resin. In patients with poor oral hygiene, Pro-seal can be added before bracket 
bonding or after bonding. Additionally, the manufacturer claims that Pro-seal releases 
fluoride, which further enhances its anticariogenic properties. 

3.5 ACP/CPP-ACP 

Recently, there has been increased interest and development in calcium phosphate-based 
remineralization technology (Reynolds and del Rio, 1984; Rosen et al., 1984). One of the 
newest modalities in preventive dentistry is the introduction of amorphous calcium 
phosphate (ACP) into methacrylate composites, gum, pastes, and other dental products. 
Casein is the predominant phosphoprotein in bovine milk and accounts for almost 80 
percent of its total protein, primarily as calcium phosphate stabilized micellular complexes 
(Aimutis, 2004). Several laboratory and animal experiments have investigated the low 
cariogenic potential and the possible cario-static activity of dairy products (milk, casein, 
caseinates and cheeses). The use of casein as an anticariogenic additive to food, toothpaste 
or drinking water has not been implemented because of its adverse organoleptic properties 
and the large amount required for efficacy (Reynolds, 1998). 

Casein phosphopeptide (CPP) contains the cluster sequence of -Ser (P)-Ser (P)-Ser (P)-Glu-
Glu from casein (Iijima et al., 2004). CPP does not have the limitations of casein, has the 
potential for specific anticariogenic activity, and is at least 10 times greater on a weight basis 
than it is for casein (so not as much is needed for it to be effective). CPP can remarkably 
stabilize calcium phosphate (which usually is highly insoluble) in a state-forming CPP-
amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) complex. There is no conclusive evidence that ACP is 
an integral mineral component in hard tissues. Its advocates theorize that it likely plays a 
special role as a precursor to bioapatite and as a transient phase in biomineralization. In 
solutions, ACP is converted readily to stable crystalline phases such as octacalcium 
phosphate or apatitic products (Mathew and Takagi, 2001). Reynolds and colleagues have 
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proposed that under acidic conditions, localized CPP-ACP buffers the free calcium and 
phosphate ions, substantially increasing the level of calcium phosphate in plaque and, 
therefore, maintaining a state of supersaturation that inhibits enamel demineralization and 
enhances remineralization (Reynolds et al., 1999). Rose conducted a laboratory experiment in 
which he showed that CPP-ACP binds well to dental plaque, providing a large calcium 
reservoir that may inhibit demineralization and assist in subsequent remineralization (Rose, 
2000). 

This technology has entered the orthodontic marketplace in two different forms: resin 
bracket bonding cement containing ACP and topical paste containing the CPP-ACP 
complex. Aegis-Ortho, an ACP-including resin bonding cement, has been marketed by 
Bosworth (Skokie, IL) as a substitute for ordinary bracket bonding cement, with the added 
benefit of caries prevention. The manufacturer claims that the acidic challenge (pH at or 
below 5.8) to the surrounding bracket area will trigger the release of calcium and 
phosphate from the cement, and a supersaturated calcium phosphate matrix will not only 
inhibit demineralization, but also remineralize the enamel. ACP-filled composite resins 
have been shown to recover 71% of the lost mineral content of demineralized teeth (Skrtic 
et al., 1996). 

A similar chemical process is manifested with MI paste (GC America, Alsip, IL). Instead of 
residing in the resin cement, the casein phosphopeptide-amorphous calcium phosphate 
(CPP-ACP) is applied topically in the mouth to affected areas. The manufacturer implicates 
this product not only lesion prevention (applied twice daily after brushing throughout 
orthodontic treatment), but also claims the patient can expect the complete reversal of such 
lesions after three months use post-debonding. Additionally, the manufacturer has 
recommended MI paste for dental patients with xerostomia, dental sensitivity, gastric reflux, 
fluorosis, exposed root surfaces, and as an adjunct to tooth bleaching. 

4. Current level of evidence 
4.1 Fluoride varnish 

A myriad of in-vivo and in-vitro studies have been carried out to study the efficacy of 
preventive measures against white spot lesion formation during orthodontic treatment. 
Fluoride varnish has by far the strongest evidence base. The potential of fluoride varnish 
has been evaluated in-vitro (Adriens et al., 1990; van der Linden and Dermaut, 1998; Todd 
et al., 1999; Demito et al., 2004) as well as in-vivo (Vivaldi-Rodrigues et al., 2006; Øgaard et 
al., 2001). Generally, investigations carried out in-vitro indicate a moderate to strong 
beneficial effect of the tested varnishes on enamel demineralization. Two in-vivo studies 
have emerged. In a split-mouth prospective study, there was 44.3% less demineralization 
noted for teeth that had been treated every 12 weeks with fluoride varnish during 
orthodontic treatment (Vivaldi-Rodrigues et al., 2006). In a double-blinded randomized 
placebo-controlled trial, Stecksén-Blicks et al. reported that although fluoride varnish did 
not totally prevent white spot lesion formation, the incidence was significantly reduced in 
the fluoride varnish group. In addition to differences in study design, the frequency of 
fluoride application also varied among the studies. Stecksén et al. applied the fluoride 
varnish at six week intervals, the typical appointment interval for most orthodontic 
patients.  
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varnish used for prevention of dental caries. The manufacturer advertises the ease of use, 
lack of an unesthetic yellow color found in other varnishes, enhanced flow characteristics, 
and its fluoride delivery of 22,600 ppm. Its name comes from an alleged ability to disappear 
after application. Data gathered by the manufacturer declare greater fluoride release over a 
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not been tested in any of the in-vitro or in-vivo trials in the literature. 
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bonding or after bonding. Additionally, the manufacturer claims that Pro-seal releases 
fluoride, which further enhances its anticariogenic properties. 

3.5 ACP/CPP-ACP 

Recently, there has been increased interest and development in calcium phosphate-based 
remineralization technology (Reynolds and del Rio, 1984; Rosen et al., 1984). One of the 
newest modalities in preventive dentistry is the introduction of amorphous calcium 
phosphate (ACP) into methacrylate composites, gum, pastes, and other dental products. 
Casein is the predominant phosphoprotein in bovine milk and accounts for almost 80 
percent of its total protein, primarily as calcium phosphate stabilized micellular complexes 
(Aimutis, 2004). Several laboratory and animal experiments have investigated the low 
cariogenic potential and the possible cario-static activity of dairy products (milk, casein, 
caseinates and cheeses). The use of casein as an anticariogenic additive to food, toothpaste 
or drinking water has not been implemented because of its adverse organoleptic properties 
and the large amount required for efficacy (Reynolds, 1998). 
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amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) complex. There is no conclusive evidence that ACP is 
an integral mineral component in hard tissues. Its advocates theorize that it likely plays a 
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solutions, ACP is converted readily to stable crystalline phases such as octacalcium 
phosphate or apatitic products (Mathew and Takagi, 2001). Reynolds and colleagues have 
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proposed that under acidic conditions, localized CPP-ACP buffers the free calcium and 
phosphate ions, substantially increasing the level of calcium phosphate in plaque and, 
therefore, maintaining a state of supersaturation that inhibits enamel demineralization and 
enhances remineralization (Reynolds et al., 1999). Rose conducted a laboratory experiment in 
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reservoir that may inhibit demineralization and assist in subsequent remineralization (Rose, 
2000). 
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benefit of caries prevention. The manufacturer claims that the acidic challenge (pH at or 
below 5.8) to the surrounding bracket area will trigger the release of calcium and 
phosphate from the cement, and a supersaturated calcium phosphate matrix will not only 
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have been shown to recover 71% of the lost mineral content of demineralized teeth (Skrtic 
et al., 1996). 
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(CPP-ACP) is applied topically in the mouth to affected areas. The manufacturer implicates 
this product not only lesion prevention (applied twice daily after brushing throughout 
orthodontic treatment), but also claims the patient can expect the complete reversal of such 
lesions after three months use post-debonding. Additionally, the manufacturer has 
recommended MI paste for dental patients with xerostomia, dental sensitivity, gastric reflux, 
fluorosis, exposed root surfaces, and as an adjunct to tooth bleaching. 

4. Current level of evidence 
4.1 Fluoride varnish 

A myriad of in-vivo and in-vitro studies have been carried out to study the efficacy of 
preventive measures against white spot lesion formation during orthodontic treatment. 
Fluoride varnish has by far the strongest evidence base. The potential of fluoride varnish 
has been evaluated in-vitro (Adriens et al., 1990; van der Linden and Dermaut, 1998; Todd 
et al., 1999; Demito et al., 2004) as well as in-vivo (Vivaldi-Rodrigues et al., 2006; Øgaard et 
al., 2001). Generally, investigations carried out in-vitro indicate a moderate to strong 
beneficial effect of the tested varnishes on enamel demineralization. Two in-vivo studies 
have emerged. In a split-mouth prospective study, there was 44.3% less demineralization 
noted for teeth that had been treated every 12 weeks with fluoride varnish during 
orthodontic treatment (Vivaldi-Rodrigues et al., 2006). In a double-blinded randomized 
placebo-controlled trial, Stecksén-Blicks et al. reported that although fluoride varnish did 
not totally prevent white spot lesion formation, the incidence was significantly reduced in 
the fluoride varnish group. In addition to differences in study design, the frequency of 
fluoride application also varied among the studies. Stecksén et al. applied the fluoride 
varnish at six week intervals, the typical appointment interval for most orthodontic 
patients.  
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4.2 Resin sealer 

After less successful earlier sealers, findings about the application of a filled-resin sealer 
(Pro-seal) have been published in the literature. One in-vitro study using an acid challenge 
found that demineralization was significantly less with Pro-seal treatment, compared to an 
untreated enamel surface (Hu and Featherstone, 2005). In fact, the demineralization levels 
established by microhardness profiles showed that the Pro-seal group had 98% less 
demineralization than the control group. This study also featured a group of teeth treated 
with fluoride varnish. While both the Pro-seal and fluoride varnish had significantly less 
demineralization than the control group, the sealer had significantly less demineralization 
than the varnish. Furthermore, the study also found that Pro-seal can stand up to acid 
challenge and toothbrush abrasion in a laboratory environment. These outcomes were 
corroborated by another in-vitro study, that also found that the filled-resin sealer (Pro-seal) 
provided significantly more protection than either fluoride varnish or an unfilled resin 
sealer, with a 92% reduction in lesion depth compared with the controls using polarized 
light microscopy (Buren et al., 2008). In looking at its supposed fluoride release, one study 
found that Pro-seal released fluoride ions in a sustained way – with significantly decreasing 
amounts over a 17-week period, though this release was measured to be sub-ppm (Soliman 
et al., 2006). Despite some favorable results with in-vitro models, no in-vivo trials with Pro-
seal have been published in the literature.   

4.3 Amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) 

4.3.1 CPP-ACP paste 

Due to the early stages of this technology, published independent research on the ACP 
products like MI Paste is limited. Generally, the studies on caries prevention with CPP-ACP 
consist of in-situ caries models with gums, mouthrinses, or lozenges (Iijima et al., 2004; 
Reynolds et al., 2003). In addition, the vast majority of these studies were carried out by the 
same group that first isolated CPP-ACP at the University of Melbourne, Australia. For 
example, using topical applications of CPP-ACP via sugar-free chewing gum and 
mouthrinse, Reynolds et al. showed that CPP-ACP incorporated into dental plaque can 
significantly increase the levels of plaque calcium and phosphate ions (Reynolds et al., 2003). 
Conversely, an in-vitro study carried out by an American group found that while fluoride 
5000 ppm paste had a statistically significant protective effect against demineralization on 
enamel sections, MI Paste had no effect (Pulido et al., 2008).There are two published studies 
that examine the role of CPP-ACP paste in orthodontics. In an in-vitro study that assessed 
the demineralization around bonded molar tubes on extracted third molars, a mild decrease 
in demineralization was found with the application of CPP-ACP (Sudjalim et al., 2007). On 
the other hand, the authors of this very article recommended combining CPP-ACP with a 
fluoride gel to enhance the treatment effect. For the most part, clinicians loyal to the CPP-
ACP protocol apply it without a fluoride gel, and the brochures by the manufacturer make 
no mention of additional rinses or gels. Andersson et al. conducted an in-vivo post-
orthodontic treatment study, in which they compared the remineralization capabilities of 
0.05% Sodium Fluoride mouthwash and the application of Topacal (CPP-ACP topical 
cream) on patients with white spot lesions. The study found significant remineralization 
with both protocols, and found no significant differences between the groups over time. 
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Still, the authors pointed out that the remineralization that occurred with CPP-ACP 
treatment was generally more esthetic than with the fluoride rinse.  

4.3.2 ACP-containing bonding cement 

As for ACP bonding cement products like Aegis-Ortho, there are currently no published 
comparative studies on its ability to prevent white spot lesions in the peer-reviewed 
literature. Two reports detail the questionable bond strength of ACP-containing cement. In 
spite of its potential benefits, frequent bond failures with ACP-cement have been reported. 
An in-vitro study with an earlier generation of Aegis-Ortho showed that orthodontic 
brackets bonded to teeth with an ACP-containing composite material failed at significantly 
lower forces than brackets bonded to teeth with a conventional resin-based composite 
orthodontic cement (Dunn, 2007). Another in-vitro study found that brackets bonded with 
the conventional Transbond XT had more than two times the shear bond strength in 
comparison to brackets bonded with Aegis-Ortho cement (Foster et al., 2008). In evaluating 
the current evidence base for ACP and its various products, the number of published in-vitro 
and in-vivo trials is clearly underwhelming. In a 2008 systematic literature review published 
in the Journal of the American Dental Association (JADA), the authors concluded that there 
is insufficient clinical trial evidence to make a recommendation regarding the long-term 
effectiveness of casein derivatives, specifically CPP-ACP, in preventing caries in-vivo 
(Azarpazhooh and Limeback, 2008). 

5. Summary of evidence 
Of all the treatments for incipient caries lesions during orthodontic treatment, agents with 
fluoride including varnish have the highest level of evidence. Multiple laboratory and 
clinical studies have demonstrated its efficacy. Highly-filled resin sealers like Pro-seal are 
relatively new, although the results from a few in vitro studies have demonstrated 
impressive results. On the other hand, a clinical study on its demineralization prevention 
has not yet surfaced. At this juncture, the evidence level for ACP products like CPP-ACP 
paste or ACP resin bonding cement is low. There is a clear need for more independent 
research of casein derivatives like CPP-ACP to make conclusions about its efficacy in caries 
prevention.  

6. Clinical status quo 
In terms of the clinical status quo for prevention of incipient caries lesions during 
orthodontic treatment, one has to first reference the AAO sponsored informed consent form, 
in which there is an emphasis on excellent oral hygiene, regular visits to the general dentist, 
and access to fluoridated water (AAO, 2009). In looking at practice trends, a recent survey 
by the Journal of Clinical Orthodontics does provide some information about the usage of 
some of the preventive measures previously outlined (Keim et al., 2008). Despite its proven 
efficacy, only 9.3% of orthodontists deliver fluoride varnish to their patients. The article also 
mentions that only 7.4% of orthodontists employ the fluoride-releasing glass ionomer 
adhesive for bracket bonding, which is understandable given its questionable physical 
properties. There were no data in the article detailing the usage of ACP products or resin 
sealers. In any event, the fact that more than half of orthodontic patients develop incipient 
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4.2 Resin sealer 

After less successful earlier sealers, findings about the application of a filled-resin sealer 
(Pro-seal) have been published in the literature. One in-vitro study using an acid challenge 
found that demineralization was significantly less with Pro-seal treatment, compared to an 
untreated enamel surface (Hu and Featherstone, 2005). In fact, the demineralization levels 
established by microhardness profiles showed that the Pro-seal group had 98% less 
demineralization than the control group. This study also featured a group of teeth treated 
with fluoride varnish. While both the Pro-seal and fluoride varnish had significantly less 
demineralization than the control group, the sealer had significantly less demineralization 
than the varnish. Furthermore, the study also found that Pro-seal can stand up to acid 
challenge and toothbrush abrasion in a laboratory environment. These outcomes were 
corroborated by another in-vitro study, that also found that the filled-resin sealer (Pro-seal) 
provided significantly more protection than either fluoride varnish or an unfilled resin 
sealer, with a 92% reduction in lesion depth compared with the controls using polarized 
light microscopy (Buren et al., 2008). In looking at its supposed fluoride release, one study 
found that Pro-seal released fluoride ions in a sustained way – with significantly decreasing 
amounts over a 17-week period, though this release was measured to be sub-ppm (Soliman 
et al., 2006). Despite some favorable results with in-vitro models, no in-vivo trials with Pro-
seal have been published in the literature.   

4.3 Amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) 

4.3.1 CPP-ACP paste 

Due to the early stages of this technology, published independent research on the ACP 
products like MI Paste is limited. Generally, the studies on caries prevention with CPP-ACP 
consist of in-situ caries models with gums, mouthrinses, or lozenges (Iijima et al., 2004; 
Reynolds et al., 2003). In addition, the vast majority of these studies were carried out by the 
same group that first isolated CPP-ACP at the University of Melbourne, Australia. For 
example, using topical applications of CPP-ACP via sugar-free chewing gum and 
mouthrinse, Reynolds et al. showed that CPP-ACP incorporated into dental plaque can 
significantly increase the levels of plaque calcium and phosphate ions (Reynolds et al., 2003). 
Conversely, an in-vitro study carried out by an American group found that while fluoride 
5000 ppm paste had a statistically significant protective effect against demineralization on 
enamel sections, MI Paste had no effect (Pulido et al., 2008).There are two published studies 
that examine the role of CPP-ACP paste in orthodontics. In an in-vitro study that assessed 
the demineralization around bonded molar tubes on extracted third molars, a mild decrease 
in demineralization was found with the application of CPP-ACP (Sudjalim et al., 2007). On 
the other hand, the authors of this very article recommended combining CPP-ACP with a 
fluoride gel to enhance the treatment effect. For the most part, clinicians loyal to the CPP-
ACP protocol apply it without a fluoride gel, and the brochures by the manufacturer make 
no mention of additional rinses or gels. Andersson et al. conducted an in-vivo post-
orthodontic treatment study, in which they compared the remineralization capabilities of 
0.05% Sodium Fluoride mouthwash and the application of Topacal (CPP-ACP topical 
cream) on patients with white spot lesions. The study found significant remineralization 
with both protocols, and found no significant differences between the groups over time. 
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Still, the authors pointed out that the remineralization that occurred with CPP-ACP 
treatment was generally more esthetic than with the fluoride rinse.  

4.3.2 ACP-containing bonding cement 

As for ACP bonding cement products like Aegis-Ortho, there are currently no published 
comparative studies on its ability to prevent white spot lesions in the peer-reviewed 
literature. Two reports detail the questionable bond strength of ACP-containing cement. In 
spite of its potential benefits, frequent bond failures with ACP-cement have been reported. 
An in-vitro study with an earlier generation of Aegis-Ortho showed that orthodontic 
brackets bonded to teeth with an ACP-containing composite material failed at significantly 
lower forces than brackets bonded to teeth with a conventional resin-based composite 
orthodontic cement (Dunn, 2007). Another in-vitro study found that brackets bonded with 
the conventional Transbond XT had more than two times the shear bond strength in 
comparison to brackets bonded with Aegis-Ortho cement (Foster et al., 2008). In evaluating 
the current evidence base for ACP and its various products, the number of published in-vitro 
and in-vivo trials is clearly underwhelming. In a 2008 systematic literature review published 
in the Journal of the American Dental Association (JADA), the authors concluded that there 
is insufficient clinical trial evidence to make a recommendation regarding the long-term 
effectiveness of casein derivatives, specifically CPP-ACP, in preventing caries in-vivo 
(Azarpazhooh and Limeback, 2008). 

5. Summary of evidence 
Of all the treatments for incipient caries lesions during orthodontic treatment, agents with 
fluoride including varnish have the highest level of evidence. Multiple laboratory and 
clinical studies have demonstrated its efficacy. Highly-filled resin sealers like Pro-seal are 
relatively new, although the results from a few in vitro studies have demonstrated 
impressive results. On the other hand, a clinical study on its demineralization prevention 
has not yet surfaced. At this juncture, the evidence level for ACP products like CPP-ACP 
paste or ACP resin bonding cement is low. There is a clear need for more independent 
research of casein derivatives like CPP-ACP to make conclusions about its efficacy in caries 
prevention.  

6. Clinical status quo 
In terms of the clinical status quo for prevention of incipient caries lesions during 
orthodontic treatment, one has to first reference the AAO sponsored informed consent form, 
in which there is an emphasis on excellent oral hygiene, regular visits to the general dentist, 
and access to fluoridated water (AAO, 2009). In looking at practice trends, a recent survey 
by the Journal of Clinical Orthodontics does provide some information about the usage of 
some of the preventive measures previously outlined (Keim et al., 2008). Despite its proven 
efficacy, only 9.3% of orthodontists deliver fluoride varnish to their patients. The article also 
mentions that only 7.4% of orthodontists employ the fluoride-releasing glass ionomer 
adhesive for bracket bonding, which is understandable given its questionable physical 
properties. There were no data in the article detailing the usage of ACP products or resin 
sealers. In any event, the fact that more than half of orthodontic patients develop incipient 
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caries lesions (Gorelick et al., 1982; Richter et al., 2009) and that only 9.3% of orthodontists 
give their patients fluoride varnish (Keim et al., 2008), raises questions about emphasis of 
preventive care in today’s orthodontic practice.   

7. Need for investigation 
Due to high caries incidence, low patient compliance, and low usage of fluoride varnish by 
orthodontists, there appears to be a need for a better treatment modality for patients 
undergoing orthodontic treatment. Regardless of the exact prevalence rate for white spot 
lesion development, most dental professionals would agree that it is currently far too high. 
While adjuncts to treatment such as fluoride rinse can potentially reduce the incidence of 
white spot lesions, the required compliance of high caries-risk patients is dubious. Equally 
troublesome, available non-compliant and proven treatments like professionally applied 
fluoride varnish have failed to catch the attention of practicing orthodontists. The resin 
sealer (Pro-seal) seems to address the patient compliance issue, but if orthodontists have 
neither the time nor the interest to deliver fluoride varnish, their likelihood of investing the 
resources and chair time to etch and light cure Pro-seal on twenty teeth is probably low. 
Aegis-Ortho bracket cement containing ACP seems to address all these issues. It does not 
require patient compliance, and it does not require any additional chair time in the office, 
since time allotted for orthodontic bracket bonding is already a part of the treatment plan. In 
spite of some reports, which document a low bond strength of its earlier generations, if 
ameliorated, this product holds immense potential for preventive care during orthodontic 
treatment. First however, there is a need to test and document the preventive properties of 
ACP-containing bracket cement with in-vitro studies.  

8. Methods to assess demineralization 
With a heightened interest in evidenced-based dentistry, the dental research community has 
over the years employed various modes of technology to quantify extent of enamel 
demineralization. The ideal method of assessment should be simple, noninvasive, 
reproducible, and precise. The following is brief description of four commonly employed 
techniques (TMR, PLM, QLF, and CLSM). 

8.1 Microradiography 

Transverse Microradiography (TMR) or contact-microradiography is one of the most widely 
accepted methods used to assess demineralization and remineralization in dental hard 
tissues in in-situ and in-vitro studies. It is a highly sensitive method to measure the 
morphology of and the change in mineral content of enamel and dentin samples (Arends 
and Ten Bosch, 1992). In TMR the tooth sample to be investigated is cut into thin slices 
(about 80 µm and 200 µm for dentine samples). A microradiographic image is made on high 
resolution film by X-ray exposure of the sections together with a calibration stepwedge. The 
microradiogram is digitized by a video camera or photomultiplier. The mineral can be 
automatically calculated from the gray levels of the images of section and stepwedge using a 
custom-made software. In examining the reliability of TMR, Exterkate et al. found that 
repeated microradiographs of the same thin enamel sections resulted in a negligible spread 
in mineral loss among them (Exterkate et al., 1993). Such reliability and the more recent 
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application of computer imaging make microradiography a standard method used in caries 
research for the assessment of lesion profiles. 

8.2 Polarized light microscopy 

Polarized light evaluations of enamel sections have been useful in describing the early caries 
lesion and alterations in structure upon further demineralization or remineralization. 
Generally, it provides information on absorption color and boundaries between minerals of 
differing refraction indices. Materials such as enamel act as beam splitters and divide light 
rays into two parts. Polarized Light microscopy (PLM) in turn exploits the interference of 
split light rays, as they are reunited along the same optical path to extract information about 
materials. Essentially, polarized light microscopy allows the visualization of areas with 
different porosities. The histologic features seen under a polarized light microscope allow 
the examiner to distinguish carious and non-carious enamel by their respective distribution 
of pores (Gwinnett, 1966). Polarized light examination of enamel specimens is a well-
established procedure in which it is customary to view quinoline-imbibed sections 
orientated so that normal enamel is blue/green in color (Gilmour and Edmunds, 1998). 

8.3. Quantitative light-induced fluorescence 

Quantitative Light-induced Fluorescence (QLF) is one method of assessing levels of enamel 
demineralization. With QLF, real-time fluorescent images are captured into a computer and 
stored in an image database. Optional quantitative analysis tools enable the user to quantify 
parameters like mineral loss, lesion depth, lesion size, stain size and severity with high 
precision and repeatability. The QLF method is based on the auto-fluorescence of teeth. 
When teeth are illuminated with high intensity blue light they will start to emit light in the 
green part of the spectrum. When enamel demineralization takes place, minerals are 
replaced mainly by water from saliva, causing a decrease in the light path in the tooth 
substance. This results in less light absorption by enamel. Because fluorescence is a result of 
light absorption, the intensity of fluorescence decreases in demineralized regions of the 
enamel, which appear darker than sound tooth structures (de Josselin et al., 1995; al-Khateeb 
et al., 1998; Rousseau et al., 2002). Thus, the fluorescence of the dental tissue has a direct 
relation with the mineral content of the enamel. The effectiveness of QLF for measurement 
of enamel demineralization has been demonstrated in several studies. The use of QLF 
allows for quantitative analysis has been reported to be well correlated (0.73-0.83) with the 
degree of mineral loss from early enamel lesions in-vitro when measured by longitudinal 
microradiography. (Hafstrom-Bjorkman et al., 1992; Emami et al., 1996; Lagerweij et al., 
1996). The use of QLF as a method of following caries development during orthodontic 
treatment has been suggested and encouraged by the results of several in-vitro studies. 
(Benson et al., 2003 and Pretty et al., 2003). Recent studies also indicate that QLF is suitable 
for in-vivo monitoring of mineral changes in incipient enamel lesions (Van der Veen et al., 
2000 and Al Khateeb et al., 2002). 

8.4 Confocal laser scanning ,icroscopy 

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) is yet another method of assessing enamel 
demineralization. This technique accelerates and simplifies the measuring of mineral loss. 
The enamel specimens are sectioned in half, stained with fluorescent dye, and analyzed 
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caries lesions (Gorelick et al., 1982; Richter et al., 2009) and that only 9.3% of orthodontists 
give their patients fluoride varnish (Keim et al., 2008), raises questions about emphasis of 
preventive care in today’s orthodontic practice.   

7. Need for investigation 
Due to high caries incidence, low patient compliance, and low usage of fluoride varnish by 
orthodontists, there appears to be a need for a better treatment modality for patients 
undergoing orthodontic treatment. Regardless of the exact prevalence rate for white spot 
lesion development, most dental professionals would agree that it is currently far too high. 
While adjuncts to treatment such as fluoride rinse can potentially reduce the incidence of 
white spot lesions, the required compliance of high caries-risk patients is dubious. Equally 
troublesome, available non-compliant and proven treatments like professionally applied 
fluoride varnish have failed to catch the attention of practicing orthodontists. The resin 
sealer (Pro-seal) seems to address the patient compliance issue, but if orthodontists have 
neither the time nor the interest to deliver fluoride varnish, their likelihood of investing the 
resources and chair time to etch and light cure Pro-seal on twenty teeth is probably low. 
Aegis-Ortho bracket cement containing ACP seems to address all these issues. It does not 
require patient compliance, and it does not require any additional chair time in the office, 
since time allotted for orthodontic bracket bonding is already a part of the treatment plan. In 
spite of some reports, which document a low bond strength of its earlier generations, if 
ameliorated, this product holds immense potential for preventive care during orthodontic 
treatment. First however, there is a need to test and document the preventive properties of 
ACP-containing bracket cement with in-vitro studies.  

8. Methods to assess demineralization 
With a heightened interest in evidenced-based dentistry, the dental research community has 
over the years employed various modes of technology to quantify extent of enamel 
demineralization. The ideal method of assessment should be simple, noninvasive, 
reproducible, and precise. The following is brief description of four commonly employed 
techniques (TMR, PLM, QLF, and CLSM). 

8.1 Microradiography 

Transverse Microradiography (TMR) or contact-microradiography is one of the most widely 
accepted methods used to assess demineralization and remineralization in dental hard 
tissues in in-situ and in-vitro studies. It is a highly sensitive method to measure the 
morphology of and the change in mineral content of enamel and dentin samples (Arends 
and Ten Bosch, 1992). In TMR the tooth sample to be investigated is cut into thin slices 
(about 80 µm and 200 µm for dentine samples). A microradiographic image is made on high 
resolution film by X-ray exposure of the sections together with a calibration stepwedge. The 
microradiogram is digitized by a video camera or photomultiplier. The mineral can be 
automatically calculated from the gray levels of the images of section and stepwedge using a 
custom-made software. In examining the reliability of TMR, Exterkate et al. found that 
repeated microradiographs of the same thin enamel sections resulted in a negligible spread 
in mineral loss among them (Exterkate et al., 1993). Such reliability and the more recent 
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application of computer imaging make microradiography a standard method used in caries 
research for the assessment of lesion profiles. 
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using a CLSM system (Fontana et al., 1996). The major advantage of this method is that it 
enables quantitative analysis of thick samples without the problems of thin section 
preparation required for microradiography or polarized light microscopy. Essentially, 
CLSM allows a subsurface examination since the scattered, reflected, and fluorescent light 
from planes out of focus is eliminated – providing a subsurface image only from a thin layer 
upon which it is focused. This processed digital image can be used to determine surface 
features, area and volume analysis of given structures, and views of the total structure from 
any angle in three dimensions. In terms of efficacy, a statistically significant high correlation 
was found between mineral changes measured using microradiography and the changes in 
lesion parameters analyzed by confocal microscopy (González-Cabezas et al., 1998)  

With all the treatment modalities flooding the marketplace, the orthodontist might find it 
difficult to sort out what works best and why when oral hygiene deteriorates. The objectives 
of this chapter are to highlight the results of two recent studies that investigated: 

1. The incidence of new WSLs before and after orthodontic treatment using photographic 
records; and 

2. The potential of ACP-containing resin cement and other treatments (fluoride varnish, 
resin sealer, MI Paste) to prevent incipient caries lesions next to bracketed teeth. 

9. Methods and materials: Part I 
9.1 Selection of subjects 

From a population of 2,296 patients treated in the graduate orthodontic clinic at the 
University of Michigan School of Dentistry (UMSD) between 1997 and 2004, 350 patient 
records were selected randomly using a random number sequence. Inclusion criteria for 
record selection consisted of patients who: 

1. Underwent comprehensive orthodontic treatment utilizing full fixed appliances on 
labial tooth surfaces; 

2. Had complete initial and final series of intraoral photographs; and 
3. Had complete treatment log information within their chart. 

9.2 Chart abstraction 

Data collection from de-identified patient charts included gender and age at initiation of 
orthodontic treatment, and treatment variables such as extraction therapy and 
comprehensive treatment time. Comprehensive treatment time was defined as the period 
between initiation of full fixed appliance therapy and removal of all active fixed appliances. 
Initial oral hygiene score, frequency of oral hygiene discussion, oral hygiene instruction and 
fluoride application and/or rinse were recorded from progress notes in the chart. 

9.3 Photography 

Intraoral pre-treatment (initial) and post-treatment (final) photographs of each patient were 
taken as part of standard orthodontic recordkeeping procedures. All photographs, stored as 
35 mm slides, were taken in the Clinical Photography Department at the UMSD by two 
professional photographers utilizing a standardized intraoral photography procedure. 
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Individual slides were scanned into digital format using a Nikon Slide Feeder SF-200 (S) and 
Super Coolscan 4000 ED scanner. Scanned images were enlarged 325% and imported into an 
individual Microsoft PowerPoint presentation for each patient. 

9.4 Dental caries determination 

Images were evaluated by trained investigators using a scoring system specifically adapted 
for use with photographed images (International Caries Detection and Assessment System II; 
Ismail, 2005). Visible labial surfaces examined included maxillary and mandibular central 
and lateral incisors, canines, first and second premolars, and first molars. The evaluators 
scored each visible labial tooth surface before and after orthodontic treatment. The scores 
were combined to determine the labial caries incidence for each patient. Teeth were 
examined and scored from first molar to first molar, maxilla and mandible (Fig. 2).  

 
Fig. 2. Tooth labial surfaces were examined and scored from left first molar to right first 
molar, maxilla and mandible, before and after orthodontic treatment. 
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10. Results: Part I 
The overall incidence of patients who developed at least one WSL during orthodontic 
treatment was 72.9% (N = 255; Table 1 and Fig. 3), while for newly developed cavitated 
lesions that were unrestored on the final record was 2.3%. Of the eight patients that 
developed cavitated lesions during orthodontic treatment, four (1.1%) developed one new 
cavitated lesion, three (0.9%) developed two new cavitated lesions and one (0.3%) 
developed four new cavitated lesions. Of the maximum 24 surfaces investigated per patient, 
on average 4.2 surfaces in each patient showed new WSL. The average of surfaces with new 
cavitations was only 0.04 and 0.05 with restorations. Even though infrequently, some early 
WSL regressed to sound (0.07 per patient). Demographic variables of gender and age at 
initiation of treatment were not related significantly to development of new decalcified or 
cavitated lesions. There was a significant relationship between increased treatment length 
and number of newly developed lesions (P = 0.03; Table 2). The mean number of labial 
surfaces per patient that developed new WSL was 3.01 for patients with a treatment length 
of less than 22 months. This increased to 5.28 teeth for patients with therapy longer than 33 
months. The number of new cavitations, however, showed only a nonsignificant trend (P = 
0.08) with increased treatment time. In addition, the number of newly developed lesions 
(both WSL and cavitations) showed no significant association with extraction or non-
extraction treatment protocols (Table 3). Although no relationship was demonstrated 
between pretreatment oral hygiene scores and lesion development, the recorded number of 
oral hygiene discussions between provider and patient were associated significantly with 
development of both white-spot (P <0.0001) and cavitated (P = 0.0006) lesions. The mean 
number of new lesions for patients with whom oral hygiene discussions had never been 
noted in the chart was 3.08, while the mean number of decalcified lesions for patients who 
were given oral hygiene instruction on three or more occasions increased to 7.78. A similar 
increase was exhibited for the mean number of cavitated lesions for patients given three or 
more oral hygiene discussions (mean = 0.20) vs. those with whom oral hygiene was not 
discussed after initial instruction (mean = 0.01). Age group (P = 0.03), treatment length (P = 
0.01) and number of oral hygiene discussions (P < 0.0001) were associated with 
development of WSL. There was a decrease in WSLs associated with increasing age group 
(regression coefficient = -0.59). An increase in WSLs was associated with both increased 
treatment time (regression coefficient = 0.07) and increased number of oral hygiene 
discussions (regression coefficient = 1.88). 

11. Methods and materials: Part II 
11.1 Sample preparation 

One hundred human premolar teeth were collected from various oral surgery practices 
located in southeast Michigan. Only premolars presenting a healthy facial enamel surface 
were included. All teeth were assigned randomly to five equal groups of 20 teeth. One of the 
groups had brackets bonded with Aegis-Ortho resin cement while the remaining groups 
were bonded with Transbond XT. Of the four Transbond XT groups, one served as a control, 
another received Vanish (3M, Espe, MN) fluoride varnish, another received MI Paste and 
the final received a coat of Pro-seal as adjunctive treatments. 
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11.2 Demineralization protocol 

Teeth were exposed to a pH cycling system to develop caries-like lesions. Each day teeth 
were incubated in demineralization solution (lactic acid and Carbopol [pH = 5.0], 50% 
saturated with hydroxyapatite) for eight hours, rinsed with de-ionized water and placed in 
artificial saliva for 30 minutes, followed by two seconds of brushing with a powerbrush 
(Sonicare, Philips) and fluoridated dentifrice (NaF, 1,100 ppm F), rinsed again and placed 
back in artificial saliva until next demineralization period (next day).  

 
Table 1. Incidence of white-spot lesions (WSLs) 

Solutions were refreshed daily during the experimental period of 15 days. On day 15, all 
teeth were removed from the saliva solution, rinsed under tap water and stored in 100% 
humidity. To assess demineralization, Quantitative Light-induced Fluorescence (QLF) and 
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) were used. Both procedures were carried out 
at the Oral Health Research Institute (IU) in Indianapolis, IN. 
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*= P- value significant at P<0.005. 

Table 2. Multivariabile regression model.  

 
Table 3. Inferential statistics. Adjusted R-square = 0.11. This model accounts for 11% of the 
variation inWSL development. 

 
Fig. 3. Distribution of patients with at least one new lesion. 
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12. Results: Part II 
Demineralization assessed by QLF is shown in Table 4. The Proseal group had the least 
amount of fluorescence loss followed by the Vanish group. Aegis-Ortho group, MI Paste 
group and the control group (Transbond) had the most fluorescence loss and were not 
different significantly. Demineralization assessed by CLSM is shown in Table 5. No 
detectable lesion depth was seen in any of the specimens of Pro-seal and Vanish groups. The 
greatest lesion depth was found in the control group (Transbond), but it was not different 
significantly from Aegis-Ortho and MI Paste. 

 
*Groups not different significantly (P>0.05). ΔF=fluoresce loss. 

Table 4. Loss of fluorescence per group(N=20). 

 

*Groups not different significantly (P>0.05). ΔF=lesion depth. 

Table 5. Lesion depth for each group (N=20). 

13. Discussion 
The use of intraoral photographs for caries determination in orthodontic patients is a well-
accepted method. Standardized photographs taken before and after appliance placement are 
available readily as a standard procedure in orthodontic care. Color photography as a means 
of recording prevalence of enamel opacity is a powerful method (Ellwood, 1993). Studies have 
shown that assessment of enamel demineralization from color images appears to be more 
reproducible than direct clinical observation utilizing only the naked eye (Benson et al., 1998). 
Moreover, photographic records provide an efficient means to capture the appearance of 
enamel and provide a permanent record at a given time point. It allows an examiner, therefore, 
to assess the caries experience of a patient blindly and randomly. Based on pre- and post-
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orthodontic treatment photographic patient records, this study showed a high incidence of 
new WSLs (72.9%) in patients treated with comprehensive orthodontics, while the incidence of 
new cavitated lesions in this population was 2.3%. Gender, age and oral hygiene at start of 
treatment were not associated with lesion development, while a significant association was 
evidenced with treatment duration. Patients in treatment for less than 22 months developed on 
average three WSLs, while patients in treatment for 33 months or longer developed on average 
more than five lesions. Linear regression analysis suggested that as the duration of fixed 
appliances increased one month, 0.08 new WSLs were developed. The in vitro study sought to 
test four different treatments, which comprise much of the currently available therapies to 
prevent WSLs. The four experimental groups differed in their application, chemistry and 
physical properties. The Aegis-Ortho cement serves as a replacement for a typical bracket 
bonding cement. This ACP-containing material supposedly reduces the incidence of enamel 
demineralization with the release of calcium and phosphate ions – not only to reduce 
demineralization, but also to promote the remineralization of enamel. The fluoride varnish 
group received the same bonding cement as the control plus an application of Vanish, a 
popular fluoride varnish used for caries prevention. Unlike fluoride rinses that require patient 
compliance, the delivery of Vanish takes place in the dental chair and could be applied at the 
monthly orthodontic appointment. The CPP-ACP group teeth received an adjunctive daily 
application of MI Paste, whose chemical mechanism of action resembles that of the ACP 
cement. Instead of having ACP just residing in the bracket cement, the preventive protocol for 
MI Paste demands a daily application and, thus, a certain degree of patient compliance. MI 
Paste is claimed to have the ability to prevent WSLs during orthodontic treatment. Teeth in the 
final group received a light cured filled sealant as adjunctive treatment. Though it claims to 
offer some fluoride release, Pro-seal at its core functions as a protective physical barrier against 
the acid attacks. 

Compared with the control group, the Pro-seal group had a statistically significant 
difference in regard to both outcome measures (i.e., lesion depth and fluorescence loss). The 
CLSM results indicated that there was no demineralization on any of the specimens in this 
group. Similarly, the QLF test demonstrated that teeth treated with Pro-seal had the least 
amount of fluorescence loss by far. The findings of this study confirmed that the Pro-seal 
functions as a protective barrier that is impermeable to the daily acid challenge. This 
impressive display of demineralization prevention under in vitro cariogenic conditions also 
has been observed in other studies (Hu and Featherstone, 2005; Buren et al., 2008). 

When interpreting the results of the current study, it is important to examine the 
experimental methods used. Obviously, the oral cavity of the typical teenager presents a 
much more dynamic and abrasive environment than those used in this in vitro study. 
However, it has been shown that Pro-seal sealant also displays physical properties when 
subjected to abrasion (Hu and Featherstone, 2005). Pro-seal prevented enamel 
demineralization convincingly and, thus, seems to be a reasonable treatment option that 
requires zero patient compliance. 

The results from this study also indicated that teeth treated with the fluoride varnish had 
less enamel demineralization than the control and the ACP groups. Although it had a 
statistically significant difference in both lesion depth and fluorescence loss when compared 
to the control group, the difference was not nearly as dramatic in the QLF test. Currently, 
there are no other in vitro studies in the literature that examine fluoride varnish around 
orthodontic brackets with both CLSM and QLF. 
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In that there was zero demineralization measured with the CLSM but some degree of 
fluorescence loss found with the QLF raises questions. In spite having the specimens 
brushed daily, for the most part the fluoride varnish remained unexpectedly on the tooth 
surface throughout the experiment and had to be removed with a plastic scaler at the end of 
the experiment. Therefore, its mechanism of action must be considered. In addition to the 
anti-cariogenic properties of fluoride as rationale for use, the fluoride may not have been the 
only mechanism of action in this in vitro experiment in that the varnish formed a physical 
barrier to the acid challenge. 

In this study, the Aegis-Ortho group and the MI Paste group showed less demineralization 
numerically than the control group for both the CLSM and QLF test, though neither had 
statistical significance. Thus, both Aegis-Ortho and MI Paste were not different from the 
control group. The similar numerical levels of effectiveness for Aegis-Ortho and MI Paste 
are not surprising, given their similar mode of action. In analyzing these two treatments, the 
obvious disadvantage for the MI Paste group is that it requires daily application, whereas 
the ACP in Aegis-Ortho simply resides in the bracket bonding cement. 

While the results of this study help us better understand the prevention potential of these 
products, in vitro experimental conditions cannot encapsulate all the complexities of a living 
oral cariogenic environment. 

The ultimate answer on efficacy of these products has to come from well-designed 
controlled clinical trials. An in vivo randomized controlled trial study that employs proven 
methods for clinical evaluation of incipient lesions around brackets and also includes the 
patient compliance factor would provide the highest level of evidence with respect to the 
preventive treatment modalities discussed. 

14. Conclusions 
The incidence of WSLs in patients treated with comprehensive orthodontics was very high, 
suggesting that any preventive therapy provided appeared to be ineffective. This 
widespread problem poses an alarming concern and warrants significant attention from 
both patients and providers that should result in greatly increased emphasis on effective 
caries prevention. Results from this study suggest that both the lightcured filled sealer (Pro-
seal) and the fluoride varnish (Vanish) have the potential to prevent enamel 
demineralization next to orthodontic brackets exposed to cariogenic conditions. 
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group received the same bonding cement as the control plus an application of Vanish, a 
popular fluoride varnish used for caries prevention. Unlike fluoride rinses that require patient 
compliance, the delivery of Vanish takes place in the dental chair and could be applied at the 
monthly orthodontic appointment. The CPP-ACP group teeth received an adjunctive daily 
application of MI Paste, whose chemical mechanism of action resembles that of the ACP 
cement. Instead of having ACP just residing in the bracket cement, the preventive protocol for 
MI Paste demands a daily application and, thus, a certain degree of patient compliance. MI 
Paste is claimed to have the ability to prevent WSLs during orthodontic treatment. Teeth in the 
final group received a light cured filled sealant as adjunctive treatment. Though it claims to 
offer some fluoride release, Pro-seal at its core functions as a protective physical barrier against 
the acid attacks. 

Compared with the control group, the Pro-seal group had a statistically significant 
difference in regard to both outcome measures (i.e., lesion depth and fluorescence loss). The 
CLSM results indicated that there was no demineralization on any of the specimens in this 
group. Similarly, the QLF test demonstrated that teeth treated with Pro-seal had the least 
amount of fluorescence loss by far. The findings of this study confirmed that the Pro-seal 
functions as a protective barrier that is impermeable to the daily acid challenge. This 
impressive display of demineralization prevention under in vitro cariogenic conditions also 
has been observed in other studies (Hu and Featherstone, 2005; Buren et al., 2008). 

When interpreting the results of the current study, it is important to examine the 
experimental methods used. Obviously, the oral cavity of the typical teenager presents a 
much more dynamic and abrasive environment than those used in this in vitro study. 
However, it has been shown that Pro-seal sealant also displays physical properties when 
subjected to abrasion (Hu and Featherstone, 2005). Pro-seal prevented enamel 
demineralization convincingly and, thus, seems to be a reasonable treatment option that 
requires zero patient compliance. 

The results from this study also indicated that teeth treated with the fluoride varnish had 
less enamel demineralization than the control and the ACP groups. Although it had a 
statistically significant difference in both lesion depth and fluorescence loss when compared 
to the control group, the difference was not nearly as dramatic in the QLF test. Currently, 
there are no other in vitro studies in the literature that examine fluoride varnish around 
orthodontic brackets with both CLSM and QLF. 
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In that there was zero demineralization measured with the CLSM but some degree of 
fluorescence loss found with the QLF raises questions. In spite having the specimens 
brushed daily, for the most part the fluoride varnish remained unexpectedly on the tooth 
surface throughout the experiment and had to be removed with a plastic scaler at the end of 
the experiment. Therefore, its mechanism of action must be considered. In addition to the 
anti-cariogenic properties of fluoride as rationale for use, the fluoride may not have been the 
only mechanism of action in this in vitro experiment in that the varnish formed a physical 
barrier to the acid challenge. 

In this study, the Aegis-Ortho group and the MI Paste group showed less demineralization 
numerically than the control group for both the CLSM and QLF test, though neither had 
statistical significance. Thus, both Aegis-Ortho and MI Paste were not different from the 
control group. The similar numerical levels of effectiveness for Aegis-Ortho and MI Paste 
are not surprising, given their similar mode of action. In analyzing these two treatments, the 
obvious disadvantage for the MI Paste group is that it requires daily application, whereas 
the ACP in Aegis-Ortho simply resides in the bracket bonding cement. 

While the results of this study help us better understand the prevention potential of these 
products, in vitro experimental conditions cannot encapsulate all the complexities of a living 
oral cariogenic environment. 

The ultimate answer on efficacy of these products has to come from well-designed 
controlled clinical trials. An in vivo randomized controlled trial study that employs proven 
methods for clinical evaluation of incipient lesions around brackets and also includes the 
patient compliance factor would provide the highest level of evidence with respect to the 
preventive treatment modalities discussed. 

14. Conclusions 
The incidence of WSLs in patients treated with comprehensive orthodontics was very high, 
suggesting that any preventive therapy provided appeared to be ineffective. This 
widespread problem poses an alarming concern and warrants significant attention from 
both patients and providers that should result in greatly increased emphasis on effective 
caries prevention. Results from this study suggest that both the lightcured filled sealer (Pro-
seal) and the fluoride varnish (Vanish) have the potential to prevent enamel 
demineralization next to orthodontic brackets exposed to cariogenic conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
Caries is a dynamic process in which mineral is removed during times of high acid 
production by bacterial plaque (demineralization) and replaced during periods of neutral 
pH (remineralization). Remineralization is the process by which mineral is deposited into 
tooth structure from salivary calcium and phosphate during periods of neutral pH. The 
remineralization process is facilitated by fluoride and can arrest carious demineralization by 
the formation of a hard outer surface [16]. 

Dentinal caries is similar to enamel caries, except that dentin demineralization begins at a 
higher pH (6.4 compared to 5.5) and proceeds about twice as rapidly since dentin has only 
half the mineral content. Low fluoride levels are insufficient to initiate dentin 
remineralization but are adequate to facilitate enamel remineralization. In enamel, at 
fluoride levels around 3 parts per million (ppm), the balance of mineral uptake and loss is 
shifted from net demineralization to net remineralization. Because dentin composes most 
root structure and because root surface caries lesions require significantly greater amounts 
of fluoride than enamel caries lesions to promote remineralization, restorative materials that 
release fluoride are often recommended for root surfaces [1]. Root caries appears as a 
softening and/or cavitation in the root surface with no initial involvement of the adjacent 
enamel. These lesions generally begin at or slightly occlusal to the free gingival margin but 
can extend into the gingival sulcus and/or undermine the coronal enamel as the caries 
progresses. Lesions also begin at the margins of restorations that have their cervical 
interfaces on root structure [19]. 

Traditional caries management has consisted of the detection of carious lesions followed by 
immediate restoration. In other words, caries was managed primarily by restorative 
dentistry. However, when the dentist takes the bur in hand, an irreversible process begins. 
Placing a restoration does not guarantee a sound future for the tooth; on the contrary, it may 
be the start of a restorative cycle in which the restoration will be replaced several times. The 
decision to initiate invasive treatment should be preceded by a number of questions: Is 
caries present and if so, how far does it extend? I a restoration required, or could the process 
be arrested by preventive treatment? Sometimes the decision to restore may be based on 
questionable diagnostic criteria. 
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1. Introduction 
Caries is a dynamic process in which mineral is removed during times of high acid 
production by bacterial plaque (demineralization) and replaced during periods of neutral 
pH (remineralization). Remineralization is the process by which mineral is deposited into 
tooth structure from salivary calcium and phosphate during periods of neutral pH. The 
remineralization process is facilitated by fluoride and can arrest carious demineralization by 
the formation of a hard outer surface [16]. 

Dentinal caries is similar to enamel caries, except that dentin demineralization begins at a 
higher pH (6.4 compared to 5.5) and proceeds about twice as rapidly since dentin has only 
half the mineral content. Low fluoride levels are insufficient to initiate dentin 
remineralization but are adequate to facilitate enamel remineralization. In enamel, at 
fluoride levels around 3 parts per million (ppm), the balance of mineral uptake and loss is 
shifted from net demineralization to net remineralization. Because dentin composes most 
root structure and because root surface caries lesions require significantly greater amounts 
of fluoride than enamel caries lesions to promote remineralization, restorative materials that 
release fluoride are often recommended for root surfaces [1]. Root caries appears as a 
softening and/or cavitation in the root surface with no initial involvement of the adjacent 
enamel. These lesions generally begin at or slightly occlusal to the free gingival margin but 
can extend into the gingival sulcus and/or undermine the coronal enamel as the caries 
progresses. Lesions also begin at the margins of restorations that have their cervical 
interfaces on root structure [19]. 

Traditional caries management has consisted of the detection of carious lesions followed by 
immediate restoration. In other words, caries was managed primarily by restorative 
dentistry. However, when the dentist takes the bur in hand, an irreversible process begins. 
Placing a restoration does not guarantee a sound future for the tooth; on the contrary, it may 
be the start of a restorative cycle in which the restoration will be replaced several times. The 
decision to initiate invasive treatment should be preceded by a number of questions: Is 
caries present and if so, how far does it extend? I a restoration required, or could the process 
be arrested by preventive treatment? Sometimes the decision to restore may be based on 
questionable diagnostic criteria. 
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A different treatment strategy is recommended, based on a proper diagnosis of caries, 
taking into account the dynamics of the caries process. The activity of caries should be 
determined, and causative factors should be evaluated. Caries risk should be assessed 
before treatment is considered, and treatment should include preventive regimens to arrest 
the caries process by redressing the imbalance between demineralization and 
remineralization.  

The treatment goal in caries management should be to prevent new lesions from forming 
and to detect lesions sufficiently early in the process so that they can be treated and arrested 
by nonoperative means. Such management requires skill and is time-consuming and worthy 
of appropriate payment. If these attempts have failed, high-quality restorative dentistry will 
be required to restore the integrity of the tooth surface [81].  

The first popular fluoride-releasing tooth-colored restorative material was silicate cement. 
Although this material had no bonding properties and did not survive well in the oral 
environment, recurrent caries lesions associated with silicate cement restorations were rare. 
This anticaries effect was eventually associated with fluoride-releasing materials have the goal 
of inhibiting recurrent caries, especially in patients at high risk for developing new lesions.  

Fluoride-releasing materials may be classified into four categories (1. Resin composites, 2. 
Compomers, 3. Resin-modified glass ionomers, and 4. Conventional glass ionomers based 
on similarities in physical, mechanical, and setting properties. Fluoride-releasing resin 
composites are on one end of the continuum and conventional glass ionomers on the other. 
Compomers appear near the resin composite end, and resin-modified glass ionomers are 
positioned nearer to the conventional glass ionomers [16]. 

The introduction of adhesive restorative materials has allowed dentists to make smaller 
preparations, which has led to preservation of hard dental tissues and, along with declining 
disease prevalence, has allowed elimination of G.V. Black’s principle of “extension for 
prevention.” Maximum tooth structure is preserved. However, this approach, sometimes 
described as a “dynamic treatment concept,” cannot prevent repeated treatment procedures 
and the occurrence of iatrogenic damage [3]. Resin composites have better mechanical 
properties, no inherent adhesive properties, greater thermal expansion coefficients, and 
better wear resistance compared with other materials in the continuum, but they have the 
least fluoride release. Glass ionomers have inherent adhesive properties, release 
comparatively high amounts of fluoride, and have thermal expansion coefficients similar to 
tooth structure, but their mechanical properties and wear resistance are poor. Resin-
modified glass ionomers contain elements of glass ionomers and light-cured resins. These 
materials have properties similar to glass ionomers and, like glass ionomers, should not be 
used for restorations in occlusal load-bearing areas. Although compomers are blends of 
resin composite and glass ionomer, they incorporate more resin than resin modified glass 
ionomers, and their physical and mechanical properties are more closely related to fluoride-
releasing resin composites. Compomers require a bonding system and acid etching of tooth 
structure to achieve a clinically usable bond. They release more fluoride than resin 
composites but less than glass ionomers and are more abrasion resistant than conventional 
or resin-modified glass ionomers. 

The early glass-ionomer restorative materials, called glass-ionomer cements, were rough, 
had less than optimum esthetic qualities, and had to be protected from hydration and 
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dehydration with a varnish or light-cured resin, applied to the surface immediately after 
placement. Finishing was delayed for 24 hours with the earlier materials; this delay was 
later shortened, through modification of the material, to 7 minutes. The unmodified glass-
ionomer materials are rarely used today [16].  

Several mechanisms have been suggested for the anticaries effects of fluoride. These include 
the formation of fluorapatite, which is more acid resistant than hytdroxyapatite, the 
enhancement of remineralization, interference of ionic bonding during pellicle and plaque 
formation, and the inhibition of microbial growth and metabolism. Fluoride relased from 
restorative materials can inhibit caries through all these mechanisms, although it seems 
likely that enhancement of remineralization is the most important mechanism in the adult. 
Although the recurrent caries inhibition effects of fluoride-releasing materials are evident, 
their clinical effectiveness has been questioned based on the durability of the material. Even 
in primary teeth, these materials should be used selectively, and the time that the material 
will be expected to survive (how long the tooth will remain in the oral cavity) should be 
evaluated against its wear effectiveness [52].  

For treating carious lesions, especially in the patient with high caries risk, resin-modified 
glass ionomers and fluoride-releasing resin composites have the greatest potential for 
success. Resin-modified glass ionomers are recommended as the esthetic restorative 
materials of choice in the Class 5 situation for patients with high caries risk, especially those 
with diminished salivary flow, due to their high fluoride release and fluoride recharge 
capability [16]. 

As materials continue to proliferate, it becomes increasingly difficult to choose the 
appropriate material for a particular clinical situation. Fluoride-releasing materials are no 
exception, and clinicians need guidelines to select and use these materials. There is modest 
but growing evidence from clinical trials that fluoride-releasing materials, especially glass 
ionomers, reduce the occurrence of recurrent caries. There is also evidence of a dose-
response relationship between fluoride release and decreasing caries. While higher fluoride-
releasing materials have greater caries protecting effects, these materials are not panaceas. 
The physical limitations of glass ionomers and compomers and their poor wear resistance 
contribute markedly to restoration failure. Evidence suggests that resin-modified glass-
ionomer materials may provide an improved combination of physical integrity and caries 
inhibition [16].   

The surfaces are important because all restorative dental materials meet and interact with 
tooth structure at a surface. Also, all dental surfaces interact with intraoral constituents 
such as saliva and bacteria. Changing a material’s surface properties can mitigate the 
extent of that interaction. The type of interaction between two materials at an interface is 
defined as the energy of interaction, and this is conveniently measured for a liquid 
interacting with a solid under a standard set of conditions as the contact angle (θ). The 
contact angle is the angle a drop of liquid makes with the surface on which it rests (Fig. 
1A). This angle is the result of an equilibrium between the surface tensions of the liquid-
gas interface (ϒLG), solid-gas interface (ϒSG), and solid liquid interface (ϒSL). These 
relationships can be expressed as an equation, as shown in fig. 1A. If the energy difference 
of the two materials in contact is large, then they will have a large contact angle. If the 
energy difference is very small, then the contact angle will be low and the liquid will 
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capability [16]. 
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ionomers, reduce the occurrence of recurrent caries. There is also evidence of a dose-
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releasing materials have greater caries protecting effects, these materials are not panaceas. 
The physical limitations of glass ionomers and compomers and their poor wear resistance 
contribute markedly to restoration failure. Evidence suggests that resin-modified glass-
ionomer materials may provide an improved combination of physical integrity and caries 
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appear to wet the solid by spreading. Wetting is a qualitative description of the contact 
angle. Good wetting, or spreading, represents a low contact angle. Partial (poor) wetting 
describes a contact angle approaching 90 degrees. Non wetting is a contact angle 
approaching 180 degrees (see fig. 1B). 

 
Fig. 1. Interfacial interactions of materials. A) Interaction quantified as contact angle (see 
formula). B) Interaction described in terms of good wetting (spreading), partial (poor) 
wetting, or nonwetting. 

It is very important that film formers such as varnishes, liners, cements, and bonding agents 
have good wetting on tooth preparation surfaces on which these materials may be placed, so 
that they adapt to the microscopic interstices of the surfaces. However, in other instances, 
poor wetting may be an advantage. For example, experimental posterior composites have 
been formulated to have high contact angles to retard water and/or bacterial interactions. In 
most cases, wetting can be anticipated on the basis of the hydrophilicity (water-loving) or 
hydrophobicity (water-hating) of materials. Hydrophilic surfaces are not wet well by 
hydrophobic liquids [7].  

Teeth also can be restored using indirect restorations are fabricated outside of the mouth. 
Most indirect restorations are made on a replica of the prepared tooth in a dental 
laboratory by a trained technician. Tooth-colored indirect systems include laboratory-
processed composites or ceramics such as porcelain fired on refractory dies or hot pressed 
glasses. In addition, at least one chairside computer-aided design/computer-assisted 
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) system is currently available and is used to fabricate ceramic 
restorations [73]. 
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This chapter reviews the glass-ionomer cements, compomers, and direct composite 
restorative materials (also dentin bonding agents) and their composition, classification, and 
clinical application and performance after removing caries.  

2. Glass-ionomer cements 
The original glass-ionomer cements (GICs), which are governed ISO 9917.1-2007 are water-
based materials which set by an acid-base reaction between a polyalkenoic acid and a 
fluroaluminosilicate glass [86] and have been one of the most widely researched dental 
materials since their introduction in the 1970s. Since these were brittle materials, attempts 
were made to enhance the physical properties by the addition of either metal particles 
(silver or gold), by a fusion process resulting in a ‘cermet’ (ceramic-metal), or amalgam alloy 
particles by a simple addition (‘admix’).  An important characteristic of glass-ionomer is its 
ability to bond to tooth structure, one mechanism being that of a hydrogen bond between 
the carboxyl group of the polyacid and the camcium in the tooth structure. It has also been 
shown that there is a micromechanical penetration of the GI into the tooth. They have a 
coefficient of thermal expansion similar to the tooth, which may help reduce microleakage 
and therefore postoperative sensitivity and can be bulk-filled and finished faster than a 
composite. The newer generations of glass ionomer materials are faster setting and no 
longer sensitive to hydration or desiccation during setting. One main advantage of glass 
ionomer materials is their chemical bonding ability to tooth structure, making them more 
resistant to leaks. Compared with resin system bonding, glass ionomer bonding is more 
degeneration-resistant and does not breakup, unlike the hydrolytic degradation of the 
hybrid layer of the resin system. Further modification of water-based (‘conventional’) GICs 
took place in the early 1990s by the addition of water-soluble resin, to produce the ‘resin-
modified’ GICs. The purpose of adding resin was to enhance the physical properties and to 
reduce the sensivity to water balance of the conventional GICs. The first of the ‘resin-
modified’ GICs (RM-GICs) was Virtabond (3M Dental Products, St Paul, Minnesota, USA), 
now called Vitrebond (3M/Espe Dental). Other names for RM-GIC which have been used 
include ‘resin-ionomers’, ‘resinomers’, ‘hybrid ionomers’ and ‘light-cured glass ionomers’ 
[17, 79, 80, 84]. 

2.1 Setting reactions 

After mixing powder and liquid, the acid etches the gllas which reslts in a release of 
calcium, aluminium, sodium and fluoride ions into solution. This is an acid-base reaction 
where the water serves as the medium for the reaction. The metal ions react with the 
carboxyl (COO) groups to form a polyacid salt, which becomes the cement matrix, and the 
surface of the glass becomes a silica hydrogel. The unreacted cores of the glass particles 
remain as a filler [79, 84]. 

Although the clinical set is completed within a few minutes, a continuing ‘maturation’ phase 
occurs over subsequent months. This is predominantly due to the slow reaction of the 
aluminium ions [45] and is the cause of the set material’s sensitivity to water balance. The 
set material needs to be protected from salivary contamination for several hours, otherwise 
the surface becomes weak and opaque, and from water loss for several months, otherwise 
the material shrinks and cracks and may debond [45, 79].  
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The RM-GICs also undergo an acid:base reaction (which is a pre-requisite for any material 
to be described as a glass-ionomer cement). However, there is an additional resin 
polymerization phase. Depending on the product, the resin polymerization may be self-
cure, light-cure or both. On mixing powder and liquid, the acid:base reaction, and if present, 
the self-cure resin polymerization reaction, begin and setting commences. Restorative RM-
GICs (in contrast to luting RM-GICs) undergo photopolymerization on exposure to light, 
resulting in clinical set. However, the acid:base reaction continues, albeit much more slowly. 
Although the set material can be contoured and polished under water spray immediately 
following polymerization, delayed polishing has been recommended [88]. However, 
dehydration remains a potential problem. All GICs show an increase in translucency at 
seven days compared to that at placement, resulting in an aesthetic improvement [45, 79]. 

2.2 Classification 

The most practical classification of the GICs is on their clinical usage [45, 87]. Type I GICs 
are the luting cements, characterized by low film thickness and rapid set; when available as 
an RM-GIC, the photopolymerization reaction will be absent. Type II GICs are restorative 
cements, with sub-types 1 and 2. Type II-1 GICs are aesthetic cements (available in both 
conventional and resin-modified presentations) and Type II-2 GICs are ‘reinforced’ 
(however, despite their description, are not necessarily stronger than Type II-1 products). 
However, they are more wear-resistant. Type III GICs are the lining cements and fissure 
sealants, characterized by low viscosity and rapid set.  

In the mid- to late-1990s, high powder:liquid ratio conventional GICs were introduced, 
alternatively termed ‘packable’ or ‘high viscosity’ GICs [62]. These products (e.g., Ketac 
Molar, 3M/Espe, Seefeld, Bavaria, Germany; Chemflex, Dentsply, York, Pennsylvania, USA; 
Fuji IX and Fuji IX GP, GC International) are promoted principally for small cavities in 
deciduous teeth, temporary restorations, liner/base applications, and in the ‘Atraumatic 
Restorative Treatment’ (ART) technique [26, 79]. The most recently accepted uses of GICs 
have been as a liner and base under deep composite restorations, which was described in 
1984 [38] and has been referred to as the sandwich technique, Deep cervical lesions and 
proximal boxes of class II cavities whose gingival floor is on root surfaces are areas where 
there is increased diameter of dentinal tubules that will affect the bond strength because of 
increased chances of hydrolytic degradation (The 'open sandwich’ technique, also known as 
the ‘cervical lining’). Because of their chemical bonding capabilities, glass ionomer adhere to 
these surface better then dental adhesive-bonding agents. Based on evidence-based 
dentistry protocols, the recommendation is to treat the surfaces with a polyacrylic acid 
conditioner, which is rinsed before glass ionomers are applied. This weak acid modifies the 
smear layer by leaving the smear plugs behind, improving the seal and eliminating 
postoperative sensitivity. A new self-conditioner for resin-modified glass ionomers, recently 
developed by Fuji (GC America, IL, USA), does not require rinsing before applying the glass 
ionomer material [9]. Both Fuji II and Fuji IX (GC America, IL, USA) have unique automix 
dispensing capsules, simplifying placement of these materials. Resin-modified ionomers, 
such as Fuji II LC, are routinely used as liners at 1 mm or less, and a material such as Fuji IX 
or Riva (SDI, Bensenville, IL, USA) is preferred for larger areas of dentin replacement.  

Based on abundant evidence, conventional and metal-modified glass ionomers are not 
recommended in class 2 restorations in both primary and permanent molars. To compensate 
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for this, RM-GICs were developed to produce better mechanical properties than the 
conventional ones. The resin hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) or bis-glycerol 
methacrylate was added to the liquid. The resin modification of these cements allowed the 
base curing reaction to be supplemented by a light or chemical curing process, allowing for 
a command set. The obvious advantages were better fracture toughness, increased tensile 
strength, and a decrease in desiccation and hydration problems [20]. The limiting factors 
were the setting shrinkage, which was found to be greater than with conventional cements, 
and the limited depth of cure with more opaque lining cements [5]. The mean age of these 
failed glass ionomer restorations at replacement in permanent teeth in general practice was 
found to be 5.5 years for patients older than 30 years [43]. Secondary caries, bulk fracture 
(1.4%–14%), and marginal fracture (from poor anatomic form) constituted the main reasons 
for failure. In developing countries, highly viscous glass ionomer materials have became 
popular in atraumatic restorative treatment techniques for class 1 restorations in posterior 
teeth. In class 2 restorations, these high viscous glass ionomers are still considered 
satisfactory after 3 years of clinical service, despite large percentages of failed restorations. 
However, a recently concluded retrospective study showed that the failure of class 2 
restorations with these materials rose to 60% at 72 months. It was hypothesized that caries-
like loss of material was seen on radiographs and that the presence of proximal contacts 
promoted disintegration of these materials [66, 80]. 

2.3 Bonding mechanism 

The bonding mechanism of the GICs to dental hard tissues is very complex, and may be 
different for RM-GICs compared to conventional GICs. Simplistically, an ionic bond occurs 
between the carboxyl (COO-) ions in the cement acid and the calcium (Ca++) ions in enamel 
and dentine.  

When freshly mixed conventional GIC is placed on enamel or dentine, dissolution of any 
smear layer occurs but demineralization is minimal since the tooth hydroxyapatite buffers 
the acid, and polyalkenoic is quite weak [83]. Phosphate ions (negatively charged) and 
calcium ions (positively charged) are displaced from the hydroxyapatite, and are absorbed 
into the unset cement. This results in an intermediate layer between the ‘pure’ GIC and the 
‘pure’ hydroxyapatite; the so called ‘ion-exchange’ layer [45]. Problems of specimen 
preparation of a water-based material have hindered investigation of this layer, although 
better techniques are now becoming available [49]. 

The ion-exchange layer appears to consist of calcium and phosphate ions from the GIC, and 
aluminium, silicic, fluoride and calcium and/or strontium ions (depending on glass 
composition) from the GIC [67].  The thickness of the ion-exchange layer appears to be in the 
order of a few micrometres, and merges into the GIC on one side and into the enamel/dentine 
on the other. Unfortunately there is some confusion in the literature [24, 31, 49, 76] regarding 
the ion-exchange layer. Other terms have been proposed such as ‘zone of interaction’, 
‘interdiffusion zone’, ‘hybrid layer’, ‘interphase’, and ‘intermediate layer’.  In particular, the 
notation ‘hybrid layer’ causes confusion with the ‘hybrid layer’ formed between resin 
composite and dentine (see below). The term ‘ion-exchange layer’ should be used, since it 
accurately describes its nature. It has been shown that this layer is resistant to acid and base 
treatment, and has thus also been referred to as the ‘acid-base resistant layer’ [79]. 
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The RM-GICs also undergo an acid:base reaction (which is a pre-requisite for any material 
to be described as a glass-ionomer cement). However, there is an additional resin 
polymerization phase. Depending on the product, the resin polymerization may be self-
cure, light-cure or both. On mixing powder and liquid, the acid:base reaction, and if present, 
the self-cure resin polymerization reaction, begin and setting commences. Restorative RM-
GICs (in contrast to luting RM-GICs) undergo photopolymerization on exposure to light, 
resulting in clinical set. However, the acid:base reaction continues, albeit much more slowly. 
Although the set material can be contoured and polished under water spray immediately 
following polymerization, delayed polishing has been recommended [88]. However, 
dehydration remains a potential problem. All GICs show an increase in translucency at 
seven days compared to that at placement, resulting in an aesthetic improvement [45, 79]. 

2.2 Classification 

The most practical classification of the GICs is on their clinical usage [45, 87]. Type I GICs 
are the luting cements, characterized by low film thickness and rapid set; when available as 
an RM-GIC, the photopolymerization reaction will be absent. Type II GICs are restorative 
cements, with sub-types 1 and 2. Type II-1 GICs are aesthetic cements (available in both 
conventional and resin-modified presentations) and Type II-2 GICs are ‘reinforced’ 
(however, despite their description, are not necessarily stronger than Type II-1 products). 
However, they are more wear-resistant. Type III GICs are the lining cements and fissure 
sealants, characterized by low viscosity and rapid set.  

In the mid- to late-1990s, high powder:liquid ratio conventional GICs were introduced, 
alternatively termed ‘packable’ or ‘high viscosity’ GICs [62]. These products (e.g., Ketac 
Molar, 3M/Espe, Seefeld, Bavaria, Germany; Chemflex, Dentsply, York, Pennsylvania, USA; 
Fuji IX and Fuji IX GP, GC International) are promoted principally for small cavities in 
deciduous teeth, temporary restorations, liner/base applications, and in the ‘Atraumatic 
Restorative Treatment’ (ART) technique [26, 79]. The most recently accepted uses of GICs 
have been as a liner and base under deep composite restorations, which was described in 
1984 [38] and has been referred to as the sandwich technique, Deep cervical lesions and 
proximal boxes of class II cavities whose gingival floor is on root surfaces are areas where 
there is increased diameter of dentinal tubules that will affect the bond strength because of 
increased chances of hydrolytic degradation (The 'open sandwich’ technique, also known as 
the ‘cervical lining’). Because of their chemical bonding capabilities, glass ionomer adhere to 
these surface better then dental adhesive-bonding agents. Based on evidence-based 
dentistry protocols, the recommendation is to treat the surfaces with a polyacrylic acid 
conditioner, which is rinsed before glass ionomers are applied. This weak acid modifies the 
smear layer by leaving the smear plugs behind, improving the seal and eliminating 
postoperative sensitivity. A new self-conditioner for resin-modified glass ionomers, recently 
developed by Fuji (GC America, IL, USA), does not require rinsing before applying the glass 
ionomer material [9]. Both Fuji II and Fuji IX (GC America, IL, USA) have unique automix 
dispensing capsules, simplifying placement of these materials. Resin-modified ionomers, 
such as Fuji II LC, are routinely used as liners at 1 mm or less, and a material such as Fuji IX 
or Riva (SDI, Bensenville, IL, USA) is preferred for larger areas of dentin replacement.  

Based on abundant evidence, conventional and metal-modified glass ionomers are not 
recommended in class 2 restorations in both primary and permanent molars. To compensate 
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for this, RM-GICs were developed to produce better mechanical properties than the 
conventional ones. The resin hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) or bis-glycerol 
methacrylate was added to the liquid. The resin modification of these cements allowed the 
base curing reaction to be supplemented by a light or chemical curing process, allowing for 
a command set. The obvious advantages were better fracture toughness, increased tensile 
strength, and a decrease in desiccation and hydration problems [20]. The limiting factors 
were the setting shrinkage, which was found to be greater than with conventional cements, 
and the limited depth of cure with more opaque lining cements [5]. The mean age of these 
failed glass ionomer restorations at replacement in permanent teeth in general practice was 
found to be 5.5 years for patients older than 30 years [43]. Secondary caries, bulk fracture 
(1.4%–14%), and marginal fracture (from poor anatomic form) constituted the main reasons 
for failure. In developing countries, highly viscous glass ionomer materials have became 
popular in atraumatic restorative treatment techniques for class 1 restorations in posterior 
teeth. In class 2 restorations, these high viscous glass ionomers are still considered 
satisfactory after 3 years of clinical service, despite large percentages of failed restorations. 
However, a recently concluded retrospective study showed that the failure of class 2 
restorations with these materials rose to 60% at 72 months. It was hypothesized that caries-
like loss of material was seen on radiographs and that the presence of proximal contacts 
promoted disintegration of these materials [66, 80]. 

2.3 Bonding mechanism 

The bonding mechanism of the GICs to dental hard tissues is very complex, and may be 
different for RM-GICs compared to conventional GICs. Simplistically, an ionic bond occurs 
between the carboxyl (COO-) ions in the cement acid and the calcium (Ca++) ions in enamel 
and dentine.  

When freshly mixed conventional GIC is placed on enamel or dentine, dissolution of any 
smear layer occurs but demineralization is minimal since the tooth hydroxyapatite buffers 
the acid, and polyalkenoic is quite weak [83]. Phosphate ions (negatively charged) and 
calcium ions (positively charged) are displaced from the hydroxyapatite, and are absorbed 
into the unset cement. This results in an intermediate layer between the ‘pure’ GIC and the 
‘pure’ hydroxyapatite; the so called ‘ion-exchange’ layer [45]. Problems of specimen 
preparation of a water-based material have hindered investigation of this layer, although 
better techniques are now becoming available [49]. 

The ion-exchange layer appears to consist of calcium and phosphate ions from the GIC, and 
aluminium, silicic, fluoride and calcium and/or strontium ions (depending on glass 
composition) from the GIC [67].  The thickness of the ion-exchange layer appears to be in the 
order of a few micrometres, and merges into the GIC on one side and into the enamel/dentine 
on the other. Unfortunately there is some confusion in the literature [24, 31, 49, 76] regarding 
the ion-exchange layer. Other terms have been proposed such as ‘zone of interaction’, 
‘interdiffusion zone’, ‘hybrid layer’, ‘interphase’, and ‘intermediate layer’.  In particular, the 
notation ‘hybrid layer’ causes confusion with the ‘hybrid layer’ formed between resin 
composite and dentine (see below). The term ‘ion-exchange layer’ should be used, since it 
accurately describes its nature. It has been shown that this layer is resistant to acid and base 
treatment, and has thus also been referred to as the ‘acid-base resistant layer’ [79]. 
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Measurement of the bond strength of GIC to enamel and dentine is complicated by the 
brittle nature of the GIC. Laboratory bond strength tests invariably result in cohesive failure 
of the GIC, rather than failure within the ion exchange layer. Consequently, the true 
strength of the ion-exchange layer is not known; values in the range 3-10 MPa are commonly 
reported, i.e., approximately the cohesive strength of GIC [76, 79]. 

2.4 Fluoride release 

The release of fluoride ions is one of the notable characteristics of GICs. It is present 
originally as a flux in the manufacture of the glass, and is released from the glass particles 
on mixing with the polyalkenoic acid. The presence of fluoride also has benefits in 
increasing translucency and strength and improving handling properties [29]. The 
mechanism of release is complex and not fully understood. However, it is maximum in the 
first few days and decreases rapidly to a lower level over weeks, and maintains a low level 
over months. It has also been shown that GIC can be ‘recharged’ with fluoride, resulting in a 
subsequent short-term boost in release. Most of the fluoride is released as sodium fluoride, 
which is not critical to the cement matrix, and thus does not result in weakening or 
disintegration of the set cement. Resin-modified GICs show similar dynamics of fluoride 
release, although for both types of material the dynamics of release and the amounts 
released depend on the particular material and the experimental design [79, 89]. 

2.5 Biological properties 

Several metallic ions are released from GIC, as well as fluoride. The highest release occurs 
from the unset material, and as described above, most research has been done on fluoride. 
Hydroxethylmethacrylate (HEMA) is released from RM-GICs and can diffuse through 
dentine in laboratory studies. Since HEMA can induce allergic and toxic responses, the 
clinical relevance of its release requires more investigation [70]. Nevertheless, to date there is 
no evidence that HEMA in dental materials is responsible for any local or systematic 
adverse effects.  

Glass-ionomer cement has been shown to have an antimicrobial effect in several studies, and 
greater than that shown by other materials such as amalgam and resin composite. However, 
again it is difficult to do more than generalize, as the results depend on the experimental 
method, the bacteria used and the product tested [70]. There are several theories regarding 
the antibacterial activity. Most workers propose that fluoride is responsible, possibly acting 
synergistically with pH. However, other released agents have been cited as possible 
antibacterials, including zinc [77] and polyalkenoic acid [68], acting alone or synergistically 
with pH and fluoride [79]. 

2.6 Clinical performance 

One of the principal benefits of GICs is their adhesion to the dental hard tissues, and this has 
been confirmed in non-undercut non-carious cervical lesions (NCCLs) where dentine is the 
main substrate. However, because of the low fracture toughness of GICs (including RM-
GICs), they are recommended principally for non-stress-bearing areas, e.g., carious and non-
carious cervical lesions and approximal anterior lesions. Nevertheless, the high 
powder:liquid ratio materials may be useful in the restoration of small cavities in deciduous 
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teeth. Clinical studies on RM-GICs are less extensive because of their more recent 
introduction [6, 13]. However, the results are mixed with respect to both brand comparisons 
and comparisons with polyacid-modified resin composites. One presentation of an RM-GIC 
is in a low powder:liquid ratio form (Fuji Bond LC; GC International), and is used in a 
similar way to a dentine bonding agent. Excellent five-year results have been obtained for 
the retention by this material of resin composite in non-carious cervical lesions [78]. 

Evidence is accumulating that GIC may have an important role in minimum intervention 
dentistry. Modern concepts of operative dentistry propose that only the ‘infected’ dentine 
should be removed, leaving the ‘affected’ dentine which has the potential to remineralize. 
Recent evidence suggests that such remineralization may be potentiated by GIC [3], and this 
has special relevance in the ART technique [79]. 

3. Compomers (Polyacid-modified resin composites) 
Polyacid-modified composite resins, known trivially as compomers, are a group of aesthetic 
materials for the restoration of teeth damaged by dental caries. They were introduced to the 
profession in the early 1990s [40], and were presented as a new class of dental material 
designed to combine the aesthetics of traditional composite resins with the fluoride release 
and adhesion of glass-ionomer cements. The trivial name was devised from the names of 
these two “parent” materials, the “comp” coming from composite, and “omer” from 
ionomer [60]. The term polyacid-modified composite resin was originally proposed for these 
materials in 1994 [39] and has been widely adopted both by manufacturers and researchers 
since that time. However, it has been criticised on the grounds that it “. . .may over-
emphasize a structural characteristic of no or little consequence” [60]. This is a somewhat 
strange criticism, since to formulate these materials, manufacturers have modified them 
specifically by the introduction of acid functional macro-monomers. They are, therefore, 
without question “polyacid modified”. Whether this modification confers clinical benefits, 
or indeed whether these materials can usefully be considered to be distinctive materials is 
more debateable. The conclusion of Ruse is that “. . . They are, after all, just another dental 
composite”, but this seems to the present author to be somewhat extreme, and there is 
considerable evidence that compomers possess characteristic properties, and are therefore 
distinct from conventional composite resins [50, 55, 60, 85]. 

3.1 Composition and setting 

As has already been stated, compomers resemble traditional composite resins in that their 
setting reaction is an addition polymerization. It is usually light-initiated, and the initiator is 
camphorquinone with amine accelerator, and as such is sensitive to blue light at 470 nm 
[40]. There is, however, at least one brand, designed for use as luting cement, Dyract Cem, 
that is a two-paste system. Cure is brought about as a result of mixing the two pastes, each 
of which contains a component of the free radical initiator system. The set material, though, 
does not differ in any fundamental way from those compomers that cure photochemically. 

A key feature of compomers is that they contain no water and the majority of components 
are the same as for composite resins. Typically these are bulky macro-monomers, such as 
bisglycidyl ether dimethacrylate (bisGMA) or its derivatives and/or urethane 
dimethacrylate, which are blended with viscosity-reducing diluents, such as triethylene 
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Measurement of the bond strength of GIC to enamel and dentine is complicated by the 
brittle nature of the GIC. Laboratory bond strength tests invariably result in cohesive failure 
of the GIC, rather than failure within the ion exchange layer. Consequently, the true 
strength of the ion-exchange layer is not known; values in the range 3-10 MPa are commonly 
reported, i.e., approximately the cohesive strength of GIC [76, 79]. 

2.4 Fluoride release 

The release of fluoride ions is one of the notable characteristics of GICs. It is present 
originally as a flux in the manufacture of the glass, and is released from the glass particles 
on mixing with the polyalkenoic acid. The presence of fluoride also has benefits in 
increasing translucency and strength and improving handling properties [29]. The 
mechanism of release is complex and not fully understood. However, it is maximum in the 
first few days and decreases rapidly to a lower level over weeks, and maintains a low level 
over months. It has also been shown that GIC can be ‘recharged’ with fluoride, resulting in a 
subsequent short-term boost in release. Most of the fluoride is released as sodium fluoride, 
which is not critical to the cement matrix, and thus does not result in weakening or 
disintegration of the set cement. Resin-modified GICs show similar dynamics of fluoride 
release, although for both types of material the dynamics of release and the amounts 
released depend on the particular material and the experimental design [79, 89]. 

2.5 Biological properties 

Several metallic ions are released from GIC, as well as fluoride. The highest release occurs 
from the unset material, and as described above, most research has been done on fluoride. 
Hydroxethylmethacrylate (HEMA) is released from RM-GICs and can diffuse through 
dentine in laboratory studies. Since HEMA can induce allergic and toxic responses, the 
clinical relevance of its release requires more investigation [70]. Nevertheless, to date there is 
no evidence that HEMA in dental materials is responsible for any local or systematic 
adverse effects.  

Glass-ionomer cement has been shown to have an antimicrobial effect in several studies, and 
greater than that shown by other materials such as amalgam and resin composite. However, 
again it is difficult to do more than generalize, as the results depend on the experimental 
method, the bacteria used and the product tested [70]. There are several theories regarding 
the antibacterial activity. Most workers propose that fluoride is responsible, possibly acting 
synergistically with pH. However, other released agents have been cited as possible 
antibacterials, including zinc [77] and polyalkenoic acid [68], acting alone or synergistically 
with pH and fluoride [79]. 

2.6 Clinical performance 

One of the principal benefits of GICs is their adhesion to the dental hard tissues, and this has 
been confirmed in non-undercut non-carious cervical lesions (NCCLs) where dentine is the 
main substrate. However, because of the low fracture toughness of GICs (including RM-
GICs), they are recommended principally for non-stress-bearing areas, e.g., carious and non-
carious cervical lesions and approximal anterior lesions. Nevertheless, the high 
powder:liquid ratio materials may be useful in the restoration of small cavities in deciduous 
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teeth. Clinical studies on RM-GICs are less extensive because of their more recent 
introduction [6, 13]. However, the results are mixed with respect to both brand comparisons 
and comparisons with polyacid-modified resin composites. One presentation of an RM-GIC 
is in a low powder:liquid ratio form (Fuji Bond LC; GC International), and is used in a 
similar way to a dentine bonding agent. Excellent five-year results have been obtained for 
the retention by this material of resin composite in non-carious cervical lesions [78]. 

Evidence is accumulating that GIC may have an important role in minimum intervention 
dentistry. Modern concepts of operative dentistry propose that only the ‘infected’ dentine 
should be removed, leaving the ‘affected’ dentine which has the potential to remineralize. 
Recent evidence suggests that such remineralization may be potentiated by GIC [3], and this 
has special relevance in the ART technique [79]. 

3. Compomers (Polyacid-modified resin composites) 
Polyacid-modified composite resins, known trivially as compomers, are a group of aesthetic 
materials for the restoration of teeth damaged by dental caries. They were introduced to the 
profession in the early 1990s [40], and were presented as a new class of dental material 
designed to combine the aesthetics of traditional composite resins with the fluoride release 
and adhesion of glass-ionomer cements. The trivial name was devised from the names of 
these two “parent” materials, the “comp” coming from composite, and “omer” from 
ionomer [60]. The term polyacid-modified composite resin was originally proposed for these 
materials in 1994 [39] and has been widely adopted both by manufacturers and researchers 
since that time. However, it has been criticised on the grounds that it “. . .may over-
emphasize a structural characteristic of no or little consequence” [60]. This is a somewhat 
strange criticism, since to formulate these materials, manufacturers have modified them 
specifically by the introduction of acid functional macro-monomers. They are, therefore, 
without question “polyacid modified”. Whether this modification confers clinical benefits, 
or indeed whether these materials can usefully be considered to be distinctive materials is 
more debateable. The conclusion of Ruse is that “. . . They are, after all, just another dental 
composite”, but this seems to the present author to be somewhat extreme, and there is 
considerable evidence that compomers possess characteristic properties, and are therefore 
distinct from conventional composite resins [50, 55, 60, 85]. 

3.1 Composition and setting 

As has already been stated, compomers resemble traditional composite resins in that their 
setting reaction is an addition polymerization. It is usually light-initiated, and the initiator is 
camphorquinone with amine accelerator, and as such is sensitive to blue light at 470 nm 
[40]. There is, however, at least one brand, designed for use as luting cement, Dyract Cem, 
that is a two-paste system. Cure is brought about as a result of mixing the two pastes, each 
of which contains a component of the free radical initiator system. The set material, though, 
does not differ in any fundamental way from those compomers that cure photochemically. 

A key feature of compomers is that they contain no water and the majority of components 
are the same as for composite resins. Typically these are bulky macro-monomers, such as 
bisglycidyl ether dimethacrylate (bisGMA) or its derivatives and/or urethane 
dimethacrylate, which are blended with viscosity-reducing diluents, such as triethylene 
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glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA). These polymer systems are filled with non-reactive 
inorganic powders, such as quartz or a silicate glass, for example SrAlFSiO4. These powders 
are coated with a silane to promote bonding between the filler and the matrix in the set 
material. In addition, compomers contain additional monomers that differ from those in 
conventional composites, which contain acidic functional groups. The most widely used 
monomer of this type is so-called TCB, which is a di-ester of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate 
with butane tetracarboxylic acid [23]. This acid-functional monomer is very much a minor 
component and compomers also contain some reactive glass powder of the type used in 
glass-ionomer cements [25, 50]. 

Despite the presence of these additional components, compomers are similar to composite 
resins in that they are fundamentally hydrophobic, though less so than conventional 
composite resins. They set by a polymerization reaction, and only once set do the minority 
hydrophilic constituents draw in a limited amount of water to promote a secondary 
neutralization reaction [23]. They lack the ability to bond to tooth tissues, so require bespoke 
bonding agents of the type used with conventional composite resins, and their fluoride 
release levels are significantly lower than those of glass-ionomer cements. Such low levels of 
fluoride release have been shown to compromise the degree of protection afforded by these 
materials in in vitro experiments using an artificial caries medium [41]. 

3.2 Effect of water uptake 

A distinctive feature of compomers is that, following the initial polymerization reaction, 
they take up small amounts of moisture in situ, and this triggers an acid–base reaction 
between the reactive glass filler and the acid groups of the functional monomer [51, 60]. 
Among other features, this process causes fluoride to be released from the glass filler to the 
matrix, from where it can readily be released into the mouth, and act as an anticariogenic 
agent [41]. Polymerization is associated with contraction and the development of 
measurable stresses, and it may be that the sorption of water plays some part in reducing 
these stresses in vivo [25, 50]. 

The role of the reactive glass in the water uptake process has been considered in one report 
[1]. A conventional composite resin formulation was used as the matrix phase, with filler 
being either an unreactive glass, Raysorb T-4000, or the ionomer glass G338, whose 
composition and properties have been described extensively in the literature. In each case, 
the glass was used both with and without a coating of silane coupling agent (ϒ-
methacryloxy propyl trimethoxysilane). The results show that silanation reduced the water 
uptakefor both of the glasses and also improved the strength. However, incorporating G338 
rather than Raysorb T-4000 gave an inferior material since it took up more water and was of 
lower strength. Previous studies of water sorption by composite resins have shown that the 
water accumulates around the filler particles [69], so that one conclusion of the study is that 
G338 is more hydrophilic than Raysorb T-4000. This suggests that it provides part of the 
driving force for water uptake by compomers, and also that it is responsible for a decline in 
their overall mechanical properties relative to conventional composite resins. 

Compomers are designed to absorb water, and are able to up of the order of 2–3.5% by mass 
of water on soaking. This water uptake has been shown to be accompanied by neutralization 
of the carboxylic acid groups, as shown by changes in bands at 1705 and 1555 cm−1. The 
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former band arises from the presence of carboxylic acid groups within the material, and 
gradually reduces in intensity on exposure to water. By contrast the latter band arises from 
the presence of carboxylate salts, and shows a corresponding increase in intensity with time. 
Neutralization has been shown to be controlled by rate of water diffusion and is therefore 
fairly slow. Although compomers are designed to take up water in order to promote a later 
neutralization, these processes have been shown to have an adverse effect on many of their 
mechanical properties [50]. 

3.3 Fluoride release 

Compomers are designed to release fluoride in clinically beneficial amounts. Fluoride is 
present in the reactive glass filler, and becomes available for release following reaction of 
this glass with the acid functional groups, triggered by moisture uptake. In addition, 
commercial compomers contain fluoride compounds such as strontium fluoride or 
ytterbium fluoride, which are capable of releasing free fluoride ion under clinical conditions, 
and augment the relatively low level of release that occurs from the polysalt species that 
develops. Fluoride release occurs to enhanced extents in acidic conditions, and in lactate 
buffer has been shown to be diffusion-based [64]. 

The conventional way of determining fluoride release is to employ an ion-selective 
electrode, and to treat the sample solution with an equal volume of the decomplexing TISAB 
(total ionic strength adjustment buffer). This liberates fluoride from any potential 
complexes, and enables to full amount of fluoride to be determined [50]. 

The authors speculated that the complexation was caused by the elevated levels of 
aluminium released under acidic conditions. As an example, for Compoglass F, aluminium 
concentration rose from 4.68 ppm in water to 104ppm in lactic acid solution. Aluminium is 
known to form complexes of the type AlF2+ and AlF2+ [2] and these have been widely 
assumed to occur, for example in glass-ionomer cements. However, an alternative 
suggestion has been made by Billington et al. [8], who have suggested that complexation as 
monofluorophosphate is also a possibility, and they note that phosphorus levels released by 
glass-ionomer cements are also typically elevated under acidic conditions. This is also 
possible for compomers, as their glass filler components are similar to those used in glass-
ionomers, and they, too, show elevated phosphorus release under acidic conditions [25, 50]. 

3.4 Clinical performance 

Right from the time they were first launched, compomers have shown acceptable clinical 
performance in a variety of clinical applications. However, wear characteristics of early 
materials were poor and there were concerns about their durability. Despite this, the early 
results were promising, and more recently, results with newer formulations have also been 
good. 

Compomers are designed for the same sort of clinical applications as conventional 
composites. These include Class II and Class V cavities, as fissure sealants, and as bonding 
agents for the retention of orthodontic bands. Their fluoride release, however, is seen as a 
useful feature for use in paedodontics, and certain brands have been produced that are 
specifically aimed at children [25, 50].  
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glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA). These polymer systems are filled with non-reactive 
inorganic powders, such as quartz or a silicate glass, for example SrAlFSiO4. These powders 
are coated with a silane to promote bonding between the filler and the matrix in the set 
material. In addition, compomers contain additional monomers that differ from those in 
conventional composites, which contain acidic functional groups. The most widely used 
monomer of this type is so-called TCB, which is a di-ester of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate 
with butane tetracarboxylic acid [23]. This acid-functional monomer is very much a minor 
component and compomers also contain some reactive glass powder of the type used in 
glass-ionomer cements [25, 50]. 

Despite the presence of these additional components, compomers are similar to composite 
resins in that they are fundamentally hydrophobic, though less so than conventional 
composite resins. They set by a polymerization reaction, and only once set do the minority 
hydrophilic constituents draw in a limited amount of water to promote a secondary 
neutralization reaction [23]. They lack the ability to bond to tooth tissues, so require bespoke 
bonding agents of the type used with conventional composite resins, and their fluoride 
release levels are significantly lower than those of glass-ionomer cements. Such low levels of 
fluoride release have been shown to compromise the degree of protection afforded by these 
materials in in vitro experiments using an artificial caries medium [41]. 

3.2 Effect of water uptake 
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former band arises from the presence of carboxylic acid groups within the material, and 
gradually reduces in intensity on exposure to water. By contrast the latter band arises from 
the presence of carboxylate salts, and shows a corresponding increase in intensity with time. 
Neutralization has been shown to be controlled by rate of water diffusion and is therefore 
fairly slow. Although compomers are designed to take up water in order to promote a later 
neutralization, these processes have been shown to have an adverse effect on many of their 
mechanical properties [50]. 

3.3 Fluoride release 

Compomers are designed to release fluoride in clinically beneficial amounts. Fluoride is 
present in the reactive glass filler, and becomes available for release following reaction of 
this glass with the acid functional groups, triggered by moisture uptake. In addition, 
commercial compomers contain fluoride compounds such as strontium fluoride or 
ytterbium fluoride, which are capable of releasing free fluoride ion under clinical conditions, 
and augment the relatively low level of release that occurs from the polysalt species that 
develops. Fluoride release occurs to enhanced extents in acidic conditions, and in lactate 
buffer has been shown to be diffusion-based [64]. 

The conventional way of determining fluoride release is to employ an ion-selective 
electrode, and to treat the sample solution with an equal volume of the decomplexing TISAB 
(total ionic strength adjustment buffer). This liberates fluoride from any potential 
complexes, and enables to full amount of fluoride to be determined [50]. 

The authors speculated that the complexation was caused by the elevated levels of 
aluminium released under acidic conditions. As an example, for Compoglass F, aluminium 
concentration rose from 4.68 ppm in water to 104ppm in lactic acid solution. Aluminium is 
known to form complexes of the type AlF2+ and AlF2+ [2] and these have been widely 
assumed to occur, for example in glass-ionomer cements. However, an alternative 
suggestion has been made by Billington et al. [8], who have suggested that complexation as 
monofluorophosphate is also a possibility, and they note that phosphorus levels released by 
glass-ionomer cements are also typically elevated under acidic conditions. This is also 
possible for compomers, as their glass filler components are similar to those used in glass-
ionomers, and they, too, show elevated phosphorus release under acidic conditions [25, 50]. 

3.4 Clinical performance 

Right from the time they were first launched, compomers have shown acceptable clinical 
performance in a variety of clinical applications. However, wear characteristics of early 
materials were poor and there were concerns about their durability. Despite this, the early 
results were promising, and more recently, results with newer formulations have also been 
good. 

Compomers are designed for the same sort of clinical applications as conventional 
composites. These include Class II and Class V cavities, as fissure sealants, and as bonding 
agents for the retention of orthodontic bands. Their fluoride release, however, is seen as a 
useful feature for use in paedodontics, and certain brands have been produced that are 
specifically aimed at children [25, 50].  
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Compomers have been widely used in Class V restorations. For example, the compomers 
Dyract AP, Compoglass F and F2000 were evaluated for use in this application over a 2-year 
period [37]. This study concluded that, after this time, all three materials showed an 
acceptable level of clinical performance. 

Colour stability has been found to be somewhat of a problem with compomers in a few 
studies. This is not entirely surprising, given that they are designed to take up water, which 
is likely to alter appearance through a change in refractive index, and also to carry with it 
coloured chemical species (stains) from certain foodstuffs such as coffee and red wine. In a 
3-year study of Class V restorations of Dyract, Demirci et al. [21] found that all Ryge criteria 
were good, except those relating to colour change, i.e. colour stability and marginal 
discoloration. In both of these there were significant changes [21]. 

Compomers have been used as fissure sealants [28], and a clinical study examined the teeth 
of children aged between 7 and 10 years sealed by the compomer Dyract Seal. Sealed teeth 
were examined post-operatively at 3, 6, 12 and 24 months, and were also evaluated by the 
Ryge criteria. In general Dyract Seal behaved as well as a conventional composite resin 
sealant, except on the criterion of marginal integrity, showing that this material was 
acceptable for its clinical application, at least of the 24 months period of the study [28]. 

Compomers have also been used for Class I [56] and Class II restorations. In the Class I 
study, they were used in composite laminate restorations, and were shown to perform as 
well as conventional composite resins [56]. In the Class II study, they were studied over 7 
years in children aged between 3.6 and 14.9 years. Again performance was indistinguishable 
from that of conventional composite resins. 

Lastly, compomers have been employed as cements for orthodontic bands and there have 
been a number of full studies of compomers in this application [34]. Results have been 
generally extremely good for compomers, except in the realms of taste, as determined by the 
patient, and in which compomers scored less well than glass-ionomers. Thus, compomers 
have been shown to have acceptable performance as materials for use in orthodontic band 
retention, though the final choice of cementing agent could be left to patients. If they found 
the taste of the compomer particularly objectionable, a resin-modified glass-ionomer could 
be used equally effectively instead [50]. 

Overall, the major conclusion from these clinical results is that compomers perform well, 
and are suited to their suggested uses in dental restoration. The reduction in strength due to 
water uptake does not seem to be important clinically and these materials are suited to use 
in vivo. 

4. Dentine Bonding Agents (DBAs) 
The concept of bonding a restorative material to the dentine surface is by no means a new 
idea. Even at the time of Buonocore using phosphoric acid to bond to enamel, the idea of 
bonding to dentine was considered. However, due to limitations of materials and 
knowledge of the structure and nature of dentine the dream remained just that until the late 
’70s. In fact Buonocore did try to introduce a dentine adhesive but was unsuccessful [15]. 
The earliest bonding agent which showed some success was introduced by Fusayama [27]. 
At the same time Bowen [12] in the USA started investigating new formulations of resins 
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that were more water tolerant as well as methods of treating the dentine with oxalates to 
gain adhesion. The concern of many clinicians at that time was the potential damage 
phosphoric acid was going to cause the dental pulp if dentine was etched [79]. The first 
work to investigate the mechanism of bonding to the dentine was by Nakabayashi [47]. His 
paper of 1982 has now become one of the classic papers to first identify a layer between the 
resin and dentine substrate referred to as ‘hybrid’ dentine, in that it was the organic 
components of the dentine that had been permeated by resin (Fig. 2). The term ‘hybrid layer’ 
has now become synonymous with bonding of resins to etched dentine. There has been a 
tremendous amount of research done on the hybrid layer, its structure, formation and how 
it can be improved. Without a hybrid layer a bond will not be formed to the dentine. 
Therefore, it is essential for some modification to be made to the dentine surface so a 
mechanical interlocking of resin around dentinal collagen can occur. This layer has also been 
referred to as the ‘resin-dentine interdiffusion zone’ [79]. 

 
Fig. 2. Bonded specimen in which the dentine (mineral and protein) has been removed. The 
infiltration of resin into the acid-etched dentine can be seen with an associated permeation 
of resin throughout the dentine tubular network and its lateral branches. 

4.1 Classification 

Dentine bonding agents have gone through many changes over the last 10 years. This has 
led some people to refer to the changes as ‘generations’ of material, implying that there has 
been some chronological development. This is a falsehood — for example, the first ‘self-
etching’ type material was introduced by Coltène (Altstätatten, Switzerland) as ‘ART Bond’. 
Therefore, it is more logical to classify materials by the number of steps needed to complete 
the bonding process. 

4.1.1 ‘Three-step’ or ‘Conventional’ systems 

This group represents those materials that have separate etching, priming and adhesive 
steps. It just so happens that this group of materials is also the oldest. However, they are still 
widely used and have been shown to provide reliable bonding. The greatest problem with 
this group would seem to be that three distinct steps are needed, which gives rise to possible 
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problems through contamination of the bonded surface prior to placement of the resin 
composite filling material; in other words, they are more technique sensitive [47, 79]. 

4.1.2 ‘Two-step’ systems 

This group has two subgroups; the first includes those systems that have a separate etch and 
have combined the priming and bonding steps. These systems are often referred to as 
‘Single-bottle’ systems. In general, the problems experienced with the Conventional Systems 
still exist with the Single-bottle systems. Although one step has been eliminated, the great 
problem is ensuring good infiltration of the priming-bond into the demineralized dentine. 
The other subgroups combine the etching and priming steps together and are referred to as 
‘Self-etching primers’. These systems also have not been without their problems. The major 
concern has been their ability to etch the enamel to a great enough extent to ensure a good 
seal. This seems to be overcome now [42]. The problem of technique sensitivity also seems to 
have been significantly reduced with these systems compared with the Conventional and 
Single-bottle systems. This is attributed to the fact that the self-etching priming agent does 
not have to be washed off the dentine, therefore eliminating the need to maintain the 
dentine in a moist state. The method of demineralization of these materials is by the use of 
an acidic resin that etches and infiltrates the dentine simultaneously. The dentine is an 
excellent buffer, so the acidity of the self-etching primer is rapidly reduced and after 
polymerization is neutralized [32]. 

4.1.3 ‘One-bottle’ or ‘All-in-one’ systems 

This fourth group is the simplest of all the DBAs. They combine all steps into one process. 
Their mode of demineralization is identical to that of the self-etching priming materials, but 
the bonding resin is also incorporated. These systems also have the problem of not etching 
the enamel as effectively as phosphoric acid. In addition these systems are the newest and 
have no long-term clinical data to demonstrate their effectiveness, although early studies are 
showing some variability in the success of these materials [14]. 

4.2 Bonding mechanism 

As already mentioned, the mechanism of bonding of resin-based DBAs is via a hybrid layer. 
This is a micromechanical interlocking of resin around dentinal collagen fibrils that have 
been exposed by demineralization. The interlocking occurs by the diffusion of the resins in 
the primer and bonding resin. The formation and structure of the hybrid layer has been 
extensively studied, and has also been referred to as the resin-impregnated layer, the resin-
dentine interdiffusion zone. The thickness of the hybrid layer ranges from less than 1μm for 
the all-in-one systems to up to 5μm for the conventional systems. The strength of the bond is 
not dependent on the thickness of the hybrid layer, as the self-etching priming materials 
have shown bond strengths greater than many other systems but exhibit a thin hybrid layer. 
Sugizaki [72] showed that the etching, washing and drying process caused the dentine to 
collapse due to the loss of the supporting hydroxyapatite. Further work showed that this 
collapse of the collagen was an impediment to the successful diffusion of the resin to the 
base of the region of demineralization. To overcome this problem, Kanca [33] introduced the 
‘wet bonding technique’ which left the demineralized collagen fibres supported by residual 
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water after washing. This allowed the priming solution to diffuse throughout the collagen 
fibre network more successfully. However, when it comes to clinical practice, it is very 
difficult to find the correct balance of residual moisture. Sano et al. [65] showed in their work 
on nanoleakage that most resin-based DBAs allowed the ingress of silver nitrate along the 
base of the hybrid layer. However, the clinical significance of this is unclear. It may be a 
pathway for fluid to affect collagen not coated by resin, and the outcome may be 
degradation of the bond over time. However, the degree of nanoleakage is very much 
material dependent rather than system dependent, meaning that there are conventional 
systems and self-etching priming systems that show small amounts of nanoleakage whereas 
others show more. For the self-etching systems, these are able to solubilize the smear layer 
and demineralize the underlying dentine, forming a quite thin hybrid layer [25, 35, 36, 79]. 

4.3 Bonding substrate 

Dentine is quite a variable tissue. Within the tooth itself the dentine approaching the 
dentino-enamel junction is more highly mineralized and the area occupied by the tubules is 
less than that of dentine adjacent to the pulp. In addition to this, dentine should be 
considered as a dynamic tissue that changes due to ageing, in response to caries and 
restoration placement. Most changes relate to occlusion of tubules and also an increase in 
the mineralization of the dentine. The implication of this is that the dentine becomes slightly 
more difficult to etch and exposure of collagen fibrils can also be reduced, hence there is a 
potential for the bond to be somewhat tenuous. This is particularly the case for the highly 
sclerosed dentine of non-carious cervical lesions (NCCLs). Laboratory studies indicate that 
the hybrid layer of the dentine surface of NCCLs is thinner than that of normal dentine [29, 
63]. In addition, it seems that some bonding systems do not adhere as well to this surface 
and show a slightly decreased bond strength [25, 35, 79]. 

A considerable amount of work has also been done looking at the variation of the bond to 
caries-affected dentine. Some of the early studies used artificial caries like lesions. However, 
this does not reproduce the situation that occurs in the oral cavity since caries is a process of 
demineralization and remineralization associated with the damage of the supporting 
collagen matrix [48, 53]. The increased thickness of the hybrid layer is mainly because the 
dentine is already partially demineralized from the caries and the action of the acid etch is 
therefore somewhat greater. This provides a clear basis for not etching for longer than that 
recommended by the manufacturer. In addition, the water content of caries-affected dentine 
is believed to be greater than normal dentine. This too will also have an effect on the ability 
of the resins to penetrate to the full depth of the demineralized dentine. In the case of caries-
affected dentine treated with chemo-mechanical caries removal solutions, there appear to be 
no adverse effects on the bond with a DBA [79]. 

However, the bond to radicular and pulp chamber dentine does seem to vary quite a lot 
depending on the DBA used. This perhaps provides a strong case for being careful with the 
selection of a DBA for these regions of the tooth. It is believed that it may be necessary to use 
different DBAs for different regions of the tooth, or a system needs to be selected where it 
has been shown to provide a reliable bond to all parts of the tooth. Another alternative is the 
use of GIC restorative materials when then is a deep cavity on the radicular surface of a 
tooth, as it is known that a reliable bond can be achieved and moisture control is not such a 
problem [25, 35, 79]. 
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water after washing. This allowed the priming solution to diffuse throughout the collagen 
fibre network more successfully. However, when it comes to clinical practice, it is very 
difficult to find the correct balance of residual moisture. Sano et al. [65] showed in their work 
on nanoleakage that most resin-based DBAs allowed the ingress of silver nitrate along the 
base of the hybrid layer. However, the clinical significance of this is unclear. It may be a 
pathway for fluid to affect collagen not coated by resin, and the outcome may be 
degradation of the bond over time. However, the degree of nanoleakage is very much 
material dependent rather than system dependent, meaning that there are conventional 
systems and self-etching priming systems that show small amounts of nanoleakage whereas 
others show more. For the self-etching systems, these are able to solubilize the smear layer 
and demineralize the underlying dentine, forming a quite thin hybrid layer [25, 35, 36, 79]. 

4.3 Bonding substrate 

Dentine is quite a variable tissue. Within the tooth itself the dentine approaching the 
dentino-enamel junction is more highly mineralized and the area occupied by the tubules is 
less than that of dentine adjacent to the pulp. In addition to this, dentine should be 
considered as a dynamic tissue that changes due to ageing, in response to caries and 
restoration placement. Most changes relate to occlusion of tubules and also an increase in 
the mineralization of the dentine. The implication of this is that the dentine becomes slightly 
more difficult to etch and exposure of collagen fibrils can also be reduced, hence there is a 
potential for the bond to be somewhat tenuous. This is particularly the case for the highly 
sclerosed dentine of non-carious cervical lesions (NCCLs). Laboratory studies indicate that 
the hybrid layer of the dentine surface of NCCLs is thinner than that of normal dentine [29, 
63]. In addition, it seems that some bonding systems do not adhere as well to this surface 
and show a slightly decreased bond strength [25, 35, 79]. 

A considerable amount of work has also been done looking at the variation of the bond to 
caries-affected dentine. Some of the early studies used artificial caries like lesions. However, 
this does not reproduce the situation that occurs in the oral cavity since caries is a process of 
demineralization and remineralization associated with the damage of the supporting 
collagen matrix [48, 53]. The increased thickness of the hybrid layer is mainly because the 
dentine is already partially demineralized from the caries and the action of the acid etch is 
therefore somewhat greater. This provides a clear basis for not etching for longer than that 
recommended by the manufacturer. In addition, the water content of caries-affected dentine 
is believed to be greater than normal dentine. This too will also have an effect on the ability 
of the resins to penetrate to the full depth of the demineralized dentine. In the case of caries-
affected dentine treated with chemo-mechanical caries removal solutions, there appear to be 
no adverse effects on the bond with a DBA [79]. 

However, the bond to radicular and pulp chamber dentine does seem to vary quite a lot 
depending on the DBA used. This perhaps provides a strong case for being careful with the 
selection of a DBA for these regions of the tooth. It is believed that it may be necessary to use 
different DBAs for different regions of the tooth, or a system needs to be selected where it 
has been shown to provide a reliable bond to all parts of the tooth. Another alternative is the 
use of GIC restorative materials when then is a deep cavity on the radicular surface of a 
tooth, as it is known that a reliable bond can be achieved and moisture control is not such a 
problem [25, 35, 79]. 
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4.4 Clinical studies 

There has been a considerable amount of work done to evaluate the success or otherwise of 
DBAs in clinical studies. However, one of the great problems has been that many of the 
DBAs have been considerably changed or a new material introduced by the time these 
studies are completed or published. Many of the studies have also been performed on 
NCCL, which means the outcomes cannot really be applied to restorations in other parts of 
the mouth because NCCL dentine is usually sclerosed and therefore different from that of 
an intracoronal cavity. However, these outcomes will provide some indication as to whether 
the DBA is able to achieve a durable bond under very harsh conditions. Since the early 
materials were introduced, the retention rates of the DBAs to sclerosed cervical dentine have 
steadily improved to extent that retention rates are little different from GICs [79]. 

With regard to clinical studies on posterior teeth restored with a DBA, there is still little 
evidence available. It would seem though, that clinical studies of resin composite 
restorations are showing evidence that when placed in the correct manner and the patient 
has a low caries rate, restoration survival is approaching that of amalgam [30]. 

When it comes to the use of DBAs, it is important to follow the manufacturers’ directions 
carefully. Overetching can create a situation where there will potentially be a region of 
poorly or uninfiltrated dentine. This zone may be susceptible to acid or enzyme attack from 
oral bacteria, hence leading to bond failure [82]. 

In the case of the self-etching priming materials, this is not believed to be a problem. 
However, the converse problem may occur: as mentioned, the dentine or smear layer may 
neutralize the etching primer if the primer has a relatively high pH. The anecdotal evidence 
would seem to indicate that gentle agitation of these solutions may assist with the etching. 
However, there are no research data to support this [35, 79]. 

5. Direct composite restorative materials 
A generalized definition of a composite is a multiphase material that exhibits the properties 
of both phases where the phases are complimentary, resulting in a material with enhanced 
properties. The first tooth-colored composite was silicate cement, which was introduced in 
1870s. This composite formulation was based on alumino-fluro-silicate glasses and 
phosphoric acid. The dispersed phase was residual glass particles, and the matrix phase was 
the aluminum phosphate salt formed from the partial acid dissolution of the glass particles; 
however, these were brittle, required mechanical retention, and had an average longevity of 
only a few years. of only a few years. The first polymeric tooth-colored composite used in 
dentistry was based on poly (methylmethacrylate). This material was developed in the 
1940s, and consisted of a poly (methylmethacrylate) powder, methyl methacrylate 
monomer, benzoyl peroxide, and n,n-dimethlyparatoluidine. These materials could be 
classified as composites, because upon mixing, the polymer powder formed a dispersed 
phase and the monomer polymerized to form the continuous phase. The polymerization 
was initiated at room temperature, using the redox initiator combination of benzoyl 
peroxide and n,ndimethlyparatoluidine. Although these materials were initially esthetic, 
they were plagued with a variety of problems, including poor color stability, high 
polymerization shrinkage, a lack of bonding to tooth structure, and a large coefficient of 
thermal expansion (CTE). The first polymer matrix composite incorporating silica fillers was 
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introduced in the 1950s. These composites had improved mechanical properties and good 
esthetics; they did not bond to tooth structure, and still exhibited significant polymerization 
shrinkage [10, 46, 55, 58]. 

One way to address the polymerization shrinkage problem is to use high molecular weight 
monomers. In 1962 Bowen [11], while at the National Bureau of Standards, synthesized an 
acrylated epoxy using glycidylmethacrylate and Bisphenol A epoxy for use as a matrix for 
dental composite. The resulting monomer, called Bis-GMA or Bowen’s resin, possessed the 
viscosity of honey, and therefore limited the amount of filler particles that could be 
incorporated. Subsequent experiments incorporated triethylene glycol dimethacrylate 
(TEGDMA) as a diluent to reduce the viscosity. This monomer combination worked well, 
and has become one of the most widely used matrix monomer combinations for dental 
composites to date. The structures of Bis-GMA and TEGDMA are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, 
respectively.  

 
Fig. 3. The chemical structure of Bis-GMA, a resin invented by Ray Bowen. It also is referred 
to as Bowen’s resin. 

 
Fig. 4. TEGDMA. The chemical structure of triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA, 
which is also abbreviated TEDMA and TEGMA). The structure of methyl methacrylate 
(MMA) is shown for comparison. 
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4.4 Clinical studies 
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introduced in the 1950s. These composites had improved mechanical properties and good 
esthetics; they did not bond to tooth structure, and still exhibited significant polymerization 
shrinkage [10, 46, 55, 58]. 

One way to address the polymerization shrinkage problem is to use high molecular weight 
monomers. In 1962 Bowen [11], while at the National Bureau of Standards, synthesized an 
acrylated epoxy using glycidylmethacrylate and Bisphenol A epoxy for use as a matrix for 
dental composite. The resulting monomer, called Bis-GMA or Bowen’s resin, possessed the 
viscosity of honey, and therefore limited the amount of filler particles that could be 
incorporated. Subsequent experiments incorporated triethylene glycol dimethacrylate 
(TEGDMA) as a diluent to reduce the viscosity. This monomer combination worked well, 
and has become one of the most widely used matrix monomer combinations for dental 
composites to date. The structures of Bis-GMA and TEGDMA are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, 
respectively.  
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Both of these monomers contain two reactive double bonds, and when polymerized, form 
covalent bonds between the polymer chains known as cross-links. Cross-linking improved 
the properties of the matrix phase, and the composite produced had improved mechanical 
and physical properties. Additional composite formulations have been prepared using 
various diluent monomers such as methyl methacrylate (MMA) and ethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate (EGDMA), and an additional high molecular weight monomer based on a 
urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA). The chemical structure for UDMA is illustrated in Fig. 5 
[10, 25, 46, 55, 58, 75]. 

 
Fig. 5. Urethane dimethacrylate. The chemical structure of popular difunctional urethane 
resins. R = a number of carbon compounds that can be used to lengthen or alter the 
properties of the monomer. Nitrogen in the form of NH–R–NH is the urethane component. 

5.1 Composite resin chemistry 

To reduce polymerization shrinkage and increase mechanical and physical properties 
requires the use of high molecular weight monomers that have the ability to cross-link. The 
high molecular weight reduces the volume change during polymerization. Cross-linking 
forms covalent bonds between the polymer chains, resulting in a dramatic increase in 
modulus and reduction in solubility [57]. Bowen’s resin is the reaction product between 
Bisphenol A and glycidyl dimethacrylate.  A lower molecular weight monomer such 
triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) or EDMA is added to reduce the viscosity and 
allow increased filler loadings to be used. These monomers are also multifunctional and 
increase the number of cross-linking reactions during setting of resin matrix. These lower 
viscosity monomers may comprise 10% to 50% of a composite’s composition. 

One of the most significant problems with current monomers used for direct composite 
restorative materials is the shrinkage that occurs during polymerization. Currently, all 
commercial dental composites are based on vinyl monomers polymerized using free radical 
initiators. Conversion of these monomers results in a decrease in distance between the 
molecules, from a Van der Waals gap to the distance of a covalent bond. Although this 
distance is very small for a single monomer, the distance change over a long polymer chain 
is significant. Inclusion of filler reduces the volume of resin and its volume change, but the 
amount of filler incorporation is approaching the maximum theoretical packing fraction of 
74 volume % for close-packed structures. The amount of shrinkage is controlled by the 
volume of resin, its composition, and the degree of conversion. Current commercial dental 
composites have a volumetric shrinkage ranging from 1.6 to 8 volume%. The contraction 
stress developed at the margin of the restoration can be sufficient to overcome the bond 
strength of the bonding system, resulting in a contraction gap. The contraction gap can lead 
to microleakage and all its associated problems (eg, secondary caries and pain) [55, 57]. 
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One approach to reduce polymerization shrinkage and contraction stress is through the 
development of low-shrinkage or expanding monomer systems. These resin systems are 
based on ring-opening polymerization reactions that do not shrink to the extent of 
conventional vinyl polymerization resins. Monomers based on spiro-ortho carbonate have 
been prepared and evaluated in composite formulations. Although the composites 
formulated using these monomers did show less polymerization shrinkage, the property 
improvements were only incremental, and probably not significant enough to be realized 
clinically [10, 25, 55, 57].  

One problem that has not been addressed is the large difference between the Coefficient of 
Thermal Expansion (CTE) of resin composites and tooth structure. The CTE of tooth 
structure ranges from 9 to 11 ppm/_C, compared with 28 to 50 ppm/_C for dental 
composite restoratives [4]. The differential expansion and contraction of composites cause 
additional stress at the margin of the restoration that contributes to fatigue failure of the 
bond between the composite and tooth structure. Currently the only way to lower the CTE 
of composites is to increase the filler loading. 

5.2 Composite fillers 

The reinforcing phase in direct dental restoratives is based on glass or ceramic particles. 
Incorporation of these inorganic particles imparts improved strength and wear properties, 
decreased CTE, and reduced polymerization shrinkage. In addition, incorporation of heavy 
metals into the filler provides radiopacity. The initial composite fillers were limited in size 
because of the limited ability to grind and sieve quartz, glass, borosilicate, or ceramic 
particles. The particle size range was from 0.1 to 100 mm. Smaller particles have been 
prepared through hydrolysis or precipitation to produce what is termed fumed or pyrolitic 
silica. The particle sizes obtained from this process range from 0.06 to 0.1 mm 6. 

The most recent process to form particles is through sol-gel chemistry, which uses silicate 
precursors that are polymerized to form particles ranging from nm to mm dimensions. This 
sol-gel process can be used to form almost mono dispersed particle sizes, which can be a 
significant advantage because different particle sizes can be produced and blended to 
optimize the packing efficiency and filler loading of the composite. In addition, the ability to 
produce submicron size particles allows the production of nanocomposites in which the 
particles approach the size of the polymer matrix molecules. Theoretically, nanocomposites 
have the potential to exhibit excellent mechanical and physical properties at higher filler 
loadings [25, 55, 80]. 

5.3 Curing of dental composites 

The majority of current dental composites are cured using visible light ranging from 450 to 
475 nm. Light sources include quartz halogen, laser, plasma arc, and most recently, light 
emitting diodes (LED). The minimum energy required for adequate curing is 300 mW/cm2. 
Newer lights have incorporated curing modes that step or ramp up the light intensity with 
time. These modes were added in an attempt to control the polymerization shrinkage and 
reduce the polymerization contraction stress. Although these lights have shown some 
promise, the clinical effectiveness of these controlled polymerization techniques is 
unknown. All of the lights used for curing composite increase the temperature of the 
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Both of these monomers contain two reactive double bonds, and when polymerized, form 
covalent bonds between the polymer chains known as cross-links. Cross-linking improved 
the properties of the matrix phase, and the composite produced had improved mechanical 
and physical properties. Additional composite formulations have been prepared using 
various diluent monomers such as methyl methacrylate (MMA) and ethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate (EGDMA), and an additional high molecular weight monomer based on a 
urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA). The chemical structure for UDMA is illustrated in Fig. 5 
[10, 25, 46, 55, 58, 75]. 
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resins. R = a number of carbon compounds that can be used to lengthen or alter the 
properties of the monomer. Nitrogen in the form of NH–R–NH is the urethane component. 

5.1 Composite resin chemistry 

To reduce polymerization shrinkage and increase mechanical and physical properties 
requires the use of high molecular weight monomers that have the ability to cross-link. The 
high molecular weight reduces the volume change during polymerization. Cross-linking 
forms covalent bonds between the polymer chains, resulting in a dramatic increase in 
modulus and reduction in solubility [57]. Bowen’s resin is the reaction product between 
Bisphenol A and glycidyl dimethacrylate.  A lower molecular weight monomer such 
triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) or EDMA is added to reduce the viscosity and 
allow increased filler loadings to be used. These monomers are also multifunctional and 
increase the number of cross-linking reactions during setting of resin matrix. These lower 
viscosity monomers may comprise 10% to 50% of a composite’s composition. 

One of the most significant problems with current monomers used for direct composite 
restorative materials is the shrinkage that occurs during polymerization. Currently, all 
commercial dental composites are based on vinyl monomers polymerized using free radical 
initiators. Conversion of these monomers results in a decrease in distance between the 
molecules, from a Van der Waals gap to the distance of a covalent bond. Although this 
distance is very small for a single monomer, the distance change over a long polymer chain 
is significant. Inclusion of filler reduces the volume of resin and its volume change, but the 
amount of filler incorporation is approaching the maximum theoretical packing fraction of 
74 volume % for close-packed structures. The amount of shrinkage is controlled by the 
volume of resin, its composition, and the degree of conversion. Current commercial dental 
composites have a volumetric shrinkage ranging from 1.6 to 8 volume%. The contraction 
stress developed at the margin of the restoration can be sufficient to overcome the bond 
strength of the bonding system, resulting in a contraction gap. The contraction gap can lead 
to microleakage and all its associated problems (eg, secondary caries and pain) [55, 57]. 
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One approach to reduce polymerization shrinkage and contraction stress is through the 
development of low-shrinkage or expanding monomer systems. These resin systems are 
based on ring-opening polymerization reactions that do not shrink to the extent of 
conventional vinyl polymerization resins. Monomers based on spiro-ortho carbonate have 
been prepared and evaluated in composite formulations. Although the composites 
formulated using these monomers did show less polymerization shrinkage, the property 
improvements were only incremental, and probably not significant enough to be realized 
clinically [10, 25, 55, 57].  

One problem that has not been addressed is the large difference between the Coefficient of 
Thermal Expansion (CTE) of resin composites and tooth structure. The CTE of tooth 
structure ranges from 9 to 11 ppm/_C, compared with 28 to 50 ppm/_C for dental 
composite restoratives [4]. The differential expansion and contraction of composites cause 
additional stress at the margin of the restoration that contributes to fatigue failure of the 
bond between the composite and tooth structure. Currently the only way to lower the CTE 
of composites is to increase the filler loading. 

5.2 Composite fillers 

The reinforcing phase in direct dental restoratives is based on glass or ceramic particles. 
Incorporation of these inorganic particles imparts improved strength and wear properties, 
decreased CTE, and reduced polymerization shrinkage. In addition, incorporation of heavy 
metals into the filler provides radiopacity. The initial composite fillers were limited in size 
because of the limited ability to grind and sieve quartz, glass, borosilicate, or ceramic 
particles. The particle size range was from 0.1 to 100 mm. Smaller particles have been 
prepared through hydrolysis or precipitation to produce what is termed fumed or pyrolitic 
silica. The particle sizes obtained from this process range from 0.06 to 0.1 mm 6. 

The most recent process to form particles is through sol-gel chemistry, which uses silicate 
precursors that are polymerized to form particles ranging from nm to mm dimensions. This 
sol-gel process can be used to form almost mono dispersed particle sizes, which can be a 
significant advantage because different particle sizes can be produced and blended to 
optimize the packing efficiency and filler loading of the composite. In addition, the ability to 
produce submicron size particles allows the production of nanocomposites in which the 
particles approach the size of the polymer matrix molecules. Theoretically, nanocomposites 
have the potential to exhibit excellent mechanical and physical properties at higher filler 
loadings [25, 55, 80]. 

5.3 Curing of dental composites 

The majority of current dental composites are cured using visible light ranging from 450 to 
475 nm. Light sources include quartz halogen, laser, plasma arc, and most recently, light 
emitting diodes (LED). The minimum energy required for adequate curing is 300 mW/cm2. 
Newer lights have incorporated curing modes that step or ramp up the light intensity with 
time. These modes were added in an attempt to control the polymerization shrinkage and 
reduce the polymerization contraction stress. Although these lights have shown some 
promise, the clinical effectiveness of these controlled polymerization techniques is 
unknown. All of the lights used for curing composite increase the temperature of the 
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composite to varying extents, which can actually increase the degree of conversion; 
however, high-intensity light sources may cause sufficient temperature increases to result in 
damage to the pulp [7, 25, 55]. 

5.4 Composite classification: properties and applications 

Composites generally are classified with respect to the components, amounts, properties of 
their filler or matrix phases, or by their handling properties. The most common classification 
method is based on filler content (weight or volume percent), filler particle size, and method 
of filler addition. Composites also could be defined on the basis of the matrix composition 
(BIS-GMA or UDMA) or polymerization method (self-curing, ultraviolet light-curing, visible 
light-curing, dual curing, or staged curing), but these do not communicate as much 
information about the properties. One of the most often used classification systems is based 
upon filler particle sizes. That system is extended here to include the particle size by order of 
magnitude, acknowledging mixed ranges of particle sizes, and distinguishing procured 
composite pieces as special filler. Composite filler particles are called macrofillers in the range 
of 10 to 100 μm, midifillers from 1 to 10 μm, minifillers from 0.1 to 1 μm, and microfillers 0.01 to 
0.1 μm. Very large individual filler particles, called megafillers, also have been used in special 
circumstances. New ultrasmall fillers are being used that are from 0.005 to 0.01 μm in 
diameter and are called nanofillers. Accordingly, composites are classified by particle size as 
megafill, macrofill, midifill, minifill, microfill, and nanofill. Composites with mixed ranges of 
particle sizes are called hybrids, and the largest particle size range is used to define the 
hybrid type (e.g., minifill hybrid) because microfillers are normally the second part of the 
mixture. If the composite simply consists of filler and uncured matrix material, it is 
classified as homogeneous. If it includes procured composite or other unusual filler, it is 
called heterogeneous. If it includes novel filler modifications in addition to conventional 
fillers, then it is called modified, such as fiber-modified homogeneous. Another consequence 
of advances in the control of filler particle size, particle size distribution, particle 
morphology, and monomer technology has been the introduction of composites with 
specific handling characteristics. These include flowable composites and packable composites. 
Flowable composites are a class of low-viscosity materials that possess particle sizes and 
particles size distrubutions similar to those of hybrid composites, but with reduced filler 
content, which allows the increased amount of resin to decrease the viscosity of the mixture. 
Packable composites, also referred to as condensable composites, were developed in a direct 
effort to produce a composite with handling characteristics similar to amalgam, thus the 
moniker of “packable” or “condensable”. These “amalgam alternatives” are intended 
primarily for Class I and Class II restorations. For posterior composite restorations, it is also 
possible to place one or two large glass inserts (0.5-to 2-mm particles) into composites at 
points of occlusal contact or high wear. These pieces of glass are referred to as inserts (or 
megafillers). Although they have demonstrated improved wear resistance to contact area 
wear, the techniques are more complicated and do not totally eliminate contact frea area 
wear. Furthermore, the bonding of the composite to the insert is questionable [7, 16, 55].  

5.4.1 Microfilled composites 

Microfilled composites were introduced to the market from the late 1970s to the early 1980s. 
Microfilled composites were developed to provide the dental profession with a material that 
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possessed outstanding polishability and esthetics. These composites incorporate particles 
ranging from 0.04 μm to 0.4 μm. The early versions of microfilled resins were limited in the 
amount of filler that could be incorporated, because of the high surface area-to-volume ratio 
of the filler that caused large viscosity increases in the formulation. These composites only 
contained 35 to 67 weight % and 20 to 59 volume % glass fillers. One way to increase the 
volume of small particles is through the use of prepolymerized particles. In this process, 
submicron-sized particles are mixed with monomers such a Bis-GMA and TEGDMA at 
elevated temperatures. The mixture is then cured at elevated temperature and pressure, 
using benzoyl peroxide as an initiator. After polymerization, the material is chilled and 
ground to form particles having a size range of 1 to 200 μm. The prepolymerized particles 
allow higher filler loadings to be obtained with smaller particles; however, the 
prepolymerized particles cannot be bonded to the matrix phase using silane coupling 
agents. Interfacial bonding requires diffusion of the matrix monomers into the particles, 
with subsequent polymerization to provide micromechanical interlocks. Some investigators 
have suggested that the lack of interfacial bonding in these systems may contribute to 
failure [55, 57, 59]. 

Therefore microfilled composites have a lower elastic modulus and lower fracture strength 
than materials that contain higher concentrations of filler. The prepolymerized particles 
allow the filler content to be maximized and polymerization shrinkage to be minimized, 
however, while making these composites highly polishable and possessing the ability to 
maintain a smooth surface during clinical wear. Because of these properties, microfilled 
composite resins are indicated for Class V restorations, non–stress-bearing Class III 
restorations, and small Class I restorations. They are also indicated for direct composite 
resin veneers if the patient does not demonstrate any parafunctional habits, such as 
bruxism. Because of their lower fracture strength and potential for marginal breakdown, 
microfills are generally contraindicated for posterior load bearing restorations such as Class 
II and large Class I restorations [55, 71]. 

5.4.2 Hybrid composites 

The majority of resin composites in clinical use today are categorized in the general term of 
‘‘hybrid composites.’’ This broad category includes traditional hybrids, micro-, and 
nanohybrids. The ‘‘hybrid’’ moniker implies a resin composite blend containing submicron 
inorganic filler particles (.04 μm) and small particles (1 μm–4 μm). The combination of 
various sizes of filler particles corresponds to an improvement in physical properties as well 
as acceptable levels of polishability. These improvements in wear resistance and fracture 
strength, along with good polishability, make hybrids the material of choice for Class III and 
Class IV restorations. In addition, practitioners have used these traditional hybrids in 
posterior load-bearing surfaces such as Class I and Class II restorations because of their 
improved strength and wear resistance. 

Recent improvements in filler technology by manufacturers have allowed blends of both 
submicron particles (0.04 μm) and small particles (0.1 μm–1.0 μm) to be incorporated into a 
composite formulation. These materials are classified as micro-hybrid composites. The 
mixture of smaller particles distinguishes microhybrids from traditional hybrids and allows 
for a finer polish, along with improved handling. The desirable combination of strength and 
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composite to varying extents, which can actually increase the degree of conversion; 
however, high-intensity light sources may cause sufficient temperature increases to result in 
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of filler addition. Composites also could be defined on the basis of the matrix composition 
(BIS-GMA or UDMA) or polymerization method (self-curing, ultraviolet light-curing, visible 
light-curing, dual curing, or staged curing), but these do not communicate as much 
information about the properties. One of the most often used classification systems is based 
upon filler particle sizes. That system is extended here to include the particle size by order of 
magnitude, acknowledging mixed ranges of particle sizes, and distinguishing procured 
composite pieces as special filler. Composite filler particles are called macrofillers in the range 
of 10 to 100 μm, midifillers from 1 to 10 μm, minifillers from 0.1 to 1 μm, and microfillers 0.01 to 
0.1 μm. Very large individual filler particles, called megafillers, also have been used in special 
circumstances. New ultrasmall fillers are being used that are from 0.005 to 0.01 μm in 
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particle sizes are called hybrids, and the largest particle size range is used to define the 
hybrid type (e.g., minifill hybrid) because microfillers are normally the second part of the 
mixture. If the composite simply consists of filler and uncured matrix material, it is 
classified as homogeneous. If it includes procured composite or other unusual filler, it is 
called heterogeneous. If it includes novel filler modifications in addition to conventional 
fillers, then it is called modified, such as fiber-modified homogeneous. Another consequence 
of advances in the control of filler particle size, particle size distribution, particle 
morphology, and monomer technology has been the introduction of composites with 
specific handling characteristics. These include flowable composites and packable composites. 
Flowable composites are a class of low-viscosity materials that possess particle sizes and 
particles size distrubutions similar to those of hybrid composites, but with reduced filler 
content, which allows the increased amount of resin to decrease the viscosity of the mixture. 
Packable composites, also referred to as condensable composites, were developed in a direct 
effort to produce a composite with handling characteristics similar to amalgam, thus the 
moniker of “packable” or “condensable”. These “amalgam alternatives” are intended 
primarily for Class I and Class II restorations. For posterior composite restorations, it is also 
possible to place one or two large glass inserts (0.5-to 2-mm particles) into composites at 
points of occlusal contact or high wear. These pieces of glass are referred to as inserts (or 
megafillers). Although they have demonstrated improved wear resistance to contact area 
wear, the techniques are more complicated and do not totally eliminate contact frea area 
wear. Furthermore, the bonding of the composite to the insert is questionable [7, 16, 55].  

5.4.1 Microfilled composites 

Microfilled composites were introduced to the market from the late 1970s to the early 1980s. 
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possessed outstanding polishability and esthetics. These composites incorporate particles 
ranging from 0.04 μm to 0.4 μm. The early versions of microfilled resins were limited in the 
amount of filler that could be incorporated, because of the high surface area-to-volume ratio 
of the filler that caused large viscosity increases in the formulation. These composites only 
contained 35 to 67 weight % and 20 to 59 volume % glass fillers. One way to increase the 
volume of small particles is through the use of prepolymerized particles. In this process, 
submicron-sized particles are mixed with monomers such a Bis-GMA and TEGDMA at 
elevated temperatures. The mixture is then cured at elevated temperature and pressure, 
using benzoyl peroxide as an initiator. After polymerization, the material is chilled and 
ground to form particles having a size range of 1 to 200 μm. The prepolymerized particles 
allow higher filler loadings to be obtained with smaller particles; however, the 
prepolymerized particles cannot be bonded to the matrix phase using silane coupling 
agents. Interfacial bonding requires diffusion of the matrix monomers into the particles, 
with subsequent polymerization to provide micromechanical interlocks. Some investigators 
have suggested that the lack of interfacial bonding in these systems may contribute to 
failure [55, 57, 59]. 

Therefore microfilled composites have a lower elastic modulus and lower fracture strength 
than materials that contain higher concentrations of filler. The prepolymerized particles 
allow the filler content to be maximized and polymerization shrinkage to be minimized, 
however, while making these composites highly polishable and possessing the ability to 
maintain a smooth surface during clinical wear. Because of these properties, microfilled 
composite resins are indicated for Class V restorations, non–stress-bearing Class III 
restorations, and small Class I restorations. They are also indicated for direct composite 
resin veneers if the patient does not demonstrate any parafunctional habits, such as 
bruxism. Because of their lower fracture strength and potential for marginal breakdown, 
microfills are generally contraindicated for posterior load bearing restorations such as Class 
II and large Class I restorations [55, 71]. 

5.4.2 Hybrid composites 

The majority of resin composites in clinical use today are categorized in the general term of 
‘‘hybrid composites.’’ This broad category includes traditional hybrids, micro-, and 
nanohybrids. The ‘‘hybrid’’ moniker implies a resin composite blend containing submicron 
inorganic filler particles (.04 μm) and small particles (1 μm–4 μm). The combination of 
various sizes of filler particles corresponds to an improvement in physical properties as well 
as acceptable levels of polishability. These improvements in wear resistance and fracture 
strength, along with good polishability, make hybrids the material of choice for Class III and 
Class IV restorations. In addition, practitioners have used these traditional hybrids in 
posterior load-bearing surfaces such as Class I and Class II restorations because of their 
improved strength and wear resistance. 

Recent improvements in filler technology by manufacturers have allowed blends of both 
submicron particles (0.04 μm) and small particles (0.1 μm–1.0 μm) to be incorporated into a 
composite formulation. These materials are classified as micro-hybrid composites. The 
mixture of smaller particles distinguishes microhybrids from traditional hybrids and allows 
for a finer polish, along with improved handling. The desirable combination of strength and 
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surface smoothness offers the clinician flexibility for use in posterior stress-bearing areas as 
well as anterior esthetic areas. Although microhybrids offer superior strength, their 
polishability is not better than a traditional microfilled composite resin. The trend in the 
newer microhybrid materials is to maximize filler loading and minimize filler size. The 
latest version of microfilled hybrids has used nanofiller technology to formulate what have 
been referred to as nanohybrid composite resins. Nanohybrids contain nanometer-sized 
filler particles (.005–.0l microns) throughout the resin matrix, in combination with a more 
conventional type filler technology. Nanohybrids may be classified as the first truly 
universal composite resin with handling properties and polishability of a microfilled 
composite, and the strength and wear resistance of a traditional hybrid. These nanohybrids 
can be used in any situation similar to the microhybrids, with possibly a slight improvement 
in polishability because of the smaller particle size [55, 74]. 

5.4.3 Packable composites 

Packable or condensable composites were developed to provide a composite that handled 
more like amalgam. This marketing ploy by dental product manufacturers was an attempt to 
increase the use of composites by older dentists who were not trained in their use in dental 
school, and younger dentists who were looking for a more user-friendly material. Packable 
composites have a higher viscosity and are less ‘‘sticky’’ than other composite restoratives. The 
viscosity increase is obtained through changes in the particle size distribution and 
incorporation of fibers [81]. These composites were introduced to the market as amalgam 
substitutes, as practitioners searched for the ideal esthetic material with handling properties 
similar to amalgam. Another desire was to find a material that would establish adequate 
proximal contacts more easily than traditional hybrid composites. Claims of improved 
handling properties and better adaptation to the matrix band in Class II restorations have 
piqued the interest of many clinicians. The dental professions have referred to these materials 
as ‘‘packable composites’’ instead of ‘‘condensable,’’ because of their greater viscosity and 
decreased stickiness compared with conventional hybrid composites. When initially placed, 
these materials were more viscous than traditional hybrid composites; however, after 
placement the viscosity decreased as the temperature of the material equilibrated with the 
temperature of the oral cavity. Although the ‘‘packable composites’’ showed improved 
handling properties for restoring Class I and II preparations, they have not fully solved the 
problem of achieving adequate interproximal contacts. Because packable composites do not 
have substantially better mechanical properties than hybrid composites, they would not be 
expected to perform better clinically [86]. In addition, because of the development of improved 
placement instruments and matrix systems to achieve better interproximal contacts, the need 
for packable or condensable materials has decreased, resulting in a decreased market share. In 
summary, the mechanical properties of the packable composites are not significantly better 
than other hybrid formulations, and there have not been sufficient long-term clinical studies to 
determine how these materials will perform long-term in the oral cavity. Their use as a direct 
dental restorative may be limited [18, 55, 57]. 

5.5 Clinical survive probability of composites 

Composites are monitored in clinical studies by using United States Public Health Service 
(USPHS) categories [61] of interest: color matching, interfacial staining, secondary caries, 
anatomic form (wear), and marginal integrity [7]. 
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Changes in restorative treatment patterns, the introduction of new and improved restorative 
materials and techniques, effective preventive programs, enhanced dental care, and growing 
interest in caries-free teeth have greatly influenced the longevity of dental restorations; 
however, failure of restorations is a major problem in a practice treating primarily 
permanent teeth. Studies show that 60% of all operative work done is attributed to the 
replacement of restorations [44]. Composites have improved since their introduction, and 
their survival rates are improving. Clinical studies to evaluate the latest composite 
technologies have not been published; therefore most of the survival data are on older 
composite compositions. 

In the 1970s, degradation or wear was considered the main reason for failure of composite 
restorations. Improvements in filler technology and formulation of composite materials 
have resulted in new reasons for replacement. Twenty years later, studies revealed 
secondary caries to be the new cause of failure. The main factors responsible for the change 
in reasons for replacement include improved clinical technique based on more adequate 
teaching of posterior composites at dental schools, and on gained experience through trial 
and error of clinicians in practice [55]. Advancements in composite properties and adhesive 
technology also contributed to these changes. 

In comparison of survival probability between amalgam and composite, a time period 
involving 3, 4, 5, and 7 years was considered [54]. In permanent teeth, the following values 
were measured: 3 year, 97.2% (amalgam) to 90% (composite); 4 year, 96.6% (amalgam) to 
85.6% (composite); 5 year, 95.4% (amalgam) to 78.2% (composite); and 7 year, 94.5% 
(amalgam) to 67.4% (composite). 

In summary, longevity of composite restorations depends upon factors involving the 
materials, the patient, and the dentist. The request for these esthetic, tooth-colored 
restorations will continue to increase, and patients must be educated about the expected life 
of these restorations as well as their advantages and disadvantages, so they can make an 
informed decision on a treatment option. 
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1. Introduction 
Several epidemiological studies (Okawa, et al., 1992; Marthaler & O’Mullane, 1996; Beltrán-
Aguilar, et al. 1999; Vrbič, 1996; Brown, et al., 2000; Carvalho, et al., 2001; Estupiñan-Day, et 
al., 2001; Bönecker, et al., 2003) on dental caries experience in children and adolescents have 
been carried out around the world for the last three decades. Most of the reports agree that 
caries has been reduced, and these data have been confirmed by the Global Data Bank of the 
World Health Organization; however, the distribution and severity of dental caries varies in 
different parts of the world and within the same region or country.  

Caries decline has been observed in children and adolescents from industrialized countries 
while those living in some less developed countries show a tending to increase. The 
reported caries reduction is the result of a number of public health measures, coupled with 
changing living conditions, lifestyles and improved self-care practices. (Petersen, et al., 2005) 

It has been shown that schools provide an important setting for promoting health. (Kwan, et 
al., 2005) In Mexico, a school-based caries preventive program was established in the 1970’s 
in the State of Mexico as a pioneer program. This program is focused on oral health 
education and mouth rinse (0.2% NaF) twice a month; however, there are no previous 
reports that assess the impact of this local program on dental caries prevention. It is 
assumed that caries will be reduced.  

The aim of this study was to evaluate annually the impact of a school-based caries 
preventive program on the dental status and caries incidence, in Mexican schoolchildren 
within a three year period. 

2. Dental caries  
There is now extensive knowledge about the etiology, prevention, diagnostic and treatment of 
dental caries. Regarding the etiology, the role of bacteria in the production of acid by 
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while those living in some less developed countries show a tending to increase. The 
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fermenting carbohydrates causes the decrease in pH, with the subsequent loss of tooth 
minerals. The preventive measures include: diet and plaque control (mechanical and chemical 
methods), use of fluorides (systemic and topical), pit and fissure sealants (Harris & García-
Godoy, 1999; Featherstone, 2000; Axelsson, 2000, 2004; Gussy, et al., 2006). Furthermore, 
strategies to control the disease through risk assessment have been developed, which have 
also been extensively investigated (Vanobbergen, et al., 2001; Pearce, et al., 2002; Bratthall & 
Hänsel Petersson, 2005; Featherstone, et al., 2007; Ramos-Gomez, et al., 2010; Gao, et al., 2010). 
On the other hand, the advance of technology has also developed tools for the proper 
diagnosis of the lesion incipient such as DIAGNOdent and QLF (Stookey, 2004; Berg, 2007; 
Tranæus, et al., 2007) as well as the need to detect in epidemiological studies noncavitated 
lesions (Ismail, et al., 2007). In the treatment of lesion there is a large amount of literature, 
resources and works focused on prevention of the formation of cavities. Despite all the existing 
measures for caries control there are no populations free of dental caries in the world.  

3. Trends in dental caries 
Caries epidemiology continues to be an important issue in both oral health surveillance and 
research into refined methods for caries diagnosis (Marthaler, 2004). The changing on caries 
disease patterns throughout the world are closely linked to number of public health 
measures, including effective use of fluorides, together with changing living conditions, 
lifestyles and improved self- care practices (Petersen, et al., 2005).  

In Europe and specifically in Western Europe the decline in caries prevalence has been very 
substantial. It has not received much attention until recently but is now often taken for 
granted. However, caries prevalence is still very different when looking at various parts of 
Europe, and may undergo unexpected changes due to various factors. Increasing 
immigration has been identified as a new factor, leading to increases of the overall dental 
caries prevalence in Switzerland (20% non-Swiss residents), the Netherlands and Germany 
(Marthaler, 2004). Furthermore, there has been a decline in caries prevalence between 1993 
and 2003 in all age groups apart from 3-year-old Sweden children (Jacobsson, et al., 2011). 

As levels of oral disease decreased in the 1980s and 1990s, the oral health of children and 
adults in the UK has been improving steadily since the 1970s. The average number of decayed 
missing and filled permanent teeth (DMFT; a measure of the severity of caries attack in the 
permanent dentition) at 12 years fell rapidly in the 1980s and has since shown a further steady 
decline. This has been matched by an increase in the proportion of children who have no 
evidence of decay. Thus by 2009, only 33% of 12-year-old children had a mean DMFT>0 (a 
measure of caries prevalence) and the average decay experience was 0.74 DMFT. Nonetheless, 
those children with treated or untreated dental caries had, on average, 2.21 DMFT and the care 
index, which is the proportion of that decay which is filled, was only 47%. In addition there 
was a marked geographic gradient with the north of England showing higher levels of decay 
than the south of England. For 5-year-olds there has been an overall decline in the average 
level of dental disease and an increase in the proportion of children who are decay-free, but 
the change is less pronounced. Over 20 years, the average number of decayed, missing and 
filled primary teeth has fallen from 1.80 in 1983 to 1.55 in 2004 (Drugan & Downer, 2011). 

On the other hand in the United States of America the caries continues to decline in the 
permanent dentition for many children but is increasing among poor non-Hispanic whites 
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aged 6–8 years (8–22%) and poor Mexican-Americans aged 9–11 years (38–55%). Although 
dental caries in older children continues to decline or remain unchanged, increasing tooth 
decay among some young children is a concern. Moreover, it is also troublesome that 
paediatric caries appears to be disproportionately affecting young boys compared with girls 
considering that here has not been a difference in prevalence of caries between boys and 
girls observed in national surveys prior to NHANES 1999–2004. Although the increasing 
prevalence of dental caries appears to be occurring in some of our traditionally ‘low-risk’ 
groups such as the nonpoor, primary caries is also increasing in a small number of ‘high-
risk’ groups as well. Our findings suggest that future caries research should be expanded 
towards better understanding of not only the factors that promote paediatric dental caries 
among traditionally high-risk children, but also among those once considered low-risk for 
tooth decay (Dye, et al., 2010). 

The prevalence of dental caries in primary teeth of children aged 2–4 years increased from 18% 
in 1988–1994 to 24% in 1999–2004. Racial disparities persisted in that age group, with caries 
significantly more prevalent among non-Hispanic black and Mexican American children than 
among non-Hispanic white children. Caries prevalence in primary teeth of non-Hispanic white 
children aged 6–8 years remained unchanged, but increased among non-Hispanic black and 
Mexican American children. State-specific prevalence of caries among third-graders ranged 
from 40.6% to 72.2%. Caries in permanent teeth declined among children and adolescents, 
while the prevalence of dental sealants increased significantly. State oral health programs’ 
funding and staffing remained modest, although the proportion of states with sealant 
programs increased 75% in 2000 to 85% in 2007 and the proportion with fluoride varnish 
programs increased from 13% to 53% (Tomar & Reeves, 2009). 

For most Americans, oral health status has improved since 1988–1994. Dental caries 
continues to decrease in the permanent dentition for youths, adolescents, and most adults. 
Among seniors, the prevalence of root caries decreased, but there was no change in the 
prevalence of coronal caries. However, the prevalence of dental caries in the primary 
dentition for youths aged 2–5 years increased from 1988–1994 to 1999–2004. The prevalence 
of dental sealants among youths and adolescents increased. Tooth retention and periodontal 
health improved for both adults and seniors, and edentulism among seniors continued to 
decline. Dental utilization (experiencing a dental visit within the past 12 months) remained 
unchanged between 1988–1994 and 1999–2004 for youths, adolescents, and seniors; 
however, dental utilization declined for most adults (Dye, et al., 2007). 

According to the World Health Organization the dental caries is still a major public health 
problem in most industrialized countries, affecting 60–90% of schoolchildren and the vast 
majority of adults. It is also a most prevalent oral disease in several Asian and Latin American 
countries while it appears to be less common and less severe in most African countries. 
Currently, the disease level is high in the Americas but relatively low in Africa. In light of 
changing living conditions; however, it is expected that the incidence of dental caries will 
increase in the near future in many developing countries in Africa, particularly as a result of 
growing consumption of sugars and inadequate exposure to fluorides (Petersen, 2003). 

Whelton estimated that changes in the progression of caries have been problematic due to 
the shortage of longitudinal data in the literature for children, adolescents, and young and 
older adults. The cohort effect, combined with sampling effects and diagnostic differences, 
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confounds the investigation of the true changes in caries progression with time. The 
elucidation of the age-related pattern and rate of caries development in successive age 
cohorts will be important in informing future clinical trial design. In summary, the changes 
in caries patterns which have an impact on the design of caries clinical trials are: 

• the lower caries incidence in children, 
• the relatively greater effect of fluorides in preventing caries on approximal surfaces; 
• the slower rate of progression of caries, 
• the increased risk of primary caries in adults, and 
• the increased use of fissure sealants. 

These changes indicate that caries continues to be a challenge throughout life. The conduct 
of clinical trials of caries-preventive agents must now incorporate more sensitive diagnostic 
methods capable of valid and reliable measurement of caries initiation and progression in its 
early stages. The application of sophisticated statistical analysis which takes account of the 
pattern of caries attack will also help to overcome the difficulties posed by these changes in 
caries patterns. The application of such techniques to dental datasets which have large 
numbers of tooth-surface variables and multiple observations has been made possible by the 
increasing capacity of and accessibility to high-speed computers (Whelton, 2004). 

4. Fluorides  
Fluoride as a caries-preventive agent was discovered as the side effect of fluorosis in teeth in 
areas with elevated levels of fluoride in the drinking water (Ten Cate, 2004). Research on the 
oral health effects of fluoride started around 100 years ago. For the first 50 years or so it 
focused on the link between water borne fluoride – both natural and artificial – and dental 
caries and fluorosis (Petersen, et al., 2004). It was difficult to determine small (sub-ppm) 
concentrations of fluoride in drinking water. Nevertheless, the early studies on fluoridation 
of the drinking water were convincing and initiatives were taken to add various types of 
fluorides to other oral hygiene products (Ten Cate, 2004). In the second half of the 
20thcentury, fluoride research was focused on the development and evaluation of fluoride 
toothpastes and rinses and, to a lesser extent, alternatives to water fluoridation such as salt 
and milk fluoridation. 

Fluoride mouthrinses were commonly used in school-based programs with 0.2% NaF 
solution weekly or fortnightly during the 1960’s-1980’s, but have now, to great extent, been 
withdrawn since most children are using fluoride toothpaste. The effect of the rinsing 
programs was in the range of 20-40% caries reduction (Koch & Poulsen, 2006).  

The first test of a fluoride mouthrinse was conducted in the 1940s. An acidified NaF 
mouthrinse used three times a week, for 1 year by dental students failed to achieve a 
significant caries reduction, possibly because of very low fluoride concentrations. Fluoride 
mouthrinse received little attention until the early 1960s, when the effect was extensively 
evaluated in well-controlled clinical studies as well as in field trials on schoolchildren in 
Scandinavia, particularly in Sweden. Most of these studies and programs were based on 
weekly supervised rising with a neutral 0.2% NaF solution. 

Drinking water is not fluoridated in Sweden, and during the early 1960s effective fluoride 
toothpaste had not yet become available. In addition, the standard of oral hygiene was very 
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low. Few schoolchildren cleaned their teeth every day. Therefore, caries prevalence among 
children was very high, and most children developed several new caries lesions every year. 
Under these conditions, the introduction of a simple preventive measure, supervised rinsing 
with 0.2% NaF solutions once a week, resulted in very significant caries reductions (25% to 
40%) (Axelsson, 2004).  

Several efforts have been made to summarize these extensive data sets through systematic 
reviews, such as those conducted on water fluoridation by the UK University of York Centre 
for Reviews and Dissemination; on fluoride ingestion and bone fractures; and on fluoride 
toothpastes and rinses through the Cochrane Collaboration Oral Health Group. These 
systematic reviews concluded that: 

1. Water fluoridation reduces the prevalence of dental caries (% with dmft /DMFT > 0) by 
15% and in absolute terms by 2.2 dmft/DMFT. 

2. Fluoride toothpastes and mouth rinses reduce the DMFS 3-year increment by 24–26%. 
3. There is no credible evidence that water fluoridation is associated with any adverse 

health effects. 
4. At certain concentrations of fluoride, water fluoridation is associated with an increased 

risk of unaesthetic dental fluorosis although further analysis suggested that the risk 
might be substantially greater in naturally fluoridated areas and less in artificially 
fluoridated areas. 

5. There was a paucity of research into any possible adverse effects of fluoride toothpastes 
and rinses. 

Although these findings are important, it must be acknowledged that a lack of fluoride does 
not cause dental caries (Petersen, et al., 2004). 

Not all fluoride agents and treatments are equal. Different fluoride compounds, different 
vehicles, and vastly different concentrations have been used with different frequencies and 
durations of application. These variables can influence the clinical outcome with respect to 
caries prevention and management. The efficacy of topical fluoride in caries prevention 
depends on a) the concentration of fluoride used, b) the frequency and duration of 
application, and, to a certain extent, c) the specific fluoride compound used. The more 
concentrated the fluoride and the greater the frequency of application, the greater the caries 
reduction (Newbrum, 2001). 

In recent years, an increasing number of reports have been published in which the observed 
caries- preventive effect of fluoride has been lower than could have been expected on the 
basis of the earlier literature. This is true for both systemic and topical methods such as 
water fluoridation, fluoridated school milk, fluoride mouthrinses and professional 
applications of topical fluoride including fluoride varnish applications. The current low 
levels of caries occurrence and the wide spread use of fluoridated toothpastes as well as 
other fluoride products and methods have been suggested as reasons for the reduced 
relative effect of water fluoridation. In the same way, the fact that people are today 
commonly exposed to fluoride from multiple sources is likely to dilute the effect of fluoride 
from any single source. The moderate usefulness of added fluoride exposure at the 
population level today may also be due to the fact that individually applicable fluoride 
regimes are most likely to reach people who least need them. The individuals whose dental 
health-related lifestyles are most unfavorable and who are not visiting a dentist regularly 
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are likely to be least exposed to fluoride, and it is not easy to provide them with any 
individual protection against caries. The advantage of community water fluoridation is that 
it reaches even the least advantaged segments of the population. If the risk for caries is high, 
however, water fluoridation alone cannot provide full protection against the onset of 
cavities (Hausen, 2004). 

The WHO report is quite clear that the post-eruptive effect of sugar consumption is one of 
the main etiological factors for dental caries and notes in particular the damaging effects of: 

1. Refined or processed foods in general. 
2. The consumption of sugary soft drinks. 
3. Children going to bed with a bottle of a sweetened drink or drinking at will from a 

bottle during the day.  

A WHO/FAO analysis of the evidence on the role of diet in chronic disease recommends 
that free (added) sugars should remain below 10% of energy intake and the consumption of 
foods/drinks containing free sugars should be limited to a maximum of four times per day. 
For countries with high consumption levels it is recommended that national health 
authorities and decision-makers formulate country-specific and community-specific goals 
for reduction of consumption of free sugars. However, WHO also notes that many countries 
currently undergoing nutrition transition do not have adequate fluoride exposure. It is the 
responsibility of national health authorities to ensure implementation of feasible fluoride 
programs for their country. 

First, it is clear that all countries and communities should advocate a diet low in sugars in 
accordance with the WHO/FAO recommendations. This has been emphasized most 
recently in May 2004 at the World Health Assembly by the confirmation of the WHO Global 
Strategy on Diet, Physical Activity and Health. Secondly, countries with excessive levels of 
fluoride ingestion, particularly where there is a risk of severe dental fluorosis or of skeletal 
fluorosis, should maintain a maximum fluoride level of 1.5 mg/l as recommended by WHO 
Water Quality Guidelines, although this objective is admittedly not always technically easy 
to achieve. Thirdly, where sugar consumption is high or increasing, the caries-preventive 
effects of fluorides need to be enhanced. 

WHO recommends that every effort must be made to develop affordable fluoride 
toothpastes for use in developing countries. As a public health measure, it would be in the 
interest of countries to exempt these toothpastes from the duties and taxation imposed on 
cosmetics (Petersen, et al., 2004). 

Twetman reported strong evidence for a caries-preventive effect of daily use of fluoride 
toothpaste compared with placebo in the young permanent dentition (PF, 24.9%), that 
toothpastes containing 1500 ppm of fluoride had a superior preventive effect (additional PF, 
9.7%) compared with standard dentifrices of 1000 ppm of fluoride. Also, strong evidence for 
higher caries reductions with supervised toothbrushing compared with unsupervised 
brushing was founded. There was incomplete evidence regarding the effect of fluoride 
toothpaste in the primary dentition. This systematic review reinforces the importance of 
daily toothbrushing with fluoridated toothpastes for preventing dental caries, although 
long-term studies in age groups other than children and adolescents are still lacking 
(Twetman, et al., 2003). 
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Water fluoridation, where technically feasible and culturally acceptable, has substantial 
advantages particularly for subgroups at high risk of caries. Alternatively, fluoridated salt, 
which retains consumer choice, can also be recommended. WHO is currently in the process of 
developing guidelines for milk fluoridation programs, based on experiences from community 
trials carried out in both developed and developing countries ( Petersen, et al., 2004). 

The proposal of salt as a vehicle for fluoride in caries prevention is attributed to Wespi 
(1948, 1950). In the mid-1950s, domestic salt supplemented by potassium fluoride, up to 90 
mg/kg, became available in various cantons of Switzerland. 

The first 5-years results following consumption of fluoride-rich domestic salt were 
published by Marthaler and Schenardi (1962). The documented caries reduction of 32% 
fewer DMFSs in the permanent teeth of 7-to 9-year-old children was not statistically 
significant. Only with the subsequent caries data that became available from studies in 
Colombia (250 mg F/kg as NaF), and Hungary (250 mg F/kg as NaF) was it shown that 
fluoride-induced caries reductions could reach 50%. 

A prerequisite was the availability of domestic salt with a high fluoride concentration. The 
state of knowledge on the subject, up to the mid-1970s, was summarized by Marthaler 
(1978). The conclusions were that fluoride ingested via salt prevents dental caries in man, 
the cariostatic effect being similar to water fluoridation: The fluoride content of salt is 
adjusted so that urinary fluoride excretion levels are similar to those in areas with optimal 
water fluoride content (Axelsson, 2004).  

Based on the successful results of caries prevention obtained by salt fluoridation program in 
Switzerland, Hungary, Colombia and other countries, fluoride has been added to the table 
salt in Mexico from the late 1980s. The Mexican Sanitary Norm indicated that a 
concentration of 250 mg F/kg of salt should be added. Irigoyen (Irigoyen & Sanchez 
Hinojosa, 2000) reported that the caries prevalence and the treatment needs experienced in 
the State of Mexico population have decreased over the last decade. However, dental health 
is far from optimal, and the state has not achieved the low caries index observed in many 
developed countries. It is necessary to continue the work with caries prevention programs 
and to improve access to dental care services. Since there is a National Salt Fluoridation 
Program already established, no additional systemic sources of fluoride should be 
implemented; nevertheless, to continue the promotion of the use of fluoridated dentifrices, 
fluoride rinses and gels, fissure sealants and health education activities could be benefit to 
the population’s oral health status. 

Recent literature has revealed instances where a considerable reduction of the level of 
preventive efforts has not been followed by an increase in caries frequency and vice versa. This 
must have been due to the fact that the studied preventive methods, that had proved to be 
effective elsewhere, were not effective and efficient in those particular settings. Since 
conditions strongly determine the usefulness of caries prevention including different fluoride 
regimes, more research is still needed to monitor the effectiveness of caries-preventive 
programs and their components in variable conditions of today and tomorrow (Hausen, 2004). 

5. Dental programs for caries prevention  
Oral Health is fundamental to general health and well-being. A healthy mouth enables and 
individual to speak, eat and socialize without experiencing active disease, discomfort or 
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are likely to be least exposed to fluoride, and it is not easy to provide them with any 
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toothpastes containing 1500 ppm of fluoride had a superior preventive effect (additional PF, 
9.7%) compared with standard dentifrices of 1000 ppm of fluoride. Also, strong evidence for 
higher caries reductions with supervised toothbrushing compared with unsupervised 
brushing was founded. There was incomplete evidence regarding the effect of fluoride 
toothpaste in the primary dentition. This systematic review reinforces the importance of 
daily toothbrushing with fluoridated toothpastes for preventing dental caries, although 
long-term studies in age groups other than children and adolescents are still lacking 
(Twetman, et al., 2003). 
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state of knowledge on the subject, up to the mid-1970s, was summarized by Marthaler 
(1978). The conclusions were that fluoride ingested via salt prevents dental caries in man, 
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adjusted so that urinary fluoride excretion levels are similar to those in areas with optimal 
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Program already established, no additional systemic sources of fluoride should be 
implemented; nevertheless, to continue the promotion of the use of fluoridated dentifrices, 
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preventive efforts has not been followed by an increase in caries frequency and vice versa. This 
must have been due to the fact that the studied preventive methods, that had proved to be 
effective elsewhere, were not effective and efficient in those particular settings. Since 
conditions strongly determine the usefulness of caries prevention including different fluoride 
regimes, more research is still needed to monitor the effectiveness of caries-preventive 
programs and their components in variable conditions of today and tomorrow (Hausen, 2004). 

5. Dental programs for caries prevention  
Oral Health is fundamental to general health and well-being. A healthy mouth enables and 
individual to speak, eat and socialize without experiencing active disease, discomfort or 
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embarrassments. Children who suffer from poor oral health are 12 times more likely to have 
restricted-activity days than those who do not. More than 50 million school hours are lost 
annually because of oral health problems which affect children´s performance at school and 
success in later life (Kawan, et al., 2005). 

Basically, erupting teeth are healthy. The first carious lesion and the first restoration in a 
tooth means the start of series of treatments that during the tooth’s lifetime will end up in 
more and more complicated restorations or treatments if the caries process is not controlled. 
Today there is enough scientific knowledge about factors that might interfere in this process 
in order to develop preventive strategies. Operative treatment per se will never control 
caries. (Koch & Poulsen, 2006).  

Minimal intervention is a key phrase in today´s dental practice. Minimal intervention 
dentistry (MID) focuses on the least invasive treatment options possible in order to 
minimize tissue loss and patient discomfort. Concentrating mainly on prevention and early 
intervention of caries, MID´s first basic principle is the remineralization of early carious 
lesions, advocating a biological or therapeutic approach rather than traditional surgical 
approach for early surface lesions. One of the key elements of a biological approach is the 
usage and application of remineralizing agents to tooth structure (enamel and dentin 
lesions). These agents are part of a new era of dentistry aimed at controlling the 
demineralization/remineralization cycle, depending upon the microenvironment around 
the tooth (Rao & Malhotra, 2011). 

School provide man effective platform for promoting oral health because they reach over 1 
billion children worldwide. The health and well-being of school staff, families and 
community members can also be enhanced by programs based in schools. Oral health 
messages can be reinforced throughout the school years, which are the most influential 
stages of children’s lives, and during which lifelong beliefs, attitudes and skill are developed 
(Kwan, et al., 2005). 

After caries decline of about 80% in children in Western Europe and other industrialized 
countries, there should be a critical debate about the best way for future caries prevention 
(Splieth, et al., 2004). 

In Europe and Asia, positive results have come from implementing supervised 
toothbrushing programs in kindergartens and providing free fluoridated toothpaste to high 
risk children from underprivileged and multicultural groups. Furthermore, a 
comprehensive staged dental health program and professional fluoride varnish applications 
proved the possibility of a reduction in early childhood caries in vulnerable groups 
(Wennhall, et al., 2008). 

Multiple fluoride use played an important role in caries reductions achieved in the 1980s 
and 1990s, but it also resulted in a polarization of lesion distribution in young people: the 
majority consists of low caries or even lesion-free individuals, while a minority is a so-called 
high caries risk group which seems not to be open to preventive programs. Last decade 
studies indicate that frequent fluoride applications (>6 times/year) in conjunction with 
effective plaque removal can be a successful approach for effective future caries prevention 
in high caries risk groups. Health promotion programs that are merely educational and do 
not provide fluoride do not seem to be effective. Alternatively, preventive measures could 
be performed at home or in a private practice, but only minimal compliance is reached in 
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high risk groups compared with out-reaching group programs. Thus, group programs are 
instrumental in providing effective and efficient caries-preventive measures in children. The 
more expensive time of a dental practice team should be limited to procedures where costly 
equipment is needed (professional tooth cleaning, sealants, etc.). For efficient caries 
prevention, measures formerly targeted specifically at either populations, groups, or 
individuals should be remodeled and aimed to interact in order to achieve optimal oral 
health in children at a reasonable cost (Splieth, et al., 2004). 

School dental screening is a popular public health intervention in many countries 
throughout the world. In the United Kingdom, school dental screening is a statutory 
function of local National Health Service (NHS) bodies and has been a feature of children's 
dental services for the past hundred years (Education Act, 1918). 

The process involves a visual dental examination of children in the school setting to identify 
the presence of dental disease and conditions; parents of children who are screened positive 
are informed and encouraged to take their child to primary care services for further 
investigation. The WHO has recently endorsed dental screening of children in the school 
setting, stating that, "Screening of teeth and mouth enables early detection, and timely 
interventions towards oral diseases and conditions, leading to substantial cost savings. It 
plays an important role in the planning and provision of school oral health services as well 
as health services.” Due to the long history of school dental screening in the UK, the aims of 
this cluster-randomized controlled trial conducted in the UK failed to show that the 
intervention used in a national school dental screening program significantly reduces active 
dental caries levels or increases dental attendance rates at the public health level. Milsom, et 
al. reported that school dental screening delivered according to 3 different models in the 
northwest of England children aged 6-9 years derived little benefit in terms of attending the 
dentist, and receiving treatment for their carious permanent teeth. The current method of 
school dental screening is no longer tenable, alternative ways to ensure that vulnerable 
children receive adequate dental care need to be explored (Milsom, et al., 2006). 

Oral health education program in Belgian primary schoolchildren has been effective in 
improving reported dietary habits and the proper use of topical fluorides and resulted in a 
higher care index. 

The implemented yearly based extra oral health promotional program did not result in a 
significant reduction of caries prevalence. The effectiveness on plaque level and gingival 
health was inconclusive. However, the favorable reported behavioral changes and the 
increased restoration level together with the educational responsibility of the profession 
justify the efforts and costs of this program (Vanobbergen, et al., 2004).  

In the same way, supervised daily toothbrushing using fluoridate toothpaste in schools and 
intensive oral hygiene instructions sessions program was successful in controlling dental 
caries in children, as reported by Al-Jundi, et al. in a school-based caries preventive program 
in children from Jordan over a period of 4 years ( Al-Jundi, et al., 2006).  

The evaluation of caries incidence after 7.5 years of follow-up, in an infant population under 
a dental health preventive program in Mostoles (Madrid), which consisted of preventive 
measures included health education, a weekly mouth rinse using sodium fluoride (NaFl) at 
0·2% concentration, fissure sealants to first permanent molars and topical application of 
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embarrassments. Children who suffer from poor oral health are 12 times more likely to have 
restricted-activity days than those who do not. More than 50 million school hours are lost 
annually because of oral health problems which affect children´s performance at school and 
success in later life (Kawan, et al., 2005). 

Basically, erupting teeth are healthy. The first carious lesion and the first restoration in a 
tooth means the start of series of treatments that during the tooth’s lifetime will end up in 
more and more complicated restorations or treatments if the caries process is not controlled. 
Today there is enough scientific knowledge about factors that might interfere in this process 
in order to develop preventive strategies. Operative treatment per se will never control 
caries. (Koch & Poulsen, 2006).  

Minimal intervention is a key phrase in today´s dental practice. Minimal intervention 
dentistry (MID) focuses on the least invasive treatment options possible in order to 
minimize tissue loss and patient discomfort. Concentrating mainly on prevention and early 
intervention of caries, MID´s first basic principle is the remineralization of early carious 
lesions, advocating a biological or therapeutic approach rather than traditional surgical 
approach for early surface lesions. One of the key elements of a biological approach is the 
usage and application of remineralizing agents to tooth structure (enamel and dentin 
lesions). These agents are part of a new era of dentistry aimed at controlling the 
demineralization/remineralization cycle, depending upon the microenvironment around 
the tooth (Rao & Malhotra, 2011). 

School provide man effective platform for promoting oral health because they reach over 1 
billion children worldwide. The health and well-being of school staff, families and 
community members can also be enhanced by programs based in schools. Oral health 
messages can be reinforced throughout the school years, which are the most influential 
stages of children’s lives, and during which lifelong beliefs, attitudes and skill are developed 
(Kwan, et al., 2005). 

After caries decline of about 80% in children in Western Europe and other industrialized 
countries, there should be a critical debate about the best way for future caries prevention 
(Splieth, et al., 2004). 

In Europe and Asia, positive results have come from implementing supervised 
toothbrushing programs in kindergartens and providing free fluoridated toothpaste to high 
risk children from underprivileged and multicultural groups. Furthermore, a 
comprehensive staged dental health program and professional fluoride varnish applications 
proved the possibility of a reduction in early childhood caries in vulnerable groups 
(Wennhall, et al., 2008). 

Multiple fluoride use played an important role in caries reductions achieved in the 1980s 
and 1990s, but it also resulted in a polarization of lesion distribution in young people: the 
majority consists of low caries or even lesion-free individuals, while a minority is a so-called 
high caries risk group which seems not to be open to preventive programs. Last decade 
studies indicate that frequent fluoride applications (>6 times/year) in conjunction with 
effective plaque removal can be a successful approach for effective future caries prevention 
in high caries risk groups. Health promotion programs that are merely educational and do 
not provide fluoride do not seem to be effective. Alternatively, preventive measures could 
be performed at home or in a private practice, but only minimal compliance is reached in 
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high risk groups compared with out-reaching group programs. Thus, group programs are 
instrumental in providing effective and efficient caries-preventive measures in children. The 
more expensive time of a dental practice team should be limited to procedures where costly 
equipment is needed (professional tooth cleaning, sealants, etc.). For efficient caries 
prevention, measures formerly targeted specifically at either populations, groups, or 
individuals should be remodeled and aimed to interact in order to achieve optimal oral 
health in children at a reasonable cost (Splieth, et al., 2004). 

School dental screening is a popular public health intervention in many countries 
throughout the world. In the United Kingdom, school dental screening is a statutory 
function of local National Health Service (NHS) bodies and has been a feature of children's 
dental services for the past hundred years (Education Act, 1918). 

The process involves a visual dental examination of children in the school setting to identify 
the presence of dental disease and conditions; parents of children who are screened positive 
are informed and encouraged to take their child to primary care services for further 
investigation. The WHO has recently endorsed dental screening of children in the school 
setting, stating that, "Screening of teeth and mouth enables early detection, and timely 
interventions towards oral diseases and conditions, leading to substantial cost savings. It 
plays an important role in the planning and provision of school oral health services as well 
as health services.” Due to the long history of school dental screening in the UK, the aims of 
this cluster-randomized controlled trial conducted in the UK failed to show that the 
intervention used in a national school dental screening program significantly reduces active 
dental caries levels or increases dental attendance rates at the public health level. Milsom, et 
al. reported that school dental screening delivered according to 3 different models in the 
northwest of England children aged 6-9 years derived little benefit in terms of attending the 
dentist, and receiving treatment for their carious permanent teeth. The current method of 
school dental screening is no longer tenable, alternative ways to ensure that vulnerable 
children receive adequate dental care need to be explored (Milsom, et al., 2006). 

Oral health education program in Belgian primary schoolchildren has been effective in 
improving reported dietary habits and the proper use of topical fluorides and resulted in a 
higher care index. 

The implemented yearly based extra oral health promotional program did not result in a 
significant reduction of caries prevalence. The effectiveness on plaque level and gingival 
health was inconclusive. However, the favorable reported behavioral changes and the 
increased restoration level together with the educational responsibility of the profession 
justify the efforts and costs of this program (Vanobbergen, et al., 2004).  

In the same way, supervised daily toothbrushing using fluoridate toothpaste in schools and 
intensive oral hygiene instructions sessions program was successful in controlling dental 
caries in children, as reported by Al-Jundi, et al. in a school-based caries preventive program 
in children from Jordan over a period of 4 years ( Al-Jundi, et al., 2006).  

The evaluation of caries incidence after 7.5 years of follow-up, in an infant population under 
a dental health preventive program in Mostoles (Madrid), which consisted of preventive 
measures included health education, a weekly mouth rinse using sodium fluoride (NaFl) at 
0·2% concentration, fissure sealants to first permanent molars and topical application of 
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fluoride gel, showed that the preventive program had been effective and had a clear 
protective effect on permanent teeth (Tapias, et al., 2001). 

The six months evaluation of a comprehensive preventive care from dental hygienists 
implemented in children at six Massachusetts elementary schools, grades 1 through 3, with 
pupil populations at high risk of developing caries indicates that this care model relatively 
quickly can overcome multiple barriers to care and improve children’s oral health. If widely 
implemented, comprehensive caries prevention programs could accomplish national health 
goals and reduce the need for new care providers and clinics.  

To increase access to care, improve oral health and reduce disparities in oral health care for 
children, treatments must be safe, effective, efficient, personalized, timely and equitable. 
This program can be implemented locally and can reduce the incidence of dental caries in 
school-aged children (Niederman, et al., 2008). 

Sealants application programs have been suggested as an effective measurement for caries 
prevention. Khurshid reported that preventive oral health care as measured by the presence 
of dental sealants can significantly reduce the occurrence of dental caries in Hispanic 
children in underserved areas such as the US–Mexico border in Texas. The study confirms 
the strong effect of low house hold income and lack of health insurance in increasing the 
likelihood of dental caries in children. The old adage that prevention is better than cure 
applies to dental health as much as to any other public health issue (Khurshid, 2010). 

6. Dental programs in Mexico 
In Mexico, a school-based caries preventive program was established in the 1970’s in the 
State of Mexico; it was a pioneer program, and later in 1988 the program of salt fluoridation 
was implemented for the first time as a pilot program in the state. The program was carried 
out with technical support from the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) and 
financial from W.K. Kellogg. Then, the salt fluoridation program is positioned as a nation-
wide policy in 1992. Because in the country there are five states and other municipalities 
with concentrations of fluoride in drinking water above the optimum amount, steps were 
taken to prevent consumption in these regions. 

The preventive educational program developed in preschool and primary school 
nationwide currently includes various activities, constituted in the “basic scheme of oral 
health” prevention that consists of 14 applications of sodium fluoride 0.2%, 4 detections of 
plaque, 4 brushing technique instructions, 4 flossing instructions (from 8 years old) and 4 
educational talks. All the activities are developed in every school year; in addition, there is a 
curative care program that is not always free.  

Great efforts have been made for the abatement of oral diseases of highest incidence and 
prevalence and major achievements have been accomplished, but it is necessary to 
strengthen the activities implemented with the purpose to achieve caries-free communities 
program so the action 2001-2006 oral health includes in its coverage of 4 to 15 years of age 
(Secretaria de Salud, 2011). 

In Mexico State, the coverage of preventive educational program is around 75%, yet there 
are limited healing care facilities for school children; only a few dental schools have these 
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services available, and many times children are channeled to public institutions’ clinics. The 
Autonomous University of Mexico State is involved in the implementation of the program 
as part of the training curriculum for students with some adjustments in regard to the 
educational component, and all other activities are performed according to the provisions of 
the educational program-including preventive fluoride 14 applications per year. This 
chapter includes the results of the incidence of caries within a 3 years follow-up of certain 
schools under the care of the University. 

7. Study design 

The present study is a 3-year longitudinal analysis of a school-based caries prevention 
program. The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Research and Ethics 
Committee of Autonomous University of the State of Mexico (UAEM from its initials in 
Spanish). The inclusion criteria were children without orthodontic treatment and all children 
whose parents signed an informed consent form prior to the examinations. The sample was 
selected by a convenience non-probability sampling method, and included 145 schoolchildren 
(66 boys and 79 girls), 6-7 years of age, who attended from the first to the third school year in 
four public elementary schools at Toluca city, where the School of Dentistry of the 
Autonomous University of the State of Mexico is responsible for the implementation of the 
program. The program included 20 minute sessions of oral health education for children and 
teachers (five per school year), and parents (one per school year). The curriculum included 
information about caries etiology and prevention (oral hygiene, diet counseling, fluorides, pit 
and fissures sealants), 0.2% NaF mouth rinse (fourteen per school year), toothbrushing 
technique instructions (four per school year), flossing instructions in children up to 8 years old, 
and disclosing solution application (four per school year). 

To motivate the children, oral health educational material was designed and adapted to their 
chronological age, using a puppet theater among other resources. The oral examination was 
performed on site (public elementary schools) in daylight conditions by two examiners, who 
used a dental mirror and a WHO/CPITN-type E probe (World Health Organization, 1997). No 
radiographs were taken. To ensure satisfactory inter-examiner reproducibility, the examiners 
were calibrated twice a week during the six months previous to the start of sampling (Kappa 
0.95) by examining the same group of people and comparing their findings. 

The oral health of children was evaluated by using deft/s and DMFT/S index. A tooth or 
surface was considered carious (D) if there was visible evidence of a cavity, including 
untreated dental caries and filled teeth with recurrent caries. The M component included 
missing teeth and / or decayed teeth with indication for extraction due to caries, or teeth 
missing as a result of caries. The F component was filled teeth; the sum of the three figures 
forms the DMFT/S-value. For primary dentition, deft/s index was used, where e indicates 
extracted teeth. Cumulative incidence was expressed as the proportion of new children with 
caries over the 3 years period. For caries incidence data were collected on DMFT and deft 
recording forms. Information to the parents about the oral health status of the children was 
provided by means of an advice/referral letter.  

7.1 Statistical analysis 

All data were analyzed using the SPSS 13.0 statistical package for Windows (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, IL, USA). The measurements were analyzed using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at a 
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fluoride gel, showed that the preventive program had been effective and had a clear 
protective effect on permanent teeth (Tapias, et al., 2001). 

The six months evaluation of a comprehensive preventive care from dental hygienists 
implemented in children at six Massachusetts elementary schools, grades 1 through 3, with 
pupil populations at high risk of developing caries indicates that this care model relatively 
quickly can overcome multiple barriers to care and improve children’s oral health. If widely 
implemented, comprehensive caries prevention programs could accomplish national health 
goals and reduce the need for new care providers and clinics.  

To increase access to care, improve oral health and reduce disparities in oral health care for 
children, treatments must be safe, effective, efficient, personalized, timely and equitable. 
This program can be implemented locally and can reduce the incidence of dental caries in 
school-aged children (Niederman, et al., 2008). 

Sealants application programs have been suggested as an effective measurement for caries 
prevention. Khurshid reported that preventive oral health care as measured by the presence 
of dental sealants can significantly reduce the occurrence of dental caries in Hispanic 
children in underserved areas such as the US–Mexico border in Texas. The study confirms 
the strong effect of low house hold income and lack of health insurance in increasing the 
likelihood of dental caries in children. The old adage that prevention is better than cure 
applies to dental health as much as to any other public health issue (Khurshid, 2010). 

6. Dental programs in Mexico 
In Mexico, a school-based caries preventive program was established in the 1970’s in the 
State of Mexico; it was a pioneer program, and later in 1988 the program of salt fluoridation 
was implemented for the first time as a pilot program in the state. The program was carried 
out with technical support from the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) and 
financial from W.K. Kellogg. Then, the salt fluoridation program is positioned as a nation-
wide policy in 1992. Because in the country there are five states and other municipalities 
with concentrations of fluoride in drinking water above the optimum amount, steps were 
taken to prevent consumption in these regions. 

The preventive educational program developed in preschool and primary school 
nationwide currently includes various activities, constituted in the “basic scheme of oral 
health” prevention that consists of 14 applications of sodium fluoride 0.2%, 4 detections of 
plaque, 4 brushing technique instructions, 4 flossing instructions (from 8 years old) and 4 
educational talks. All the activities are developed in every school year; in addition, there is a 
curative care program that is not always free.  

Great efforts have been made for the abatement of oral diseases of highest incidence and 
prevalence and major achievements have been accomplished, but it is necessary to 
strengthen the activities implemented with the purpose to achieve caries-free communities 
program so the action 2001-2006 oral health includes in its coverage of 4 to 15 years of age 
(Secretaria de Salud, 2011). 

In Mexico State, the coverage of preventive educational program is around 75%, yet there 
are limited healing care facilities for school children; only a few dental schools have these 
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services available, and many times children are channeled to public institutions’ clinics. The 
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missing as a result of caries. The F component was filled teeth; the sum of the three figures 
forms the DMFT/S-value. For primary dentition, deft/s index was used, where e indicates 
extracted teeth. Cumulative incidence was expressed as the proportion of new children with 
caries over the 3 years period. For caries incidence data were collected on DMFT and deft 
recording forms. Information to the parents about the oral health status of the children was 
provided by means of an advice/referral letter.  

7.1 Statistical analysis 

All data were analyzed using the SPSS 13.0 statistical package for Windows (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, IL, USA). The measurements were analyzed using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at a 
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(p ≤ 0.05) level of significance to assess distribution of data. The measurements were 
analyzed using Wilcoxon test was used with a level of significance of p ≤ 0.05. 

8. Results 

The mean age of the 145 children at the baseline was 6.5 years old, while during final 
examination was 9.5 years old. After 3 years follow up mean dmf/s and DMFT/S (Table I). 
DMFT scores showed increased 0.1 a 0.9 with differences statistically significantly. The 
percentage of caries-free children is showed in Table 2. At the be beginning of the study 93% 
of the children was caries-free for permanent teeth, decreasing to 57% while only 17% was 
healthy in both dentitions at the end of the study. Cumulative incidence was 0.39.  

 
 Year dmft dmfs DMFT DMFS 

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 

2007 4.2 (3.8)A 10.2 (12.1)AB 0.1 (0.4)A 0.1 (0.5)A 
2008 4.2 (3.2)A 10.3 (10.4)A 0.5 (1.0)B 0.6 (1.5)B 
2009 3.8 (2.9)B  9.3 (9.20)B 0.7 (1.2)C 0.9 (1.7)C 
2010 2.8 (2.4)C  6.3 (6.60)C 0.9 (1.3)D 1.4 (2.2)D 

   * Groups with different letters are significantly different ( p ≤ 0.05).  

Table 1. Caries experience of the study population in a three-year long follow up 

 
     dmft=0 

dmft≠0 dmft=0 DMFT≠0 DMFT=0 DMFT=0 
Year no. % no. % no. % no. % no. % 

2007 111 77 34 23 10 7 135 93 34 23 

2008 116 80 29 20 36 25 109 75 27 19 

2009 118 81 27 19 51 35 94 65 24 17 

2010 110 76 35 24 63 63 82 57 25 17 

Table 2. Percentage of children with caries and caries-free for dentition 

 

Period Caries-free permanent
teeth 

New decay permanent 
teeth 

Cumulative  Incidence 

2007-2008 765 51 0.07 

2008-2009 1403 37 0.03 

2009-2010 1698 31 0.02 
 

Table 3. Caries incidence changes from first to third year for study group 
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9. Conclusion 
According to 1999-2004 survey in the United States, the mean dfs for children 2-8 years was 
3.7, although for 6-11 years of age was 4.30 and 1.84 for dft. The same study reported 51.17% 
caries prevalence in primary dentition for 6-11 years old children. However, caries 
experience for permanent teeth was 21% while DFS index was 0.65. Additionally, a 
prevalence of 10.16%, 0.19 DFT and 0.29 DFS were reported in children from 6 to 8 years old 
(Dye, et al., 2010; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research, 2011). 

In 2004, 5 years-old children in the United Kingdom showed a 1.55 dmft, later in 2009, 33% 
from 12-years-old children had a mean DMFT>0 and the decay experience average was 0.74, 
showing that the proportion of children without decay has risen to 61% (Drugan & Downer, 
2011). 

Reports from Värmland, Sweden indicate that 76% of 6 years-old children are caries free in 
primary dentition, while 7,8,9 and 10 years old children were 98%, 96%, 94% and 92% caries 
free for permanent dentition, respectively. (Axelson, 2004). In Europe, some reports have 
indicated a 79-93% dmfs or DMFS, or equal to zero (Marthaler, et al., 2004) 

In 2001, caries prevalence in Chinese children aged 5-6 years was 78 -86%, and dmft was 4.8 
- 7.0. A lower prevalence of caries was reported (41-42%) in 12 years old children, and a 0.9% 
DMFT, according to WHO criteria (Wong, et al., 2001). 

The results of this study, showed a high caries prevalence and also higher dmft, dmfs, 
DMFT and DMFS index compared with well developed countries such as United States, 
United Kingdom, Sweden and other countries in Europe, but similar to those in China.  

It seems that the efforts to diminish dental caries through the evaluated preventive and 
educational program have do not had the expected impact though these children are under 
salt fluoridation program. It is necessary to reconsider the implementation of additional 
measures according to caries risk group as has been reported previously, as well as to 
evaluate the cost and the effectiveness of mouthwashes. 
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1. Introduction 
Abnormal growth/ weight gain in young children is a substantial public health problem 
which causes much concern among parents and health professionals. 

Recent reports suggest that in many established market economies changes in dietary 
practices have resulted in a change in children and adolescents’ body mass index. Among 
the reported dietary changes are alterations in the pattern of intake of carbohydrates. It 
would seem entirely consistent with current knowledge to assume that such changes may 
also impact upon dental caries in the child population.  

Dental caries is a disease which attacks the dental hard tissues by demineralising the 
enamel. If oral conditions are favourable then this demineralisation can progress from the 
outer enamel layer of the tooth into the softer underlying dentine, resulting in decay. 
Dental decay is more common in individuals who have frequent intakes of dietary sugars 
(fermentable carbohydrates). Frequency of intake of carbohydrate is more predictive of 
the decay process than the absolute amount. Dental caries is also an extremely 
widespread childhood disease. It is particularly prevalent among deprived populations 
(Wright, 2000). 

Dental caries is the most common reason for children undergoing general anaesthesia and 
thereby is therefore a major cause of exposure of small children to the medical risks 
associated with general anaesthesia (Whittle, 2000). 

A number of nutritional factors, which may be factors in growth and development such as 
Vitamins A and D, water hardness and protein, have been hypothesised as potentially 
linked to dental caries (Mellanby & Pattison, 1928; East, 1941; Aptone-Merced & Navia, 
1980). However, there is little evidence to substantiate that the systemic effects of poor 
nutrition increase the risk of dental decay, and it is generally accepted that while diet can 
have a profound local effect on erupted teeth, it has much less effect while the teeth are 
forming(Rugg-Gunn, 2000). 

It has been demonstrated that low birth weight children more frequently have hypo plastic 
defects in the enamel of their teeth than normal weight babies, but that dental caries is also 
less frequent (Fearne et al, 1990). 
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1. Introduction 
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the decay process than the absolute amount. Dental caries is also an extremely 
widespread childhood disease. It is particularly prevalent among deprived populations 
(Wright, 2000). 

Dental caries is the most common reason for children undergoing general anaesthesia and 
thereby is therefore a major cause of exposure of small children to the medical risks 
associated with general anaesthesia (Whittle, 2000). 

A number of nutritional factors, which may be factors in growth and development such as 
Vitamins A and D, water hardness and protein, have been hypothesised as potentially 
linked to dental caries (Mellanby & Pattison, 1928; East, 1941; Aptone-Merced & Navia, 
1980). However, there is little evidence to substantiate that the systemic effects of poor 
nutrition increase the risk of dental decay, and it is generally accepted that while diet can 
have a profound local effect on erupted teeth, it has much less effect while the teeth are 
forming(Rugg-Gunn, 2000). 

It has been demonstrated that low birth weight children more frequently have hypo plastic 
defects in the enamel of their teeth than normal weight babies, but that dental caries is also 
less frequent (Fearne et al, 1990). 
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An association between physical problems affecting the mouth, and childhood growth, has 
been hypothesized and it has been suggested that dentists may be ideally placed to 
recognize children at risk of poor growth and development (Boyd, 1998). 

The concept that dental disease and child's body weight may be related was raised as early 
as 1982, when a retrospective case-note study examined the body weights of children 
attending for general anaesthetic tooth extractions, were compared to children attending for 
routine dental care (Miller et al 1982) and subsequent studies have suggested that treatment 
of caries may lead to improvement in weight gain (Acs et al, 1998, 1999; Malek Mohammadi 
et al, 2009) at least in children whose growth is below average. 

This chapter presents evidence which strongly suggests that children’s growth is affected by 
the state of their dental health. These relatively simple observations are very important, as 
they provides yet another reason for policy makers and Governments to invest time, 
resources and expertise in improving both children’s diets, and their dental health. It is 
essential to remember that dental caries is one of only very few common childhood diseases 
which cause large numbers of the child population to undergo general anaesthesia. Children 
who are allowed to develop dental decay therefore suffer, not only in terms of potential 
effects on their growth and development, but also directly, as the treatment, if it is carried 
out using general anaesthesia poses a serious health risk to the children involved. 

2. Principles of normal growth 
Growth is a critical indicator of child health and its importance is recognized by the World 
Health Organization, which identifies growth assessment as the best single measure for 
defining the nutritional status and health of children, as well as being an indicator of quality 
of life in whole populations (Hall, 1996).  

Normal growth is a sign of good health, and ill children often grow slowly. Growth in 
children is not simply an increase in height and weight, but is a complex process involving 
increases in both the size and number of cells. It is influenced by genetic factors, but a 
number of other factors are also relevant, including nutrition, and these may act to prevent 
the individual achieving his or her genetic potential. Measurement of growth indicators, 
such as weight, height and head circumference can give valuable information about a child’s 
nutritional well-being and growth pattern.  

3. Growth monitoring 
Health professionals accept that routine growth monitoring in children is a standard 
component of community child health services (Department of Health and Social 
Security,UK, (HMSO), 1974). In both developing and developed countries, health workers 
monitor growth in order to detect problems, and where possible, intervene if there is 
evidence of malnutrition and growth problem. Health workers and mothers spend 
considerable time on this activity, because early detection of growth failure depends on 
effective monitoring (Reid, 1984). Monitoring requires accurate, regular measurements, 
accurate transcription of data to a growth chart and appropriate action if poor growth is 
identified. It is also important to ensure that measurements are performed consistently, 
using appropriate equipment and also using trained staff (Garner et al 2000). Inconsistencies 
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can occur at a number of stages, including in the setting up and calibration of equipment, 
the measuring techniques used, and the recording of data. 

Growth monitoring may be done through height and weight measurements but a variety of 
other indices such as supine length, standing height, height velocity, weight velocity, weight 
for height, height for weight, Body Mass Index(BMI) and many more other measurements 
are also considered relevant. 

In order to interpret biological variables such as height and weight, it is important to 
compare them with normal data for children of the same age and, where appropriate, sex. 
Accurate measurement and the use of standard growth charts are important tools for 
monitoring a child’s growth. 

4. Growth problems  
Assessment of growth and nutrition is important, both in the diagnosis of primary 
nutritional and growth disorders and also in the diagnosis of chronic disorders. Because of 
some background disturbances, sometimes a child may be abnormally short or tall and light 
or heavy from infancy onwards, whereas in others initial normal growth is followed by 
growth failure or acceleration. 

5. Nutrition and growth 
Food consumption has a tremendous influence on human lives and is essential to life itself. 
Eating appropriate amounts of a wide variety of foods helps to maintain optimal health. 
Prolonged periods of poor food choices may cause impaired health. People need 
approximately 50 nutrients for growth and maintenance of health. These nutrients are 
present in a wide variety of different types of foods. Carbohydrates, lipids and proteins are 
energy nutrients which give the human body the energy it needs for moving and doing 
work, as well as for such vital activity as breathing and pumping blood. Minerals, a category 
made up of more than 20 nutrients perform a variety of functions, although they are not 
sources of energy. Vitamins are regulatory substances needed in even smaller amounts than 
minerals. At present, 13 vitamins are recognized as essential nutrients. Every person, 
(whether a child or mature adult), needs good nutrition in order to maintain good health 
and this can be supplied by a well-balanced healthy diet taken in regular meals and in 
appropriate surroundings (Wright, 2000). 

The evidence in the World Health Organization (WHO) Global Database on Child Growth 
(De Onis et al, 2000) and Malnutrition gives a description of the magnitude and 
geographical distribution of childhood under- and over-nutrition worldwide. Analyses 
based on the database’s information confirm that child under-nutrition remains a major 

public health problem in many countries, and can hamper children’s physical growth and 
mental development. Indeed, it may even be a major threat to their survival. Despite an 
overall decrease in poor growth in developing countries, in some, poor growth is increasing 
in prevalence and in many others the incidence of growth faltering remains disturbingly 
high(De Onis et al, 2000, 1993 ). An important observation which has been made, is that the 
pattern of growth faltering in developing countries, not only within a region but also 
globally, are remarkably similar even though different instruments and measuring methods 
were used in the surveys. This suggests that interventions during the earliest periods of life 
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are likely to have the greatest impact in promoting good nutrition and preventing poor 
growth and development in children. 

6. Healthy eating habits in preschool children 
Good preschool eating patterns are important because they influence both energy and 
nutrient intake, and dental health. An optimum eating pattern would be regular meals and 
nutritious, low fat, low sugar snacks. Young children have small appetites but large nutrient 
needs relative to their body size, therefore regular refueling is required. An eating pattern 
based on distinct meals is generally beneficial and also promotes dental health. Dental caries 
is prevalent in preschool children and it is directly related to the amount and frequency of 
consumption of non-milk extrinsic sugars in the diet (Holt, 1991). Family meal patterns are 
inevitably affected by family routines, parents working hours and the child’s appetite at 
different times of day. Regular meals allow opportunities for socializing and for parents to 
set a good example with respect to food choices and eating behavior (Graham, 1972). 

A suitable snack should provide nutrients other than calories and should be low in non-milk 
extrinsic sugar and not interfere with the child’s appetite for meals (Sims & Morris, 1974). 

Snacks high in non-milk extrinsic sugars greatly increase the risk of dental caries and an 
excessive intake of high fat, high sugar snacks will lead to an energy intake in excess of need 
(Splett & Strory, 1991). Many snacks will reduce the appetite for meals, often to the 
detriment of total nutrient intake (Beaton & Chery, 1988). The best snacks are bread and 
cereals, or fruit and vegetables. They need to be readily available, affordable and appealing 
to a child (Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Farming, (MAFF), 1997). 

7. Feeding problems in pre-school children 
Feeding problems are remarkably common in pre-school children. The incidence of feeding 
problems has been estimated to vary from 16% to 75 %( Eppright et al, 1969; Minde & 
Minde, 1986). This is a time of growing individuality for children, a time when a child’s 
personality and temperament is demonstrated. Most cases of food refusal and feeding 
problems are minor and have no effect on growth or the child’s weight gain but occasionally 
the problems can be very severe. Feeding problems may relate to the choosing of foods, or to 
eating behaviors. Both of these may be accompanied with food refusal or food fads which 
have psychological and other underlying causes (Harrise & Booth, 1992). 

Medical conditions must always be considered and excluded as a reason for a child failing 
to eat. In the absence of underlying disease, psychological problems should be considered. 
Many young children pass through a phase of being faddy about food and refusing to eat 
certain foods. Food faddiness tends to reflect the extremes of young children’s food likes 
and dislikes and often has a psychological cause. Food like and dislikes are influenced by 
taste, familiarity, parents attitudes to food, and food appeal. In this respect, refusal to eat 
meat and vegetables and also refusal to drink milk have been reported in young children. 
Poor appetite, limited food appeal, emotional upset and manipulative behavior are said to 
be the most common reasons for food refusal in young children(Harrise & Booth, 1992). 

Excessive intake of snacks, milk and drinks, particularly squash, may be a reason for poor 
appetite in young children (Houlihane & Rolls 1995). Snacks close to mealtimes may also 
suppress appetite (Sims & Morris, 1974). Irregular frequent meals are a common feeding 
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pattern in young children. This behavior may influence both the appetite and dental health 
of children. In a study in 1991 Holt showed that between-meal snacking was prevalent in 4 
year-old children (Holt, 1991). Small children may be over-whelmed by a large plate of food. 
Small portions, of colorful, attractively presented food are more tempting (Harrise & Booth, 
1992). 

Toddler behavior is strongly influenced by past experience. Any negative experience with 
food might result in future food refusal. Transient food refusal may occur after birth of a 
sibling or other event, in an attempt to redirect attention to themselves (Harrise & Booth, 
1992). Refusal to chew due to failure to introduce texture and lumps before 6-7 months of 
age can result in children rejecting lumpy food later (K & R Minde, 1986). 

8. Assessment of diet, nutrition and feeding problems 
One of the most important indicators of suitable and adequate nutrition is normal growth. 
Therefore, prolonged food refusal, even due to non-organic causes can result in impaired 
growth. Regular weight and height measurement is therefore necessary. Taking a detailed 
diet history is also an important part of growth assessment (HMSO, 1992). Diet questions 
should include a food diary describing all food and drink consumed, with details of meal 
pattern, location of eating time and supervision received(HMSO, 1992). There are different 
types of diaries available. Food frequency tables are one type which includes information 
about frequency of consumption as well as the type of foods usually eaten. Details of 
nutrient intake can be made by analysis of the type and amount of reported foods, but 
reporting problems can make such analysis unreliable. 

9. Early Childhood Caries (ECC) 
Dental caries is a complex, multi-factorial disease and is a significant health and social 
problem which affects people of all ages and is responsible for a vast amount of pain, misery 
and economic loss. It is a major problem in young children. Caries of the primary teeth 
“Early Childhood Caries” or ECC is one of the most prevalent health problems in infants 
and toddlers (Mayanagi et al, 1995). It can be considered an epidemic in lower-income 
families and in under developed parts of the world (Ismail & Sohn 1999). ECC is one of the 
major causes of hospitalization in young children, who often need to receive general 
anaesthesia for extraction or tooth restoration (Sheller et al, 1996). 

10. Public health aspects of dental caries  
Despite improvements in the oral health of children in recent decades, early childhood 
caries (ECC) remains a serious threat to child welfare. ECC is manifested by severe decay of 
primary teeth. This can be a debilitating condition that can not only affect the children but 
also their families and the communities in which they live. Toothache leads to school 
absence, which is a ready indicator of children’s health. In the USA, where caries is lower 
than elsewhere, visits or dental problems accounted for 117 000 hours of school lost per 100 
000 children (Gift et al, 1992). Because most school dental services work mainly during 
school hours, loss of schooling among the poor, who have higher caries rates, is high. Other 
manifestations of ECC include pain, infection, abscesses, chewing difficulty, malnutrition, 
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are likely to have the greatest impact in promoting good nutrition and preventing poor 
growth and development in children. 
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pattern in young children. This behavior may influence both the appetite and dental health 
of children. In a study in 1991 Holt showed that between-meal snacking was prevalent in 4 
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gastrointestinal disorders, and low self-esteem (Ripa, 1988). ECC might also lead to 
malocclusion and poor speech articulation, and is associated with caries in the permanent 
dentition (Kaste et al, 1992).  

The problems associated with this disease often generate fear and aversion to treatment, and 
severely affected patients may require extensive restorative treatment, stainless steel crowns 
or tooth extraction, which may involve sedation or general anesthesia(Ripa, 1988; Weinstein 
et al, 1992).  

Treatment of ECC is expensive and if general anaesthesia is used, the cost can increase along 
with the medical risk to which the children involved are exposed. ECC is the most prevalent 
infectious disease among children, 5 times more common than asthma and 7 times more 
prevalent than hay fever (Rockville, 2000). 

In the absence of widely accepted standards for diagnosing ECC, various diagnostic criteria 
have been used(Derkson, 1982; Ripa, 1988; Kelly & Bruerd, 1987; Winter, 1966). The lack of 
standard diagnostic criteria affects reported prevalence rates and makes it difficult to 
compare data from different studies (Kaste et al, 1992). Nevertheless, ECC is clearly a 
common problem in the United States and other countries particularly among economically 
disadvantaged children (Milnes, 1996; Kelly & Bruerd, 1987; Winter, 1966; Broderick et al, 
1989) . Five to 10 percent of young children and twenty percent of children from families 
with low income have ECC and the rate is higher among the families from ethnic and racial 
minorities.  

Most studies of ECC have focused on clarifying disease etiology by investigating 
demographic variables and by characterizing risk behaviours (Barnes et al, 1992; Dilley et al, 
1980; Goepferd, 1986; Babeely et al, 1989). Some investigators have conducted several 
studies that are directly relevant to the proposed project, including evaluation of risk factors 
for ECC in underserved ethnic groups, the use of different criteria to diagnose ECC, the cost 
of treating ECC, laboratory analysis of salivary risk factors for cariogenesis, and 
development of caries risk assessment models. However, most studies failed to investigate 
the role of childhood caries in the quality of life and well-being in this vulnerable group and 
the effects of it later in the affected individuals’ lives. 

Therefore ECC is undoubtedly an important issue from public health point of view as it is so 
widespread, is preventable, and can impact on general well being and perhaps overall 
health. The accepted model for the development of caries consists of three categories of risk 
factors: micro-organisms, substrate/oral environment, and host/teeth. Recent scientific 
evidence strongly suggests that the first step in the development of ECC is primary infection 
by Mutans Streptococci.  

The most important predisposing factors for ECC are listed as diet, nutrition and feeding 
behaviour. Certain inappropriate feeding practices have also been associated with ECC. The 
bottle contents, the frequency and duration of feeding, and how long the child is bottle-
dependent, are especially important. Bottle-feeding with liquids such as Jello water and 
soda-pop is particularly harmful because these drinks contain sucrose, a highly cariogenic 
substrate. Prolonged use of a bottle containing high-fructose liquid at naptime or bedtime is 
strongly associated with ECC (Reisines & Douglass, 1998).  
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There are many studies concerning the role of type, frequency and content of consumed 
foods; however a reliable and valid instrument has not been developed to reliably measure 
diet in relation to caries development in individuals. However there is no doubt that the 
frequent consumption of sugary food plays a role in the development of ECC.  

Other studies have shown that lack of oral hygiene and certain family characteristics also 
increase the risk of ECC: parents of children with ECC had less education and more caries, 
were more obese, were more likely to be overindulgent and less likely to say "no" to their 
children, and cleaned their children's teeth less frequently than parents of children without 
ECC (Acs et al, 1992; Winter, 1966). 

Although the type of sugar consumed is an important factor in the development of caries, 
the frequency of sugar consumption is of greater significance. Several studies support this 
hypothesis (Amiutis, 2004; Zita & McDonald, 1959). Since the publication of the Vipeholm 
study, (Gustafsson et al, 1954) it has been accepted that the frequency of ingestion of sugar-
containing foods is directly proportional to caries experience. In addition a study by Konig 
showed a positive correlation between the frequency with which animals ate cariogenic 
foods and dental caries severity (Konig et al, 1968) and Holt found that the pre-children 
with caries have between meal snacks approximately four times each day(Holt, 1991) .  

There are many studies which suggest that children with ECC have a high frequency of 
sugar consumption, not only in fluids given in the nursing bottle, but also of sweetened 
solid foods. Results of clinical studies suggest that this dietary characteristic is likely to be 
one of the most significant caries risk factors in ECC (Konig et al, 1968; Sheiham, 1991). 
Increased frequency of eating sucrose increases the acidity of plaque and enhances the 
establishment and dominance of aciduric Mutans Streptococci.  

The increased total time sugar is in the mouth increases the potential for enamel 
demineralization, and there is inadequate time for demineralization by the buffering action 
of saliva (Loesche, 1986). There is also evidence that the amount of sugar consumed is an 
important factor in caries development, although it is very likely that the frequency of eating 
sugar rises as the amount of sugar consumed rises. A high positive correlation between 
amount and frequency of eating sugary foods can therefore be assumed (Burt, 1986). 

11. Feeding pattern in children with ECC  
The relationship between sugar consumption and dental caries is one of cause and effect. 
The evidence to support such a relationship is generally considered overwhelming (Burt, 
1986). Epidemiological studies have shown that caries prevalence was highest among 
children who ingested a diet high in sugar (Sheiham, 1991). Surveys have also shown that 
high consumption of cariogenic drinks and foods at bed time by pre-school children is an 
important factor in risk of caries (Palmer, 1971). Holt’s study in 1991 on a group of preschool 
children showed that children consume sweets, biscuits and sweet drinks regularly and that 
mean dmft increases significantly with a higher rate of sugar consumption (Holt, 1991). 

12. Diet, nutrition and dental health 
It has been well-documented in animals that early malnutrition affects tooth development 
and eruption (Mellanby, 1928) and can result in increased dental caries later in life. But in 
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standard diagnostic criteria affects reported prevalence rates and makes it difficult to 
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1989) . Five to 10 percent of young children and twenty percent of children from families 
with low income have ECC and the rate is higher among the families from ethnic and racial 
minorities.  

Most studies of ECC have focused on clarifying disease etiology by investigating 
demographic variables and by characterizing risk behaviours (Barnes et al, 1992; Dilley et al, 
1980; Goepferd, 1986; Babeely et al, 1989). Some investigators have conducted several 
studies that are directly relevant to the proposed project, including evaluation of risk factors 
for ECC in underserved ethnic groups, the use of different criteria to diagnose ECC, the cost 
of treating ECC, laboratory analysis of salivary risk factors for cariogenesis, and 
development of caries risk assessment models. However, most studies failed to investigate 
the role of childhood caries in the quality of life and well-being in this vulnerable group and 
the effects of it later in the affected individuals’ lives. 

Therefore ECC is undoubtedly an important issue from public health point of view as it is so 
widespread, is preventable, and can impact on general well being and perhaps overall 
health. The accepted model for the development of caries consists of three categories of risk 
factors: micro-organisms, substrate/oral environment, and host/teeth. Recent scientific 
evidence strongly suggests that the first step in the development of ECC is primary infection 
by Mutans Streptococci.  

The most important predisposing factors for ECC are listed as diet, nutrition and feeding 
behaviour. Certain inappropriate feeding practices have also been associated with ECC. The 
bottle contents, the frequency and duration of feeding, and how long the child is bottle-
dependent, are especially important. Bottle-feeding with liquids such as Jello water and 
soda-pop is particularly harmful because these drinks contain sucrose, a highly cariogenic 
substrate. Prolonged use of a bottle containing high-fructose liquid at naptime or bedtime is 
strongly associated with ECC (Reisines & Douglass, 1998).  
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important factor in caries development, although it is very likely that the frequency of eating 
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humans, a causal relationship between nutritional status and dental health has not been 
directly demonstrated (Alvarez & Navia 1989). However two separate cross-sectional 
studies in Peruvian children have shown that malnutrition is associated with delayed tooth 
development and increased caries experience (Alvarez et al, 1988, 1990). However it has 
been shown beyond reasonable doubt that there is a distinct relationship between diet and 
dental caries (Gustafsson et al, 1954). These effects are accepted, but there are two important 
aspects to the relationship; food choice and nutrient intake, both may affect and be affected 
by, poor dental health.  

The role of nutrition in the maintenance of health is well known. Nutritional deficiencies in 
the growing child, whether due to deprivation, over-indulgence, or mal-absorption 
syndrome may have significant impact on somatic growth (Root et al, 1971). The potential 
impacts of eating disorders on overall health have also been established (Gross et al, 1986). 
The constellation of poor dietary habits which result in early childhood caries is currently 
most recognized for its impact on the dentition, rather than on overall health. However 
recently, some reports have claimed that severe dental decay could be a contributing factor 
for poor growth in children (Miller et al, 1982; Acs, 1992; Ayhan et al, 1996; Malek 
Mohammadi et al, 2009).  

One of the most important indicators of health is normal growth and normal growth is an 
indicator of nutrition. The health of the dentition would appear to have some effects on 
nutrition. Therefore, there may be a relationship between the health of the dentition and 
growth. Miller’s study (as mentioned above), showed that 1105 children with severe dental 
caries who needed extractions of deciduous teeth under general anaesthesia (GA) were 
significantly lighter than 527 control children (Miller et al, 1982). One part of the study was a 
retrospective comparison of clinical records. The children were weighed as a routine and 
their height measured as well. A control group was selected from children who were 
attending for routine dental care (DC). The children in the GA group were lighter than those 
in the DC group and in the GA group 31.3% were below the 23rd percentile compared with 
only 17.1% in the DC groups. The second part of the study compared the diet history of the 
two groups. The frequency of eating was higher in GA group. The DC group ate animal 
protein more frequently than the GA group and the GA group had a higher fat intake. There 
was a significant difference between the groups, in their intake of refined solid carbohydrate 
between meals. 

Another retrospective case control study was conducted in a paediatric population by Acs in 
1992 and a review of anaesthesia records of children with nursing caries was undertaken 
(Acs, 1992). The weights of 115 children with no special medical history were compared to 
subjects matched for age, gender, race and socioeconomic status. The study group had at 
least one pulpally involved tooth and the comparison subjects had no gross carious lesions. 
The weight of children with caries was significantly lower than the control group and 8.7% 
of children with caries weighed less than 80% their ideal weight, compared with only 1.7% 
of the comparison group. The mean age of the low weight children with caries was 
significantly greater than for children at or above their ideal weights. This was interpreted 
as indicating that progression of caries may affect growth adversely. 

In a similar study in Ankara similar results were obtained (Ayhan et al, 1996). In this study, 
the mean weight of 126 children, aged 3 to 5 years old with caries was compared with the 
mean weight of children with no caries but similar age and sex. The mean weight of case 
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children was between 25th and 50th percentiles while the mean weight of control group was 
between 50th and 75th percentiles. Seven percent of children with caries weighed less than 
80% of their ideal weight compared 0.7% of the control group children. Evaluation of height 
showed that it was similar to weight but head circumference was not statistically different in 
the two groups. 

In a recent published study, data analysis from National Oral Health Survey in Philippines 
(Benzian et al, 2011) showed that prevalence of low BMI was significantly higher in children 
with odontogenic infections as compared with children without odontogenic infections. 

The regression coefficient between BMI and caries was highly significant (p < 0.001). 
Children with odontogenic infections (PUFA + pufa > 0) [PUFA/pufa is an index used to 
assess the presence of oral conditions and infections resulting from untreated caries in the 
primary (pufa) and permanent (PUFA) dentition] as compared to those without 
odontogenic infections had an increased risk of a below normal BMI. 

13. Effect of improved dentition on nutrition and growth in children 
The reported association between chronic malnutrition, growth, and dental caries suggests 
that dental decay might contribute to poor weight gain in children (Alvarez et al, 1990). Four 
cases of children with early childhood caries and subsequent dental rehabilitation were 
published by Acs in 1998 (Acs et al, 1998). Regardless of the presumptive aetiology of the 
poor weight gain, all of these children demonstrated an immediate increase in weight, 
propelling them to higher weight percentile categories with increased adjusted 6-month 
increments of growth after their carious teeth had been repaired. At the end of the 
observation, none of these children continued to satisfy the criteria for the designation of 
faltering growth. These observations were consistent with the phenomenon of catch-up 
growth that has been observed in faltering growth children (Prader et al, 1963).  

The effect of dental health improvement on growth was evaluated through another study by 
Acs in 1999 (Acs et al, 1999). The percentile weight categories of children with non-
contributory medical histories and early childhood caries were compared to caries free 
patients, before and after comprehensive dental treatment under general anaesthesia. 
Percentile weight categories of the test subject were significantly less than that of the 
comparison group and 13.7% of ECC patients weighed less than 80% of their ideal weight. 
Following complete dental rehabilitation, children with ECC exhibited significantly 
increased growth velocities through the course of the follow-up period. At the end of the 
follow-up period there were no longer any statistically significant differences in the 
percentile weight categories of the test and comparison groups. 

In a longitudinal clinical trial study in Manchester treatment of severe caries resulted in 
weight gain in 5-6 year-old children. (Malek Mohammadi et al, 2009) One thousand two 
hundred children aged 2-12 year-old had carious teeth extracted under general anesthesia 
during the study period. Of these, 218 five and six year old children participated in the 
study. Most of the children recruited to the study had a high caries rate, as expected. The 
mean (SD) dmft was 7.18 (3.27). Fifty-eight per cent of children had dmft >6. Ninety-six 
(44%) children had signs of dental abscesses or oral fistula when they were examined. The 
children as a group were of average height, weight and BMI. The proportion of the study 
population who weighed below the standards tenth percentile at baseline was 6.9% (15), 
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study. Most of the children recruited to the study had a high caries rate, as expected. The 
mean (SD) dmft was 7.18 (3.27). Fifty-eight per cent of children had dmft >6. Ninety-six 
(44%) children had signs of dental abscesses or oral fistula when they were examined. The 
children as a group were of average height, weight and BMI. The proportion of the study 
population who weighed below the standards tenth percentile at baseline was 6.9% (15), 
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whilst 8.3% (18) were below the standard’s 10th percentile for height. Frequency distribution 
of the study population’s weight, height and BMI at baseline and follow up indicated a 
decrease in the proportion of children in the lower percentiles for BMI, six months after 
extraction of carious teeth. On average the children showed a clear gain in weight at follow 
up and a slight gain in height. The 15 children with low weight (<10th percentile) at baseline 
also had significant increases in SD scores for weight and BMI (p<0.001) at follow up. 

These studies suggest that children’s ability to gain weight may be negatively affected by 
the presence of carious teeth in their mouths and that weight is gained more quickly than 
normal in the six months after tooth extractions.  

In another longitudinal birth cohort, children who had caries at 61 months had slower 
increases in weight and height between birth and 61 months than those without decay at 
61 months (Kay et al, 2010). It is possible that the chronocity of ECC may have a similar 
influence like other chronic diseases on a child, making them unable to sustain normal 
growth, and therefore, impacting on general health and well being. 

Whilst nutrition is very important in growth and development, recently it has been 
suggested that children who do not have any medical problems, but who are deficient in 
growth, may have higher levels of caries. Growth deficiency and ECC may therefore be 
related in some way. Oral health affects people physically and psychologically and 
influences how they grow, enjoy life, look, speak, chew, taste food and socialize, as well as 
their feelings of social well-being (Locker, 1997). 

If dietary intake alters as a result of caries this could result in an alteration of established 
growth patterns which are then re-established once the carious teeth are removed. The 
potential for increased glucocorticoid production in response to pain, decreased growth 
hormone secretion in response to disturbed sleep pattern, and overall increased metabolic 
rate during the course of infection are all possible explanations of the observed association 
between growth and caries. An alternative explanation for the observation would be that 
pain and infection alter eating habits e.g. if carious teeth become pulpitic, the eating of 
refined carbohydrates will cause pain and children may avoid such foods resulting in 
reduced calorific intake. Whichever explanation is accepted for the observed association, the 
hypothesis that dental disease and growth are related through the common factor of diet are 
supported by the studies presented and also seem plausible, both biologically, and 
behaviorally. 

Severe caries detracts from children’s quality of life: they experience pain, discomfort, 
disfigurement, acute and chronic infections, and eating and sleep disruption as well as 
higher risk of hospitalization, high treatment costs and loss of school days with the 
consequently diminished ability to learn. Caries may also affect nutrition, growth and 
weight gain. Children of three years of age with nursing caries weighed about 1 kg less than 
control children probably because toothache and infection alter eating and sleeping habits, 
dietary intake and metabolic processes. Disturbed sleep affects glucosteroid production 
(Acs, 1992). 

Dental problems which cause chewing to be painful may affect the intake of dietary fibre 
and some nutrient-rich foods; consequently, serum levels of beta carotene, folate and 
vitamin C have been observed to be significantly lower in those with poorer oral status 
(Sheiham & Steele, 2001).  
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It is likely that younger children, with early caries, prior to the onset of pain and infection 
have poor feeding habits, particularly high carbohydrate intake. However as the children 
age and caries progresses, the onset of pain and infection may alter eating habits eg. If 
carious teeth become pulpitic, the eating of refined carbohydrates will cause pain and the 
child would therefore be more likely to avoid such foods. Altered dietary intake secondary 
to pain could therefore result in an alteration of established growth patterns.  

Because oral and other chronic diseases have determinants in common, more emphasis 
should be on the common risk factor approach. The hypothesis that ECC and growth may 
be related through the common factors of diet and nutrition seems plausible. While there are 
many studies which have investigated the role of diet in children’s growth and in dental 
caries, diet as a common casual factor for poor growth and dental caries has not previously 
been fully investigated.  

Dental caries, which is associated with what children eat, poses a real, and potentially life 
threatening danger to the children affected by it, because it frequently results in general 
anaesthesia quite apart from any other effects it may have on child wellbeing. Diseases 
which do not cause small children to undergo general anaesthesia and all the risks and 
problems it entails, but which affect individuals’ health many years later cause disquiet 
amongst nutritionists and paediatricians. It is unfortunate that a disease such as dental 
caries, which causes extreme pain and leads to outpatient general anaesthesia, does not 
seem to engender the same levels of worry and concern. It would seem that the impact of 
the caries on children’s general health and well-being has largely been ignored. 

14. Summary and conclusion 
Good nutrition is essential for good physical health. Nutrition also plays a key role in the 
development and maintenance of a healthy mouth, especially the teeth and gums. The food 
we eat affects our teeth both before and after their eruption into the mouth. The relation of 
dental caries and periodontal diseases to the type and frequency of diet and to intake 
nutritional elements is well-known. At the same time, the health or lack of health of our 
teeth and gums can affect what we eat. Missing teeth are a factor in food choices and may 
affect individuals’ ability to consume the necessary nutritional elements. Nutritional 
deficiencies in growing children, whether due to deprivation or mal-absorption syndromes 
may have significant impact on their natural development and somatic growth. The 
potential impact of eating disorders, chronic diseases and infection on overall health via 
physiologic and hormonal mechanisms has also been well established. 

- Early childhood caries is a chronic disease with a form of rampant decay of the primary 
dentition distinguished by the specificity of tooth surfaces involved and the rapid 
progression of carious lesions on those surfaces. It is usually associated with the onset 
of acute or chronic pain and infection. It appears that the chronicity of childhood caries 
might have the same influence on a child’s ability to sustain normal growth patterns as 
any other chronic disease or infection, and therefore caries may impact upon general 
health and well being. Numerous studies have reported the prevalence of the disease as 
to affect up to 70% of the childhood population, especially in socio-economically 
deprived population.  
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- Inadequacy of the host’s immune-defences may play a role in the acquisition of carious 
lesions. However, feeding habits are more important, especially in early childhood, and 
the role of feeding habits and behaviors in producing dental decay in childhood has 
been established by numerous studies. 

-  It has been reported that childhood caries inhibits adequate nutrition, thereby 
adversely affecting the growth of the body, specifically weight. Children with 
childhood caries have been noted to be significantly more likely to weigh less than 80% 
of their age-adjusted ideal weight, thereby satisfying one of the criteria for failure to 
thrive.  

- The phenomenon of catch-up growth has been reported to occur in children whose 
growth had been slowed by illness or malnutrition and a case report has suggested that 
children with low weight and carious teeth demonstrated significant weight gain 
following dental rehabilitation. 

- However, although many studies of the role of a healthy mouth in dietary intake 
pattern and nutritional intake have been reported, but there are very few 
epidemiological or intervention studies concerning the association between the growth 
of children and their oral health or the role of diet and nutrition in this association. 

- The most important issue to be gleaned from the literature is that health professionals, 
especially paediatricians, do not routinely consider the effect of oral health in growth 
due to lack of dental knowledge or awareness of the importance of a healthy dentition 
in overall health. It seems that dental health professionals could play an important role 
in highlighting this issue and like other primary health carers, could perhaps be helpful 
in diagnosing and managing these two important health problems through dietary 
advice and encouragement of appropriate feeding behavior. Therefore, by preventing 
one it may be possible to prevent, or at least reduce, the risk of the other.  
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1. Introduction 

Daily use of an efficient anti-plaque compound, especially a formulated form in toothpaste, 
can be very beneficial in plaque control. Some groups of antimicrobial compounds have 
been studied thus far. The most important of these compounds are herbal extracts, metallic 
salts and phenol compounds. Each of these three groups has demonstrated positive results 
in clinical and laboratory studies. Herbal extracts have received special attention because of 
being non-chemical and non-synthetic, and they have been long used in traditional 
medicine ( Elvin 1980, Marsh & Bradshaw 1993). 

In this section will be discussed about most important of plant extracts that have shown 
good effects on dental plaque and caries. 

2. Salvadora Persica 
The Salvadora Persica tree drives its Persian name, Darakht-e-Miswak or tooth brush tree. 
South of Iran, next to Persian Gulf, is the main growing area of this plant. This plant belongs 
to the Salvadoraceae family, a crowded evergreen shrub that has a soft inclined to a white 
wood. Since the brushes made of its wood strengthen the gums, it has been called "Miswak 
tree" (Meswak tree) in traditional medicine (Poureslami 2007). 

Chemical compounds such as sodium chloride, calcium oxalate, silica, fluoride, sulfated 
compounds, vitamin C and tannic acid have been found in this plant. Moreover, this plant 
contains saponin, flavonoid, an alkaloid named Salvadorin, Trim ethylamine, an herbal 
steroid named beta-sit sterol and benzyl isothiocyanate. It is claimed that the vitamin C and 
sit sterol content of this plant have great roles in strengthening the gum capillaries and 
preventing gum inflammation. calcium salts and fluoride are quite effective in preventing 
dental caries. Moreover, the silica and calcium salts in the plant act as grinder and detergent. 
Trim ethylamine is known to be effective in reducing surface adhesion and also in 
decreasing plaque accumulation. Tannins, tannic acid, Sulfated compounds and benzyl 
isothiocyanate, are reported to have antimicrobial effects and help the healing of gum 
inflammation. Leaves, fruits and seeds of this plant have been used in traditional medicine 
as appetizer, mild laxative, diuretic and anti-fungal medication and people in some Asian 
and African countries have used it for many years (Akhtar & Ajmal 1981 , Al Sadhan & 
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Almas 1999 , Almas et al 2005 , Ezmirly et al 1981 , Darmani et al 2006 , Darout et al 2002 , 
Al-Otaibi et al 2003).    

During recent years, many researchers throughout the world have studied Miswak as a 
helpful plant in oral hygiene. Clinical trials have shown that regular use of chewing stick of 
Salvadora Persica reduces plaque. It has been reported that incidence of caries among users 
of chewing sticks is low despite the intake of a carbohydrate rich diet and a lack of modern 
dental prophylactic measures. The Arabian  researchers concluded from a comprehensive 
survey of several thousands of Saudi school children that the low incidence of gingival 
inflammation was attributable to the practice of using Miswak for teeth cleaning (Gazi et al 
1992). 

In vitro studies indicate that, of a variety of common oral bacteria, members of the genus 
streptococcus  (including the mutans streptococci ) are especially sensitive to the 
antimicrobial activities of S. Persica (Al-lafi & Ababneh 1995). 

In a study the efficacy of Miswak in the prevention of dental caries has been investigated 
and compared with the efficacy of ordinary toothbrush and toothpaste. The data collected at 
the end of the study showed that the risk of dental caries for each tooth in the control group 
was 9.35 times more than the case group (Aldini & Ardakani 2007). 

It has been told rinsing with Miswak extract stimulated parotid gland secretion and raised 
the plaque PH, suggesting a potential role in caries prevention (Sofrata et al 2007). 

It has been observed that miswak was as effective as a toothbrush for reducing plaque on 
buccal surfaces of teeth both experimentally and clinically (Mohammed et al 2006). 

Another study compared the oral health efficacy of persica mouthwash with that of a 
placebo. The results showed that use of persica mouthwash improves gingival health and 
lower carriage rate of cariogenic bacteria when compared with the pretreatment values 
(Khalessi et al 2004). 

Scientific evaluation of use of miswak revealed that it is at least as effective as toothbrushing 
for reducing plaque and gingivitis and that the antimicrobial effect of S. persica is beneficial 
for prevention/treatment of periodontal diseases  (Al- Otaibi 2004). 

A clinical study was conducted using patients` saliva and measuring the effect of miswak 
(chewing stick), miswak extract, toothbrush, and normal saline on mutans and lactobacilli. 
The results showed that there was a marked reduction in Strep. Mutans among all groups. 
When the groups were compared, the reduction in Strep. Mutans was significantly greater 
using miswak in comparison to toothbrushing and there was no significant differences for 
lactobacilli reduction. The investigators concluded that miswak has an immediate 
antimicrobial effect. Strep. Mutans were more susceptible to miswak antimicrobial activity 
than lactobacilli (Almas & Al-Zeid 2004). 

It seems persica mouthwash doesn`t have any side effects. Results of a study has shown the 
mouthwash significantly lowers the gingival index, plaque index, and bleeding index in 
case group without any reported side effects (Kaur et al 2004). 

The results of the three serial studies showed that miswak extract, alone or in combination 
with toothpaste, can affect the growth of plaque bacteria. The investigators concluded that 
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miswak extract can be used in mouth rinses and toothpastes for control dental plaque and 
caries (Poureslami 2007). 

The results of a study showed that miswak extract could be a promised natural material as 
an additive to glass ionomer cements (El- Tatari et al 2011). 

Almas and co-workers compared the antibacterial effects of Miswak extract with eight 
commercial mouth rinses. They evaluated the antimicrobial effects on Pyogenes Faecalis, 
Mutans Streptococci, Candida Albicans plus Aureus and Epidermidis staphylococci by 
determining the inhibition zones. In their study, none of the solutions was considered a gold 
standard; they compared the antimicrobial effect of Miswak with that of each mouth rinse 
and the antimicrobial effects of the eight mouth rinses with each other. According to their 
results, mouth rinses containing chlorhexidine had the greatest antibacterial effects, while 
mouth rinses containing cetylpyridinium had moderate effect; Miswak extract had a low 
effect ( Almas et al 2005). 

3. Bloodroot plant (Sanguinarine) 
Chemically, sanguinarine is a benzophenanthridine alkaloid derived from the alcoholic 
extraction of powdered rhizomes of the bloodroot plant, Sanguinaria Canadensis, that grow 
in central and south America and Canada. Sanguinarine contains the chemically reactive 
iminium ion which is probably responsible for its activity. It appears to be retained in 
plaque for several hours after use, and is poorly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract. 
Several clinical studies have been carried out into its effects. A sanguinarine mouth rinse 
and toothpaste regime given for 6 months during orthodontic treatment reduced plaque by 
57% and gingival inflammation by 60% compared with figures of 27% and 21% for the 
placebo control group. Reviews on antimicrobial mouth rinses including sanguinarine 
conclude that short-term studies have shown variable but significant plaque inhibitory 
effects but the effect on gingivitis appears to be equivocal. In respect of its possible modes of 
action, it has also been shown that sanguinarine at a concentration of 16 microgram per 
milliliter completely inhibited 98% of microbial isolates from human dental plaque  and that 
sanguinarine and zinc act synergistically in suppressing the growth of various oral strains of 
streptococci (Eley1999). 

4. Sage & Myrrh  
A wide range of toothpastes are commercially available and recently interest in naturally 
based products ,such as Qualimiswak and Prodontax, has increased. Parodontax (Madaus. 
Cologne. Germany )is composed of sodium bicarbonate and various herbal extracts 
including Camomile, Echinacea, Sage, Myrrh, Rhatany, and Peppermint oil. The individual 
components are reputed to have a variety of medicinal properties. Chamomile is claimed to 
have anti-inflammatory characteristics and Echinacea to have activating effect on 
leukocytes. Sage is reputed to be an antiseptic while both Myrrh and Rhatany are 
astringents that have been recommended for incorporation in to dentifrices and 
mouthwashes. The antibacterial effect of these herbal extracts on anaerobes has been 
reported (Yankell 1988).  

Mullally and colleagues reported that Parodontax toothpaste was as effective as the 
conventionally formulated dentifrice in the control of plaque (Mullally et al 1995).    
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5. Licorice root 
Licorice is the name applied to the roots and stolons of Glycyrrhiza species. Licorice roots 
extract contains Glycyrrhizol A, a compound that has strong antimicrobial activity against 
cariogenic bacteria,. Two pilot human studies indicate that a brief application of  Licorice 
roots extract lollipop led to a marked reduction of cariogenic bacteria in oral cavity among 
most human subjects tested (Hu et al 2011).                                          

6. Quercus infectoria gall  
Quercus infectoria (Fabaceae) is a small tree, the galls arise on young branches of this tree as 
a result of attack by the gall-wasp, Adleria gallae-tinctoria. The plant is known as Mayaphal 
and Majufal in Hindi. Quercus infectoria gall extract has the potential to generate herbal 
metabolites. the crude extracts demonstrating anti-dental caries activity could result in the 
discovery of new chemical classes of antibiotics. These chemical classes of antibiotics could 
serve as selective agents for the maintenance of human health and provide bio-chemical 
tools for the study of infectious diseases (Vermani & Navneet  2009).   

7. Nidus Vespae  
Nidus Vespae is widely distributed in China and is typically harvested in the autumn & 
winter seasons and dried in the open air, after removal of dead wasps, for use in traditional 
Chinese medicine, where it has been used in the treatment of a variety of diseases, including 
cardiovascular, digestive and urinary disorders. The well-known pharmacopoeia of 
traditional Chinese medicine also lists the use of Nidus vespae For toothaches, through 
tooth brushing. A study showed significant inhabitation of glucosyltransferases activity and 
biofilm formation by Nidus Vespa extract. The researchers concluded it to be a promising 
natural product for the prevention of dental caries. Nidus Vespa have been extensively used 
in traditional Chinese medicine, given their multiple pharmacological activities, including 
antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, anti-virus and anesthetic properties (Xiao  et al 2007).       

8. Cratoxylum formosum gum  
The gum of Cratoxylum formosum, commonly known as mempat, is a natural agent that has 
been used extensively for caries prevention by hill tribe people residing in Thailand. A 
research showed Cratoxylum formosum gum has high antimicrobial activity against S. mutans 
and may become a promising herbal varnish against caries (Suddhasthira et al 2006). 

9. Acacia Arabica  
This evergreen tree is of medium height around 25 to 30 feet. It looks like a bush and is 
commonly foun in dry forest areas. This ayurvedic herb is great astringent and is equally 
useful as dentifrice, anti-hemorrhagic agent, and anti-diarrheal.A clinical trial was designed 
to evaluate the short-term clinical effects of Gumtone ,a commercially available gel 
containing Acacia Arabica in the reduction of plaque and gingival inflammation. Gumtone 
gel showed significant clinical improvement in gingival and plaque index scores as 
compared to a placebo gel. Gumtone gel was not associated with any discoloration of teeth 
or unpleasant taste (Pradeep et al 2010). 
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10. Chicory 
Ancient ayurevedic literature contains several references on the medicinal uses of 
Cichorium intibus Linn (Chicory). Its usage has been for topical application in the treatment 
of acne, ophthalmia and inflammation of throat. The root is supposed to have aromatic 
cooling and healing properties.  It is believed to purify and enrich blood, reduce 
inflammation of soft tissues and prevents pain in the joints. Some pharmacological actions 
of aqueous and alcoholic extracts of roots of chicory were reported. It was found that the 
extracts of chicory possess therapeutic properties in animal experimental models. In an in 
vitro study per formed by Patel on the anti-plaque effects of chicory extract, after adding 
herbal extract to the combination of four different commercial toothpastes, the anti-plaque 
effects of the mentioned toothpastes in comparison with the same toothpastes without 
herbal extract were evaluated using bacterial sensitivity tests and discs. Results of this study 
demonstrated a greater anti-plaque effect in all toothpastes containing herbal extract in 
comparison to the same toothpastes without extract. In another study, Patel compared the 
antiplaque activity of chicory extract with the antiplaque activity of penicillin, tetracycline, 
chloramphenicol, and streptomycin using microbial sensitivity tests and discs. In his study, 
bacteria in plaque samples showed high sensitivity to chloramphenicol and streptomycin, 
and their sensitivity to chicory extract was between the sensitivity to chloramphenicol and 
streptomycin (Patel & Venkatakrishna-Bhatt 1983). 

11. Prunella vulgaris & Macleya cordata 
In recent years has studied the biological activity of an extract of Prunella vulgaris L. 
(Labiatae), and it found marked cytoprotective, antioxidant/radical scavenging, antiviral 
and anti-inflammatory effects both in vitro and in vivo. This plant, known as the “self-heal”, 
was popular in traditional European medicine during the 17th century as a remedy for 
alleviating sore throat, reducing fever, and accelerating wound healing. A major constituent 
of P. vulgaris is rosmarinic acid, a phenolic antioxidant whose content can be as high as 6 %. 
Phytochemical studies indicate that P. vulgaris further contains oleanolic, betulinic, ursolic, 
2α,3α-dihydroxyurs-12-en-28-oic and 2α,3α-ursolic acids, triterpenoids, flavonoids, tannins 
and anionic polysaccharide prunelline. Isoquinoline alkaloids from Macleya cordata R. Br. 
(Papaveraceae) are another group of biologically active components studied recently. The 
main alkaloids of this plant, quaternary benzo[c]phenanthridines (QBA) sanguinarine and 
chelerythrine, are among the most active of antimicrobials natural substances. These 
alkaloids display a plethora of species- and tissue-specific actions but the molecular basis of 
their pharmacological activities remains obscure. They exhibit antimicrobial, anti-
inflammatory, antimitotic, adrenolytic, sympatholytic, cytostatic and local anesthetic effects. 
A double blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial was performed to investigate the 
effectiveness of a herbal-based dentifrice, containing Prunella vulgaris and Macleya cordata, 
in the control gingivitis. The result showed the dentifrice was effective in reducing plaque 
and symptoms of gingivitis (Adamkova et al 2004). 

12. Chitosan plus herbal extracts   
Chitosan, an abundant natural polymer, is obtained by alkaline N-deacetylation of chitin. 
Chitosan being a binding agent, bio-adhesive, bio-compatible, bio-degradable, and non-toxic 
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polymer also possessing medicinal activities, such as antifungal, antibacterial, antiprotozoal, 
anticancer, antiplaque, ant tartar, hemostatic, wound healing, and potentiates anti-
inflammatory response, inhibits the growth of cariogenic bacteria, immunopotentiation, 
antihypertensive, serum cholesterol lowering, increases salivary secretion (anti-xerostomia), 
and helps in the formation of bone substitute materials. The adherence of oral bacteria on 
the tooth surface leads to plaque formation. It is believed that the adhesion between the 
bacteria and the tooth surface is due to electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. These 
interactions are disrupted by chitosan derivatives because of competition by the positively 
charged amine group. The antibacterial activity of chitosan could be due to the electrostatic 
interactions between the amine groups of chitosan and the anionic sites on bacterial cell wall 
because of the presence of carboxylic acid residues and phospholipids. Use of most of the 
currently used gelling agents, such as tragacanth, Irish moss, and sodium alginate mucilage, 
in the toothpaste was limited only to their gelling capacity and also require antimicrobial 
preservatives due to their carbohydrate nature, whereas chitosan being a good gelling agent, 
does not require any preservatives as chitosan possess antimicrobial activities. Chitosan 
nanoparticles have found as drug carriers. In a study was evaluated anti-plaque activity a 
chitosan-based poly herbal toothpaste. The toothpaste significantly reduced the plaque 
index by 70.47% and bacterial count by 85.29%(34). (Mohire & Yadav 2010).  

13. Conclusion   
In conclusion, the herbal extracts can be effect on the growth of dental plaque bacteria and 
dental caries. Therefore, the herbal extracts can be used in mouth rinses and toothpastes and 
can be beneficial in controlling dental caries. 
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1. Introduction 
Secondary caries, the lesion at the margin of a restoration, has been widely considered as the 
most important and common reason for restoration replacement, regardless of the 
restorative material type [Collins et al., 1998; Dahl and Eriksen, 1978; Deligeorgi et al., 2001; 
Friedl et al., 1995; Mjör, 2005; Mjör and Toffenetti, 2000;]. As it develops after the initial 
caries has been removed and replaced by a restoration, 'secondary caries', which is often 
referred to as 'recurrent caries' by practitioners in North America, is used more commonly in 
Europe[Mjör, 2005]. The Fédération Dentaire Internationale defined secondary caries as a 
‘positively diagnosed carious lesion, which occurs at the margins of an existing restoration’ 
[Fédération Dentaire Internationale, 1962]. Then two kinds of lesion may exist adjacent to 
the restorations: secondary caries and residual caries (remaining caries). The latter one is 
residual demineralized tissue left, due to the failure of eliminating all infected dentine 
or/and enamel during the cavity preparation. Therefore it is very difficult for clinicians to 
make an accurate diagnosis of secondary caries and provide a clear terminology. Nowadays 
it is generally acknowledged that secondary caries or recurrent caries is a primary carious 
lesion of tooth at the margin of an existing restoration, which occurs after the restoration has 
been used for some time [Mjör and Toffenetti, 2000]. 

Due to its importance to the longevity of the restorations and human oral health, over the past 
few decades, multiple of studies have been conducted both in vivo and in vitro to understand 
and prevent secondary caries, including the etiology and histopathology of secondary caries, 
the detective and diagnostic methods of secondary caries, the relationship between 
microleakage and secondary caries, as well as the cariostatic effects of various restorative 
materials. The purpose of this chapter is to present a systematic and brief review of secondary 
caries in order to draw people's attention to this common but also complicated dental disease. 

2. Diagnosis of secondary caries 
2.1 Histology of secondary caries 

In the 1970s, Hals et al. did a comprehensive investigation of the secondary caries lesions 
around various restorative materials both in vitro and in vivo, and  natural secondary caries 
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1. Introduction 
Secondary caries, the lesion at the margin of a restoration, has been widely considered as the 
most important and common reason for restoration replacement, regardless of the 
restorative material type [Collins et al., 1998; Dahl and Eriksen, 1978; Deligeorgi et al., 2001; 
Friedl et al., 1995; Mjör, 2005; Mjör and Toffenetti, 2000;]. As it develops after the initial 
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residual demineralized tissue left, due to the failure of eliminating all infected dentine 
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been used for some time [Mjör and Toffenetti, 2000]. 
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the detective and diagnostic methods of secondary caries, the relationship between 
microleakage and secondary caries, as well as the cariostatic effects of various restorative 
materials. The purpose of this chapter is to present a systematic and brief review of secondary 
caries in order to draw people's attention to this common but also complicated dental disease. 

2. Diagnosis of secondary caries 
2.1 Histology of secondary caries 

In the 1970s, Hals et al. did a comprehensive investigation of the secondary caries lesions 
around various restorative materials both in vitro and in vivo, and  natural secondary caries 
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on the extracted restored human teeth [Hals, 1975a, 1975b; Hals et al., 1974; Hals and 
Nernaes, 1971; Hals and Norderval, 1973; Hals and Simonsen1972]. According to their 
studies, whatever the restorative material type is, the secondary carious lesion displayed 
histologically the same basic pattern (Fig. 1): 1) an outer lesion, which is caused by the a new 
primary attack on the outer surface of the tooth; 2) a wall lesion, might be the consequence 
of the diffusion of bacteria, fluids or hydrogen ions between the restorations and the cavity 
wall. It is also supposed in their study that the fluoride released from the silicate material 
would be taken by both the cavity wall and the tooth surface around the restoration, which 
might reduce glycolysis and induce the remineralization [Hals, 1975a]. Thus, the individual 
caries patterns between the teeth with silicate materials and amalgam are different more or 
less. However, this described pattern of secondary caries including the outer lesion and wall 
lesion has been confirmed in later experiments [Diercke et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2007; 
Totiam et al., 2007]. 

 
Fig. 1. A diagrammatic representation of secondary caries 

The secondary caries lesion may occur in two parts: an outer lesion, formed on the surface of 
the tooth as a result of primary attack and a wall lesion formed as a result of diffusion of 
bacteria, fluids or hydrogen ions between the restorations and the cavity wall (From Kidd, 
1990). 

2.2 Frequency and location of diagnosed secondary caries 

Since the early days of restorative dentistry, the phenomenon of secondary caries has been 
known and considered as the basis for the extension-for-prevention concept, the well-
known principles of cavity preparation established by G.V. Black in the last century [Black, 
1908]. The clinical diagnosed secondary caries has been shown to be principal cause for the 
replacement of all types of restorations both in permanent and primary teeth, 50%-60% of 
restorations are replaced as a result of the diagnosis of secondary caries [Mjör and 
Toffenetti, 2000]. As the development of restorative materials, some literatures regarding 
secondary caries indicated that the prevalence of secondary caries is associated with the 
restorative material type, although it may occur with all restorative materials [Burke et al., 
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1999b; Forss and Widström E, 2004; Mjör, 1997; Mjör and Jokstadt, 1993]. Some published 
researches showed that compared to amalgam restorations, resin-based composite 
restorations represented a higher percentage of replacement because of the diagnosed 
secondary caries [Mjör and Jokstadt, 1993; Bernardo et al., 2007]. On the contrary, others 
reported that the amalgam was replaced because of the secondary caries more often than 
composite resin [Wilson et al., 1997; Burke et al., 1999a]. Compared with those studies, 
which acclaimed that a large proportion of restorations replaced as a result of diagnosis of 
secondary caries in general dental practice, one controlled clinical trials showed secondary 
caries represented in less than 1 percent of the restoration failures [Letzel et al., 1989], 
inversely, another controlled clinical trials by Bernardo et al. reported that secondary caries 
accounted for 66.7 percent and 87.6 percent of the failures that occurred in amalgam and 
composite restorations, respectively [Bernardo et al., 2007]. These controversies might be 
explained that the statistic results could be influenced by many factors, including the age of 
the population, the status of patients' oral health and dental care, examiner calibration and 
the duration of the experiment, etc. 

Secondary caries, like other dental caries, is initially caused by the activities of 
microorganisms in dental plaque, so it is possible for any site on the restored teeth where is 
prone to the bacterial stagnation to develop secondary caries. General practitioners 
indicated that secondary caries was detected predominately on the gingival margins of 
Class II and Class I restorations, while seldom on the Class I restorations and the occlusal  
part of Class II restorations [Mjör, 1998; Mjör and Qvist, 1997]. A number of factors 
contribute to the more frequent occurrence of secondary caries on the gingival surface. First 
of all, the gingival aspect of any restorations is more difficult for patient to keep plaque free 
than any other parts, especially if it is located interproximally, while the occlusal surface is 
not a generally a plaque stagnation area and toothbrushing can easily reach this area to 
clean the plaque [Kidd, 2001; Mjör, 2005]. Secondly, during the restorative operation, the 
gingival surface is prone to contamination by gingival fluid and saliva, which causes the 
impossible visual inspection of the gingival floor and the deficiencies of insertion of 
restorative materials. And these deficiencies may lead to secondary caries more easily [Mjör, 
2005]. Meanwhile, the less effective bonding of resin composite and the polymerization 
shrinkage at the gingival cavosurface may also influence the integrity of restoration at the 
gingival section and result in the development of secondary caries [Mjör, 2005].  

2.3 The specific diagnostic problem and the diagnostic methods 

As it was described above, while secondary caries accounts for more than half of  replacing 
restorations regardless of the different materials in the general practice, around 50 percent, 
this high prevalence is not found in one controlled clinical trial in which only 2 among 2660 
Class I or II restorations were replaced due to secondary caries [Letzel et al., 1989]. On the 
contrary, in another randomized controlled clinical trial 66.7% and 87.6% of the failures that 
occurred in amalgam and composite restorations because of the diagnosed secondary caries, 
respectively [Bernardo et al., 2007]. Are they correct or wrong? Why are there are huge 
differences between these studies? Are the practitioners involved in these studies poorly 
trained or ignorant about the criteria of secondary caries diagnosis? Indeed, until now it is 
very difficult to explain the above questions reasonably, however, except the variation 
between those studies themselves, it should be acknowledged that there are some specific 
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diagnostic problems for secondary caries and it is very crucial to understand secondary 
caries correctly in order to make an accurate diagnosis.   

In 1990 Kidd pointed out that there are several main specific diagnostic problems for 
secondary caries, including  the difficulty of detecting the wall lesion; the relevance of a 
defective margin(e.g. ditched margin) to the longevity of a restoration and the difficulty of 
distinguishing secondary from residual caries [Kidd, 1990]. It is suggested that only frankly 
caries lesion at the margin of the restoration constitutes a dependable diagnosis of 
secondary caries [Kidd and Bieghton, 1996], whereas it is impossible to detect or see the wall 
lesion until it is so advanced that the overlying tissue collapses to reveal a large hole or the 
tooth tissue over it becomes grossly discoloured [Kidd, 1990]. Consequently, dentists often 
cannot detect or diagnose a secondary caries when a wall lesion is in progress under a 
sound surface.  

Traditionally, the presence of clinically detectable defects in restoration margins has been 
associated with an increased risk of secondary caries occurring beneath such restorations 
[Hewlett et al., 1993]. Besides, marginal defects present between a restoration and the cavity 
wall, such as those occur in occlusal pits and fissures, may act as gathering points for 
bacterial plaque [Pimenta et al., 1995].  Surveys in which dental practitioners determine 
reasons for replacing restoration indicate that clinical evidence of defective margins is a 
commonly used criterion for replacing restorations [Boyd and Richardson, 1985; Qvist et al., 
1986]. On the other hand, other studies showed the low relevance of defective margin to 
restoration replacement and secondary caries which supported the conclusion that the 
defective margin only can not be the reason to replace a restoration. Söderholm et al. 
suggested that the use of defected margin as the criterion for restoration replacement would 
have resulted in the unnecessary treatment of 34% of the teeth examined [Söderholm, 1989]. 
Kidd and O'Hara reported that caries incidence on the cavity wall adjacent to the margins 
was the same for both in the intact and defective restoration [Kidd and O'Hara, 1990].  
Although, Hewelett et al. found the likelihood of radiographic secondary caries was much 
higher for defective restorations than for intact restorations through the investigation of 
radiographic secondary caries prevalence in 6285 teeth clinically defective restorations, it 
was still suggested that defective restoration status should be combined with radiographic 
examination [Hewlett et al., 1993]. Therefore, the presence of ditched margins where are 
plaque stagnation areas which might enhance the prevalence of secondary caries 
development, however, is not a sufficient factor to determine a possible process of 
secondary caries formation [Pimenta et al., 1995]. Furthermore, the progression of caries is 
determined by the dynamic balance between pathological factors that lead to 
demineralization and protective factors that lead to remineralization. If either the 
pathological factors are not sufficient or protective factor are present, caries will not develop 
regardless of tooth morphology [Featherstone, 2004].   

According to the definition, secondary caries is a new primary caries and should be 
differentiated from residual caries. In the past, on the basis of the extension-for-prevention 
concept, the cavity preparation principles established by G.V. Black, students were taught to 
prepare the cavity as clean as possible. Nowadays, as the development of conservative 
dentistry and minimal intervention dentistry and remineralization, it is recommended that 
dentists should distinguish the affected tissue which could be healed by remineralization 
and infected tissue, only infected should be removed to preserve more dental tissue and 
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increase the longevity of the teeth [Fusayama, 1988; Kidd, 2010; Massler, 1967; ]. However, it 
is impossible to predict whether these residual lesions will progress.  Thus, it is thought-
provoking that the modern dentistry might increase the difficulty of distinguishing the 
secondary and residual caries. Or it might not be so important to differentiate the secondary 
and residual caries. 

To diagnose the carious lesion, either primary or secondary, the dentists need good lighting, 
clean teeth, sharp eyes and even good bitewing radiography [kidd, 1984]. Secondary caries 
develops more frequently at the cervical and interproximal margins [Mjör, 1985; Mjör, 2005], 
more attention must be paid to find better methods or techniques to detect the secondary 
caries, despite of those difficulties to make an accurate diagnosis of secondary caries. The 
conventional visual and tactile methods using a sharp explorer have been advocated in the 
diagnosis of primary and secondary caries [kidd, 1990]. However, in recent years it has been 
shown that the sharp explorer seems to be an unwise instrument to detect secondary caries. 
On one hand, a sharp explorer could cause cavitation of an outer lesion, damage the margin 
of a restoration, or even become impacted in a marginal discrepancy which might then be 
misinterpreted as a carious lesion [Bergman and Lindén, 1969; Ekstrand et al, 1987]. On the 
other hand, wall lesions of secondary caries can not easily be detected until they have 
reached an advanced stage [Kidd, 1990], it is very difficult for explorer to contact the lesion 
and detect it at the early stage. And it is important to keep in mind that a sharp explorer will 
stick in any crevice, regardless of whether there is carious lesion [Mjör, 2005]. Additionally, 
discoloration around dental restorations may be due to the variety of factors such as the 
physical presence of amalgam, corrosion products, or secondary caries. It could be 
concluded that colors or stains next to restorations are not always predictive of secondary 
caries and not useful for the detection of secondary caries [kidd et al., 1995, Rudoolphy, 
1995], whereas, it is very difficult to distinguish whether the discoloration originated from 
the restoration or was to due the demineralization [Ando et al., 2004].  Until now, besides 
the most common and traditional method of visual examination with a tactile instrument, 
there are some several other methods available to measure the mineral loss, such as 
microradiograph [Arends et al., 1987] and CLSM (confocal laser scanning microscopy), 
which measures the fluorescence area to determine the secondary caries [Fontana et al., 
1996]. It is reported that QLF (light-induced fluorescence) might be a suitable technique for 
detection of early secondary carious lesions less than 400μm meanwhile LF (infrared laser 
fluorescence) might be a suitable technique for the detection of secondary caries, especially 
for lesions over 400μm or dentinal lesions [Ando et al., 2004]. 

3. Etiology of secondary caries 
3.1 Microbiology of secondary caries 

Dental caries is determined by the dynamic balance between pathological factors that lead 
to demineralization and protective factors that lead to remineralization [Featherstone, 2004]. 
As a major pathological factor, oral bacteria, especially acidogenic bacteria, can dissolve the 
tooth mineral. Those acidogenic bacteria are also aciduric and can live preferentially under 
acid conditions [Loesche, 1986].  

Hitherto, it is unclear about the microbiology of secondary caries yet. Although secondary 
caries is described alike primary caries in histopathology, whether the etiology of secondary 
caries is the same as that of primary caries is a matter in dispute. Kidd et al. found no 
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significant differences between the microflora in samples from cavity walls involving primary 
and secondary caries next to the amalgam [Kidd et al., 1993]. However, Thomas et al. 
investigated bacterial composition in relation to primary and secondary caries via an in situ 
model, and found a phenomenon of higher proportion of caries-associated bacteria on 
composite surfaces. Then they indicated that the microbiology on the surface of the primary 
caries differs from that on the surface of lesion around composite, and secondary caries around 
composite may differ from the primary lesions process [Thomas et al., 2008]. In addition, some 
studies focused on the ecology under the restorations. Mejàre et al. found the bacterial 
colonization beneath composite similar to that observed in dental plaque mainly including 
Streptococci and Actinomyces spp. [Mejàre et al., 1979]. Nevertheless, according to the 
experiment conducted by Splieth et al., it was the other way around [Splieth et al., 2003]. They 
compared the microbial spectrum under composite and amalgam fillings with special 
attention to the anaerobic flora. The results showed that bacterial composition under amalgam 
was similar to the flora of carious dentin and carious plaque, with anaerobic and facultative 
anaerobic gram-positive rods dominating. On the contrary, huge amounts of Bacteroides and 
Prevotella spp. were detected under many composite fillings, similar to the microflora of 
infected root canals with potentially pulpopathogenic microbes. Thus, the study suggested 
that the types of restorative materials seemed to have an effect on the composition of the 
microflora on the surface of secondary caries, and that beneath the restorations, and then the 
differences might exist between the microbial flora of secondary caries and primary caries. In 
this study, it was indicated that inadequate composite fillings might stimulate the growth of 
cariogenic as well as obligate anaerobic and potentially pulpopathogenic bacteria. This could 
be explained as follows: 1) The microspace between the restoration and the cavity floor favors 
the obligate anaerobic, and then leads to the detection of those bacteria; 2) It is not surprising 
to discover many obligate anaerobic normally colonize in human oral, even in oral of people 
without obvious endodontic diseases. 3) It doesn't mean that people without clinical 
symptoms of toothaches or pulpitis don't have chronic or arrested tooth diseases, so it is 
possible to detect those anaerobic bacteria. However, existence does not mean participation, so 
it is necessary to certify the participation of those obligate anaerobic in the progress of 
secondary caries in further studies. 

According to the viewpoint of Marsh that any species with the ability producing acids and 
tolerating the cariogenic environment can contribute to the dental caries process [Marsh, 
2006]. Streptococci mutans (S. mutans), Lactobacilli and Actinomyces naeslundii have been used 
by various models in vitro studying secondary caries for a long time. S. mutants and 
lactobacilli can produce a series of acid and stay in a low pH environment for a long time, 
leading to demineralization of teeth and caries lesion. It has been shown that the three 
bacteria were widely present and might play an important role in the development of 
secondary caries around amalgam [González-Cabezas, 1999]. However, in a recent in situ 
study, S. mutants were not detected in each sample, but Lactobacilli. Meanwhile, A. 
Odontolyticus and Candida spp. were also found in most samples [Thomas et al., 2008]. In 
addition, in recent years, Beighton put forward a point of view — S. mutants might be good 
makers of secondary caries but not necessarily the etiological agents [Beighton, 2005]. The 
experiment by Thomas et al. described before, in which S. mutants was not found in every 
sample, but Lactobacilli and A. Odontolyticus, seemed to support Beighton's view. And 
scientists conjectured that there might be unknown caries-associated bacteria, which can not 
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grow on blood agar [Thomas et al., 2008].  In the past decade, the detection of A. 
Odontolyticus and Candida spp. has caused the serious concern to researchers. It has been 
found that Candida albicans can dissolve hydroxyapatite in a liquid culture at a 20-fold 
higher rate than S. mutants, despite the much lower growth rate [Nikawa et al., 2003]. Klinke 
et al. assumed that Candida albicans might make a significant contribution to caries 
pathogenesis in caries-active children, and it could be taken into account Candida albicans as 
an appraisal of caries pathogenicity [Klinke et al, 2009]. Besides, it should be noted that 
some people may have serious caries activities without S. mutants dominating in dental 
plaque. Therefore, further research need to be carried out to determine the microbiology of 
secondary caries, such as the role of S. mutants, A. Odontolyticus and Candida spp. in the 
development of secondary caries and the relationship between restorations and 
microorganism of secondary caries. 

3.2 The relevance of microleakage to secondary caries 

Microleakage refers to the clinically undetectable leakage between the cavity wall and the 
filling [Kidd, 1976]. Irie et al. found that a gap of 6-10µm formed immediately even after 
applying an acid etch and a bonding agent [Irie et al., 2002]. Iwami et al. have confirmed 
that any restorative material can completely eliminate the microleakage between restoration 
and the cavity wall [Iwami et al., 2005], supported by other researches [Irie and Suzuki, 
1999; Huang et al., 2002; Piwowarczyk et al, 2005]. A study in vitro showed that there was 
no significant difference in the degree of microleakage between conventional caries removal 
and chemo-mechanical removal [Mousavinenasab and Jafary, 2004]. Those above all show 
us that microleakage is inevitable.  

The microspace between the restoration wall and tooth can allow salivary pellicle 
accumulation and bacterial invasion [González-Cabezas et al., 1999; González-Cabezas et al., 
2002; Splieth et al., 2003]. In a sense, it provides a favorable environment for the oral 
bacteria, especially cariogenic bacteria, such as S. mutants and Lacotobacilli, to demineralize 
the tooth structure along the cavity wall, as long as conditions are adequate and suitable. 
The histopathological appearance of the wall lesion in the secondary caries is also  explained 
by hydrogen ions due to the diffusion of bacteria into the space between restoration and 
cavity wall and its acdiogenic activities afterwards [Hals and Nernaes, 1971]. So 
microleakage has been considered as a potential predictor for secondary caries and has 
caused serious concern to many researchers. In some article, the wall lesion was described as 
the consequence of microleakge [Diercke et al., 2009]. 

Up to now, there has been no conclusive statement about the relationship between 
microleakage and secondary caries. Several studies in vitro have shown a positive 
relationship between the two things. Jørgensen and Wakumoto in a 1968 research found that 
there was an increasing likelihood of secondary caries with the increasing size of the 
microspace [Jørgensen and Wakumoto, 1968], which is in agreement with that reported by  
some other researches [Goldbeg et al., 1981; Dérand et al., 1991]. In a recent in vitro study on 
relationship of gap size and secondary caries, the findings suggested that the gap size 
between tooth and restoration affected the development of secondary caries along the cavity 
wall [Totiam et al., 2007], for which the rationale was that bigger gaps would provide 
necessary space for bacterial colonization and enough nutrients for cariogenic 
microorganisms leading to the creation of larger wall lesions. On the other hand, within 
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significant differences between the microflora in samples from cavity walls involving primary 
and secondary caries next to the amalgam [Kidd et al., 1993]. However, Thomas et al. 
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smaller spaces, minerals dissolved from the tooth structure due to the acid attacks would 
supersaturate the space immediately and create the remineralization of tooth tissue and 
smaller wall lesions. 

In contrast, other studies have not stated any association between gap presence and 
secondary caries [Kidd and O'Hara, 1990; Pimenta et al., 1995]. Some suggested that there 
was no caries lesion along the cavity wall, unless large voids or gaps of ≥ 250μm [Ozer and 
Thylstrup, 1995] or even ≥400μm [Kidd et al., 1995]. Jørgensen and Wakumoto found poor 
correlation between the two only when gaps was ≥50μm [Jørgensen and Wakumoto, 1968]. 
Thomas et al. found no clear caries along the cavity wall next to composite, but to acrylic 
resin through an in situ study [Thomas et al., 2007]. Besides, observed cracks in teeth might 
be the best clinical evidence for microleakage does not lead to dental caries. These cracks 
and the adjacent areas can be stained over time, however, there is no caries development. 
The stained component is considered to be the proteinaceous material in the crack or 
crevice, and similar in composition to that of the biofilm which normally covers all teeth and 
restorations [Mjör, 2005]. 

Recently, a few studies have been conducted concerning the relationship between gap size 
and secondary caries in the presence or absence of fluoride. Cenci et al. in 2008 suggested 
that microleakage did not seem to influence secondary caries while the presence of fluoride 
in the plaque like biofilm (PLB) provided either by glass ionomer cement (GIC) or fluoride 
dentifrice (FD) [Cenci et al., 2008]. In 2009, Cenci et al. demonstrated that carious lesion 
depth increased with gap size for composite resin (CR) and suggested that the gap width 
affected secondary caries formation at the cavity wall, but only in the absence of fluoride 
released from fluoride-containing materials, such as GIC [Cenci et al., 2009]. Thus, these 
findings give implications for clinical caries treatment choices and further studies in vivo or 
clinical experiments are needed to investigate the relationship between the gap size, fluoride 
presence and secondary caries. 

In sum, up to the present, there is no specific conclusion on the relationship between 
microleakage and secondary caries, specially the wall lesion of the cavity. The possible 
reasons are as follows: 1) Oral cavity is such an extremely complex that it is impossible to 
simulate completely, so the research results may be not all-inclusive. 2) Secondary caries is 
caused by various factors, so it might be difficult for researchers to consider fully when 
designing their experiments. Thus, in consequence, different experiments bring out different 
results, and sometimes those results are even conflicting. 3) For individual differences, 
people have varying degrees of susceptibility to caries. Therefore, different clinical studies 
may lead to different results and conclusions. 4) Some clinical studies may lack reasonable 
designs, which lead to incomprehensive results. However, there is a consensus that 
microleakage is indeed associated with secondary caries due to the existence of bacteria. It 
seems that microleakage is just a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the formation of 
a wall lesion [Kidd et al., 1995; Thomas et al., 2007], although in 2009, Diercke et al. carried 
out a pure in vitro  experiment, in which the development of the outer lesion in the 
secondary caries was inhibited to study the relation between  the gap size and the wall 
lesion independently, and confirmed the occurrence of wall lesions without the presence of 
outer lesion and indicated the extent of wall lesion increased with increasing gap width 
ranging from 50 to 250μm [Diercke et al., 2009]. Therefore, more in-depth studies are needed 
to get a thorough understanding about the relationship between microleakage and 
secondary caries.  
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4. Prevention and treatment of secondary caries 
4.1 Prevention of secondary caries 

As secondary caries is one of the major reasons for restoration replacement, a large number 
of clinical dentists and scientists have placed great emphasis on preventing or slowing down 
the procession of secondary caries lesion from many aspects, so as to increase clinical 
restoration durability. Secondary caries, the same as other types of dental caries, is 
determined by the dynamic balance between pathological factors that lead to 
demineralization and protective factors that lead to remineralization. It is also considered 
that bacteria are an important etiologic factor leading to demineralization for secondary 
caries. Generally, the rationales of all the modification of restorative material or prevention 
of secondary caries normally include two fundamental points: one is the decrease of 
demineralization and/or increase of remineralization of the hard tooth tissues; the other is 
to interfere the metabolism of caries-related bacteria and/or to decrease the amount of 
bacteria/inhibit bacteria growth in the plaque or /and the carious dentin under restorations. 
Thus, in all the past years, most scientists and clinical dentists focused on adding anticaries 
substance into restorative materials. 

It has been well-known such restorative materials can release copper, Ag–Cu alloy, zinc, 
calcium, aluminum and uoride, which are able to inhibit bacteria growth or decrease 
colonization and acidogenicity of oral plaque, play antibacterial activities and reduce the 
rate of restoration replacement. The followings are several basic fillings used and researched 
by clinical dentists and scientists throughout the world: amalgam restorations, zinc oxide 
eugenol cement; common composite resin (CR); common glass ionomer cement (GIC); and 
different ion-released restorative materials containing fluoride-containing materials.  

Clemens Boeckh et al. investigated the antimicrobial effects of five restorative materials and 
showed that the most remarkable inhibitory activity was observed with ZOE [Boeckh et al., 
2002]. The antimicrobial effects of zinc oxide and ZOE are well recognized [Podbielski et al., 
2000; Yap et al., 1999]. Unfortunately, ZOE cannot be widely used except for temporary 
filling due to its high solubility and insufficient mechanical properties. Different types of 
amalgam may have different effects on S. mutans growth and bacterial penetration [Fayyad 
and Ball, 1987]. For instance, a low-copper amalgam can decrease the lesion size 
significantly [Grossman and Matejka, 1995], non-gamma-2 amalgam can inhibit the 
metabolic activity of microorganisms due to the release of copper [Wallman-Björklund et al., 
1987]. 

It has been widely shown in long term studies that CR have higher rate of restorations 
replacement than GIC and amalgam [Leinfelder,et al., 1987; Collins et al., 1998]. An in situ 
study showed that the percentage of streptococci in plaque on different materials was to be 
13.7% on composite, 4.3% on amalgam and 1.1% on glass ionomer cement [Svanberg et al., 
1990]. Another study showed up to eight times more microbes beneath composite 
restorations compared to amalgam and suggested the type of restorative material may have 
influence on the composition of the microflora [Splieth et al., 2003]. The high rate 
replacement of CR occurred might be due to its shrinkage and non-fluoride release 
[Savarino et al., 2004]. Thus, scientists have been making great efforts to improve CR, such 
as reducing the polymerization shrinkage of composite, increasing the adhesion stress. 
Remarkably, a modified ion-releasing resin composite (IRCR) has been invented, which can 
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smaller spaces, minerals dissolved from the tooth structure due to the acid attacks would 
supersaturate the space immediately and create the remineralization of tooth tissue and 
smaller wall lesions. 
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Thylstrup, 1995] or even ≥400μm [Kidd et al., 1995]. Jørgensen and Wakumoto found poor 
correlation between the two only when gaps was ≥50μm [Jørgensen and Wakumoto, 1968]. 
Thomas et al. found no clear caries along the cavity wall next to composite, but to acrylic 
resin through an in situ study [Thomas et al., 2007]. Besides, observed cracks in teeth might 
be the best clinical evidence for microleakage does not lead to dental caries. These cracks 
and the adjacent areas can be stained over time, however, there is no caries development. 
The stained component is considered to be the proteinaceous material in the crack or 
crevice, and similar in composition to that of the biofilm which normally covers all teeth and 
restorations [Mjör, 2005]. 

Recently, a few studies have been conducted concerning the relationship between gap size 
and secondary caries in the presence or absence of fluoride. Cenci et al. in 2008 suggested 
that microleakage did not seem to influence secondary caries while the presence of fluoride 
in the plaque like biofilm (PLB) provided either by glass ionomer cement (GIC) or fluoride 
dentifrice (FD) [Cenci et al., 2008]. In 2009, Cenci et al. demonstrated that carious lesion 
depth increased with gap size for composite resin (CR) and suggested that the gap width 
affected secondary caries formation at the cavity wall, but only in the absence of fluoride 
released from fluoride-containing materials, such as GIC [Cenci et al., 2009]. Thus, these 
findings give implications for clinical caries treatment choices and further studies in vivo or 
clinical experiments are needed to investigate the relationship between the gap size, fluoride 
presence and secondary caries. 

In sum, up to the present, there is no specific conclusion on the relationship between 
microleakage and secondary caries, specially the wall lesion of the cavity. The possible 
reasons are as follows: 1) Oral cavity is such an extremely complex that it is impossible to 
simulate completely, so the research results may be not all-inclusive. 2) Secondary caries is 
caused by various factors, so it might be difficult for researchers to consider fully when 
designing their experiments. Thus, in consequence, different experiments bring out different 
results, and sometimes those results are even conflicting. 3) For individual differences, 
people have varying degrees of susceptibility to caries. Therefore, different clinical studies 
may lead to different results and conclusions. 4) Some clinical studies may lack reasonable 
designs, which lead to incomprehensive results. However, there is a consensus that 
microleakage is indeed associated with secondary caries due to the existence of bacteria. It 
seems that microleakage is just a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the formation of 
a wall lesion [Kidd et al., 1995; Thomas et al., 2007], although in 2009, Diercke et al. carried 
out a pure in vitro  experiment, in which the development of the outer lesion in the 
secondary caries was inhibited to study the relation between  the gap size and the wall 
lesion independently, and confirmed the occurrence of wall lesions without the presence of 
outer lesion and indicated the extent of wall lesion increased with increasing gap width 
ranging from 50 to 250μm [Diercke et al., 2009]. Therefore, more in-depth studies are needed 
to get a thorough understanding about the relationship between microleakage and 
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release hydroxyl, calcium, and fluoride ions at low pH [Boeckh et al., 2002]. The rationales of 
anticaries effect of IRCR include: OH¯ ions can neutralize the organic acids produced by the 
plaque bacteria [Heintze, 1999], and the calcium and fluoride ions released from IRCR can 
prevent demineralization and promote remineralization [ten Cate, 1990; ten Cate and van 
Duinen, 1995; Featherstone, 1994; Forss and Seppä, 1990; Kraft and Hoyer, 1999]. Thus, the 
restoration can perform anticaries activities. Studies have shown the release of hydroxyl and 
calcium can exist for a long period [Heintze, 1999]. Persson and his colleagues showed that 
IRCR could counter the plaque pH fall and maintain it at levels where less enamel and 
dentin demineralization can occur [Persson et al., 2004], however, the precious research did 
not consider IRCR could present significant antibacterial effects [Boeckh et al., 2002]. 

The inhibition of uoride at acidic pH is due to the effect of hydrogen fluoride, which can 
penetrate into the bacteria cell membrane [Nakajo et al., 2009]. The HF can dissociate into 
hydrogen ion and fluoride ion. Some researchers confirmed that the fluoride can reduce the 
activities of enolase and proton-extruding ATPase, which are very important for metabolism 
of bacteria [Hayacibara et al., 2003]. Besides, the hydrogen ion can promote cytoplasmic 
acidification, which is critical for enzymes of the glycolytic pathway [Hüther et al., 1990]. So 
the combination effects of hydrogen ion and fluoride can have negative influence on the 
glycolytic acid production and the metabolism of caries-related bacteria. As a result, 
fluoride-containing restorative material can inhibit bacteria growth and decrease the 
demineralization of tooth tissue and the occurrence of secondary caries around restorations. 
However, these antimicrobial effects in caries prevention are often regarded as little or of no 
importance as compared to the direct interactions of fluoride with the hard tissue during 
caries development and progression [Wiegand et al., 2007]. Recent observations have found 
fluoride in the aqueous phase surrounding the carbonated apatite crystals is much more 
effective in inhibiting demineralization than fluoride incorporated into the crystal [Rølla and 
Ekstand, 1996]. Fluoride may precipitate onto tooth surfaces as calcium fluoride-like layer, 
which serves as a reservoir for fluoride when the pH drops [Rølla et al., 1993]. While 
amount of in vitro studies showed the inhibitive effect of fluoride on the demineralization of 
both enamel and dentin around the restoration in primary and permanent teeth[Attar and 
Önen, 2002;  Donly and Gomez, 1994; Francci et al., 1999; Hicks et al., 2002; Tam et al., 1997; 
Yaman, 2004], the results from some in situ studies are not consistent with that in vitro, 
which have not confirmed the preventive  ability of fluoride to secondary caries[Kielbassa et 
al., 1999, 2003; Papagiannouslis et al., 2002]. And this conflict is also showed among varieties 
of clinical studies. In a six-year follow-up assessment, class I restorations in permanent 
molars exhibited significantly less secondary caries for glass-ionomers(2%) compared to 
amalgam(10%) [Mandari et al., 2003]. Another five-year evaluation showed the glass-
ionomer had a lower survival time and greater loss of anatomic form and marginal integrity, 
but less secondary caries compared to amalgam [Welbury et al., 1991]. Instead, Van Dijken 
found no difference in secondary caries development of class III cavities restored with two 
fluoride-containing materials and one composite in a three-year observation period [van 
Dijken, 1996]. Moreover, there is no clear evidence for inhibition of secondary caries by 
glass-ionomer cements as shown in a recent review summarizing extensive literature 
research [Randall and Wilson, 1999].  

The above conflicts might be explained by the following factors: 1) the intrinsic formulation 
of fluoride-containing materials, the duration of fluoride releasing may influence its effect. 
The antibacterial effect of dentin is obtained only when the fluoride release is very large 
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[Kawai et al., 1998]. 2) The ability of fluoride uptake by different dental hard tissue. Due to 
differences in micro-structure and porosities, the amount of fluoride uptake from restorations 
and the depth of fluoride penetration are higher for both dentin and cementum than for 
enamel [Souganidis et al., 1981; Retief et al., 1984]. 3) Other environmental conditions. A 
decrease in pH increases the dissolution of the material leading to a higher fluoride level and 
the highest fluoride release is found in acidic and demineralizing-remineralizing regimes and 
lowest in saliva [Karantakis et al., 2000]. A pellicle forming by the components from saliva on 
the surface of the restorative material and various bleaching agents can impede fluoride ion 
release [Behrend and Geurtsen, 2001; Bell at al., 1999; Levallois et al., 1998]. 4) Extra application 
of fluoride. In a recent research, Cenci et al. found that the fluoride provided either by GI or 
fluoride dentifrice might be important to decrease demineralization adjacent to fillings, and by 
using fluoride dentifrice, demineralization adjacent to the restorations were similar [Cenci et 
al., 2008], which was testified by the previous study [Hara et al., 2006]. 5) In some cases, cavity 
type may play a significant role in the development of secondary caries [da Rosa Rodolpho et 
al., 2006], for example class II restorations involve the marginal ridges and significantly reduce 
the tooth resistance to fracture [Mondelli et al., 1980], and is susceptible to the biodegradation 
of saliva esterase activity [Finer and Santerre, 2004]. 

Since the final formation of caries is influenced by multiple factors, the prevention of 
secondary caries beginning at the time of restoration replacement contains a variety of 
aspects including the excavation of carious tissue; wise choice of restorative materials; 
fluoride regimen implementation(rinses, gels, fluoridated toothpastes); salivary flow rate 
assessment; healthy dietary; oral health or medical education and so on. Therefore, the 
prevention of secondary cares not only depends on the clinical operation by dentists, but 
also is influenced by other significant aspects from patients themselves.    

4.2 Treatment of secondary caries 

Restoration replacement has been invariably deemed as the sequela of clinically diagnosed 
secondary caries. Although practitioners are suggested should pay attention to the 
differentiation between secondary caries and discoloration, defective margin and residual 
caries, generally, a localized surface defect adjacent to restoration features clinically 
diagnosed secondary carious lesion [Mjör, 2005]. However, Some dental teaching programs 
related to localized defects on restorations including secondary caries , indicate that repair, 
rather than replacement, of the restoration is adopted frequently as an alternative to total 
replacement [Mjör and Gordan, 2002; Blum et al., 2002; Blum et al., 2003; Gordan et al., 
2003]. Moreover, the modern conservative dentistry and minimal intervention dentistry call 
for repairing and refurbishing any localized defects at restoration margins, clinically 
diagnosed secondary caries rather than total replacement of restoration [Ericson et al., 2003]. 
Despite of the difficulties of detection and diagnosis of secondary caries, dentists should be 
trained and should be deliberate in making the decision of total replacement of restoration.  

5. Conclusion 
Secondary caries has been considered to account for majority of restoration failures and 
result in restoration replacement. It plays a significant role in human oral health and the 
longevity of restorations. Until now, there is no standardized criterion for diagnosis of 
secondary caries, although it is possible to detect the tiny carious lesions using advanced 
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assessment; healthy dietary; oral health or medical education and so on. Therefore, the 
prevention of secondary cares not only depends on the clinical operation by dentists, but 
also is influenced by other significant aspects from patients themselves.    

4.2 Treatment of secondary caries 

Restoration replacement has been invariably deemed as the sequela of clinically diagnosed 
secondary caries. Although practitioners are suggested should pay attention to the 
differentiation between secondary caries and discoloration, defective margin and residual 
caries, generally, a localized surface defect adjacent to restoration features clinically 
diagnosed secondary carious lesion [Mjör, 2005]. However, Some dental teaching programs 
related to localized defects on restorations including secondary caries , indicate that repair, 
rather than replacement, of the restoration is adopted frequently as an alternative to total 
replacement [Mjör and Gordan, 2002; Blum et al., 2002; Blum et al., 2003; Gordan et al., 
2003]. Moreover, the modern conservative dentistry and minimal intervention dentistry call 
for repairing and refurbishing any localized defects at restoration margins, clinically 
diagnosed secondary caries rather than total replacement of restoration [Ericson et al., 2003]. 
Despite of the difficulties of detection and diagnosis of secondary caries, dentists should be 
trained and should be deliberate in making the decision of total replacement of restoration.  

5. Conclusion 
Secondary caries has been considered to account for majority of restoration failures and 
result in restoration replacement. It plays a significant role in human oral health and the 
longevity of restorations. Until now, there is no standardized criterion for diagnosis of 
secondary caries, although it is possible to detect the tiny carious lesions using advanced 
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techniques such as QLF and LF. Further experiments and clinical studies are needed to 
clarify those specific problems. Regardless of those difficulties and conflicts related to 
secondary caries, the key point is that more care need to be taken to prevent secondary 
caries and dentists should be cautious when they decide to replace the restoration 
completely. Besides, patients should be educated to protect the restoration through good 
oral hygiene and caries-preventive approaches.  
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1. Introduction 
The prevalence of dental caries has been reduced over the years due to increased access of 
fluorides, such as fluoride tooth paste, to dental services and to oral health education on the 
great part of the population. However, a significant portion of the same population still 
remains undertreated and show dental cavities as after-effects of this oral disease. In spite of 
dental caries is strongly influenced by social, economic, cultural, religious and 
environmental factors, its severity may be increased by structural changes of enamel/dentin 
such those observed in cases of molar incisor hypomineralization (MIH). In a Brazilian 
survey, children with MIH showed higher caries experience in the permanent dentition than 
the general population of similar age. (da Costa-Silva et al., 2010) The MIH increases the 
dental caries risk as consequence of affected teeth because they are not only soft and porous 
enamel teeth but also very sensitive to stimuli making effective oral hygiene difficult. 
(Kilpatrick, 2009) Several aetiological factors are mentioned as the cause of MIH (Alaluusua, 
2010, Lygidakis et al., 2010, Crombie et al., 2009, Brook, 2009) and they are frequently 
associated with childhood diseases or nutritional conditions during the first three years of 
life. (Fagrell et al., 2011) 

Clinically, MIH can create serious drawbacks for the dentist as well as for the child affected. 
For dentists, the problems are related to unexpectedly rapid caries development in the 
erupting first permanent molar and unpredictable behaviour of apparently intact opacities. 
Moreover, these teeth are very sensitive and often require extensive treatment since rapid 
breakdown of tooth structure may occur, giving rise to acute symptoms and complicated 
treatments. Defected enamel teeth require complex treatment solutions and the different 
treatment options will depend on the extension of the defect, the degree of tooth eruption, 
the oral hygiene and diet habits of the patient. According to the severity of the case, the 
treatment ranges from topical fluoride varnish, to the use of adhesive materials for 
restorative procedures, or even the extraction of the teeth associated with orthodontic 
therapy. (Lygidakis et al., 2010, Lygidakis, 2010) The child, on the other hand, will 
experience pain and sensitivity, even when the enamel is intact, suffering from toothache 
during teeth brushing. Often, there is more difficulty to anaesthetize the MIH molars when 
treatment is indicated. Furthermore, children may also complain about the appearance and 
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stainment of their affected incisor. (William et al., 2006a) In such circumstance, the esthetic 
complaint may also be considerable. Apart from the restorative difficulties faced by 
clinicians, children with MIH have dental fear and anxiety and these behaviour problems 
can be related to pain experienced by the patients during multiple treatment appointments, 
as many of them were either inadequately anesthetized or even had treatment without local 
analgesia (Jalevik & Klingberg, 2002). It has been shown that children with MIH receive 
much more dental treatment that unaffected children. (Jalevik & Klingberg, 2002, Kotsanos 
et al., 2005) Thus, treatment planning should also consider the long-term prognosis of teeth 
suffering from this condition. 

Children during the period of eruption of their first permanent molars and/or incisors 
should be monitored very carefully in order to obtain an early diagnosis and immediate 
treatment for MIH. Considering all aspects mentioned above, MIH is one of the biggest 
challenges to great challenger of great clinical interest for dental practice because MIH has a 
great impact on the oral health as consequently, on the quality of life of children and 
adolescents. Thus, the objective of this chapter is to describe some epidemiological, 
morphological and treatment management considerations about MIH. 

1.1 Definition 

Developmental defects of enamel were commonly defined as hypoplasia, but according to 
the FDI Commission on Oral Health, Research and Epidemiology (1992), these defects are 
best classified into two distinct categories: a) hypomineralized enamel or enamel opacities 
(Figures 1A and 1B) and enamel hypoplasia (Figures 1C and 1D). While opacity is defined as 
a qualitative defect of the enamel, hypoplasia is defined as a quantitative defect of the 
enamel. (Suckling, 1989) There are others differences between developmental defects of 
enamel that can be seen in Table 1. 

In the dental literature a wide variety of terminology or definitions were used for 
developmental defects of enamel in molars, with or without association with post eruptive 
breakdown of enamel as non-fluoride enamel opacities, internal enamel hypoplasia, non- 
endemic mottling of enamel, opaque spots, idiopathic enamel opacities, enamel opacities or 
cheese molars. (Koch et al., 1987, van Amerongen & Kreulen, 1995) However, to better 
understand the occurrence of molar incisor hypomineralisation and its impact on the oral 
health, the use of a uniform terminology is strongly recommended. (Weerheijm, 2004, 
Weerheijm et al., 2003) 

The term molar incisor hypomineralisation (MIH) was firstly cited by WEERHEIJM ET AL., 
2001. (Weerheijm et al., 2001) and further, this terminology was definitively adopted by the 
international dental scientific community as a result of a consensus after innumerous 
discussions in relation to developmental defects of enamel (Weerheijm et al., 2003). Then, 
MIH was defined as the clinical appearance of morphological enamel defects involving the 
occlusal and/or incisal third of one or more permanent molars or incisors as result as 
"hypomineralisation of systemic origin." (Weerheijm, 2004) The first permanent molar 
enamel is affected to an extent ranging from mild to severe; in many cases the incisor 
enamel is affected, but often, minimally not necessarily involving a macroscopic defect of 
tooth. Furthermore, this specific form of developmental defects of enamel (Baroni & 
Marchionni, 2011) show opacities asymmetrically often distributed, with marked variation 
in severity within an individual and ranges from small demarcated white, yellow or brown 
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opacities (Figures 2A to 2F) to those covering much or the entire crown affecting cuspal 
areas and sparing the cervical areas. (Brook, 2009) CHAWLA ET AL. 2008 (Chawla et al., 
2008) suggested that yellow–brown enamel defects are more severe than white–opaque ones 
it means that the stained degree of MIH enamel, may be used clinically to reflect the severity 
of the defect. (Farah et al., 2010a) In severe cases, the defective enamel is lost shortly after 
molar eruption, exposing underlying dentine favoring the tooth sensitivity and the dental 
carious lesion. (Kilpatrick, 2009) 
 

Developmental defects of enamel 
Characteristics Hypomineralised enamel or 

enamel opacities 
Enamel hypoplasia 
 

Enamel defect Qualitative quantitative 
 
Clinical aspects 

Normal thickness of the enamel 
Demarcated opacities of white to 
yellow-brown coloration 
Enamel is soft, porous and poorly 
delineated from normal tooth 
tissue 
Post eruptive breakdown in molars
Assymmetrical opacities 

Partial or total absence of enamel 
White colored lesions 
Deep fissures, horizontal or vertical 
grooves 
Edges with adjacent normal enamel 
are smooth 
Symmetrical or isolated 
lesions 

Clinical 
appearance 

 
Fig. 1. A – Assymmetrical opacities 
in incisors 

 
Fig. 1. B – Assymmetrical opacities 
in upper first permanent molars 

 
Fig. 1. C – Symmetrical opacities in 
incisors 

 
Fig. 1. D – Isolated opacity in left 
upper incisor 

Aetiological factors Remains obscure Identifiable systemic or local insult 
(trauma or local infection in 
primary teeth) 

Table 1. Differences between two developmental defects of enamel according to FDI 
Commission on Oral Health, Research and Epidemiology (FDI, 1982) 
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Fig. 1. B – Assymmetrical opacities 
in upper first permanent molars 

 
Fig. 1. C – Symmetrical opacities in 
incisors 

 
Fig. 1. D – Isolated opacity in left 
upper incisor 

Aetiological factors Remains obscure Identifiable systemic or local insult 
(trauma or local infection in 
primary teeth) 

Table 1. Differences between two developmental defects of enamel according to FDI 
Commission on Oral Health, Research and Epidemiology (FDI, 1982) 
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Fig. 2. A to F – In the same patient, note the presence of asymmetry and the different levels 
severity of lesions associated to the color opacities in molars and incisors. 

Lately, MIH is understood as a hypocalcified subtype of enamel defect with reduced 
mineral content, low residual content of amelogenins and the presence of more than 16 
types of proteins in affected teeth, thirteen of which are found in saliva and crevicular fluid 
(Kojima et al., 2000, Denny et al., 2008) and the three others (hemoglobin, albumin, 
complement C3) are major components of blood. Moreover, protein composition of MIH 
enamel varies with severity of enamel defect. (Mangum et al., 2010a) 
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2. Morphological considerations about MIH  
2.1 Amelogenesis and developmental defects of enamel  

Tooth development is strictly genetically controlled but sensitive to environmental 
disturbances (Suckling et al., 1988) since teeth have been formed they do not undergo 
remodeling. (Brook, 2009) During dental development, a single layer of inner enamel 
epithelial cells undergoes a remarkable change in cell shape in preparation for the secretion 
of enamel extracellular matrix. These cells develop into tall ameloblasts with cellular 
extensions called Tomes’ processes, which function during enamel matrix secretion. 
Following generation of the enamel layer, the ameloblasts shorten and reorganize during 
the transition stage; they then enter maturation, where they change histologically from 
ruffle-ended to smooth-ended at the location where Tomes’ processes have retracted. These 
cells reduce the enamel protein content and increase the mineral content so that the enamel 
layer can develop into the hardest tissue in the body. Finally, the cells shorten further and 
adhere to the enamel surface until just before eruption of the tooth into the oral cavity 
(Smith , 1979). In other words, enamel formation occurs in three stages: 

1. matrix formation during which proteins involved in amelogenesis are produced; 
2. calcification during which mineral content is acquired and the proteins are removed;  
3. maturation during which the enamel is calcified and the remaining proteins are 

removed. 

The mineralization of the enamel matrix is described as a two-step process. Firstly, the 
ameloblasts secrete an organic matrix that is immediately mineralized to about 30% by 
weight. Secondly, when the full thickness of enamel has been secreted by an ameloblast, a 
progressive increases in mineral content begin. Smooth-ended ameloblasts remove of water 
and proteins from the enamel matrix, whereas ruffle-ended ameloblasts participate in the 
active transport of calcium and phosphate into the matrix. The principal proteins acted in 
the enamel matrix are: 

a. amelogenins (the major protein ~90% secreted into the enamel matrix) is a group of 
heterogeneous proteins (20-30 kDa) that are hydrophobic and rich in proline, histidine 
and glutamine and they are thought to play a role in the organization and regulation of 
crystal growth;  

b. ameloblastins (Amelin, Sheathelin) constitutes 5-10% of the enamel matrix. It is thought 
to promote mineralization and crystal elongation; and  

c. enamelins (60-80 kDa) are a heterogeneous group of proteins that may be involved in 
crystal nucleation. They are responsible for the progressive proteolytic cleavage of 
amelogenins. The processing of amelogenins to smaller peptides is necessary for the 
regulation of crystal organization and growth of enamel. 

According to BROOK, 2009 (Brook, 2009) in the secretory stage the enamel protein matrix 
deposited by the ameloblasts is predominantly formed of amelogenin (85%). At the mid- 
secretory stage for appositional crystal growth and structural maintenance amelogenin is 
essential. However, while enamelin contributes less than 5% of the matrix it plays a major 
role in controlling the initiation of hydroxyapatite formation in early amelogenesis, being 
necessary for creating and maintaining enamel crystallite elongation at the mineralization 
front immediately adjacent to ameloblasts. The further enamel protein ameloblastin is a cell- 
adhesion molecule that maintains the differentiation stage of secreting ameloblasts and 
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controls their secretion. The subsequent breakdown and removal of matrix proteins by 
means of proteolytic processing is essential for further development and mineralisation. 
Enamelysin (Mmp20), a matrix metalloproteinase, and the enamel serine protease kallikrein 
4 (Klk4) are two major molecules involved in this process. (Wright et al., 2009, Bartlett et al., 
2011) Mmp20 is expressed in secretory stage ameloblasts and also has effects on them 
maturation stage as well as on the mineralisation of mantle dentine. Klk4, present in both 
ameloblasts and odontoblasts, is expressed at the enamel transition and maturation phase. 
KLK4 which is secreted into the enamel by ameloblasts during the transition and maturation 
stages of amelogenesis. Klk4 degrades the organic matrix remaining from the secretion 
stage. This facilitates the continued deposition of minerals into enamel required for full 
mineralisation of hard enamel. Amelogenin is cleaved by Mmp20 and later degraded during 
maturation by Klk4. Within the ameloblasts Dlx3 and Dlx6 are expressed throughout the 
presecretory, secretory and maturation stages. During secretion Dlx2 is switched off and 
Dlx1 expression is upregulated. The Dlx homeobox genes may influence enamel formation 
by the regulation of amelogenin expression. Normal enamel thickness may be achieved by 
Runx2 suppressing enamel protein expression at the end of the secretory stage to give 
normal enamel thickness. In the maturation phase Runx2 induces Klk4 and upregulates 
basal membrane protein expression to induce ameloblast attachment to the enamel matrix. 
(Brook, 2009, Wrightet al., 2009, Bartlett et al., 2011) 

In general, systemic factors that disturb the ameloblasts during the secretory stage cause 
restrictions of crystal elongation and result in pathologically thin, or hypoplastic enamel. On 
the other hand, disturbances during the transitional and/or maturation stage of 
amelogenesis result in pathologically soft (hypomaturated, hypomineralised) enamel of 
normal thicknesses. (Suga, 1989) According to REID AND DEAN, 2006 (Reid & Dean, 2006), 
enamel formation as a whole takes approximately one thousand days. Two thirds of this 
time is devoted to the maturation stage of amelogenesis. Considering this, the most critical 
period for enamel defects of first permanent molars and incisors is the first year of life 
coinciding with their early maturation (Alaluusua, 2010). In this period ameloblasts are 
highly sensitive to environmental disturbances. (Suckling, 1989) Hypomineralisation may 
also develop later because enamel maturation in the first permanent molars takes several 
years (later maturation stage). (Alaluusua, 2010) 

2.2 Amelogenesis and MIH 

As mentioned previously, there are no hypoplastic defects in MIH affected teeth because 
there is not any discernable reduction in enamel thickness teeth. (Farah et al., 2010a, Fearne 
et al., 2004) It suggests that any reduction in enamel thickness seen clinically is indicative of 
post-eruption disintegration of enamel. Furthermore, this clarify that whatever insult affects 
the developing tooth it happens after the enamel secretion is completed and affects the 
maturation phase of the mineralization process in a localized area of enamel. (Farah et al., 
2010a) 

2.3 Characteristics of MIH affected teeth  

MIH is a qualitative defective enamel classified as hypomineralised type that follows the 
natural incremental lines of enamel formation, from cuspal to cement-enamel junction. 
(Farah et al., 2010a, Fearne et al., 1994) In the most cervical section, the enamel is sound with 
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no evidence of defective structure. At a more occlusal level, the defect is confined to the 
inner enamel while the outer enamel does not appear to be affected. As move occlusally, the 
hypomineralisation becomes more evident, eventually spreading to span the entire 
thickness of the enamel. The defects usually did not involve the cusp tips; but if a marginal 
ridge was involved, its maximum height was affected. (Farah et al., 2010a) 

Microstructural analysis of sound and hypomineralised enamel showed two marked 
changes in microstructure in the MIH affected enamel region; less dense prism structure 
with loosely packed apatite crystals and wider sheath regions. (Xie et al., 2008) These 
changes appear to occur during enamel maturation and may be responsible for the marked 
reduction in hardness and elastic modulus of the affected enamel. (Fagrell et al., 2010) In 
addition, the enamel in the transitional region adjacent to the demarcated defects in MIH 
has also notable alterations in their prism sheaths. Despite the translucent, normal 
appearance, the transitional region between the affected and unaffected regions in MIH 
teeth had weakened prism sheaths which compromised its overall mechanical properties. 
(Chan et al., 2010) The reason for this is unclear but may be also related to the lack of 
organization of the enamel crystals due poorly demarcated prism boundaries in the affected 
regions (Mahoney et al., 2004) and the packing of the crystals seemed to be less tight and 
less well organized in the porous parts. The borders of the enamel rods were indistinct and 
the interrods zones hardly visible, or the rods were very thin with wide interrod zones. 
(Jalevik et al., 2005) 

Semi-quantitative analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry in extracted MIH 
affected teeth showed that the mineral composition of this type of enamel is low (Javelik & 
Norén, 2001), on average the mineral density is about 19 % lower than sound enamel 
(Baroni & Marchionni, 2011, Farah et al., 2010a, Jalevik & Noren, 2000, Schulze et al., 2004), 
there is a decrease in Ca:P ratio in the enamel (Rodd et al., 2007a, Jalevik, 2001) related to an 
increase in C content. (Fearne et al., 2004) 

Also, MIH enamel has substantially higher protein content than normal enamel, but a near-
normal level of residual amelogenins. This characteristic distinguishes MIH from 
hypomaturation defects that contain high residual amelogenins such as Amelogenesis 
Imperfecta or Fluorosis (Mangum et al., 2010a, Wright et al., 1996, Wright et al., 1997) and in 
turn typifies MIH as a hypocalcification defect as mentioned above. Pathogenically, it points 
to a pre-eruptive disturbance of mineralization involving albumin probably due to an over- 
abundance of albumin that interferes with the mineralisation process. It justifies the 
porosities exhibited in the subsurface (Jalevik & Noren, 2000) because albumin degradation 
may be a prerequisite for maximal crystal growth in the maturation stage of enamel. (Farah 
et al., 2010b, Farah et al., 2010c, Mangum et al., 2010b) The presence of excessive albumin 
seemed to be promote KLK4 inactivity resulting in enamel with elevated protein content 
and reduced mineral content. In cases of MIH with post-eruptive breakdown, on the 
exposed surface there is a subsequent protein adsorption on the exposed hydroxyapatite 
matrix. An indicator of the severity of MIH affected teeth is the actual organic content of its 
enamel (Farah et al., 2010a) Brown enamel, the most severe MIH lesion, has the highest 
protein content (15–21-fold greater), whilst the protein content of white/opaque and yellow 
enamel are both markedly higher (8-fold greater) than sound enamel. (Farah et al., 2010a) 
For sound enamel, when subjected to mechanical forces the controlling deformation 
mechanism was distributed shearing within nanometer thick protein layer between its 
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controls their secretion. The subsequent breakdown and removal of matrix proteins by 
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no evidence of defective structure. At a more occlusal level, the defect is confined to the 
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constituent mineral crystals; whereas for hypomineralised enamel micro cracking and 
subsequent crack growth were more evident in its less densely packed microstructure. (Xie 
et al., 2009) Thereafter, the ability of dental enamel to absorb energy and sustain 
deformation without catastrophic failure is attributed to its viscoelastic protein layers. Thus, 
the change in the protein content in teeth with MIH induces the enamel fracture when 
subjected to the masticatory efforts. 

In relation to the dentin of MIH affected teeth it was observed that the Ca/P ratios for 
dentin below hypomineralized enamel were in principle identical to those of normal 
enamel; but when the Ca/C ratio was analyzed, dentin below hypomineralized enamel had 
the lowest values and the level of C was highest for dentin below hypomineralized enamel. 
In addition, O and P levels in dentin below normal enamel were higher compared with 
values in dentin below hypomineralized and N values for dentin below hypomineralized 
enamel are the highest. (Heijs et al., 2007) 

This enhanced knowledge concerning the microstructural changes in hypomineralised 
enamel improves the understanding of some of the problems associated with the clinical 
management of these teeth. In particular, the frequent occurrence of enamel fractures and 
inadequate retention of adhesive materials both of which are recognized as significant 
clinical challenges preventing successful restoration of these compromised teeth. It is known 
that organic matter such as proteins have poor acid solubility. The presence of increased 
amounts of organic matter in the hypomineralised enamel, specifically within both prism 
structure and sheath regions may inhibit the creation of an adequate etch profile which in 
turn compromises the adhesion between resin based restorative materials and the defective 
enamel. (William et al., 2006b) Improved clinical outcomes are likely to depend, at least in 
part, on the successful treatment of these proteins prior to any enamel etching or adhesive 
strategies. (Baroni & Marchionni, 2011, Xie et al., 2008) 

3. Aetiological considerations 
Etiological factors of causing changes in organic/inorganic composition of MIH affected 
teeth are still unknown as showed by two systematic reviews. (Alaluusua, 2010, Crombie et 
al., 2009) As far, MIH may have a multifactor aetiology (Figure 3) acting additionally or 
even synergistically (Alaluusua, 2010, Crombie et al., 2009, Fagrell et al., 2011), with a 
genetic predisposition associated with one or more of a range of systemic insults occurring 
at a susceptible stage in the development of specific teeth. (Figure 3) It explains why in a 
seeming random manner several teeth are severely affected while their antimeres are 
unaffected. (Brook, 2009) 

Notwithstanding, FAGRELL et al., 2011 (Fagrell et al., 2011) evaluated the etiological factors 
for severe demarcated enamel opacities in the first permanent molars from a database that 
contained approximately 4,000 variables with the purpose to prospectively investigate risk 
factors for immune mediate diseases in All Babies in Southeast Sweden project. 
Approximately, 17,000 children take part in the study. Medical data, information from 
interviews, questionnaires were collected at delivery, at 1, 2.5 years, of age with follow up at 
5, at 8-9 and at 12 years. All information collected, about 4,000 variables for each child 
covering somatic growth: in pre-, peri-, and neonatal data from the child and its mother; 
diseases during first 3 years of child life; medication and vaccinations during the same 
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period, socioeconomic factors and nutrition during first 3 years of child life were entered 
into databank. Besides, in this study, randomly, there were two-age and sex-matched 
children to each MIH child. After a regression logistic analyses, the results showed a 
positive association between severe demarcated opacities in permanent first molars with 
breastfeeding for more than 6 months, late introduction of gruel and late introduction of 
infant formula. Moreover, a combination of these variables increased the risk to develop 
severe demarcated opacities by more five times. According these results, the authors 
concluded that nutritional conditions during first 6 months of life may influence the risk to 
develop severe demarcated opacities in first permanent molars. (Fagrell et al., 2011) 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 3. Multifactorial aetiology of MIH 
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period, socioeconomic factors and nutrition during first 3 years of child life were entered 
into databank. Besides, in this study, randomly, there were two-age and sex-matched 
children to each MIH child. After a regression logistic analyses, the results showed a 
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4. Epidemiological considerations about MIH  
4.1 Diagnose of MIH  

Traditionally, a wide variety of terms and definitions have been used to describe various 
developmental defects of enamel (DDE). However, this original index turned out to be too 
complicated to use in practice and a modified DDE index (mDDE) was presented by FDI 
(1992). The modified development dental enamel (DDE) index was considered to be too 
time consuming and not adequate for MIH prevalence studies because the post-eruptive 
breakdown is a pathognomonic feature in MIH but the mDDE index does not clearly 
distingue PEB from enamel hypoplasia. 

According to European Academy of Pediatric Dentistry seminar (EAPD) placed in Athens in 
2003. (Weerheijmet al., 2003) The diagnose of MIH must be based on scores range from 0 to 
10 (Table 2). (Ghanim et al., 2011) The screening of MIH must be done in children eight 
years of age; examination for MIH should be performed on wet teeth after removing debris 
with cotton roll; first permanent molars and incisors should be examined, each tooth as seen 
in Table 2. 
 

Code  Criteria 
0  Enamel defect free 
1  White  creamy demarcated opacities, no PEB 
1a  White  creamy demarcated opacities, with PEB 
2  Yellow  brown demarcated opacities, no PEB 
2a  Yellow  brown demarcated opacities, with PEB 
3  Atypical restoration 
4  Missing because of MIH 
5  Partially erupted (i.e., less than one-third of the crown high) with evidence of MIH 
6  Unerupted  partially erupted with no evidence of MIH 
7  Diffuse opacities (not MIH) 
8   Hypoplasia (not MIH) 
9  Combined lesion (diffuse opacities  hypoplasia with MIH) 
10  Demarcated opacities in incisors only 

Table 2. Criteria for scoring molar incisor hypomineralisation (MIH) according to European 
Academy of Paediatric Dentistry recommendations cited by GHANIM et al., 2011 (Ghanim 
et al., 2011).  

Clinically, the enamel defects can vary from white, cream, yellow to brownish, but they 
always show a sharp demarcation between the affected and sound enamel. The tooth 
surface enamel initially develops to a normal thickness, but can chip off under masticatory 
forces called post eruption breakdown (PEB) (Figure 2B) PEB is characterized by poor 
aesthetic appearance and sensitivity to thermal and mechanical stimuli. After such PEB, the 
clinical pictures can resemble enamel hypoplasia. However, the margins of the disintegrated 
areas are irregular, whereas those in hypoplasia are smooth and rounded. The demarcated 
lesions in MIH should also be distinguished from the diffuse opacities typical of fluorosis. 
Dentitions with generalized opacities present on all teeth such as in Amelogenesis 
Imperfecta, rather than limited to the first permanent molars and incisors, are not considered 
to have MIH. Nowadays, to simplify the use of MIH scores, the severity of MIH can be 
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determined by dividing the affected teeth in only two groups: mild defect (demarcated 
opacities) (Figures 4A, B) and moderate/severe defect (enamel breakdown and atypical 
restorations) (Lygidakis et al., 2008) (Figures 4B, C ). 
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determined by dividing the affected teeth in only two groups: mild defect (demarcated 
opacities) (Figures 4A, B) and moderate/severe defect (enamel breakdown and atypical 
restorations) (Lygidakis et al., 2008) (Figures 4B, C ). 
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Fig. 4. A to C – Mild defect opacities in right FPM (A). Atypical restorations in upper incisors 
(B) and in left lower FPM (C). Note the opacities in the vestibular surface of the right lower 
incisor (B), left upper FPM (B). Post restoration enamel fracture in lower right FPM (C).  

Dental diseases have a detrimental effect on quality of life both in childhood and older age. 
(Moynihan & Petersen, 2004) Several authors have discussed whether developmental 
defects of enamel (DDE) are a public health problem. (Mathu-Muju & Wright, 2006) For a 
condition to be considered of public health significance, several criteria need to be reviewed, 
particularly the prevalence its impact on an individual in terms of symptoms, functioning, 
psychological and social should be considerate. (Marshman et al., 2009) Besides its clinical 
implications in the field of public health, MIH have taken on importance as strong 
predictors of dental caries. This result highlights the importance of establishing priority 
programs of prevention and early treatment for these groups of children both for aesthetic 
and functional reasons, as well as to minimize the increased risk of dental caries. 

In view of MIH having a potentially large impact on treatment needs in child populations 
and a cost-effectiveness treatment from public or private health insurance, it is relevant to 
identify the prevalence of MIH in epidemiological studies, with the concern only studies 
using the MIH index as epidemiological criteria. (Weerheijm et al., 2003, Weerheijm et al., 
2001, Weerheijm, 2003) 

4.2 Prevalence of MIH  

A first epidemiological study was carried out in Swedish children in the late 1970s, whose 
first permanent molars (FPM) called “cheese” molars, were described as creamy-white to 
yellow-brown enamel opacities; or with disintegration in severe cases (Koch et al., 1987) 
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After that, epidemiological data comes from studies conducted in European countries and 
reported the prevalence of MIH had varied from 3.6 to 25%.(Weerheijm & Mejare, 2003) 
Lately, a systematic review showed a wide variation in the prevalence of MIH (2.4 - 40.2 %) 
and stated that the cross comparison of the results of the various studies were difficult 
because of use of different indices and criteria, examination variability, methods of 
recording and different age groups. (Jalevik, 2010) 

Based on this, we performed a nonsystematic hand-searching screening in the PUBMED 
data base using the terms: EAPD; MIH; limited to: at least 100 subjects and the data of study 
- after 2003 and the results could be found (Table 3). According to results, it was possible 
observed that at least one country in each continent already demonstrates concern for the 
impact of MIH regarding the condition of oral health of the population, which makes it a 
public health problem. Taking searching results of the more recent studies into account, the 
prevalence of MIH varies from 3.5% to 40.2%. This could be explained by methodological 
variability, by different socio-demographic-ethnical characteristics of samples and by the 
access to health services (favorable x unfavorable). It worthwhile mentions that only one 
population-based well designed study could be found and it highlights the prevalence of 
3.5% for MIH in Southeast Sweden. (Fagrell et al., 2011) These results are also found in 
China and Bulgaria epidemiological surveys. 
 

Country Prevalence
Subjects

(n) 
Years age 

(mean + SD) 
Authors 

Argentina 15.9% 1,098 11.3 years 
(11.08-11.39) 

Biondi et al, 2011 
(Biondi et al., 2011) 

Boznia and 
Herzegovina 12.3% 560 12 years Muratbegovic et al., 2008 

(Muratbegovic et al., 2008) 

Brazil 19.8% 918 6-12 years da Costa-Silva et al., 2010 (da 
Costa-Silva et al., 2010) 

Brazil 40.2% 249 7-13 years Soviero et al., 2009 (Soviero et 
al., 2009) 

Bulgaria 3.58% 2,960 7-14 years Kukleva et al., 2008 (Kukleva 
et al., 2008) 

China 2.8% 2,635 11.0–14.0 years
(12 years +0.6) 

Cho et al., 2008 
(Cho et al., 2008) 

Germany 14.3% 442 9 years Jasulaityte et al., 2008 
(Jasulaityte et al., 2008) 

Greece 10.2% 3,518 5.5-12 years 
(8.17+1.38) 

Lygidakis et al., 2008 
(Lygidakis et al., 2008) 

Instanbul 14.9% 147 7-9 years Kusku et al., 2008 
(Kusku et al., 2008) 

Iraq 21.5% 823 7-9 years Ghanim et al., 2011 (Ghanim 
et al., 2011) 

Jordan 17.6% 3,666 7-9 years Zawaideh et al., 2011 
(Zawaideh et al., 2011) 
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Country Prevalence
Subjects

(n) 
Years age 

(mean + SD) 
Authors 

Libya 9% 378 7-8.9 years Fteita et al., 2006 
(Fteita et al., 2006) 

Lithuania 14.9% 1,277 7-9 years 
Jasulaityte et al.,2007 

(Jasulaityte et al., 2007) 

Norhern England 15.9% 3,233 12 years 
Balmer et al., 2011 

(Balmer et al., 2011) 

Southeast Sweden 3.5% 17,055 
Children born 

from1,October-
1997 to 1, 1999 

Fagell et al., 2011 
(Fagrell et al., 2011) 

Spain 17.8% 505 6-14 years 
Martinez Gomez et al., 2011 

(Martinez Gomez et al., 2011) 

Table 3. Distribution of MIH in some countries in the world. Selected studies were 
conducted using only MIH index criteria as suggested by EAPD. 

In spite of having still need of further investigation considering population-based samples, 
with standardization of methodology, it is clearly seen that different countries from 
different regions of the world are performing epidemiological surveys using MIH index. 
This is essential to ascertain the occurrence of the MIH and may otherwise be systematized 
not only strategies to MIH diagnosis, but also treatments and monitoring as well as 
outlining scientific researches considering this topic. Thus, it is essential to do well design 
clinical studies considering MIH pathology. 

5. Clinical considerations and management of MIH  
5.1 Dentino-pulpal complex considerations and MIH  

Patients with MIH affected teeth suffer from dentine sensitivity once often report 
exacerbated sensitivity to a variety of normally innocuous thermal, mechanical and osmo- 
chemical stimuli (Jalevik & Klingberg, 2002) due to the presence of porous enamel and 
sometimes, the exposed dentine. Based on the immunocytochemical findings in 
hypomineralised permanent first molars, changes in pulpal innervation, vascularity, and 
immune cell accumulation were indicative of an inflammatory response.(Rodd et al.,2007a) 
Besides, the morphological aspects of MIH may favor ingress of bacterial contaminants 
(Fagrell et al., 2008), thereby resulting in chronic inflammation of the pulp (Rodd et al., 
2007b) Following tissue inflammation, a variety of morphological and cytochemical 
neuronal changes may occur including neuronal branching and altered expression of 
neuropeptides and ion channels (Rodd et al., 2007b, Rodd & Boissonade, 2002) that seems to 
be related with an overexpressed dental sensitive. 

From a clinical perspective, these findings would support early interventions in order to 
avoid the development of pulpal inflammation and associated hypersensitivity. Thus, 
toothpastes and/or chewing gums with mineralizing products, such as Casein 
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Phosphopeptide-Amorphous Calcium Phosphate (CCP-ACP) (Baroni & Marchionni, 2011) 
or the application of desensitizers (2 % potassium nitrate plus 2% sodium fluoride) or 
sealers have been indicated. (Lygidakis et al., 2010, Lygidakis, 2010) 

Dental pain and the severity of hypomineralisation or enamel loss in molar-incisor 
hypomineralisation are major determinants for the choice of treatment. (William et al., 
2006a) The most conservative interventional treatment consists of bonding a tooth colored 
material to the tooth to protect it from further wear or sensitivity although the nature of the 
enamel prevents formation of an acceptable bond. (William et al., 2006b) Less conservative 
treatment options, but frequently necessary include use of stainless steel crowns, permanent 
cast crowns or extraction of affected teeth in association with the orthodontic appliance or 
teeth replacement with a bridge or implant. 

5.2 Clinical management of MIH 

In accordance with the European Academy of Pediatric Dentistry until now there are only a 
limited number of evidence based research papers on MIH affected teeth. (Lygidakis et al., 
2010) Because of this, the guidelines diagram according to Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines 
Network (SIGN) methodology (SIGN, 1999) is impossible to be made. However, treatment 
modalities in children with teeth affected by MIH were systematically reviewed by 
LYGIDAKIS, 2010. (Lygidakis, 2010) Thus, the clinical management of MIH was resumed by 
the present authors as seen in Figure 5. These clinical guidelines approach were organized 
considering the type of MIH affected teeth (permanent first molars or incisors) and the 
severity of defects. Then, it was also considered, the treatment management of the first 
permanent molars (FPM) without post eruptive breakdown (PEB) or with post-eruptive 
breakdown; as well as to the incisors with different levels of opacities (Figure 3). It 
worthwhile be emphasized the necessity of not only randomized controlled clinical trials 
but also the laboratory studies to support and better understand the specificities of MIH 
condition. 

Therefore, a detailed study under magnification of the unerupted molar and incisor crowns 
on any available radiographs should be done. (William et al., 2006a) During teeth eruption, 
when MIH is confirmed, it should be made a diet counseling for dietary modifications to 
avoid dental caries, dental erosion and dental sensitivity; It should be recommended a 
toothpaste with a fluoride or, in cases of dental sensitivity, aiming to produce a non-
sensitivity and hypermineralized surface layer which provides a super saturated 
environment of calcium and phosphate on enamel surface, a desensitizing toothpaste with 
casein phosphopeptide-amorphous calcium phosphate (CPP-ACP) should be indicated. 
(Baroni & Marchionni, 2011) 

Fissure sealants should be applied early after molars eruption and before enamel 
breakdown. (Kilpatrick, 2009, Lygidakis et al., 2010, Lygidakis, 2010, William et al., 2006a, 
Crombie et al., 2008) Taking the morphological aspects of MIH affected teeth into account, 
for first permanent molars, highly viscosity glass ionomer cements can be considered  as an 
alternative material of choice for fissure sealing due to its stable chemical adhesion  on the 
substrate (Welbury et al., 2004) which ensures its clinical longevity even if disappeared 
macroscopically in the follow-ups. (Frencken &Wolke, 2010) 
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NA – Not applicable  

Fig. 5. Flow chart illustrated by the authors of clinical management of MIH Children with a 
history of putative aetiological factors in the first 3 years should be screening at risk for MIH 
(Alaluusua, 2010, Crombie et al., 2009, Fagrell et al., 2011) 

As suggested by LIGYDIKIS ET AL., 2010 (Lygidakis et al., 2010), when children express 
their concern on mild discolorations, at late mixed dentition, incisors with whitish-creamy 
opacities may occasionally respond to bleaching with carbamide peroxide. (Fayle, 2003) 
Another conservative approach is microabrasion with either 18% hydrochloric acid or 37% 
phosphoric acid and pumice for 60s. (Lygidakis et al., 2010, Wright, 2002, Gotler & Ratson, 
2010, Willmott et al., 2008) More pronounced enamel defects might be dealt with by 
combining the two methods (Sundfeld et al., 2007a), bleaching and microabrasion. However, 
bleaching for young children may induce hypersensitivity, mucosal irritation and enamel 
surface alterations (Joiner, 2006), whilst microabrasion may result in loss of enamel. 
(Sundfeld et al., 2007b) An etch-bleach-seal technique by involving: 

a.  60 seconds etch with 37% phosphoric acid; 
b.  bleach with 5% sodium hypochlodite for 5-10 min. 
c.  re-etch and application of fissure sealant over the surface to occlude the porosities 

appears as another management treatment possibility. (Wright, 2002)  

On the other hand, the replacement of micro-abrasion by local enamel thickness reduction, 
using high-speed headpiece, should be also evaluated by the professional. 

The others clinical problems for patients with MIH are attrition, exposed dentin, atypical 
cavities or complete coronal destruction. (Kilpatrick, 2009, Jalevik & Noren, 2000) Moreover, 
pain experience during dental treatment has led some MIH children to be significantly less 
compliant and more dentally anxious than their peers.(Jalevik & Klingberg, 2002) In this 
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case, the adjunctive use of nitrous oxide-oxygen analgesia may alleviate anxiety and reduce 
dental pain. In last case, general anesthesia may be required for restorative treatment. 
(William et al., 2006a) The maintenance of existing tooth structure and pain relief can be 
achieved with temporary restorations, often in sub-optimal clinical conditions, through the 
use of glass ionomer cements. In mild and moderate MIH cases composite restorations using 
self-etching primer adhesive bonding systems is the treatment of choice (William et al., 
2006b) and may last for many years until indirect restorations would be placed. (Lygidakis 
et al., 2010, Lygidakis, 2010) For cavities involving large areas of dentine, glass ionomer 
cement has been proposed to be used as a sub-layer under the composite restoration 
(Mathu-Muju & Wright, 2006). A more definitive restorative approach, albeit still temporary 
solution, is the preformed metal crown (PMC) which placed on first permanent molars 
provide an excellent medium term restorative solution. (Kilpatrick, 2009) For that, it requires 
an excellent analgesia and patient cooperation which may not be forthcoming. In severe 
cases, transitional treatment for function and aesthetics can be provided until adolescence 
when permanent prosthetic approach with crowns in molars and veneers or crowns in 
incisors can be indicated. Cast restorations (full coverage crown, tooth-colored crown, 
porcelains or veneers) have been used. (Lygidakis et al., 2010, Lygidakis, 2010) However, 
they are not recommended for teeth in early post-eruptive stage because of the continuous 
eruption exposing the crown margins, the large pulp size, short crown height, and 
difficulties in obtaining a good impression for subgingival crown margins. (Koch & Garcia-
Godoy, 2000) At last case, any extraction of first permanent molars should only be carried 
out with consideration of the possible orthodontic implications. 

6. Conclusion 
Despite a fall in the prevalence and in the speed of progression of dental caries disease, 
often, the clinicians and the pedodontics can find first permanent molars and incisors with 
hypomineralised enamel defected. MIH must be regarded as a public health problem which 
brings painful consequences, aesthetic and a negative impact on the quality of life of 
individuals suffering from MIH. A difficult and complex problem resolution, therefore all 
effort should converge towards the sense of real knowledge of the MIH aetiology to allow 
more accurate diagnosis and more appropriate treatment. People seized with MIH 
pathology have made sure that their expectations in relation to intervention proposal is 
based on high efficiency and effectiveness scientific evidences by ensuring the quality of life 
not only these people but also of their families. The etiology of MIH as a result of synergistic 
action of environmental factors and, suddenly genetic expressions leaving disturbances in 
enamel formation of molars and incisors in the first year of life, is the challenge to be 
overcome. Ultimately, the discovery of new genes and novel proteins such as amelotin and 
apin (Nishio, 2008) that they are also produced by ameloblasts, but during the stage of 
maturation, with important enamel mineralization function in relation to obtaining final 
hardness of enamel point to a promissory future in relation to knowledge of dental 
development. Well-being, understanding the genetic sequential and signaling pathways of 
developmental normal of enamel will provide us with an invaluable tool for understanding 
the pathways and mechanisms of tissue maintenance, repair and regeneration. It will enable 
us to manipulate genetic and environmental factors and ultimately, aid in the development 
of dental develpomental defects of enamel therapy. 
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appears as another management treatment possibility. (Wright, 2002)  
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case, the adjunctive use of nitrous oxide-oxygen analgesia may alleviate anxiety and reduce 
dental pain. In last case, general anesthesia may be required for restorative treatment. 
(William et al., 2006a) The maintenance of existing tooth structure and pain relief can be 
achieved with temporary restorations, often in sub-optimal clinical conditions, through the 
use of glass ionomer cements. In mild and moderate MIH cases composite restorations using 
self-etching primer adhesive bonding systems is the treatment of choice (William et al., 
2006b) and may last for many years until indirect restorations would be placed. (Lygidakis 
et al., 2010, Lygidakis, 2010) For cavities involving large areas of dentine, glass ionomer 
cement has been proposed to be used as a sub-layer under the composite restoration 
(Mathu-Muju & Wright, 2006). A more definitive restorative approach, albeit still temporary 
solution, is the preformed metal crown (PMC) which placed on first permanent molars 
provide an excellent medium term restorative solution. (Kilpatrick, 2009) For that, it requires 
an excellent analgesia and patient cooperation which may not be forthcoming. In severe 
cases, transitional treatment for function and aesthetics can be provided until adolescence 
when permanent prosthetic approach with crowns in molars and veneers or crowns in 
incisors can be indicated. Cast restorations (full coverage crown, tooth-colored crown, 
porcelains or veneers) have been used. (Lygidakis et al., 2010, Lygidakis, 2010) However, 
they are not recommended for teeth in early post-eruptive stage because of the continuous 
eruption exposing the crown margins, the large pulp size, short crown height, and 
difficulties in obtaining a good impression for subgingival crown margins. (Koch & Garcia-
Godoy, 2000) At last case, any extraction of first permanent molars should only be carried 
out with consideration of the possible orthodontic implications. 

6. Conclusion 
Despite a fall in the prevalence and in the speed of progression of dental caries disease, 
often, the clinicians and the pedodontics can find first permanent molars and incisors with 
hypomineralised enamel defected. MIH must be regarded as a public health problem which 
brings painful consequences, aesthetic and a negative impact on the quality of life of 
individuals suffering from MIH. A difficult and complex problem resolution, therefore all 
effort should converge towards the sense of real knowledge of the MIH aetiology to allow 
more accurate diagnosis and more appropriate treatment. People seized with MIH 
pathology have made sure that their expectations in relation to intervention proposal is 
based on high efficiency and effectiveness scientific evidences by ensuring the quality of life 
not only these people but also of their families. The etiology of MIH as a result of synergistic 
action of environmental factors and, suddenly genetic expressions leaving disturbances in 
enamel formation of molars and incisors in the first year of life, is the challenge to be 
overcome. Ultimately, the discovery of new genes and novel proteins such as amelotin and 
apin (Nishio, 2008) that they are also produced by ameloblasts, but during the stage of 
maturation, with important enamel mineralization function in relation to obtaining final 
hardness of enamel point to a promissory future in relation to knowledge of dental 
development. Well-being, understanding the genetic sequential and signaling pathways of 
developmental normal of enamel will provide us with an invaluable tool for understanding 
the pathways and mechanisms of tissue maintenance, repair and regeneration. It will enable 
us to manipulate genetic and environmental factors and ultimately, aid in the development 
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1. Introduction  
The people of the Yayoi period were the first wet-rice agriculturalists in Japan, and the 
people of modern Japan are the direct descendents of the Yayoi people. They dominated the 
Japanese archipelago from the 5th C B.C. to 3rd C A.D. The remains of the Yayoi people have 
been excavated from several sites in western Japan. It has been proposed that the Yayoi 
originated in East Asia, based on the morphologic characteristics of the skull and teeth 
(Hanihara, 1993), as well as genetic evidence(Omoto & Saitou, 1997) . Agriculture practices 
during the Yayoi period in Japan closely resembled those in southern China and Korea. 
Based on these findings, the Yayoi people are believed to have been migrants from the Asian 
continent who introduced wet-rice agriculture to the Japanese islands (Temple, 2010). 

Previous studies of ancient populations have revealed a close relationship between oral 
disease and subsistence patterns (Eshed et al., 2006). In Japan, the incidence of carious teeth 
among Yayoi period agriculturalists was found to be higher than that among hunter-
gatherers from the preceding Jomon period (Temple & Larsen, 2007). Temple and Larsen 
(Temple & Larsen, 2007) reported that dietary and behavioral variations among the people 
of the Yayoi period during the transition to an agriculture-based society precipitated an 
increase in the frequency of carious teeth, as well as variations in carious tooth frequency, 
based on geographic location and sex. 

 Most of the carious lesions in ancient populations occurred at or near the cemento-enamel 
junction–alveolar crest (CEJ–AC). (Hildebolt et al., 1988, Kerr et al., 1988, Lunt, 1974, Moore 
& Corbett, 1971, Moore & Corbett, 1975, Varrela, 1991, Vodanovic et al., 2005) These lesions 
appear to be associated with an exposed root surface caused by alveolar bone recession, 
although a definitive conclusion has not been reached. Exposure of the root surface is a 
prerequisite for carious lesions of the root, and alveolar bone loss is a major cause of such 
exposure. Therefore, root caries may occur as a result of alveolar bone loss. 

Using multiple sets of remains from the Yayoi period, we investigated carious 
disease(Haraga, 2006) and alveolar bone loss(Uekubo, 2006) among the Yayoi people. 
Moreover, we identify the factors associated with root caries, and examine the relationship 
between root caries and alveolar bone loss(Otani et al., 2009). Our findings may be useful for 
investigating the pathology of root caries in relation to the Yayoi diet. 
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2. Relationship between root caries and alveolar bone loss Yayoi people of 
ancient Japan 
2.1.1 Material  

We studied 5,010 teeth and the surrounding alveolar bones in 263 ancient human skeletal 
remains excavated at 49 archeological sites, and which are preserved at the Kyushu 
University Faculty of Medicine. The distribution of each site are shown in Figure 1. The 
remains, which were classified as belonging to the Yayoi period, included 152 males, 100 
females, and 11 unknowns. The remains were further categorized by age as follows: young 
adults (estimated age 20–39 years, n = 126), and elderly (estimated age 40–59 years, n = 137). 
Gender and age were assigned in accordance with the standard procedures of the 
Department of Anatomy, Faculty of Medicine, Kyushu University. Only remains with teeth 
and alveolar bone were selected. 

  
Fig. 1. Location of sites 

2.1.2 Methods  

Only those teeth with obvious cavities were recorded as being carious (Figure 2). Color 
changes to the enamel that lacked well-defined cavity edges, possibly as a result of erosion, 
were not considered to be evidence of caries. Caries was detected on nine different tooth 
surfaces: the occlusal surface; the distal, buccal, mesial, and lingual (palatal) surfaces of the 
crown; and the distal, buccal, mesial, and lingual (palatal) surfaces of the root.  

Gingivitis leaves no trace in alveolar bone, whereas periodontitis causes alveolar bone loss. 
Accordingly, periodontitis can be evaluated using bone loss as an index. We measured the 
CEJ–AC distances only in jawbone specimens with alveolar bone remaining around the 
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teeth using a periodontal probe. Up to four tooth surfaces (distal, buccal, mesial, and 
lingual/palatal) were examined, and the measurements are expressed in millimeters. For 
tilted teeth, we measured the vertical distance. Teeth with a fractured alveolar crest or that 
were missing were excluded from the analysis. Teeth were also excluded if the alveolar bone 
on the buccal side was lost due to physiologic fenestration or a lesion in the root apex. 

 
Fig. 2. Caries in Yayoi people 

2.2 Distribution of dental caries in Yayoi people  

The distribution and site characteristics of dental caries previously identified in a Yayoi 
population using the aforementioned procedure. We examined 5010 teeth, 941 teeth were 
classified as antemortem teeth, and 998 teeth were classified as postmortal loss (Otani et al., 
2009) (Table 1). The number of teeth in each individual ranged from a minimum of 2 to a 
maximum of 32, with an average of 19.5. The total number of carious teeth was 883, for a 
cares ratio of 17.6%. The percent of individuals with caries was 79.1%, and the percent of 
individuals with root caries was 65.8% 

Our analyses indicated that among the Yayoi people, most caries occurred in the root area, 
particularly on the approximal surface of the tooth root (Haraga, 2006). Moreover, Figure 3 
shows the distribution of caries by tooth surface. When categorized into 3 groups, namely 
occlusal, , the occlusal surface percentage was 10.4%, the crown and root were compared, 
the crown ratio was 37.4% and the root ratio was 52.2%. When Caries location was classified 
into 9 tooth surfaces as follows: occlusal surface, crown buccal surface, crown lingual 
surface, crown approximal surface, root buccal surface, root lingual surface, and root 
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approximal surface. The caries frequency was highest in the root approximal surface area, 
followed in order by the crown approximal surface and root buccal surface, while it was 
lowest in the buccal and lingual surfaces of both the crown and root. 
 

Number 
of teeth 
present 

Mean 
number 
of teeth 
present 
per 
person(SD) 

Number 
of 
antemort
em 
teeth 

Numbe
r of 
postmo
rtem 
teeth 

Number 
of teeth 
lost at 
unknown 
timing 

Number 
of 
carious 
teeth 

Rate of 
caries 
(%)a 

Caries 
prevale
nce (%)b 

Root 
caries 
prevale
nce (%)c 

5010 19.5(7.1) 941 998 999 883 17.6 79.1 65.8 

a Rate of caries: Number of carious teeth / Number of teeth present × 100 
b Caries prevalence (%): Number of individuals with caries/ Number of individuals× 100 
c Root caries prevalence (%)c:  Number of individuals with root caries/  Number of individuals× 100 

Table 1. Number of teeth present, deciduous teeth, and teeth with caries, and rate and 
prevalence of caries. 

    
Fig. 3. Distribution of caries by tooth surface 

In contrast, we analyzed caries in the Yayoi people and determined the first caries attack site 
(Haraga, 2006). For determining where caries began in Yayoi people, only caries observed 
independently on the occlusal surface, crown and root were counted by tooth surface 
(Figure 4). Large cavities (e.g., spreading in both the tooth crown and root) were excluded 
from this analysis, and the carious surfaces that were located in only a limited area, such as 
pits and fissures, crowns, and root surfaces, were determined with certainty as cases. As for 
the third molar, caries beginning in the occlusal surface accounted for 33.3% in the maxilla 
and 44.4% in the mandible. Caries beginning in the occlusal surface area were not observed 
in the upper first premolars and the first molars, the lower first and second premolars, or the 
first molars. Caries that began in the molars most often originated in the root (70.5% to 
86.3%). The percentage of caries beginning in the occlusal surface, crown, and root was 
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6.9%, 26.9%, and 66.3%, respectively. Thus, most of the molar surfaces affected during the 
first caries attack were located in the root area. Therefore, these carious lesions may have 
been initiated in the root area in the Yayoi people. These observations indicate a different 
pathology from that seen in modern people. Thus, the mechanisms underlying the 
development of root and coronal caries in the people of the Yayoi period may be different 
from those in modern people. 

   
Fig. 4. Distribution of “primary caries” by tooth surfaces in Yayoi people 

We have presented here the frequencies of carious lesions in younger and elderly people 
according to tooth type in Yayoi people (Fig. 5). It is clear that the frequncy of carious 
lesions was higher in the elderly (Haraga, 2006). In the modern Japanese, the caries ratios in 
the first molars of younger and elderly people are very similar (Fig 6). These findings also 
support the suggestion that most of the caries was found in the root area in Yayoi people, 
likely following the establishment of periodontal disease. 

The location of dental caries in the people of the Yayoi period differs from that seen in 
modern Japanese people. In the skeletal remains of the Yayoi, most carious lesions were 
located in the root area, while in modern populations, most of these lesions are in the crown. 
This difference is considered to be associated with dietary variation, particularly the 
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consumption of cariogenic foodstuffs. During the digestion of staple foods, such as rice, acid 
production causes tooth decalcification (Tayles et al., 2000). Moreover, cooked starch is more 
easily degraded and fermented by bacteria (Lingstrom et al., 1989). The Yayoi people 
engaged mainly in agriculture, in contrast to their forebears, the Jomon. Indeed, the Yayoi 
utilized an advanced system of wet-rice agriculture, which supported an increase in 
population density in western Japan during the Yayoi period. The increase in whole dental 
caries was associated to a great extent with the increase in root caries. 

 
Fig. 5. Number of carious teeth, treated and untreated, by age group and teeth type, in Yayoi 
people. 

However, starch is less cariogenic than sucrose (Lingstrom et al., 1989), and sucrose is a 
better substrate for Mutans streptococci than any other dietary carbohydrate. The high 
prevalence of root caries yields the most information in this regard. The substrate of the 
caries in the Yayoi people was most likely a cooked starch, which became a substrate for 
acid production by oral acid-producing bacteria (not necessarily Mutans streptococci), while 
modern caries are generally induced by Mutans streptococci which use sugar as a substrate 
(Kamp et al., 1983). O’Sullivan (O'Sullivan et al., 1993) compared the skeletal remains of 
children from an 18th century British population with those of older remains. The results 
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indicated an alteration in pathologic conditions during the 18th century that changed the site 
of most primary tooth caries from the contact points to the CEJ–AC. In the UK, the average 
intake of sucrose has consistently increased since the early 1700s (Yudkin, 1972). Yudkin 
(Yudkin, 1972) reported a positive correlation between the degree of dental caries and the 
amount of sugar (i.e., sucrose) ingested. Furthermore, the prevalence and distribution of 
dental decay have changed since the 17th century in Britain (Vodanovic et al., 2005), and 
these changes may be associated with the importation of sugars. 

 
Fig. 6. Number of carious teeth, treated and untreated, by age group and teeth type, in  
modern Japanese. [From Dental Health Division of Health Policy Bureau, Ministry of Health 
and Welfare Japan, 1999] 

2.3 Alveolar bone loss in Yayoi people 

We attempted to clarify the prevalence of periodontal disease in the Yayoi people. Although 
periodontal disease is characterized by alveolar bone loss, ascertaining the prevalences of 
periodontal disease in ancient populations is difficult. Although gingivitis does not leave 
any trace in ancient bones, periodontal disease  causes alveolar bone loss, thus periodontal 
disease can be evaluated by using the degree of alveolar bone loss as a parameter (Stoner, 
1972). Therefore, the establishment of an internationally accepted method for quantifying 
alveolar bone loss would be helpful. There have been few reports regarding periodontal 
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disease in ancient skeletal remains. Notable exceptions include the studies of Clarke et al. 
(Clarke et al., 1986), Sakashita et al., (Sakashita et al., 1997) and Kerr, (Kerr, 1998) which 
assessed the prevalence of periodontal disease in ancient populations. Clark et al. (Clarke et 
al., 1986) investigated ancient human bones stored in 20 museums in 10 countries and 
reported that the prevalence of periodontal disease was 10% in ancient people. Further, 
Sakashita et al. (Sakashita et al., 1997) examined bones from the Yin-Shang period in China 
and reported that periodontal disease  prevalence ranged from 20% to 30%. Kerr (Kerr, 1998) 
reported the prevalence to range from 70% to 100%, however, the investigation method used 
in that study was detection of lesions while viewing specimens with a stereoscopic 
microscope.  Therefore, it is difficult to compare the results, as they varied depending on the 
cut-off point employed for alveolar bone loss when evaluating periodontal disease 
prevalence. A distance of 2 mm in the cementoenamel junction-alveolar crest (CEJ-AC) is 
generally regarded as normal, while that greater than 2 mm is regarded as a lesion (Lennon 
& Davies, 1974)., Using that parameter, data can be compared even when not reported by 
the same researcher. Whittaker et al. (Whittaker et al., 1982) measured the CEJ-AC distance 
in skulls excavated from human remains of the Roman Empire in England and reported that 
alveolar bone loss was more remarkable in the elderly group than the adolescent group, as 
the distance reached 6 mm or more in some of the elderly individuals, which indicated that 
disease severity was dependent on the CEJ–AC distance.  

 We investigated alveolar bone loss among the Yayoi people(Uekubo T, 2006). In that study, 
we measured the CEJ-AC distance in Yayoi specimens to clarify the prevalence of 
periodontal disease. The minimum CEJ-AC distance was 0 mm and the maximum 17 mm. In 
most of the site, the elderly group had significantly larger distance values than the 
adolescent group. As for tooth type, in the adolescent group, the first molar of the maxilla 
showed the most largest CEJ-AC distance value, followed in order by the first molar of the 
mandible, canine of the mandible, second molar of the maxilla. In the elderly group, the first 
molar of the maxilla showed the highest severity, followed in order by the second molar of 
the maxilla, first molar of the mandible, second molar of the mandible. We reported that 
alveolar bone loss increased with age among the Yayoi people, with this tendency being 
most evident in the first molars, and we concluded that alveolar bone loss among the Yayoi 
was more severe than in other ancient populations.  

2.4 Relationship between root caries and alveolar bone loss in Yayoi people 

Above mentioned, the people of the Yayoi had carious lesions that were most frequently 
located on the root surfaces of their teeth. Root surface exposure is a prerequisite for this 
type of decay, and alveolar bone loss is the main cause of such exposure. Therefore, we 
identify the factors associated with root caries, and examine the relationship between root 
caries and alveolar bone loss in the people of the Yayoi period.  

As shown in Table 2, the prevalence of root caries was significantly higher (78.7%) among 
those with a mean CEJ–AC distance ≥3.4 mm than among those with a distance ≤3.3 mm 
(54.1%). In addition, significant differences in the mean number of teeth with root caries 
were observed according to age, presence of coronal caries, and the mean CEJ–AC 
distanceper person. The prevalence of root caries and the mean number of teeth with root 
caries per person were significantly associated with the mean CEJ–AC distance per 
person. 
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  Root caries 
prevalence (n) 

(%) 

p -value1 Mean number 
of teeth with 

root caries per 
person 

p-value2 

Mean CEJ-AC 
distance per 

person 

<3.3 mm(133) 54.1(72) < 0.001 1.3±1.7 < 0.001 

>3.4 mm (127) 78.7(100) 2.4±2.6 

1χ2 –test, 2M-W test 

Table 2. Root caries prevalence and mean number of teeth with root caries per person by 
CEJ-AC distance per person. 

Figure 6 shows the percentage of root caries surfaces per tooth surface according to the 
mean CEJ–AC distance per tooth surface. We calculated the percentage of each root surface 
(distal, buccal, mesial, and lingual/palatal) affected by caries. Those subjects with a greater 
mean CEJ–AC distance per tooth surface had a significantly higher percentage of surface 
root caries for all surfaces compared to those with shorter mean distances.  

For the upper and lower molars, the mean CEJ–AC distance per tooth surface was based 
on the presence of root caries (Table 3). In the upper jaw, root caries on the distal surface 
of the premolars or on the distal, mesial, and palatal surfaces of the molars, were 
significantly associated with a greater mean CEJ–AC distance value per tooth surface. In 
the lower jaw, significantly greater distance values were associated with root caries on the 
distal, buccal, and mesial surfaces of the molars or on the distal and buccal surfaces of the 
premolars. 

Our results confirm the relationship between root caries and the CEJ–AC distance, which is 
used as an index of alveolar bone loss, in the bones of the Yayoi people. In ancient agrarian 
populations, the amount of starchy mass on the tooth surface was probably a key factor in 
the development of root caries. In addition, alveolar bone loss, which is a major cause of root 
exposure, tends to precede the development of root caries. Several reports have suggested 
an association between the occurrence of caries and periodontal disease in ancient 
populations, although no previous studies have examined this correlation. Thus, the 
findings of the present study are valuable because they clarify for the first time the 
relationship between root caries and alveolar bone loss in an ancient population (the Yayoi 
people). To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate the relationship between root 
caries and CEJ–AC distance using skeletal remains.  

Previous reports regarding caries (Haraga, 2006) and alveolar bone loss (Uekubo T, 2006,) 
among the Yayoi people indicated that carious lesions on the approximal surface were 
common. The present study, which reveals a CEJ–AC distance-dependent increase in the 
percentage of surface root caries, confirms these findings (Figure 7). We believe that the 
close relationship between root caries and alveolar bone loss on the approximal surface is 
suggestive of the involvement of this bone loss in the manifestation of root caries. Although 
the mechanism of alveolar bone loss in the Yayoi people has not been elucidated, root caries 
may be a consequence of alveolar bone loss. 
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Fig. 7. Relation with percentage of root caries surfaces per tooth surface and mean CEJ-AC 
distance per tooth surface. 
 

Tooth type Mean CEJ-AC distance per tooth surface 
mm±SD (number of tooth surfaces ) 

p-value 1 

Without root caries With root caries 
Upper premolar    
Distal 2.9±1.3(423) 3.6±1.9(23) 0.045 
Buccal 3.5±2.0(404) 4.3±3.1(3) 0.490 
Mesial 3.0±1.3(405) 3.4±1.4(9) 0.224 
Palatal 3.6±1.3(477) 4.00(1) -------- 
Upper molar    
Distal 3.3±1.7(311) 3.9±1.2(27) 0.010 
Buccal 3.8±2.0(359) 4.3±2.1(16) 0.367 
Mesial 3.0±1.4(367) 4.3±1.6(24) < 0.001 
Palatal 4.4±2.1(397) 5.4±1.8(17) 0.011 
Lower premolar    
Distal 2.7±1.5(617) 3.6±1.5(32) 0.001 
Buccal 4.0±2.1(569) 6.0±2.8(10) 0.013 
Mesial 2.6±1.4(618) 3.9±2.8(10) 0.126 
Lingual 3.0±1.4(511) -------- (0) -------- 
Lower molar    
Distal 3.1±1.8(453) 4.0±2.0(36) 0.002 
Buccal 4.1±2.3(453) 5.7±2.4(39) < 0.001 
Mesial 2.9±1.6(471) 4.6±1.9(27) < 0.001 

Lingual 3.7±1.6(504) 4.3±1.1(16) 0.192 
1 Mann-Whitney test 

Table 3. Mean CEJ-AC distance per tooth surface by the presence of root caries. 
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3. Conclusion  
We investigated the relationship between caries and periodontal disease in the people of the 
Yayoi period. The Yayoi, who dominated the Japanese archipelago around the 5th C B.C., are 
the direct ancestors of the modern Japanese and were the first people to engage in rice 
cultivation in Japan. 

The people in the Yayoi period had a high prevalence of root caries, and the rate of dental 
caries, is suggested to be due to changes in dietary habits that occurred concomitant with 
the development of agriculture. On the other hand, tooth wear and compensatory 
physiologic growth of the abraded tooth are reduced with a rice diet, and alveolar bone loss 
occurs due to periodontitis. This results in increased exposure of the root surface, which is 
thought to result in root caries. 
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